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Dear QW Attendee, 

Quality Week 1998 
B e s t P a p e r A w a r d - -

Please take a moment to help us select the recipient of the QW'98 BEST PAPER Award! 

The speaker selected for the QW'98 BEST PAPER Award will be invited by SR/ Institute to 
repeat the presentation at the upcoming 2nd International QUALITY WEEK EUROPE, 
Brussels, Belgium, 9 - 13 November 1998. 

Even though your choice will be difficult, there can be ONLY ONE WINNER. Ties will be 
decided by the QW'98 Program Committee. 

The winner of the QW'98 BEST PAPER Award will be announced at the end of the QW'98 
conference, at the final Plenary Session. 

PLEASE TURN IN YOUR BALLOTS BEFORE 10:30 AM Friday, 29 May 1998. 

Thank you for your time and cooperation. 

Sincerely, 
The QW'98 Board of Advisors 

My Choice for Best Paper Award QW'98 

SPEAKER'S NAME: _____________________ _ 

TITLE OF THE PAPER: ____________________ _ 

CONFERENCE PRESENTATION SLOT NUMBER: ___________ _ 

COMMENTS: _________________________ _ 

Please return this form to the registration desk by 10:30 AM, Friday May 29, at the very latest! Thank you! 



QW 
A.M. 

'98 Speaker Evaluation 
Thursday, May 28, 1998 

Keynote Session #5 

Speaker : Boris Seizer 

Prioritizing Your Y2K Testing Effort 

Overall rating of presentation 

(5 = excellent, 1 = poor): 

5 4 3 2 1 

0 0 0 0 0 

Comments: ___________ _ 

S e s s i o n # 6 , 10:30am 
Track: OTechnology 

Speaker : David Parnas Software 

Engineering: An Unconsumated Marriage 

Overall rating of presentation 

(5 = excellent, 1 = poor): 

5 4 3 2 1 

D D D D D 

Comments: -------------

S e s s i o n # 6 , 11:15am 
Track: DTechnology 

OApplications 

OManagement 

OTools & Solu. OApplications OTools & Solu. 

OQuickStart OQuickStart OManagement 

Speaker: _____________ _ Speaker: _____________ _ 

Overall rating of presentation Overall rating of presentation 

(5 = excellent, 1 = poor): (5 = excellent, 1 = poor): 

5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1 

0 0 0 0 D D D D D 0 
Comments: ___________ _ Comments: ____________ _ 

Please return this form to the registration desk or fax to 1 ( 415) 957-0730. Thank you. 



QW 
P.M. 

'98 Speaker Evaluation 
Thursday, May 28, 1998 

S e s s i o n # 7 , 1 :30pm S e s s i o n # 7 , 2:15pm 
Track: OTechnology Track: OTechnology 

O Applications 

OManagement 

OTools & Solu. OApplications OTools & Solu. 

OQuickStart OQuickStart O Management 

Speaker: ______________ _ 

Overall rating of presentation 

(5 = excellent, 1 = poor): 

5 4 3 2 1 

0 0 0 0 0 
Comments: ____________ _ 

S e s s i o n # 8 , 3:30pm 
Track: OTechnology 

Speaker: _____________ _ 

Overall rating of presentation 
(5 = excellent, 1 = poor): 

5 4 3 2 1 

D O O O 0 

Comments: -------------

S e s s i o n # 8 , 4:15pm 
Track: OTechnology 

O Applications 

O Management 

OTools & Solu. OApplications OTools & Solu 

OQuickStart OQuickStart OManagement 

Speaker: _____________ _ 

Overall rating of presentation 

(5 = excellent, 1 = poor): 
5 4 3 2 1 

0 0 0 0 0 
Comments: ____________ _ 

Speaker: _____________ _ 

Overall rating of presentation 

(5 = excellent, 1 = poor): 
5 4 3 2 1 

0 0 0 0 0 
Comments: ____________ _ 

Please return this form to the registration desk or fax to 1 (41 5) 957-0730. Thank you. 



aw '98 Speaker Evaluation 
A.M. Friday, May 29, 1998 

S e s s o n # 9 , 8:30am S e S S i O ll- # 9 , 9: 1 Sam 
Track: OTechnology Track: OTechnology 

OApplications 

OManagement 

OTools ~ Solu. OApplications OTools & Solu. 

OQuickStart OQuickStart DManagement 

Speaker: _____________ _ 

Overall rating of presentation 

(5 = excellent, 1 = poor): 

5 4 3 2 1 

0 0 0 0 0 
Comments: ___________ _ 

Speaker: _____________ _ 

Overall rating of presentation 

(5 = excellent, 1 = poor): 

5 4 3 2 1 

0 0 0 0 0 
Comments: -------------

Speaker 
Keynote 

Evaluation 
Session #10 

Speaker : Dave Duchesneau 
Design for Test 

Overall rating of this presentation 

(5 = excellent, 1 = poor): 

5 4 3 2 1 

0 0 0 0 0 

Comments: ____________ _ 

Speaker : Robert V. Binder 
Testing Object-Oriented Systems 

Overall rating of this presentation 

(5 = excellent, 1 = poor): 

5 4 3 2 1 

0 0 D D D 

Comments: -------------

Please return this form to the registration desk by 10:30 AM, Friday May 29, at the very latest! Thank you! 
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Welcome to QW'98 
26-29 May 1998 

THEME: Countdown to 2000 

Welcome to the Eleventh International Software Quality Week Conference 
(QW'98). We're delighted you could be part of this important event. 

The continuing goal in the International Software Quality Week Conferences 
beginning with the first Quality Week held in 1988 - has been to give a balanced 
picture of applied test and quality control technologies, of current 
academic/industrial research and development, and of real-world experience. 
Our purpose is to illuminate the all-important issue of improving quality and 
productivity in software as it is affected by developments in all these areas. As 
we all already know - and as many in the broader technical community are 
beginning to learn - software projects depend increasingly for success on 
modem methods of assuring software quality, including software testing tech
niques and all allied disciplines. 

The QW'98 program is 85 presentations strong, not counting topics you selected 
for the Birds-Of-A-Feather Sessions. With ten half-day tutorials, six carefully 
selected keynote talks, fifty-six technical papers, five published, ready-for
presentation stand-by papers, seven specially selected quick-start mini-tutorials, 
together with the special panel presentation, ten prepared Birds-of-a-Feather Ses
sions, five parallel tracks including the new Tools and Solutions Track and a 
two-day Vendor Exhibition, QW'98 is an excellent way to learn about the state 
of the art and the state of the practice in all software quality disciplines. 

The conference theme, Countdown to 2000, is addressed throughout the QW'98 
Conference in papers that deal with software process, real-world results, and the 
realities of quality management in a modem client-server, Web based, network 
enabled, embedded-system, real-time, object-oriented, Java-implemented, multi
threaded, world! 

Thank you for attending QW'98! 

dward Miller 
Program Chair, QW'98 



QW98 BOARD of ADVISORS 
The Eleventh International Software Quality Week (QW'98) Conference is governed by an international 
Board of Advisors whose role is to ensure the quality of Conference presentations and to assure 
appropriate balance in the topics chosen for presentations. All papers and presentations proposed for 
QW'98 - nearly 235 items in total - were reviewed by the Board of Advisors. We offer them all a 
sincere vote of thanks for their efforts. Without them there would be no real " Quality" in Quality 
Week! 

Mr. James Bach 
Chief Engineer 
SmartPatents, Inc. 
1975 Landings Drive 
Mountain View, CA 94043 USA 

Dr. Boris Beizer 
Software Engineer 
Analysis , Inc. 
1232 Glenbrook Rd. 
Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006 USA 

Prof. Fevzi Belli 
University of Paderbom 
Bldg. P5, Rm P52.07, Pohlweg 47-49 
D-33098 Paderbom GERMANY 

Mr. Bill Bently 
Bayer Corporation 
1884 Miles A venue 
Elkhart , IN 46515 USA 

Prof. Antonia Bertolino 
CNR-IEI 
Via Santa Maria, 46 
56126 Pisa, ITALY 

Mr. Robert Binder 
President 
RBSC Corporation 
3 First National Plaza 
Suite 1400 
Chicago, IL 60602-4205 USA 

Dr. Robert C. Birss 
Manager of QA 
Intuit , Inc. 
Box 7850 
Mountain View, CA 94039 USA 

Ms. Rita M. Bral 
Executive Director 
Software Research Institute 
625 Third Street 
San Francisco, CA 94107 USA 

Mr. Dirk Craeynest 
Editor Ada-Belgium 
OFFIS nv/sa 
c/o Eurocontrol - CFMU 
Raketstraat 96 
B-1130 Brussels BELGIUM 

Mr. Gregory T. Daich 
Sr. Software Engineer 
Software Technology Support Center 
Odgen ALC/TISE 
7278 Fourth Street 
Hill AFB, UT 84056-5205 USA 

Mrs. Sylvia Daiqui 
DLR Deutsche Forschungsanstalt 
Postfach 1715 
D-82230 Wessling GERMANY 

Mr. Tom Drake 
Booz Allen & Hamilton 
900 Elkridge Landing Road 
Linthicum, MD 21090 USA 

Mr. Danny R. Faught 
Software Engineer 
Hewlett-Packard Company 
3000 Waterview Parkway 
PO Box 833851 
Richardson, TX 75083-3851 USA 

Mr. Istvan Forgacs 
Hungarian Academy of Sciences 
Computer & Automation Institute 
P.O. Box 63 XI. Kende u. 13-17 
H-1507 Budapest HUNGARY 

Prof. Richard Hamlet 
Portland State University 
Computer Science Department 
P.O. Box 751 
Portland, OR 97207-0751 

Prof. William Howden 
University of Cal . at San Diego 
Applied Physics & Maths Bldg. 
Muir College Drive 
La Jolla, CA 92093 

Prof. Luqi 
Naval Postgraduate School 
Computer Science Dept. 
Code CS/Lq 
Monterey, CA 93943 USA 

Mr. Brian Marick 
President 
Testing Foundations 
913 W. White Street 
Champaign, IL 91821-3315 USA 

Dr. Edward Miller 
President 
Software Research, Inc. 
625 Third Street 
San Francisco, CA 94107-1997 USA 

Dr. John D. Musa 
Consultant 
39 Hamilton Road 
Morristown, NJ 07960-5341 USA 

Prof. Leon Osterweil 
University of Massachusetts 
Computer Science Department 
Lederle Graduate Research Center 
Amherst, MA 01002 

Mr. Axel VanLamsweerde 
Universite Catholique de Louvain 
Departement d'lngenerie Informatique 
Place Sante Barbe, 2 
B-1348 Louvain-la-Neuve BELGIUM 

Mr. Otto Vinter 
Consultant 
Sthensvej 2F 
DK-2630 Taastrup DENMARK 

Dr. Tony Wasserman 
President 
Software Methods & Tools 
176 Gold Mine Drive 
San Francisco, CA 94131 USA 



SPONSORS and ORGANIZATIONS 

The Eleventh International Software Quality Week (QW'98) Conference and Vendor 
Exhibition is organized by Software Research Institute and is sponsored by Software 
Research, Inc., AONIX, Dr. Dobb's Journal, RSW and TB/. 

This event is presented in cooperation with the Association for Computing Machinery 
(ACM), the American Society for Quality Software Division (ASQC), the Bay Area 
Quality Assurance Association (BAQA) , the Center for National Software Studies (CNSS) 
and the Santa Clara Software Quality Association (SSQA). 

About Software Research Institute: 

Software Research Institute was founded in 1990 to foster general awareness of software 
testing, software analysis, software validation technology, and related technical issues - in 
short, all technical and management areas related to achieving high software quality. The 
Not-for-Profit Institute has developed and managed the annual Software Quality Week 
conferences since 1990. Other similar practitioner-oriented events and activities relating to 
software quality issues will be added in the future. 

SPONSOR 

About Software Research, Inc.: 
The conference is sponsored for the eleventh year by Software Research, Inc. the company 
that created the field of automated software testing in 1987 with CAPBAK and SMARTS, the 
first commercial capture/playback and test controller system, for MS-DOS and UNIX. 
Today, Test Works is the only fully integrated suite of testing tools, available in a 
flexible,open architecture, accessible from GUI or ASCII commands. TestWorks 
comprises four product bundles that work independently or together, on UNIX and 
Windows-based platforms. TestWorks/Regression automates test execution verification and 
management for GUI and Client/Server applications; TestWorks/Coverage measures how 
much of your code has been tested in branch, call-pair and path coverage at the system 
level, then produces detailed reports; TestWorks/Advisor improves productivity, resource 
management, quality and predictability by providing static source code analysis and 
measurements; TestWorks/Web improves and supports development and maintenance of 
corporate Web technology. For more information, visit: http://www.soft.com. 



CO-SPONSORS 
About AONIX: 
Aonix, with headquarters in San Francisco, is a major player in the software development 
tools market. The company was formed in November 1996 as a result of the merger of two 
successful development-tools companies: Interactive Development Environments (IDE), a 
veteran player in the modeling, analysis and design tools market, and Thomson Software 
Products, a diversified tools company. Aonix's products and array of consulting services 
provide complete life cycle solutions for analyzing requirements, designing, implementing, 
testing and deploying software for even the most challenging commercial or technical pro
jects. Its comprehensive set of offerings address the most popular object-oriented and struc
tured development languages including C, C + +, Ada, Java, IDL and others on a variety of 
development platforms. 

Aonix's product offering includes the lOX Software Testing Program, a highly effective 
combination of tools and services which brings a measurable 10-fold improvement on both 
testing quality and productivity. Aonix can be found on the Internet at: 
http://www.aonix.com. 

About Dr. Dobb 's Journal: 
Dr. Dobb's Journal is the leading publication for professional software developers. DDJ 
provides software experts with advanced tools and techniques, delivering relevant and 
important in-depth technical information that is critical to the art, science and business of 
software development. 

Experts tum to DDJ for guidance on the languages, tools, operating systems, databases and 
platforms that define the leading edge in software development. DDJ can be found on the 
Internet at: http://www.ddj.com. 

About RSW: 
RSW Software is a wholy owned subsidiary of Teradyne, Inc., headquartered in Boston 
Massachusetts, and specializes in Internet Application testing software. RSW, headquar
tered in Watertown, Mass., offers a suite of products, the RSW Web Studio, which helps 
automate the process of testing business-critical Web based and E-Commerce applications. 
RSW is the preferred Internet testing solution with products that offer ease of use in a 
tightly integrated product offering, designed specifically for use in the dynamic, rapidly 
evolving Web based application development testing market. RSW can be found on the 
Internet at: http://www.rswsoftware.com. 

About TB/: 
Technology Builders, Inc. (TBI) is a software products and services company providing 
integrated customer solutions comprised of software products, training and professional ser
vices. With a focus on Software Quality Management (SQM), TBI offers Caliber-RM(tm), 
a Windows-based, client/server requirements management tool that allows development and 
QA teams to fully define, manage and communicate changing requirements to deliver high 
quality applications. TBI can be found on the Internet at: http://www.tbi.com. 



COOPERATING ORGANIZATIONS 
About ACM: 
ACM, the Association for Computing Machinery, is an international scientific and educa
tional organization dedicated to advancing the arts, sciences and application of information 
technology. With a worldwide membership of 80,000, ACM functions as a locus for vari
ous fields of Information Technology. Membership benefits include a subscription to the 
Communications of the ACM, discounts on conferences and publications, 36 special interest 
groups and the new ACM Digital Library. The Digital Library includes unlimited access to 
22 ACM publications and archives, 6 years of conference proceedings and over 100,000 
pages of text, with full searching capabilities. For more information, visit our website at: 
http://www.acm.org or contact ACM directly at: 1 (800) 342-6626 (USA & Canada) or 1 
(212) 626-0500 (anywhere), by fax at: 1(212) 944-1318, email: acmhelp@acm.org, or by 
writing to ACM, Member Services Department, P.O. Box 11315, New York, NY 10286-
1315. 

About ASQC: 
ASQC Software Division is composed of more that 5,000 members and includes software 
quality professionals and software engineers interested in applying quality principles to the 
field of software development. The mission of the Software Division is to improve the abil
ity of individuals and organizations to satisfy their customers with quality software products 
and services through education, communication, research, outreach and professional 
development. 

About BAQA: 
The Bay Area Quality Assurance Association (BAQA) focuses on local software quality 
issues under the leadership of Ms. Alka Jarvis (Cisco Systems): ajarvis@cisco.com. 

About CNSS: 
The Center for National Software Studies (CNSS) is a non-profit body that aims to bring 
major focus on critical software issues facing the nation. Headed by Larry Bernstein and 
staffed by recognized authorities and leaders in the software community, the current CNSS 
agenda includes investigations and action programs on USA software value-added aware
ness, software education and certification, and software trustworthiness. For complete 
information about the National Software Council, the organization that created the CNSS, 
visit: http://www.nscusa.org. 

About SSQA: 
The Santa Clara Software Quality Association (SSQA) focuses attention on quality issues 
that pertain to the Santa Clara area and is affiliated with the American Society for Quality 
Control. The contact for SSQA is Mr. Douglas Hoffman (Software Quality Methods: 
hoffman@netcom.com. 

Please note that the views and opinions expressed in these Conference Proceedings are entirely those of the individual 
speakers and presenters. 



WEDNESDAY, 27 MAY, 1998 

• • • • CONFERENCE PROGRAM • • • • 
PLENARY SESSION AND KEYNOTE PRESENTATIONS #1 

Conference Introduction/Session Introduction: Edward Miller, QW98 Program Chair 
Robert L. Glass, Computing Trends: The Software Crisis--/s It for Real? 
Cem Kaner, Attorney at Law: Year 2000, How Can I Sue Thee? Oh, Let Me Count the Ways! 

10:00 Refresh men t and Networking Brea k 

TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS TOOL & MANAGEMENT 
Requirements Defect SOLUTIONS Y2K/Euro 

Testing Analysis Y2K Business Aspects Impacts 

10:30 2T1 James M. Clarke 2A1 Otto Vinter 2S1 Michael Bowden 2M1 W.Douglas Maurer 
Lucent Technologies Brue/ & Kjaer CYRANO George Washington 

Automated Test Generation Improved Requirements Year 2000: A Practical University 
from a Behavioral Model Engineering Based on Defect Approach to Reducing Program Correctness & 

Analysis Business Risk the Year 2000 Problem 

2T2 Linda Rosenberg, 2A2 Maxine Crowther & 2S2 Larry Boldt 2M2 Gregory T. Daich 
Larry Hyatt, T. Hammer, Dave Oliver Technology Builders SAIC 

11 :15 L. Huffman & W. Wilson Cadence Design Systems Y2K Requirements-Driven 
Unisys/SATC GSFC NASA Automating Defect Tracking Automated Essential Year 2000 

Testing Metrics for and Reporting: A Solution for Testing ... Do You Have a Practices 
Requirement Quality the 21st Century License to Drive? 

12:00 Conference Lunch and Networking 

APPLICATIONS TOOLS & TECHNOLOGY Reliability & MANAGEMENT 
Test Environments SOLUTIONS 

Test Processes 
Robustness Java - I 

1:30 3T1 Thomas Ostrand, 3A1 Peter Liggesmeyer 3S1 Oliver Jones 3M1 Cheryl Y. Moore 
H. Foster, T. Goradia & Martin Rothfelder Rational Software Corporation FedEx Corporation 

& W. Szermer Siemens AG Siemens Corporate 
Going Beyond Correctness: 

System Testing for Java Based Testing Policies and 
Research Internet Applications: How, Standards 

A Visual Test Development Improving Software When and Why 
Environment for GUI Systems Robustness 

2:15 3T2 Anil Rao 3A2 Raymond V. Sandfoss 3S2 William Asburry 3M2 Manuel Gonzalez 
Hewlett-Packard Company & Steven A. Meyer AT&T Dynamic Software Tech- Hewlett-Packard 
A Structured Framework for The Impact of OOT, Client/ nologies, Inc. Process Improvements 
Designing Kernel Reliability Server, and Distributed Via Testing Results: A 

Tests Computing on SRE Practices Rapid Application Testing Case Study 

3:00 Refreshment and Networking Break 

TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS 
TOOLS & MANAGEMENT 

Coverage Real-World Futures 
SOLUTIONS Business 

WebSite Testing Aspects 

3:30 4T1 A. vonMayrhauser, 4A1 Fabbrizio Fabbrini, 4S1 leuan E. Jones 4M1 William H. Warren 
A. Bai, T. Chen, M. Fusani, V. Gervasi Royal Military College of Independent Consultant 

A. Hajjar & C. Anderson S. Gnezi & S. Ruggieri Science Shrivenham 
Colorado State University Application of Quality The Business Cost of 
Fast Antirandom (FAR) Test IEI-CNR/Dip.di Informatica Practices to WebSite Defective Software 
Generation to Improve Code Achieving Quality in Natural Development 

4:15 Coverage Language Requirements 

4T2 Zachi Karni, 4A2 Ondrej Such 4S2 Edward Miller 4M2 Karen S. King 
Dror Orel & Shmuel Ur Microsoft Corporation Software Research, Inc. Sequent Computer 

IBM, Haifa Research Lab Applications of Stochastic Dynamic WebSite Systems 
Using 3D to Visualize Asynchronous Programming Testing with Ensuring Quality in 

Dynamic Path Coverage Technique to Procedure CAPBAK/Web Software Supplies 
Testing 

QUICK-
START 

2Q 
Tom Drake 
Booz Allen 
&Hamilton, 

Inc. 
Is Quality 

Rea/ly"Good 
Enough"for 

the 
Millennium? 

QUICK-
START 

30 
Larry 

Bernstein 
National 
Software 
Council 

Trustworthy 
Software 

QUICK-
START 

4Q 
Tom Gilb 

Independent 
Consultant 

The 
Alternatives 

and 
Supplements 

to 
Conventional 

Testing 

5:00 SPECIAL PANEL: THE ROLE OF THE TEST MANAGER 
to 

Co-Chair: Johanna Rothman & Brian Lawrence 

6:00 Moderator; !3riiil1 !.~Wr~nv~ Pilneli~l~i ~ameli lilm,h, Johanna Rothman, M@lors Svoboda 



THURSDAY, 28 MAY 1998 

PLENARY SESSION AND KEYNOTE PRESENTATIONS #2 

Boris Beizer, Independent Consultant: Prioritizing Your Y2K Testing Effort: Debunking the Special Date Myths 
David Parnas, McMaster University: Software Engineering: An Unconsummated Marriage 

10:00 C o ff e e a n d N e t w o r k i n g B r e a k 

APPLICATIONS 
TOOLS & 

MANAGEMENT TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS 
Test Automation Web Testing 

Defect Tracking 
Y2K Readiness 

10:30 6T1 Jarrett Rosenberg 6A1 Steve Goldstein 6S1 Avi Harel 6M1 Rainer Pirker & 
& David J. Brown Genetics Computer G. ErgoLight Ltd. Andreas Rudolf 

Sun Microsystems Strategies for Testing a Web- IBM 
Static Checking of based Application: Divide, Automation in Usability Testing the Software Port-

Application Binaries for Conquer, and Validation folio of a Bank for Year 
Cross-Release Stability Automate 2000 Readiness 

11 :15 6T2 Matthias Grochtmann, 6A2 Manuel Gonzalez 6S2 Manu Das 6M2 Claudia Dencker 
J. Wegener & R. Pitschinetz Hewlett-Packard Soffront Sostware, Inc. Software SEIT Corp. 

Daimler-Benz AG System Test Server Through The Revolution in Defect A Tester's Perspective of 
Integrated Test Management the Web Tracking and Analysis, Soft- a Y2K Project at 

within Tool Environment Tessy ware Quality, and the Internet Hewlett-Packard 

12:00 Conference Lunch and Networking 

TECHNOLOGY TOOLS & MANAGEMENT 

Criteria-Based 
APPLICATIONS SOLUTIONS Process 

Methods 
GUI Testing Y2K Testing Improvement - I 

1:30 7T1 Pascal Thevenod-Fosse 7A1 Larry Apfelbaum 7S1 Eugenio Cervetto 7M1 Michael Heffler 
& Helene Waeselynek & John Schroeder Performance Research & Robert Thien 

LAAS-CNRS Teradyne Software Performance Evaluation of Bel/core 
Software Statistical Testing Real-Time Embedded Providing a Context for 

Based on Structural and & System Test Software Applications Using Process Improvement 
Functional Criteria Reducing the Time to PREDICTA and Assessment 

2:15 Thoroughly Test a GUI 

7T2 Elaine J. Weyuker & 7A2 Anna Newman 7S2 Mike Powers 7M2 Patricia O'Reilly 
Alberto Avritzer AT&T Lab Adobe Systems, Inc. ST Labs, Inc. lnPower 

Facilitating the Enforcement Lessons Learned: Automat-
The Accidental 

of Quality of Service ing Testing Experiences with Testing in a Year 2000 Project Improvement 

Objectives by Using Framemaker 5.5 
Opportunity is Knocking 

Software Testing Artifacts 

3:00 Refreshments and Networking Break 

TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS TOOL & SOLUTIONS MANAGEMENT 

Statistical Methods Specifications Customer Satisfaction Process 
Improvement - II 

3:30 8T1 William F. Howden BA 1 Martha Gray, K. Kegley 8S1 Martin Klaus 8M1 Lincoln Spector 
UCSD & L. Rosenthal NIST TakeFive Software Computer Journalist, 

Software Confidence, Applications of Formal Beyond Testing Columnist, Humorist 
Computational Integrity, and 

Specification Languages in How to Fix Year 2000-Critical Why Are Computer So 
Statistical Model Checking Code Damned Funny? 

Conformance Testing 

8T2 David Banks, 8A2 H.Curtis, D. Burkhardt BS2 A. Cicu & Co-authers 8M2 Karl E. Wiegers 
4:15 L. Gallagher, C. Hagwood & A. Vella Al/star Software MetriOs SrVOSRA Sistemi Process Impact 

& J. Yen National Institute /University of Luton Managing a Customer's Software Process 
Requirements in anSME: A Improvement: Ten Traps 

of Standards& Technology Automated Test Suites from Process Improvement lnitia- to Avoid 
Software Testing by Reverse Engineering & tive Using an IT-Based 
Statistical Methods Planguage Methodology and Tool 

5:00 Cocktail Party in The Expo Hall - Courtesy of The Exhibitors 

Visit The Tools Exposition 
Wednesday, 5/27 - 10:00 to 6:00 
Thursday, 5/28 - 10:00 to 6:00 

Cocktail Party-5:00 to 6:00 
on Thursday 

QW98 presents the strongest team of speakers ever! 
To find out more, visit our Web site: http://www.soft.com 

Once there, click on the Quality Week button, 
Then click on Speaker Biographies for their photos and backgrounds, 

click on Presentation Abstracts for descriptions of their papers, 
click on Guided Tour for a general view of the conference. 

INTERNATIONAL ADVISORY BOARD 

QUICK-
START 

60 

Brian Marick 

Testing 
Foundations 

When Should 
a Test be 

Automated? 

QUICK-
START 

70 

Robert 
Poston 
AONIX 

Making Test 
Cases from 
Use Cases 

Automatically 

QUICK-
START 

80 

Douglas 
Hoffman 
Software 
Quality 

Methods 

A Taxonomy 
for Test 
Oracles 

Special thanks to the twenty-five members of the International Advisory Board, composed of international academics, industrialists and consult
ants lor as crucial supp6ri i~ trMtina a bm:;id.!)ggQd, high-Quality l@chnic~I @lf@nt. 



TECHNOLOGY 
Java - II 

FRIDAY , 
• • • .:.. • i,: 

TestWare 

2 9 MAY , 
& SOLUTI 

Real- World 
Experience 

1 9 9 8 

AGEMENT 
Metrics Feedback 

8:30 9T1 Richard Kasperowski 
Altisimo Computing 

9A 1 David W. Carman, 
S.R. Dalal, A. Jain 
& N. Karunanithi 

Bel/core 

9S1 Alka Jaryis 9M1 Jon Huber 
Cisco Systems Hewlett-Packard 

9:15 

Automated Testing and Java 
Class Libraries 

9T2 Carla Schroer 
Sun Microsystems 

Java(tm) Platform 
Compatibility Testing 

Refreshments 

A Test Generation Factory 
for Year 2000 Testing 

9A2 Keith Stobie 
BEA Systems. Inc. 

Testware Engineering 

Applying Software 
Inspections Real-life 

Experience at Cisco Systems 

9S2 Stefan Mohacsi & 
Armin Beer & Christian 

Stary SIEMENS/Unversity 
of Linz An Open 

Tool for Automated Testing 
of Interactive Software 

Developing Metrics for a 
Software Testing 

Organization 

9M2 Jeff Singer & 
Cindy. Friedman 

Ensemble Partners, Inc. 
The Software End Game

Accurate Prediction of 
Time of Product 

Completion 

PLENARY SESSION AND KEYNOTE PRESENTATION #3 

10:30 Dave Duchesneau, Boeing Design for Test (Or, How to Make it Hard for the Pernicious Bugs to Hide} 
Robert V. Binder, RBSC Corporation Testing Object-Oriented Systems: Best Practices 
Conference Conclusion: Edward Miller, QW98 Program Chair 

12:30 C o n f e r e n c e C o n c I u d e s 

STAND-BY PRESENTATIONS TWO-DAY VENDOR EXHIBIT 
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Are You Y2K Compliant?-The New Politically Correctness 
A big client's (American Megacorp) lawyer called me a while back. He illtroduced himself as Peter 
Pit bull (III), with the law firm of Flaylem, Nailem and Baylem, who represents AM on Y2K issues: 
"We don't have a record of your Y2K compliance affidavit! We've put a hold on paying your 
invoice until you get it in." 

"What's that?" I innocently asked. "I don't recall having to do that." 
"It was on the back of the purchase order, in light gray 5-point type against a yellow background. 

When you signed the return copy of the purchase order, you agreed to assuring complete Y2K 
compliance for all your products! And to sign the affidavit." 

"Okay, fax me a copy of the affidavit you want, I'll sign it, and zap it back to you." 
"Not so quick," he retorted. "We looked at your products. They're not Y2K compliant. You'll 

have to correct them before you can legally sign the affidavit." 
"What 'Y2K compliance?' I wrote two reports, did a management briefing on my findings , and 

presented a seminar." 
"It's your briefing and the seminar. They're not Y2K compliant! You'll have to fix them before 

you can get paid." 
"What is he talking about," I wondered. It took several (unpaid) hours to review the briefing 

and the seminar until I finally realized what the problem was. The date which appears on each of 
my overhead foils was in various formats, such as "98/04/11" or "04/11/98" - clearly not Y2K 
compliant. For full compliance they would have to be dated "1998/04/11" or was it "04/11/1998"? 
I called Pitbull back but he couldn't clue me on the correct format to use. I'd have to call their 
Contractor Y2K Compliance Office. That took a few more hours. The first person I talked to only 
handled contractors who did more than $100 million a year in business with them. I got shunted to 
the Small Business Subcontractor Y2K Compliance Office, but they only handled subcontractors 
between $1 ,000,000/year and $99,999,999.99 - I had to contact the Tiny Business Subcontractor 
Y2K Compliance Office. Then I had to find the person responsible for Individual, Self-Employed, 
Consultants' Y2K Compliance. It took several more days of telephone tag to get the name of the 
person who could advise me as to what I must do, exactly, to satisfy their Y2K compliance 
requirements. Somewhat annoyed over spending four days of unpaid labor for a contract that only 
entailed 15 days of consulting, I called Harry, the VP who had asked me to do the study. He was 
sympathetic: 

"I know it probably isn' t reasonable and it doesn't make any sense, but our lawyers assure me 
that this kind of caution is warranted if Megacorp is to avoid fighting Y2K lawsuits over the next 
five years. I'm sorry, but this requirement came down after we had signed you on. Look, we've got 
a good relation and I'm satisfied with your work. Can you do what they want you to do?" 

"Sure!" I replied. 
"By the way," he asked, "What do they want you to do?" 
"Besides the paperwork, I just have to change all the dates on my overhead foils to a 

YYYY/MM/DD format and resubmit them to you." 
"Oh no!" he groaned. "Those foils have been distributed throughout the company. My admin 

will have to chase down every paper copy and every stored file ." 
"Can't you just ignore it and say you did it? After all, who cares if the dates on an overhead foil 

are in the right format." 
"You don't understand. I'm responsible. I've had to sign an affidavit also and they put it into 

the latest employment agreement. Everything in my operation has to be Y2K compliant. The 
lawyers won't have it any other way." 
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Thinking about it, I realized how much easier my job would be than Harry's. I only had to do 
a few global search-and-replaces, reprint a few files , and upload the same. Harry had the 
administrative nightmare of retrieving all the copies and replacing them=- and getting receipts for 
each one. It made think about all those scarce human resources dissipated covering Y2K asses rather 
than covering Y2K bases - fixing the problem. 

A New Protection Racket? 
I've been a self-employed, independent consultant for over ten years. I pay my self-employment 
taxes, I have my own office and equipment. Pay for my own health insurance and all the rest - the 
worst part of which is a 35 page tax return each year. As it turns out, I rarely have clients on my 
premises - that ' s just the nature of the business. Earlier this year I got a small job evaluating a 
testing product with a new client. Everything was fine except that I didn ' t carry the right liability 
insurance. Why did I need this? Because it was one of the tests by which it is determined that I am 
a legitimately self-employed person as contrasted to a defacto employee. Having this policy is 
purported to be required by the government so that my client will not exploit me and cheat me out 
of important benefits. Of course my clients exploit me - that's what they pay me for. 

My first inquiries into getting such a policy led me to professional malpractice insurance 
whose annual premiums were far higher than the contract value. I argued that I would not get such 
a policy and if they insisted, forget the job. They relented, removed the requirement: round one to 
Beizer - except for three days wasted playing telephone tag with insurance br_okers. 

Shortly thereafter, a big corporate client who in my estimation has always ranked very high 
in my esteem from the point of view of not loading people like me with inappropriate nonsensical 
paperwork, also asked me to have the same kind of insurance - and no, they couldn't be talked out 
of it. That took four unpaid days of telephone tag to get a $1 ,000,000 liability insurance policy at 
a sane price, which as near as I can determine, doesn't cover me for anything. And probably as much 
effort on the client's side on my behalf. Why this policy? Fear of litigation - fear that some third 
party would sue them through me. Don't ask me to figure this one out - it seems to be a 
government regulation, or everybody's interpretation of one. As a footnote, you know of course that 
lawyers and accountants don't need such insurance to establish the fact that they are self-employed 
- makes you wonder? 

So what's this got to do with Y2K? I read in the Wall Street Journal that the hottest thing 
on the insurance scene is Y2K liability insurance. The premiums are out of sight - about 20% of 
the estimated remediation cost. And just as corporations are demanding that I buy liability insurance 
for a hypothetical lawsuit of me passed on to them, they're demanding that their subcontractors and 
suppliers carry Y2K liability insurance in addition to getting such policies themselves. This Y2K 
liability insurance seems to be more important than Y2K remediation. 

I don't understand the actuarial voodoo that insurance companies are using to set the 
premiums - getting a good figure on what it will cost you could be tantamount to doing half the job. 
The first part of Y2K remediation is finding the places that need to be remediated and that alone can 
be 20% to 40% of the job - and you have to do that even if it turns out that there is nothing to be 
remediated. Oh yes, you can make nice statements about pilot projects and sampling, but that ' s 
fraught with dangers because you have absolutely no rational basis on which to validate the statistical 
correctness of your sample. I've seen too many instances in which the original estimates based on 
a sample of the code base was turned topsy-turvy (in either direction) by reality. And if you elect 
to sample uniformly through the code base, then you've done all research, all the set-up and incurred 
most of the overhead needed for a. complete a.udiL The only thing yoy might s~yc; is SQmc; m~9hi1w 
time: the one resource that's usually not a problem in Y2K remediation efforts. My guess is that the 
premiums are based on mythological expectations as contrasted to statistically valid facts. And what 
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about those premiums? Even assuming that they're correctly set at 20% of the remediation' s cost, 
wouldn't that money be better spent on programmers who can find, fix, and test your software? Isn't 
the best insurance a software suite that doesn't have any significant Y2K bugs? Despite the fact that 
worried corporations are lining up to buy these policies, it all strikes me as a legalized protection 
racket. Paying real money for an insurance policy which is based on hypothetical and unverified 
(and unverifiable) remediation cost estimates in order to protect yourself against a hypothetical 
lawsuit for hypothetical consequences of unknown hypothetical Y2K bugs. That's mythology-cubed, 
or is it the fourth power? 

Microsoft Outlook is Y2K Compliant-With a Vengeance. 
I've been a satisfied user ofIE 4.01 and its email program, Outlook Express. Express didn't provide 
return receipts but the full Outlook program would do that, along with several other goodies. I had 
tried the Outlook 98 Beta II package, but gave it up after a few frustrating days of installation and 
recovery. When the "final" production version was announced, I downloaded it and installed it 
without hassle. But no receipts! - that required the "corporate version" and I had installed the 
"personal version." Meanwhile, in the personal version, I opened the Calendar and installed all the 
available national and religious holidays they had to offer - I do a fair amount of international 
consulting, so it's important to know when the various holidays are. I then, as per instructions, un
installed the personal version and downloaded and installed the corporate version. At one point 
during the installation, the program warned me that none of my calendar data or messages would be 
imported - no problem, I'll just do that over again. 

They lied. When I opened the email program, reminders started appearing on my screen -
Ramadan 1 is coming up and I haven't done anything about it; ditto for St. Valentine's day, and 
about 475 other special days and holidays for every year from 1997 to 2,005. In a few seconds my 
21" screen was completely filled with these 3x5 nag notes from Bill Gates: then the resources were 
gone- 65 megs of RAM and 300 megs available for a swap file - all gone. The program stopped, 
but didn' t crash. So I started acknowledging those nag notes which is when I noticed that there was 
one for every day from 1,997 to 2,005. And as fast as I could clear them out, new ones took their 
place; only dated five minutes later. Something was very wrong and as long as those nag notes 
remained unacknowledged on the screen, I couldn't get to the menu needed to change the default or 
to remove them en-masse. 

It was a long list of special days that the folks in Redmond had coded in: Ada Lovelace Day, 
All Saint's Day, Anned Forces Day, Ascension Day, Ash Wednesday, Autumnal Equinox, Bastille 
Day, Beizer's Birthday, Bill Gates Day, Bill of Rights Day, Boxing Day, Budha Jayanti, Canada Day, 
Children' s Day, Child' s Health Day, Christmas (x12), Chrysanthemum Day, Citizenship Day, 
Columbus Day, Cory Hamasaki Day, Culture Day, Doloyatra, Dussera (xl0), Election Day, 
Emperor's Birthday, Empire Day, Epiphany, Fast of Esther, Fast of Gedalia, Fathers' Day, Feast of 
Trinity, Feast of Fortune, Festival ofEyub, Festival of Haci Bektas, Festival ofMevlana, Flag Day, 
Forefathers' Day, Gangaur, Genshi-Sai , Good Friday, Grandparents ' Day, Guy Fawkes Day, 
Hanukah (x 8), Hina Matsuri, Holi, Holloween, Id al-Adha, Id Al Fitr, Independence Day, Kodomo
No-Hi, Kurban Bayrami (x4), Labor Day, Lag B'Omer, Laksmipuja, Lammas Day, Lent (x40), 
Liberation of Monaco Day, Lincoln' s Birthday, Magna Carta Day, Makar Sancrati, Martin Luther 
King's Day, Martyrdom of Husayn, Maundy Thursday, May Day, MacIntosh Mourning Day, 
Memorial Day, Microsoft Week (x7), Midsummer's Day, Mothers' Day, MS-DOS day, National 
Maritime Day, National Freedom Day, New Years, OS-2 Remembrance Day, Pan American Day, 
Passover (x8), Pateti, Pearl Harbor Day, Pentecost, Phalguna, Pongal , Presidents' Day, Prince of 
Monaco Day, Pushkar Camel Fair, Quarter Day, Queen's Birthday, Ramadan (x30), Ramanavani, 
Ratha;1atra; Reformation Day Rym~m\mmc~ Da)' ! ReBpeGt for the Aged Day' Ro~h Haghanrnl, 
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Sabbath (x156), Sadie Hawkin's Day, Setsbun, Shavuot, Sham en Nessim, Shmini Atzeret, Simhat 
Tora, Sosuharai, Sports Day, Spring Equinox, Spring Imperial Festival, St. Agnes' Eve, St. Boris' 
Day, St. George' s Day, St. Jean's Day, St. Olafs Day, St. Patrick's Day; St. Peter's Feast Day, St. 
Valentine's Day, Sukkot (x7), Summer Solstice, Susan B. Anthony Day, Thanksgiving Day, Toji, 
Tu B' Shvat, Twelfth Night, United Nations' Day, Vernal Equinox, Veterans' Day, Victoria Day, 
WIN98 Release Day (x14), Washington' s Birthday, Winter Solstice, Wright Brothers' Day, Yorn 
Kippur and Y2K Remediation Day. 

Not counting the duplications caused by Calendric variations, that ' s 475 special days (give 
or take a few) in the year, multiplied by 9 years yielded 4,275 items about which to be reminded. 
With a reminder every five minutes (for the next nine years) I was facing 4,047,262,200 nag notes. 
I was clearing them out at 10 per minute, so it would take me about 770 years to clear the first batch: 
during which time, of course, 346 billion more nag notes would have been added to the list - Even 
Bill Gates couldn't afford the storage to needed to keep up with the rate at which the holiday pile 
would grow. The installation had also lied to me because it imported some 500 emails that I had not 
yet archived; so they produced a new nag-note every five minutes. At an average of 25 inbound 
emails a day, that's 9,000 new events a year and a nag rate 20 times the holidays - giving me over 
10-trillion nags for the first round. Either I had to get a lot quicker about acknowledging the nags 
or find a workaround. 

It took fancy footwork with registry editing to turn this Sorcerer' s Apprentice off-but I still 
had to clear out 3,000 events by hand - one-at-a-time, over the course of five hours. 

Was cramming those thousands of holidays well into the next century MSFT's way of 
demonstrating that this product was Y2K compliant - with a vengeance! It strikes me as the kind 
of default setting a lawyer would dream up as contrasted to a rational programmer. But is it really 
Y2K compliant? Or will it, on January 1, 2,000 hit me with another 99 years of unrequited nag 
notes? 

The Special Dates File 
Three years ago I started a file of special dates related to Y2K issues. A lot of them seemed obvious: 
12/31 /99, 1/1 /00, 2/28/00, 2/29/00, 2/30/00, 3/1/00, 1/1/01, 2/28/01, 12/31 /01, 2/28/04, 2/29/04, 
9/9/99, stock exchange triple witching days, etc. I gleaned many of these from regular lurking on 
comp.software.year-2000 and also from the seemingly infinite number of Y2K web sites. For each 
date, I had a short description of the hypothetical reason that the date might be significant from the 
point of view of testing Y2K remediation. The data base got big. When I took into account 
individual important dates such as corporate fiscal years, tax years, lease expiration dates, file 
purging dates, holidays (as per the above list) it became clear to me that every day of the year was 
special and important to someone, someplace. . 

I had planned to publish the data base as public service, but after the three experiences 
described above, I destroyed the data base and decided never to publish it. I destroyed that data base 
because I believe that consultants such as myself should adopt the Hypocratic Oath's first principle: 
Do no harm. Publishing the list, I realized, would do far more harm than good because it would only 
serve to reenforce the special date myths that are dissipating so much scarce Y2K human resource. 

Most of you. I'm sure, have lurked on comp.software.year-2000 - if not for substantive 
information, at least for the entertainment value. Personally, I think that it 's the next best thing to 
a local comedy club. It's so imaginative. The latest twist ( on that already twisted newsgroup) is the 
Survivalist invasion. Here' s the syllogism: 

1. The power utilities have a Y2K problem. 
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2. The generators will shut down at midnight, December 31, 1999 and/or nuclear power plants all 
over the world will go critical and melt down. 

3. All communications media will shut down for lack of power. 
4. All government computers will shut down, so there won't be the infrastructure needed to 

maintain law and order. 
5. Society collapses. You must prepare for it. 
6. Here are some basic questions: 

a. Is an Onan 50kw gasolene powered generator better than Mitsubishi Diesel 50kw? 
b. What's the fuel consumption per kw-hour and how big of fuel tank do I need? 
c. How do you convert the receiver of a semi-automatic (legal) Uzi to full automatic and what's 

the ri.ght way to heat treat the new parts. 
d. How much canned food do you need to stock per person and how long will it last? 

Fanciful and entertaining, no doubt. Great material for a Charlton Heston movie - I can see 
it now: Y2K Survival 2, 000! Costarring Mel Gibson, Sylvester Stallone, Clint Eastwood, Arnold 
Shwartzenegger, and Harrison Ford-Rick Moranis or Woody Allen as the wimpy president who's 
into denial the whole way; Admiral James Earl Jones as the shaddowy Chief of the CIA' s special 
unit who gets the survival plan into motion, ... etc. I see about three Academy Award potential plots 
on that newsgroup every day . 

The whole Y2K survivalist scenario isn' t based on factual information but on repeatedly 
perpetuated myths that are based on tiny snippets of truth, if that. That's what we pay novelists to 
do to us - to entertain us, and even to frighten us (within the safe confines of a movie theater) with 
plausible scenarios of what could be. But do we, should we, guide our Y2K remediation effort by 
imaginative but plausible plots of what-could-be with no more factual substance than Road Warrior 
or Waterworld? 

9/9/99 - The Number of The Beast. 
September 9, 1999 is probably the all-time favorite "special day." It's based on the hypothetical 
code snippet: 

IF YEAR = 9999 THEN .... 

I agree that if a programmer had used that special value as a flag or to control processing, 
that could hypothetically cause problems. So you scan through your entire source code file of 
25,000,000 lines of code and you don' t find one instance of the above. But you 're too smart to be 
fooled by that, because the code could have been done by an offset from a non-year field, such as : 

IF FIELD_NAME (+ OFFSET) = 9999 THEN .... 

But that's not safe either because there are too many other ways to branch on date of 9/9/99, 
so you do a complete scan of the code looking for "090999" which brings up about 10,000 instances 
to examine. That's if you have the source code and if the special value wasn't inserted in octal, hex, 
some other representation, or possibly even generated dynamically . That's all assuming you have 
source code - which isn' t always valid. 

I was there, and I wrote a fair amount of that dirty old code (not COBOL, but AUTOCODER, 
which is probably worse) and I never wrote IF YEAR = 9999 THEN ... . I did plenty of other 
things, equally nasty and equally hard to find and fix, but not that one. There were plenty of alternate 
fields to use, such as 13/dd/yy. Or anr dar value ~reater thM J 1, Qr Ill or ... or ... I frnnkly don't 
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remember what I did, how, or why, but it 's easy to come up with thousands of alternative "special 
dates" that don't involve using a real one such as 09/09/99. In any case 99/99/99 is much likelier 
than 09/09/99 and it can't be mistaken for a valid date. 

Let's play a game. You pick any so-called special date and I'll give you a snippet of 
plausible code that will crash or cause mis-processing on that date. Then I'll tum the date over to 
my buddy who does contract Y2K remediation and his crew will spend as much of your money as 
they can scanning your code for as many plausible problematic code segments that they can think 
of and that your wallet can stand. We'll do hundreds or thousands of scans like that. Your PHM's, 
lawyers, and insurance agents will see all the money you're spending and all the imaginative scary 
scenarios you're ruling out and they'll be satisfied that you are exercising due diligence. 
Management will bask in the warm glow of false confidence because with all that scary stuff ruled 
out, what could go wrong? And me and my buddy will keep doing it until 23:59:59 December 31, 
1999 or until your money runs out - whichever comes first. And you won't be any closer to real 
Y2K problem remediation than when we started the game. 

Special Situation Myths 
The special date myth is only one example of an uncountable number of special situation myths. 
Myths about how code was written and what Y2K bugs you are likely to find in such code. I haven' t 
seen a single statistically credible set of bug characterizations yet. The whole idea of attacking Y2K 
problems by hypothesizing about the bug you're likely to find is fundamentally flawed. The only 
way you'll have valid bug data is after the job is over and you know what bugs (if any) you actually 
found. Let's enumerate the data we do and don't have: 

1. A situation is "special" only because there is a real or potential bug associated with that situation. 
2. There are no statistically valid DP-industry-wide bug statistics of any kind. Never mind the 

much more specific kind of bug statistics related to possible Y2K problem. Ask Dolores 
Wallace of NIST about the state of industry bug statistics and her frustrating bug data-base 
project. Nobody shares bug data. And most organizations don't even gather such data for 
themselves. 

3. Such "bug statistics" as have been published, for the most part, are symptom statistics, not bug 
statistics. And you should be aware of the profound difference between symptoms and bugs and 
the danger of fixing symptoms instead of bugs. 

4. The Y2K bugs aren't bugs yet. They won't be bugs until they are executed on a post-2,000 date. 
So even if there were bug statistics for the industry, or even if you had excellent bug statistics 
within your organization, why would you have valid statistics on something that isn't a bug? 
What you need is a data base of programming tricks. 

5. Back in the days when we were writing dirty-old-COBOL, the tricks we played were distributed 
by word of mouth, if at all. Programming tended to be highly idiosyncratic and egocentric. I had 
my own favorite trick bag that wasn' t like anybody else's. Furthermore, I took pride in the 
uniqueness (i.e., cleverness) of my tricks. Some programmers used trickery for the sake of 
trickery or in the false belief that doing so would provide them with job security. Most of us did 
tricky stuff because in those days of limited storage and puny capacity, it was the only way to get 
the job done. If you weren't there, you can't realize how dirty dirty-old-COBOL (or FORTRAN, 
or assembly language) could be. Dirty trick statistics don 't carry over for one programmer from 
project to project or from one programmer to the next - never mind across applications within 
an induBtry or ~WQ~~ iw;lu~trie~. 

6. I don't recall ever having done trickery with dates - I may have, but I don't recall. Trickery was 
used for every aspect of the software - nothing special about dates. If a programmer used a 
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"99" flag in one field, they probably used it in dozens of others because that was their coding 
style. As for the use of status flags in general, space was never so cramped that you couldn' t 
shake loose at least one byte to use for special flags and situations--instead of using a special 
value for ordinary fields. But assuming that programmers in your case did use special values 
of fields such as "99" a scan on "99" will turn up far more possible problems to investigate 
manually than you can afford. Any bug hypothesis you investigate will have a huge false-alarm 
rate - which you can't afford. 

7. You don't know where your dead code is. There ' s probably lots of it - I've seen as much as 
25% in some cases. Trickery and special situations are likelier to be found in obsolete dead code 
than anywhere ' s else. Searching based on bug hypotheses is likely to turn up the most hits in 
dead code - the stuff you can and should safely ignore. And you 'II be frittering away your 
efforts chasing myths and fixing dead stuff. Sort of like giving CPR to a twenty-year deceased 
corpse. 

To do and Not To Do. 
1. Any strategy based on hypothetical consequences of hypothetical bugs is a waste of time. That 

rules out all "special date" analysis and testing. 
2. Don't expect anyone else' s statistics to have any bearing on yours. We' ll have great statistics 

by-and-by - in 2,001. The only way to get trustworthy statistics is to do it yourself. 
3. You should know all about playing the triage game, prioritizing your transactions by value and 

vulnerability, and in general, driving the entire remediation effort by business-oriented concerns 
rather than any code-oriented hypotheses. 

4. Find your Y2K sensitive areas by date mutation. Move the program to a future date (time 
machine) and mutate transaction dates to the future to see what gets clobbered. That as close to 
a sure way as there is. If there are any special dates or other date-sensitive special situations, 
you'll probably find them this way. 

5. Move the year, but not the day or month except as needed to keep a Monday a Monday (if that 
makes sense in your application, and only if). For example, use the +28 years method because 
that works except for many holidays. 

6. Build and use an extensive, automated, regression test suite to use on the present code in the 
present, the present code in the future, the remediated code in the present and the remediated 
code in the future. Don't hassle special dates unless you found lots of them in 4 above. 

7. Don't let unsubstantiated myths distort your Y2K planning, remediation, and testing. 
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SPECIAL DATE MYTHS 

• THREE RECENT EXPERIENCES 
• l'M NOT Y2K COMPLIANT 
• Y2K INSURANCE? 
• OUTLOOK 98 IS Y2K COMPLIANT, BUT 

• THE SPECIAL DATES FILE 
• THE NUMBER OF THE BEAST 9/9/99 
• SPECIAL SITUATION MYTHS 
• A MORE RATIONAL PRESCRIPTION 

0079.011998-04-14 

l'M NOT Y2K COMPLIANT 

• BIG CORPORATION IN FEAR OF 
PASS-THROUGH LAWSUITS DEMAND Y2K 
COMPLIANCE OF ALL CONTRACTORS 

• NO EXCEPTIONS. DOESN'T MATIER IF IT HAS 
A REAL Y2K IMPACT OR NOT 

f 
NOTY2K 

COMPLIANT 

0079.0~ 
©16:1 
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Y2KINSURANCE 
• LITIGATION FEAR IS PERVASIVE IN US 

• PASS-THROUGH LITIGATION - SOMEONE SUES MY 
CLIENT THROUGH ME 

• SO CLIENT FORCES ME TO HAVE LIABILITY 
INSURANCE 

• PRINCIPLE NOW APPLIED TO Y2K 
• CONTRACTOR IS NOT COMPLIANT SO DAMAGED 

PARTY SUES CORPORATION THROUGH 
CONTRACTOR 

• CORPORATION AND CONTRACTORS MUST CARRY Y2K 
COMPLIANCE (LIABILITY) INSURANCE 
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ACTUARIAL VOODOO? 
• PREMIUMS ARE SET AT 20% OF ESTIMATED 

REMEDIATION COST 

©~ 

• BUT REAL COSTS ARE UNKNOWN AND 
PROBABLY UNKNOWABLE UNTIL THE JOB 
IS DONE 

• STATISTICS FROM ONE ORGANIZATION TO 
ANOTHER DO NOT TRANSLATE 

• EVEN SAMPLING IN PILOT PROJECT WILDLY 
UNPREDICTABLE 
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HYPOTHETICALS TO 5rH 
• POLICY PROTECTS AGAINST A HYPOTHETICAL LAWSUIT 
• BY A HYPOTHETICALLY INJURED PARTY 
• WHO HAS SUFFERED HYPOTHETICAL DAMAGES FROM 
• YOUR HYPOTHETICAL Y2K BUGS 
• WITH HYPOTHETICAL SYMPTOMS 
• WITH PREMIUMS BASED ON HYPOTHETICAL 

REMEDIATION COSTS 

BUT NONE OF THESE HYPOTHESES CAN BE 
VERIFIED UNTIL AFTER 2,000 - IF THEN 
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OUTLOOK IS Y2K 
COMPLIANT? 

• NAG NOTES ABOUT HOLIDAYS FROM 1997 TO 
2005 INSTALLED AUTOMATICALLY 

• NEW NAG EVERY FIVE MINUTES 
• CAN'T CLEAR OUT FASTER THAN 6 PER 

MINUTE 
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A HOLIDAY SAMPLER 
• SABBATH (52 X 3 = 156 DAYS) 
• LENT (40 DAYS), RAMADAN (30 DAYS), 

DUSSERA (10), PASSOVER (8), WIN98 
RELEASE DAY (14) 

©~ 

• BILL GATE'S DAY, CORY HAMASAKI DAY, GUY 
FAWKES DAY, MaclNTOSH MOURNING DAY, 
MS-DOS DAY, OS-2 REMEMBRANCE DAY, 
Y2K REMEDIATION DAY 

• 475 SPECIAL DAYS IN ALL PER YEAR 
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SILLY ARITHMETIC 
• 475 EVENTS PER YEAR X 9 YEARS= 

4,275 EVENTS 
• ONE REMINDER EVERY FIVE MINUTES = 

4.047 BILLION REMINDERS 
• CLEARING THEM AT 10/MINUTE = 770 

YEARS 

©[[] 

• DURING WHICH TIME 346 BILLION MORE 
WILL BE ADDED TO THE LIST 
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THE SPECIAL DATE FILE 

• 9/9/99, 12/31/99, 1/1/00, 2/28/00 ... 
• SO-CALLED SPECIAL DATES 
• SPECIAL ONLY IN THE MIND, NOT 

IN REALITY 
• THE SURVIVALIST SCENARIO 
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SURVIVALIST SCENARIOS? 
• IF YOU POO-POO THE SURVIVALIST 

SCENARIO, WHV: 
• ACCEPT THE EQUALLY 

ILL-FOUNDED SPECIAL DATE 
MYTHS 

• THE SURVIVALIST HYPOTHESES 
ARE PROBABLY BETTER 
FOUNDED IN REALITY 
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SPECIAL NUMBERS 

• IF YEAR = 99 THEN .... 
• NO STATISTICAL EVIDENCE OF THE DENSITY OF 

THIS BUG 
• BASED ON MYTHOLOGY OF WHAT DIRTY- OLD

COBOL PROGRAMMERS DID AND DIDN'T DO 
• INFINITE NUMBER OF POSSIBILITIES TO SCAN FOR 
• NOT A BASIS FOR PLANNING 
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SPECIAL SITUATION MYTHS 
• A SITUATION IS "SPECIAL" IN Y2K IF AND ONLY IF THERE IS 

A REAL OR POTENTIAL BUG ASSOCIATED 
• BUG STATISTICS 

• THERE ARE NO VALID, INDUSTRY-WIDE BUG 
STATISTICS 

• BUG STATISTICS DO NOT TRANSLATE FROM 
ORGANIZATION TO ORGANIZATION 

• BUG STATISTICS DO NOTTRANSLATE FROM 
APPLICATION TO APPLICATION 

• ORGANIZATIONS DON'T GATHER BUG STATISTICS 
ANYHOW 

0079.23 199~14 

TRICKS STATISTICS 

©[[] 

• Y2K BUGS AREN'T BUGS YET - SO EVEN IF YOU DID 
GATHER BUG STATISTICS, IT WOULDN'T REFLECT THE 
DENSITY AND TYPE OF Y2K BUGS TO EXPECT 

• TRICKS STATISTICS 
• YOU'D HAVE TO KNOW WHAT TRICKS PROGRAMMERS 

USED 
• NO SUCH DATA, ONLY FOLKLORE 
• HIGHLY IDIOSYNCRATIC 
• DOES NOT TRANSLATE 

• TRICKS, IF ANY, TEND TO CONCENTRATE IN DEAD CODE 
• DANGEROUS BASIS FOR PLANNING 
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DO'S AND DON'TS 
• NO STRATEGY SHOULD BE BASED ON UNVERIFIABLE, 

HYPOTHETICAL BUG TYPES 
• DON'T LOOK FOR BUGS, LOOK FOR Y2K SENSITIVE CODE 
• NO TRUSTWORTHY STATISTICS UNTIL 2001 - IF THEN 
• TRIAGE, BUSINESS PRIORITIES-NOT CODE-DRIVEN 
• USE DATE MUTATION AND TIME MACHINES TO FIND 

TROUBLE SPOTS 
• AUTOMATED REGRESSION TESTING 
• DON'T FALL FOR UNSUBSTANTIATED AND 

UNSUBSTANTIATABLE MYTHS FOR Y2K: 
• PLANNING, REMEDIATION, AND TESTING 
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Software Engineering: 
An Unconsummated Marriage 

David Lorge Parnas, P.Eng 
Software Engineering Research Group 

DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTING AND SOFTWARE 
Faculty of Engineering 

McMaster University, Hamilton, Ontario, Canada LSS 4Kl 

Abstract 

Although lhe first of many conferences on "Software Engineering" 
was held in Munich nearly three decades ago, communication 
between those who study the problem of building software and those 
who teach Engineering or work as Engineers has not been effective. 
Today, the majority of Engineers understand very little of the 
"science of programming". On the other side, the scientists who study 
programming understand very little about what "Engineer" means, 
why we have a self-regulating profession, how the profession is 
organized, and how engineers are educated. In spite of this mutual 
ignorance, today's engineers spend much of their time writing and 
using software, and an increasing number of people trained in 
computer science or mathematics are doing what work that meets the 
legal definition of Engineering. 

This talk attempts to explain each field to the other and to suggest 
why, and how, the two groups should work together. The benefits of 
developing a new branch of Engineering, based on Software Science, 
will be described. 

I wiuinJS.slicJcs 
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Understanding the Problem 

I . Why we have an Engineering Profession. 

2. The growing role of Software. 

3. Why we developed a "Science of Software". 

4. Early History, Anecdotes and Lessons. 

5. The Essence of an Engineering Education. 

6. The Essence of Software Science. 

13/41')8 

7. Requirements: An example of where Engineering 
can help Computer Science. 

8. Program Functions: An example of where 
Computer Science can help Engineering. 

9. They recall cars, why not programs? 

I 0. Software Engineering as part of Engineering. 

11. What should we do? 

J unc.:onJS.slille., 
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A Little History 

The Software Cri_sis began 4 decades ago and 
continues today. 

NATO sponsored two conferences in the late 60s. 

The organisers called the topic "Software 
Engineering" in the hope of provoking interest from 
the Engineers. 

It took thirty years, but they have finally shown 
interest. 

A Bit Of Personal History 

Educated as an engineer and taught engineering. 

Wrote software to help in teaching logic design. 

Interested in programming, almost self-taught. 

Asked to teach programming course. 

Shocked by the fact that we did not and could not 
teach how to program the way we could and did 
teach how to design hardware. 

Set out to correct that problem. 

2 unron.lS.slidc., 
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Software Engineering 
What should it be? 

13/41')8 

Just as Chemical Engineering is a marriage of 
Chemistry with a lot of Engineering areas such as 
thermodynamics and fluid dynamics, Software 
Engineering field should be a marriage of two fields: 

• the science of Software, and 
• the profession of Engineering. 

Unfortunately, 
The two fields hardly know each other. 

A marriage without communication is sterile. 

Currently, NSERC and NSF and other such agencies 
treat Software Engineering as part of Computer 
Science and not as a branch of Engineering. 

We need a speciality within Engineering whose 
scientific basis is Computer Science. 

Everyone who understands the structure of English 
should see that "Software Engineering" should denote 
a speciality within Engineering". 

4 unconJS.sJidc!i 
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Why is Engineering a Regulated Profession? 

• Bridges collapse; engines explode! 

How do we know who is qualified to build them? 

How do we know what a qualified designer should 
know? 

How do we know if an institution teaches the required 
material? 

Today, where bridges, engines, aircraft, power plants 
and medical devices are designed and/or controlled by 
software, these are exactly the needs in the field of 
software design. 

Engineers in North America have: 
• A registration system for individuals. 

• An accreditation system for institutions. 

• A way of keeping Engineers aware of their responsibilities. 

• A mechanism for changing (albeit very slowly). 

Software developers have none of the above. 

If software developers and engineering educators 
consummate the marriage, the software 
development field will benefit! 

DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTING AND SOFTWARE 
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Today's Situation in Software Development? 

Anyone can build and sell software! 

Some institutions feel that they can offer "Software 
Engineering" programs without accreditation. 

There is no general agreement on what a person 
involved in software development should know. 

There are no software engineers! 

There is a huge gap in understanding between 
academic computer researchers and those who 
actually develop software. 

There are few researchers trying to fill that gap. 

Much "Software Engineering" research is either 
camouflaged theory or project management research. 
There is also some psychological analysis of 
programmers and some (poorly controlled) 
experimentation . It is not Engineering research. It 
does not focus on design and analysis of the product. 

We can talk about product and process standards, but 
teachers , students, and practitioners ignore them. 

i Software develops are not a profession . There is little 
I professional awareness. 
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The Pervasiveness of Software 

Some figures from -Philips in Eindhoven: 
• A "High End" TV has 600 Kbytes of program. 
• A VCR has 265 Kbytes. 
• A hand-held telephone has 512 K. 
• A car radio has from 64 - 256 kbytes. 

If you flew here, your life depended on software. 

If you have an ABS system, your brakes depend on 
software. 

In modem cars, engines are controlled by software. 

Nuclear plants are controlled by software. 

Medical devices are controlled by software. 

The dynamics of bridges are predicted by software. 

These products are all products that traditionally 
would have been developed by qualified engineers. 

Who is qualified to write that software? 
•Nobody. There are no software engineers ! 

6 unconJS.slKJc.'\ 
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Incompetent Software Developers 

13/4198 

We have known how to write programs so that data 
representations are easy to change for more than 25 
years. 

Methods are included in many textbooks and taught 
in many courses. 

The year 2000 was predicted. 

Millions of lines of code have been written in which 
the representation of dates: 

• will not work in the year 2000 

• Is very hard to change. 

Nobody made sure that basic methods were taught. 

Anyone could declare themselves a programmer. 

There was no licensing or certification. 

There was no accreditation of educational 
programmes. 

There is no standard that allows us to say that these 
programmers were negligent. 

8 WlC.,,nJS.sJidcs 
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Licensing: Why we have it in Engineering 
and not in Science 

Scientists' work is usually judged by peers: 
• Research papers and proposals are peer reviewed. 

• Work in laboratories is reviewed. 

• Scientific work is often replicated in separate 
experiments. 

• Scientific results are usually used by other scientists 
and by engineers who are able to detect problems. 

Engineers' work is not always subject to such review: 
• Results are built, not published. 

• Results are often confidential 

• Engineers often work alone. 

• Engineers often deal directly with the public or their 
non-engineer representatives. Public safety and well 
being is affected. 

That this is also true of software development; it 
was noted 20 years ago in another context. See: 
Richard A. DeMillo, Richard J. Lipton, Alan J. 
Perlis: Social Processes and Proofs of Theorems 
and Programs. POPL 1977: 206-214. Also 
published in CACM 22, 5, May 1979, 271-280 
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The Engineering Style Of Education? 

1. It is quite rigid - students have little choice. 

13/4N8 

2. Course contents are often prescribed - Professors 
have little choice. 

3. It deals with rapidly changing fields by teaching 
fundamentals. 

4. When teaching math and science, the emphasis 
is on how to apply, not extend, knowledge. 

5 . Stress on how to design. 

6. Stress on professional responsibility and ethics. 

7. Things are never taught just because they are 
elegant. Students expect to be shown how to use 
what to learn . 

8. Theory (math) and practice are integrated . 

There is a set of things that you can expect every 
<*>engineer to know. 

Safety demands this style of education. 
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Accreditation: Why we have it in 
Engineering and not in Science 

The accreditation process that we have in 
engineering would be considered an unacceptable 
violation of freedom by teachers in science. 

• Scientists need not be licensed. 

• Scientists can be specialists. 

•There is no agreed "core body of knowledge". 

• Major differences in what physicists or computer 
scientists know is not considered remarkable. 

• "Model curricula remain suggestions. 

• Evaluations are shallow and half-hearted. 

Many Scientists and Computer Scientists seem 
unaware of the Engineering accreditation process. 

• large visiting teams 

•detailed evaluation procedure - about a week 

• reading of class notes and student work 

•critical to survival 

The CS accreditation has "no rigid standards". 
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The Engineering Style Of Education? 

An Engineer's education is not specialised! 

13/4/YX 

•Chemical Engineers must know much more than 
Chemistry - fluid dynamics, thermodynamics, ... 

•There is often a shared first year for all branches. 

There is solid agreement on the core material. 
Everyone has something that they want to add, but 
they all agree on the core that is now required. 

Engineers learn that they must do "dog work", that 
they must be disciplined and thorough. 

Systematic Analysis is stressed, case analysis 

Classical Subjects such as: 
differential equations, probabalistic analysis, 
optimization, numerical methods, testing, 
experimentation, information theory, ... 

Something is missing! 
• Where is software? 

•This was not important 30 years ago. Today it is 
pervasive. 

• Teaching a language is not enou~h. 
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Why do we have "Software Science"? 

In the 60s, we began to speak of a Software Crisis. 

We began to realise that we could not really teach 
! software design. We taught syntax and showed 

programs, but did not teach design. 

Some could design programs well, some could not. It 
was an art, not a teachable skill. 

Everything depended on intuition. Math was only 
used for numerical issues, and by a few specialists. 

A thirty year long "crisis" was beginning. 

A world-wide research effort also began. 

Today. the situation is quite different. 

We have a Science of Programming. 

We know a great deal about how to design and 
document software, but.. . 

The "Software Crisis" continues unabated! 
Incorrect software is the norm. 

We must ask why! 

13 un1.,mJS.:~HUCs 
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Computer Science Education? 

(1) It is not rigid - students have lots of choice. 

13/4/IJ& 

(2) Course contents are not prescribed, vary widely. 

(3) Fundamentals are far removed from practice and 
practical courses ignore them. 

( 4) It is very important to be "current". 

/ (5) Little stress on how to design. (this varies) 

! (6) Little stress on professional responsibil ity. 

' (7) Things are taught just for their beauty. 

(8) There is nothing that you can expect every 
Computer Scientist to know. 

This is not an Engineering Education . 

It shouldn't be an engineering education. We need 
Computer Scientists. 

We also need engineers with a solid understanding of 
certain parts of Software Science. 
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Who Writes Software? 

In a word, everyone.! 

• all kinds of engineers (mechanical, electrical, chemical, .. . ) 

• scientists (social and physical) 

• psychologists 

• mathematicians 

• commerce/business majors 

• computer science graduates 

• . kindergarten teachers, lawn cutters, ... 

Who knows the Science of Software? 

Bluntly.few of the above. Even CS graduates might 
not know it! (no core body of knowledge) 

The software cns1s continues because the 
communication between Computer Scientists and 
those who write software, including the Engineers, 
has been very poor. 

Current software standards, are weak, superficial, 
and are not based on software science. 

Process oriented "standards" are empty because 
there are no product/document standards. 
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Science Education compared to 
Engineering Education 

Scientists must learn: 

• what is true (an organised body of knowledge), 
• how to confirm what is true, and 

• how to extend knowledge in their field . 

13/4/')8 

In other words, scientists learn science and scientific 
methods. 

Engineers must learn: 

• what is true, (an organised body of knowledge) 

• how to apply that body of knowledge, 

• how to apply a broader area of knowledge necessary 
to build complete products that must function in a 
real environment, and 

• the design and analysis discipline that must be 
followed to fulfil the responsibilities incumbent 
upon those who build products for others. 

The latter are often called "engineering principles". 
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These differences make sense! 

If you are going to be doing specialised research, 
extending science, 

• you can afford to be narrow but, 

• you cannot afford to be out-of-date. 

If you are going to be applying science to build 
reliable products, 

• you rarely need the very latest research results, but 

• you must have a broad understanding that allows you 
to take many factors into account when designing 
your product. 

• Engineers must take responsibility for the 
correctness of their own designs. · 

• Engineers often have responsibility for the whole 
product and so must have some knowledge outside 
their speciality and the ability to work with other 
engineers. 
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More Illustrations of the Gap 

Two views of Logic 

CS : Logic embodies the rules of thought. 

' Eng : Logic is a way to describe discrete systems. 

13/4198 

CS: Logics are defined by proof-rules. If you don ' t 
have proof rules it isn ' t formal. 

Eng: Logics can be precisely defined by giving 
evaluation rules. 

CS: Logic should be monotonic or strict. 

Eng:Logic should be compact, predicates total. 

CS: Endless debate about whether f(a) = f(a). 

Eng: Who cares'? 1/0 = 1/0 isn't true . 

i Both views are valid, valuable but different ! 

! Engineers (other than Computer Engineers) often do 
I not know either form of logic. 
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Some Illustrations of the Gap 

Two v~ws of Finite Automata 

The (Computer) Engineering view: 
• Finite State Machines (FSMs) as a design tool 

• How do you find the right state table? 

• How do you minimise state tables? 

• How do you design machines/programs from a 
description of a state table? 

The CS view 
• FSMs as a model of computation. 

• What languages can an automata recognise? 

• What problems can an automata solve? 

• Which types of automata are equivalent m 
computational power? 

Both views are valid but they are different! 
Some Anecdotes: 

• reviewing a book on algebraic automata theory. 

• reducing the size of "minimal machines". 

• Dave Parnas' "recent research results", FSMs. 

• My 1965 office-mate. 
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How Do We Chose Research Problems? 

Engineers: What problems do Engineers encounter in 
practice? How can they best be solved? How can we 
use our knowledge to design? Does it work in the "real 
world?" 

Computer Scientists: What's a nice model (language)? 

What properties of this model (language) can we 
prove? How should the world be? What would it be 
like if the world were this way? How can we simplify 
the world so that we can publish results? 

Both views are valid but they are different and they 
lead to grave misunderstandings . 
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How Do We Chose Research Problems? 

Some illustrative anecdotes 

1 . Concurrency 
CS : Philosophy about the nature of time 
Eng: What really happens when two events appear 

10 be simultaneous? What should we do? 

2. Specification Languages 

Eng: What information is needed in a specification? 
CS : How can we make the language more 

powerful? 
Eng: How can we make the documents easy to read 

and check. 
.CS.: Are there differences in expressive "power"? 

Is the language the object of study? 
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Analogy: Two Views of Mathematics 

Inspiration: the work of N.G. de Bruijn 

13/4198 

Why is the mathematics used in Engineering and 
Applied Mathematics so different from that used in 
pure mathematics, logic, and Computer Science? 

Math and CS: Mathematics is a structure on its own. 
Everyth ing must follow from explicit statements. 

I En.g= Mathematics is a means of describing the 
world . General properties of the world need 
not be stated and stated and stated. 

I 

Again, both views are valid but, if we want our work to 
influence practice, shouldn ' t researchers be thinking 
about the Engineering view, be looking for compact 
notation? Shouldn't we be able to argue in context of 
accepted assumptions? Shouldn 't we be checking 
mathematical results against reality? 

Anecdotes: Lipton: " It doesn ' t matter that the hypothesis 
is false , the theorem is true." "It has to be obtuse to be 
fo rmal." 

i This attitude is alive in many fields. 
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Some Oversimplifications: 

• Scientists extend 0.!1r knowledge of the world. 

• Engineers apply knowledge by designing products. 

• Engineering researchers extend our knowledge of how 
to design. 

• Engineers find their problems in practice, their 
solutions in the literature. 

• Computer scientists find their problems in the 
literature, and often find their solutions in new (bigger, 
faster) products on the market. 

However, these things aren't central! 
The most important issue is education: science 
education is, for good reasons, different from 
engineering education. 

What kind of education should software developers 
receive? 
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Something that Engineering and Computer 
Science Share: 

An excessively narrow view of Engineering 

Engineering is the use of science and technology to 
construct products that will be used by other people. 

Engineering is no longer limited to building bridges, 
tools, or other physical products. Software is a 
product that is used by other people. 

I am working with both the engineers and computer 
scientists on these issues. Engineers cannot imagine 
a branch of information that is not based on physics. 
Computer Scientists question whether software 
developers need to know physics or chemistry. 

Those who work on information systems should be 
considered engineers as well, and educated 
accordingly. 

Our health, wealth, and happiness depends on 
information systems as much as it does on more 
traditional engineering products . 
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Things Lots of Engineers Don't Know 

I. Discrete mathematics and how to use it. 

2. The Science of the Artificial (Simon). 

3. Use of logic, modern algebra in programming. 

4. Advantages of processes, process design. 

5. Scheduling theory. 

6. Synchronisation. 

7. Meaning of "structured programming". 

8. Modularisation via abstraction. 

9. Recursion. 

IO. How to use graph theory. 

11. Data structures/ data structure design. 

12. Software hierarchies . 

13. Loop invariants, monotonically decreasing 
quantities. 

14. How to specify a program without writing one. 

15. Information processing with perfect information but 
lots of it. 

Engineers who write programs need this 
knowledge. 
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Engineering can help Computer Science 

How can we document system requirements? 

Identify monitored variables (m1, m2, ... , mn) 
Identify controlled variables (c1, c2, •••, cp) 
For each scalar variable, x, denote the time-function 
describing its value by "xt" 
The value of x at time tis denoted "x1 (t)" 
The vector of time-functions 

(v\ , v\, ... , v1n) 
will be denoted by "l" 

continued on next slide 

NOTE: 
• Convenrional Mathematics does deal with real time. 

• Continuous Models are often simpler than discrete (approxi
mate) models . 

• Studies of "air conditioner control" , cruise control , etc. in CS , 
neglect fundamental properties of the physical "plant". 
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Things Lots of Computer Scientists Don't Know? 

1. Control theoreti_~ approaches, using time functions. 

2. The role of a physical model of the environment. 

3. Information theory - bit vs. binary digit. 

4. Minimisation and optimization. 

5. Dealing with noisy data. 

6. Experimental validation of mathematical models. 

7. The importance of reviews. 

8. The responsibility to document. 

9. When existence proofs are not of interest. 

10. How to write for an engineering audience? 

11. How to find the right mathematical model for some 
investigation? What does "right" mean? 

12. When and what to test? 
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How can we document system 
requirements (cont'd)? 

Describe the following relations: 
RELATION NAT 

J3/41')X 

• domain(NAT) is a set of vectors of time-functions containing 
only the instances of m' allowed by the environmental con
straints, 

• range(NAT) is a set of vectors of time-functions containing only 
the instances of .ct allowed by the environmental constraints, 

• (ID1
, .c') e NAT if and only if the environmental constraints allow 

the co-mrolled quantities to take on the values described by .c1 

when the values of the monitored quantities are described by m'. 

RELATION REQ 
• domain(REQ) is a set of vectors of time-functions containing the 

instances of m' allowed by environmental constraints, 

• range(REQ) is a set of vectors of time-functions containing only 
those instances of .c' considered permissible, 

• (ID1, .c1) e REQ if and only if the computer system may permit the 
controlled quantities to take on the values described by .c1 when 
the monitored variables are described by m'. 

We just took ideas familiar to Engineers and 
described them in terms familiar to CS people. 

R~~Ylti ftw really understood'. 
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One way that Computer Science can help 
Engineers 

Program-function tables. 

Specification of a search program 
(3 i, B[i] =x) (v' i, ((IS i SN)~ 

B[,1,t,.x)) 

i J j' 1 I ! Bli"J = x true I 
'j presen1 '= 1 1---rr_u_e _____ t_a-ls_e __ ---l" NC(x, B) 

• The program sets two program variables called "j" and 
"present". 

• There is one row for each variable set. 
• There is one column for each case that must be 

distinguished. 
• A "I" in the vertical header indicates that the variable's value 

must satisfy a predicate. 
• When "=" appears, the expression gives a value, not a 

predicate. 
• NC indicates variables that may not be changed. 

• Predicate values are distinguished from the values of boolean 
variables by font. 

Many CS people tell me this is trivial, but most 
Engineers and Software Developers can't read it. 
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Professional Practice in the Next Millennium 

Sample future professional practice exam questions 

l. Antenna System Design 
The President of a company sues the developer of field-strength 
prediction software because he missed :,, critical phone call with his 
new microcellular system. The antennae placement program 
predicted that there would be adequate field-strength throughout the 
building, but it was wrong. The program contained no check for 
convergence. Who was liable? 

2. Conveyer Control Design 
The program controlling a conveyer for molten metal goes into an 
infinite loop and the molten steel does a 101 of damage. The Engineer 

I is asked how she checked the loop for termination conditions. Was 
I she negligent? 

I 
3. Remote Communications Controllers 
A network of remote data collection stations gets into a deadlock 
situation requiring expensive visits to each of the srarions. This 
repeats about every 5 months but did nor happen in testing . Analysis 
shows Iha! each controller has IO "modes" and thal a stare-table 
analysis would have revealed the deadlock possibility. which could 
have been easily corrected. Who pays the costs? 

4. lmpellor Design 
20,000 lmpellor blades, distributed around the world . All mus! be 
replaced because !he mesh size used in Ihe design sofrware was 100 
large. The designer had trusted the software, did no! know the method 
!hat it used. and did not check the mesh size. ls this required standard 
practice·' 
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How can Engineers be Professional Today? 

A Professional Engineer must vouch for the safety 
and correctness of a product, but ... 

They design that product using software that they 
did not write. 

That software was not produced by a Professional 
Engineer. 

They do not know the qualifications of the designer. 

A software product usually carries a disclaimer 
where other products have a warranty. 

What should they do? 
• Should they do their calculations by hand? 

• Should they write their own software? 

• Should we have real Software Engineers? 

Solving this problem would be reason enough to 
have software engineering programmes. 
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They recall cars, why not programs? 

13/4/I.IX 

In Canada and the U.S., there are many car 
"recalls". If something wasn't right - it is fixed. 

If I discover a defect in my operating system, I am 
told to buy the new version or subscribe to 
"maintenance". 

Why the difference? 

Most Software Designers would not know how to 
guarantee a program, either through proof or 
statistical testing. 

A customer who demanded a guarantee would get a 
laugh. Programmers don't understand professional 
responsibility. Today's Engineers don't understand 
programs and how to certify them fit for use. 

Being able to stand behind your project is not 
magic. It has a scientific basis. Software Engineers 
could do it too, but there are none. 
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i Software Engineering as part of Engineering 
i 
I 

I 
In the U.S. there is a movement to try to establish 
Engineering as a profession on its own. 

! 
Canada also has disputes between programming 
groups and engineering societies over who can 
determine the qualifications of Software people. 

This is the wrong approach: 

We have to convince the Engineering Societies that 
Software Engineering is a (new) branch of 

' engineering - Computer Scientists must work with 
them not against them. 

The first step is to build mutual understanding. 

Computer Scientists think that because Software 
Engineering is based on Computer Science it is 
Computer Science. That makes EE Physics. 
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Why We Need Both, 

13/4/IJK 

a Computer Science Programme and, 
a Computer-Science Based Engineering 

Programme 

Many CS professors do not accept the need for a 
software engineering programme. They think that 
they are teaching software engineering now. 

Many engineering professors say that you can 
program without knowing much computer science. 

Computer science has become mature enough that it 
is routinely applied to new tasks of importance to 
the public. We need an engineering programme for 
the students who will do that. 

Computer science is still a young field with many 
open issues. We need computer science graduates to 
extend and refine our understanding, to build new 
tools, and in general to explore the characteristics of 
computer systems and explain how to build them. 

; There are distinct career paths , two distinct sets of 
students , and we need two distinct programmes. 
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Mathematics and Software Engineering 

Some computer science pundits say, "Software 
Engineers don ' t use/like/understand mathematics" . 

If we believe them, it follows that: 
Software Engineers are not Engineers 

because 
Engineers do use mathematics. 

Moreover, Every programmer 
methods" because programs are 
programming is formalisation. 

uses "formal 
formal and 

However, in software we use different mathematics! 

We need discrete mathematics and notations suited 
for piecewise continuous functions (tabular 
expressions). 
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Why The Distinction Is Hard To See? 

Nature abhors a vacuum! (Spinoza) 

13/41')8 

There have been no Engineering Programmes 
specialising in software, but the need for such 
programmes was great. 
There have been several responses: 

• Engineers and others have learned about software in 
ad hoc ways after graduation. 

• Various educational programmes have included 
some software courses in their programmes and 
software has also been taught as part of other courses 

• Computer Science departments have tried to fill the 
gap by including so-called "systems" or "applied 
computer science" courses in their course offerings. 

Many see a degree in Computer Science as the best path 
towards such careers. There is no other choice. 

Today's computer science programmes are rarely pure 
science programmes, but neither are they programmes 
that could win accreditation as Engineering programmes. 
They are compromises that do neither job well. 

Accreditation is not important to CS departments. It will 
be important for Software Engineering departments. 
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Misuse of the Name 

In 1967 and 1969 a group of researchers tried to 
stimulate the interest of Engineers and Engineering 
Societies in Software. 

They failed! The Engineers ignored them. 

The Science needed as a basis for Software 
Engineering was developed anyway. 

Courses in that Science were sometimes called 
Software Engineering. 

Specialists in that science sometimes called 
themselves "Software Engineers" as did a broad 
variety of people (including some without any 
technical degrees) who were developing software. 

We need to protect the public from incompetent 
software developers. 

We need to distinguish between the science and the 
profession. 

It is important to recognise the legal status of the 
title Engineer and not to have programmes called 
Engineering that will not qualify their graduates for 
licensing as an engineer. 
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Basic Mathematics 

Mathematical Foundations and Discrete Mathematics 
Logic 
Matrix Algebra 
Differential Equations 
Probability and Applied Statistics. 

Chemistry 
Physics 

Basic Science 

Engineering Topics 

Electric Circuits, Electronics and Instrumentation 
Physical Systems and their Analysis 
Communications and Signal Processing 
Engineering Economics 
Communication Skills - Explaining Software 
Complementary Studies 
Safety Training 
Engineering Design and Communication 
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Some Thoughts on Curriculum 

If all other engineers know something, software 
engineers should know it too. 

The intersection of the engineering fields is small 
and contains very basic material. 

We must focus on fundamentals, viz.things that 
were valuable a decade ago and will be valuable 
decades from now. The field is moving too fast to 
chase it. It is good to use recent tools in laboratory 
work, but they cannot be the subject of a course. 

There must be emphasis on design principles and 
their mathematical basis. Students must be taught 
how to design and how to evaluate designs. 

Theory and Practice must be integrated in each 
course. 
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Computer Science Fundamentals 

Fundamentals of Computation 

Basic Software Topics 

Software and Social Responsibility 

Systematic Programming 

13/4f')X 

Selection and Design of Computer Algorithms and Data 
Structures 

Software Design I - Programming and Specifications 

Software Design II - Design of Sequential Software 
Systems 

Software Design III - Design of real-time, distributed, 
and concurrent software 

Digital System Principles/Logic Design. 

"Architecture" of Computers and Multi-Processors 

Numerical Computing 

"Machine Level" Computer Programming 
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Advanced and Specialised Topics 

Perfom1ance Analysis of Computer Systems 
Simulation and Modelling Methods 
Optimization Methods, Graph Theoretic Models, Search and Pruning 
Techniques 
Design and Evaluation of Operating Systems 
Design and Selection of Programming Languages 
Design of Real-time Systems, Computerised Control Systems 
Computer Communications 
Design of Parallel/Distributed Computer Systems and Computations 
Design of Human Computer Interfaces 
Data Management Techniques 
Computers in Communication Systems 
Evaluat ion, Selection, and Design of Computer Assisted Design 
(CAD) Tools 
Robotics and Intelligent Manufacturing 
Computerised Image Processing (Computer Vision), Pattern 
Recognition 
Geographic Information Systems 
Computer Security 
Digital Signal Processing 
Business Applications of Computers 
Information Retrieval 
Computational Geometry 
Senior Thesis: One final design experience. 

Most of this is "software science" but it must be 
taught for engineers, i.e. they must be taught how to 
design using these ideas. 
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A Possible Transition Plan 
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The length of time a student spends in University or 
Institute of Technology is limited. 

Politicians (everywhere) want to reduce that time 
and to limit it strictly. 

Engineering is a full education - so is Computer 
Science. Neither has room for much more. 

Until we have learned to understand each other and 
develop joint curricula we have to develop "extra 
year" curricula. We need two: 

•An extra year for engineers to teach them 
software science and how to use it. 

•An extra year for students in Computer Science 
to teach them more about Engineering. 

The lack of Computer People and Engineers 
can communicate is a frequent complaint 
industry. We must produce such people. 
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Topics That Are (Deliberately) Missing 

Current languages.and Systems. 

Compiling Techniques. 

Programming tricks that are language dependant. 

Specification languages such as Z, VDM, B, SDL, 
Estelle, and their many variants. 

Computational Models of Semantics. 

Specific Tools as the main subject of a course. 

Buzzwords like 0-0, client server, agents, .... 

Software Development Process, CMM, ISO 9000. 

Configuration Management. 

Software-Specific Project Management. 

Artificial Intelligence. 

Anthropomorphic terms and analogies. 

The "17 operas that Verdi wrote" (Leo Aldo Finzi). 
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Conclusions 
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1. It is time for engineering to take up the challenge 
of 1967. 

2. We need licensed Software Engineers 

3. We need accredited Software Engineering 
Programmes. 

4. It will require the marriage of software scientists 
and Engineers. Neither can do it alone. 

5. There is meaning to the word "Engineer". Lets 
not destroy it by misusing it. 
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Static Checking of 
Application Binaries for 
Cross-Release Stability 

David J. Brown and Jarrett Rosenberg 

Sun Microsystems 
901 San Antonio Road, MS MPK17-307 
Palo Alto, CA 94303 

A common problem in evolving computing environments is to ensure that 
applications continue to run despite changes to the underlying systems 
infrastructure or environment. We describe a methodology for defining a safe 
and stable system interface for applications, and then for checking application 
binaries to determine if they are relying on unstable system interfaces
something which would put them at risk when the operating system is later 
upgraded. 

1.0 The Problem of Cross-Release Stability 
----------

An important problem in evolving computing environments is ensuring that 
applications continue to run despite changes to the environment. Specifically, 
end users of computer systems are acutely concerned about what happens to the 
applications and other layered software products they use to run their business, 
if they upgrade to a new release of the operating system. The desire is that all 
their existing application binaries will run without change on the new system. 

Without such release-to-release stability, or binary compatibility for 
applications, end users face a dilemma: even though each successive release of 
the system software may be quite desirable (perhaps faster, more robust, more 
functional, etc.), upgrading may not be possible for the simple practical reason 
that a large investment has been made in applications ( which the end user has in 
binary form only), and one or more of these fail to work on the new release. 
Consequently application breakage is a serious problem for both software users 
and producers, since fear of it can induce customers to put off software upgrades 
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The Problem of Cross-Release Stability 

that they would otherwise perform. In the present day the cost of doing system 
software upgrades typically involves the users having to recertify that all their 
mission-critical applications and software products do actually run on the new 
release, before they can upgrade safely. 

As an example, imagine Mondo Computer Corp. and one of its customers, Big 
Important Bank Company, Inc. BIBCo has over 2000 applications developed in
house and also invested in 46 major third-party applications. One of these is 
LayoutStar which the bank has used to prepare all of its reports. The bank is 
eager to upgrade from MondOS 2.3 to 2.4, but discovers that version 3.0 of 
Layout Star, which the bank currently has deployed fails to run on MondOS 2.4. 
Although Layout Corp already has released LayoutStar 4.0 which works fine on 
MondOS 2.4, the bank would have to upgrade to LayoutStar 4.0 (with the 
associated purchase and installation costs and any user retraining this entails) 
before they can upgrade to MondOS 2.4 and expect to continue their business. 

Worse still, Wonder Base 6.3 is used to store all the BIBCo banks' financial 
records, and this too fails to run on MondOS 2.4. Even though Mondo has 
worked out a deal with Wonder Ltd. to give the bank the latest release of the 
database system, which works fine on MondOS 2.4, the bank cannot afford the 
downtime and cost of converting all the existing applications at once. Finally, 
since BIBCo has over 12,000 banks world-wide and several hundred Mondo 
systems acting as servers it is impossible for them to convert all their Mondo 
sites over to 2.4 at once. It will therefore be necessary for applications and data 
on the MondOS 2.4 systems to work interoperably with the applications and 
data on the MondOS 2.3 systems as those systems are upgraded over time. 

1.1 The Systems/Software Ecosystem 

This problem of software instability in the face of system change is not 
restricted simply to applications and operating systems; rather it can occur when 
any component of an overall system is changed asychronously to 
(independently of) the other components. For example, one or a whole set of 
applications could be undermined when a layered product (such as a database 
system) were upgraded, even though none of the underlying operating system, 
hardware platform, or any of the existing applications were themselves 
changed. 

As Figure 1, "Solaris ABI and Layered Software Products," below indicates 
there's a layering of dependencies between software products (components) 
forming an overall system. Instability occurs when any product providing an 
interface which another product depends upon is changed in a way which 
undermines that dependency. Such change includes the risk that it may 
destabilize the entire dependency chain above it . 
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The Problem of Cross-Release S1ability 

Solaris ABI and Layered Software Products 

Solaris Kernel 

, Solaris+Oracle 
'. ABI 

' , Solaris ABI 

In earlier days, this problem was somewhat less complicated, as much of the 
overall systems solution was provided by a single vendor (what we like to 
describe as the systems vendor providing everything from the electron up to and 
including the application to the end user). In this scenario the overall problem of 
systems integration (making sure all the components in the overall system work 
together) was solved by that single vendor: a sort of global synchronization 
event for all the system's components, the results of which were then 
encapsulated in each system release. Increasingly nowadays, a complete system 
as applied by an end-user is formed of a large number of independently 
produced software products supplied by many different vendors, and these are 
each released asynchronously to one another. In this situation the idea of a 
global synchronization event is simply not possible. The systems vendor, other 
product providers and end-users together are then left to try to identify which 
combinations of all the versions of all these products can actually form a 
working overall system. 
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lbe Problem of Cross-Release S1ability 

Ironically, trying to achieve better overall system stability by resisting or 
carefully controlling change can be just as bad or worse: Older components 
which 6eem to have been working just fine can encapsulate greater stability risk. 
Replacing old components of the overall system with new or updated ones can 
be the more effective way to achieve stability (e.g. in order to fix bugs, or 
improve robustness), and in some cases is the only way: such as to eliminate 
unexpected, but intrinsic "time-bombs" (such as the year 2000 problem 
demonstrates). Ultimately system software and hardware platform upgrades are 
required in order to provide the additional functionality and/or performance 
needed to enable new business-critical applications. The question therefore, is 
how to manage the change in a way that minimizes (and ultimately eliminates) 
the practical stability impact to the installed base (the dependency chain above 
the replaced product or components). 

1.2 Reasons for Application Breakage 

When we look at why an application might be broken by a new release of 
system software, there are two fundamental reasons to consider: 

1. The operating system has undermined one or more legitimate dependencies that 
existing applications had upon the system ( whether in terms of a retraction of one or 
more of the services it previously offered, or in the way in which such services were 
offered). 

2. One or more existing applications have relied on something in the system which was 
not intended for their use by the system software providers. and that "internal mov
ing part" has now been changed in an incompatible way. 

In other words, given a relationship between the application as consumer, and 
the system software as the provider of services, there is both a question of the 
system software continuing to be a good provider (by each successive release 
offering an upward compatible evolution of the system interface and associated 
set of services), and a question of each application being a good consumer 
(software product developers not depending on features which are not or cannot 
reasonably be expected to be persistent in succeeding system software releases). 
Of course this all begins with there being a relatively clearly defined interface 
between the system software (as provider) and applications (as consumers) to 
begin with. 

At Sun Microsystems, subsequent to the introduction of Solaris 2.0 and the 
significant ensuing issues surrounding keeping the earlier (SunOS 4.x) 
application binaries running, a great deal of attention has been paid to the 
problem of release to release binary compatibility for applications. While such 
campaigns are never completely finished, a cultural revolution within the 
company over the past six years has imparted great sensitivity about this 
problem to engineers within the Solaris product development organization. As a 
matter of a fairly careful systems architecture and change review process, 
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The Problem of Cross-Release Stability 

combined with increasingly thoughtful internal and external testing of each 
release before its general shipment, there is relatively high confidence about the 
release to release integrity of Solaris's service interfaces-most especially as it 
applies to applications. 

As a result of this higher confidence in Solaris as a stable service provider, our 
present focus has been on application breakage due to the second category 
above: The application has relied upon unstable runtime interfaces, and has 
ceased to work because these underlying interfaces have then changed 
incompatibly or even disappeared. And again, this is because these interfaces 
represent internal moving parts of the system implementation which were not 
intended to be "publicly used" in the first place. As the example vignette above 
describes, recompilation of the source code to produce a new application binary 
which does work is not a particularly useful solution in most cases, since it is 
binary compatibility (i.e. ability to continue to run the existing already deployed 
versions of the application) which is desired. 

The question now becomes: Why did applications come to rely on these 
unstable interfaces in the first place? Either it is because there was not a 
sufficiently clear set of definitions, developer guidelines or tools available to 
enable this, or that the system did not provide any stable interface for some 
functional thing that the application "had to do". The basic solution is for the 
provider of the interface (in this case the system software developer) to indicate 
clearly which interfaces are stable (i.e. those constrained to strictly upward 
compatible change) and which interfaces are not stable (i.e. those which are 
subject to incompatible change), and for applications (as consumers of system 
services) to restrict themselves entirely (or as much as is practicably possible) to 
the stable interfaces. 

This solution is only partial, however, for three reasons: first, the stability level 
of a producer's interface may not be clearly apparent to a consumer; second, 
interface documentation is typically for the application programming interface 
(API), but binary compatibility is based on a compiler's platform-specific 
translation of the API into an application binary interface (ABI), which is 
generally unknown to the application writer. Third, there are no tools available 
to determine what binary interfaces an application uses nor whether such usage 
poses a binary compatibility problem. 

As a major systems vendor, Sun Microsystems is strongly motivated to 
eliminate binary compatibility issues for applications, so that new releases of 
Solaris can be adopted safely and easily by customers: confident that their 
investment in existing compiled application software will be preserved. 
Consequently, the Sun ABI Program has developed an approach and set of 
technologies to address this problem. An initial tool has been built and made 
available to perform static checking of application binaries to see if they are 
using interfaces that are unstable in a given release of Solaris. This tool is 
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Defining the Application Runtime Interface 

presently used as part of the process to certify Solaris applications, which a 

software product may then indicate it has done using Sun's Solaris Compatible® 
brand. This paper describes this technology and some of our findings about 
applications ' usage of Solaris interfaces. 

2.0 Defining the Application Runtime Interface 
----------

To a first approximation, an application gains ac.cess to system services in Solaris by 
making procedure-call invocations to interfaces in the system's shared libraries. Since 
every application must do this, and since a definition of the application runtime interface 
in these terms is an approachable task, we have chosen this as our starting point to 
define the Solaris ABI. 

Given the above observation, the Solaris ABI can be defined in a simple way as an 
inventory of libraries and symbols: It describes, first at the shared library level, those 
system shared objects which are intended for application use (i.e. contain some 
application-usable interfaces providing access to the stable system services offering), 
and then at the level of global symbols (interfaces) within those shared libraries, which 
symbols are intended for application use. Since each successive minor release of Solaris 
(e.g. going from Solaris 2.3 to Solaris 2.4) offers additional functionality (i.e. the 
succession of minor releases of Solaris 2 is an upward compatible evolution), it is 
necessary to provide a definition of the ABI for each such release level. We refer to such 
a definition as a system model, ~d it provides a complete list of the interfaces available 
in the bundled Solaris product. Each model thus describes the public (i.e., stable/ 
committed) and private (unstable) interfaces of a given release of Solaris, where the 
public constituent is an upward compatible evolution. 

We have presently provided a definition of the Solaris ABI for each release of Solaris 
commencing with Solaris 2.3 (up to and including the latest release Solaris 2.6). The 
approach is that a definition of the Solaris ABI is shipped with each product release (i.e. 
that the interface definition be a part of the product itself). At the present time the 
Solaris ABI definitions are provided extrinsically-they come along with our current 
ABI-conformance checking tool (appcert). However since the Solaris 2.6 release the 
interface definitions are also an intrinsic part of the product, and this discipline will 
continue going forward. 

3.0 Assessing Binary Interface Usage 
----------

. 6. 

Because of Solaris applications ' use of dynamically linked shared libraries, 
object files (whether executable objects or other dynamically linked shared 
objects) contain information about which symbols they use, and from which 
system libraries. It is therefore possible to use the Solaris runtime linker to 
obtain a list of all libraries and symbols used by an application or shared object 
and compare them against a system model which defines the Solaris ABI-the 
safe and stable imerfaces offered by Solaris. A report of problematic interface 
usage can then be generated . 
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Assessing Binary Interface Usage 

To do this, we have built a tool which analyses the binary interface usage of an 
object file in three stages: 

In the profiling phase, we extract the symbols used by the application and the 
libraries in which those symbols are defined. Since it is the job of the Solaris 
runtime linker ( ld. so . 1 ) to resolve these dependencies and make the bindings 
when the program is loaded and run, we rely on it to gather this bina.ry footprint 
of the application (the application's library and symbol dependency 
information). Since this information is extracted from the binary form of the 
application rather than the source, and uses the very same agent which is used to 
load and run it (the runtime linker). this provides an accurate analysis of the 
interface bindings that will actually be made when the application is run. This 
allows a credible account of all the application's interface binding dependencies 
short of actually running it. 

In the comparison phase, we check the symbols used by the object against a 
system model defining the public and private symbols in each library of Solaris 
(comparison is thus always relative to a given release of Solaris, while profiling 
is not). As was mentioned above, we have constructed such system models (ABI 
definitions) for Solaris 2.3 to Solaris 2.6. In the most recent versions of Solaris 
(2.6 onward). this information is actually embedded in the system libraries
that is, interface definitions representing the Solaris ABI are now a part of the 
product itself. For earlier versions, we had to construct the definitions by hand, 
relying on documentation and subject-specific engineering expertise to 
determine which interfaces were public and which were private. In the course of 
constructing the models, we were able to some identify certain private interfaces 
which were removed in a subsequent release of Solaris (in many cases library
internal interfaces which had been global symbols which were later reduced to 
local scope in the library), and which thus would prevent cross-release binary 
compatibility if an application had come to depend upon them1. 

There were some interesting difficulties in constructing the system models. For 
example, some software such as the X Wmdow System uses nominally private 
symbols on the right-hand side of macro definitions in header files. For 
example: 

#define XtinheritTranslati ons ((String) &_XtinheritTranslations) 

This means that an application's use of a public interface in the API can result in 
a private symbol appearing in the compiled application (binary), making it look 
as if the programmer has intentionally used the private symbol, when in fact the 
usage was both unintentional and unavoidable. This conflation of a nominally 
public interface at the source level and a private symbol at the binary level 
creates special problems for binary compatibility, since application writers who 

1. We call such scope-reduced symbols "demoted." 
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Appcert and the Solaris Compatible® Program 

scrupulously use only public source-level interfaces can still have their 
applications break when the corresponding, but ostensibly private runtime 
interfaces are changed. A more difficult problem is posed by other software 
components such as Motif or any interface offered through a C++ language 
binding, which have a moderately well-defined source level interface (API) but 
no corresponding ABI (stable runtime interface). Effectively, all the interfaces 
in such cases are "private" because no guarantees can be made about the 
stability of the runtime interfaces. 

In the evaluation and reporting phase, we assess the extent of private symbol 
usage in the object, and generate a report detailing which symbols are used, and 
where. This information can be used by a developer to locate and remove 
dependencies on unstable private interfaces, or by an end-user to assess how 
stable the object might be across subsequent releases of Solaris. 

If an application uses only Solaris public interfaces (which have been declared 
immutable), then the likelihood of the application's continuing to run on 
subsequent versions of Solaris is very high. If it uses private interfaces, then it 
may or not break, depending on whether the interfaces have changed 
incompatibly (which is both allowable and necessary for implementation
internal interface). In this sense, writing an application using private interfaces 
is like building a house on a fault line: the house may stand for quite a long 
time, but it is always at risk. In cases where we know that a private symbol has 
disappeared or changed incompatibly in a later release, application breakage is 
assured, and the developer or end-user can be warned. In fact, our ABI analysis 
tool (appcert) has already been successful at identifying private interface 
dependencies in certain commercial software products which did cause binary 
breakage going from one release of Solaris to the next. 

4.0 Appcert and the Solaris Compatible® Program 
----------

·8· 

Using our technology, we have produced a simple tool called appcert, which 
does the above checking and produces a detailed report that identifies which 
private symbols (if any) are used by each binary component in an application. 
Checking is very fast, and typically takes less than 30 seconds per object file. 

Sun's Solaris Compatible®program (http://www. sun. com/developer/ 
comarketing / solbrand) uses appcert as a certification-readiness tool. 
Software developers can download the tool and use it to assess their software, 
whether or not they intend to apply for the Solaris Compatible brand. Response 
so far has been very encouraging, with several thousand downloads and 
hundreds of products ' test results returned. 
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Data on Interface Usage 

5.0 Data on Interface Usage ----------

TABLE 1. 

AGURE2. 

As part of our program to work with developers and understand their needs, we 
have asked users of the appcert tool to send us the results of running it on their 
applications. This has allowed us to develop a large database of application 
profiles, showing frequency of symbol usage per library. As one would expect, 
library and symbol usage follows the Pareto Principle: most usage is accounted 
for by a small fraction of the cases. In the case of private symbols, this allows us 
to determine why such symbols are being used, and thus to point developers at 
the appropriate public interfaces to be used instead, or even to develop new 
ones. In the case of public symbols, the testing organization can see which 
interfaces are most heavily relied upon, and so need the most testing when 
changed. 

Table 1 shows the relative frequency with which object files use private symbols 
(as measured by the percentage of symbols used by the object that are private 
symbols), across a typical sample of applications. 

Proportion of Private Symbols Used in a Typical Sample of Application Binaries (N=287) . 

Percentage of Number of Percent of 
Private Symbols Objects Sample 

None 220 77% 

<2% 22 8% 

2-3% 14 5% 

3-4% 6 2% 

4-5% 2 1% 

5-10% 10 3% 

10-15% 13 4% 

> 15% 0 0% 

As can be seen, the majority of objects are well-behaved and do not use any 
private symbols, and it is rare for the proportion of private symbols to rise above 
10%. These numbers should be taken as very rough estimates of applications in 
general, however, since the amount of private symbol usage is highly dependent 
on an application's domain and functionality. 

Which symbols are most frequently used? Figure 2 shows the relative frequency 
of the most commonly used private symbols in this sample. 

The Most Commonly Used Private Symbols in the Sample 
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li:x::sys _ errlist 
libc:sys_nerr 

li:x::_class_quadruple 
libc:_dgettext 

libc:_mutex_unlock 
Jibe:_ 1hr _ setspecific 

libc:_thr_sigsetmask 
libc:_sys_num_err 

libc:_thr_main 
libc:_rwlock_init 
libc:_mutex_init 

libc:_thr_getspecific 
lb::_thr_keycreate 

libc:_threaded 
fibc:thr_main 

libc:_cond_wait 
libc:_cond_init 

libc:_cond_signal 
libc:_rw_rdlock 
libc:_rw_wrlock 
libc:_rw _ unlock 

Data on Interface Usage 

0 10 20 30 40 50 

Frequency 

Here it can be clearly seen that a pair of related interfaces by themselves 
account for an order of magnitude more usage than any other; if an application 
uses private interfaces, it's highly likely to use one or both of sys err list 
and sys_ nerr in the C library. 

Historically, if a program needed to map an error code (the value of the system 
variable errno) into a corresponding string, it looked up the string in an array: 
sys_ err list. Now, sys_ err list has a known size in any given OS release, 
as determined by sys_ nerr (the size of the array of such error strings). Thus, 
the program could check errno against sys_nerr to ensure that the index was 
legal. 

This approach worked with the statically or partially statically linked libraries in 
Solaris 1 (SunOS 4), but with the switch to completely dynamically linked 
libraries in Solaris 2.0, these symbols were frozen and deprecated and a public 
programmatic interface (the strerr function) was introduced in their stead. 
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Conclusions 

The importance of the change was apparently not conveyed very well, however, 
judging from their continued frequency of use! 

These results give us useful insights into patterns of interface usage. 

6.0 Conclusions 

We have shown that it is possible to check application binaries for usage of 
interfaces which would make them likely to break on subsequent releases of 
those interfaces. However, our work is just the beginning of a long road to a 
world of true binary application stability. There are other kinds of interfaces 
besides systems libraries, such as filesystem layout, and protocols, and the 
simple presence of a symbol is not an indicator of the frequency of its usage nor 
of its semantics. Consequently, we are currently pursuing dynamic checking 
tools, which can trace the usage of interfaces and check their semantic 
correctness as well. We plan to include these and other enhancements in future 
releases of a pp cert, to enable more thorough checking. Our intention is to 
engage independent software vendors with Sun Engineering to make cross
release stability a reality that users can count on. 
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The Problem of Cross-Release Stability 

• Users are wary of upgrading an application because of changes in 
functionality or user interface 

• Users are wary of upgrading "platform software" 
(OS or middleware) because they are afraid that their existing 
applications will not work on the new release 

• Binary cross-release stability: an application binary built for one 
release of platform software will work on succeeding versions of 
the platform 
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The Systems/Software Ecosystem 
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Reasons for Application Breakage 

• Old applications break on a new OS release because of interface 
changes: 

- interfaces disappear 

- interfaces change incompatibly (syntactically or 
semantically) 

• Provider has broken its promise to compatibly support an 
interface 

• Consumer has wittingly or unwittingly used an unstable interface, 
an "internal moving part" 

• Recompilation not a realistic option in most cases 
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Breakage Due to Interface Misuse 

• Essential distinction: 

public/ stable interfaces 
vs. private/unstable ones 

• By definition, dependence on a stable interface cannot cause 
application breakage 

• Applications break when they rely on unstable, uncommitted 
interfaces 

• Applications also break when the interface provider fails to 
distinguish stable from unstable interfaces 
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Defining the Application Runtime 
Interface 

• Start with system libraries 

• We have per-release lists of public and private symbols for each 
Solaris library 

• With library versioning functionality present in 2.6 and later, the 
list of public and private symbols can be obtained directly from 
the library in question 
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• Fast and easy to use 
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Issues in Defining the Interface 

• Conflation of public and private: 

#define XtinheritTranslations ((String) &_XtinheritTranslations) 

• No defined ABI: 

- C++ interlaces 

Future Directions 

• Get interlace information directly from libraries, eliminating 
need for constructing explicit system models 

• Allow checking of additional, non-Solaris models 

• Look at dynamic interlace usage in addition to static 
presence/absence 
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Summary 

• Application stability is a major concern with platform software 
upgrades 

• The solution is binary interface stability 

• Static checking of a binary's dependencies for appropriate 
interlace usage is useful and feasible 
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Breakage Due to Interface Misuse 

• Essential distinction: 

public/ stable interfaces 
vs. private/unstable ones 

• By definition, dependence on a stable interface cannot cause 
application breakage 

• Applications break when they rely on unstable, uncommitted 
interfaces 

• Applications also break when the interface provider fails to 
distinguish stable from unstable interfaces 
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Defining the Application Runtime 
Interface 

• Start with system libraries 

• We have per-release lists of public and private symbols for each 
Solaris library 

• With library versioning functionality present in 2.6 and later, the 
list of public and private symbols can be obtained directly from 
the library in question 
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Issues in Defining the Interface 

• Conflation of public and private: 

#define XtinheritTranslations ((String) & XtinheritTranslations) 

• No defined ABI: 

- C++ interfaces 
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Assessing Binary Interface Usage 

• Need to check application binary, not source 

• We use linker (ldd) to get list of symbols used in each library 
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Determining Breakage Potential 

• Given list of symbols an application uses, need to check if any are 
private 

• We have per-release lists of public and private symbols for each 
Solaris library 

• With library versioning functionality present in 2.6 and later,the 
list of public and private symbols can be obtained directly from 
the library in question 
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The Appcert Application 

• To do this checking, we built a tool called appcert which 
obtains the symbols from a binary and checks them against a 
model of the interfaces for that version of Solaris 

• Works on one object or many 

• Fast and easy to use 

• Generates both detail and rollup reports on symbol usage 

• Appcert is used as one step in certifying an application as 

Solaris Compatible® 
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The Solaris Compatible® Program 

• A branding program to align Sun and ISV's in providing applica
tion stability to end-users 

• Also valuable to volume end-users who build their own applica
tions 

• See www.sun.com/developer/comarketing/solbrand 
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Data on Interface Usage 

• Looking at data from hundreds of binaries of various sizes, 
interface usage appears to follow a Pareto distribution 

• Roughly half of Solaris binaries do not use any private symbols 

• Roughly half of the private symbol usage is concentrated in just 
two symbols: sys_ err 1 is t and sys_ n err, previously public 
in SunOS 4. The strerr () interface should be used instead. 

• Eliminating private symbol usage is thus entirely feasible 
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Usage of Private Symbols 

Proportion of Private Symbol Use in a Typical Sample of 
Application Binaries (N =287) 

Percentage of Number of Percent of 
Private Symbols Objects Sample 

None 220 77% 
<2% 22 8% 
2-3% 14 5% 
3-4% 6 2% 
4-5% 2 1% 

5-10% 10 3% 
10-15% 13 4% 
> 15% 0 0% 
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Frequently Used Private Symbols 

iix:$'fS_enlisl 
li>c::sys_nerr 

ibc:_dass_quadruple 
lb::_dgeltexl 

libc:_mulex_inock 
llx:_IIY_setspecitic 
ibc:_IIY_sigsebnask 

libc:_"fS_rum_orr 
libc:_tr_mai, 

libc:_rwbck_init 
ibc:_mutex_iril 

ibc:_IIY_getspecific 
ibc:_t,r_kayaeala 

libc:_t,n,aded 
ibc:11r_mai1 

ibc::_con:l_wail 
libc:_con:l_irit 

ibc:_cond_signal 
libc:_rw_rdock 
libc:_rw_wrlodc 
ibc:_rw_inock 

0 10 
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Future Directions 

• Get interface information directly from libraries, eliminating 
need for constructing explicit system models 

• Allow checking of additional, non-Solaris models 

• Look at dynamic interface usage in addition to static 
presence/absence 

Brown&: Rascabag • Static Cbccking of Binaries foe Croos--Rdease Stability Softwsrc: Quality Weck May, 1998 • 15 • 

Summary 

• Application stability is a major concern with platform software 
upgrades 

• The solution is binary interface stability 

• Static checking of a binary's dependencies for appropriate 
interface usage is useful and feasible 

• Usage of private interfaces follows a Pareto distribution 

Brown&: Rascabag • Static: Cbccking of Binaries for Croos--Rdcase Stability SoftwucQuality Weck May. 1998 • 16 • 
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Integrated Test Management within the Tool Environment TESSY 

Roman Pitschinetz, Matthias Grochtmann and Joachim Wegener 

Daimler-Benz AG, Research and Technology, Alt-Moabit 96 a 
D-10559 Berlin, Germany 

Abstract: A software testing tool is most effective, when it works within an organizational 
context. Computer-aided test activities framed into a testing life cycle management reduce 
time, effort and cost. The test system TESSY provides support for both automation of dy
namic unit testing and appropriate management of the whole testing life cycle. Practical 
trials of the test system started in 1994. First promising results indicate that the test effi
ciency can be enhanced significantly by using TESSY. Future work will focus on exten
sions of TESSY with respect to integration testing and automatic generation of test cases 
and test data. 

Keywords: Dynamic tests, Automatic testing, Software Tools, Computer-aided Testing, 
Management. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The management of software tests includes several basic 
issues (Royer, 1993): knowledge of major testing meth
ods to control quality, test planning, efficient test case 
design, test automation, and monitoring of the test prog
ress. Dynamic testing is of major practical importance 
for the quality assurance of software systems. Typically, 
it consumes 30 % - 50 % of the overall software develop
ment effort and budget (see e.g. Marks, 1992). Investiga
tions of various software development projects in sev
eral divisions of the Daimler-Benz Group showed that 
the costs for software testing mostly arose for unit test
ing, integration testing, and system testing. On average, 
34 % of the total testing expenses is spent on unit testing, 
28 % on integration testing and approximately 27 % on 
system testing. The remaining 11 % is spent on specific 
tests like the examination of software-hardware inter
faces . 

Furthermore, the investigations also revealed significant 
I I I I I , f 

tirne-consummg act1v1t1es m managmg the so tware test 
process. Using individual software testing tools inter-
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mediate manual work still remains to be done, including 
organizing test objects, preparing tests, and inquiring the 
status of test activities and test work products. These test 
work products, such as test cases, test data, expected re
sults and actual values, grow very fast and, therefore, 
have to be managed appropriately. Moreover, test rigs, 
environments for regression testing and batch processes 
are to be configured. Fully integrated software testing 
tools manage the software test process and reduce the 
time spent on tedious and error-prone manual work. 

Hence, it is very important to provide an overall support 
for the whole testing life cycle. Significant savings can 
be achieved, and the product quality can be improved by 
tools automating both the test activities involved in soft
ware testing and the management of the software testing 
process. 

This paper describes the managing of software testing 
processes by means of the computer-aided testing tool 
TESSY. The following chapter contains a description of 

the central test activities required for a thorough test. 
Chapter 3 gives a short overview of the architecture and 



functionality of TESSY. Afterwards, the management of 
software test processes is described as it is provided by 
1ESSY. First results from practical trials are reported in 
chapter 5. After some concluding remarks the paper 
closes with a short outlook on future work. 

2. IBST ACTIVITIES 

A systematic test comprises the following main techni
cal activities: test case determination, test data selection, 
expected results prediction, test case execution, moni
toring, and test evaluation. This structure facilitates a 
systematic procedure and the definition of intermittent 
results. Figure 1 shows these test activities and the rela
tionship between them. 

Figure 1: Test activities 

In the course of test case determination, the test cases, 
with which the test object should be tested, are defined. 
A test case defines a certain input situation to be tested. 
It comprises a set of input data from the test object's in
put domain. Each element of the set should, for example, 
lead to the execution of the same program functionality, 
the same program branch or the same program state, de
pending on the test criteria applied. The test case deter
mination is the most important activity for a thorough 
test, since it determines the kind and scope of the ex
amination and thus the quality of the test. A test case ab
stracts from a concrete test datum and defines it, only in 
so far as it is required for the intended test. During test 
data selection the tester has to choose a concrete element 
from each test case with which the test should be 
executed. 
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Determining the anticipated results and program behav
ior for every selected test datum constitutes expected re
sults prediction. If it is not possible to specify unequivo
cal output values or the expected behavior, acceptance 
criteria or other reference data have to be used for the 
predicition of expected results. 

Subsequently, test case execution is performed. The test 
object is run with the selected test data. The output val
ues and the program behavior are thus determined. 

The behavior of the test object can be observed and re
corded during test case execution by means of monitor
ing. A common method is to instrument the program 
code according to a white-box test criterion. For that pur
pose, the source code is extended by inserting statements 
at control-flow or data-flow-relevant points of the pro
gram, which count the number of executions of the cor
responding program parts. Another kind of monitoring 
is performed by several capture-and-replay tools. They 
record the outputs produced by the test object on the 
screen and save them for regression testing. 

In the course of test evaluation, actual and expected val
ues as well as actual and expected program behavior are 
compared, and thus the test results are produced. Finally, 
the test is evaluated by comparing the test results 
achieved with the test objectives aspired to. 

Due to the lack of software testing tools offering an over
all and efficient support for all test activities, Daimler
Benz Research in Berlin developed the test system 
TESSY which provides general support for all test acti
vities and aims at a considerable increase in unit testing 
efficiency for programs written in C. TESSY is designed 
to reduce the costs for software testing and to improve 
the reliability of systematic and thoroughly tested soft
ware products. 

3. TEST SYS1EM TESSY 

The test system TESSY was developed on VAXstations 
with the operating system VMS for unit testing of ANSI
C and VAX-C programs. Other C-compilers, especially 
for host-target cross-compiling, were added correspond
ing to the needs of TESSY users. TESSY is now avail
able on SUN/Solaris, HP-UNIX, Open VMS and NT/ 
Windows systems. 

The most important strength of TESSY is that it provides 
support for the whole testing life cycle, offering a homo
geneous, object-based, and context-sensitive graphical 
user interface which guides the tester through all test 
phases (Wegener et al. 1994). Accordingly, the use of 
TESSY is simple and comfortable. As a result, the test 
system can be applied by testers without detailed knowl
edge of the C programming language. This promotes the 



Testing Life Cycle Management 

Figure 2: Architecture of 1ESSY 

distinction between software development and quality 
assurance as it is demanded in various standards. The 
user interface is based on OSF's Motif toolkit. 

Figure 2 shows the architecture of 1ESSY with the main 
test activities in the center of the figure framed by the 
testing life cycle management and the accompanying 
import and export interfaces. Each test activity is sup
ported by a window-based subtool exchanging data 
through the common database. 

1ESSY facilitates a combination of black-box and 
white-box tests according to the effective test strategy 
defined by (Grimm, 1989). The emphasis is laid on 
black-box testing since only test cases derived from the 
functional specification allow to examine appropriately, 
whether or not all specified requirements have been im
plemented into the test object. Test cases are determined 
using the classification-tree editor C1E, a graphical edi
tor for the descriptive and systematic design of black
box test cases following the classification-tree method 
(Grochtmann et al. 1995). For the interactive input of 
test data and expected results, a browser tool navigates 
the tester through the test object's interface. Test case 
execution and test evaluation are totally automated. 
During the execution of black-box test cases the branch 
coverage is measured to estimate the test quality and its 
comprehensiveness. 1ESSY provides control panels 
with various options to control basic activities, such as 
test driver generation, coverage analysis and test rig con
figuration, and to specify the scope of the test documen
tation to be generated automatically. An additional 
white-box test is to be conducted, if the degree of branch 
coverage achieved is not sufficient to reach the test ob-

jectives. The test has to be improved subsequently by 
additional test cases derived from the program structure. 
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The testing life cycle management contains various 
tasks for managing the software test. They will be ex
plained in the following sections. 

4. MANAGING THE SOFTWARE 1EST 

An effective test requires support for both the automa
tion of test activities and the management of the entire 
test process. As mentioned above, 1ESSY contains tools 
for each test activity. Furthermore, it provides powerful 
support for managing the software test, including test or
ganization, test preparation, monitoring the status of test 
activities and test cases as well as recording the con
sumption of time for distinct activities. Moreover, test 
rigs, environments for regression testing and batch pro
cesses are configured automatically. 

4.1. Test Organization 

A testing tool is most effective when it works within an 
organizational context. Therefore, TESSY provides an 
appropriate test organization, which controls tool-in
vocation sequences and policies following the effective 
test strategy. 

The technical framework of 1ESSY's test organization 
includes the import/export interface and the test data
base. Imports required for the test, e.g. the functional 
specification, program sources, object files, libraries 
and other information produced during the software de
velopment process, are managed. The database provides 
an export interface to easily transfer data to other tools 
such as project management tools or desktop publishing 
systems. 

Furthermore, technical requisites for test case execution 
as, there is the implementation of stubs and test drivers, 
are organized. Another task is the configuration of 
make-files which generate test rigs by compiling and 
linking the test driver, the test object, stubs, object files 
and libraries. Host-target configurations are also pro
duced automatically, and the remote process remains un
der control of the test organization. 

Figure 3 shows the start-up window. The left side com
prises components of test organisation to manage test 
projects, the right side is used to start the several test ac
tivities. 

4.2. Test Preparation 

In preparation of the test, the user has to supply some in
formation for each module using the environment editor 
or the import interface. The essential data are the pro
gram sources for the logical module, the compiler to be 

used as weii as compiler and linker options. In case all 
information is complete, 1ESSY investigates the whole 
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Figure 3: TESSY start-up window to manage test projects and test activities. 

export interface of the module automatically by analyz
ing all program sources stated. The export interface con
sists of all exported C-functions and their interfaces, in
cluding global variables, parameters, function return 
codes and the corresponding data types. The export 
functions ascertained represent the actual test objects. 

data types. Figure 4 illustrates this for various parame
ters of different data types of a sample function . 

Before the tester is able to start with the central test acti
vities for each function, he has to complete the interface 
description of the export functions by entering certain 
characteristics of each interface component for which an 
automatic identification was impossible. He must spec
ify the passing direction, that means he has to determine 
whether a component is only an input, an output, or input 
and output of the respective test object. Value parame
ters are always of the kind IN, the function return code 
is always of the kind OUT. Global variables and dynamic 
values, like pointers, can be of the kind IN, INOUT, or 
OUT. The completion of the interface description is car
ried out using TESSY's inte,face editor, a browser tool 
shown in Figure 4. The browser acts as a powerful navi
gation tool with support for collapse/expand and also 
partial views of the interface. It is possible to browse 
through complex structures down to the level of basic C 
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4.3. Test Measurements 

To be able to control software testing, measurements are 
essential, especially for process maturity improvement 
(Humphrey, 1990). The impacts of maturity improve
ment aim at enlarged monitoring and tracking of the test
ing process, at better estimation of the software test de
velopment scheduling and at enhanced product quality. 
An appropriate mean for monitoring and tracking the 
software process is the status of test activities, test work 
products and test objectives. Based on time measure
ment, detailed efforts expended by each activity can be 
recorded as well as time required for project milestone. 
Thereby, productivity can be calculated. '!ESSY pro
vides support for all these activities. 

During the entire testing life cycle, TESSY exactly 
knows the status for each test object - whether or not the 
interface description is complete, test cases are defined, 
test data are selected, expected results are predicted, test 
cases are executed or test results are available. Test ob
jectives, such as project specific failure rates or code 
coverage metrics, are determined and assessed automat
ically. The project manager offers the opportunity to 
monitor all test objects and modules of the project actu
ally to be worked on. 

Tessy-timer conducts time-measurement for each central 
test activity (Figure 5). It supports both automatic time
stamps and manual time measurement. In the first case, 
Tessy-timer records the time spent on each test activity 
automatically as long as the pertaining tools are used. In 
the second case, the user triggers the timer using buttons 
of Tessy-timer for time-outs or for recording manual ef
forts . Furthermore, buttons can be added optionally if re
quired. 

The status of test objects and the counting times of 
associated activities are stored in the test system data
base. Based on the collected data detailed test manage
ment status tables can be generated, also including sta
tistics. Measured time consumed by test activities is 
opposed to metrics of test work products, like the com
plexity of the test object's interface, lines of code, source 
statements, source branches, test cases, test data, ex -
pected results, imported functions, test results and er
rors. An examination of (Davey et al., 1995) showes that 
the best basis for an estimation of the expected testing ef
fort is simply the number of source code statements. 

However, it has to be taken into account that measuring 
of human productivity has an important psychological 
impact. Our experience shows that engineers do not 
mind quality criteria targets and the collection of data to 

hi th I al 1 th I I I I ac 1eve err go s as ong as ey part1c1pate m settmg 
these goals and agree with them. Furthermore, the mere 
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Figure 5: Tessy-timer 

act of measuring human process changes them and thus 
enhances the product quality. 

4.4. Batch Process 

The use of batch processes enables large quantities of 
tests to be run in parallel and unattended, for example 
overnight or at weekends. Re-running all previous tests 
in one step can be performed at each time required by 
quality assurance or customer A status protocol informs 
about successful and erroneous test runs. Furthermore, 
test documentation is generated for the whole project so 
that both quality assurance and customer can always in
spect the current test version. 

4.5. Regression Testing 

In practice, tests are run an average of eight times - if 
done manually (Graham et al., 1995). Through the ex
tensive management assistance provided by TESSY, 
comprising an integrated database for all test-relevant 
data, regression testing can be totally automated in most 
cases. After the tester has edited the required data for the 
first test execution, the data are available for further tests 
at any time. Normally, the test run simply has to be re
peated with the new test object. 



5. PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE AND RESULTING 
EXPANSIONS 

In 1994, practical trials of the entire test system started 
in larger projects of Daimler-Benz divisions. All ap
plications were completed successfully. The test effi
ciency could be improved significantly. Savings of up to 
70 % of the efforts normally required were estimated by 
the TESSY users due to the fact that TESSY totally auto
mates several time-consuming activities. Nevertheless, 
some useful enlargements were proposed and 1ESSY 
was expanded to offer new functionality for batch pro
cessing and host-target testing. For example, several 
common target compilers are now supported. Further
more, new import/export interfaces were added to sup
ply 1ESSY with environment information available 
from other software development phases as well as with 
external test data and external reference data for test 
evaluation. This is very useful for large data, like audio 
and video data, available from the environment. More
over, two additional interactive tools are currently under 
development to complement the support for regression 
testing. They can be applied to reuse test information 
like test cases, test data, and expected values in cases 
where the test object interface was changed or the classi
fication-tree was enlarged by supplementary classifica
tions and classes. It is also possible to use these tools to 
recycle existing test information for the examination of 
other test objects. 

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

The test system 1ESSY provides powerful editors for 

test case determination, test data selection, and expected 
results prediction, as well as interactive tools for manag
ing the software test. They are specialized on the respec
tive activities and conducive to a systematic test. The 
classification-tree editor C1E is of special importance, 
because it supports a thorough and well-structured test 
case determination corresponding to the classification
tree method. Test case execution, monitoring, test evalu
ation, and test documentation are executed automati
cally by TESSY (Table 1). 

First applications in practice were successful and gave 
several indications of improvements to further integrate 
TESSY with other development tools like debuggers and 
performance measurement tools. Additionally, it is pos
sible to use Tessy-timer to measure the cost of using other 
tools and thus to measure the entire cost of the quality as
surance activities. 

In the future, expansions of TESSY are planned to en
able fully-automated unit testing. Owing to the strengths 
and growing relevance of formal methods in software 
engineering the use of formal specification techniques is 
planned. This will enable computer-aided generation of 
classification trees and test cases as well as automatic 
generation of test data from formal test case specifica
tions. Test evaluation will be supported by executable 
specifications. 

Other fields of future work will be the further support for 
integration and system testing as well as a test system 
version for Ada programs. 

Test Activities Supported by TESSY 

V2.0 
(planned) 

Managing 
Life Cycle 

Test Case Test Data Expected Re- Test Case 
Determination Selection suits Prediction Execution 

tool supported (interactive) 

Monitoring 
Test 

Evaluation 

totally automated 

Test 
Documentation 
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Table 1: Degree of automation provided by TESSY 
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0 Controlling software test process aims at 

- monitoring and tracking for feedbacks 

- estimating and scheduling for test plans 

- providing visibility for management reviews 

- product quality to meet consumer demands 

- process maturity improvement to reduce 
future costs 
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- test activities 

- test work products -> test cases, 
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Fully integrated testing tools save 
time, budget and effort 

0 TESSY provides support for the whole 
testing life cycle including 

Q Management the software test process 

Q Automation of all test activities for 
the dynamic functional test 
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eration of test cases and test data with re
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Strategies for Testing a Web-based Application 

Divide, Conquer, and Automate 

Steve Goldstein 

Genetics Computer Group 

575 Science Drive Madison, WI 53711 

608 231 5200 Steve.Goldstein@gcg.com 

Abstract: 
Web applications are complex, multi-component software systems. In the development 

of a web-based application, we faced new challenges in validation because of this complexity. 
We found no off-the-shelf testing tool that would meet our validation requirements, so we 
crafted our own tools. 

In this paper, we present the design of our testing scheme and our analysis of web 
applications that led to such a design. Although some parts of our testing solution are specific to 
our product, the analysis and its implications are widely applicable. 

The key point in the analysis is that although a web application may be a complicated 
system, less complicated sub-units can be isolated and tested independently. Much of this 
testing can be automated. 

Challenges in testing web-based applications: 

Complex system 

In designing a strategy for testing a web application, the tester faces a number of 
formidable challenges. Web applications are complex, multi-component software systems. In 
the most straightforward case, we have a browser running on the client platform 
communicating with the server through some network. On the server side, we have an HTTP 
daemon communicating with a CGI script. This script controls the behavior of the application 
by accessing system resources or launching applications requested by the browser. ( See 
figure 1 ). In addition, because of the promise that web applications will be platform 
independent and because that promise has not yet been realized, web applications are 
necessarily multi-platform (at least on the client side). 

Figure l : Web applications are complex multi-component software systems 
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Young and rapidly evolving technology 
Software development and testing on a platform as young and evolving as rapidly as 

web technology present several difficulties. It is not as reliable as a mature technology; even 
casual use of a browser can reveal the bugginess of the system. In addition, no consensus has 
emerged about the modal ways to build and test web applications. In fact, because the 
environment is rapidly evolving, choices such as which languages to use and which browsers 
and servers to support will almost certainly need to be reevaluated during the life-cycle of a 
web application and perhaps even during the course of initial development. 

Tools for testing web applications are less robust than more mature tools. Only a 
limited number of browser-client OS combinations are supported; only few "power" tools are 
available; those that are available are in their initial releases and may be buggy. 

The rapid evolution of the technology is also creating demand for web based products. 
Companies are racing to develop for the web. The race is further fueled by the perception that 
web applications require shorter development time. Thus, the time allocated to testing may be 
correspondingly compressed. 

Testing solutions 
Obviously, manual testing is the foundation of any testing structure. This axiom holds 

a fortiori with a web application in its initial release. The key questions for one designing a 
testing structure, then, are how to augment manual testing and how to efficiently reuse the 
labor used in building the foundation. 

Our first attempt at a solution was to find an off-the-shelf tool. We were quite willing 
to invest the capital in a tool that would fill our needs and to spend the time needed to learn 
how to use it. Immediately we saw that any one tool would support only a selection of our 
modest list of client platforms: Netscape 4 and Internet Explorer 4 running on Macintosh, 
Windows 95 and NT and UNIX. Compromising, we chose a tool that would cover two of our 
most widely used platforms and spent a considerable amount of time learning to use it and 
configuring it for our application. After struggling with various shortcomings---bugs and 
limitations with the tool and limitations in our own facility with the tool---we gave up on it. 
We made the assessment that using this particular tool might well decrease our testing 
productivity rather than augment it. 

We needed to take a fresh look at our approach to testing. We began by thinking about 
an obvious property of a web application: 

Although this software system is apparently complex, it is composed of components of 
lower complexity. Furthermore, all of the communication between these components is 
text. 

This observation is not at all profound; any web developer is well aware of it. In our testing 
strategy, we exploit this property by capturing intermediate communications enabling us to test 
subsystems in isolation. We begin describing our solution by giving a brief overview of the 
application. 

SeqWeb: A web-based interface for DNA sequence analysis 
Genetics Computer Group's Wisconsin Package consists of over 130 programs 

providing molecular biologists with software tools for analyzing DNA and protein sequences. 
A DNA sequence is represented by a string written in a four-letter alphabet. Two typical tasks 
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for the analysis programs are displaying a protein translation of a DNA sequence and searching 
public databases for sequences similar to a given sequence (string comparison). 

Seq Web, the application under test discussed here, is an intranet front end to the most 
widely-used programs in the Wisconsin Package. Corresponding to each of the thirty programs 
supported by Seq Web is an input form used to select the program's parameters. These forms, 
generated on the fly, are composed of static HTML and dynamic JavaScript. When a form is 
submitted, the Seq Web CGI script invokes the analysis program with the appropriate input 
parameters. The script also converts program' s output to HTML and presents the result to the 
browser. Additionally, there are utilities for accessing sequence databases and allowing the 
user to manage her own data and result files. 

Capturing form data 
A natural way to isolate less complex subsystems for testing Seq Web is by capturing 

the form data. We accomplished this by making minor modifications to an existing CGI script 
we call ParamTest that the developers had been using for debugging. This script uses 
Seq Web's code to present the analysis forms to the browser. When a form is submitted, 
however, instead of invoking the analysis program it returns a new form to the browser. (See 
figure 2.) This new form echoes the name-value pairs implied by the original form and, 
furthermore, when the new form is submitted, the original analysis is performed. 

Figure 2: Use intermediary to capture browser-CG! communications 
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This simple enhancement to the application's functionality contributes several 
important elements to the testing structure. First, we can test each of the forms and the 
processing of these forms without actually running analysis programs. Since the analysis 
programs may consume considerable system resources, isolating the form subsystem from the 
analysis subsystem can be of great value. An added benefit is that some defects may become 
more obvious when one looks at this intermediate text. 

One creates a testcase for a given form by performing some set of actions, submitting 
the form to ParamTest, and saving the intermediate output to a file using the browser' s Save 
function. To run the testcase, one replicates the actions, submits the form to ParamTest, and 
compares this output with the previously saved file. Note that testcases can be run manually, 
automated with a GUI testing tool, or partially automated with a CGI script. 
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Testing the running of the analysis programs 
Another use of this intermediate output is for testing the analysis programs and 

Seq Web's communication with them without testing the form subsystem. A manually-driven 
regression test can be run by loading a previously-saved ParamTest form into the browser, 
clicking its Submit button, and comparing the result with the expected results. (See figure 3.) 

Figure 3: Manual testing through the browser 
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The analysis subsystem testing may also be 'automated. We developed an automated 
regression test suite using the Perl L WP (Library for WWW access in Perl) library modules. 
These tests are run from a command line, replacing the browser with a Perl web client. (See 
figure 4.) To run a testcase, we parse the name-value pairs from the previously-saved 
ParamTest output and use a Post method, communicating with Seq Web through these libraries. 
The text (HTML) parts of the results are compared with expected results (using the text
processing features of Perl to filter acceptable differences). Our testing code also has a utility 
for validating the graphics part of the results. 

Figure 4: Automated testing from a command-line interface 
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For readers not familiar with the L WP libraries, we give a simple example. The 
following program will print the contents of Genetics Computer Group' s home page: 
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#! /usr/local/bin/perl -w 

use LWP: :Simple; 
getprint('http://www.gcg.com'); 

More control of the web communications can be obtained using some of the other library 
modules. The following program has the nearly the same output as the one above: 

#! /usr/local/bin/perl -w 

use LWP: :UserAgent; 
use HTTP::Response; 
use HTTP::Request; 

my $ua = new LWP: :UserAgent 
my $request= new HTTP::Request('GET', 'http://www.gcg.com'); 
my $response= $ua->request($request); 

print $response-> as_string(); 

The output looks like this: 

--- HTTP::Response=HASH(Oxl4025d718) 
RC: 200 (OK) 
Message: Document follows 

Date: Mon, 06 Apr 1998 18:26:41 GMT 
Server: NCSA/1.4.2 
Content-Type: text/html 
Client-Date: Mon, 06 Apr 1998 18:20:12 GMT 
Title: Genetics Computer Group 
X-Meta-Description: GCG is a bioinformatics company specializing 

in helping scientists understand and characterize biopolymers. 
Our DNA and protein analysis software, the Wisconsin Package, is used 
by scientists worldwide. 

X-Meta-Keywords: genetics, computing, computers, biotech, 
bioinformatics, dna, rna, protein, cdna, mrna, molecular, biology, 

<Text snipped here.> 
<html> 
<!-- Genetics Computer Group, Inc. --> 
<!-- (c) Copyright 1998 --> 
<head> 
<title>Genetics Computer Group</title> 
Our DNA and protein analysis software, the Wisconsin Package, is used 
by scientists worldwide."> 

<Text snipped here.> 
<body> 

<center> 
<img src="pics/gcg_logo.gif" height=lSO alt="Genetics Computer Group"> 
<P> 
<center> 
<b>Software for the Analysis of Genes and Proteins</b> 
</center> 

<Text snipped here.> 
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An excellent reference for automating tasks on the web is Web Client Programming with Perl 
by Clinton Wong (O'Reilly and Associates, Inc 1997). 

Limitations 
The testing structure described here has a number of limitations. Obviously, it is not a 

general solution to web testing; it is tailored to our application. In particular, our application 
uses no Java, and so we did not craft ways to test Java. 

An inherent flaw in our implementation is that although ParamTest shares code with 
Seq Web, the two are distinct programs. In a more rigorous approach, the two would be more 
closely linked. 

The testing of Seq Web' s utilities is not addressed here. We did consider ways to 
augment our manual testing of the utilities, but decided that the paybacks would not justify the 
effort. 

An open question is how much of this testing structure can be used for the next version 
of Seq Web. While we hope that at least some of the structure will be applicable, the only thing 
we can say with certainty is that our application and the underlying web technology will be 
significantly different when it' s time for the next release. 
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1. Introduction 

System Test Server through the Web 
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For a Software Quality department of a mid-large company testing represents an 
expensive phase involving a lot of people, and unfortunately sometimes done at the last 
stages of a project with strong time constraints and high cost. [Jones91] 

Once the code has reached functionality complete, integration, system and 
regression testing [Humprey90] [Myers76] are done in order to stabilize the product. 
Once the code is frozen, further regression testing is done in order to check that the 
product is ready to be shipped. In these stages of the project, schedule constrains are 
frequent and any time saving is welcome. 

Generally, when the project is large, reuse helps to save effort, time and money. 
In a large project, it's typical to have several groups doing similar tasks in a similar way 
(for example, a printer manufacturer might have two groups developing different drivers 
(Postscript and HPGL/2) for the same printer, using the same test strategies but different 
testing environment implementations). 

From our point of view, a valid solution for this problem could consist of: 

a) Facilitating the testing tasks to all project teams (not only software quality engineers, 
even they are one of the main addressees) . The idea is to make that test execution 
easy enough that it is not an expensive additional effort for people whose main task in 
to make something other than not to do testing. So, test deployment through all the 
project teams will be easier. 

b) Having a centralized testing infrastructure reusing testing knowledge among all teams 
in a project. Moreover, this infrastructure must allow very fast reaction to software 
changes at the last moment, and to run the highest amount of tests in a short period of 
time. In order to achieve this, a total control about test cases and an adequate 
mechanism for testing automation is required. 

We think that Internet technologies can bring some relief to this problem. Ifwe 
combine the Web with a well-structured test case repository ( and Web-aware) it would be 
possible to make testing accessible to everyone in the company and to share testing 
knowledge and technology with very low setup and maintenance. 



2. How do we think that the problem may be attacked? 
Test technology in a Quality department typically passes through different stages of 

maturity. In its beginning random test, then formal and repeatable tests are done in a 
manual way, finally some test automation environment gathers test knowledge trying to 
reduce time and cost. But when the product is complex (large software projects or 
hardware/firmware/software mixed projects), normally the test environment is also 
complex. So, testing environment setup and maintenance starts to be a problem that 
prevents the sharing and deployment of testing technology. In order to reduce cost and 
improve reuse rate we propose a testing automation environment integrating several 
techniques: 

1. To create a test cases repository as the core of the testing automation environment 
which groups the test cases and enough information to execute them (preferably in an 
automatic way). 

2. To use Web technology in a manner which reduces client setup to a minimum and to 
deploy the maximum testing through all the company. 

3. To share testing resources so to allow to clients access to expensive resources (due to 
development time or hardware/device availability). 

4. In testing environments where an hardware device is also involved, to use simulation 
software in order to avoid lack of prototypes and human intervention ( for example, to 
load paper in the printer), and to save money. 

We think that the main design criteria of this automation environment, in order to 
overcome the previous disadvantages, must be: 

a) Zero setup and maintenance at the client side. The software in the client side must be 
multiplatform. This allows to spread the automation environment without cost 
increment. Moreover, clients can access testing resources without workload 
increment and so they have almost no barrier to begin doing testing. 

b) High control about test cases. Reuse testing knowledge is fundamental to avoid 
unnecessary expenses and to improve testing reuse. Therefore, a repository where test 
cases are grouped in accordance to different variables ( functionality tested, target 
market .. . ) must be the core of this environment. A query interface must facilitate 
client requests. Moreover, management of test case results is a central piece in order 
to improve testing efficiency and to improve development processes. 

c) A strategy to verify testing results in an automatic way. This strategic will be specific 
for each different type of project. In this paper we will explain the strategy adopted 
for the HP DesignJ et printer's drivers 1. 

1 HP DesignJet printers, commonly called plotters, are large format printers able to print drawings up 54 inches wide. 
They support several graphic languages (HPGL/2, RTL, and Postscript) and for each of these languages a driver is 
developed. These printers are used by graphics artists, CAD users, GIS users, ... 



In the remainder of this paper, firstly we will explain the general architecture 
proposing two alternatives, and then we will develop an example about Hewlett-Packard 
DesignJet printers and the current testing environment for its drivers. 

3. System test server's architecture 
The model we propose consists of three main components. Firstly, a repository 

where test cases are stored containing enough information in order to automatically 
execute them and to know what the test case proves and how the test case result can be 
verified. Secondly, an Internet-oriented infrastructure that allows to the users with a 
minimum of client-side setup to access and sharing of all testing resources with the 
consequent savings of cost and time. And lastly, the test environment to be deployed. 

We propose two similar architectures: one based on a pure Java model, and 
another one based mainly in Microsoft Internet technologies. Both meet the requirements 
previously listed with the only one difference of the Internet infrastructure 
implementation. Figures 1 and 2 summarize both approaches: 

Client 

WEB 
server 

WEB Browser 

Query servlet (Java) 

DBMS-proprie 
protocol 

Test cases 
repository 

MAIL reader 

Figure 1: System architecture based on Java components 

In these architecture we replicate the known three-tier model. So, the top tier 
(user interface) is the entire client side, the middle tier (business logic) is represented by 



the test environment and the Java servlet, and the bottom tier ( data storage) is composed 
by the database. 

In the Java [Java98] alternative (figure 1) the client side just consists of a Java 
applet running in a Web browser. This applet will provide enough functionality to 
browse and query the test cases database, and to issue an execution starting command 
based on the user selection. The client side simplicity makes it easy to deploy the test 
technology beyond quality department. The client and server will communicate using 
HTTP and Java-to-Java Remote Method Invocation (RMI) [RMI98] protocols. 

In the middle tier of the server there are several basic components: 

• The Web server in order to serve HTTP requests, for example the first connection to 
the Java applet's page. Any Web server is a valid candidate. 

• The Transaction Processing (TP) monitor: It manages all the tasks involved in a 
query and serves the query as an atomic transaction (all or nothing). Moreover it does 
load balancing, thread management, security, connection pooling. This is an optional 
component. But, performance and reliability will improve if a TP monitor is used. 

• The servlet: written in Java, manages multiple execution of test scripts with the 
( optional) support of a TP monitor. Client uses the RMI protocol to communicate 
with the servlet. The main servlet tasks are: 

a) Once the user have built the final query, the servlet has to retrieve additional 
data from the repository in order to make feasible the automatic execution of the test 
cases selected. 

b) For each test case, the servlet has to pass this information to the client on the 
machine where execution will be done (W95 PC, or WNT PC, and so on). This 
information may be passed using any remote procedure call (RMI, RPC,) or a simple 
interchange of files, depending on the method implemented in the different clients. 

c) During the entire process, the servlet will log the query' s execution status in the 
database and will inform the users about failures. 

• The test environment (test resources) to be deployed via the Web. In each machine 
of the test environment executing test cases, there will be a piece of software in 
charge of communicating with the servlet on the server. Main tasks of this software 
will be: 

a) Launch and configure the components needed to execute each test case. 

b) Recover when an execution error occurs and communicate it to the server. 

c) Log useful data about the execution of the test case and communicate them to 



the server. For example, performance data. 

• Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) DDBC98] plays an important role. JDBC, a 
Java-based interface to SQL-based database engines, provides a consistent interface 
for communicating with a database and for accessing database metadata. Individual 
vendors provide specific drivers to their particular database management system. 
JDBC is important to allow database access from a Java middle tier abstracting 
database implementation specifics. 

In the top tier we have: 

• Client Java applet: downloaded from the server embedded in a HTML page. This 
applet shows an user interface, allowing to an user to do queries and issues 
commands to the system test server. Users should have at least two possibilities: to 
make a query using keywords or select test cases directly. 

• E-mail reader: used to receive notifications about the end of tasks or the existence of 
errors. 

And in the bottom tier: 

• Test cases repository: this repository contains at least the following information: 

a) For each test case, a set of keywords defining what the test case proves. Users 
can build queries using the complete set of keywords. 

b) For each test case, information about how verify the result. 

c) For each test case, information about where to find components involved in its 
execution. 

d) Data about features of the software to be tested in order to allow flexibility in 
test cases. 

e) Data about server capabilities (which are the resources of the test 
environments, where they are .. . ). 

f) For each test case executed, data about its execution. For example, number of 
errors found, time spent in its execution, number of times it has been executed, .. . 

The second alternative is based on Microsoft-world components. Both alternatives 
have the same philosophy but different implementations. They use different components 
for the Internet infrastructure. 
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Figure 2: System architecture based on Microsoft components 

The differences between the Microsoft-based model (figure 2) and the Java-based 
model are the following: 

• It uses Microsoft's ASP pages (Active Server Pages) [Francis98]. Active Server Pages 
allow you an easy means of querying and updating a database from a Web page. 
ASP pages allow you to combine scripting and HTML on Microsoft's Internet 
Information Server. ASP embedded scripting code may be written both in JavaScript 
and VBScript. ASP pages are independent of the type of browser that will be used to 
access these pages because they are executed on the server; the client receives their 
output as HTML. Additionally, server components can be easily added to extend the 
lntemet/intranet application. 

In figure 3 there is an example of ASP scripting. The code is inserted along with the 
HTML tags. The code is closed between '<%' and '%>' symbols. The page must have 
the '.asp' extension. 



In the example we will use a simple one-table database, with information about test cases. The test case-id is 
the primary key and it contains the test case information like name, operating system, what proves, and so 
on. We are going to create a SQL query that returns the test cases on Windows 95 : 

'We create command and record set objects 
Set SQLCommand = Server.CreateObject("ADODB.Command") 
Set TestCasesSet = Server.CreateObject("ADODB.RecordSet") 

' Set the ActiveConnection property of command object to the ODBC source we will connect with 
SQLCommand.ActiveConnection = "ODBC _ source" 

' Build the SQL query 
SQLquery = "SELECT * FROM TestCasesTable WHERE OS='Windows 95 "' 

'We assign the SQL query to the CommandText property of Command object 
SQLCommand.CommandText = SQLquery 
SQLCommand.CommandType = 1 

'Execute the command (query), and set the record set object to the result 
Set TestCasesSet = SQLCommand.Execute 

' Release the resources for command object 
Set TestCasesSet.ActiveConnection = Nothing 

' Use query result to populate your HTML output stream 
Do While NOT TestCasesSetEOF 

TestCasesSet.Mo veN ext 
Loop 

Figure 3: ASP example 

• It uses RPC instead of RMI. Moreover, RPC is just used to communicate between 
the server and the test environment. There is no RPC usage in the communication 
between the browser and the server, this communication is simplified and done via 
HTML. 

• It uses a HTML-based User Interface. 

Although they are similar solutions, to use Java instead of ASP or vice versa, has a lot 
of implications, above all in terms of flexibility and simplicity. Advantages and 
disadvantages of both approaches are summarized in the following table: 



Advantaees Disadvantaees 
ASP-based model • Visual Basic is easier to • The user interface is 

learn than Java/RMI. constrained to the HTML 
• Browser must no have features . 

special capabilities • The Microsoft-SQL is not 
standard. 

• The server must be the 
Microsoft's Internet 
Information Server. Therefore 
it's a proprietary solution. 

Java-based model • High flexibility in the user • It's necessary to deal with the 
interface layout . complexity of Java and RMI. 

• More flexibility in the • RMI only works in the most 
server side. recent browsers (browsers that 

support Java Platform 1.1). 
• Browser must have enabled 

the Java setting (security 
issues) 

4. An implementation of this approach: HP Large Format Printers testing 
Our lab is dedicated to investigate and implement new Large Format Printing 

solutions. So, we mainly develop printers and software related ( drivers, status monitors, 
printing tools, ... ). The Software Quality team is in charge of providing quality services 
to developers including testing services. System testing is one of our most valuable test 
strategies, because it covers all the components we develop ( device, drivers, .. . ), and the 
applications used by our users. Therefore, System testing ensures quality in the entire 
solution. 

In order to do System Test we have a very complex System Test environment, 
composed of: 

• The device(s), printer(s), under test. 

• The drivers that are necessary for plotting to the device(s) from different operating 
systems and commercial applications. 

• Main applications used by our users (divided in several markets) . 

• Several operating systems (Windows 3.1/95/NT, MS-DOS, UNIX and MAC OS) 

Figure 4 shows the typical testing flowchart . 



Select a drawing 
(test case) 

Load the drawing 
into the app 

Load the driver output 
into the simulator 

Load simulator 
output into a viewer 

Visual 
verification 

Figure 4: Our testing flowchart 

Compare simulator 
with a master 

Our system test cases usually consist of a drawing that is printed using one of our 
drivers. In order to print the drawing the driver must be configured with significant 
values. A commercial application is used to load the drawing and print it using the 
driver. We have different drivers (System Printer, Postscript, ... ) running on different 
platforms (Windows 3.1 , Windows NT, System 7 and 8, ... ). 

In order to reduce testing complexity and cost we may redirect the driver output to a 
printer simulator. The printer simulator consists of the true printer firmware compiled on 
VxSim/HP-UX instead of on the printer motherboard. This presents several advantages: 
we can simulate a printer when printer prototypes are not available and we reduce testing 
cost significantly due to the fact that the simulator is cheaper and accessible to everyone 
in the lab. The output of the simulator is previewed using a tool called Vpaper that 
generates a bitmap as printed in paper from the simulator' s output format . 



The main drawback of such complexity is that our quality engineers use various 
testing automation environments. These environments are faced with the issues of 
complexity, cost (hardware prototype, several market applications involved) and difficult 
client setup. Moreover, the existence of various testing environment had that the quality 
engineer's workload wouldn't allow maintain under control the high amount oftest cases. 
These drawbacks caused that development engineers were reluctant to do system testing 
and so this kind of testing is done mainly by quality engineers and at the last stages of 
development (with the known cost and inefficacy). 

The solution has been to implement the approach presented in this paper. The 
software quality team focuses on system test deployment, sharing of valuable testing 
resources, low maintenance and setup and understanding what our test cases prove. The 
pieces of our anterior test environment have been integrated in the new one in the 
following way: 
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CLIENT ENVIRONMENT 

[ 
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blL1-

http 

Via an 
ODBC cnver 

ODBC aware 
___ .. 

database 

SER VER ENVIRONMENT 

To a network 
printer 

Network printer 

Script 

+ 
lno,.,I~ 

rawm 

IN EACH PC 

~ Master 
~ Comparison 

WORKSTATION 

Figure 5: Our test environment deployed via WEB 

Our test cases are drawings to be plotted in the printer using a specific driver under 
any operating system supported using a specific application. Each drawing test one or 
several features of the entire printing path. For each test case stored in the database we 
gather information about: 



• What the drawing tests? For example, correct margins management, line width/line 
length accuracy, color matching, fill pattern, text, ... 

• Test case characteristics. For example, if the test case includes color, how many dots 
per inch the drawing has, complexity (high I mid I low), applications that can be used 
to print it (PhotoShop, Corel, AutoCAD, ... ), ... 

• Target market of the type of drawing (for example, Print Service Providers, Retail, 
GIS, Sign Shops, Architectural, ... ) 

Each test case has an associated script. This script executes the test case using both 
informations in the database as client applet settings (for example, print quality, print 
area, paper type ... ) 

5. Use model 
In this section we detail the use model of the System Test server via the Web, using 

the Java-based model. 

Steps involved in the execution of a query are the following: 

1. A user accesses to the home page of the testing environment using his WEB browser. 
The client applet is executed in the client. The applet shows a query interface built 
from the database information: drawing catalog, available drivers and applications, 
and so on. 

2. The user queries the server: for example "I want to test color adjustment using the 
Postscript driver in Windows 95", or "I want to run a regression for GIS market", or 
"I want to test such a drawing using the AutoCAD driver in Auto CAD R 14 for 
Windows NT and in the DesignJet 2500CP". 

3. The servlet gets the query and creates a process in order to manage it. In this step 
Transaction Processing (TP) monitor services are required, in this way we overcome 
issues of robustness, reliability, and quality of service. 

4. The servlet accesses to the database and select test cases that meet query 
requirements. Then, it creates a data stream with query results and sends it back to 
the client. 

5. The client's applet shows the query results in a friendly way. Then, the user has the 
choice of executing all the test cases, select a subset or refine the query. When the 
user has selected the appropriate test cases he sends a printing command to the server. 

6. The servlet gets the printing command and parses its content. It retrieves the test 
cases from the database and all the information needed to execute them. Then, it 
passes each test case to the correct testing PC. For example, if a test case must be 



executed on Windows 95, the servlet passes information to a testing PC running a 
test execution daemon in this OS. (In this step, TP monitor services are also 
required). 

7. The test execution daemon (replicated in each testing machine) does two tasks: 
- It builds a driver configuration file (profile) that later will be loaded by the driver, 
and 
- It calls a script in order to execute the application, load a drawing in the application 
and issue a printing command. The printing command will launch the driver, and 
this will load the profile. 

The driver output is sent to a networked printer, a printer simulator or stored on hard 
disk depending of the user choice. The printing daemon will notify the servlet of any 
error situation during the test case execution. 

8. If the user decides to send the binary output to a networked printer, the servlet 
redirects the output to the corresponding printing queue and sends a notification to the 
user via e-mail. 

9. If the user decides to store the binary output on hard disk, the servlet stores it in any 
of the hard disks managed by the environment. The user can later access the file 
generated. 

10. If the user decided to simulate the binary output in any of the simulators available, the 
servlet communicates this proposal to a UNIX daemon that will be the owner of the 
simulation. The driver output and some additional information and also sent to the 
UNIX daemon. The latter calls to the printer simulator and notifies to the user via e
mail the location of the final output. 

6. Conclusions 
We have presented two approaches ( one based in Microsoft components and another 

one based in Java) in order to deploy a testing environment using Web technologies. 
Both approaches are similar, but we finally have implemented the Microsoft one because 
its simplicity. The Java model has a high flexibility but at the expense of some additional 
complexity. In both approaches, a test case repository plays a main role. In this 
repository test cases are classified in accordance with testing criteria. So, we improve 
reuse. 

We think that Web technologies can help to improve testing performance as well as to 
reduce testing cost. But to be successful is important to achieve zero setup and 
maintenance at the client side, to have a high control about test cases, and to have a 
strategy to verify testing results in an automatic way. 
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Typical testing problems r· ""~""' 
I Expensive phase. 

I Sometimes done too late 

I There is not testing reuse 

I Difficult to be deployed 

Ouaity Week, May98. SanFrav::isco 

Guidelines for a solution 

I Facilitating the testing tasks to all project 
teams 

I Having a centralized testing infrastructure 
reusing testing knowledge among all 
teams in a project 
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System test server's 
architecture 

I Three main components: 
- A Repository 
- An Internet-oriented infrastructure 
- The test environment to be deployed 

I Two alternatives: 
- A pure Java model 
- Microsoft Internet technologies 

Three tier model 
§ ,...,., 
§ An:hu,.-..1~ 

1 Each tier implies a further separation of tasks and computers. They are 
usually expressed as: 

1. A presentation layer that does little more than handle display 
requirements. To the end user, the presentation layer is the application. 

2.The application or business logic layer handles all the "stuff· that needs 
to get done. This may include calculations, data analysis, logical record 
handling -- everything not related to the user interface and presentation of 
information. 

3. The data layer handles all retrieval and storage of information. In reality, 
this layer will be the relational database and all processes needed to 
interact witl1 the database 

OJ.;1ty Week. May 98, San Furdsco 

System architecture based on 
Java components 

Clienl 

-+---1 Test cnvirnnmcul 
I WEB , 

i~ ~~~ 
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System architecture based on § 
Microsoft components ~!'= 

~ .:-:-:-.::....:~~;::~-~ "..,.±:,f:'~·~ ... 

~~~'r 

~ODBCawarc 

Test covironmcnt 
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Differences between the 
two alternatives 

f3ro,.\scrtn1Slno have 
special capabilities 

1 ex t 11y m user 
interface byout . 
tvlorc flc:xibility in thc 
server side. 
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fc::iturcs. 
The Microsol\-S()L is not 

surxtard. 
The server n'USI be the 
Microson·s lntcmct 
lnfonnition Server. Therefore : 
it 's a proprid:uy solution 

~~=:;r ~:v_::; ~ - I 
RMI only v.00.:S in the nest 
recent browses (broi.\Scrs that ! 
support .liVJ Platform I. I} 
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Our testing flowchart i ..... ~. 
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Our solution 
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Use model (I) 
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1. A user accesses to the home page of the testing environment using 
his WEB browser. 

2. The user queries the server. 

13 

3. The servlet gets the query and creates a process in order to manage 
it. 

4. The servlet accesses to the database and select test cases that meet 
query requirements. Then, it creates a data stream with query 
results and sends it back to the client 

5. The client's applet shows the query results in a friendly way. 

6. When the user has selected the appropriate test cases he sends a 
printing command to the server. 

Ou3ity Week, May 98, San Frtineisco 15 
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Use model (II) 

7. The servlet gets the printing command and parses its content. It 
rebieves the test cases from the database and all the information 
needed to execute them. Then, it passes each test case to the 
correct testing PC. 

8. The test &ecution daemon: 
- Builds a driver configuration file (profile) that later will be loaded 
by the driver. 
- It calls a script in order to execute the application, load a drawing 
in the application and issue a printing command. 

9. The output can be: 
- sent to a networked printer 
- stored on hard disk 
- simulated 

Oualty WNk, May 98, 55"1 Fra"ldsco 16 
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What use to implement a ~""~,~--
solution? § 

~~ _,:::_,;~i.-..- --~1'.'-!'~~.,,;. 

I Internet technologies can bring some 
relief to this problem 

Q.alty Week. Ma-{ 98, San Frmcisco 

How do we think that the 
problem may be attacked? 

I Test cases repository 

I Web technology in order to 
- Reduce client setup 
- Deploy the maximum testing 

I To share testing resources 

I To use simulation software 

O,u1llty WNk, May 98, San Francisco 

Main design criteria 
...... ..;. 

I Zero setup and maintenance at the client 
side. 

I High control about test cases. 

I A strategy to verify testing results in an 
automatic way. 

OJ:JityWeek., M:,y98. SanFr.rcsco 
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Abstract 

In this article the term "usability" refers to friendliness, ease of use, ease of learning, user 
productivity and the system resistance to user errors. Usability validation should rely on the 
examination of real end users when they do their real work, rather than on GUI specification, 
standards or style guides. Available tools for Software Quality Assurance (SQA) do not 
address the issue of resolving problems that end users encounter during operation. 

Automation in usability testing is required to satisfy three main needs: 

• To reduce the costs of testing procedures; 

• To shorten testing cycles; 

• To identify severe usability problems that are difficult to detect manually. 

Software tools used in usability testing should be integrated with human factors 
methodologies and should support full cycle application development. 

ErgoLight integrates methodologies of Human Factors Engineering in software tools. 
ErgoLight allows QA experts to identify problems in the user interface design, in the user 
education and training programs, in the user documentation and in the on-line help system. 
The problems ErgoLight identifies are of user conceptual difficulties, using the wrong 
terminology, orientation problems caused by mode discrepancy and wrong response to user 
errors. For all problems identified, ErgoLight provides backtrack to the record of user 
actions. For repeated difficulties; ErgoLight provides statistics of the user wasted time, used 
as a measure of costs of usability deficiencies. 

Ke~·words 

usability, testing, validation, human factors, quality, friendliness, ease of use, user 
productivity, ease oflearning, forgiveness, user error, user difficulty, terminology, orientation, 
mode error, procedure knowledge, education, training, on-line help, user information, user 
documentation, automation, capture/record, backtrack, error costs, GUI, QA, SQA. 



1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 The need to test usability 

Software usability 

As software companies face ever-increasing competitive pressures throughout the process of 
development of new applications, they need to define, understand and focus on their core 
competencies. A main contributor to a company's success is the quality of its product lines. 
The term Software quality refers to various perspectives, including reliability and usability. In 
this paper the term "usability" refers to friendliness, ease of use, ease of learning, forgiveness 
and user productivity. 

Usabili(v quality 

Software companies prefer to prevent bugs rather than to fix them after they are already 
introduced to the market. This is because the costs of fixing problems after the product is 
already installed at the customer site are very high, and the costs of losing the market are 
immeasurable. This preference applies to all software design, and particularly user interface 
design. 

Windows based applications use Graphical User Interfaces (GUI) that allow application 
developers to deliver seemingly friendly software products. Apparently, end users often 
experience difficulties in using software products equipped with these GUis. Quality 
Assurance (QA) professionals are challenged by the need to identify design deficiencies that 
result in reduced usability. 

Industry standards are not enough 

Traditionally, GUI design relies mainly on designers ' style guides. The common rules for user 
interface design are based on the means provided by popular development tools and on 
industry standards. Available style guides help designers to deliver applications consistent 
with other applications. The tools and the standards facilitate becoming acquainted with new 
software products. An overview of available standards and style guides is presented in 
Daly-Jones et al. (1997). 

Applications that follow style guides are convenient for multi-application users, such as 
programmers, because the similarity facilitates the learning process. However, they are not 
necessarily easy to use by many single-application users, because style guides limit usability 
optimisation. Apparently, the tools and standards do not contribute to the main usability 
issue, namely, to serve the software features that correspond to a user task, according to the 
user's expectations. In fact, the most important usability issues are not even within the scope 
of industry standards. 

Usabili(v Barriers 

Four major usability barriers are: 

• Communication barrier: Designers and users use different terminology. For example, 
when a novice user of a word processin3 appli<;ation looks for how to 1print a letter' and 
fails to U~e the corresponding terms used in word processing, such as ' edit document' . 



• Interpretation barrier: Designers and users have different knowledge base. For example, 
when a novice user of a word processing application looks for the procedure for moving a 
block of text but fails to know the concept of clipboard, how to select text and the cut 
and paste functions . 

• Forgiveness barrier: Designers do not anticipate user errors. For example, when a user 
unintentionally activates the wrong menu item. 

• Orientation barrier: Users fail to identify the operation context. For example, when the 
user tries to edit when in ' read only' mode. 

Usability design vs. usability testing 

GUI designers often fail to predict the difficulties that the end users will experience during 
operation. To enhance usability, more and more companies have begun to consult experts in 
ergonomics (human factors) as early as at the specification stage. However, even professional 
user interface designers often overlook many of the deficiencies presented in a software 
product. 

Although the usability of a software product is determined by its design, the only means to 
verify that the product is indeed usable is by testing. Since user difficulties are hard to predict, 
GUI validation should rely neither on style guides nor on specification. To identify these 
problems, usability should be tested for the user' s expectation and productivity, by observing 
the real end user during the interaction with the software application. An overview of 
methods for designing the user interface is presented in Shneiderman (1992). An overview of 
methods for evaluating user interfaces is presented in Nielsen (1993). 

1.2 The need for tools to test usability 

Usability validation in alpha cycles 

Formal usability testing is not very common in the industry. In many organisations, the quality 
of user interfaces is tested within the overall software testing procedures. In these 
organisations, usability testing relies on observations of experts in software quality assurance 
during alpha testing and on reports of the end users during Beta testing. 

Typically, the persons who test software in alpha testing are of technical background. 
Traditional testing, by persons of technical background, does not reveal many usability 
problems, especially those that characterise the first use of a new product. Eventually, alpha 
testers attribute the reasons for operational difficulties to the end user, rather than to the 
software design. 

Usability validation in usability labs 

To overcome these limitations, large software organisations created special departments, 
Usability labs, operated by experts in Human Factors engineering. In these labs, professionals 
observe real users, while they use prototypes for completing real tasks. The analysis of 
usability prcDl~ms involves various techniques, such as video recording and back tracking, 

questionnaires and "think aloud". Many usability bugs are found usii\g thege means. 

Usability labs typically take the approach that procedures of usability QA are valid only if 
the testing is with representatives of the real end user. In these labs real end users are 



observed by human factors experts, their actions and behaviour are video recorded and 
various techniques are used for obtaining a significant body of data and for deriving 
conclusions from these data. 

The effectiveness of Usabilizv labs 

The operation of the techniques used in usablabs is expensive and time consuming. Many 
developers of high functionality Windows applications, including small and medium software 
houses, are forced to compromise usability issues, because they cannot pay for the services of 
usability labs. Because time and budget resources are always limited, usability labs need to 
focus on the main problems and to ignore others. Consequently, many software products that 
were examined in usability labs, even including main line products of the leaders in the 
software industry, suffer from severe usability problems. 

Another limitation of the current procedures of usability testing is that they typically do not 
provide commonly acceptable measures for the costs of a usability problem. For example, it is 
difficult for these procedures to obtain statistics on the time wasted because of the user' s 
unintentional press of the Caps Lock or the Alt key. 

Usabilizv validation in beta cycles 

Better still, usability can be validated at the user' s site, such as in Beta sites. End users in 
beta sites provide important information about major operational deficiencies. However, end 
users identify only a small subset of the problems they encounter. Many usability problems are 
not identified in beta sites, even if the users are carefully selected to represent the real end 
users. 

Usabili(v problems that end-users do not identify 

Typically, end users do not identify deficiencies related to actions that are incompatible to 
their intention. Examples: 

• End users do not identify a usability deficiency if they cannot repeat the sequence of 
actions that ended up in the confusing situation. For example, when the user 
unintentionally activates a menu item that changes data, and no indication of that action is 
displayed on screen. 

• End users do not identify usability deficiencies resulting from mode discrepancy. A mode 
error occurs when a user tries to execute a function that is not relevant to the current 
application mode. For example, when the application is in "Read Only" mode and the 
user tries to modify data. 

Usability problems that end-users do not report 

In many other situations, end users do identify usability deficiencies but avoid reporting on 
them for various reasons: 

First, end users avoid reporting on confusing situations that they have identified, when they 
are not sure about the reasons or when they cannot easily repeat them. 

Second, many severe usability problems are the result of poor design. When the end user 
fails to follow the designer' s logic, both the designer and the user tend to vonsidvr it the 
user' s fault, rather than a design d~ficiency. ~xamples: 



• Typically, users hesitate to report problems in understanding the application concepts and 
terminology and on problems of knowing the procedures, which they need to follow in 
order to perform a task. This type of usability problems is tY,Pical to complex systems, 

. \ 
supplemented by lots of user documentation that the end user has no chance to read 
thoroughly, much less to remember 

• Typically, end users do not report on instances of unexpected system response to 
inadvertent control activation. Inadvertent control activation occurs after a control has 
been used frequently. Hence, this type of confusion is typical to experienced users. 
Inadvertent control activation often occurs in cases of mode discrepancy, when the user 
wrongly "feels" that s/he is in the proper mode for operating that control. Even when the 
result of inadvertent operation is disastrous, end users usually consider it to be their own 
fault and avoid reporting it as a design problem. 

Third, end users do not report on a deficiency that they consider being minor. For example, 
end users typically do not report on problems that they have with the Ins key, which are 
seemingly negligible. Nobody has ever measured the overall costs of user time waste because 
of deletion of data when unintentionally editing in Overwrite mode. It is likely that overall, 
these costs sum up to millions of dollars. 

Fourth, whenever the end user feels that s/he has a task to complete, s/he postpones making 
the report until after the task is completed. Later, the user often cannot remember what the 
situation or the sequence of operation was. Goal oriented users are co-operative in reporting 
only on those problems which prevent them from completing their tasks. These users are not 
likely to report on a problem if they find a way to work around it. 

2 USABILITY TESTING TOOLS 

Objectives of usabili(v testing tools 

Automating usability testing is required to satisfy four main needs: 

• The need to reduce the costs of testing procedures 

• The need to shorten testing cycles 

• The need to identify severe usability problems that are difficult to detect manually 

• The need to evaluate the costs of design deficiencies. 

SQA tools 

Many available Software Quality Assurance (SQA) tools collect data on the application GUI, 
such as the controls used in the GUI and the user' s actions during a testing session. 
Typically, members of testing teams use these data in alpha cycles. 

The main limitation of such tools for usability validation is in their goal, which is to 
compare implementation to specification, assuming that the specification _ is an adequate 
reference for usability validation. These tool~ do not target important vaU~ation features, 
such as the user' s difficulties in understanding the application concepts and terminology, poor 
system response to user errors and difficulties in perceiving the GUI mode. 



Tools available at usf!bility labs 

Another approach, commonly adopted by usability labs, is to collect data on the user' s 
behaviour during the interaction, by video recording, by capturing control activation and by 
human observation. Many usability professionals have tried before to use SQA tools for 
analysis of the user' s behaviour, by collecting data at test time using capture/record 
techniques. Typically, these professionals found it most difficult to identify the instances of 
user confusion in the huge, meaningless sequence of user's actions, even when those actions 
were synchronised with video recording and with observer' s notes of the user' s operation. 

In order to learn about a particular user' s difficulty, tools for automated usability validation 
should identify situations of user confusion and should assess the user' s intention at these 
events. 

3 ERGOLIGHT-AN IMPLEMENTATION EXAMPLE 

ErgoLight is a set of solutions, used to enhance the usability of Windows applications, 
namely, to make them more friendly, efficient, reliable, easy to learn and easy to use. Usability 
enhancement is obtained with an innovative approach, by on-line identification of the user' s 
difficulties, on-line assistance and analysis and by providing to the development team detailed 
and statistical information, regarding a variety of usability deficiencies. Based on this 
information ErgoLight provides reports for changes required in the GUI specification, in the 
GUI design, in the user education/training programs, in the user documentation and in the 
on-line Help information. 

3.1 ErgoLight technology 

Recording the user actions 

ErgoLight records the user actions when operating a Windows application, allowing back 
tracking, as well as history based automated analysis of the user confusion. 

Identifying instances of user confusion 

Ergo Light provides both manual and automated identification of instances of user confusion. 
Automated identification of user confusion is based on confusion identifiers, such as user 
response delay, activation of a Help feature, or invoking a Cancel or Undo feature . 

Interpreting the user intention 

ErgoLight provides both manual and automated interpretation of user intention. The user 
intention is interpreted in terms of user task breakdown, which is entered to the ErgoLight™ 
database at the design phase. 

Identifying usabili~v problems 

Ergo Light compares the user' s recorded actions to the user's intention, analyses the match 
between them, and identifies usability problems of three types : 

Problems typical.for users new to the application 



Tasks that the user could not accomplish using the software application. For example, the 
user of a word processor wants to move text but fails to use the Drag and Drop method, or to 
understand the clipboard concept and how to use it. 

Problems typical for experienced users 

Sensitivity of the user interface to psychomotoric user errors. For example, the unexpected 
show up of a dialog box on screen, because of the mouse slip or because of using the wrong 
shortcut key combination. 

Problems that confuse occasional users 

Confusion due to customisable features, such as by set-up parameters. For example, when the 
user fails to print because s/he is not aware of the "print to file" check box. 

On line recovery 

ErgoLight provides on-line assistance to the end user, based on the results of the problem 
analysis. This information provided allows the user to resolve certain usability problems, such 
as mode errors, and to learn how to avoid error prone operations, such as using the wrong 
key combinations. 

Identifying deficiencies in the user information 

ErgoLight classifies the records of user confusion by available sources of user information. 
For example, a designer can extract a report containing all user problems associated with the 
user's guide. 

3.2 ErgoLight tools 

ErgoLight™ /Spec 

A Computer Aided Software Engineering (CASE) tool used at the specification phase, for 
describing the user interface in terms of user tasks. Using this tools, the product GUI 
designers enter the User Model, namely, the product functions expressed in terms of the user 
tasks, broken down to goals, methods and operational procedures 

ErgoLight™ /Proto~vpe 

A tool for the GUI designers, allowing them to link the specified procedures to the GUI 
components of the actual prototype, specify the system modes and the indicators of user 
difficulty in operating the tested product. .. all just by point and click. 

ErgoLight™ /TestSetup 

A tool for the test manager, to specify the user classes, to customise the dialog with the end 
users, to enter a scenario, which the sequence of user tasks in a testing session and to enter a 
list of standard events. 

ErgoLig/tfHI /Operate 

An add-on tool for the end user, to enhance the GUI and to collect data on usability 
deficiencies 



ErgoLightTM /Eva/ 

An evaluation tool, used to analyse usability problems, to provide statistical, objective 
measures of the usability problem identified and to recommend how to change the GUI so 
that it will be more user friendly 

ErgoLightTM /Review 

A tool for the members of the development team to review the evaluator' s comments and 
recommendations for changes in the GUI, in the user education, in the user information and 
the User Model 

ErgoLightTM /Desk 

A tool for Customer Support centres, used to provide Help Desk information on usability 
issues 

3.3 Full Development Cycle Support 

ErgoLight is used throughout the life cycle of application development: 

Specification 

At the specification phase, ErgoLight is used to specify the user task breakdown and the 
modes that affect the way the application responds to the user actions 

At the prototype phase, ErgoLight is used to link user tasks and the application modes to the 
actual GUI components 

Beta testing 

At the beta-testing phase, ErgoLight is used to collect data on usability problems 

Evaluation 

At the evaluation phase, ErgoLight is used to analyse the data and also to obtain reports on 
usability problems, on your recommendations for design changes, and on your instructions for 
the Help Desk personnel 

Deployment 

At the deployment phase, ErgoLight is used to provide recovery information for the end 
users and to provide Help Desk information for support centres. 



4 OPERATIONAL PROCEDURE 

ErgoLight records the user actions when operating the Windows application, identifies the 
points of user confusion, and prompts the user to store records of his/her intention at these 
points. Based on the correlation between the user intention and the actual actions, ErgoLight 
extracts information, which is useful for understanding the circumstances of user confusion. 
The information thus extracted includes reports on problems in the user documentation, 
problems in the Help system, statistics on user confusion and the user' s actions associated to 
a particular problem, used for backtrack analysis of these circumstances. 

ErgoLight test reports include many details of user actions and intentions that are 
otherwise unavailable. The measures of costs of usability problems used by ErgoLight are 
objective and quantitative, in terms of the user' s time wasted. Using ErgoLight, many of the 
routine details involved in usability problem analysis are obtained automatically. ErgoLight 
allows experts in usability quality assurance to focus adding the real value of their expertise. 

Using ErgoLight, usability testing is a three-stage procedure: 

Stage 1. Definition of the User Interface 

Stage 1 is typically conducted at the designer site, by user interface designers, such as system 
analysts or, preferably, by human factors engineers. At this stage, ErgoLight is used as a 
typical CASE tool. The definition stage is typically conducted in 2 steps: 

1. User task specification is conducted by system analysts or, preferably, by human factors 
engmeers 

2. User operation and problem indicator definition is conducted by the GUI designer, who 
knows the implementation. 

Stage 2: Data Collection 

Stage 2 is typically conducted at the user site, such as at Beta sites. At this stage, ErgoLight 
is used as a test controller. The data collection stage is typically conducted in 2 steps: 

3. Specification of a test set-up, is conducted by the test manager 

4. Monitoring of the user' s operation, is conducted by the end user. 

Stage 3: Concluding 

Stage 3 is typically conducted at the designer site, using information gathered at the user site 
in 5tage 2. The conclusion stage is typically conducted in 2 steps: 

5. Evaluation, is typically conducted by user human factors professionals 

6. Implementation, is conducted mainly by the GUI designer. 



5 CONCLUSION 

Comprehensive detection 

Problems of sensitivity of the user interface to user errors are hard to detect, because users 
typically prefer to work around their errors rather than to report on them. ErgoLight 
automatically detects and reports on a wide range of problems that are typically ignored in 
traditional software testing. 

Ergo Light identifies situations of user confusion and initiates a reporting session even before 
the user is aware of the fact that a usability problem has occurred, or that it should be 
reported to the application designers. 

Problems in procedure knowledge 

ErgoLight identifies situations in which the user is not sure about the procedure that should 
be used to accomplish a task. ErgoLight identifies such situation by problem indicators, such 
as the user response delay or the activation of a Help feature . 

Sensitivity to unintentional actions 

ErgoLight identifies problems that users are likely to ignore, including those relating to the 
sensitivity of the user interface to user errors. Consider, for example, what happens in case 
of a key slip. The result may be the activation of an unexpected dialog box, unintentional 
mode change or, even worse, activation of an undesired feature, such as erasing data. 
ErgoLight identifies these instances of user difficulty and reports on them as sensitivity 
problems. 
Backtrack 

Ergo Light identifies situations of user confusion that rarely occur. The identification of such 
situations is provided by on-line detection and backtracking of the user actions. 
User control 

ErgoLight was designed carefully to provide user control in all operational situations. The 
main concern is that users might avoid usability testing if it interrupts the fluent operation of 
the software application. Another concern is the integration with known learning schemes, 
including learning by reading from the Help screens and learning by "trial and error". At the 
learning stage, the problem indicators may be invoked frequently. Users might avoid usability 
testing at the learning stages to avoid frequent interruption of the fluent learning processes. 

Test administration 

ErgoLight implements a test set-up, including user groups. A recoof problem indicators and 
other parameters relevant to test administration, is assigned commonly to all users belonging 
to the same user group, thus, avoiding duplicat1ons in the parameter set-up. 
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The Revolution in Defect Tracking and Analysis, 
Software Quality, and the Internet 

By 

Manu Das & Drew Slotnick 

SOFFRONT Software, Inc. 

Only a short time ago defect tracking and analysis were not regarded as a single 

discipline, worthy of its own software tools. Feature requests and defect reports 

were kept manually on scraps of paper, if at all. With the advent of the PC and 

the LAN, more and more development groups began using generic tools such as 

word processors, spreadsheets, and databases to record defects and 

requirements. These tools later grew into home-built applications but remained 

relatively basic and primitive. More recently, a number of specialized tools 

targeted the specific needs of development and program maintenance and 

support organizations. 

The driving force behind this tool evolution has been the increase in complexity 

and size of the average programming project over the past ten years. We have 

seen an explosion of geographically dispersed development efforts. Finally, we 

have witnessed the growth in popularity of object oriented technology and 

component-based development, The result: a greater need for timely 

communication of defect and requirements information among development 

groups. 

Current products address this need by incorporating a host of features including 

automatic e-mail notification to key personnel of changes to defect records, 

customizable databases, synchronization of multiple databases, integration with 

version control programs, advanced reporting and analysis capabilities, and 

attachment of documents and test files to defect records. 
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What is Defect Tracking? 

Defect Tracking is an organized way of tracking the life of a defect in a product -

starting from the time it is found to the time it is fixed and verified. Through use of 

a defect tracking product we are able to track most aspects of a development 

project. It's easier to keep release dates when we have a central repository of 

defects. We can plan the process of product production and release. An 

essential aspect of such planning and coordination is Defect Tracking's interface 

with version control software. Staff can identify code which may be associated 

with defects, coordinate fixes, and organize releases and rebuilds. 

Components of a Tracking System 

A tracking system should make the entry of defects or call information 

secondhand to quality assurance staff, beta testers and users. This implies that 

there should be no added hurdle to learning the tracking system. Its use and 

appropriateness should be close to obvious. 

With the current set of platforms available, tracking systems commonly offer both 

a Windows and Web browser interface. Some products offer e-mail submission 

of defect and call information. 

An almost universally requested feature is the ability to attach files, either text or 

binary, to the defect record . The user can select any file from accessible 

directories and it will be copied to the central server location. The file's name will 

be entered into the defect record. Many varieties of defect software allow the 

direct opening of these attached files in each file's appropriate application. 

Customers also rightfully expect the ability to locate files of interest to 

projects(like bug fixes) , and to download them to their systems. It makes sense 

that this capability be tied to particular defects and/or calls; and vendors are 

actively looking at simple ways to accommodate this ability on the Internet. 

With the range of users likely to be employing software of this type, it's important 

to offer default values on fields in the datafiles in the software. Also, user 

configurable default values are appreciated, giving the individual user freedom in 

setting up the application. 
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When we look at a the "interface", or form which guides the user in entering data 

for defects, certain subtle features seem necessary. Relating fields one to 

another is the first example. This is the ability to define a relationship between 

two or more fields, say "Product" and "Version". We would want to limit the 

possible set of values that "Version" could take, based upon the choice of 

"Product". Relationships of this kind should be feasible between most fields 

where one can select from a "list". 

The defect tracking industry is inundated with requests for the ability to 

customize field contents. One request might be to place a current date, or time in 

a field when the record is saved. Another would be to identify the user who last 

updated the record in question. Still another request would be to set a value in a 

field based upon the change in value in another field . All these requests amount 

to "formulas" which ought to be settable in the definition of the forms which make 

up an application. 

Database Demands 

Corporate staffs demand databases which fit into their general scheme and plan 

for data storage in their various departments. This demand drives the movement 

away from desktop databases, despite their seeming convenience. These 

desktop systems still have unique data access language requirements and 

storage formats. Corporate staff requires databases which meet standards for 

support, administration and backup capabilities. These include Sybase, lnformix, 

Oracle, and Microsoft SQL Server. 

Most Defect applications connect to these database packages by means of 

ODBC, which provides a common means of access to SQL databases. 

Few applications, however, take advantage of full relational database power. 

Many limit their applications to one or two tables, and deny administrators and 

users the ability to create further tables in making a more logical database 

design. 
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All these vendors provide products which are robust and scaleable for a given 

application. But the defect software vendor(if her software even allows access of 

other tables) is frequently asked to provide means to setup and customize the 

tables within the database. No administrator wants to do this by means of the 

underlying database software. A frequent demand is that of an interface to add 

tables and columns via the defect software. 

Most administrators don't want to rely on the database software for data transfer. 

Defect Tracking products should offer export and import facilities for each table, 

in text and other formats. 

Getting at the data 

Certainly no other area so directly affects the user's comfort as his ability to 

display data. Querying must be a direct and straightforward activity. Both Query 

by Example(QBE) and more complex query definition should be offered. QBE 

means the ability to enter directly into a data form your query requirements. A 

more complex query interface would allow the user to specify various fields, and 

complex criteria in the building of queries. For those very few products which 

offer multiple table access in a relational database, the query facility should of 

course offer multiple table queries. 

Some queries need to be both shared among all users, and others queries 

limited to individuals. A user should be able to define and save a query, even via 

a web interface, and then pull it up again as needed. Further, she needs to be 

able to share the query with other users as needed. 

Reporting is an integral part of the defect tracking enterprise. Having defined an 

appropriate query, the user may prepare a report based on the data selected. 

Such reports will include specifications as to report layout, and style. 

Both text-based and graphical reports need to be supported. Graphical reports 

provide the analytical means to look at defect data critically. Users demand both 

reports based on date analysis, such as "Trend" reports, and "Distribution" 

reports displaying bar and pie charts for analysis. 
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Automatic Notification 

An absolute demand of most customers, notification gives users advance 

warning of changes in status of defect records. In fact, most customers have 

come to expect the ability to specify criteria for the notification going far beyond 

status changes in the record. For e-mail notification, defect software vendors 

must support all major mail protocols. The material sent to the recipients must be 

customizable. Also, fax and pager notification are frequently requested . 

Many customers expect the ability to quickly and easily notify other users of 

changes bearing on a defect. This direct mailing capability has also become a 

standard request. 

Defects and Code Changes 

Probably no other area illustrates the power of defect tracking than the ability to 

link code changes and reviews with defect reports. Some defect software 

packages offer interfaces with well known version control systems. This type of 

interface is required to enable code change tracking. When the user decides to 

perform a version control activity, like "Check In" or "Check Out" the defect 

software should make a record of the activity, tied to the particular defect. 

Querying and reporting will then yield valuable data of defects and their 

associations to code. One possibility is the identification of error-prone modules. 

Another might be the association of calls or defects to code for fixes or new 

features. Of course, automatic notification can be tied to any of these activities. 

Interface Customization 

Beyond the customization of the underlying tables and columns, many 

customers of defect tracking systems expect the ability to customize the user 

interface. While one "form" may be defined as the "main form" for a table, users 

n~~d the ability to create other form~ which may be used in certain cases, such 
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as submission of defects versus updating. Another possibility is that a given form 

could lack certain fields, as a security measure. This form may then be used as 

the defined interface for a particular group of users. We have already mentioned 

the essential need for customizing reports and queries. 

Security 

Many customers will lead off with security as the highest requirement of a defect 

tracking system. A commonly requested model is that of the user group. Any 

number of users(those permitted to log into the system) may be placed in a user 

group. User groups may then be assigned privileges in a defect or call tracking 

system. 

What are the levels of security most customers have come to expect? Certainly 

table level security; then users need to control access to "forms" which tie to 

particular tables. Then they certainly need the ability to control access at the field 

level. Finally many insist on record-level security, namely the ability to specify 

which records a particular user group may view. This level of security would be 

defined via a query. 

On the larger level, one needs to assign security to important system functions 

like "create table", "create form" and the like. Administration should be a function 

which can be granted to other user groups on a selective level. 

How does this portrait come together? 

Whether via a web interface on in Windows, a user will have certain basic 

expectations of a functioning defect tracking system. She needs a simple and 

direct way of recording problems or defects(a user need not define the nature of 

the issue-the system should be able to sort it out later). Whatever is passed to 

the system, the user needs both proactive and passive means of finding out 

about the progress. Notification will tell the user news about the defect; the user 

may also go in and query the database directly to find out what's going on. 
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Certainly the defect system needs to capitalize on its interface with a version 

control system to report on the status of code changes. This information needs 

to be passed back to the user either by notification or simply in the database. 

The user will also expect that if active testing is occurring that she will receive 

news about it. Some systems now include quality assurance package interfaces, 

so that test scripts, test conditions, and builds may be recorded and made known 

to users. 

We've mentioned the needs of developers and designers in connection with the 

defect tracking software. Testers enter the picture in searching for information 

about code and test performed against it. What about the support staff? It's not a 

long leap to expect some means of entering call information into such a system. 

With the properly configured relational database system, one can construct the 

complete customer service system, one that knits together the needs of end

users, developers, testers, and support staff. 

Defect software vendors will add such capabilities to make this happen-and the 

proper tools will be enabled to allow customers to customize systems to their 

particular needs. Customers should expect no less; and vendors will make this 

"customer service" convergence possible. 
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The Revolution in Defect 
Tracking and Analysis 

By Manu Das & Drew Slotnick 

Soffront Software, Inc. 

What is Defect Tracking? 

Defect Tracking is an organized way of 
tracking the life of a defect in a product -
starting from the time it is found to the time 
it is fixed and verified. 

Benefits of Tracking 

+ Nothing fall through the cracks 
+ ISO compliant 
+ Maintain release dates 
+ Improved process and product quality 
+ Better planning 
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Necessary components of a 
tracking system 

An easy way to submit defects 
• Should encourage QA, Beta sites, and users 

to submit defects 
• Windows and Web interface 

• Via E-mail 
• Attachment of necessary text and binary 

files 
• Defaults, relations and formulas 

Necessary components of a 
tracking system 

Scaleable database 
• The database must be robust and scaleable 
• Easy to setup and customize 
• Easy to import and export 
• Should be accessible from the Web 
• Should be a non-proprietary database 

Necessary components of a 
tracking system 

Powerful reports and queries 

• Should provide numerous reports and queries 
• Should provide methods to create and 

distribute reports and queries 

• Should provide text as well as graphical 
reporting tools 

• Should provide analysis tools 

9 UOJSS.JS 
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Necessary components of a 
tracking system 

Automatic notification 
• Must support your mail system 
• Must support Internet mail for ·external users 

and customers 
• Must be flexible to meet your needs 

Necessary components of a 
tracking system 

Tracking Code Changes 
• Should interface with version control systems 

• Should track code changes to fixed defects or 
new features 

• Should isolate error-prone modules, modules 
requiring re-write 

• Should notify users of bug fixes and new 
features 

Necessary components of a 
tracking system 

Customi:zation Tools 
• Should provide tools for creating and 

customizing the forms, fields, and views 
• Should provide tools to create, and distribute 

reports and queries 
• All tools should be intuitive 
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Necessary components of a 
tracking system 

Security features 

• Should provide a way to create and maintain 
various user groups 

• Should specify fonns and views to user 
groups 

• Should assign privileges to commands, data, 
fields, and records 

Necessary components of a 
tracking system 

Tracking user's problems and requests 

• Should provide ways for users to report 
problems and requests 

• Should provide users feedback and status 
updates 

• Should notify users of bug fixes and new 
features 

Necessary components of a 
tracking system 

Tracking all aspects of design, development, 
testing, and support 

• Should track test scripts 
• Should track releases 
• Should track support calls, documentation, 

etc ... 

' 
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Necessary components of a 
tracking system 

In-house Systems 
+ Expensive to maintain and enhance 
+ Requires dedicated personnel 

Current state of the art 
technology 

Commercial Systems 
+ Matured systems 
• Several systems to choose from 

Future Direction 

• Global project management will become a 
reality with the help of the World Wide Web 

+ Customers will determine new features 
• Automatic downloading of bug fixes similar 

to using online help 
+ Better technical support 
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Testing the software portfolio of a bank for Year 2000 readiness 
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Abstract 

Andreas Rudolf 

Application Development Consultant 

e-mail: Andreas_Rudolf@at.ibm.com 

IBM Global Services 

Vienna/ Austria 

This is an experience report from a large 'Year 2000' testing project where a bank in Austria outsourced 

their Year 2000 testing to IBM. This paper describes our test strategy, our plans, the measurements we 

used, what went right and what went wrong, and what is the difference between Year 2000 projects and 

other software testing projects. 

The main focus of this paper is on the implementation and customization of the Year 2000 test concept 

and process. 

Introduction 

Our goal was to get the whole software portfolio of a large bank ready for the Year 2000. The portfolio 

was 17.5 million lines of code (MLOCs), where 6.5 MLOCs are used in production (active code). The 

active code is grouped into 120 application bundles, 86% of this code is for mainframe and 14% for 

client/server applications. 

IBM was contracted to establish a test center, for Year 2000 projects, where the tools, strategies and 

processes could later be generalized and used for ongoing software maintenance and other projects, such 
as application software support for the single European Union currency. The Year 2000 process was a 

good trigger for setting up such a test center because it requires the examination of the whole software 

portfolio. 

The Bank is organized into different business lines. Each line and sub-line is responsible for its own part 

of the software portfolio, and each has an individual responsible for IT and another responsible for the 

functionality of its applications. 

Assessing the Base 

Before defining the project strategy, we checked to see if existing concepts could be used as the base for 

our project. The strategy search followed IBM's Application Effectiveness Method. The main contact 

point during this three weeks phase was the local Quality Assurance (QA) department. We focused on 



the following points to obtain a picture of the software to be tested and its environment required: 

• Test cases based on business transactions 

• User documentation 

• Requirement, Design and Program documentation 

• Test environments 

• Test tools (capture and replay, problem and test case management, test data manipulation and 

data aging) 

We determined if consistent test cases existed for the important business transactions across all of the 

business lines. Test cases should have defined entry and exit points, defined inputs and outputs, and 

sequence descriptions. A short look at some business lines showed that only a few had defined test cases 

for their business transactions. 

For user documentation, we checked the training department where bank clerks are trained. There we 

found documentation for almost all applications used in the Bank's branches. This documentation was 

superior to the programming documentation, which was only very sparingly available. Moreover, it was 

difficult to understand the relationship between the user documentation and the programming 

documentation. 

70% of the Bank's mainframe programs were developed in assembler. For some modules the source 

code does not exist. The applications having been developed over time, some portions of the code are 

unused. It was difficult, due to a lack of documentation, to know which modules were affected in this 

way. 

Because tool selection and deployment are very time and resource consuming, our strategy for tools was 

that we should use existing ones wherever possible. 

The customer's expectation was that we would do the testing with a minimum of involvement from the 

different lines of business. The banking experts in the different lines of business were already 

overloaded with work on other projects, for example, the single European Union currency project. 

Defining the Test Strategy 

Our main decision was to put the major effort into black-box test cases based on business transactions. 

This meant that we would be testing the applications from the business user's point of view. In those 

areas where no defined test cases existed on which to base testing, we planned to create them with the 

help of the users of these applications. Users are best able to judge the relative importance of their 

business transactions. It was clear then that, due to time and budget restrictions, it was not going to be 

possible to fully test the whole of the software portfolio. 
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Our testing coverage goal was in two parts: 

• test 20% of the business transactions in general, starting with the most important ones, and 

• test 100% of the transactions that contain date relevant fields. 

We therefore concentrated on the most important business transactions, and on those that gave a high 

coverage for the applications used by a line of business. The exact percentage definition depends on the 

importance of the application, as rated by the line of business. Here, we adapted the Pareto principle, 

that is, to achieve with the least possible effort, the largest possible desired effect. 

Some business transactions cross the borders of different lines of business, others receive input from and 

deliver output to external interfaces. For these inter-business line transactions and inter-company 

business transactions, test cases were created for the integration test phase. The system test level was 

only slightly touched on when we needed to measure performance to show that there was no significant 

impact resulting from program conversion. However, because we expected no differences in behavior in 

these tests for the different lines of business, other aspects of a normal system test, for example, 

extensive performance tests, error recovery tests, and stress tests, were not considered. 

As part of the conversion effort done by the Bank itself, new common date calculation routines were 

created. For every application affected or newly created, an instruction was issued to use these new 

routines. 

For every business case and program unit tested, a test case is created with defined entry and exit points, 

a sequence description, and input and output values defined as equivalence classes. 

Integration 

Test 
20% 

Unit Test 

10% 

Function 
Test 
70% 

The chart shows that our main test effort is spent 

on functional tests based on business transactions, 

while only 20% is spent on integration tests. 10% 

of the effort is used for the unit test of critical 

modules. 
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Project Organization 

Taskforce 

Project Manager 
Bank 

Quality Assurance & 
Acceptance Test 

Achieving a Detailed Plan 

Project Executil.-e Comittee 
Bank& IBM 

Business Line 
Leaders 

Project Manager 
IBM 

Test Manager Project Office 

Test team 1 
(5 people) 

Test team 2 
(5 people) 

Test team 3 
(5 people ) 

For the test team, the IBM project team contracted 

other companies to provide banking software 

skills, user skills for operating systems (MVS, 

OS/2 and Windows) and system software (CICS, 

IMS, DB/2), and for expertise in test strategies and 

methods. Every person m the team got 

additionally education for the test strategy and the 

test tools used in the Year 2000 project to ensure 

the same knowledge level in the test teams. 

To develop an overall plan, we split the software portfolio according to the Bank's lines of business. The 

test center's entry criteria for applications belonging to a line of business specified that the applications 

had been converted to support Year 2000, or that the applications were external packages that had been 

declared ready by the vendor. 

Another planning consideration was that base applications, such as security handling and service 

components, should be tested first. Our application dependency chart showing all the application inputs 

and outputs, proved a significant help. A dependency chart is also a prerequisite for system tests. 

The test coverage required for an application was determined by the importance a customer might assign 

to that application. Applications such as a savings application, were rated of high importance because 

money and customers are involved. Applications such as an internally used telephone look-up 

application where neither money nor customers are directly involved, were rated of low importance. 

The base used for calculating the test effort was lines of code. The planned test coverage for a line of 

business was initially 20% of general transactions and 100% of date relevant transactions. It would have 

been far better to use business transactions as our calculation base but the only input we got from the 

business line was the volume of lines of code. 
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The graphic shows how much effort 

was calculated for testing differently 

sized application bundles. The 

estimated effort includes the 

documentation of business 

transactions, the creation of test cases 

based on business transactions and the 

execution of these tests in a "time

warp" environment. 

With these estimates and the business line's expected date for completion of their code conversion 

effort, an overall testing schedule for the whole software portfolio was created .. 

Each business line/subline has a schedule divided up into several steps; from obtaining documentation to 

declaring readiness for Year 2000. The two main phases are the test definition and test execution phases. 

The schedule is described in detail in the chapters "Schedule - Test Definition Phase" on page 6 and 

"Schedule - Test Execution" on page 7. 

Implementing and Customizing the Plan 

The Bank decided to establish a separate infrastructure for the test center, quite independent of the 

existing one used for internal acceptance tests. For the mainframe the test bed consisted of an MVS 

system running, on a separate logical partition (LP AR), CICS, IMS, DB/2, and the converted 

applications under test. Licenses which would lose their validity in Year 2000 were updated. For some 

applications a reduced set of test data already existed, for those where data did not exist we created test 

data. 

A complete test branch was built-up to test the applications used in the Bank's branch office. For bank 

internal applications PCs with 3270 emulation was used for testing. 

As already defined, the two main phases are the test definition and the test execution phase. The test 

definition includes business transactions, equivalence classes, test cases and test scenario definitions. 

The following chapters describe the detailed schedules and process flows for these phases and how they 
improved over time. 
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Schedule - Test Definition Phase 

Invitation 

Y2000 

Workshop 

FNdback 
business line 

P .. paratlon 
forQ/A 
session 

Test 
environment 

preparation 

Y2000 
Workshop 

gray shaded pats belorg to 
the..-.,n,vedpnx:oss 

Batch test • 

method 

class 

definition 

Batch Job 
set-up 

lntemal 

review 
Validation by 
business line 

Validation by 
business line 

.. ~---2 w .. ks----------------aepends on the size of the business lin------------P 

First participants ( quality assurance representatives, Year 2000 taskforce, business line leader plus his 

functional experts, test team) are invited to a Year 2000 workshop. The business leader is given by the 

taskforce, an exact list detailing what information is needed for the workshop and what has to be 

delivered in advance to the test team. The material is checked by the test team and the team prepares an 

open question list for the Year 2000 workshop. In parallel, the test environment is prepared by the 

Acceptance Test department of the Bank in cooperation with the business line. The maximum time from 

the initial invitation to the workshop's completion should not exceed two weeks. 

The workshop deliverables are clarification of the test environment software needing to be installed, a 

list of business transactions weighted by their importance to the business and a detailed schedule for 

each application bundle under test. The business transactions and equivalence classes are then 

documented according to our integrated test definition solution. 

In parallel to this, in the new improved process (improved parts of the process are shown shaded gray) 

the batch test method is chosen and the batch jobs set up. The test team carries out an internal review of 
the defined business transactions, the equivalence classes and the boundary analysis values. Finally, 

these are validated by the business line. Test cases, test data and test scenarios are now created, 

internally reviewed and then validated by the business line. This activity completes the test case creation 

phase. 
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Schedule - Test Execution 
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Yes 

Y2000 

certification 

Regression 
Test In next 

No-------------- time-warp slot 

'4preparation-t----------------------·Tlrne-,warp test phase(3 w .. ksl--------• 
phase (1 w .. k) 

Each time-warp test cycle takes four weeks. The first week of the test execution phase starts with a 

preparation step and is reserved for the computer center to transfer the test bed to the time-warp system. 

The application bundles under test are synchronized with the test environment and a full backup is made 

of the time-warp environment. On Thursday and Friday the test team, in arrangement with the 

computing center, start verifying that the application bundles under test run correctly in the time-warp 

environment. 

The first days of the second week of the time-warp cycle are 'real time' days (days where the time-warp 

system date is set to the actual date). During this time, test scripts for automatic test executions are 

recorded, test data is aged and comparison data is created for batch jobs that need to be tested by a run 

with system date equal to actual date. After this real time-warp tests start. Normally we start on 

Wednesday the 29th of December 1999, because we always try to use the same days of the week as they 

really will be at the transition from 1999 to 2000. With the help of the test cases defined in the 
integrated test case administration and problem management tool (see chapter "Tools used", page 11) 

and the recorded scripts, the test cases are executed. From now on all application bundles with a 

'MUST' test day and, if there is time enough, also those with a ' CAN' test day are tested. 

Test execution progress is tracked in a test log and the results of all tests are captured with a Lotus Notes 

application. The actual results are compared to the expected ones. If problems are identified they are 

recorded in the problem management facility and the business leader is immediately notified by e-mail 

that problems have been detected (see chapter ' 'Test Case Administration and Problem Management", 

page 11). 

At the end of a test-warp cycle a final report on the test results and the Year 2000 compliance of each 

application bundle is made. If there are too many serious errors the final report is marked negative and 

the application bundle must be regression tested in another time-warp cycle. If no severe problem 
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remains to be solved the executed test case results are reviewed by the Quality Assurance department of 

the Bank and if everything is okay the application bundle is certified Year 2000 compliant. 

After three weeks of testing the next time-warp cycle starts with one week of synchronization. 

Time-warp dates 

The time-warp test cycles vary in the number and values of dates used, as determined by the testing 

needs of different application bundles. Before a cycle can be started all dates to be used in the cycle by 

the different application bundle test cases must be known. An execution plan for the cycle can then be 

optimized to allow the bundles to be tested in parallel. Normally the period from 29.12.1999 to 

04.01.2000 and the days 31.01.2000, 29.02.2000, 30.03.2000 and 03.04.2000 are used for testing with. 

Other days are application bundle dependent, for example, the 01.02.2000 was used because a batch job 

needed to be run following the first end of month in the millennium. 

Nearly all application bundles need testing on the 31.12.1999, 03.01.2000 and 29.02.2000. We have 

found from experience that most date errors can be detected on these days. For this reason we ' stretch' 

these days. For example, we start to test with December, 31 st 1999 at 9 am real-time. In the time-warp 

environment it is 3 am. We stop the time-warp machine after 9 hours testing. Then on the next day there 

are still 12 hours left for further testing with December, 31 st 1999. 

When we want to jump from one time-warp day to a day in the future, the computing center IPLs the 

system to move the system date forward. It is very important to understand that only forward movement 

of the system date is permitted by simply IPLing the system. When two time-warp dates are needed on 

one test day, the computer center is informed when the first time-warp day is finished so that they can 

IPL the machine to the next date needed - this can take at least two hours to complete. 

Error tracking 

When errors are found they are reported to the business leader responsible for the application bundle. 

We distinguish between Year 2000 relevant and none relevant errors, classifying each error as of low, 

medium or high severity. The business leader must react within one day to reports of Year 2000 relevant 

errors of high severity. Errors of medium severity are allowed a correction time of up to one week. 

The crucial point is that the time taken to fix an error determines whether the test case can be re-run 

within the same time-warp cycle or whether it must be delayed until the next time-warp cycle. Consider, 

for example, a test case which has to be executed on a working day in the Year 2000. If a severe 

problem can be fixed quickly it can be tested on another working day scheduled within the same time

warp cycle. However, if a test case has to be executed on February, 29tl, 2000 and it cannot be fixed 

during the day the error is found on, the test case run cannot be repeated until the next time-warp cycle 

thus delaying further testing. 

All errors identified are recorded in a Lotus Notes database. The status of the error changes as the error 

is processed from raised, accepted, corrected, in-test to closed or it can just be in-evidence. 
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Error examples 

To emphasize the need for these tests, three examples of the errors found are listed below: 

• Foreign money transfer not possible: a test case showed that orders that had been entered into the 

system disappear when they are created on December, 31 st 1999 for release the next working day, 

January, 3rd 2000. The error in detail: to execute a foreign money transfer the first step is to create an 

order. The order is identified by a unique number consisting of the date of the next working day 

concatenated with a serial number. To activate the order it is necessary to release it - this is the 

crucial point of the problem. The system searches for the order using the order number that contains 

a date and the order is not found. Probably the program tries to resolve the date used in the order 

number and this date routine does not work correctly. The error first appeared in a time-warp cycle 

on 31 st of December 1999 where the next working day is the 3n1 of January 2000. 

• Program abends on 29'h of February: a common data calculation module that is used by many 

different application bundles cannot handle the 29111 of February and abends with a protection 

exception. The error was in an assembler routine leap year calculation that was correctly commented 

but coded wrong. The problem is that this module is called by many program bundles and was first 

detected on February 29111 2000. It is difficult to estimate the full business impact but we are sure that 

many problems would have occurred if this error had remained unexplored and uncorrected. 

• Incorrect printing of a customer's bankbook: when supplements to a bankbook exist, i.e. accumulated 

interest, and the first deposit to the account is made in the Year 2000, only the supplements are print 

in the bankbook - no deposit or the new balance can be seen. The account itself is calculated correct, 

but you can be sure that customers will be very unsatisfied when they cannot see their total amount 

of their savings. This error first appeared on the 3rd of January 2000. 

Improving the Estimates 

At first our estimates for testing the applications of different business lines were based on lines of code. 

Comparing the estimated with the actual effort for 23 business lines showed an average deviation 

between actual and estimate of+ 11 %. However for certain business lines the difference was over +/-

40%. In reality there is only a weak relationship between the number of lines of code and the defined 

and executed test cases. With the experience gained from testing 23 applications we were able to create 

a new model based on the amount of defined and executed business transactions and test cases. The 

estimate is now closely related to the business impact of an application. 

This new estimating model has now been incorporated into the project's contract. The customer pays for 

defined and executed business transactions and test cases instead of the number of lines of code the 

application consists of. This is much more commercially acceptable for the customer. 

The new estimation procedure is carried out as follows: the business line leader selects and ranks the 

business transactions for testing according to their business impact. An estimate is then done by the IBM 

team based on the number of business transactions and test cases identified. These figures are finally 

confirmed and accepted by the Year 2000 project leader of the Bank. 
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Current Project Status 

The next chart shows the relationship between 

planned and actual effort for the three test phases: 

1. Business transaction and Equivalence 

Class definition 

2. Test case and scenario definition 

3. Test case execution 

The test definition phase consists of the first two 

phases listed above. While the actual test execution 

effort did not differ significantly from plan, the test 

case and scenario definition effort exceeded plan 

by 30% to 50%, mainly due to the larger effort 

required for test scenario definition. The effort split 

between batch and online is 2: 1 (not shown in the 

chart). 

By the end of March 1998 five time-warp cycles will have been completed. The current plan is to 

complete a further 10 more time-warp cycles by the end of the first quarter of 1999 when integration 

testing will start. These integration tests are planned to last three months, or until the important 

interfaces between all of the application bundles of the portfolio have been tested for Year 2000 

compliance. Even if we only test one fifth of all the application bundles, half of the total code of the 

bank will have been tested. This is because we started first with the large and complex applications. 

Testcases 
PASSED 

90% 

Relationship testcases PASSED to FAILED 

Testcas 
FAILED 

10% 

Year2000 

ERRORs 

7% 

· > General ERRORs 
)' 

3% 
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Of the 23 application bundles already tested, 8 have had to be tested again in a second time-warp cycle. 

So many Year 2000 relevant errors were found that it was not possible to correct and retest them within 

the first cycle. 

Tools used 

Test Case Administration and Problem Management 

A test case administration and problem management tool is the cornerstone of our tool suite. We adapted 

an existing Lotus Notes application to integrate the following functions : 

• Business transaction definition 

• Equivalence class definition 

• Test case definition 

• Test case execution 

• Problem management 

To show the details of this solution we take a look at the working mode: 

We start by first defining the business transactions of an application bundle. Then we enter the 

equivalence class definitions for all of the entry/exit fields that the business transaction uses. Finally we 

define test cases for each business transaction, selecting the equivalence classes for the data entry/exit 

fields. The test scenario facility allows atomic test cases to be grouped to form complex scenarios. This 

activity completes the test case definition phase. 

The test execution phase supports both manual and automatic performance of the defined test cases. 

Executed test cases get date and time stamps, a passed/failed status, information about the environment 

and the version identifier of the software tested. When a test case fails during execution, a new problem 

form pops up requesting the user to enter a detailed problem description. 

Business 
Transaction 

Definition 

Equivalence 
Class 

Definition 

From Test Case Definition through Execution 

Testcase 
Definition 

Test Scenario 
Definition 

Testcase & 
Scenario 
Execution 

Problem 
Management 

The generation of management reports, such as reports on open problems, test cases executed in a 

certain time period etc .. is supported by views defined onto the Lotus Notes database. The ubiquity of 

Lotus Notes throughout the company was a considerable advantage. Walk-throughs for defined test 

cases, for example, can be done by the appropriate person from a remote location. 
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Test data manipulation 

For test data manipulation two different tools are used, one for browsing and editing databases and one 

for data aging. These tools are only for mainframe applications. They are very useful for test data 

creation, test data preparation, and for verifying the results of executed tests. 

File-AID™ from CompuWare 

To prepare and verify test data we use File-AID™ from Compuware. File-AID is used online to browse 

and edit all kinds of MVS datasets and IMS databases. These functions are very helpful when preparing 

data at the beginning of a test session, and then to verify the results of executed tests. The main 

functions of File-AID are browsing and editing different unformatted dataset types, formatted PL/I and 

COBOL based structures and building cross references when a file has more than one record format. The 

two different versions of File-AID used on our test bed are File-AID for MVS version 8.0.1 and File

AID for IMS version 04.06.00. These two versions are functionally very similar except that File-AID for 

IMS is also able to unload IMS databases to sequential datasets for data manipulation (see chapter "File

AID/Data Ager™ from CompuWare" on page 12). 

Drawbacks of using File-AID: 

• Cross references created in IMS are not compatible with MVS 

• File-AID for MVS does not recognize all PL/I data structures 

• The compare tool has some bugs 

File-AID/Data Ager"' from CompuWare 

The tool we use for aging data is File-AID/Data Ager™ from CompuWare version 1.0.0 and as you can 

recognize from the name it works together with File-AID. When data aging is done depends on the 

application bundle. Sometimes it is sufficient to do it once at the beginning of a time-warp cycle, 

sometimes the application bundle requires it's data to be aged on every single day of testing. Since File

AID/Data Ager is only able to work with files, IMS databases first have to be unloaded. Further we 

needed to write COBOL exits as File-AID/Data Ager does not support all the date formats we required. 

Capture/Replay Tools 

For test execution, two different tools were used, one for mainframe applications and one for 

client/server applications. Our aim in using test execution tools was to reduce the test effort. However, it 

was not always appropriate to use test execution tools for every line of business. Where, for instance, 

there were too many fields on the screen that changed, it was decided that the capture/replay tool should 

not be used for test execution. 

QAHiperstation ™ from CompuWare 

For mainframe applications, the QAHiperStation™ tool from CompuWare 05.04.00 is used. With 

QAHiperStation, data is captured at the first execution of a test case on the first test date. Changes to 

non-relevant fields are masked out during recording. The task of starting recording and masking out the 

non-relevant fields costs us an additional time overhead of about 10%. Afterwards, the test scripts run 
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every other test day in the time-warp system, without needing to be changed or corrected in any way. A 

test script automatically stops when it encounters a difference in results compared to the previously 

recorded fields. Doing these test case executions automatically using QAHiperStation saves us about 

50% of the effort required for manual execution. However, manual test execution is used when the script 

stops too many times due to failed screen compares. 

QA Partner™ from Segue Software Inc. 

For client/server applications, we used QA PartnerTM from Segue Software Inc. In the Banlc, an 

application was developed which automatically creates QA Partner test scripts from test cases. The time 

saved during test execution using this method was very high. In the following table you can see how 

much time was saved by using this automation tool for a particular business line. 

Activity Time using QA PartnerT" Time without QA PartnerT" 

Test case creation 160 h 150 h 

Correcting generated scripts Sh 

Initial learning effort Sh 

First test case execution 10 h 40h 

Total 180 h 190 h 

Three additional test case 30 h 120 h 
executions 

Total 210 h 310 h 

Every additional iteration using an automated test execution tool further improves the relation to manual 

test execution. In this example we saved 100 hours of testing. 
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Lessons learned 

What went right? 

• Using test cases based on business 

transactions 

• Black box test strategy 

• The test concept for online 

applications 

• Using exact definitions instead of 

equivalence class definitions for all 

What went wrong? 

• The test concept did not work well for 

batch applications 

• The test coverage of 100% for all data 

fields was too high 

• Not defining from the beginning a step by 

step plan at activity level 

• Underestimating the effort for hiring, 

except for simple test cases training and integrating the test team 

• Establishing metrics right from the • Insufficient human resource commitment 

beginning from support departments ( computer 

center) 

Using Test Cases based on Business Transactions I Black Box Test 

Basing the exact definition of test cases on business transactions worked very well. It was sometimes 

hard to understand how an application should be operated but for every "living" application there must 

be at least one user who can explain how he uses the application. 

If we had used a white box focused approach it would have been unmanageable and too time-consuming 

due to the lack of requirement, design and program documentation. By defining test cases based on 

business transactions it was easy to use the business view to prioritize testing by business impact. 

However, especially for batch job test cases, we sometimes needed the "gray box" testing technique to 

define the boundaries of a problem and for checking unexpected results. 

Exact Definition of Input- and Output Values 

Positive was the effect of exactly defining input and output values instead of using equivalence class 

definitions. Choosing only equivalence class definitions has the disadvantage that it is complex to 

automate testing without having exact definitions and it is very time consuming if calculations are 

performed with the input data. 

Initially the customer had voted for using equivalence class definitions only without defining exact input 

and output values, hoping to find bugs resulting from incorrect or incomplete equivalence classes. 

Establish Metrics 

We established metrics right from the beginning. We estimated effort and broke the project into pieces 

called application bundles that were dedicated to business units. For each application bundle we 
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estimated for the different phases (business transaction definition, test case definition, time-warp-test 

execution). Further, each problem found during testing was classified and weighted by severity. Without 

having metrics established it is difficult, if not impossible, to improve the testing process over time. 

Online versus Batch Applications 

Originally the intention was to test 20% of the general transactions and 100% of the date relevant ones. 

However equivalence class and boundary value analysis techniques did not work with batch. Although 

we tried at first to use our "normal" concept, we soon found it to be too time consuming and impractical. 

Batch jobs are not part of a business transaction and there were no business descriptions for them. The 

main problems with batch testing however were, that we did not have input/output data descriptions nor 

did we know how to verify the output - even with online processing we were often missing descriptions 

for the input/output data fields. However for online transactions we succeed by trial and error to obtain 

good test results. For these reasons we needed to develop an adapted concept for batch testing. After 

each Year 2000 workshop with the business line, we determined which batch jobs should be tested and 

by which method. We have developed five methods for testing batch jobs. 

The five methods are: 

• independent parallel tests: input and output data values and how the results should be verified are 

determined by the business line. Each test is executed once in real time and it's results are directly 

compared with the results from time-warp tests. 

• calendar dependent parallel tests: this method is similar to the independent parallel tests, with the 

difference that the result is dependent on special data constellations. Input and output data values and 

how the results should be verified are determined by the business line. The test is executed for 

different data constellations in real time and the results of these tests are directly compared with the 

results from time-waIJ) tests. 

• business line verification: input data values are determined by the business line. The results are 

verified by the business line. This method requires active support by the business line during time

warp tests! 

• tests with known sequence logic: this method can be compared with online testing. We understand 

the logic of the batch job and can therefore create equivalence classes and boundary values for each 

input field. This method is very time consuming but we had to use it sometimes for really important 

batch jobs, when we could not get more information for the job from the business line. 

• tests with unknown sequence logic: This method is the worst one. If you cannot get any information 

from the business line you must analyze the whole batch job, creating equivalence classes and 

boundary values for each input field and discovering how to validate the results. Time and costs rise 

immensely. This was the way we worked at first. 

Coverage 

As a coverage goal we had 20% functionality of the general business transactions classified by their 

business impact and 100% of the transactions which use dates. This goal was too ambiguous. We had no 

consistent documentation for all the business lines about all the business transactions. It is difficult 

getting to 20% if you have no clear picture about the 100%. 
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The goal is now to test until we are sure that there can be no severe Year 2000 related business impact 

for the tested business line. Adapting the Pareto rule, we try to obtain a high business coverage with a 

significantly lower effort. 

Detailed Activity Plan 

Negative was that we initially had no detailed step-by-step activity plan. Due to the complex project 

organization, the interaction between the Bank and IBM had to be defined very precisely. The different 

departments in the Bank had very different views about the importance of the Year 2000 project, only a 

detailed plan could have put us in the drivers seat in this situation. Nevertheless, this is difficult to 

achieve since such detailed input is not available at the start of a project and communication problems 

with the departments make it an on-going learning process. 

Establishing a Test Team 

The time required for hiring and forming a test team was underestimated. Hiring, trammg and 

integrating people for testing took four months instead of two. We found it very difficult to obtain good 

and experienced people for testing. 

Human Resource Commitment 

Senior Management classified the Year 2000 project as high priority and supported us in getting 

resource commitments. However, production problems created resource shortages in the computer 

center which then resulted in problems for our time-warp tests, where timeliness is very important. 

Open point 

The mainframe licenses are only extended to June 2000, important business transactions which run 

around the tum of the Year 2000/2001 cannot be tested. 

Differences between Year 2000 Testing and Other Software Testing 

• Hard fixed date: the date is defmitely fixed. There is no way to extend the time available for 

testing 

• No quality improvement: the goal is simply to fix Year 2000 related bugs 

• Affects the whole company: the whole software portfolio of the company is affected. Also 

interfaces to other companies or the government may be affected. Be aware that your 

company may depend on "unofficial software" like MS Word™ and Excel™ macros, which 

are generally not part of the IT plan. 

• Special test bed needs: for mainframes a special test system is needed where you can 

advance the system clock and that has updated licenses for the system software you are using 

• No pilot phase: There can be no pilot phase with pilot users can usually be done with normal 

rollouts 
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The Year 2000 test project 

Customer: 
• Large bank in Austria • t-

Goal: 
• Testing the software portfolio for Year 2000 readiness 

• Establish a test center which can later be used for general regression 
and and stress tests 

The software portfolio of the bank 

• 17.5 Millon lines of code (MLOC), 6.5 MLOCs under active 
maintenance 

• partitioned into 120 application bundles 

IBM Global Services Austria 

Getting to a strategy 

Use IBM·s Application Developme"-t Effectiveness 
Methodology 

• Get an overview of the relevant AD processes by viewing them from 
different viewpoints 

Check with the customer 
• Test cases 

• User documentation 

• Requirement, Design and Program documentation 

• Test environment 

• Test tools (capture and replay, problem and test-case management, 
test-data manipulation and data aging) 

IIIM GIGbill terviGe:; Au:;tria 
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The chosen strategy 

Black box test 
• Use test cases based on business transactions 

• Test 20% of general transactions weighted by business impact 

• Test 100% where date is affected 

- Test level 

• Functiontest 

• lntegrat_ion test for inter-business line transactions 

• Unit test for critical modules like date calculation routines 

Test environment 
• Dedicated test environment (mainframe+ bank branch qffice) 

• Hardware solution for time-warp test 

Estimating the project 

Input: Total lines of code 

• 120 application bundles 

• 6.5 MLOC code to test 

leads to an effort of 410 person 
months 

• project length: 18 months 
leading to 23 people working in 
parallel for testing. 

Due to management and 
budget restrictions 

• only 15 people hired for testing 

IBM Global Services Austria 

Effort of test definition 
and execuUon for a business 

line/subline 

0 °2000 t---------... 
::J 

_g 15'00 1--------
.!: 
~ 1000 1-----

:i:: 
w 500 

80 160 240 320 
40 120 200 280 

size of business line/subline 
KLOCs 
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Year 2000 Project Organization .. 

Taskforce 

Project Exerutive Comi 
Bank &IBM 

Business Line 
Leaders 

Skills needed in the test team 

Technology 

• OS/2, Windows 

• Microsoft Office, Lotus Notes 

• S/390, MVS, CICS, IMS, JCL 

Test methodology 

• Black & White box 

• Equivalence Class Definition 

• Metrics 

Banking skills 

• Knowledge of banking systems 
(stock trading, savings account 
management etc.) 

IBM Global Services Austria 
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Schedule - test execution 
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Dates used in time-warp tests 

3 common time warp 
slots 

~requen.cy '<?f te,steddate~ 
fQr 23 applU:ation bundles 

• 29.12.1999-> 04.01.2000 

• 30.01.2000--> 01.02.2000 

• 29.02 .. 2000 

+ application s_pecific 
dates 

• for example: .end of week, end 
of quarter, bi-weekly interval, 
first workday after Ea~ter 

0 10 15 20 25 

application bundles 

IBM Global Services Austria 

Example time-warp schedule 
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Estimated effort is close to the. actual 

Total estimates close to the actual 

• For 23 business lines (3.6MLOC), estimated 18.205h, actual 19.989h 

• Deviation +11 % 

BUT: 
• Deviation for certain application bundles up to +/- 40% 

• Weak relationship between lines of code and test cases 

therefore need for a new estimation model 

IBM Global Services Austria 

New estimation model fits better 

Based on business transactions and test cases 

Advantages: 
• Close relationship with business 

impact 
• High business impact coverage 
• Customer pays for 

defined/executed testcases, not 
for lines of code! 

Adapted procedure: 
• Estimate based on metrics 

gathered from previous .tested 
application bundles 

• Business line nominates the 
business transactions, weighted 
with their business impact 

• negotiations about the amount 
of business transactions/ 
testcases with customer project 
leader and business line leader 

IBM Global Services Austria 
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Effort distribution for test levels & phas~s . 

Effort split into test levels 
planned = actual 

• Unit test 
• Integration test 
~ Function test 

Testcases passed/failed 
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Planned/actual effort.split into 
. test phases 

Planned Actual 

• Testcase execution 
• Business transaction definiti.on 
~ Test case & scenario definition 
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Relationship testcases PASSED to FAILED 

,,...___ 

90% 

.__ ___ __, 

Year 2000 
ERRORS 

7% 

General ERRORs 
3% 
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No testing - severe business impact! ·: 

Errors during test of '23 
application bundles 

57 high severity errors found 

Samples & business impact: 140 .-----------~ 

Foreign money transfer application: 120 1--------

.:, 100 ,__ _____ _ 
C 
:::, 

I 
-1 • No money transfer possible in Year 

2000 

Common used data module: 

42 80 1--------
I 

1-----·- I 
"' e so ----
~ 

w 40 

• Central date calculation routine traps 
at 29th February 2000 

Savings account management: 

• Balance not listed on the bankbook 
after a transaction in Year 2000 

Tools used (part 1) 

20 

0 

I 1~·1 I 
I I I I 

high medium low 

Error severity 

• General .errors 
• Year 2000 errors 

IBM Global Services Austria 

Testcase administation and problem management 

Our tool suite cornerstone based on Lotus Notes integrates: 

• Business transaction definition • Test case and scenario execution 

• Test case definition • Problem management 

• Equivalence classes definition 

. From Test Case Definition through Execution 

l Business : i Testcase J I I i Testcase & j i 
1 . , 1 • Test Scenario I Scenario Problem · Cr :- .Transa_ction ~ Defin ition ~ Definition ~ ~ Management! : Definition i ! 1 • , , Execution 1 · 
' I ~1-~-~I, I ''------'' 
' + 
j Equivalence i 
~ Class 1 

' Oefnilion 

IBM Global Services Austria 
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Tools used (part 2) 

Data manipulation 
• File-AIDTMfrom CompuWare (prepare and verify test data) 

• File-AID/Data AgerrMfrom CompuWare (data aging) 

Capture/replay tool 
• QAHiperStatiomMfrom CompuW·are (mainframe applications) 

• QA PartnerrMfrom Segue(client/server systems) 

IBM Global Services Austria 

Capture/Replay tools improve productivity 

Activity Time using QA Partner '"' Time without QA 

Partner™ 

Test case creation 160h 150 h 

Correcting generated scripts Sh 

Initial learning effort 5h O' 

Test case execution once 10h 40h 

Total 180 h 190h 

Test execution 3 more time 30h 120 h 

Total 210h 310 h 
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Hard fixed date . ' ' 

• The date is definitely fixed there is no way to stretch,the testing time 

No improved quality 
• The goal is simply to fix the Year 2000 related bugs ··* ' 

Affects the whole company 
• Interfaces to other companies or the government may be affected 

Special test bed. needed 
• For mainframe tests: Updated licenses, advance system clock 

No pilot users 
• No pilot phase with pilot users can be done as with normal rollouts 

Lessons learned 

What went right? 

• Using test cases based on 
business transactions 

• Black box test strategy 
• Test concept worked fine for 

online applications 
• Exact values out of equivalence 

class definitions, except for 
simple test cases where just 
equivalence class definitions are 
used 

• Establish metrics right from the 
beginning 

IBM Global Services Austria 

What went wrong? 

• Test concept did not work well 
for batch applications 

• Test coverage of 100% for data 
fields 

• No defined _step-by-step plan at 
activity level from the beginning 

• Hiring, training and integrating of 
the test team was 
underestimated 

• Weak human resource 
commitment from support 
departments ( computer center) 

IBM Global Services Austria 
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Conclusion/outlook 

. "'· 
Testing is sometimes the only way to"' find bugs.! : :·· 

• Do your test in a real-world environment (i.e. tim~warp,machine) 
!,!- ' 1 ;.' 

Year 2000 project runs succes~fu'I ; 

• Gustomer is satisfied 

• Additional internal customers also want to usethe test center 

Year 2000 test business is accelerating! 
• Based on our work and experience, an IBM service offering for the 

C~ntral 'European Region was established 
, < .f 

"' 
• Similar projects are set up in the banking and.insurance segments in 
· Germany and Austria based on this offering 

IBM Global Services Austria 

Open questions? 

Ask them right now! 

or if they come up later contact us: 

• Andreas Rudolf • Rainer Pirker 

• e-mail:Andreas_Rudolf@at.ibm.com • e-mail:Rainer_Pirker@at.ibm.com 

• Phone: +43-1 -1706-4347 • Phone: +43-1-1706-4163 

• Fax: +43-1-1706-2393 • Fax: +43-1-1706-2393 

IBM Global Services Austria 
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Project Background 

• A meeting in the fall of 1996 
• Team was actively coding at that time; 

testing was blocked onto schedule 

• Project is a YR2K + US payroll project: 
• PeopleSoft "the large calculator" 

• Custom bolt-on modules (40+) 
• Staged development effort 
• One data base with HR 
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Some HP Benefits and 
Deductions 
• Direct Deposit 

• Fitness Center 

• Credit Union 

• United Way 

• Medical/Dental 

• IPP (Income 
Protection Plan) 

• Profit Sharing 

• GAP (Guaranteed 
Availability Pay) 0 

• Educational 
Assistance 

• Domestic Partners o 

• and more 

• Stock Purchase 

Software SETT Corporation 

• Governmental requirements 
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• HP general accounting and reporting 

• Interfaces to other systems and outside 
vendors 

Software SETT Corporation 
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Testing the New Payroll 
System 

• Three main phases: unit, integration, 
system 

• Test team 
• HP IT, HR and Payroll Business 

Community 

• PB2K Developers 

• Software SETT Corporation 
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Integration Testing 
Overview: 

• Started: fall 1997. Ends: mid-July 1998 

• 13 test cycles, functional testing focus 

• Subset of production: mid-March '97 

• 2-12 pay runs per test cycle, no future
dated pay cycles 

• 2-8 weeks per test cycle 

CJ 
Cl 
0 
0 
0 
0 • "Integrated" testing at cycle 12 0 
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Integration Testing 

• Scope of tests: 
• Validation 
• Processing of unusual conditions 

• Invalid input 
• Screen (panel) and report format checking 

when time permitted 

0 
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• Limited combinations testing 
(Stock/T axCap) 

Software SETT Corporation 

Integration Testing 

Project Challenges: 

• Module quality 
• Time pressures due to pay runs 

• Staffing and team morale 

• Communication 
• Data base tuning 
• Data prep of inbound files 

Software SETT Corporation 
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System Testing 

Overview: 

• Will start: mid-June 1998 

• Ends: mid-November 1998 

• Scope of tests: 
• Security 

• Performance 

• HRMS- D.00 

• "Leftover" testing 

Software SETI Corporation 

System Testing 

• Scope of tests ( continued): 
• Business event testing 

• Data matching 
• Mini-payroll 
• Parallel testing - 2 cycles 

• Regression 
• Inbound/outbound interfaces 

Software SETI Corporation 
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System Testing 

Project Challenges: 

• Communication 

• Rescoping due to time pressures 

• High visibility project 

• Databases for test 

• Resource constraints 

Software SETI Corporation 
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When Should a Test Be Automated? 

Brian Marick 
Testing Foundations 
marick@testing.com 

I want to automate as many tests as I can. I'm not comfortable running a test only once. 
What if a programmer then changes the code and introduces a bug? What if I don't catch 
that bug because I didn't rerun the test after the change? Wouldn't I feel horrible? 

Well, yes, but I'm not paid to feel comfortable rather than horrible. I'm paid to be cost
effective. It took me a long time, but I finally realized that I was over-automating, that 
only some of the tests I created should be automated. Some of the tests I was automating 
not only did not find bugs when they were rerun, they had no significant prospect of doing 
so. Automating them was not a rational decision. 

The question, then, is how to make a rational decision. When I take a job as a contract 
tester, I typically design a series of tests for some product feature. For each of them, I 
need to decide whether that particular test should be automated. This paper describes 
how I think about the tradeoffs. 

Scenarios 
In order for my argument to be clear, I must avoid trying to describe all possible testing 
scenarios at once. You as a reader are better served if I pick one realistic and useful 
scenario, describe it well, and then leave you to apply the argument to your specific 
situation. Here's my scenario: 

1. You have a fixed level of automation support. That is, automation tools are available. 
You know how to use them, though you may not be an expert. Support libraries have 
been written. I assume you'll work with what you've got, not decide to acquire new 
tools, add more than simple features to a tool support library, or learn more about test 
automation. The question is: given what you have now, is automating this test 
justified? The decision about what to provide you was made earlier, and you live with 
it. 

In other scenarios, you might argue for increased automation support later in the 
project. This paper does not directly address when that's a good argument, but it 
provides context by detailing what it means to reduce the cost or increase the value of 
automation. 

2. There are only two possibilities: a completely automated test that can run entirely 
unattended, and a "one-shot" manual test that is run once and then thrown away. 
These are extremes on a continuum. You might have tests that automate only 
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cumbersome setup, but leave the rest to be done manually. Or you might have a 
manual test that's carefully enough documented that it can readily be run again. Once 
you understand the factors that push a test to one extreme or the other, you'll know 
better where the optimal point on the continuum lies for a particular test. 

3. Both automation and manual testing are plausible. That's not always the case. For 
example, load testing often requires the creation of heavy user workloads. Even if it 
were possible to arrange for 300 testers to use the product simultaneously, it's surely 
not cost-effective. Load tests need to be automated. 

4. Testing is done through an external interface ("black box testing"). The same analysis 
applies to testing at the code level - and a brief example is given toward the end of the 
paper - but I will not describe all the details. 

5. There is no mandate to automate. Management accepts the notion that some of your 
tests will be automated and some will be manual. 

6. You first design the test and then decide whether it should be automated. In reality, 
it's common for the needs of automation to influence the design. Sadly, that 
sometimes means tests are weakened to make them automatable. But - if you 
understand where the true value of automation lies - it can also mean harmless 
adjustments or even improvements. 

7. You have a certain amount of time to finish your testing. You should do the best 
testing possible in that time. The argument also applies in the less common situation 
of deciding on the tests first, then on how much time is required. 

Overview 
My decision process uses these questions. 

1. Automating this test and running it once will cost more than simply running it 
manually once. How much more? 

2. An automated test has a finite lifetime, during which it must recoup that additional 
cost. Is this test likely to die sooner or later? What events are likely to end it? 

3. During its lifetime, how likely is this test to find additional bugs (beyond whatever 
bugs it found the first time it ran)? How does this uncertain benefit balance against the 
cost of automation? 

If those questions don't suffice for a decision, other minor considerations might tip the 
balance. 

The third question is the essential one, and the one I'll explore in most detail. 
Unfortunately, a good answer to the question requires a greater understanding of the 
product's structure than testers usually possess. In addition to describing what you can do 
with that understanding, I'll describe how to get approximately the same results without it. 
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What Do You Lose With Automation? 
Creating an automated test is usually more time-consuming (expensive) than running it 
once manually. 1 The cost differential varies, depending on the product and the automation 
style. 

• If the product is being tested through a GUI (graphical user interface), and your 
automation style is to write scripts (essentially simple programs) that drive the GUI, an 
automated test may be several times as expensive as a manual test. 

• If you use a GUI capture/replay tool that tracks your interactions with the product and 
builds a script from them, automation is relatively cheaper. It is not as cheap as 
manual testing, though, when you consider the cost of recapturing a test from the 
beginning after you make a mistake, the time spent organizing and documenting all the 
files that make up the test suite, the aggravation of finding and working around bugs in 
the tool, and so forth. Those small "in the noise" costs can add up surprisingly 
quickly. 

• If you 're testing a compiler, automation might be only a little more expensive than 
manual testing, because most of the effort will go into writing test programs for the 
compiler to compile. Those programs have to be written whether or not they're saved 
for reuse. 

Suppose your environment is very congenial to automation, and an automated test is only 
10% more expensive than a manual test. (I would say this is rare.) That still means that, 
once you've automated ten tests, there's one manual test - one unique execution of the 
product - that is never exercised until a customer tries it. If automation is more expensive, 
those ten automated tests might prevent ten or twenty or even more manual tests from 
ever being run. What bugs might those tests have found? 

So the first test automation question is this: 

If I automate this test, what manual tests will I lose? How many bugs might I lose 
with them? What will be their severity? 

The answers will vary widely, depending on your project. Suppose you're a tester on a 
telecom system, one where quality is very important and the testing budget is adequate. 
Your answer might be "If I automate this test, I'll probably lose three manual tests. But 
I've done a pretty complete job of test design, and I really think those additional tests 
would only be trivial variations of existing tests. Strictly speaking, they'd be different 
executions, but I really doubt they'd find serious new bugs." For you, the cost of 
automation is low. 

1 There are exceptions. For example, perhaps tests can be written in a tabular format. A tool can then process the 
table and drive the product. Filling in the table might be faster than testing the product manually. See 
[Pettichord96] and [Kaner97] for more on this style. If manual testing is really more expensive, most of the analysis 
in this paper does not apply. But beware: people tend to underestimate the cost of automation. For example, 
filling in a table of inputs might be easy, but automated results verification could still be expensive. Thanks to 

Dave Gelperin for pressing me on this point. 
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Or you might be a testing version 1.0 of a shrinkwrap product whose product direction 
and code base has changed wildly in the last few months. Your answer might be "Ha! I 
don't even have time to try all the obvious tests once. In the time I would spend 
automating this test, I guarantee I could find at least one completely new bug." For you, 
the cost of automation is high. 

My measure of cost - bugs probably foregone - may seem somewhat odd. People usually 
measure the cost of automation as the time spent doing it. I use this measure because the 
point of automating a test is to find more bugs by rerunning it. Bugs are the value of 
automation, so the cost should be measured the same way. 2 

A note on estimation 

I'm asking you for your best estimate of the number of bugs you'll miss, on average, by 
automating a single test. The answer will not be "0.25". It will not even be "0.25 ± 
0.024". The answer is more like "a good chance at least one will be missed" or "probably 
none". 

Later, you '11 be asked to estimate the lifetime of the test. Those ~swers will be more like 
"probably not past this release" or "a long time" than "34.6 weeks". 

Then you'll be asked to estimate the number of bugs the automated test will find in that 
lifetime. The answer will again be indefinite. 

And finally, you'll be asked to compare the fuzzy estimate for the manual test to the fuzzy 
estimate for the automated test and make a decision. 

Is this useful? 

Yes, when you consider the alternative, which is to make the same decision - perhaps . 
implicitly - with even less information. My experience is that thinking quickly about these 
questions seems to lead to better testing, despite the inexactness of the answers. I favor 
imprecise but useful methods over precise but misleading ones. 

How Long Do Automated Tests Survive? 
Automated tests produce their value after the code changes. Except for rare types of 
tests, rerunning a test before any code changes is a waste of time: it will find exactly the 
same bugs as before. (The exceptions, such as timing and stress tests, can be analyzed in 
the roughly same way. I omit them for simplicity.) 

But a test will not last forever. At some point, the product will change in a way that 
breaks the test. The test will have to either be repaired or discarded. To a reasonable 
approximation, repairing a test costs as much as throwing it away and writing it from 

2 I first learned to think about the cost of automation in this way during conversations with Cem Kaner. Noel Nyman 
points out tbat it's a special case of John Daly's Rule, which has you always ask tbis question of any activity: "What 
bugs are.nt I finding while Im doing that?" 
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scratch3
• Whichever you do when the test breaks, if it hasn't repaid the automation effort 

by that point, you would have been better off leaving it as a manual test. 

In short, the test's useful lifespan looks like this: 

Test 
created Test -run ~ Code 

Test 

chang!-) 

- run Code -c change 

Test 
run Code 

change Test run; 
it's dead 

When deciding whether to automate a test, you must estimate how many code changes it 
will survive. If the answer is "not many", the test had better be especially good at finding 
bugs. 

To estimate a test's life, you need some background knowledge. You need to understand 
something of the way code structure affects tests. Here's a greatly simplified diagram to 
start with. 

\ Intervening Code 
~ 

Suppose your task is to write a set of tests that check whether the product correctly 
validates phone numbers that the user types in. These tests check whether phone numbers 
have the right number of digits, don't use any disallowed digits, and so on. If you 

3 If you 're using a capture/replay tool, you re-record the test. That probably costs more than recording it in the first 
place, when you factor in the time spent figuring out what the test was supposed to do. If you use test scripts. you 
need to understand the current script, modify it, try it out, and fix whatever problems you uncover. You may 
discover the new script can't readily do everything that the old one could, so it's better to break it into two scripts. 
And so on. If your testing effort is well-established, repairing a scripted test may be cheaper than writing a new 
one. That doesn't affect the message of the paper; it only reduces one of the costs of automation. But make sure 

you \.e measured the true cost of repah-: people seem to guess low. 
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understood the product code (and I understand that you rarely do), you could take a 
program listing and use a highlighter to mark the phone number validation code. I'm 
going to call that the code under test. It is the code whose behavior you thought about 
to complete your testing task. 

In most cases, you don't exercise the code under test directly. For example, you don't give 
phone numbers directly to the validation code. Instead, you type them into the user 
interface, which is itself code that collects key presses, converts them into internal 
program data, and delivers that data to the validation routines. You also don't examine 
the results of the validation routines directly. Instead, the routines pass their results to 
other code, which eventually produces results visible at the user interface (by, for example, 
producing an error popup). I will call the code that sits between the code under test and 
the test itself the intervening code. 

Changes to the intervening code 

The intervening code is a major cause of test death. That's especially true when it's a 
graphical user interface as opposed to, say, a textual interface or the interface to some 
standard hardware device. For example, suppose the user interface once required you to 
type in the phone number. But it's now changed to provide a visual representation of a 
phone keypad. You now click on the numbers with a mouse, simulating the use of a real 
phone. (A really stupid idea, but weirder things have happened.) Both interfaces deliver 
exactly the same data to the code under test, but the UI change is likely to break an 
automated test, which no longer has any place to "type" the phone number. 

As another example, the way the interface tells the user of an input error might change. 
Instead of a popup dialog box, it might cause the main program window to flash red and 
have the sound card play that annoying "your call cannot be completed as dialed" tone. 
The test, which looks for a popup dialog, should consider the new correct action a bug. It 
is effectively dead. 

"Off the shelf' test automation tools can do a limited job of preventing test death. For 
example, most GUI test automation tools can ignore changes to the size, position, or color 
of a text box. To handle larger changes, such as those in the previous two paragraphs, 
they must be customized. That is done by having someone in your project create product
specific test libraries. They allow you, the tester, to write your tests in terms of the 
feature you 're testing, ignoring - as much as possible - the details of the user interface. For 
example, your automated test might contain this line: 

try 217-555-1212 

try is a library routine with the job of translating a phone number into terms the user 
interface understands. If the user interface accepts typed characters, try types the phone 
number at it. If it requires numbers to be selected from a keypad drawn on the screen, 
try does that. 

In effect, the test libraries filter out irrelevant information. They allow your test to specify 
only and exactly the data that matters. On input, they add additional information required 
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by the intervening code. On output, they condense all the information from the 
intervening code down to ·the important nugget of information actually produced by the 
code under test. This filtering can be pictured like this: 

i Test Tool and Libraries1 

Intervening Code 

Many user interface changes will require no changes to tests, only to the test library. 
Since there is (presumably) a lot more test code than library code, the cost of change is 
dramatically lowered. 

However, even the best compensatory code cannot insulate tests from all changes. It's just 
too hard to anticipate everything. So there is some likelihood that, at some point in the 
future, your test will break. You must ask this question: 

I How well is this test protected from changes to the intervening code? 

You need to assess how likely are intervening code changes that will affect your test. If 
they're extremely unlikely - if, for example, the user interface really truly is fixed for all 
time - your test will have a long time to pay back your effort in automating it. (I would 
not believe the GUI is frozen until the product manager is ready to give me $100 for every 
future change to it.) 

If changes are likely, you must then ask how confident you are that your test libraries will 
protect you from them. If the test library doesn't protect you, perhaps it can be easily 
modified to cope with the change. If a half-hour change rescues 300 tests from death, 
that's time well spent. Beware, though: many have grossly underestimated the difficulty 
of maintaining the test library, especially after it's been patched to handle change after 
change after change. You wouldn't be the first to give up, throw out all the tests and the 
library, and start over. 

If you have no test libraries - if you are using a GUI test automation tool in capture/replay 
mode - you should expect little protection. The next major revision of the user interface 
will kill many of your tests. They will not have much time to repay their cost. You've 
traded low creation cost for a short lifetime. 
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Changes to the code under test 

The intervening code isn't the only code that can change. The code under test can also 
change. In particular, it can change to do something entirely different. 

For example, suppose that some years ago someone wrote phone number validation tests. 
To test an invalid phone number, she used 1-888-343-3533. At that time, there was no 
such thing as an "888" number. Now there is. So the test that used to pass because the 
product correctly rejected the number now fails because the product correctly accepts a 
number that the test thinks it should reject. This may or may not be simple to fix. It's 
simple if you realize what the problem is: just change "888" to "889". But you might 
have difficulty deciphering the test well enough to realize it's checking phone number 
validation. (Automated tests are notoriously poorly documented.) Or you might not 
realize that "888" is now a valid number, so you think the test has legitimately found a 
bug. The test doesn't get fixed until after you've annoyed some programmer with a 
spurious bug report. 

So, when deciding whether to automate a test, you must also ask: 

I How stable is the behavior of the code under test? 

Note the emphasis on "behavior". Changes to the code are fine, so long as they leave the 
externally visible behavior the same. 

Different types of products, and different types of code under test, have different 
stabilities. Phone numbers are actually fairly stable. Code that manipulates a bank 
account is fairly stable in the sense that tests that check whether adding $100 to an 
account with $30 yields an account with $130 are likely to continue to work (except when 
changes to the intervening code breaks them). Graphical user interfaces are notoriously 
unstable. 

Additions to behavior are often harmless. For example, you might have a test that checks 
that withdrawing $100 from an account with $30 produces an error and no change in the 
account balance. But, since that test was written, a new feature has been added: 
customers with certain accounts have "automatic overdraft protection", which allows them 
to withdraw more money than they have in the account (in effect, taking out a loan). This 
change will not break the existing test, so long as the default test account has the old 
behavior. (Of course, new tests must be run against the new behavior.) 

Where do we stand? 

We now know the hurdle an automated test must leap: its value must exceed the value of 
all the manual tests it prevents. We've estimated the lifespan of the test, the time during 
which it will have opportunities to produce value. Now we must ask how likely it is that 
the test actually will produce value. What bugs might we expect from it? 

Will the Test Have Continued Value? 
The argument here is complicated, so I will outline it first. 
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1. The code under test has structure. As a useful approximation, we can divide it into 
feature code and support code. 

2. Tests are typically written to exercise the feature code. The support code is invisible 
to the tester. 

3. But changes to the feature code usually change behavior. Hence, they are more likely 
to end a test's life than to cause it to report a bug. 

4. Most of a test's value thus comes from its ability to find bugs in changes to the support 
code. 

5. But we don't know anything about the support code! How can we know if there will 
be future bugs for the test to find? How can we guess if the test will do a good job at 
finding those bugs? 

There will be bugs if there's change. If there's been change in the past, there will 
likely be more change in the future. 

We may have a hard time knowing whether a test will do a good job, but there's 
one characteristic that ensures it will do a bad one. Don't automate such tests. 

6. The code under test interacts with the rest of the product, which can be considered 
still more support code. Changes to this support code also cause bugs that we hope 
automated tests will find. 

We can again identify a characteristic of low-value tests. High-value tests are 
unlikely to be feature-driven tests; rather, they will be task-driven. 

More tenninology 

To understand what makes an automated test have value, you need to look more closely at 
the structure of the code under test. 

Suppose the code under test handles withdrawals from a bank account. Further suppose 
that each test's purpose has been concisely summarized. Such summaries might read like 
this: 

• "Check that a cash withdrawal of more than $9,999 triggers a Large Withdrawal audit 
trail record." 

• "Check that you can completely empty the account." 

• "Check that overdrafts of less than $100 are automatically allowed and lead to a Quick 
Loan tag being added to the account." 

• "Check that you can withdraw money from the same account at most four times a 
day." 

Now suppose you looked at a listing of the code under test and used a highlighter to mark 
the code that each test was intended to exercise. For example, the first test purpose 

would highlight the following code: 
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if,tainauµu>=J•9~00J:anaiittiaiis~ujj~:::w.At.l~z-~)¥$.l?.I~ 
When you finished, not all of the code under test would be highlighted. What's the 
difference between the highlighted and unhighlighted code? To see, let's look more closely 
at the last purpose ("check that you can withdraw money from the same account at most 
four times a day"). I can see two obvious tests. 

1. The first test makes four withdrawals, each of which should be successful. It then 
attempts another withdrawal, which should fail. 

2. The next makes four withdrawals, each of which should be successful. It waits until 
just after midnight, then makes four more withdrawals. Each of those should again 
succeed. (It might also make a fifth withdrawal, just to see that it still fails.) 

How does the code under test know that there have been four withdrawals from an 
account today? Perhaps there's a chunk of code that maintains a list of all withdrawals 
that day. When a new one is attempted, it searches for matching account numbers in the 
list and totals up the number found. 

How well will the two tests exercise that searching code? Do they, for example, check 
that the searching code can handle very long lists of, say, 10,000 people each making one 
or a couple of withdrawals per day? No. Checking that wouldn't occur to the tester, 
because the searching code is completely hidden. 

As a useful approximation, I divide the code under test into two parts: 

1. The feature code directly implements the features that the code under test provides. It 
is intentionally exercised by tests. It performs those operations a user selects (via the 
intervening code of the user interface). 

2. The support code supports the feature code. Its existence is not obvious from an 
external description of the code under test; that is, from a list of features that code 
provides. It is exercised by tests written for other reasons, but no test specifically 
targets it. 

Here's a picture: 
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Here, the support code lies beneath the horizontal line. The feature code lies above it. 
There are five distinct features. The particular test shown happens to exercise two of 
them. 

(Note that I am describing strictly the code under test. As we'll see later, the rest of the 
system has some additional relevant structure.) 

The effects of change within the code under test 

Given this structure, what can we say about the effects of change? What types of change 
cause tests to have value? 

Suppose some feature code is changed, as shown by the gray box in this picture: 

It is very likely that this change will break tests that exercise the feature code. Most 
changes to feature code are intended to change behavior in some way. Thus, if you're 
hoping for your automated test to discover bugs in changed feature code, you stand a 
good chance of having the test die just as it has its first chance to deliver value. This is not 
economical if the cost of automating the test was high. 

What changes to the code under test should leave a given test's behavior alone? I believe 
the most common answer is changes to support code made in support of changes to other 
feature code. Consider this picture: 

Two features have changed. One new feature has been added. To make those changes 
and additions work, some support code - exercised only accidentally by any tests - has 

. been changed. That changed support code IS also used by unchanged features, and it IS 
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exercised by tests of those unchanged features. If - as is certainly plausible - the support 
code was changed in a way that lets it work for the new code, but breaks it for the old 
code, such tests have a chance of catching it. But only if they're rerun, which is more 
likely if they're automated. 

This, then, is what I see as the central insight, the central paradox, of automated testing: 

An automated test's value is mostly unrelated to the specific purpose 
for which it ~as written. It's the accidental things that count: 

the untargeted bugs that it finds. 

The reason you wrote the test is not the reason it finds bugs. You wrote the test to check 
whether withdrawing all money from a bank account works, but it blows up before it even 
gets to that step. 

This is a problem. You designed a test to target the feature code, not the support code. 
You don't know anything about the support code. But, armed with this total lack of 
knowledge, you need to answer two sets of questions. The first one is: 

How much will the support code change? How buggy are those changes likely to 
be? 

Unless there's a reasonable chance of changes with bugs, you won't recover your costs. 

Not easy questions to answer. I'll discuss one way to go about it shortly, by means of an 
example. 

Support code changes aren't enough. The test also must be good at detecting the bugs 
that result. What confidence can you have in that? 

Suppose that you have three tests targeted at some particular feature. For example, one 
test tries withdrawing all the money in the account. Another withdraws one cent. Another 
withdraws all the money but one cent. How might those tests exercise the code? They 
may exercise the feature code differently, but they will likely all exercise the support code 
in ahnost exactly the same way. Each retrieves a record from the database, updates it, and 
puts it back. Here's a picture: 

• • 

ID D 
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As far as the support code is concerned, these three tests are identical. If there are bugs to 
be found in the support code, they will either all find them, or none of them will. Once 
one of these tests has been automated, automating the other two adds negligible value 
(unless the feature code is likely to change in ways intended to preserve behavior). 

That given, here's a question to ask when considering whether to automate a test: 

If you ignore what the test does to directly fulfill its purpose, are the remainder of 
the test actions somehow different from those done by other tests? 

In other words, does the test have seemingly irrelevant variety? Does it do things in 
different orders, even though the ordering shouldn't make any difference? You hope a test 
with variety exercises the support code differently than other tests. But you can't know 
that, not without a deep understanding of the code. 

This is a general-purpose question for estimating a test's long-term value. As you get 
more experience with the product, it will be easier for you to develop knowledge and 
intuition about what sorts of variations are useful. 

An example 

By this point, you're probably screaming, "But how do I use this abstract knowledge of 
product structure in real life?" Here's an example that shows how I'd use everything 
presented in this paper so far. 

Suppose I were testing an addition to the product. It's half done. The key features are in, 
but some of the ancillary ones still need to be added. I'd like to automate tests for those 
key features now. The sooner I automate, the greater the value the tests can have. 

But I need to talk to people first. I'll ask these questions: 

• Of the programmer: Is it likely that the ancillary features will require changes to 
product support code? It may be that the programmer carefully laid down the support 
code first, and considers the remaining user-visible features straightforward additions 
to that work. In that case, automated tests are less likely to have value. But the 
programmer might know that the support code is not a solid infrastructure because she 
was rushed to get this alpha version finished. Much rework will be required. 
Automated tests are more clearly called for. Or the programmer might have no idea -
which is essentially the same thing as answering "yes, support code will change". 

• Of the product manager or project manager: Will this addition be an important part of 
the new release? If so, and if there's a hot competitive market, it's likely to change in 
user-visible ways. How much has the user interface changed in the past, and why 
should I expect it to change less often in the future? Are changes mostly additions, or 
is existing behavior redone? I want a realistic assessment of the chance of change, 
because change will raise the cost of each automated test and shorten its life. 

• Of the person who knows most about the test automation toolset: What's its track 
record at coping with product change? What kinds of changes tend to break tests (if 
that's known)? Are those kinds possibilities for the addition I'm testing? 
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I should already know how many manual tests automating a test will cost me, and I now 
have a~ rough feel for the value and lifetime of tests. I know that Ill be wrong, so I 
want to take care not to be disastrously wrong. If the product is a shrinkwrap product 
with a GUI (where the cost of automation tends to be high and the lifetime short), Ill err 
on the side of manual tests. 

But that doesn't mean Ill have no automated tests. Ill follow common practice and create 
what's often called a "smoke test", "sniff test", or "build verification suite". Such suites 
are run often, typically after a daily build, to "validate the basic functionality of the system, 
preemptively catching gross regressions" [McCarthy95]. The smoke test suite "exercises 
the entire system from end to end. It does not have to be an exhaustive test, but it should 
be capable of detecting major problems. By definition, if the build passes the smoke test, 
that means that it is stable enough to be tested and is a good build." [McConnell96] 

The main difference between my smoke test suite and anyone else's is that Ill concentrate 
on making the tests exercise different paths through the support code by setting them up 
differently, doing basic operations in different orders, trying different environments, and so 
forth. Ill think about having a variety of "inessential" steps. These tests will be more 
work to write, but theyll have more value. (Note that Ill use variety in even my manual 
testing, to increase the chance of stumbling over bugs in support code.) 

My smoke test suite might also be smaller. I may omit tests for some basic features if I 
believe they wouldn't exercise the support code in a new way or their lifetime will be 
shorter than average. 

I now have an automated test suite that I know is suboptimal. That's OK, because I can 
improve it as my knowledge improves. Most importantly, Ill be tracking bug reports and 
fixes, both mine and those others file against the code under test. From them Ill discover 
important information: 

• what seemingly irrelevant factors actually tum up bugs. I might discover through a 
bug report that the number of other people who've withdrawn money is, surprisingly, 
relevant because of the structure of the support code. I now know to include 
variations in that number in my tests, be they manual or automated. I've gained a 
shallow understanding of the support code and the issues it has to cope with. Shallow, 
but good enough to design better tests. 

• where bugs lie. By talking to the developer Ill discover whether many bugs have been 
in the support code. If so, it's likely that further bugs will be, so Ill be encouraged to 
automate. 

• how stable the code's behavior really is. I'm always skeptical of claims that "this 
interface is frozen". So if it really was, Ill have underautomated. After the smoke test 
is done, Ill keep testing - both creating new tests for the key features and testing the 
ancillary features as they are completed. As I grow more confident about stability, Ill 
automate more of those tests (if there's entrngh time left in the project for that to be 
worthwhile). 
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Over time, my decisions about whether to automate or run a test manually will get better. 
I will also get a larger test suite. 

When feature code changes, I hope that the smoke tests are unaffected. If the change 
passes the smoke test, I must now further test it manually. That involves rerunning some 
older manual tests. If they were originally documented in terse, checklist form, they can 
readily be rerun. These new executions won't be the same as the earlier ones; they may be 
rather different. That's good, as they can serve both to check regressions and perhaps find 
bugs that were there all along. I must also create new tests specific to the change. It is 
unlikely that old tests will do a thorough job on code that didn't exist when they were first 
designed. IU decide whether to automate the new tests according to the usual criteria. 

Sometimes, product changes will break tests. For example, I'd expect the development for 
a new major release to break many old tests. As I looked at each broken test, I'd decide 
anew whether automation was justified. I have seen testing organizations where vast 
amounts of effort are spent keeping the automated test suites running, not because the 
tests have value, but because people really hate to throw them away once they're written. 

Example: Automated product-level tests after code-level testing 

What if the code under test contains no untargeted code? What if there are specific tests, 
including code-level tests, for every line of code in the system, including support code that 
would be invisible to a product-level "black box" tester? In that case, fewer product-level 
tests are needed. Many bugs in changed support code will be caught directly (whether by 
automated tests or by manual tests targeted at the changes). A few are still useful. 

A common type of bug is the missing change, exemplified by this picture: 

I BBB 8 B C D E 
. 

Feature code A has been changed. Some support code has changed as well. Some facet 
of its behavior changed to support A's new behavior. Unbeknownst to the programmer, 
feature code E also depended on that facet of behavior. She should have changed E to 
match the support code change, but overlooked the need. As a consequence, E is now 
broken, and that brokenness will not be caught by the most thorough tests of the support 
code: it works exactly as intended. A test for E will catch it. So an automated test for E 
has value, despite the thoroughness of support code testing. 
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More about code structure: the task-driven automated test 

My picture of the structure of the code was oversimplified. Here's a better one: 

Intervening Code 

Not all support code is part of the code under test. Hidden from external view will be 
large blocks of support code that aid many diverse features. Examples include memory 
management code, networking code, graphics code, and database access code. 

The degree to which such support code is exercised by feature tests varies a lot. I have 
been in situations where I understood the role played by Support X. I was able to write 
tests for Code Under Test A that exercised both it and Support X well. That, combined 
with ordinary smoke tests for Code Under Test B (which also used X), gave me 
reasonable confidence that broken changes to Support X would be detected. 

That's probably the exception to the rule. The question, then, is once again how you can 
exercise well both support code and interactions between support code and feature code 
without knowing anything about the support code. 

The situation is exacerbated by the fact that support code often contains persistent state, 
data that lasts from invocation to invocation (like the records in a database). As a result, a 
bug may only reveal itself when Code Under Test A does something with Support Y 
(perhaps changing a database record to a new value), then Code Under Test B does 
something else that depends - incorrectly - on that changed state (perhaps B was written 
assuming that the new value is impossible). 

The tests you need are often called task-driven tests, use-case tests, or scenario tests. 
They aim to mimic the actions a user would take when performing a typical task. Because 
users use many features during normal tasks, such tests exercise interactions that are not 
probed when each feature is tested in isolation. Because scenario tests favor common 
tasks, they find the bugs most users will find. They also force testers to behave like users. 
When they do, they will discover the same annoyances and usability bugs that will 
frustrate users. (These are cases where the product performs "according to spec", but the 
spec is wrong.) 
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This style of testing is under-documented compared to feature testing. My two favorite 
sources describe the use of scenarios in product design and marketing. [Moore91] 
discusses target-customer characterization. [Cusumano95] describes activity-based 
planning. See [Jacobson92] for an early description of use cases, including a brief 
discussion of their use in testing. See also [Ambler94], [Binder96], and [Beizer90] 
(chapter 4). 

Some subset of these tests should be automated to catch interaction bugs introduced by 
later change. As before, how many should be automated depends on your expectation 
about how many such bugs will be introduced in the future and not caught by feature 
testing, weighed against how many such bugs you might find now by trying more of the 
manual task-driven tests. 

Note that task-driven tests are more likely to be broken by changes to the product, 
because each one uses more of it than any single feature test would. You 're likely to 
automate fewer of them than of feature tests. 

Secondary Considerations 
Here are some other things I keep in mind when thinking about automation. 

• Humans can notice bugs that automation ignores. The same tools and test libraries that 
filter out irrelevant changes to the UI might also filter out oddities that are signs of 
bugs. I've personally watched a tester notice something odd about the way the mouse 
pointer flickered as he moved it, dig into the symptom further, and find a significant 
bug. I heard of one automated test suite that didn't notice when certain popup 
windows now appeared at X,Y coordinates off the visible screen, so that no human 
could see them (but the tool could). 

• But, while humans are good at noticing oddities, they're bad at painstaking or precise 
checking of results. If bugs lurk in the 7th decimal place of precision, humans will miss 
it, whereas a tool might not. Noel Nyman points out that a tool may analyse more 
than a person can see. Tools are not limited to looking at what appears on the screen; 
they can look at the data structures that lie behind it. 

• The fact that humans can't be precise about inputs means that repeated runs of a 
manual test are often slightly different tests, which might lead to discovery of a 
support code bug. For example, people make mistakes, back out, and retry inputs, 
thus sometimes stumbling across interactions between error-handling code and the 
code under test. 

• Configuration testing argues for more automation. Running against a new OS, device, 
3rd party library, etc., is logically equivalent to running with changed support code. 
Since you know change is coming, automation will have more value. The trick, 
though, is to write tests that are sensitive to configuration problems - to the 
differences between OSes, devices, etc. It likely makes little sense to automate your 

whole \C5• 5uiic j\l~• ~o yo\l CiW nm it i\ll Q~am~• rn\lltiplc confi!\lraiion~. 
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• If the test finds a bug when you first run it, you know you'll need to run it again when 
the bug is ostensibly fixed. That in itself is probably not enough to tip the scales 
toward automation. It does perhaps signal that this part of the code is liable to have 
future changes (since bugs cluster) and may thus motivate you to automate more tests 
in this area, especially if the bug was in support code. 

• If your automation support is strong enough that developers can rerun tests easily, it 
may be faster to automate a test than write a detailed description of how to reproduce 
a bug. That level of automation support is rare, though. Developers sometimes have 
difficulty using the test tools, or don't have them installed on their machine, or can't 
integrate them with their debugger, or can't find the test suite documentation, or have 
an environment that mysteriously breaks the test, and so forth. You can end up 
frustrating everyone and wasting a lot of time, just to avoid writing detailed bug 
reports. 

• It's annoying to discover a bug in manual testing and then find you can't reproduce it. 
Probably you did something that you don't remember doing. Automated tests rarely 
have that problem (though sometimes they're dependent on parts of the environment 
that change without your noticing it). Rudimentary tracing or logging in the product 
can often help greatly - and it's useful to people other than testers. In its absence, a 
test automation tool can be used to create a similar log of keystrokes and mouse 
movements. How useful such logs are depends on how readable they are - internally 
generated lo gs are often much better. From what I've seen, many testers could benefit 
greatly from the lower-tech solution of taking notes on a pad of paper. 

• An automated test suite can explore the whole product every day. A manual testing 
effort will take longer to revisit everything. So the bugs automation does find will 
tend to be found sooner after the incorrect change was made. When something that 
used to work now breaks, a first question is "what code changes have been made since 
this last worked?" Debugging is much cheaper when there's only been a day's worth of 
changes. This raises the value of automation. 

Note that the really nasty debugging situations are due to interactions between 
subsystems. If the product is big, convoluted, and hard to debug, automated tests will 
have more value. That's especially true of task-driven tests (though, unfortunately, 
they may also have the shortest expected life). 

• After a programmer makes a change, a tester should check it. That might include 
rerunning a stock set of old tests, possibly with variations. It certainly includes 
devising new tests specifically for the change. Sometimes communication is poor: 
testers aren't told of a change. With luck, some automated tests will break, causing 
the testers to notice the change, thus be able to test it and report bugs while they're 
still cheapest to fix. The smaller the automated test suite, the less likely this will 
happen. (I should note that test automation is an awfully roundabout and expensive 
substitute for basic communication skills.) 
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• Because test automation talces time, you often won't report the first bugs back to the 
programmer as soon as you could in manual testing. That's a problem if you finally 
start reporting bugs two weeks after the programmer's moved on to some other task. 

• It's hard to avoid the urge to design tests so that they're easy to automate, rather than 
good at finding bugs. You may find yourself making tests too simplistic, for example, 

./ 
because you know that reduces the chance they'll be broken by product changes. Such 
simplistic tests will be less likely to find support code bugs. 

• Suppose the product changes behavior, causing some automated tests to report failure 
spuriously. Fixing those tests sometimes removes the spurious failures but also greatly 
reduces their ability to find legitimate bugs. Automated test suites tend to decay over 
time. 

• Automated tests, if written well, can be run in sequence, and the ordering can vary 
from day to day. This can be an inexpensive way to create something like task-driven 
tests from a set of feature tests. Edward L. Peters reminded me of this strategy after 
reading a draft of this paper. As Noel Nyman points out, automated tests can take 
advantage of randomness (both in ordering and generating inputs) better than humans 
can. 

• You may be designing tests before the product is ready to test. In that case, the extra 
time spent writing test scripts doesn't count - you don't have the alternative of manual 
testing. You should still consider the cost of actually getting those scripts working 
when the product is ready to test. (Thanks to Dave Gelperin for this point.) 

• An automated test might not pay for itself until next release. A manual test will find 
any bugs it finds this release. Bugs found now might be worth more than bugs found 
next release. (If this release isn't a success, there won't be a next release.) 

Summary 
This paper sketches a systematic approach to deciding whether a test should be 
automated. It contains two insights that took me a long time to grasp - and that I still find 
somewhat slippery - but which seem to be broadly true: 

1. The cost of automating a test is best measured by the number of manual tests it 
prevents you from running and the bugs it will therefore cause you to miss. 

2. A, test is designed for a particular purpose: to see if some aspects of one or more 
features work. When an automated test that's rerun finds bugs, you should expect it to 
find ones that seem to have nothing to do with the test's original purpose. Much of the 
value of an automated test lies in how well it can do that. 

For clarity, and to keep this paper from ballooning beyond its already excessive length, 
I've slanted it toward particular testing scenarios. But I believe the analysis applies more 
broadly. In response to reader comments, I will discuss these issues further on my web 

page, ,http:/ /www ,BtlabB, ~om/mrui~K/rootihtmr. 
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• This is how I think 
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The Scenario (1) 

• You have a fixed level of 
automation support 

• And a fixed time in which to test 

• Two possibilities: 
-a completely automated test 
-a "one-shot'' test 

• Both possibilities are plausible 

The Scenario (2) 

• "Black box" testing through the 
product interface 
-GUI flavor 

• Design first, then automate 

Outline 

•How much extra effort to 
automate this test? 

• How long will this test live? 
• How likely is this test to find 

additional bugs? 

• Secondary considerations 



How Do You Test for Termites? 

The Cost of Automation 

• What manual tests will you lose? 
• What bugs will you lose with 

them? 
• What will be their severity? 

• The answers vary widely 

A Note on Estimation 

• These are very fuzzy numbers 
• So? 



Outline 

• How much extra effort to automate 
this test? 

•How long will this test live? 
-changes to intervening code 
-changes to the code under test 

• How likely is this test to find 
additional bugs? 

X Secondary considerations 

A Problem 

• You need knowledge of system 
structure 
-generic and specific 

• This talk provides the generic 
knowledge 

• What do you do about the 
specific? 
-a discussion of working without it 

What's the Test Lifecycle? 

Test run; 
it's dead 
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A First Look at Code Structure 

Lifespan Question One 
• How well is the test protected from 

change to the intervening code? 

Test Tool and Library 

Intervening Code 
out of 
your 

control 

Lifespan Question Two 

• How stable is the behavior of the 
code under test? 
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Where Do We Stand? 

• We've established the hurdle 
-opportunity cost of automation 

- IAI-'••- __ .._: __ ..,_.-J&L- 1:.&-----

So Let's Look at a Real Bug 

The Task-Driven Test 

• Emulate common and important 
user tasks 
-interaction bugs 
-important and common bugs 

-usability bugs 

• Some subset should be automated 
-using usual thought process 
-these tests are often easily broken 

Summary 

• The cost of automating a test is 
best measured by the number of 
manual test bugs it prevents you 
from finding 

• The value of that test is often not 
the reason you first wrote it 

• Grow your knowledge through 
conversation and bug reports 

,. 
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Where Do We Stand? 

• We've established the hurdle 
-opportunity cost of automation 

• We've estimated the lifespan 
-opportunities to produce value 

• Now: will it produce value? 
-what bugs might we expect from 

rerunning this test? 

Outline 

• How much extra effort to automate 
this test? 

• How long will this test live? 
•How likely is this test to find 

additional bugs? 
-the importance of support code changes 

-an example 
-deeper levels of support code 

• Secondary considerations 

Look More Closely at the Code 
Under Test 

• Two types of code 
-feature code 
-support code 

• (An approximation) 

,. 
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An Example 

• "You can withdraw money from 
the same account at most four 
times a day" 

count = scan_audit_trail(this_account); 
if (count >= 4) fall_transaction(TOO_MANY _ TODAY); 

Visible area 
vs. 

volume 

Not Considering Rest of 
Product {Yet) 

Changes to Feature Code Will 
Likely Deliberately Break Tests 

• Exceptions 
-performance tuning 
-preparatory maintenance 

• Hard to predict 
-little influence on 

expected lifetime 

" 

,. 

,, 



What Changes Should Leave 
This Test's Behavior Alone? 

• Changes to support code to aid 
changes to other feature code 

The Central Paradox 

• A repeated test's value is mostly 
unrelated to its original purpose! 
-it's the other things it does that 

count 
-it's the accidental, untargeted bugs 

that it finds 

Using That Insight 

• Can you predict bug-finding 
power? 
-for hidden code that the test didn't 

target? 
-probably not 
-at least not at first 

• What you can predict is 
uniqueness 

22 
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Is the Test Unique With Respect 
to Support Code? 

All or none 

"But How Do I Use This?" 

• Key features in 
-ancillary ones to be added 

• Would be good to automate tests 
for key features now 
-more time for them to realize value 

• But first: 

Of the Programmer 

• Will new features require changes 
to support code? 
-''yes": increased value tor 

automated tests 

- "no" : less value 
- "beats me": see "yes" 

,. 



Of the Project/Product Manager 

• How stable will the interface be? 
- really? 

• How stable has the interface 
been? 

• Stability increases the lifespan of 
an automated test 

Of the Automation Toolsmith 

• What's the tool's track record 
copying with this kind of change? 

• What kinds of changes tend to 
break tests? 

• Here's the addition I'm testing: 
anything worry you about it? 

What Will I Automate? 

• My estimates will be wrong 
-tend to err on side of manual testing 

• Except for "smoke tests" 
-small set of tests (mostly different) 
-most important behavior (perhaps 

least likely to change) 
• My differences: 

-concentrate on variety 

-avoid change-prone features 

20 
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Improving a Suboptimal Strategy 

• Bugs are reported and fixed 
- what " irrelevant" factors revealed 

them? 
-how many bugs are in the support 

code? 

-I am gaining an understanding of the 
issues the support code contends with 

• The interface changes, or does not 

• My decisions are getting better 

• My suite is growing 

Steady State 

• The product changes 

• Rerun automated tests 
-if tests break, I re-evaluate them 

• Checklist-format manual tests 

• Changes require new tests 
-new manual or automated 

-usual criteria 

Outline 

• How much extra effort to automate 
this test'? 

• How long will th is test live'? 
• How likely is this test to find additional 

bugs'? 
-the importance of support code changes 
-an example 
•deeper levels of support code 

X Secondary considerations 
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So Let's Look at a Real Bug 

The Task-Driven Test 

• Emulate common and important 
user tasks 
-interaction bugs 
-important and common bugs 
-usability bugs 

• Some subset should be automated 
-using usual thought process 

-these tests are often easily broken 

Summary 

• The cost of automating a test is 
best measured by the number of 
manual test bugs it prevents you 
from finding 

• The value of that test is often not 
the reason you first wrote it 

• Grow your knowledge through 
conversation and bug reports 

.. 

.. 

,. 
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Abstract 

Statistical testing is based on a probabilistic generation of test patterns: structural or 
functional criteria serve as guides for defining an input profile and a test size. The 
method is intended to compensate for the imperfect connection of criteria with software 
faults, and should not be confused with random testing, a blind approach that uses a 
uniform profile over the input domain. After a brief description of the approach, the 
paper is focused on experimental results involving safety-critical software from various 
application domains: avionics, civil and military nuclear field. In most of the experiments, 
mutation analysis was used to assess the error detection power of various test patterns . 
First, we give results related to procedural programs: they show the best effectiveness of 
statistical testing in comparison to deterministic and random testing. Yet, a limitation of 
the statistical patterns experimented on was their lack of adequacy with respect to faults 
related to extremal/special cases, thus justifying the use of a mixed test strategy involving 
both statistical and deterministic test sets. Such a mixed strategy has been defined for 
synchronous data flow programs. It may be applied at either the unit or integration 
testing levels and has been experimented with Lustre programs. 

Keywords: Software testing, probabilistic generation, industrial programs, experiments. 

1 Introduction 

Testing involves exercising the software by supplying it with input values. Since exhaustive testing 
is not tractable, the tester is faced with the problem of selecting a subset of the input domain that is 
well-suited for revealing the (unknown) faults. The selection is guided by test criteria that relate 
either to a model of the program structure or a model of its functionality, and that specify a set of 
elements to be exercised during testing (see e.g. [1]) . For example, the control flow graph is a 
classical structural model, and branch testing is an example of a criterion related to this model. 
Given a criterion, the methods for generating test inputs proceed according to one of two 
principles: either deterministic or probabilistic. 

The deterministic principle consists in selecting a priori a set of test inputs such that each 
element is exercised at least once; and this set is most often built so that each element is exercised 

only once, in order to minimize the test size. But a major limitation is du~ to the imperfect 
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connection of the criteria with the real faults. Because of the lack of an accurate model for software 
design faults, this problem is not likely to be solved soon. Exercising only once, or very few 
times, each element defined by such imperfect criteria is not enough to ensure a high fault exposure 
power. 

To make an attempt at improving current testing techniques, one can cope with imperfect criteria 
and compensate their weakness by requiring that each element be exercised several times. This 
involves larger sets of test inputs that may be tedious to derive manually; hence the need for an 
automatic generation of test inputs. This is the motivation of statistical testing designed 
according to a criterion: combine the information provided by irnperf ect criteria with a practical way 
of producing numerous input patterns, that is, a random generation. In this approach, the 
probability distribution from which the test inputs are randomly drawn is derived from the criterion 
retained. Then it may have little connection with actual usage (i.e. operational profile): the focus is 
bug-finding, not reliability assessment. Also, the approach should not be confused with blind 
random testing, which uses a uniform profile over the input domain [5]. 

After a brief description of statistical testing in Section 2, the paper will be focused on experimental 
results involving safety-critical software from various application domains. Section 3 is devoted to 
results for procedural programs: they show the best effectiveness of statistical testing in 
comparison to deterministic and random testing. Yet, a limitation of the statistical patterns 
experimented on is their lack of adequacy with respect to faults related to extremal/special cases, 
thus justifying the use of a mixed test strategy involving both statistical and deterministic test sets. 
In Section 4, such a mixed strategy is implemented for synchronous data flow programs at unit and 
integration testing levels. Section 5 presents some concluding remarks, and introduces on-going 
work addressing the statistical testing of object oriented programs. 

2 Statistical testing: principle and method 

Statistical testing is based on an unusual definition of random testing, with the purpose of 
removing the blind feature of the conventional probabilistic generation. It aims at providing a 
"balanced" coverage of a model of the target software, no part of the model being seldom or never 
exercised during testing. As in the case of deterministic testing, test criteria may be related to a 
model of either the program structure, which defines statistical structural testing, or of its 
functionality, which defines statistical.functional testing. In both cases, any criterion specifies a set 
of elements to be exercised during testing. Given a criterion C, let Sc be the corresponding set of 
elements. To comply with finite test sets, Sc must contain a finite number of elements that can be 
exercised by at least one input pattern. For example, the structural criterion "All-Branches" requires 
that each program branch be executed: C = "Branches" => Sc= { executable program edges} . 

The statistical test sets are defined by two parameters, which have to be determined according to 
the test criterion retained: (i) the test profile, or input distribution, from which the inputs are 
randomly drawn and, (ii) the test size, or equivalently the number of inputs (i.e. of program 
executions) that are generated. 
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The determination of the test profile is the comer stone of the method. The aim is to search for 
an input probability distribution that is proper to rapidly exercise each element defined by the 
criterion. In particular, the profile must accommodate the highest possible Pc value, where Pc is the 
occurrence probability per execution of the least likely element of Sc. Depending on the complexity 

of this optimization problem, the determination of the profile may proceed either in an analytical 
(see e.g. [12]) or an empirical [13] way. The first way supposes that the activation conditions of 
the elements can be expressed as a function of the input parameters: then their probabilities of 
occurrence are a function of the input probabilities, facilitating the derivation of a profile that 
maximizes the frequency of the least likely element. The empirical way consists in instrumenting 
the software in order to collect statistics on the numbers of activation of the elements: starting from 
a large number of inputs drawn from an initial distribution (e.g. the uniform one), the test profile is 
progressively refined until the frequency of each element is deemed sufficiently high. 

Then the test size N must be large enough to ensure that the least likely element is exercised 
several times under the test profile inferred from the previous step. The notion of test quality qN 

provides us with a theoretical framework to assess a minimum test size, using Relation (1 ) which 
can be explained as follows: (1-P c)N is an upper bound of the probability of never exercising some 
element during N executions with random inputs. Then, for a required upper bound of 1-qN, where 
the target test quality qN will be typically taken close to 1.0, a minimum test size is derived. 

Nmin = ln(l-qN) I ln(l-Pc) (1 ) 

It is worth noting that Relation (1) establishes a link between qN and the expected number of times, 

denoted n, the least likely element is exercised: n = - ln ( 1-qN) - For example, n = 9 for 
qN = 0.9999. 

Returning to the imperfect connection of the criteria with real faults, it must be understood that the 
criterion does not influence random inputs generation in the same way as in the deterministic 
approach: it serves as a guide for defining an input profile and a test size, but does not allow for the 
a priori selection of a (small) subset of input patterns. The efficiency of the probabilistic approach 
relies on the assumption that the information supplied by the criterion retained is relevant to derive · 
a test profile that enhances the program failure probability. The experimental results shown in the 
next sections support this assumption. 

3 Experimental results for procedural programs 

Statistical testing was first investigated for classical procedural programs written in Pascal, C or 
assembly language, coming from various critical application domains: avionics, civil and military 
nuclear field. Depending on the complexity of the program, from tens to thousands lines of code, 
the design of statistical test sets was based either on structural (Section 3.1) or functional (Section 
3.2) criteria. As a general rule, we adopted the following approach to assess the error detection 
power of a given test selection method: design several different test input sets according to this 
method, so that the reproducibility of results from one set to the other can be studied. In most 
cases, the effectiveness of test sets was assessed using mutation analysis [ 4] : it has been shown in 
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[3] that, for procedural programs, simple syntactic mutations have the ability to produce complex 
run-time errors representative of the ones that would have been caused by real faults. 

3 .1 Statistical structural testing 

Referring to classical control-flow and data-flow criteria (see e.g. [10]), statistical structural testing 
was investigated on small software components (about one hundred lines of code or less). 
Mutation analysis was used to compare the error detection power of statistical structural test sets 
with the one of: 1) deterministic test sets designed according to the same structural criteria; 
2) random test sets drawn from a uniform profile; 3) actual test sets performed by the industrial 
companies (manual selection of functional test inputs, supplemented by additional ones to achieve a 
target structural coverage). 

The results were in favor of statistical structural testing for the following reasons: 

• Random uniform testing turned out to be a poor strategy in most cases, except for some very 
simple software components. 

• There was no empirical evidence that deterministic structural test sets were more effective than 
pure random ones, and so whatever the stringency of the adopted criterion: this confirms the 
tricky link between these test criteria and the faults they aim to track down. 

• On the contrary, high mutation scores were repeatedly observed for statistical structural testing, 
even in the case of weak criteria: this approach allowed us to increase significantly the failure 
probability of programs, even as regards subtle faults loosely connected with the criteria. 

• The comparison with industrial test sets, which could be performed for some software units 
corning from different companies, showed the best efficiency of statistical testing. In some 
cases, the industrial test sets were as effective as the statistical ones, but longer. In the other 
cases, the industrial test sets were shorter but supplied a lower mutation score than the statistical 
test sets truncated to the same length. 

These various issues are more thoroughly commented on below, using examples extracted from 
our experimental results (Fig. 1 to 3). Figures 1 and 2 refer to an experimentation with safety
critical software units corning from the nuclear field. Additional material concerning these units 
may be found in [12]. Figure 3 refers to unpublished (confidential) experiments involving other 
software units from critical applications. 

Uniform Structural profiles 
profile weak criteria stringent criteria 

Functions with simple FCTl N = 170: 100% - N = 170: 100% 
"uniform" structure FCT2 N=80: 100% - N= 80: 100% 

Functions with FCT3 N = 405: 55 .8 - 83.8% N = 152: 97.6 - 98 .8% N = 405: 100% 
"non uniform" structure FCT4 N = 850: 89.6 - 91.7% N=42: 97.4 - 99% N = 850: 99-99.1% 

Fig. 1. Mutation scores for 4 unit functions - comparison of uniform and structural profiles 
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(a) FCT3, 1416 mutations 
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Fig. 2. Functions with "non uniform" structure -
mutation scores of deterministic structural test sets. 
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(a) Progl, 6150 mutations 
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(b) Prog2, 118 mutations 

Fig. 3. Comparison with industrial test sets 
statistical structural set 
uniform random set 

X industrial set 

Inadequacy of random uniform testing 

5 

N 

In [9], random uniform testing was experimented on five small programs. The author noticed that 
the approach was surprisingly effective for some programs but very ineffective for others, and 
related the effectiveness to the degree of code coverage achieved by the random inputs . Our results 
corroborate his observations and clearly show that this testing method is likely to be a poor 
methodology, in most cases. 

An example of this may be found in Fi~ure 1, where the uniform sets have the same size as the 
statistical sets designed from stringent criteria. For FCTl and FCT2, the uniform profiles provide a 

100% paths coverage of the programs: all the mutants are killed, which can be deemed very cost-
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effective if one considers that the test input generation requires little effort. This effectiveness is 
likely to be due to the comparative simplicity of both units. Indeed, for these units, the statistical 
structural profiles designed from the All-Paths criterion were close.to the uniform ones. But the 
performance of uniform testing falls off heavily as soon as the program's structure no longer lends 
itself to a uniform stimulation. This appears strikingly in the case of FCT3, detailed in Figure 2a: 
hundreds of mutations were not uncovered by the 5 random uniform sets generated. Besides, the 
results vary from one set to the other: from 229 ( 16.2 % ) up to 626 ( 44.2 % ) seeded faults are not 
revealed depending on the set. And real disparities are observed between the subsets of faults 
uncovered: 66 faults revealed by the least efficient set are not revealed by the most efficient one. 

To investigate the behavior of random test patterns, a detailed analysis of the evolution of the 
mutation score as a function of the number of test inputs was conducted. Whatever the test set and 
the program, the evolution of the growth of the number of faults revealed was quite similar (see 
e.g. Fig. 3): the test patterns rapidly uncover the faults during a first phase; then the incremental 
gain exhibits a sharp slowing down, that is, the slope of the growth becomes almost null. As a 
result, little improvement is expected if the tests are further pursued, unless a very large number of 
extra inputs is generated. This suggests that the inadequacy of the uniform profiles may not be 
compensated by a reasonable increase of the test sizes: it is unlikely that uniform test patterns will 
exhibit a good efficiency, since generally they properly exercise neither the functionalities of a 
program, nor its structure. Revealing input patterns being unlikely to be uniformly distributed over 
the input domain, a uniform profile is not relevant to increase the program failure probability 
during testing. 

Limitation of deterministic structural testing 

As mentioned at the beginning of the paper, the weakness of deterministic testing is likely to be due 
to the tricky link between the test criteria and the faults they aim to track down. As regards 
structural criteria, this limitation was confirmed by our experimental results. 

Figure 1 shows that a blind testing approach is not adequate for functions FCT3 and FCT4. Then, it 
may be deemed that using structural information to guide the selection of test inputs would allow 
us to significantly improve the test results. However, it can be seen in Figure 2 that such is not the 
case when the structural test sets are designed according to the deterministic principle ( covering 
once each element defined by the criterion retained). Figure 2 displays the proportion of seeded 
faults revealed by the deterministic structural testing of FCT3 and FCT4 and its comparison with 
random uniform testing. A column identifies a class of test experiments: the horizontal lines 
stacked in the column give t~e scores of the various test sets that have been designed according to 
the same criterion. For FCT3, Classes 1 to 3 correspond respectively to the structural criteria All
Paths, All-Uses and All-Defs; for FCT4, All-Paths testing being not feasible, Classes 2 to 6 
correspond to All-Uses, All-C-Uses, All-Defs, All-P-Uses and Branches. 

As can be seen in the figure, given a function and a criterion, the test sets exhibit scores that may 
be quite unrelated: for FCT3, the scores of the Class 2 sets range from 0.52 to 0.833. Even when 

I 

the range is narrower, it does not mean that the test sets reveal the same mutations: both Class I 
sets provide similar scores (0.79 versus 0.84), but 101 faults found by the least efficient set are not 
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found by the most efficient one. Worse, the FCT4 results show that the most stringent criteria do 
not necessarily supply the highest scores: Class 2 (All-Uses) subsumes all other criterion classes, 
but the best results are supplied by the Class 5 experiments (All-P-Uses). Finally, there is no 
empirical evidence that deterministic structural inputs are more effective than pure random ones. 

The previous results may be analyzed from a more general perspective: the loose connection of the 
test criteria with software design faults. Although a structural fault model (mutations) was used for 
our experiments, many seeded faults were loosely connected to structural criteria, and managed to 
induce complex behavior schemes of error masking, sequential erroneous behavior, or intermittent 
failures. Then deterministic structural testing, and in fact deterministic testing as a whole, suffers 
from the fact that it involves the selective choice of a small number of test inputs, which may or 
may not tum out to be adequate. No guarantee is provided in regard to fault exposure, even if a 
stringent criterion is adopted. 

High error detection power of statistical testing 

All our experimental results consistently showed that statistical testing was a practical way to 
compensate the imperfection of structural criteria. 

Let us go back to the example of Figure 1, focusing on the results obtained for FCT3 and FCT4. In 
each case, two different profiles were designed. First, the most stringent achievable criteria were 
adopted: All-Paths for FCT3, All-Uses for FCT4; and the proper profiles were defined analytically. 
Then weaker criteria were also investigated, respectively All-Defs (Class 3 of FCT3) and Branches 
(Class 6 of FCT4), leading other profiles to be derived. It is worth noting that the Class 3 profile 
of FCT3 let two paths have a null probability of being executed. 

Five different test sets were generated according to each profile, taking a target test quality of 
qN = 0.9999. Figure 1 shows that high scores were repeatedly observed, whatever the particular 

set generated according to a same structural profile: the failure probability under the structural 
profiles was significantly higher than the one under a uniform profile. Moreover, the comparison 
with the results supplied by deterministic test sets designed from the same criteria shows that 
statistical testing was effective even as regards subtle faults loosely connected with those criteria. 

FCT4 was the only case for which no statistical set supplied a score of 100%: 6 faults lead to failure 
only for some extremal input values. Under both structural profiles, to reach a probability 0.9 of 
generating such values would require more than 600,000 test inputs. This result complies with the 
decreasing of the incremental gain also observed for uniform test sets: mutants not killed at the end 
of a test set are difficult to track down because they induce a low failure probability under the 
corresponding profile. In the case of the statistical structural sets, the final stabilized scores are 
high, but the remaining mutants show the need for a mixed test strategy combining: ( 1) a global 
probe by statistical testing and (2) separate coverage of extremal values. 

17 faults seeded in FCT3 were never revealed by any Class 3 statistical set: they affect the paths that 
have a null probability under this profile. As regards the 1399 other faults, the results were quite 

~9.ti~fatt~ry (9g_gqro - 100% r~V~9.l~d). Th~ Cl9.~~ 6 ~~t~ l'>f r~'N W~t~ Als6 effective: they revealed 
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98.5% - 100% of the faults not related to extremal values. Hence, for the first step of the mixed 
test strategy, the most cost-effective approach seems to retain weak criteria facilitating the search 
for a test profile, and to require a high test quality (0.9999) with respect to them. But one must be 
careful the designed profile does not exclude items of the input domain (as for FCT3 ). 

Comparison with industrial practice 

The efficiency of statistical testing must also be assessed in comparison with industrial practice. 
Indeed, two objections could be raised: 

• Given a criterion, statistical testing requires larger test sets than the deterministic approach. For 
example, let us recall than a test quality of qN = 0.9999 implies that the least likely element of 
the criterion is exercised 9 times on average. 

• The comparison with deterministic testing involved test sets built only from structural criteria, 
whereas industrial practice typically consists in building deterministic test sets from both 
structural and functional criteria. 

The comparison with industrial test sets was performed for some critical software units coming 
from different companies. The industrial sets were designed by manual selection of functional test 
inputs, supplemented by additional ones to achieve a target structural coverage. Mutation analysis 
gave two categories of results, exemplified by Figures 3a and 3b. The most common case was the 
one observed for program Progl: the industrial sets were shorter but supplied a lower mutation 
score than the statistical test sets truncated to the same length. Surprisingly, a second category of 
results was also observed in some cases, like in the case of program Prog2: the industrial test sets 
were indeed larger than the statistical ones, while supplying similar high mutation scores. Both 
categories of results need to be further confirmed by experimentation, but they bode well with 
regard to the efficiency of statistical structural testing. 

To conclude on this set of experiments, it is worth recalling that the statistical structural testing 
approaches that were carried out are mainly intended for small pieces of software at a unit level. 
For larger pieces of software, higher level functional approaches have to be investigated. 

3. 2 Statistical functional testing 

Statistical functional testing makes use of black box information on the program under test to 
derive a test profile and a test size: the aim is to ensure that the software functions, and their 
interactions, are properly scanned. Since it must be possible to study the influence of the input 
profile on the supplied coverage, our probabilistic approach requires a behavioral specification that 
is sufficiently formal to allow precise functional criteria to be defined. Fortunately, many software 
development environments provide technical support for behavioral modeling. For example, CASE 
tools implementing SA/RT techniques prpvide support for modeling with finite state machines and 
decision tables. Such models may serve as a basis for the probabilistic generation of test patterns. 

As far as complex components are concerned, a detailed specification analysis is likely to determine 
a large number of functions that may not be described by a single model of reasonable complexity. 
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Then, a top-down modeling process is usually undertaken, thereby involving a hierarchy of 
models. Given a hierarchy of models, the design of statistical testing must induce an analysis of 
reasonable complexity. The general guidelines outlined below aim at managing this complexity. 

For a hierarchical specification, the detailed analysis of the models according to stringent criteria is 
presumably intractable, thus compelling us to use only weak criteria (e.g. state coverage in cases· of 
finite state machines). Furthermore, even if weak criteria are adopted, it would not be realistic to 
attempt intensive coverage of all the models at the same time. This is because of: 

• the component complexity, which makes the assessment of the element probabilities difficult as 
numerous correlated factors are involved; 

• the explosion of the test size; even if the assessments are feasible in order to derive an input 
distribution, a prohibitive test size will probably be required to reach a high test quality, as the 
probability of the least likely element remains very low due to the large number of elements. 

Hence, retaining weak criteria and deriving several input profiles - each one being focused on a 
subset of models - is the general approach that allows us to manage complexity. The approach has 
been exemplified by an industrial case study for which two different behavioral modeling 
techniques were investigated. The design of statistical test sets from the corresponding models, and 
their effectiveness with respect to both real faults and mutations, are presented below. 

Case study: design of statistical functional test sets 

Statistical functional testing was investigated for a safety-critical software component from the 
nuclear field (see e.g. [13]). The component is extracted from a nuclear reactor safety shutdown 
system, and belongs to the part of the system that periodically scans the position of the 19 reactor's 
control rods. Its implementation involves about thousand lines of C code, including the four 
functions FCTi mentioned in Figures 1 and 2. The design of statistical testing was based on two 
sets of behavior models deduced from the component specification: 

• One description combining finite state machines and decision tables, defining a hierarchy of 
three functional levels. The retained criteria were state coverage for the finite state machines and 
rule coverage for the decision tables. 

• Another description involving two levels of functionality , developed with the aid of the 
STATEMATE™ tool. The behavioral models supported by the tool are statecharts, a graphical 
language that improve state diagrams by adding the notion of state hierarchy, orthogonality and 
broadcast communication [7]. A retained criterion was the coverage of the basic states of each 
statechart (that is, states having no offspring). Also, it was required to probe a particular 
interaction between high and low level functions: the reset of low-level functions due to a 
change in operational mode (coverage of all possible low-level basic states immediately 
following the high-level transitions inducing a reset). 

™ STATEMATE is a registered trademark of i-Logix, Inc. 
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In both cases, it was not possible to derive a single test profile for the coverage of all models of the 
description: each of the corresponding test sets involved inputs drawn from two different profiles. 

In the case of the first 3-level description, the search for the input profiles proceeded as follows. 
First, the set of equations governing state or rule activation was derived from the target subset of 
models. Then, it was noticed that the input configurations required for the balanced coverage of the 
topmost functional level clashed with the ones required by the two lowest levels of the hierarchy; 
hence the decision to derive two different input profiles. An approximation of the optimal profiles 
was computed using a special purpose program. Under these two profiles, 85 + 356 = 441 test 
inputs were required for the coverage of the various levels with a test quality of qN = 0.9999. 

In the case of the second description, it was also decided to design two input profiles, one for each 
functional level. But we had to proceed empirically: in the present state of the art, it is not possible 
to determine the equations governing the coverage of statecharts. We used the simulation and 
instrumentation facilities provided by STAIBMATE: the statecharts were supplied with large input 
sets, whose profiles were progressively refined according to measures of coverage collected on the 
models. In order to compute a test size for the resulting profiles, we generated a sample of test sets 
having the same length as previously (85 + 356 inputs). It turned out that each basic state was 
exercised at least 11 times by any set, hence providing the target test quality of 0.9999. 

Case study: error detection power of functional statistical test sets 

Five different test sets were generated according to each of the cases described above: five input 
sets (denoted F-Sets) corresponding to the first probabilistic analysis, and five input sets (denoted 
ST-Sets) corresponding to the empirical analysis conducted in the STA1EMA1E environment. For 
the purpose of comparison, one uniform test set (denoted U-Set) was also generated. It contains 
5300 inputs drawn from a uniform profile without any preliminary analysis: this is in conformity 
with the foundation of random testing, that is, large test sets generated cheaply. 

Two versions of the component were available: the real one, and a student version developed from 
the same specification. The experimental results, summarized in Figure 4, involved both genuine 
(unknown) faults (see e.g. [13]) and mutations [15] in each versions. Mutation analysis allowed us 
to experiment with a larger sample of faults than the 13 ones found by testing: 12 faults ( denoted 
A, B, ... , L) in the student version, and one minor residual fault (denoted Z) in the real version. 
Faults A, G and J are structural faults directly linked to the coding activity. Faults B to F, and I, 
result from some misunderstanding of the requirements by the student. The others are initialization 
faults: either an improper initial value is assigned (K, L) or the initialization is missing (H, Z). It is 
worth noting that in the real system fault Z would never lead to failure due to systematic hardware 
compensation. 

Once again, the uniform distribution turned out not to be an efficient profile for generating random 
test patterns. For example, only 5 genuine faults were revealed by the U-Set; and these 5 faults 
were all revealed within the first 633 executions, the remaining 4667 executions being garbage. A 
more detailed analysis of the 5300 uniform inputs showed that they poorly probe each version of 
the component from both a structural and a functional viewpoint. 
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v always revealed 
Genuine faults i revealed by i sets out of 5 Mutation scores 

- not revealed 
student version real version 

A B C D E F G H I J K L z 2419 mutants 3756 mutants 

U-set (N = 5300) v - - v - v v v - - - - - 0.743 0.582 

F-Sets (N = 441) v v v v v v v v v v v - 4 0.994 - 0.997 0.945 - 0 .959 

ST-Sets (N = 441) v v v v v v v v v v v v v 0.998 - 1.0 0.930 - 0.961 

Fig. 4. Experimental results of functional test sets 

The F-Sets and ST-Sets performed repeatedly much better than the uniform one, although they are 
one order of magnitude shorter: the functional analysis allowed us to significantly increase the 
efficiency of the generated inputs. This is all the more satisfactory as weak criteria had to be 
retained to manage complexity. Also, the good results support the adequacy of deriving several 
profiles from a given multi-level description: whatever the modeling technique, the subsets of 85 
and 356 inputs exhibited complementary features with respect to the exposure of both genuine and 
seeded faults; moreover, each entire set exercised 100% instructions of both versions of the 
component. 

The fault Z was not revealed by one F-Set: this motivated our choice to stress the reset interactions 
in the ST-Sets. Then a new fault, L, was uncovered in the student program. This fault is rather 
subtle, because its exposure depends on specific conditions involving five successive data 
acquisition after a reset. During the design of the ST-profiles, only the first acquisition was taken 
into account for the coverage of the initial states; still, L was exposed by all ST-Sets. This result 
confirms the effectiveness of statistical testing with respect to faults that are loosely connected with 
the criteria retained. However, in this specific case, mutation analysis shows that the reset is not 
sufficiently probed. Whatever the F-Set or ST-Set, and whatever the program version, most or all 
mutants remaining alive are related to the initialization process, in spite of the fact that this process 
was implemented quite differently in each version. In our mind, testing the initialization process is 
a typical case where deterministic testing is more appropriate: this process is well-defined and it 
involves a limited number of possible input patterns. 

3.3 First conclusions for procedural programs 

The results reported in this section shows the high error detection power of statistical testing for 
procedural programs, referring either to structural or functional criteria. However, a limitation of 
the statistical sets experimented on was their lack of adequacy with respect to faults related to 
extremal/special cases. Such faults induce, in essence, a very low probability of failure under the 
profiles defined to ensure a global probe of the target programs: they require test inputs specifically 
aimed at them. Hence, the idea of a mixed test strategy involving both statistical and 
deterministic test sets. 
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Such a mixed strategy has been successfully implemented for an application from the spatial 
domain, not detailed in this paper. Statistical functional test sets were derived from the SA/RT 
specification of an R&D prototype, and supplemented by deterministic inputs covering extremal 
values and specific operation modes. The approach revealed several faults in the prototype. 

The next section further investigates a mixed strategy in the case of Lustre programs. 

4 Mixed test strategy for synchronous data flow programs 

Synchronous data flow languages are designed for programming reactive and real-time systems, 
and especially those having safety-critical requirements [2]. For these languages, the two standard 
models of program structure, that is, the control flow graph and the data flow graph, do not fit any 
more; and this makes obsolete the use of classical path selection criteria as guides for deriving test 
inputs from a structural analysis of the program. Hence, the need for structural testing strategies 
proper to synchronous data flow programs. Through the example of the language Lustre [6], this 
issue has been investigated and a mixed strategy which combines statistical testing with deterministic 
testing of special values has been defined and exemplified by two industrial case studies. A salient 
feature of the strategy is that it may be applied at either the unit or integration levels of a gradual 
testing process. Let us first introduce the principle of the strategy before reporting on results. 

4 .1 Principle of the test strategy based on Lustre automata 

To define a strategy which may be applied at either the unit or integration testing levels, two issues 
must be addressed: (i) how to design test patterns and, (ii) how to define the testing levels. 

Method for designing test patterns 

A Lustre program has a cyclic behavior. Any variable or expression denotes a flow which is a pair 
made of a possibly infinite sequence of values, and a sequence of times related to the cyclic 
behavior of the program. A program is structured into nodes (subroutines) . A node contains a set 

of equations and any variable which is not an input parameter has to be defined by a single 
equation. For example, the equation "X = 0 -> pre(X) + 1;" defines a counter of basic clock cycles: 
Xis O initially, and then is incremented by one at each clock cycle. 

The Lustre compiler produces sequential code. First, it expands recursively all the nodes called by 
the program so that the code generation step starts with a node which does not call any node. Then it 
may perform an automaton-like compilation, based on an analysis of the internal states of the 
program. The result is a finite state automaton in which: (i) each state is characterized by a 
combination of values of state variables; (ii) each transition is labeled by a combination of input or 
internal values which defines the condition that triggers it; a transition consists in executing a linear 
piece of code and corresponds to an elementary reaction of the program. This automaton is 
expressed in a format common with other synchronous data flow languages. A code generator 
takes this format as input and produces a program in the C language. 
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Since the Lustre automaton carries the control structure of the program, we have used it as a guide 
for designing test inputs, the criterion retained being the coverage of the automaton transitions 
[14]. Based on this criterion, complementary statistical and deterministic test inputs are designed 
according to the method briefly recalled below. 

As regards statistical testing, the influence of the input distribution on the transition probabilities 
can be studied on the stochastic graph obtained by replacing the input conditions that label the 
transitions with their occurrence probabilities in the distribution. But, when initial values appear in 
the equations defining the variables, the Lustre compiler introduces an initial state which 
corresponds to the very first execution of the program during which the variables are set to their 
initial values. Since the experiments reported in Section 3.2 led us to conclude that the initialization 
process is a typical case where deterministic testing is more appropriate, statistical testing may be 
focused on all the program states and transitions, except the initial state and its output transitions. 
As a result, the probabilistic analysis is conducted on the stochastic graph obtained after deletion of 
the initial state. Then the minimum test size to reach a target test quality qN is deduced from 

Relation (1). These statistical test patterns supply a stringent coverage of the autom~ton, yet 
without tracking any special values inferred from the automaton. 

Additional deterministic test patterns are selected to ensure the coverage of special values which 
include: (i) the automaton initial state - if any - and its output transitions; (ii) boundary values 
related to the conditions that trigger the transitions. For example, if two transition conditions are 
labeled "X. < Y" and "X ~ Y", where X and Y are input variables, then X = Y is a boundary value 
to be verified through deterministic testing: its occurrence probability is likely to remain low in the 
statistical patterns, since the probabilistic analysis does not differentiate between X = Y and X > Y. 

Definition of unit and integration testing levels 

The method proposed for selecting the nodes to be tested at the various levels aims to minimize the 
test effort by: (i) gathering as many Lustre nodes as possible to test them all together and, 
(ii) avoiding redundant testing of nodes called by different nodes. Based on both guidelines, an 
algorithm to define the unit testing level has first been formulated, and then generalized to deal with 
the definition of the integration levels [8, 16]. These algorithms are based on the bottom-up 
exploration of the program call graph from its terminal nodes. 

The stopping criterion of the bottom-up exploration used to define the nodes to be tested at the unit 
level is the automata complexity (number of transitions): testing of the nodes whose structure is no 
longer tractable with respect to the probabilistic analysis for designing statistical patterns, is 
postponed to the integration phase(s). In essence, integration testing disregards the structure of 
nodes previously tested to focus on their interactions. This reducing principle leads us to 
progressively decrease the automata complexity by removing part of the called nodes previously 
tested ( only the nodes which do not influence significantly the control structure of the calling node 
may be disregarded 1 ), so that the bottom-up process can go on. As a result, the algorithm for 

Formal rules to decide whether or not called nodes may be disregarded are given in [8]. 
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defining the unit level can be generalized to deal with the definition of successive integration levels 
by referring to simplified automata. 

To conclude, it is worth noting that since the test strategy is based on a white box analysis of the 
Lustre nodes, its feasibility is restricted to programs whose structural complexity remains tractable. 
Here, a node complexity is expressed in terms of the number of transitions involved in the Lustre 
automaton ( either the complete automaton or a simplified automaton, depending on the testing 
level). In practice, when an automaton contains more than about 30 transitions and may not be 
simplified any more, the bottom-up exploration is stopped: for the associated node and all its 
calling nodes, the design of test input patterns has to be based on functional models such as those 
presented in Section 3.2. The two case studies presented below illustrate both alternatives: either 
the successive integration levels allow us to reach the root node of the program, or not. 

4. 2 Application to two industrial case studies 

The first case study, SWITCH, is extracted from a fault-tolerant monitoring system which regulates 
the outputs of eight gates or burners in a thermal power station; the second one, SRIC (Source 
Range Instrumentation Channel), is extracted from a monitoring system of a nuclear reactor. 

The program SWITCH 

SWITCH was used as an experimental support to the definition of the test strategy [8]. It belongs to 
the subsystem which controls analogical signals coming from two Programmable Logic 
Controllers in standby redundancy. It is made up of 21 different Lustre nodes. Figure 5a shows its 
call graph which contains 23 nodes, two nodes - calc, regul - being called twice. Three testing 
levels were needed to reach the root node (see Fig. 5a): 

• At the unit testing level, 5 nodes were retained: ctr 1 , c_ok , def_c, n_f and s_f; the result of 
this is that a total of 15 different nodes are tested at this level. For example, the automaton of 
def_c carries the control structure of the 3 called nodes - md, regul and calc; hence, the test 
patterns designed from this automaton allow us to test these 3 nodes through def_c . 

• At the first integration level, the node plc_pb was retained; the simplified automaton of plc_pb 

was got by disregarding the nodes tested at the unit level, that is all the nodes below plc_pb 

except ns_f and me: it has only 7 transitions instead of 111 without the simplifications; the 
nodes ns_f and me are tested through plc_pb. 

• The second integration level allowed us to reach the root node; the simplified automaton of 
switch was got by disregarding all the nodes except i ni t and plc_ok which have not been 
tested yet, and ctrl which influences significantly the control structure of plc_ok (and thus, it 
may not be disregarded according to the simplification rules [8]); it has 20 transitions, instead of 
more than 200 without the simplifications allowed by the definition of first two testing levels. 

The whole program is then tested through the seven nodes retained. Figure 5b tabulates the number 
of test patterns generated according to the mixed test strategy. The sizes of the statistical test sets 
correspond to a test quality of qN = 0.9999. Deterministic patterns have been added only when 
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special values were identified on the automata. The error detection power of the test patterns have 
been assessed using mutation analysis. Main experimental results are reported in Section 4.3. 

init plc_ok 

ns f 

regul 

t_init t_next calc calc 

(a) Call graph and testing levels: 

r1 unit testing ,.,.,~ ~ 1st integration testing l:IJ 2nd integration testing 

Fig. 5. The Lustre program SWITCH 

The program SRIC 

Node 

Unit testing: 

ctrl 
c_ok 
def_c 
n_f 
s f 

Integration 1: 

plc_pb 

Integration 2: 

switch 

Ns Nd 

146 
69 

223 
69 
69 

60 

17 

39 

287 39 

(b) Numbers of 
statistical (Ns) and 
deterministic (Nd) 

test patterns 

SRIC is extracted from a software system whose goal is mainly to generate actions to protect a 
nuclear reactor when some physical values are beyond given thresholds. The program has been 
developed in the SCADE™ environment: it is made up of 36 different Lustre nodes and the C code 
automatically generated by SCADE approximates 2600 lines. 

For this program, four testing levels were defined [11, 18]: the unit level selects ten different 
nodes, the first integration level selects six nodes, the second and the third integration levels select 
one node each. A total of 30 nodes are tested through the 18 nodes retained, which means that six 
nodes are not manageable according to the structural test strategy. This is due to the fact that two 
automata contain more than 130 states each, and they may not be simplified. These two nodes 
compel us to stop the bottom-up exploration of the call graph leaving four other nodes not reached. 
For these six nodes, a functional testing approach will be used. 

TM SCADE is a registered trademark of VERILOG SA. 
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Test patterns have been generated for the 18 nodes retained: the sizes of the statistical test sets 
range from 23 to 725 input patterns (for qN = 0.9999), and the maximum number of deterministic 
patterns for a node amounts to 40. 

4. 3 Experimental results 

The experimental assessment of the effectiveness of the test patterns generated for the program 
SRIC is still under investigation, so that no final results may be reported here for this program. 
Nevertheless, let us note that the automata analyses performed to design the test patterns have 
allowed us to identify two minor faults, which may not produce failures in the real system due to 
hardware compensation. 

For the program SWITCH, the error detection power of the test patterns generated was assessed 
against mutations that take into account the peculiarities of Lustre [ 14]. The experiments aimed at: 
(i) comparing the effectiveness of statistical inputs with random (uniform) ones, (ii) analyzing the 
complementary features of statistical and deterministic inputs, and (iii) analyzing the relevance of 
the successive testing levels. As regards issue (i), the results confirmed the best efficiency of the 
statistical approach as already shown in the experiments conducted on procedural programs 
(Section 3). We now concentrate on the other two issues. 

Summary of the experimental results 

For each node retained at a testing level - called target nodes below - five different statistical test 
sets of size Ns (see Fig. 5b) were generated; they are denoted Sk. Figure 6 summarizes the results 
of the mutation analysis performed on the whole program. For each target node, it tabulates: 

• the called nodes which are tested through the target node; 

• the number of mutants produced by faults seeded in the target node and in the called nodes 
tested through the target one; 

• the lowest and the highest numbers of mutants remaining alive after completion of (i) one of the 
5 different statistical test sets Sk and, (ii) the mixed test strategy got by one Sk supplemented by 
the set D of Nd deterministic inputs - if any (see Fig. 5b). 

Complementary f ea tu res of statistical and deterministic test inputs 

Deterministic test inputs were added for three nodes, and in all cases they allowed us to increase 
the final mutation score. As regards ctr 1, 4 mutations were never revealed by the sets Sk; but they 
are typical cases of boundary values, and thus, they are revealed by the deterministic patterns D. 

For def_c, from 3 to 8 mutants were left alive by the sets Sk. Their analysis shows that: (i) 3 
mutants are never killed whatever the set Sk; they are cases of boundary values which are the target 
of the deterministic test set D; (ii) 7 mutants are killed only by some of the sets Sk; they 
correspond to the insertion of the operator "pre" which turns the memoryless behavior of the 
program into a history-sensitive behavior; revealing these faults requires that the mutants be 
supplied with two successive input patterns in a specific order; nevertheless, 5 of the 7 mutants are 
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killed by the deterministic patterns D. More generally, the analysis of the mutants alive has shown 
that the insertion of the operator "pre" can induce very subtle faulty behaviors. 

# Mutants alive ................................................. 
Target node Nodes tested through the target node # Mutants Sk Sk + D 

ctrl gap, tempo, t_init, t next 311 4 0 -
C ok ma 503 0 --

def - C md, regul, calc 493 3-8 0-2 

n_ f me 506 0 - 1 -

s f rnb 504 0 - 1 --
plc__pb ns_f, me 317 0- IO -

switch init, plc_ok 173 7-8 0-3 

Fig. 6. Results of mutation analysis conducted on the program SWITCH 

For switch, the mutations not revealed by the sets Sk are faults seeded in the node ini t which 
performs the initialization process of the whole program: here the deterministic inputs were not 
stringent enough to reveal subtle faults related to the initial state and its output transitions. 

These results support the high error detection power of the statistical test sets designed according to 
the transition coverage criterion: the minimum mutation scores reached by the sets Sk range from 
0.968 to 1.0 depending on the nodes. They show how deterministic testing of special values 
deduced from the Lustre automaton provides an additional effectiveness, in particular for boundary 
values related to the conditions that trigger the transitions. 

Nevertheless, deterministic testing was not able to provide a sound probe of the initialization 
process at the top level, this process involving a significant number of elementary operations. 
These results show ( once again) that the deterministic approach suffers from severe limitations as 
soon as the tested function is not trivial. Hence, the solution we propose for non-trivial 
initialization functions is to return to the statistical approach and design a specific test profile to 
stress the initialization process. 

Relevance of the successive testing levels 

Additional experiments were conducted to answer the question of whether or not the test sets 
defined at the different testing levels are redundant with each others. If the answer is Yes, it means 
that some of the test sets listed in Figure 5b may be needless. For example, if the statistical inputs 
used to test plc__pb at the first integration level provide a sound test of its called node(s) retained at 
the unit level (n_f or s_f or both) then unit testing of the called node(s) would become useless. 
The experimental analysis of potential redundancies was based on the comparison of the mutation 
scores for a t3iven node tested throu0h differ~m lYYYl~, figyr; 7 ill\.l5trate5 the tWO diffvrcnt CaBvS 
that were observed (see [8] for the whole set of experimental results): 
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• A large number of mutations in the nodes tested at level k are not revealed by the test sets 
defined at level k+ 1, thus justifying the two testing levels (see nodes s_f and mb in Fig.7). 

• The test sets at level k and k+ 1 exhibit similar performance and thus, should be redundant; this 
case is exemplified by the nodes ctrl, gap, tempo, t_init and t_next in Fig. 7, for which 
the results were not surprising since: (i) the simplification rules did not allow us to disregard 
ctrl to get the simplified automaton of the root node switch and (ii) under the test profile and 
the test size defined for switch, the node ctrl is called 251 times on average by each set Sk, 
thus providing a stringent coverage of the ctrl automaton transitions. 

# Mutants # Mutants alive 

s_f, mb: 504 mutants Unit testing of s_f: Integration testing from plc_pb: 
0 - 1 54 - 149 

ctrl, gap, tempo, t_ini t, Unit testing of ctrl: Integration testing from switch: 
t _next: 311 mutants 0 0 - 1 

Fig. 7. Comparison of the error detection powers of the test sets defined at different levels 

More generally, the whole set of experiments has shown that testing of a node nx retained at a 
given testing level k may be skipped when the following conditions hold: (i) there is a node ny 

retained at level k+ 1 whose simplified automaton does not disregard nx and, (ii) under the test 
profile and the test size defined for ny, the average number of calls to the node nx is sufficient to 
reach the target test quality with respect to the transitions of the nx automaton. These conditions 
have to be checked before the generation of the test patterns, in order to minimize the test effort. 
For the program SWITCH, unit testing of two nodes - ctrl and c_ok - may be skipped. 

5 Conclusion and future direction 

The results reported in the paper synthesize about ten years of research work on the probabilistic 
generation of test inputs. Because the probabilistic method for generating test inputs was generally 
related to uniform test patterns, it was often deemed a poor methodology: our experimental studies 
deny this preconceived idea. Indeed, the basic motivation of our work was to remove the blind 
feature of the conventional probabilistic generation, by using information on the program under test 
as a guide for determining a test profile and a test size. In the deterministic testing approaches, such 
information is provided by test criteria related to a model of either the program structure or of its 
functionality. We have defined a rigorous method for designing probabilistic test cases based on 
such test criteria, and called it statistical (structural or functional) testing to avoid any confusion 
with the conventional random (uniform) approach. ·~ 

The method consists in deriving test profiles from structural or functional test criteria. Then the test 
profile may have little connection with actual usage (operational profile): the focus is bug-finding, 
not reliability assessment. As a result, our approach should not be confused with (statistical) 
operational testing which suffers from severe limitations when testing aims at finding faults, and in 
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particular in cases of safety-critical software [15]: when the failure severity is much more crucial 
than the occurrence rates, an operational profile may be quite inadequate since there are scenarios 
where the system dependability is of utmost importance, but which are expected to occur only very 
rarely during real operation (e.g. pressure drop in a nuclear plant). 

A number of experiments conducted on safety-critical programs, a sample of which is reported in 
the paper, have confirmed the soundness of statistical testing which has repeatedly exhibited a 
higher error detection power when compared with deterministic testing approaches (including the 
current industrial practice) and random testing. Nevertheless, a limitation of the statistical test 
patterns experimented on was their lack of adequacy with respect to faults related to 
extremal/special cases. Such faults induce, in essence, a very low probability of failure under the 
profiles defined to ensure a global probe of the target programs: they require test inputs specifically 
aimed at them. Hence, we support the adoption of the mixed test strategy involving both statistical 
and deterministic test patterns, as illustrated in the paper on synchronous data-flow programs 
written in the language Lustre. 

The main conclusion arising from this work is that statistical testing is a suitable means to 
compensate for the tricky link between test criteria and software design faults. Because of the lack 
of an accurate model for software design faults, this imperfect connection is not likely to be solved 
soon, and it is expected to get even worse in the case of object-oriented (00) programs. The 00 
paradigm raises a number of challenging issues from a tester's viewpoint and, as a first step, a 
feasibility study of statistical structural testing in cases of small 00 programs was performed [ 17]. 
The idea was to combine path selection techniques with the consideration of one specific 00 
concept: inheritance. This preliminary study allowed us to identify a number of problems, and on
going research work is now concentrated on two fundamental questions: (i) how to define the unit 
and integration testing levels for 00 software systems? and, (ii) which software models and 
associated test criteria should be used as guides for designing statistical test patterns? 
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Statistical Testing 

d)\MfM!ii + random generation 

~ Balanced input distribution/ C , all the elements k have the same ! probability of being exercised 
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Search for an Input Distribution 

Analytical techniques 

C = {paths} -+ Sc= {k1, k2} 
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Empirical techniques 
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Random Testing: a Poor Approach 
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Deterministic Structural Testing 
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,.) Not significantly better than random testing 
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Statistical Structural Testing 

4 programs FCTi ~ 2816 mutations 

Test data sets 
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Random (uniform) 
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structural testing 

+ 
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of extremal values 
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not revealed revealed 
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Cost-effective design: 
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(e.g. branches) 

0 require high test quality 
(e.g. qN = 0.9999) 

Results .,_ ______________________ _ 
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Statistical Functional Testing 
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Facilitating the Enforcement of Quality of Service Objectives By Using 
Software Testing Art if acts 

Elaine J. Weyuker* Alberto Avritzer t 

Abstract 

Three algorithms are presented to enforce Quality of Service criteria. These algorithms were assessed 
empirically to determine their effectiveness using criteria such as the overall average deviation of the 
response time and the fraction of service requests throttled when clients behaved in different ways. The 
empirical studies were presented using three large industrial telecommunications systems. 

1 Introduction 

Shared distributed objects are rapidly becoming a standard mode when implementing large software 
systems, and as a result of this move to a new development paradigm , new quality issues arise. Among 
the most important of these issues is the maintenance of Quality of Service agreements and the design 
of architectures to facilitate the maintenance of these agreements. In this paper , Quality of Service is 
defined in terms of a variety of criteria including response time, service request loss, and effectiveness 
of CPU utilization. In order to assure that these requirements are met , we introduce in this paper a 
family of three algorithms designed to enforce different Quality of Service criteria for shared distributed 
objects. Our approach requires that the software has been previously tested using our automatic test 
case generation algorithm, DST [2]. The reason we have required this previous testing condition is that 
its satisfaction ensures that data will have been collected or estimated to describe the expected usage of 
the software when operational in the field. This usage profile is known as an operational distribution or 
operational profile. Since this usage data is needed by our Quality of Service algorithms, the fact that 
it has already been determined ensures that our algorithms will be very efficient to use. 

After introducing the three algorithms, we then present the results of empirical assessments we 
performed using three large industrial telecommunications systems. For each system , we simulated the 
performance on average workloads selected from operational distributions collected during beta release 
and field use. Synthetic stress loads were designed and run to assure that the overall CPU ut ilization 
rates exceeded 90% of capacity. We then defined metrics that we used for the assessment of each of the 
algorithms based on such criteria as the overall deviation of the response time from the average and the 
fraction of service requests that were throttled even though the client was conforming to agreed-upon 
rates. These empirical results allowed us to provide guidance on the advantages of each algorithm 
thereby helping potential users to select the algorithm that best matches t heir customer's requirements. 

• Author 's address : AT&T Labs - Research, Room E237 , 180 Park Ave. , Florham Park, NJ 07932, 
weyuker@research.at t. com 

r Aut.h.~r7~ !lddrQggi ATKLT N~twork Gomputinb QCrYiCCB, ftoom rn-o~o, fl.~~ Hill, NJ Q771 I beto@hrmaple.hr.att.com 
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2 Markov State Testing 

In earlier work [2], we introduced a family of automatic test case generation algorithms. These algo
rithms relied on an operational distribution or operational profile describing the expected workload that 
the system should encounter once it has been released. These testing algorithms could be applied to 
any software system that is modelable using a Markov chain, as long as operational distribution of the 
software can be measured or estimated. For most of the telecommunications systems we encounter, 
both of these requirements are typically satisfied and we have applied these algorithms to test several 
large industrial projects. These algorithms are known as the deterministic state testing approach, and 
in the current paper, the DST algorithm will be used in the conjunction with our Quality of Service 
algorithms. 

The basic idea of the deterministic state testing approach is that since the state space for a typical 
software system is usually enormous, it is almost always impossible to exhaustively test the software 
by entirely covering the state space. Therefore, our approach selects the most "effective" test cases in 
the sense that they correspond to those states that are executed most frequently. We argued that since 
these are the states that the user encounters most often, it is probable that the generated test cases will 
expose those failures that are most likely to affect the user since they will likely be encountered in the 
field . A heuristically-determined value E was used to limit the size of the state space to be explored. 
Only states with probability of occurrence greater than or equal to E were tested. 

We now augment our test case generation approach to definite algorithms to efficiently enforce Quality 
of Service mechanisms for distributed objects. It is assumed that the software has previously been tested 
using the DST algorithm mentioned above and described in detail in [2] . We can therefore assume that 
operational distribution data has been collected and a value for E has been selected. 

3 Flow Control Basics 

The purpose of flow control is to protect an entity from overload and speed mismatch problems [3]. 
Without the use of such mechanisms, it is common to see throughput increasing steadily as the workload 
increases. At some point a critical resource becomes saturated and from that point on , any further 
load increase only adds to the overhead. Eventually a saturation condition occurs leading to a sharp 
decrease in the throughput as the work load continues to increase. An effective flow control protocol 
aims primarily at the rationing of the offered load with the goal of protecting critical resources and 
providing a uniform throughput rate, even under increasing loads. 

Protocols to control network flow are categorized as being either hop level flow control, entry-to-exit 
flow control , or network access flow control. Hop level flow control mechanisms deal with the prevention 
of store and forward buffer congestion and usually some partition of the buffer pool is involved. Entry
to-exit flow control prevent congestion at the exit node caused by a mismatch of the speeds of the 
senders and receivers. A service request is an external input . We say a service request has been throttled 
if it has been denied service. In this paper we are primarily interested in network access flow control 
mechanisms, in which the overall state of the network determines whether or not external inputs to the 
network will be throttled. We will apply these network access flow control mechanisms to distributed 
objects in order to ensure that clients are complying with agreed-upon service bandwidths for each 
object. Whenever a service request is submitted , a quality of service enforcement class will be invoked. 
The approach we propose is similar to input rate-based flow control mechanisms that are sometimes 
used for asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) networks in order to ensure that traffic sources comply 
with preassigned bandwidth allocations. There is a discussion of rate-based flow control algorit hms 
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in [4] and [5]. 
In the next section, research results from both the software testing literature [2] and the flow control 

literature [1, 4, 5] are extended and applied to the enforcement of Quality of Service enforcement for 
distributed objects. 

4 Quality of Service Enforcement 

Having outlined our approach to the automatic generation of software test suites and presented the basics 
of flow control, we are now ready to present our three algorithms for Quality of Service enforcement for 
distributed objects. Our first step is to define the necessary service parameters. The service arrival rate 
parameters include the average arrival rate and the peak arrival rate which is the maximum number 
of arrivals that the system must be able to handle in a window of T time units. We use this latter 
number as the basis for determining whether it is appropriate to throttle service requests in two of the 
enforcement algorithms presented in Section 4.1 below. We will express the Quality of Service in terms 
of the average response time, the maximum allowable average response time, and the fraction of service 
requests that it is acceptable to deny service to. 

We will call the first algorithm the BOUNDARY Algorithm , and it only throttles clients if the system 
has reached a boundary state. An intuitive way to view this algorithm is that clients are allowed to 
continue placing service requests provided there is available capacity. Although the DST test generation 
algorithm significantly pares down the number of states that need to be tested , this set may nonetheless 
still be very large on an absolute basis. It would therefore be unrealistic to expect that on each invocation 
an object would search this space explicitly. However , Markov modeling has already been done when 
t he DST algorithm was used to generate test cases and each state has had a probability associated with 
it that can be approximated efficiently in real-time. If the probability associated with the state exceeds 
E or if a certain equilibrium condition is satisfied, the client will be granted service. 

Our second algorithm is called the WEAK_FAIR Algorithm and incorporates both the bound used 
in the BOUNDARY Algorithm above and previously agreed-upon levels of service that have been 
determined by the operational distribution for a client submitting a request. Throttling will occur if the 
agreed-upon resource usage has been exceeded and a system boundary state has been entered. With 
this algorithm , if there is adequate bandwidth available, the client is allowed to exceed its contracted 
rate On the other hand , throttling will occur if the system is at or near capacity in order to permit 
other clients' service requests to be satisfied provided their personal bounds have not been exceeded . 

The STRONG_FAIR Algorithm is the strictest of our proposed algorithms. Using this algorithms a 
service request from a client is throttled whenever that client's agreed-upon bound has been exceeded, 
regardless of whether or not the system is near capacity. Of course, if the system is in a boundary state, 
the user 's personal bound is irrelevant; any request that is submitted will be throttled. This algorithm 
assures that it is extremely unlikely for the excessive use of resources by one client to adversely affect 
another client by prohibiting it from receiving its necessary resources. 

4. 1 T he A lgorithms 

The following algorithm will be used in each of the three Quality of Service enforcement algorithms 
outlined above. The purpose of this algorithm is to determine for a given set of states S' , whether or 
not an entity that is currently in state S E S' will be taken outside of S' by a service request of type x. 

Algorithm BOUN D (S , S' , x): Given a distributed object in state SE B1, where 91 = {s1 , s2 1 ••• , sn} 
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is a set of states such that the probability associated with each Si is at least E or k > 1 for a service 
µ:;c - ' 

request of type x, where Ai denotes the operation arrival rate when there are i active operations of the 
specified type, and µi denotes the operation completion rate when there are i active operations of the 
specified type. Assume that the object was tested for correct operation for the states in S' using the 
DST algorithm presented in [2], and that the arriving service request is of type x. We use the notation 
(S + x) to denote the state entered when an entity in state S receives a service request of type x. 

• if PROB(S + x) < E AND k < 1 then return (TRUE) else return(FALSE) µ:;c 

The DST test generation algorithm produces a set of test cases that correspond to a set of states, S', of 
the underlying Markov chain. In some cases, S' will be very large, even though it is typically significantly 
smaller than the entire state space. In those cases, it will be difficult to examine systematically, and 
therefore it is important that it not be necessary to exam the full set S' in order to compute the bound. 
Sometimes even the boundary of the Markov chain is extremely large so even that would be prohibitively 
expensive to examine completely. For that reason we identify the boundary states and all states outside 
the boundary by using the steady state probability distribution function. This is done by comparing E 

which has already been determined for testing with other previously-computed values. 
The first Quality of Service enforcement algorithm depends only on whether or not the bound deter

mined by the routine BOUND is exceeded. 

Algorithm BOUNDARY(S, S', x ): Given a distributed object in state S E S' where S' = { s1 , s 2 , ... , sn} 
is a set of states such that the probability associated with each Si is at least E or k > 1, for a service 

µ:;c -

request of type x. Assume that the object was tested for correct operation for the states in S' using the 
DST algorithm, and that the arriving service request is of type x. 

• If BOUND(S, S', x) throttle the client requesting service using the quality of service protocol. 

We now introduce two additional algorithms that extend the BOUNDARY algorithm by incorpo
rating the notion of fairness. In both cases, the emphasis is on assuring that non-violating clients are 
not denied service. For the first algorithm, the WEAK.FAIR Algorithm, clients are throttled only after 
the boundary state has been reached. If the client submits a request of type x exceeding an agreed-upon 
number of service requests of that type, then the request will be throttled only if the boundary has been 
reached . Otherwise, the server will attempt to handle the request. Because no clients are throttled 
before the object has reached the boundary state, there will be times during which the system will 
operate outside the boundary. One implication of this fact is that system behavior may sometimes be 
unpredictable because it is possible for the system to be operating in states that have never been tested. 

Algorithm WEAK__FAIR(S, S', x, Ni,j, Wi,j): Given a distributed object in state SE S' where S' = 
{s 1 , s2 , ••• , sn} is a set of states such that the probability associated with each s; is at least E or k > 1, 

µ:;c -
for a service request of type x. Assume that the object was tested for correct operation for the states in 
S' using the DST algorithm, and that the arriving service request is of type x. Assume, also, that client 
i is submitting a request of type x, and has a bandwidth agreement of N;,x requests per second for the 
newly arriving request , and that client i has submitted W ;,x requests over the most recent window of 
measurement. 

• If W;,x > N;,x AND BOUND (S,S',x) throttle the client. 

For our third algorithm , fairness is stressed by throttling service requests from any client that is vio
lating their predetermined bandwidth agreements. While the WEAK.FAIR Algorithm waits to throttle 
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clients until after the boundary state has been reached by the shared component, the STRONG.FAIR 
Algorithm will sometimes throttle clients even before the boundary state has been reached. Non
violating clients will also be throttled any time the boundary state is reached. It should be unusual for 
the boundary state to ever be reached if the expected usage was used to define the boundary. 

Algorithm STRONG_FAIR(S, S', x, Ni,j, Wi,j): Given a distributed object in state S E S' where 
S' = { s 1 , s2, ... , sn} is a set of states such that the probability associated with each Si is at least E or t ~ 1, for a service request of type x. Assume that the object was tested for correct operation for 

the states in S' using the DST algorithm, and that the arriving service request is of type x. Assume, 
also, that client i is submitting a request of type x, and has a bandwidth agreement of Ni,x requests 
per second for the newly arriving request, and that client i has submitted Wi,x requests over the most 
recent window of measurement. 

• If Wi,x > Ni,x OR BOUND (S,S',x) throttle the client. 

5 Empirical Results 

In order to evaluate the performance of the three algorithms, we simulated their behavior on three 
large industrial telecommunications systems. Several criteria were used, including such things as the 
fraction of service requests throttled from clients under varying conditions and the deviation of the 
overall response time from the average. 

We now present case studies done to evaluate the Quality of Service enforcement algorithms that 
we presented in the last section. We used operational profile data collected from three large industrial 
telecommunications systems. In an earlier paper [2] , we included case studies describing our experience 
generating test suites using the deterministic state testing approach (DST Algorithm) for each of these 
three projects. We have now performed simulations to compute six metrics for each of the three 
proposed algorithms. We considered situations in which clients violated their service agreements and 
cases in which they did not. We selected rates for the violating clients so that the overall utilization 
rate for the CPU exceeded 90%. To do this we selected one operation from each project, and used it 
to repeatedly scale up the operational distribution data until the required rate was reached. We had 
collected the operational profile data prior to doing deterministic state testing and thus it was available 
for our purposes now at no additional expense. 

5.1 Operational Distributions 

We now provide a brief outline of the operational distributions for the three industrial software projects 
included in our study. The systems ranged in size from 50,000 lines of code to more than one million 
lines of code. Tables 1 - 3 provide traffic data for these projects. A brief description of each system is 
also included. It is assumed that arrival processes are Poisson, and holding times are assumed to be 
exponentially distributed. 

1. Project 1 is an adjunct service used to reroute service calls from clients and subscribers. Five 
operations represent most of the software processing: client call completes to subscriber, call 
cannot reach subscriber, call to update subscriber profile, call to check status, and call to access 
mail. 

2. ProjQct 2 ig a routing a,utomator. five activities repreoent moot of the proceooing; daitailnw~ ~u~ry1 

file transfer, trigger for access, trigger for node, and interface management. 
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Service Request Type Average Arrival Rate Average Holding Time 
(service requests/min) (min) 

Client call completes to subscriber 3.3 3.0 
Client call cannot reach subscriber 0.823 3.0 
Subscriber - update profile 0.588 2.0 
Subscriber - check status 0.297 1.0 
Subscriber - access voice mail 0.588 5.0 

Table 1: Project 1 Service Request Traffic Data 

Service Request Type Average Arrival Rate Average Holding Time 
(service requests/sec) (sec) 

Database 0.186 15.0 
File Transfer 0.006 30.0 
Triggers for Access 0.0016 8.0 
Triggers for Node 0.0024 8.0 
Interface Management 0.026 15.0 

Table 2: Project 2 Service Request Traffic Data 

3. Project 3 is a transaction processing system. Four activities represent most of the processing: 
open , close, update, and list. 

For each of these systems, the probability of service request blockage was very low because each was 
designed to operate at low to medium utilization rates. Therefore, there was a substantial amount of 
excess capacity built into the system to insure that a properly functioning system would have a very low 
probability of encountering blockage. This implies that we can expect that the cause of most service 
request loss was a service exceeding its agreed-upon bandwidth. 

For our case studies, we scaled the operational distributions to approximate the behavior of the 
algorithms when the systems were running under heavy loads . To accomplish this we selected one 
operation for each project and repeatedly increased the arrival rate for that operation until the load 
exceeded 90% of the system capacity. Tables 4-18 present data for these projects with arrival rates 
appropriately scaled to approximate heavy loads. 

Service Average Arrival Rate Average Holding Time 
Request Type (service requests/sec) (sec) 

Close 0.0675 5.19 
Open 0.2777 41.14 
Update 0.071388 41.59 
List 0.205 5.90 

Table 3: Project 3 Service Request Traffic Data 
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5.2 Analysis 

For each Quality of Service algorithm described in Section 4, we simulated its behavior using the three 
operational distributions presented in Tables 1 - 3. We also performed a simulation for the case in which 
no flow control algorithm was used in order to determine the service degradation. We used the average 
response time as the basis for this assessment. We ran each simulation on 5 independent replications of 
100,000 jobs each, for a total of 500,000 jobs. We computed the 95% confidence intervals for each of the 
measures and systems. This data is presented in Tables 4-18 for the average delay and for the average 
number of busy CPUs. 

We will use the following six criteria to assess the tradeoffs presented to architects by the algorithms. 
Our primary focus is on how the algorithms impact the system 's throughput and response time. 

1. The enforcement of average response time under heavy loads. 

2. CPU effectiveness at high load. 

3. The overall fraction of service requests throttled. 

4. The fairness to non-violating clients at high CPU utilization rates. 

5. The amount of throttling experienced by a client who is violating their agreement. 

6. The fairness to non-violating clients during periods of low utilization. 

Each of these six criteria will be used to assess each of the three Quality of Service algorithms. We will 
independently rate each of the algorithms as being outstanding, acceptable or unacceptable in terms 
of each of these characteristics. These results are summarized in Table 19. '++' indicates that the 
algorithm was the best-performing algorithm in the dimension considered , '+' represents behavior that 
is acceptable, while '- ' indicates that if that criterion is important to the customer, this algorithm does 
not behave acceptably. We will clarify shortly how we determined each rating. 

In order to assure that the utilization rate exceeded 90% of the capacity, we selected one operation 
for each project to scale the arrival rate. The ' update profile ' operation was selected for project 1. The 
'database' operation was used for that purpose for project 2. We chose the 'list' operation for project 
3. 

The unscaled load is shown in the column labeled '1' of Figures 4-18. We will refer to this unscaled 
load as the working point. The working point corresponds to the case in which all clients are submitting 
jobs at their previously-agreed-upon rates. The operational distribution data was used to directly 
determine these agreed-upon rates. 

We present the overall average delays incurred as a function of the increase in the arrival rate of the 
specified operations in Tables 4, 9, and 14 for projects 1, 2 and 3 respectively. This is shown for the 
uncontrolled environment (i.e. no quality of service enforcement algorithm used), the STRONG__FAIR 
Algorithm, the BOUNDARY Algorithm and the WEAK.FAIR Algorithm. For each algorithm, we ran 
simulations with the rate of the appropriate operation multiplied by 1, 2, 4 and 6. In order to assure 
that the system load exceeded 90% of the capacity for project 3, we had to multiply the arrival rate for 
the 'list ' operation by 7. 

For project 1, we saw clear evidence of system congestion when no flow control algorithm was used. 
In particular , when we scaled the ' update profile ' operation to cause the system load to exceed 90% of 
capacity

1 
(shown in Table 4 under the column labeled '6'), the ratio of the average incurred delay to 

the working point average delay, was ~:i~ = 1.91. For projects 2 and 3 the ratios were 1.78 and 2.76 
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respectively. This clearly indicated that under heavy loads, the system became congested and therefore 
a flow control mechanism was needed to ensure stability. 

Using the STRONG_FAIR Algorithm, the corresponding ratios decreased to 1.0, 0.99, and 0.63 for 
projects 1, 2 and 3 respectively. In each case we used the scaled load to assure that the system utilization 
rate exceeded 90%. We were surprised at first to notice that the average· delay sometimes decreased as 
the load increased. Tables 4, 9, and 14 shows some examples of this phenomenon. Examination of the 
results indicated that this decrease in the delay could be explained by the different weights given to long 
and short jobs as a result of the scaling done to achieve the appropriate utilization rates. When the 
BOUNDARY Algorithm was used and the appropriate operations were scaled, the ratios of the average 
delay for the scaled load to the working point average delay, were 0.90, 0.99, and 0.49 for projects 1, 2 
and 3 respectively. These ratios for the WEAK_FAIR Algorithm , were 1.04, 1.18, and 0.77, for projects 
1, 2 and 3 respectively for the scaled loads. We see, therefore, that, at least for the three projects in 
our study, all three of our Quality of Service algorithms provided stability when contrasted with system 
behavior when no flow control algorithm was used. 

The BOUNDARY and the STRONG..FAIR Algorithms both behaved very well when the enforcement 
of average response time at high utilization rates was considered. The WEAK..FAIR Algorithm behaved 
acceptably, but not as consistently since an 18% degradation in response time occurred for project 2. 
No similar degradation was noticed for the other two projects when the WEAK..FAIR Algorithm was 
used. The first row of Table 19 summarizes these results. 

Projects 1 and 3 could both execute 24 service requests in parallel since 24 CPUs were used . Project 
2 used 19 CPUS and was therefore able to execute 19 service requests in parallel. A shared memory 
multiprocessor architecture was used in each case to achieve parallelism. The average number of busy 
processors for project 1, 2 and 3 are shown in Tables 5, 10 and 15 respectively. 

When we normalized the maximum CPU utilization rates by dividing the number of busy processors 
under heavy load by the number of processors used when no Quality of Service algorithm was used , we 
found that projects 1, 2 and 3 achieved the rates 2

;;
2 = 0.94, 1~l3 = 0.91 , and 2~-l4 = 0.96, respectively. 

When the STRONG..FAIR Algorithm was used , the normalized maximum CPU utilization rates were 
0.68 , 0.27, and 0.75, for projects 1, 2 and 3 respectively. Using the BOUNDARY Algorithm, the 
normalized maximum CPU utilization rates were 0.73 , 0.28 , and 0.72, for projects 1, 2 and 3 respectively. 
The WEAK_FAIR Algorithm performed the best among these three algorithms when assessed using this 
measure. For that algorithm , the normalized maximum CPU utilization rates were 0.86, 0.82 , and 0.86, 
for projects 1, 2 and 3 respectively. We considered the BOUNDARY and STRONG..FAIR Algorithms' 
behavior to be only acceptable because in order to achieve an outstanding Quality of Service with 
respect to response time, both of these algorithms sometimes underutilized the CPU. We summarized 
there assessments in row 2 of Table 19. 

It is important to notice that our assessment recognizes that CPU utilization was actually most 
efficient when no flow control algorithm was used. But this has to be weighed against the fact that 
there was an unacceptably high delay under a heavy load without the use of flow control. 

We next considered the overall fraction of service requests throttled in order to examine each algo
rithm 's ability to accept the maximum number of service requests while still maintaining stability. The 
results are shown in Tables 6, 11 , and 16, for projects 1, 2 and 3 respectively. It is obviously desirable to 
throttle the smallest fraction of service requests possible. When no flow control was used, no throttling 
is done, and therefore in that case the overall fraction of service requests throttled was zero. The table 
therefore did not include an entry for this situation . 

When the STRONG..FAIR Algorithm was used , the overall fraction of service requests throttled 
were 0.37, 0.70, and 0.38 for projects 1, 2 and 3 respectively when the maximum CPU utilization rate 
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occurred. Using the BOUNDARY Algorithm, the overall fraction of service requests throttled were 0.23, 
0.70, and 0.26, for projects 1, 2 and 3 respectively for the maximum CPU utilization rates. For the 
WEAK.FAIR Algorithm, we observed significantly fewer service requests throttled when maximum CPU 
utilization rates occurred. Using this algorithm, the fractions were 0.12, 0.099, and 0.25, for projects 
1, 2 and 3 respectively. Thus the WEAK.FAIR Algorithm was again the algorithm that performed 
best using this measure. The BOUNDARY and STRONG.FAIR Algorithms displayed less good but 
acceptable behavior from the point of view of throttling relatively few service requests while handling 
a heavy load. Row 3 of Table 19 summarizes these assessments. Again, without flow control , throttling 
is not performed. But it is throttling that assures us that , even when the system is under heavy load , 
certain service requests will not be blocked. 

The maximum fraction of service requests throttled when a client is violating their service agreement 
under varying loads, are shown in Tables 7, 12 and 17 for projects 1, 2 and 3 respectively, for each of 
the Quality of Service algorithms. 

One of our primary objectives was to assure that no service requests would be throttled for clients 
who are not violating their agreements. When the STRONG.FAIR Algorithm was used , the maximum 
fraction of service requests throttled were 0.05 , 0.68, and 0.08 for projects 1, 2 and 3 respectively, for 
clients who did not violate their agreements under peak CPU utilization rates. The maximum fraction 
of service requests throttled while using the BOUNDARY algorithm 0.23, 0.70 , and 0.26 for projects 
1, 2 and 3 respectively when clients did not violate their agreements and ran at peak CPU utilization 
rates. The WEAK.FAIR Algorithm again displayed the best performance of the three Quality of Service 
algorithms. The maximum fraction of service requests throttled from clients who did not violate their 
agreements at the maximum CPU utilization rates were 0.017, 0.0002, and 0.001 , for projects 1, 2 and 
3 respectively. We rated both the BOUNDARY and STRONG.FAIR Algorithms as unacceptable for 
these projects. Row 4 of Table 19 summarizes these assessments. 

The fraction of throttled service requests from clients who are violating their agreements under varying 
loads, are shown in Tables 8, 13 and 18 for projects 1, 2 and 3, respectively. The maximum fraction of 
service requests throttled for the STRONG.FAIR Algorithm were 0.867, 0.70 , and 0.465 for projects 1, 
2 and 3 respectively for clients violating their agreements at the maximum CPU utilization rate. The 
BOUNDARY algorithm behaved somewhat better, throttling a maximum of 0.226, 0.70 , and 0.26 of 
service requests for projects 1, 2 and 3 respectively for clients violating their agreements . The maximum 
fraction of service requests thrott led for the WEAK.FAIR Algorithm were 0.276 , 0.10, and 0.319 for 
projects 1, 2 and 3 respectively for clients violating their agreements. Therefore, if the goal is to accept 
as many service requests as possible from a client who is violating its agreement, the WEAK.FAIR 
Algorithm showed the best behavior. Note that even though the STRONG.FAIR Algorithm throttled a 
large percentage of the requests , we still rated its behavior as acceptable for these projects because this 
is necessary in order to minimize the frequency of throttled requests by clients that are not violating 
their agreements. Row 5 of Table 19 summarizes these assessments. 

The last situation that we consider is how well the algorithms avoid throttling service requests from 
clients that are not violating their agreements when no client is violating its agreement. It may seem like 
service requests should never be throttled under these conditions. That is true if the traffic is relatively 
uniform . However , if there are periods of peak or very heavy traffic interleaved with periods of idleness 
or very low traffic, this might happen. The problem is that the algorithms look at only a relatively 
small window of time. Therefore, requests may be throttled because the algorithm incorrectly behaves 
as if there were more sustained periods of heavy traffic. 

Tables 7, 12 and 17 show the fraction of service requests throttled from clients that are not vio

lat ing their agreements when the ardval rate has not been scaled. The fraction of service reque~t~ 
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throttled from clients that are not violating their agreements using the STRONG_FAIR Algorithm at 
the (unscaled) base rate were 0.05, 0.30, and 0.004 for projects 1, 2 and 3; respectively. When the 
BOUNDARY Algorithm was used , these fractions were 0.002, 0.30, and 0.002 for projects 1, 2 and 3 
respectively. Using the WEAK_FAIR algorithm, the fraction of throttled service requests from clients 
that are not violating their agreements at the base rate were 0.0008, 0.0003, and 0.00007, for projects 
1, 2 and 3 respectively. Therefore, when we assessed the algorithms based on the ability of the system 
to avoid dropping service requests from clients that are not violating their agreements given that no 
client was violating its agreement , the WEAK.FAIR Algorithm behaved best for all three projects. The 
BOUNDARY Algorithm behaved acceptably for projects 1 and 3 but unacceptably for project 2. The 
STRONG_FAIR Algorithm behaved unacceptably for projects 1 and 2 and acceptably for project 3. 
Row 6 of Table 19 show these assessments. 

6 Conclusions 

We have proposed ways to enforce the Quality of Service for shared distributed objects that have been 
previously tested using our test generation algorithm, DST. By satisfying this requirement, we ensure 
that operational distribution data that is used by our three new Quality of Service algorithms will 
have already been collected or estimated and that a bound will have been selected. Since much of 
the work needed for these algorithms will have already been done when the software is tested, this 
implies that our Quality of Service algorithms will be efficient to use. Having proposed these new 
algorithms, we performed studies to evaluate their performance. We compared the algorithms' fairness , 
CPU effectiveness, amount of throttling of service requests, and ability to enforce an average response 
time. These assessments were made using simulations to compare the algorithms behavior for three 
large industrial projects. 

From most perspectives, the WEAK.FAIR Algorithm was usually the algorithm of choice. This was 
particularly true if the customer could tolerate some response time variability at high loads and the 
most important criteria were efficient usage of the system and fairness. If response time enforcement 
was critical for a project, making the WEAK.FAIR Algorithm unusable , we have investigated tradeoffs 
between the three algorithms, thereby allowing architects to select the algorithm that is the best match 
for their customer's requirements. 

We were originally motivated in this work by an observation that when no Quality of Service algorithm 
was used , there was an unacceptable level of congestion under heavy loads for all of the projects we 
investigated. However, we do recognize that there are circumstances under which no flow control might 
be preferable to any of our proposed algorithms. 
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'Update Profile' Operation - Scale Factor 
1 2 4 6 

No Control - Average Delay 3.11 .± 0.02 3.12 ± 0.30 3.50 ± 0.11 5.95 ± 0.77 
Strong Fairness - Average Delay 3.09 ± 0.03 3.07 ± 0.01 3.07 ± 0.01 3.10 ± 0.02 
Boundary - Average Delay 3.10 ± 0.03 3.06 ± 0.01 2.94 ± 0.02 2.78 ± 0.01 
Weak Fairness - Average Delay 3.11 ± 0.02 3.10 ± 0.30 3.17 ± 0.04 3.24 ± 0.05 

Table 4: Simulation Results - Project 1, Average Delay 

'Update Profile' Operation - Scale Factor 
1 2 4 6 

No Control - Number of Busy CPUs 16.78 ± 0.12 17.94 ± 0.14 20.31 ± 0.18 22.62 ± 0.20 
Strong Fairness - Number of Busy CPUs 16.36 ± 0.14 16.95 ± 0.07 16.77 ± 0.05 16.26 ± 0.08 
Boundary - Number of Busy CPUs 16.68 ± 0.07 17.73 ± 0.09 18.48 ± 0.10 17.52 ± 0.15 
Weak Fairness - Number of Busy CPUs 16.74 ± 0.10 17.87 ± 0.12 19.70 ± 0.12 20.65 ± 0.08 

Table 5: Simulation Results - Project 1, Average Number of Busy Processors 

'Update Profile ' Operation - Scale Factor 
1 2 4 6 

Strong Fairness 0.026 0.076 0.23 0.37 
Boundary 0.002 0.011 0.089 0.23 
Weak Fairness 0.0002 0.003 0.039 0.12 

Table 6: Simulation Results - Project 1, Overall Fraction of Service Requests Throttled 

'Update Profile' Operation - Scale Factor 
1 2 4 6 

Strong Fairness 0.05 0.05 0.06 0.05 
Boundary 0.002 0.011 0.089 0.23 
Weak Fairness 0.0008 0.002 0.009 0.017 

Table 7: Simulation Results - Project 1, Max Frac Service Reqs Throttled From Non-violating Client 

'Update Profile ' Operation - Scale Factor 
2 4 6 

Strong Fairness 0.330 0.680 0.867 
Boundary 0.011 0.089 0.226 
Weak Fairness 0.011 0.115 0.276 

T~bl~ 8! Simulation Rggu!ts - ProjQct 1, Avg Fuction Service Requests Throttled from Violating Client 
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'Database' Operation - Scale Factor 
1 2 4 6 

No Control - Average Delay 15.27 ± 0.09 15.14 ± 0.09 15.38 ± 0.09 27.12 ± 1.67 
Strong Fairness - Average Delay 15.27 ± 0.05 15.15 ± 0.09 15.05 ± 0.04 15.05 ± 0.06 
Boundary - Average Delay 15.27 ± 0.08 15.15 ± 0.08 15.04 ± 0.09 15.06 ± 0.11 
Weak Fairness - Average Delay 15.24 ± 0.05 15.13 ± 0.08 15.25 ± 0.06 18.06 ± 0.31 

Table 9: Simulation Results - Project 2, Average Delay 

'Database' Operation - Scale Factor 
1 2 4 6 

No Control - Number of Busy CPUs 3.39 ± 0.03 6.18 ± 0.06 11.75 ± 0.09 17.33 ± 0.14 
Strong Fairness - Number of Busy CPUs 2.39 ± 0.02 3.77 ::±:: 0.02 4.82 ± 0.02 5.18 ± 0.01 
Boundary - Number of Busy CPUs 2.39 ± 0.01 3.77 ± 0.02 4.86 ± 0.02 5.25 ± 0.009 
Weak Fairness - Number of Busy CPUs 3.38 ± 0.007 6.12 ± 0.03 11.33 ± 0.08 15.62 ± 0.08 

Table 10: Simulation Results - Project 2, Average Number of Busy Processors 

'Database' Operation - Scale Factor 
1 2 4 6 

Strong Fairness 0.29 0.39 0.59 0.70 
Boundary 0.29 0.39 0.59 0.70 
Weak Fairness 0.0006 0.005 0.038 0.099 

Table 11: Simulation Results - Project 2, Overall Fraction of Service Requests Throttled 

'Database' Operation - Scale Factor 
1 2 4 6 

Strong Fairness 0.30 0.39 0.59 0.68 
Boundary 0.30 0.39 0.59 0.70 
Weak Fairness 0.0003 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002 

Table 12: Simulation Results - Project 2, Maximum Fraction of Service Requests Throttled From Non
violating Client 

'Database' Operation - Scale Factor 
2 4 6 

Strong Fairness 0.39 0.59 0.70 
Boundary 0.39 0.59 0.70 
Weak Fairness 0.0057 0.04 0.10 

Table 13: Simulation Results- Project 2, Average Fraction of Service Requests Throttled From Violating 
Client 
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'List' Operation - Scale Factor 
1 2 4 6 7 

No Control - Avg Delay 26.44 ± 0.25 22.30 ± 0.42 20.95 ± 0.42 33.07 ± 2.60 72.86 ± 24.56 
Strong Fair - Avg Delay 26.55 ± 0.24 22.254 ± 0.31 18.35 ± 0.14 17.03 ± 0.15 16.64 ± 0.11 
Boundary - Avg Delay 26.54 ± 0.23 21.79 ± 0.16 16.83 ± 0.05 13.90 ± 0.13 12.92 ± 0.09 
Weak Fair - Avg Delay 26.57 ± 0.19 22.41 ± 0.13 20.11 ± 0.25 20.27 ± 0.38 20.52 ± 0.09 

Table 14: Simulation Results - Project 3, Average Delay 

'List' Operation - Scale Factor 
1 2 4 6 7 

No Control - Busy CPUs 15.89 ± 0.11 17.13 ± 0.18 19.47 ± 0.08 21.90 ± 0.16 23.14 ± 0.20 
Strong Fair - Busy CPUs 15.91 ± 0.08 16.85 ± 0.18 17.86 ± 0.13 18.12 ± 0.05 18.05 ± 0.12 
Boundary - Busy CPUs 15.98 ± 0.10 16.95 ± 0.09 17.97 ± 0.06 17.67 ± 0.07 17.20 ± 0.12 
Weak Fair - Busy CPUs 15.97 ± 0.10 17.11 ± 0.11 19.20 ± 0.11 20.24 ± 0.08 20.69 ± 0.73 

Table 15: Simulation Results - Project 3, Average Number of Busy Processors 

'List' Operation - Scale Factor 
1 2 4 6 7 

Strong Fairness 0.008 0.04 0.16 0.31 0.38 
Boundary 0.002 0.012 0.085 0.20 0.26 
Weak Fairness 0.00007 0.0026 0.055 0.18 0.25 

Table 16: Simulation Results - Project 3, Overall Fraction of Service Requests Throttled 

'List' Operation - Scale Factor 
1 2 4 6 7 

Strong Fairness 0.004 0.012 0.04 0.08 0.08 
Boundary 0.002 0.012 0.088 0.20 0.26 
Weak Fairness 0.00007 0.0002 0.001 0.002 0.001 

Table 17: Simulation Results - Project 3, Maximum Fraction of Service Requests Throttled From Non
violating Client 

'List' Operation - Scale Factor 
2 4 6 7 

Strong Fairness 0.073 0.226 0.393 0.465 
Boundary 0.012 0.085 0.197 0.260 
Weak Fairness 0.005 0.084 0.241 0.319 

Table 18: Simulation Results - Project 3, Average Fraction of Service Requests Throttled From Violating 

Client 
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Algorithm 
Criteria Strong Fairness Boundary Weak Fairness 
Enforcement of response time at high utilization ++ ++ + 
CPU effectiveness at high load + + ++ 
Overall fraction of service requests throttled + + ++ 
Fairness to a non-violating client at high utilization - - ++ 
Amount of throttling of violating client + + ++ 
Fairness to a non-violating client at low utilization - + ++ 

Table 19: Quality of Service Algorithms Summary Analysis 
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I. 

PROBLEM: How can shared components in 
a distributed object architecture maintain 
agreements on the Quality of Service in 
order to optimize system behavior? 

Quality of Service is defined in terms of 
response time, service request loss, and CPU 
utilization. 

2. 

UOISS.J 



Quality of Service agreements are 
established between components and each of 
jts clients. 

Basis for Service Agreements: 

• Previous usage rates. 

• Differential pricing. 

• Consequence of throttling. 

3. 

Developed QoS algorithms that are intended to 
be applied for systems that have been tested 
using our DST test generation algorithm. 

Implications: 

• Markov modeling has been done. 

• Probability E has been selected. 

• Appropriate states have been tested. 

4. 



Algorithm BOUND (s, S', x): Given 
a distributed object in state S E S' 

h S, - {s s s } · f w ere - 1, 2, ... , n 1s a set o 
states such that the probability 
associated with each s i is at least E 

or d 1 > 1, for a service request of 
type x. Assume that the object was 
tested for correct operation for the 
states in S' using the DST Algorithm 
and that the arriving service request 
is of type x. We use the notation (S + 
x) to denote the state entered when 
an entity in state S receives a service 
request of type x. 

f 
AX 

I PROB(S+x) < AND µx < lthan 
return (TRUE) else return (FALSE). 

5 

Algorithm BOUNDARY (s, S', x): 
Given a distributed object in state 
S E S' where S' = {s 1, s 2, ... , s n} is a 
set of states such that the probability 
associated with each si is at least E 

or j~ > 1, for a service request of 
type x. Assume that the object was 
tested for correct operation for the 
states in S' using the DST Algorithm 
and that the arriving service request 
is of type x. 

If BOUND (S, S', x) throttle the client 
requesting service. 

6 
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Algorithm WEAK_FAIR (S, S', x Ni,j, Wi,j): 
Given a distributed object in state S E S' 
wllere S' = {s1,s2, ... , sn} is a set of states such 
th at the proba~lity associated with each si is 
at least E or µx ~ l, for a service request of 
type x. Assume that the object was tested for 
correct operation for the states in S' using the 
DST Algorithm, and that the arriving service 
re(luest is of type x. Assume, also, that client i 
is submitting a request of type x, and has a 
re.source agreement of Ni,x requests per time 
unit for the newly arriving request, and that 
client i has submitted Wi,x requests over the 
most recent window of measurement. 

If Wi,x> N;,xAND BOUND (S,S', x) throttle 
the client. 

7. 

Algorithm STRONG_FAIR (S,S',x,Ni,j, Wi,j): 
Given a distributed object in state S E S' 
where S' = { s1, s2, ... , sn} is a set of states such 
that the prob~lity associated with each s;, is 
at least E or µx ~ l, for a service request of 
type x. Assume that the object was tested for 
correct operation for the stated in S' using the 
DST Algorithm, and that the arriving service 
request is of type x. Assume, also, that client i 
is submitting a request of type x, and has a 
resource agreement of Ni,x requests per time 
unit for the newly arriving request, and that 
client i has submitted W;,x requests over the 
most recent window of measurement. 

If W;,x> N;,xOR BOUND (S,S', x) throttle the 
client. 

8. 



1. The enforcement of average response time 
under heavy loads. 

2. CPU utilization at high load. 

3. The overall fraction of service requests 
throttled. 

4. The fairness to non-violating clients at high 
CPU utilization rates. 

5. The amount of throttling experienced by a 
client who is violating its agreement. 

6. The fairness to non-violating clients during 
periods of low utilization. 

9. 
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QualitY of Service Algorithms S•mary 
Analysis 

Criteria Strong Bound. Weak 

Response Time ++ ++ + 

CPU Effectiveness + + ++ 

Fraction Throttled + + ++ 

Fairness at high uti. - - ++ 

Amount of throttling + + ++ 

Fairness at low uti. - + ++ 



Alt!orithn1 ..__ 

Criteria Stronf! Fairness ..__ Boundary \Vcak Fairness 
Enrorcc1ncnt of response ti1nc at high utilization ++ ++ + 
CPU effectiveness at hi t!h load + + ++ .... 

Overall fraction or service requests throttled + + ++ 
Fairness to a non-\'iolatinc client at hi~h utilization - - ++ ... ... 
An1 ount of throttlinr!: of violatin!! client + + ++ ~ ..__ 

Fairness to a non-violating client at low utilization - + ++ 

Table 20. Quality of Service Algorithms Summary Analysis 
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Al!..!orithn1 .... 

Criteria Stron!.! Fairness Boundary \Vcak Fairness .... 

Enf()rcc,ncnt of response ti1nc at high utilization ++ ++ + 
CPU effectiveness at hi !.!h load + ... + ++ 
Overall fraction or service requests throttled + + ++ 
Fairness to a non-violating client at hi~h utilization - - ++ .... ... 

Atn()unt of throttling of violatin~ client + 
~ ..... + ++ 

Fairness to a non-violating client at low utilization - + ++ 

Table 20. Quality of Service Algorithms Summary Analysis 
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The testing of the GUI interface is a critical part of the plan for the application's release. Many modem software 
applications include a Graphical User Interface (GUI), these interfac_es can be extremely simple to agonizingly complex 
depending on the application. Using a graphical model to describe the operational behavior of a GUI in combination 
with an Automated Test Execution system can dramatically reduce the time required in testing this type of application. 
This paper describes a straightforward process for GUI testing using a modeling tool which then generates suites of 
tests verifying the application's operation. The result of this automated approach is reduced testing time and an 
increase in testing thoroughness. 

Outline 

1. Review of GUI components and constructs 
2. The concept of a stimulus/response pair 
3. Test design and generation using models 
4. Modeling example of a user interface 
5. Summary of benefits 

Introduction 

To display information and control the software applications through GUls is a complex subject. A GUI can be 
extremely simple to agonizingly complex depending on the application. Testing a GUI can be almost as difficult as 
writing the software. A behavioral modeling approach in conjunction with an automated test and verification tool can 
simplify and expedite GUI testing. 

The GUI operational paradigm has standardized over time. The roots of this standardization are complex, involving 
user training concerns, cross-platform issues, vendor market dominance, and the software used in GUI development. 
Teradyne has identified a reoccurring set of basic constructs that have found common usage in GUls. Examples of 
these constructs include: Menus, Pushbuttons, and Scrollbars. These constructs are similar on the two major software 
platforms hosting GU ls: UNIX and MS Windows 1• In an X/Motif programming environment these constructs are called 
widgets. In a Wintel windowing environment they are known as window resource objects. 

This paper illustrates and explains the modeling strategy for each of these constructs. Given this finite set of models to 
use as an example, testers can create models of their GUI System Under Test by combining together models of these 
common constructs. The paper provides a step-by-step method for analyzing the components of a GUI and creating 
behavioral models. 

1 \JNIX ii iii r~ii\erw YWJ'im~ 91 Unix System Laboratories. 

MS Windows is a registered trademark of the Microsoft Corporation. 
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This paper assumes a familiarity with GU ls, state machine-based behavioral modeling, and automated test execution 
systems used within the context of GUI testing. Model Based Testing, presented at the Software Quality Week 1997 
conference or Black Box Testing by Boris Seizer (John Wily & Sons, '95) can serve to provide this introduction. 

Basic Categories 

This section presents the basic GUI components and templates describing how to create and describe models. 

There are three basic categories of GUI components: Windows, Menus, and Controls. These three components used 
in conjunction with each other are assembled into GU ls. Before developing a modeling strategy a brief description of 
each of these categories is needed to establish a vocabulary. 

Windows 

A Window is a rectangular area of the user's display device under the control of the System Under Test. A display 
device is typically a computer monitor or flat panel display. Windows display information to the user as either text 
or graphics and solicit information from the user through Controls. Every GUI includes a Main Window which may 
include subordinate client windows within its area. These subordinate windows are arrayed in a hierarchy below 
the Main Window and inherit its operational policy. The diagram below shows the Main Window in relationship to 
client windows. 

View Window (client window) 

Status Bar Window client window 

• Figure 1, Typical Window Organization 

Menus 

Main Window 

Border 

Menus are GUI constructs that can cause the display of new client windows. Menus are a special type of control. 
Using a menu typically causes a major state change in the GUI System Under Test. Menus are typically a 
horizontal list of items with subordinate associated pop-up menus. These subordinate menus appear when the 
user selects an item from the initial menu's list. Menus appear within the context of a window. Testers should note 
that, on occasion menus may have the appearance of controls (discussed below). 
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Controls 

Controls are GUI constructs that allow the user to transmit commands or information to the GUI System Under 
Test. Controls appear within the context of a window. Sometimes they are displayed as "real-world" mechanical 
devices (Pushbuttons, Dials, etc.) to provide the user with operational context. Actuating a control typically causes 
an event to occur within the System Under Test which may change its state. 

GUI Components 

There are 13 primary GUI components used in conventional GUI design. The Figure 2 shows the relationship of these 
components to the basic GUI categories. 

Spin Control 
Scroll Bar Menu Bar 
Radio Box Menu 
Push Button 
List Box 
Label 
Check Box 

Text Window 
Main Window 
Graphics Window 
Dialogue Box 

• Figure 2, Relationship of GUI Components to Categories 

The components (listed in alphabetical order) are as follows: 

Check Box A row or column containing one or more toggle buttons, any of which may be in either of two states. A Check 
Box is a tvoe of Control. 

Dialogue Box A GUI component popped up by the System Under Test to inform or solicit information from the application's 
user. A Dialoaue Box is a type of W indow. 

Graphics A client window, multiple pixels in length, width, and color depth containing information in a graphical format 
Window (bitmap or otherwise). A Graphics Box is a type of Window. 

Label Text or graphic icon in a small window changed in response to an event within the System Under Test. A Label 
is a type of Control. 

List Box A text list of limited choices allowinq a selection based on a controlling policy. A List Box is a type of Control. 

Main Window The application's primary window. The Main Window is a type of Window. 

Menu Either a popup or pull down listing of application processing selections. A Menu is a type of Menu. 
Menu Bar A row typically found across the top of an application's Main Window supporting pull down menus. A Menu Bar 

is a tvoe of Menu. 
Push Button A GUI component labeled with text or graphics generating an event in the System Under Test when actuated. A 

Push Button is a tvne of Control. 
Radio Box A row or column containing multiple toggle buttons, allowing only one button selection at a given time. A Radio 

Button is a type of Control. 
Scroll Bar A GUI component used to horizontally or vertically reposition text or graphics in client windows tor viewing. A 

Scroll Bar is a type of Control. 
Spin Control A numeric list of limited choices allowing selection based on a controlling policy. A Spin Control is a type of 

Control. 
Text Window A client window of one or more rows and columns containing information in text format supported by an editor 

allowinq the text to be inserted, modified and deleted accordina to a oolicv. A Text Window is a tvoe of W indow. 
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Stimulus/Response Pairs 

In Figure 3, it is important to understand the concept of stimulus/response pairs. Stimulus/Response pairs are used to 
describe the construction of state machine-based behavioral models throughout this paper. 

When testing, it is desirable that stimulus applied to a system has a verifiable response. When you create models of 
GU l's you need to know the events needed to stimulate the GUI System Under Test to change its state and the 
corresponding characteristics of the GU l's new state. The characteristics of the new state are used to verify the 
response. The stimulus, and response verification must be programmable in the test scripting language of your 
automated Test Execution System. 

The models follow the general state machine format of Inputs, Processing, Outputs. Where an input is a stimulus, 
Processing is shown as a (presumably new) state, and Outputs are a response. 

In our modeling approach we model a stimulus as an Event. Events are shown in models as transition objects (arrows 
in Figure 3'). The modeling tool allows Testers to embed scripting code into model transition objects. Responses are 
also modeled as transitions. Generally, there is a one-to-one correspondence between stimulus transitions and their 
corresponding verifiable response. There can also be a many-to-one correspondence between stimulus transitions 
and a response transition. This occurs when multiple stimuli have the same response. Your testing will be seriously 
complicated ( or your System Under Test has serious design problems), if a single stimulus can result in any of several 
responses. 

Figure 3 describes the general structure of the examples in this paper. It shows a transition dedicated to stimulating 
the System Under Test, the System Under Test's change of state (a state object), and a transition dedicated to 
verifying the response of the System Under Test. Each test step in your model needs to include these three elements. 

l t - i i 
Entry-

Test Execution 
System 

and 
Application 

Domain : Tester programs TEST INFO field with Test 
: Execution System's native language verifying 
: Application under test's anticipated response 
: to the stimulus. I.:, stau~ : : 

R: State change in applicati~n stiloul.ated ' ~ ~!ll I 
, • ;-;==;====;==;, • Exit 

: I! .._ • .,.. I --=------
Ti --· Ntw App Stat 

. e - - R: ~Response Verify state change. I 

Tester programs TEST INFO field with Test Execution : Test Execution System 
native language to stimulate Application under test into : will apply stimulus. 
a new state. : Application will change . 

: state (perform processing).: 
: Test Execution System : 
: will retrieve and verify : 
: Application's response. : 
. . . . . . 

• Figure 3, Stimulus/Response Pairs 
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Window Component Models 

This section presents examples of state machine-based, behavioral models for selected GUI components within each 
of the major categories. Example models were created using T eradyne's T estMaster TM automated test generation 
tool. Certain details of the models have been omitted to simplify the examples. 

Windows constructs consist of the following basic components: 

• Dialogue Box 
• Graphics Window 
• Main Window 
• TextWindow 

A (new) window is generally the response of the underlying system to an event stimulus from the operator. The 
appearance of a window verifies a response to the stimulus. We suggest that a user models a window as a state or 
submode! object. 

A submode! is subordinate model following the policy of its predecessor, but having its own behavior. 

Dialogue Box 

A Dialogue Box is "popped-up" into the current window by the underlying System Under Test to inform or solicit 
information from the application's user. The example shown in Figure 4, is a typical Dialogue Box. This particular 
example is a Dialogue Box with three Push Button controls. 

• Figure 4, Dialogue Box (Wintel Example)2 

Graphics Window 

A Graphics Window is a rectangular region of multiple pixels in length, width, and color depth containing 
information in graphical format (bitmap or otherwise). 

Main Window 

The Main Window is the application's primary window. Typically, the Main Window consists of four parts: Title Bar, 
Menu Bar, Client Windows and Border. Figure 1 illustrates a Main Window. The Title Bar contains the window's 
caption and optionally a System Menu or Push Buttons connected to the System Menu. The Title Bar and border 
are not part of the application. They are typically hosted by the underlying operating system's window 
management software. The Menu Bar is a row of selections leading to Pull down Menus accessing the System 
Under Test's major functions. The user and the System Under Test exchange information and commands 
through the Main Window and one or more Client Windows. Occasionally, the Main Window consists of only a 
single Client Window. The Border delineates the edges of the Main Window and optionally provides window sizing 
control. 

The Main Window may be movable or static. Users may reposition a movable Main Window within the display 
device. Typically repositioning the window follows a resizing operation using the System Menu or the Border. 

2 
Microsoft PowerPoint is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation 
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Likewise, a user's Main Window may be static and cannot be repositioned. A "full screen" Main Window is the 
most common example of the static type. 

Figure 5 shows a Main Window that includes a Main Window with a Title Bar, Menu Bar, and three client windows. 
System Menu 

Text Window 

Main Window (Dashed) 

Title Bar 

Menu Bar 

Client Window 

Border 

Client Window 

•Figure 5, Main Window (Wintel Example) 

A Text Window is one or more rows and columns containing information in text format supported by an editor 
allowing the text to be inserted, modified and deleted. A Text Window may have a policy applied by the GUI to 
control the type and syntax of the text being entered. The policy may include complex behavior. 

Figure 6 shows a typical Text Window. Sometimes Text Windows are called Forms. This particular example 
includes a Text Window with: Title Bar, Tab Menu, two Push Button controls, a Check Box control, eight text 
windows, and a Slide Bar control. 

Software Quality Week, May 1998 
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Text Window 
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Window Example Model 

A window represents the processing mode of the System Under Test being presented to the application's user by the 
GUI. It can also be a response to a Menu selection or a Control actuation. Model Windows as individual states or 
submode/s. 

Model a window as a submode!, when it has complex behavior that needs to decomposed into several instances of 
simpler behavior. Figure 7 gives an example of how to model a Window. The example is the Main Window example 
shown in Figure 5, Main Window. 

Submode! handling 
Menu Bar selection 
option. 

Submode! handling the 
Client Window controlling 
display in View Window. 

l~ -+\!ll Submode! handling 
Edit 

/ ----~Menu Bar selection 
_,,,// option. 

"-. / // 
I ~ : I .. I... I / I • I Ent,y I Ma.in_Windo 1---------- Exit 

'-----~' / .._"'.----.....,.... 
/ / 

Submode! handling 1~ -+C!li / 
Menu Bar selection v;.,. I 
option. 

' '·,0 
"-r.;;;;;;:=== 

~ -+w !!J,11bmodel handling 
Hel ' 

P ~enu Bar selection 
option. 

•Figure 7, Main Window Submode! (Wintel Example) 

Figure 7 gives an example of how to model the Main Window shown in Figure 5, Main Window. The Main Window is 
a processing state of the System Under Test. The Main Window is rendered as a single state object in the model 
(central box icon labeled Main_Window). The Menu Bar selection options available from the Main Window are shown 
as submodels surrounding the central state. Another submode! (View_Window_Select) handles the control of the Main 
Window's client View Window. 

Note the most complex behavior in the Main Window model results from the Menu Bar. This reflects the Main 
Window's essentially static behavior. Its true function is to provide a starting point for the underlying application's 
processing modes available through the Menu Bar. 
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Menu Component Models 

Menu components consist of the following basic types: 

• Menu 
• Menu Bar 

Menu selection options populate menus. Typically the selections are textual, although they may also be graphical. 
Users exercise menu selection options with a mouse button click on the menu selection option or from their keyboard. 
Typically, menu selections result in an event stimulating the System Under Test into a new processing state. Usually, a 
new state results in a new window being displayed. 

Menu 

A Menu is a fixed vertical or horizontal text listing of application processing selections. Typically, only valid 
processing options appear for user selection. It is assumed that any menu selection is as likely as any other menu 
selection in the GUl's behavior. 

Menus can either be popup or pull down. Popup Menus appear in the display as a result of a user generated 
event. Typically, they can appear as the result of a key action or mouse button click. A Pull down Menu requires 
placing the mouse cursor onto a Pull down menu selection and clicking the mouse button or typing a controlling 
key to popup the menu. 

• Figure 8, Pull down Menu (Wintel Example)3 

3 Microsoft Word is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation. 
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Tab Windows are also Menu-type constructs. The Tabs appear in a file folder fashion displaying an underlying 
information window. 

Modeling Menus 

Model Menu Bars as diamonds. A Diamond models a Menu Bar, with each menu selection appearing as an 
object between the Entry and Exit objects. 

Figure 9 gives an example of how to model the Pull down File Menu shown in Figure 8. Submodels group 
the related functions together to reduce the complexity of the Diamond. This grouping reduces the Diamond 
from a potential 18 model objects to seven submodels. The grouping reflects the implied grouping shown in 
the menu figure. 

• Figure 9, File Menu Example Submode! 

The grouping of menu options comprises all the options except for Exit. Exit was explicitly omitted because it 
terminates the application and ends testing. The model does not include "hot-keys" (Ctrl+N, Ctrl+O, Ctrl+S, 
Ctrl+P). Within the example, a user can type a hot-key at any time. Omitting them simplifies the example. 
The stimulus to the menu shown above (except for Exit) is from the transitions shown entering the central 
submode! objects. The stimulus will be either a mouse button click or typed keyboard characters. The 
System Under Test's typical response to a menu selection is immediately verifiable as a major state change in 
the application. The popup of a new window or dialogue box associated with the new state typically verifies the 
System Under Test's response. This verification would appear in the first transition of the submodels shown in 
the example. 
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Control Constructs 

Control constructs consist of the following basic co~ponents: 

• Check Box 

• Label 

• List Box 

• Push Button 

• Radio Box 

• Scroll Bar 

• Spin Control 

Control actuation stimulates the System Under Test into a new processing state. Control actions (press a button, 
check a box, select a list option) appear in models as transitions. Careful inspection of the control's operation is 
needed before modeling. It is not uncommon for GUI controls to have the appearance of a control and the functionality 
of a menu. In addition, control constructs may have the appearance of one type of construct, but function like another 
type of control construct. For example, Push Buttons may trigger popup menus and Spin Controls may function like 
List Boxes. The example window shown in Figure 10includes all the control constructs with the exception of a Label. 

Radio 
Buttons 
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Extended List Box with inactive vertical Scroll Bar 

Push Buttons 

• Figure 10, GUI Controls (Wintel Example) 
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Check Box 

A Check Box can be one or more toggle buttons arranged in a row or column, any of which may be in either of two 
states (checked or unchecked). The states of related Check Boxes are not mutually exclusive. The state of a 
Check Box is persistent. Once checked, the box remains checked until unchecked. 

Modeling Check Boxes 

Model Check Boxes as two transitions with the same source terminating in the same destination state. Each 
transition is a possible state of the Check Box. The destination state represents the final setting of the Check Box 
passed to the System Under Test. Multiple Check Boxes are modeled as a chain using the same basic construct. 
Check Boxes generate events changing the state of the System Under Test. 

Table 1 shows the possible states of a check box taken from the Printer section in Figure 10, GUI Controls. The 
events Print to File and No Print to File are the user checking the Check Box using a mouse click. 

Table 1, Print to File State Table 

Event 
Current State Print to File No Print to File 
Print to File No Change No Print to File 
No Print to File Print to File No Change 

Figure 11 gives an example of how to model a Check Box. The information is taken from the Table 1. 

L 

Print to File Check Box has 
two possible states Print to 
File or Do not Print to File. 

l \ E : File _Print i I • 1_. I [ e 
.--~,...- _-_---!._~_--'_-_-:_-:_-:_-::_-::.,~ Print_to_Filo 1---------...i Exit 

'1 E : No_File_Print I 
State object is final 
state of Check Box 
passed to application. 

• Figure 11, Check Box Example submode! 
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The example models a single checkbox in the Print Window Example. The two transitions to the left of the 
Print_to_File state are the events stimulating the System Under Test. These events are the two possible states of 
the Check Box. The example model does not show the verification of the underlying system's response. The 
response can either be immediately verifiable or contingent on another event, for example the Push Button "OK." 
Program an immediately verifiable response into the transition to the right of the model's state. If the response 
were not immediately verifiable, create a variable to preserve the context of this model. In the variable, save the 
Check Box state (No_File_Print or File_Print) to verify the response in another submode!. 

Push Button 

A Push Button is a component labeled with text or graphics generating an event in the System Under Test when 
actuated. Push Buttons can be "pushed" with a mouse button click, or optionally actuated through the keyboard. 
The state of a Push Button is not persistent. A pushed button immediately returns to its default state. A pushed 
Push Button immediately stimulates the System Under Test with an event. Push Buttons generate events 
changing the state of the System Under Test. They have only two states: pushed or not pushed. 

Modeling Push Buttons 

Model Push Buttons as a single transition terminating in a state. The transition is the actuation of the Push Button. 
The destination state represents the setting of the Push Button passed to the System Under Test. The transition 
leading out of the state contains the code to verify the Push Button's setting. 

Table 2 shows the possible states of the three Push Buttons in the Print Window example shown in Rgure 10, GUI 
Controls. The events OK, Cancel, and Options are the user actuating a Push Button using a mouse click. 

Table 2, Print Window Push Buttons State Table 

Event 
Current State OK Cancel Options 
OK OK N/A N/A 
Cancel N/A Cancel N/A 
Options N/A N/A Options 

Figure 12 gives an example of how to model a Push Button. The example is from the table above created from 
Figure 10. 
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is--e-+w! 
Mouse click and 
keyboard Enter 
actuate OK button. 

, ...... 
OK 1------ Printins 

Submode! handling 
Print Window selections. 

. , /~-E-, -Mo- u-se ___ OK~I 
! E : Enter ' ·~--~. 
: \ / 

~ \_ ___ ...J1l~~=t~~~·+,t:d~~::lt-..~-=--=--=.@-T--_-_--<l ..... r!:?-+(ull 

Submo9"el handling 
applic¢ion printing 
accofaing to Print 
Wi · ow selections. 

• Ii 
I 
! 

~--- ~ ,>.,, Submode! ha ling 
I E : Mouse_Cance l : "'· Options Window popped 

"--~ by Push B tton. 

• Figure 12, Push Button Example Submode! 

The model shown in Figure 12 hides the complexity of selecting print options from within the Print Window in 
the Pmt_Window submode!. The transitions leading from the Print_Window submode! to the Options 
submode! and the OK and Cancel states are the events stimulating the System Under Test. These events 
occur when the GU l's user clicks on the Print Window's Push Buttons. Either mouse clicking on the Push 
Button or typing the keyboard Enter key actuates the OK Push Button. Two transitions entering the OK state 
model this Push Button. The example ignores the actuation of Tab and Arrow keys. Actuating OK exports 
print options selected in the Pmt_ Window submode! into the Printing submode!. The Cancel Push Button is 
more straightforward. A single transition represents a user's mouse click on this GUl's Push Button. Cancel 
does not export Print options. Mouse clicking on the Options Push Button pops a window that returns to the 
Print Window. The Options Window is a Tabbed window. Tabbed windows are a type of Menu. This tabbed 
menu selects further print options. The Options submode! encompasses this complex behavior. The 
Print_Window submode! could logically include the Options submode!. The model does not show the 
underlying system's response. The response to the Cancel Push Button is the immediate collapse of the Print 
Window and no print job is created. Program an immediate verifying response into the transition to the right of 
the Cancel state object. The transition to the right of the OK state object is programmed to verify the 
immediate collapse of the Print Window only. The Printing submode! hides the complexity of verifying the 
correct print selections being used by the application when OK is chosen. Assume the response to the 
Options Push Button is in the Options submode!. 

Scroll Bar 

A Scroll Bar is a sliding bar arranged horizontally or vertically to increment a value, or reposition text and 
graphics in client windows for viewing. A Scroll bar allows selection based on a controlling policy. Numeric 
Scroll Bars typically control the selection of real (decimal-type) values. Graphic or Text Window Scroll Bars 
control panning within a window. A Scroll Bar can be in one and only one state. The state of a Scroll Bar is 
persistent during the time a window is being displayed, and may be longer. A selected value remains selected 
until it is deselected. Scroll Bars transmit data to the System Under Test. 
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Figure 13 gives an example of both horizontal and vertical scroll bars. In addition, it contains Check Boxes, Labels, 
and Push Buttons. 

• Figure 13, Scroll Bar (Wintel Example)4 

Modeling Scroll Bars 

Model Scroll Bars as multiple transitions entering a state. Each of the transitions entering the state is a Scroll 
Bar increment. The state represents the final setting of the Scroll Bar presented to the System Under Test. 
The transition leading out of the state contains the code to verify the Scroll Bar's setting. 

Table 3 shows the possible states of a vertical, Volume Scroll Bar taken from the Midi Play Out section of 
Figure 13, Scroll Bar. There is no unit scale for the Scroll Bar. Therefor all Scroll Bar positions are relative. 
This particular Scroll Bar's minimum is zero (bottom position). Its maximum is six (top position). The Scroll 
Bar's default position is in the center or at three. The events are the user selection of decrement or increment 
the volume by mouse clicking on the bar and dragging it up or down. 

Table 3, Midi Play Out Scroll Bar State Table 

Event Comment 
Increment 

Max. 
N/A 

Default thru Max.-1 
N/A 

Decrement 
N/A 
N/A 

Maximum Scroll Bar value. 
Default Scroll Bar value. 

Default thru Min.+1 Intermediate Scroll Bar values. 
Min. Minimum list value. 

4 
Mwave is a registered trademark of General Signal Corporation. 
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Figure 14 gives an example of how to model a Scroll Bar. The example uses the information from Table 3. 

IE: Volume Lv l 4 i \ 

Midi Volume Control has 
3 possible states to Scroll 
Up-- Levels 4 thru 6. Max 
volume is Level 6. 

/

/ '"'~,LE: VolUllle_Lvl_S ! 

' - - ' "- i E : Max_VolUllle [ 

/ Volume Control defaults 

/ to Leverrl 3=.==,..,-;~ ~~:::1-i~===., 
r==t=.-=_"I [ i .,_ 1 _,. E : Mi d_VolUJle .,_1 _,. I ._! ___ • ___ _. 

Entry Nault Midi_Out_Vol 1------ Exit 

~ . / 

"" '# -----------.. "" . . / j E: Min_ Vol1.lllle I 
" ' ! ' ' "

1
~•-"

1->v( , Midi Volume Control has 
~ / [ E : VolUllle_Lv l_l i 3 possible states to Scroll 

r,=;====/,, Down-- Levels 2 thru 0. 
I ••• I Min volume is Level 0. 
Decruntnt 

• Figure 14, Scroll Bar Example Submode! 

This particular Scroll Bar segments its range into discrete increments. In the model above the states in the 
model are the possible test states of the Scroll Bar. Because the possible range of the Scroll Bar totals only 
seven increments, all volume levels appear as individual transitions. The model does not show the verification 
of the Scroll Bar's state. Code an immediate verification of the Scroll Bar's state into the transition to the right of 
the Midi_Out_ Vol state object. Otherwise, create a variable to preserve and export the volume level for use in 
verifying the System Under Test's response in this or another submode!. For example, tests coming from the 
Decrement state's Min_ Vol event might set a variable to Oto indicate no volume. The verification in the 
transition to the right of the Midi_Out_Vol state would verify the volume produced compared to the volume 
indicated by the variable. 

GUI Modeling Process 

The following is the recommended process for modeling a GUI and producing a test script to test your application. 

1. Set test objectives. 
2. Analyze the windowing system. 
3. Determine usage patterns. 
4. Model windowing system's infrastructure. 
5. Test infrastructure model. 
6. Model windowing system's secondary functions and details. 
7. Test model of primary and secondary functions. 
8. Execute test script on test execution system. 
9. TestGUI. 
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1-Set Test Objectives 

Set goals for testing the GUI. It is necessary to understand how much testing of the system you can perfonn, 
how long it can take, and when testing is complete. Test objectives can be as simple as: 

• Number of errors found, i.e. none remaining. 
• Number of tests executed, i.e. 500 tests exercising all functions. 
• Code coverage as measured by a software coverage tool, i.e. tests result in 90% coverage 

reported by tool. 
• Number of hours spent testing, i.e. three calendar months of testing perfonned. 

The product of this analysis is a schedule and criteria for completing the testing of the GUI system. 

2-Analyze the Windowing System 

Study the windowing system. It is necessary to understand: the hierarchy of the windows within the system, 
how the controls operate, how commands pass to the System Under Test, and how data passes back and 
forth between the GUI and the System Under Test. List the GUI components associated with each window. 

Figure 15 gives a partial example of the windowing hierarchy of the Print Window used in previous figures. 

• Figure 15, Print Window Windowing Hierarchy 

The product of this analysis is a list of the major GUI functions and their relationship to each other. This 
analysis will give you a list of your major submodels. 

3-Determine Usage Patterns 

Study the GU l's usage. It is necessary to understand the standard procedures for operating the GUI. To be 
successful in your testing, you will need to perfonn this study from three perspectivess: 

• How is the system designed to be operated? 
• How is the system being operated or can be operated (this may not be the same as the design usage)? 
• How can the system be abused? 

Figure 16 gives an example of a common usage sequence for the Print Window used in previous examples. 
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Open Document Click on Menu Bar Click on File Menu Click on OK Document 
(Entry) File Option Print Option Push Button Prints (Exit) 

• Figure 16, Print Window Usage Scenario 

The product of this analysis is a number of usage scenarios exercising each of the GU l's functions. This 
analysis will be used as a reference for validating your model. 

4-Model Windowing System's Infrastructure 

Create a preliminary TestMaster model based on the analysis of the windowing system. Infrastructure 
includes only enough model detail to reach the lowest-level window. Model the Main Window with its 
associated menus and controls as submodels. Iterate your modeling, extending the model submodel-by
submodel. Only model the GUI Control components needed to reach the next window. When modeling 
control components only model the default or most commonly used option. Use the component templates 
presented in this document to help you get a general idea on modeling windows, menus, and controls. Do not 
attempt to model all the details shown in the templates at this step. Every time you finish a submode! it is a 
good idea to execute it in a standalone context to check it's behavior. Once checked you can enter Test 
Execution System code or comments as you model. 

Figure 17 gives an example of how a preliminary model of the Print Window used in previous examples might 
appear. 

,a+!Et .. C!:ll 
Page_Range 

efS3;lf 
Print_List_Bo 
X 

..... 

, ..... 
Cancel 

• Figure 17, Preliminary Model 

11:!l'+S--c:!lf 
1------- Printing 

The product of this task is a model including all the systems windows and the GU l's major functions. 
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5-Test Infrastructure Model 

Execute the model verifying it behaves (produces tests) based on the analysis of the common usage patterns. 
Begin testing the model using a simple coverage scheme. A large amount of the model's behavior is 
structural-a result of placing the model objects in relationship to each other correctly. You may need to add 
additional information about the context or uses to ensure the model completely mimics the behavior of the 
System Under Test's specification. Iterate running tests and improving the fidelity of the model until it 
produces tests matching your usage profiles. 

Test Execution System code should be complete in the Test Information fields of the model at this point. 
The product of this task is a test script testing all the default or most commonly used GUI functions. 
Depending on the test objectives, test scripting may be complete at this point. 

About Coverage Schemes 

One of the most powerful capabilities of a model based approach is the ability to create a test suite appropriate 
for each phase of a product's life-cycle by just changing the coverage scheme used. For example a Transition 
coverage produces tests that include every transition in a test at least once. At the other extreme, Full 
coverage produces tests that include every transition in all possible permutations with every other transition. 
Transition coverage can produce a modest number of tests that can satisfy most testing requirements. Full 
coverage generally produces a large amount of tests for even simple models. A higher degree of constraining 
needs to be applied to reduce the number of tests produced using Full coverage schemes. Other schemes 
enable a test engineer to create tests that can conform to the operational profile (see Operational Profiles in 
software reliability engineering from J.D. Musa) of users of the system, QuickCover"' provides a test suite 
similar to a transition coverage but based on user profile. ProfileCover can provide any number of tests whose 
distribution will mimic that of actual users, these suites can be used to determine expected system reliability or 
provide a excellent set useful for performance or load testing of a system. 

To summarize, the key point is that once the basic model has been constructed all of these test suites can be 
created whenever they are needed and will reflect the current specification of the system [as represented in 
the model]. 

6-Model Windowing System's Secondary Functions and Details 

Add the remaining functions and test paths for windowing system to the model. Secondary functions include 
the details within each window. Iterate your modeling, enhancing the model submodel-by-submodel. Model 
all GUI Control components for every window. When modeling control components add minimum and 
maximum Control options to every control. Use the component templates presented in this document to help 
you model windows, menus, and controls. Submodels should contain at least as much detail as shown in the 
templates. Every time you finish a submode! run a mini-test of the submode! standalone to verify your work. 

Be prepared for the number of tests produced by your model to increase dramatically when using Full or 
Profile style coverage schemes. 

Write Test Execution System code for the new functions into the Test Information fields of the model as 
completely as possible. The product of this task is a model including all the systems windows, the GUl's 
major and minor functions, and interesting test cases. 
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7-Test Model of Primary and Secondary Functions 

Execute the model and verify that it produces all the scenarios called out in the analysis of the common usage 
patterns. The model may produce additional scenarios not anticipated by the analysis. Be prepared to 
evaluate them for inclusion in the test script. Begin testing using a Transition coverage scheme. If a large 
amount of tests are being generated disable unrelated or loosely related submodels and review the model's 
output in a piecemeal fashion. 

Repeat this procedure using more robust coverage schemes adding constraints as needed. These 
constraints will eliminate trivial and uninteresting tests from the script resulting from the new functions. The 
product of this task is a fully constrained test script testing all the GU l's functions and interesting test cases. 
Initial test scripting is complete at this point. 

8-Execute Test Script on Test Execution System 

Execute the test script on the Test Execution System. You must debug the script before you can detect errors 
in the System Under Test. Verify the script drives the Test Execution System and through it the System Under 
Test. There are likely to be errors in the Test Execution System code. Be prepared to fold the corrections to 
the script back into the model. Typically, it takes several debug runs to achieve error-free Test Execution 
System code. The product of this task is a model producing syntactically correct test scripts. Test scripting is 
complete at this point. 

9-Test GUI 

Execute the test script on the Test Execution System evaluating the result for errors in the System Under Test. 

Summary 

This paper provides the basis for a toolkit of submodels and processes that Testers can use as examples for creating 
GUI models. It also offered advice and a general plan for testing a GUI. 

A GUI contains an industry-standard set of components connected in a logical fashion. When modeling a GUI, Testers 
need to identify the components being used and how they relate to each other. Once they understand the structure of 
the GUI, they can implement all the components into a model. Testers should use the templates included in this paper 
as examples of how to create the building blocks of their own models. With a little experience you will quickly come to 
recognize the common GUI components and how to assemble them into working models. 

Finally, Testers need a plan and need to know when testing is complete-before they begin. A step-by-step plan for 
testing a GUI is included with examples. Testers should review this plan within the context of their own plans and 
schedules for testing their System Under Test. 

Creating a model of a GUI is not difficult, if it is approached in a systematic fashion. This paper has presented the 
solutions model based testing practitioners regularly use with success to create GUI models. 
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Introduction 

Shd<! I 

Graphic User Interfaces (GUls) constitute a 
standard interface to applications. 
- They are constructed from a finite set of reusable 

objects. 

Models can be used to describe this interface. 
Model-based testing in conjunction with test 

automation can systematically exercise the 
interface. 

SIMl<!2 

What is a GUI? 

It's a Man-Machine
Interface (MMI) 

- Window{s) {screen) 
- Controls 

It has Structure and 
Behavior 
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Standard GUI Components 

Tcr:ldyu Soflw:iirc & Sysicnu T,::s1 Slid..-4 

Print Window Structure & Behavior 

Slid..-$ 

State Machine Modeling 

State Machine notation is a graphic 
mechanism for describing dynamic behavior 

State Machines are created from States, 
Transitions, and Events 

Extended State Machine notation addresses 
the needs of systems test 
- Extended notation adds: Context, Constraints, 

Predicates, Test Information, and model nesting 
to basic state machine notation 
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Models are Composed of States 
and Transitions 

re ,~ ... ;;:,:::, ·-~ 
Trans~ion--

·d,ii,-- · - Even -
.::::1 ·· I 

All Transitions contain an EVENT and a NEXT STATE 

Test Generation Is accomplished by traversing from 
STATE to STATE via transitions 

A Transition can also define: probability, expected outputs, 
manipulate variables, describe test actions 

Slid,;-7 

Structure and Behavior can be 
Modeled 

Shd.,I 

Testing has Two Phases: 
Generation and Execution 

Test Generation 

j Test Quality I 
Test Execution 

j Productivity & Validation I 

WinRunner. 
QAPartner. 
SQA, ATl', 

Ferret, ... 

,il->I 
tntertace ~ 

GUI Based 
Application 



Automated Test Generation 

Syatem Under T Mt 
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Model-Based Testing Process 

1. Engineer creates a model of their System-Under-Test from 
part of it's Requirements or Functional Specification 

2. Engineer annotates the model's Transitions using the 
native language of the Test Execution System 

3. Test Generation system selects a path through the model. 
Test Information found on Transitions In path is 
concatenated into tests and combines tests into a multi
test, test script 

4. Engineer executes test scripts on the Test Execution 
System to exercise the System-Under-Test 

5. Modeling continues incrementally by iterating through 
steps 1-4 

Shckll 

Model For a Simple Editor 
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Using Context in a Model Keeps 
Models Simple 

Tcr-..Mtyac Software a S)'*nu T .sc 

Concatenating Test "Snippets" 
from Path Allows Scripts to be Built 

hatl() 
t•Jlit .o.w file :Icon*/ 
/•O.t -.xt ~ fraa 

.. iA -.au•/ 
/•a.it Pri.Dt tcon•/ 
/*Print current Pile*/ 
/•o.t Next o:-and. frca 

Nai.D lleDU*/ 

t•.a.44 to file* / 
/*11:ue.rt A Line*/ 
/*O.t NeJCC cc-and frc-. 

l&ai.D Narlu*/ 
/ *BXit App if - tlaT'e 

be.a to XA••rt* / 
/*A.Ilk if u••r want• to 

/*Y••• Sa•• first•/ 
/*SaTe l"ila*/ 
/*Now quit•/ 
KZ&dTaat( ) 

Characteristics of a Model-based 
Approach 

Automated Test Design & Creation 
Systematic Testing Approach Enforced by Tool 
Requirements Analyzed by Creating Model 
Black-Box Testing Strategy via Behavioral 

Model 
Visual Documentation of Test Strategy 



Deconstructing a GUI 
~LilllBo•wilh~v.tica!ScrolS... 

Slick 16 

Modeling Constructs 

lliill •!i:.iiF----.:i·::J:=~"!::l':::::z:rr~q· · ~~~:=~;: bC:sed 

~~Aido!Ucrlt. ,_~--Onwt ---,_~ ... · ·, .., .. ~·~ --?='. 
"'······. . .. --- -- . ~~--~· ==~ 
~D~ --------

upon standards 

A "toolbox" of model 
objects allows quick 
creation of larger 
models 

- Reusable 
submodels 
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Menu Example 



Scroll Bar Example 

Behavioral Models 
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__ Uo ___ _ 

_ .._ __ ,o..,_ 
.... ._-.. 

Behavioral models can be built-up from 
models of the standard constructs 

- Behavioral models are hierarchies of 
construct-type models 

Tcndy..: Sofl-.:.t. Sylil<:'l'NTa11 Shd.:20 

Behavioral Model Built-up from 
subordinate Construct Models 

Subordinate Models 

.... . · ·;=-= . ! 

! ~ ,_ .. =-:-.~~·:·-~ ---~7?:1 
:==-~- ! ~ --

- Printer & Properties 
Button 

- Copies (shown) 
- Page Range 
- Print Scroll Bars 
- Options 



A Single Model can Create 
Multiple Test Suites 

Once Captured a Model 
-----. is a Source of Tests 

Increased Testing Thoroughness 

for All Aspects of the 
Testing Process 

Each Test Generation 
Algorithm will Create 
a Suite Targeted at a 
Particular Goal 

Benefits of an Automated Process 

Model-based Testing Efficiencies 
(Client Exam!)N) -- -- -

--- ------· ·---·-··- ------ _,_ _____ .,._ --- ---·-··- ---
,.,.. C 

• High Productivity 
- Reuse of Standard 

Models 
- Incremental 

Development Approach 

• Reduced Time to 
Market @ Known 
Quality 
- Rapid Response to 

Changes 
- User Defined Coverage 

Goals 

Sl;d.:29 

Conclusion 

GUls are Hierarchies of Standardized 
Objects with Common Behaviors 

Behavioral Models can be Created from 
Reusable Models of the Standard Objects 

Model-Based Testing in Conjunction with 
Test Automation can Systematically 
Exercise GUls 
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Scroll Bar Example 
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Behavioral models can be built-up from 
models of the standard constructs 

- Behavioral models are hierarchies of 
construct-type models 

Slick!? 

Slick20 

Behavioral Model Built-up from 
subordinate Construct Models 

Subordinate Models 
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Typical Behavior 

Shd~ll 

Model Emulates a Window's Behavior 
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Print Window Example 

Behavioral Model of 

' -~ '---·-·~- ,, ... ·~ 
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Models are Annotated with 
Scripting Code 
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Scripts Generated from Model 
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Process Summary 

Deconstruct GUI into State Machine objects 

Design, create and annotate model 

'[ :--· ;;:,_-=-~ Scripts automatically 

-g;;:::r~· " '-.,~ generated 

--- -~-----t.:._ • ..._,__ - ,- ,., ~ 
" .... , .. --~ .. 
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A Single Model can Create 
Multiple Test Suites 

Once Captured a Model 
-----. is a Source of Tests 

Increased Testing Thoroughness 

for All Aspects of the 
Testing Process 

Each Test Generation 
Algorithm will Create 
a Suite Targeted at a 
Particular Goal 

Benefits of an Automated Process 

Model-based Testing Efficiencies 
(Clienl Example) --- --

• High Productivity 
- Reuse of S1andard 

Models 
- Incremental 

Development Approach 

• Reduced Time to 
Market @ Known 
Quality 
- Rapid Response to 

Changes 
- User Defined Coverage 

Goals 
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Conclusion 

GUls are Hierarchies of Standardized 
Objects with Common Behaviors 

Behavioral Models can be Created from 
Reusable Models of the Standard Objects 

Model-Based Testing in Conjunction with 
Test Automation can Systematically 
Exercise GUls 
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Automated Testing Experiences 
With FrameMaker 5.5 

Anna Newman 
Quality Engineering Manager 
Frame Products 
Adobe stems Incorporated 

Overview 

FrameMaker 5 .5 and FATE 

FATE Development and Support 
FATE Test Execution 
Test Results Reporting 

5.5 Regression Testing 

Summary 
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•1 F raneMd<e- 5.5 md FATE 

What is FATE? 
Frame Automated Test Environment 

PERL-based 

Cross-Platform 

Cross-Product 
Multiple Language 

Multi-User 

Both Manual and Automated Tests 

Test Storage, Execution, & Results Reportipg 
1998 Adobe Technology Summit 

•1 F raneMd<e- 5.5 md FATE 

What is FrameMaker 5.5? 
FrameMaker, Frame Viewer, FDK, and 
FrameMaker + SGML = 90 Feature Areas 

44 Platfonn/OS Combinations Supported 
4 Initial Languages (F/G/J/E) 

Also 3rd Party Filters (text and graphics), 
Acrobat, Fonts, Etc. 

Thousands of Pages of On-line and Printed 
Docs, Tours, Tutorials, Help, Etc. 

Ship all simultaneously 
1998 Adobe Technofogy Summit 

•1 F raneMd<e- 5.5 md FATE 

More on the 5.5 Project: 
5.5 Testware Creation Began in Early 1996. 
Final French, German and Japanese Testing 
Completed in January, 1998. 
22,000 hours of Testware Development. 
Developed app. 375 clients 
Everyone did automation (40+ engs) 

Trained staff on C coding & FDK 

FATE started 1995 - Stable in Spring 1997. 
6 
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., FATE Developnent & S ui:+at 

FATE Development 

Initially a Set of Shell Scripts to Run Batch 
SGML Import/Export Tests on UNIX Only, 
Some Stand-Alone Build Acceptance Tests, 
and Some FDK Tests. 

Re-written in PERL for Cross-platform 
Capability. 

Core on UNIX, 5% Platform Specific. 

Important Communications Module to Allow 
Client/Server Processes (now in TCP/IP). 

1998 Adobe Technology Summit 

. , FATE Develqment & S ui:+at 

FATE Development Problems 
Simultaneous Production Work and 
Application Development. 

Testing a Developing Program (FM) With a 
Developing Program (FATE). 
PERL Not Compiled and Available on All 
Supported Platforms. 

Frequently Changing Requirements and 
Visions. 
Unreliable network connections 

1998 Adobe Technology Summit 

., FATE Developnent & S ui:+at 

FATE Support 
In Addition to Creating Automation Tools, 
FATE Engineers Supported: 
- QA Engineers Unfamiliar with Some 

Platforms and/or FDK 
- Rusty C Programming Skills or Novice 

Programmers 
- Skeptical Development Engineers 

1998 Adobe Technology Summit 
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•1FATE Dev&Su~t-Solutions 

Rewrote the TCP/IP Communications 
Module for Improved Stability and Speed 

Stopped Promoting Development Versions of 
FATE to Production Unless Approved by 
FATE Alpha Test Group 

Weekly FATE Builds with Release Notes 
and Tips for Development and QA Engineers 
Pager for Week end Support 
Identified Platform and Feature Experts to 
Help with Testware Creation and Results 
Analysis 10 

1998 Adobe Technology Summit 

•1 FATE Test Executim 

Test Execution Goals 

- Run All Automated Tests on 6 Total 
Platform/Language Combinations 
(Mac, Win, UNIX English and Japanese) 

- Get All Automated Tests (3247) To Pass 
and Start Regression as Each Passed 

- Run a Large Number of Manual(1245) and 
Automated Tests on the Remaining 38 
Combinations 

11 
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•1 FATE Test Executim - Prooems 

Only passing 300 tests On Avg. Per Week 
Also Impossible to Get All Tests to Pass and 
Stay passed Due to MIF Differences 
QA Engineers Sometimes Ran Tools 
Incorrectly - false results 
Loss of Focus on Problem Finding; 
Emphasis on Test Passing 
Automated Testing Took Time Away from 
Manual, Scenario & Compatibility Testing 

Manual Test Results Time Consuming 
1998 Adobe Technology Summit 
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•1 FATE Test E xea.rtim- Solutions 

Wrote MIF Difference Filtering Tools and 
Appointed MIF Czar 

Tested Across Select Platform/Language 
Combinations Instead of Repeating All Tests 

Redesigned Manual Results Entry Process 

Focussed on Running All Tests Instead of 
Passing All Tests 

Created BAT, Regression, and Compatibility 
Suites 

Worked Weekends 1 

1998 Adobe Technology Summit 

•1 FATE Results Rei:::orting- Gcds 

Our Initial Goals for Reporting Were: 

- Daily (Minimum) Updates on Tests 
Passing and Failing 

- Reports by Test, Build, Platform, QA 
Engineer, Feature, Group, Type or 
Pass/Fail Status 

- Manual and Automated Test Results 

I 998 Adobe Technology Summit 

•1 FATE Results Rei:::orting 

Reporting Problems 
3rd Party Reporting Tools 

Critical Need for Extremely Accurate and 
Timely Data that Could be Projected 

n 

14 

Frequently Changing Requirements 
Conflicts Between QA Engineers' Personal 
Records, the FATE Internal Results Record, 
and/or the Reporting Software 
Results Only Available on Windows and not 
to all Engineers 

I~ 
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•1 FATE Results RepJrting 

Reporting Solutions 

Started Tracking Tests Remaining to Run and 
Pass/Fail Status via Email and Excel 
Updated FATE or Reporting Tools Records 
to Match Excel Record if Needed 
Eventually Rewrote Reporting Tools Using 
HTML-generating PERL Scripts from the 
Internal FATE Results Tables 

1998 Adobe Technology Summit 

• FATE Results RepJrting 

Sample Excel File 
·-·-········· ·.-................ ·-··-·-==m:rr?tr::~=:t:1 

1998 Adobe Technology Summit 

• FATE Results RepJrting 

Sample Web-Based Report 

1998 Adobe Technology Summit 
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•1 Test R8P)rting S uCX:BSses 

Knew exactly where we were: 

- Total tests 

- Tests that pass, fail or need to be run 

- Weekly historical progress 

Could project remaining work and timeframe 
for completion 

1998 Adobe Technology Summit 

•15.5 Regessim Tes ting 

Regression Testing Goals 
Our Initial Goals for Regression Testing 
Were: 

19 

- Run All Automated Tests on Each Build 
On Every Platform 

1998 Adobe Technology Summit 

•15.5 Regessim Tes ting 

Regression Testing Problems 

Tests Fail Falsely Due to MIF Changes 

Unstable Builds 
Analysis of Regression Tests Required 
Extensive Help from Feature Owners and 
Took Far Too Long 

20 

Couldn ' t batch large groups of test cases and 
run overnight 

21 
1998 Adobe Technology Summit 
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Regression Testing Goals 
Our Initial Goals for Regression Testing 
Were: 

19 

- Run All Automated Tests on Each Build 
On Every Platform 

1998 Adobe Technology Summit 

5.5 Regessim Testing 

Regression Testing Problems 
Tests Fail Falsely Due to MIF Changes 

Unstable Builds 
Analysis of Regression Tests Required 
Extensive Help from Feature Owners and 
Took Far Too Long 

20 

Couldn ' t batch large groups of test cases and 
run overnight 

21 
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•15.5 Regessim Tes ting 

Regression Testing Solutions 

Again, MIF Difference Filtering Tools and 
MIFCzar 

Created Build Acceptance Tests (BAT) to 
Ensure Initial Integrity of Each Released 
Build ( 4 hrs per product/language/platform) 

Created a Small but Stable 3003 Test Gold 
Suite for Regression Which Could be Run 
and Reported in 5 Days 

1998 Adobe Technology Summit 

•1 Summay-OJr ExP3rience 

QA Was Able to Reduce Time for a 
Regression Pass to 5 Days ( 3 people). 

22 

ISO 9001 Compliance By Providing Records, 
Consistent Storage, and Reporting 

Automation Tools and Testing Aren ' t Easy! 
Excellent project test tracking & reporting 

Entire repository of automated & manual 
tests 
Enhanced skills and job satisfaction of QA 

1998 Adobe Technology Summit 

•1 S ummay: 5.5 Tes ting Results 

Tests 

- 150,000 test runs 
- 3,247 automated & 1,245 manual tests 

Regression tests 
- Gold Suite - 3,003 tests 

Defects 
- Verified 16, 960 bugs 

- Found an average of 1 + bugs per test 

1998 Adobe Technology Summit 
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S ummay: Defects - "How Found" 

1998 Adobe Tecllnology Summit 

a Automated 

~ Beta Site 
111Bug Blitz 
a Manual 

•Random 
E3Customer 
ii Unit Test 
f;3Scen.uio 
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•1 Summay- Ox Reccmmencbtions 

Emphasize Running Tests Over Passing Tests 
Until Your Whole Suite Has Been Executed. 
Don't Expect to Be Able to Pass Tests Until 
After Your Software Under Test is stable. 

Don't Keep Writing Automated Tests in Any 
Significant Way After Alpha--Cover Missing 
Areas Manually and Automate Next Time. 
Huge investment - must stick with it! 

Don't work as many week-ends! 

26 
1998 Adobe Tecllnology Summit 
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Future Directions: 
Code Coverage 
Web-Based Test Results Reporting 
Version Control at the Test Level 
Improved MIF Difference Schemes/Filters 

V 
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~T_h_e_c_o_m_p_a_n_Y ____________ ____ ~mc=:J 
• Performance Research is an Italian company specialized in the 

field of Performance analysis and prediction of complex HW-SW 
systems. 

- Founded in January 1996 as a spin-off from the Olivetti 
company. 

- Acquires from Olivetti the Perf _Eval tool. 

- The technical staff involved in the tool 's development and in the 
Performance analysis activities is incorporated in Performance 
Research. 

- An update of the tool, PREDICTA 1.0 for UNIX sVr4, containing 
several important improvements is released in December 1996. 

,=-:= 3 .-----~ © PerformanceResean;t, s.,./. 1997, 1998 

=T=h=e=Q=u=a=l=ity~=L=a=b=c=o=n=s=o=rt=i=u=m=======================::Jm ~ 

• Performance Research is a member of the Qualitylab consortium 
providing services for the performance assessment and optimization 
in the following design areas: 

• Embedded systems • Networking 

• Safety critical systems • Complex distributed systems 

• Multi-processor boards 

LAN 

Q 
~~-~ ...... _ .,~-~ ~-=•· systems ...,,,~ ~ 

Security""' { ·',: '.-,'.~, .__ Usability 

Performance 
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The embedded systems: 
performance problems 

©Performance Research S.r.l. 1997, 1998 

:!"_h_e_e_m_b_e_d_d_e_d_s_y_s_t_e_m_s_s_c_e_n_a_r_io _________ ~[lj]c== 

© Performance Research S.r.l. 

• In a few years the percentage of designed 
devices with an on-board micro-controller 
has shifted from around 30% up to 70% 
or more. 

• This evolution is shifting the intelligence of 
the systems towards the software, hence 
emphasizing the software importance and 
criticality. 

• Meanwhile, the functional software 
prototyping process remains mainly 
based on a mock-up approach. 

• The competitive pressure of the market 
does not allow to increase the number of 
SW developers. 

© Performance Research S.r.l. 1997, 1998 
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• The analysts believe that, in an average car, 
the percentage of cost coming from on-board 
electronics over the total cost will shift from 
12% in 1995 to around 23% in 2005. 

• The European automotive industry already 
uses the 12% of all the processors 
manufactured in Europe. 

• The 25% of all the cars' faults are due to 
electronics. 

• The 50% of the vehicle recalls are due to 
poor electronics quality. 

© Petformance Research S.r.l. 1997, 1998 

~T_h_e_p_r_o_b_le_m ___________________ ~ 

: , 1 , , i t • The critical software for embedded systems have to be 
~ l t I , \ developed in order to meet a defined set of timing ·. •':f4, I• :::~7.";· of pe"o,mance faHuros a,ec the non 

schedulability of a process or reading data outside 
the dedicated slot in processes that communicates 
via a synchronous polling protocol. 

• Two main steps of the development process deal with ~~- ·. · .. ~_~· · , 
these problems: the Functional Software ·. ..,~ 
Prototyping and the "Design to Cost. · 

• Using mock-ups it is very difficult, because of time ? 
and hardware expenses, to say what proposed system 
architecture design option is, first, functionally 1p~-N_ 0 1tB !,· 
correct and, second, the most cost effective. L D ~ 

© Performance Research S.r./. 1997, 1998 
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• The functionality, safety and dependability of 
the new "intelligent" devices should be equal or 
better of those of the existing systems. 

• All of the above quality parameters are 
dramatically affected by the performance issues. 

• The target is to maintain Quality and 
Competitive Advantage while shifting towards 
a new scenario. 

• This requires the application of a new 
methodology in the Software Prototyping phase. 

• A performance-oriented modeling and prediction 
approach is needed to reduce costs and risks 

© Performance Research S.r.l. 1997. 1998 

Our experience F:f:1 
===='========================================i lJ!l!lltj.Jc:::::: 
• A recent experience regards a European customer 

involved in the avionics and automotive business *-. 
areas. 

• As the technology is rapidly moving to devices with 
micro-controllers driven by embedded software, the , 
present performance control process results to be 
scarcely effective. 

© Performance Research S.r.l . 

• A relevant example is the use of the CAN bus, 
a numeric embedded bus with associated chip 
drivers, first produced for automotive. 

• The adoption of digital links between the 
system components stresses the software 
criticality with respect to the performance 
failures. 

© Performance Research S.r./. 1997, 1998 
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• A methodology based on efficient 
performance modeling techniques. 

• Our approach is based on a analytical 
tool, called PREDICTA , suitable to 
predict, starting from models, where the 
bottlenecks are and if (and where) the 
time constraints violations arise. 

• The goal is to embed the performance
related software optimization and 
failure correction in the design process. 

© Performance Research S.r.l. 1997, 1998 

c=================================================::=:[ii}c:==J 

The PREDICTA® tool 

==== 12 1 _ _ _ © Performance Researe:h S.r.l. 1997, 1998 
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cT=h=e=P=R=E=D=l=C=T.=A=t=o=o=I ==========================::: rmc=J 
• PREDICTA is a tool for performance modeling and prediction of 

complex HW/SW systems. 

• The system modeling is entirely performed through a user-friendly 
GUI. 

• The user is not required to write any code. 

• Reliable predicted figures are provided even if many design details 
are still unavailable, allowing an incremental modeling approach from 
the earliest phases of the HW/SW co-design . 

• The adopted modeling paradigm allows the user to describe different 
system components by mixing structural models and measurements. 

• The approach proved to be effective dealing both with HW and SW 
layers. 

c==::J 13 __ _ ©Performance Research S.r.l. 1997, 1998 

cT=h=e=m==o=d=e=lin=g~~p=a=ra=d=i~g=m=========================::J[mlc::::::J 

• The PREDICTA model building blocks are two: PROCESSES and 
PROCEDURES. 

• PROCESSES represent the arbitrated resources inside a system. 

• PROCEDURES represent the flow of operations implied by each 
specific service request addresses to an arbitrated resource. 

• All the processes communicate through "commands". 

• Each command addresses a service, represented by a procedure, with 
a given set of input parameters. 

-:--..: 14 -- ------, 
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=T=h=e=m==o=d=e=l=li=b=r=a=ri=e=s==============================:::::::rmJc::::J 

• Each modeled component is stored into a re-usable model library. 

• Each library can be easily "plugged" into a system model in order to 
describe different design options related to the adoption of different 
components or solutions. 

• Performance Research can provide its customers with a large variety of 
libraries related to the most common COTS components such as: 

- Microprocessors and boards. 

- Memory and 1/0 components, network components and protocols, 
disk controllers, etc. 

- O.S. kernels, complete with file system, 1/0 handling and device 
drivers. 

- The market-leading relational databases and several standard 
international benchmarks. 

© Performance Research SIi. 1997, 1998 

T~_h_e_._"_w_h_a_t_-i_r_'_a_n_a_ly_s_i_s ______________ ~[E)c::=: 
The configuration parameters of the modeled system are handled by 
a configuration manager. 

Perfonnance Modelling Options perfonnance figures 

This prevents the user from the need of modifying the model after 
every run and makes the tool suitable to perform a "what-if' analysis 
of the different design options. 

=--=__; 18 --~ © Performance Research S.r.l. 1997, 1998 
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=T=h=e=c=o=m=~p=ut=a=t=io=n=a=l=c=o=r=e=========================~[ij}c::::::i 

• PREDICTA is powered by an innovative algorithmic core providing 
system-level predicted figures for complex systems in a few-minutes 
run on a standard Pentium™ PC. 

• The performance figures provided by the tool have been validated by 
comparison to the measured figures. 

• The accuracy depends on the level of detail given to the models but 
has been proved to be always within a 10% from the measured data. 

• This allows the performance prediction activity to be meaningful from 
the earliest phases of the design. 

• PREDICTA is neither a simulator nor an analytic tool: 
- It is grounded on Symbolic Execution and Stochastic Queuing 

Network Analysis. 
- It is an archetypal machine. 

-- ~ 21 ~-~ © Performance Research S.r./. 1997, 1998 
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• PREDICTA provides an analytic view of the system in terms of final 
performance. 

• Each modeled component is automatically characterized by a 
comprehensive set of predicted performance parameters: 

- Productivity, 
- Utilization coefficient, 
- Response time, arbitration time and tum-around time, 
- Average number of users waiting for service, 
- Average time spent in the command queue, 
- Average time spent waiting on each shared resource semaphore, 
- Synchronization time, 
- Average number of users waiting on each synchronization 

semaphore, 
- Other parameters can be defined according to the user's needs. 

© Performance Research S.r.l. 1997, 1998 

cS=y=s=te=m==r=e=q=u=ir=e=m=e=n=t=s===========================:::::::rm)c::=J 

• PREDICT A version 2.0 for Windows 95 and Windows NT,. Workstation: 

- PC with a i486 (or higher) microprocessor. 

- 8MB of memory (16MB or more recommended) for Windows 95, 
16MB (32MB or more recommended) for Windows NT Workstation 
4.0. 

- Hard disk space required: 180MB + Model libraries. 

- CD-ROM disk drive. 

- VGA graphics card (SVGA recommended). 

• Currently used by testing partners as a beta release. 

• Market release planned for June 1998 . 

. ·= 24 '. ___ ~ © Performance Research S.r.J. 1997, 1998 
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The application areas m 
c:===::'.:::'.:======================================::::::: ...... "c=::::J 

• PREDICTA provides also maximum and minimum execution times 
allowing the user to perform "worst case" and "race" analysis of the 
system/application. 

• This feature makes the tool suitable to deal with a variety of scenarios 
ranging from hard real-time to networking and distributed computing. 

• PREDICTA is the right tool to deal with the internal complexity of 
microprocessors: as a result from a long-term collaboration with Intel, 
Performance Research can provide model libraries related to the 
whole x86 family up to Pentium Pro and Pentium II processors. 

• ... but the tool proved to be effective also in modeling and predicting 
SW scenarios: the EOS RTOS by Etnoteam, for example, is now fully 
available as a model library to our customers. 

~ 25 '~-~ ©Performance Research S.r.l. 1997, 1998 

=T=h=e=m==a=in=a=d=v=a=n=t=a~g=e=s===========================::::rii]c::=::= 

• The major advantage of the PREDICT A approach is that the hardware 
layers' performances can be predicted under the stimulation of fully
modeled application layers. 

• Meanwhile, the SW layers can be co-designed with a continuous 
feedback on their performance behavior when executed on different 
target HW solutions. 

• In both cases a performance "radiography" of the system is provided 
allowing the design team to: 

- Discover, component by component, where and why the 
bottlenecks arise 

- Evaluate which proposed architecture better controls the system 
congestion 

- Drive the development by the system performance requirements. 
· . ..:: :::: 2s : ___ ~ © Performance Research S.r.l. 1997, 1998 
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Modeling an embedded real-time SW 
application 

c::::::J 27 '-----' ©Performance Research S.r.l. 1997, 1998 
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• Achieving better quality at lower price 
depends on how many failures and 
defects can be identified in the very first 
phases of the development process. 

• A software defect arise when not all the 
requirements, both explicit and implicit, 
are met. Performance requirements 
are often implicit, but very frequently 
critical. 

PREDICTA allows to identify performance defects, that can not be : 
; identified by a static software analysis. ' 

:=:=.:::::; 28 ~' --~ © Performance Research S.r.l. 1997, 1998 
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C==:J 29 ~ - - ~ 

• A performance defect is always related to an 
architectural error. I.e. bottle-necks, non 
schedulability (affecting the system's 
reliability) , ... 

• Architectural errors are made at the very 
beginning of the project and discovered only on 
the prototype. 

• It is necessary to be able to quickly explore the 
performance effects of each architectural 
choice when it is done. 

• The PREDICTA tool is designed to allow this 
early "what if'' analysis. 

© Performance Research S.r.l. 1997, 1998 

The "virtual prototyping" iiifi.i 
:::::=========='.::====::'.:::'.:==::===========================::J ~ c::::::J 
• In order to reduce costs and save time the { 

software prototyping has to be supported , 
whenever possible, by a model-based \ 
performance prediction technique. 

• This "virtual" prototyping approach allows the 
designers to investigate many architectural and 
implementation options without the costs and 
delays related to the use of "physical" mock-ups. 

_ = 30 ~- ---

© Performance Research S.r.l . 

• The "virtual" prototyping does not replace 
a// the "physical" mock-up activity: it 
prevents from blind choices in the first 
phases of the development. 

• It reduces the costs of the later prototyping 
by allowing only a limited set of verified 
configurations to be prototyped. 

© Performance Research S.r.l. 1997. 1998 r 
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• A performance defect is always related to an 
architectural error. I.e. bottle-necks, non 
schedulability (affecting the system's 
reliability) , ... 

• Architectural errors are made at the very 
beginning of the project and discovered only on 
the prototype. 

• It is necessary to be able to quickly explore the 
performance effects of each architectural 
choice when it is done. 

• The PREDICTA tool is designed to allow this 
early "what ir' analysis. 
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The "virtual prototyping" r:r:.i1 
c=====::::::==:::'.:::'.:=::::'.:::=============:::J~ c:::J 
• In order to reduce costs and save time the ( 

software prototyping has to be supported, 
whenever possible, by a model-based \. 
performance prediction technique. 

• This "virtual" prototyping approach allows the 
designers to investigate many architectural and 
implementation options without the costs and 
delays related to the use of "physical" mock-ups. 

_ = ao ~ -~ 
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• The "virtual" prototyping does not replace 
a// the "physical" mock-up activity: it 
prevents from blind choices in the first 
phases of the development. 

• It reduces the costs of the later prototyping 
by allowing only a limited set of verified 
configurations to be prototyped. 

© Performance Research S.r.l. 1997, 1998 r--------
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Overcoming the limits of simulation... r=, 
=========::::::=====================================:::J~ c:=::J 

• The early analysis of the performance
related risks by simulation has already 
been applied for many years to critical 
systems. 

• Using PREDICTA, the performance 
prediction process becomes cost effective 
and the prediction can be performed over 
models representing the entire system. 

• As a result of the ESPRIT Omi/TotEm project, PREDICTA is now 
integrated in a new software development environment. This allows, within 
the same modeling frame, the application of three analysis techniques: 

• Average and worst-case performance prediction (PREDICTA) . 

• Formal verification of requirements (LCTtechnology by ABR). 

• Schedulability analysis ( SCAN by Al) 

C==::l 31 ~ --~ ©PerformanceResearr:h S.r.l. 1997, 1998 

=T=h=e=m==e=a=s=u=re=m==e=n=t=o=f=r=e=s=u=lt=s=======================~m c:=:::J 

The main measurable results of this process improvement are: 

• the reduction of the overall manpower required to release a 
new version of the system under development, 

• the reduction of the average time required to release a new 
version of the system, 

• the increase in the number of cases of performance 
violation and/or resource misuse evidenced before the 
market release. 

=== 32 ~--- © Performance Researr:h s.,.I. 1997, 1998 
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• PREDICTA has been developed from the late seventies around a kernel 
of innovative prediction algorithms based on the Stochastic Graphs Algebra. 

• More than 50 customers in Europe and overseas took advantage of its 
approach and methodology: 

=== 33 c...' __ _, 

IO Performance Research S.r.l. 

• Adopted by Olivetti in the design of multi-processor 
boards and distributed systems. 

Used by many European Banks in the the 
performance tuning and validation of real-time 
banking systems and applications. 

• Used by safety critical embedded systems 
developers for the systems' performability analysis. 

• Used in the design and optimization of local and 
geographic networks. 

• Used in the development of Operating Systems. 

© Performance Research S.r. /. 1997, 1998 
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Testing in a Year 2000 Project : 
A Y2K Test Model 

The purpose of a Year 2000 (Y2K) project is to assure that your software will be ready to operate with and 
during dates in this millenium and the next. Because the Y2K Project is different from other development and 
maintenance projects, the software testing issues also differ. 

• What to test? In a Y2K project, it may be nontrivial to identify the software items and their priority. 
Once the programs are identified, your test strategy will be based on an idea of how to find errors. 
Scanning the source code, often with programmed tools, is a popular means of finding coding that will 
cause century problems. To complete the effort, we also need to test the result. The Y2K Test Model 
described below shows one way to prepare for testing. Your own special circumstances should be taken 
into account for your own tests. 

• How to test? Another topic aided by the Test Model is choice of a test technique. The principles of risk
based testing lead to identifying possible errors, and behavioral tests are chosen to exhibit them. 
Consideration of coverage of the risk areas leads to developing the technique of domain testing for Y2K 
risks. The model describes domain and data constructs in a way which supports effective choice of test 
cases. 

• When to test? Different techniques are needed to support different phases of the Y2K project. The Y2K 
Test Model concentrates on compliance testing as it would be done for a conversion project. The model 
itself incorporates a description of when the test activities might take place, and consideration of the 
model reminds us of why it's also important to plan for real-time testing. 

• When to stop testing? This ubiquitous question for testing projects also applies to Y2K compliance 
testing. One use of the model is to support the project management team in deciding what coverage it 
wants, and to balance choices for coverage with the number and difficulty of the necessary test cases. 

Principal Phases of a Year 2000 Project 

The principle phases of a Y2K project normally start in this order: Survey, Assessment, Conversion, 
Deployment. 

Survey Make an inventory of all the software. 

One unusual aspect of a Y2K project is that a first step is to research and itemize all the software concerned. 
The rest of the Y2K project scheduling and engineering will be directed at covering the items in this 
inventory. 

Assessment Find the problem areas and decide what to do. 

You need to perform triage on every item in the inventory. This means categorizing the severity of a problem, 
along with the feasibility of correcting it, into a priority for treatment. Assessment of the inventory requires 

making the triage decision based upon the best currently available information. 

1 



Both business judgement and technical opinion are needed A first cut might be based on current knowledge 
of the key business and technical people in your company. Refining the initial analysis can be supported by 
activities such as those discussed below. For internal company software, the decision must accurately reflect 
management's judgement as to how critical it will be to the business if the software misbehaves. Similarly 
for product software, the actual impact of a problem needs to be carefully estimated. Software technicians 
familiar with an inventory item will contribute their knowledge of what date operations the item uses, what 
Y2K problems it probably has, and how those problems will affect other parts of the system with which it 
interacts. A careful technical examination of the source code, if it is available, can reveal specific logic or data 
problems that will or might cause Y2K problems. Testing the software with test data and date simulation can 
find problems not exposed by the other sources, and can be used to validate some of the early estimates of 
severity. 

Conversion Resolve the Year 2000 problems. 

Partition and Isolate the system. For testing and for operations, each subsystem converted to Y2K 
compliance needs to be connected to other units. Specially constructed interfaces known as bridges isolate 
the effects of noncompliance and translate between data formats in the compliant and noncompliant 
subsystems. 

Tool-based conversions. If source language conversion tools are available or can be made, apply them in a 
conversion pass before running a thorough compliance test at the subsystem level. 

Compliance Testing. Perform a variety of tests to detect problems in Y2K compliance. The Y2K Test Model 
described later in this paper gives an example of specifying test cases. 

Debugging. Find and correct the faults that caused the errors found in the testing above. 

Bug Fix Verification. After any changes to fix compliance problems, test to verify that the right changes got 
integrated into the system. Check to see if the problem still exists. 

Regression Testing. Test the changed (converted) software for regression (failure of some functionality that 
worked before the fix). 
• In a Y2K project, parallel testing may be quite feasible; test using builds of the software from before and 

after the conversion. 
• Automated tests can cover a number of specific checks, scripted manual testing can allow expert testing 

but focus it carefully, or exploratory testing can use information discovered in testing to further focus 
efforts efficiently. 

• Performance testing may be needed because significant changes to the size of a data store or the logic for a 
calculation may degrade the performance of the system. 

Data Conversion Testing. Any data that is converted as part of the conversion project should be tested 
Further, any provision in the product for the user to update to Y2K readiness by converting their own data 
must be tested in the usual way for a maintenance release. 

Deployment Release the converted system. 

Depending on the organization and its customers, deployment may be called manufacturing, rollout or even 
integration. In any event, the Y2K project should consider how the users will convert their data and place the 
converted systems into service, and how they will obtain technical support with any subsequent problems. 
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What to Test for (Compliance) 

Year 2000 compliance or Year 2000 readiness refers in a general way to the ability of software to operate 
during and with dates both before and after midnight, December 31, 1999. The dangers of system failures 
reported in the popular press are serious threats, and businesses are concerned about the compliance of their 
software. To address such concerns, a Y2K project is designed to find and correct problems. Testing cannot 
prove the absence of errors in complex software, but a responsible job of testing can give a high degree of 
confidence or assurance of compliance. A workable definition of compliance is necessary in a test project of 
this sort, in order to delimit the appropriate degree of coverage. The discussion below presents an approach 
to handling compliance that is intended to be workable, yet flexible enough to accommodate different 
degrees of thoroughness for different circumstances. 

Ideal Compliance 

From the point of view of a manager in a firm using the software, compliance may simply mean that they 
don't want to have any more problems with it, ever. The manager doesn't want a module to fail just because 
time moves on and the data or the processing date changes. Although that's too broad a wish to test for in 
advance, still all the compliance considerations in this paper are concerned with working toward that motive. 
The general approach is to identify, find and remove Y2K problems. 

It has been suggested that customers ask producers for a software warranty. One suggestion was to warrant 
that the software 11 

••• will not generate any ... incorrect results or cause any of the problems commonly referred 
to as 'Year 2000 problems' ... when used during any years prior to, during or after the calendar year 2000."[3] 
Other suggestions are more specific, but seem to be in the spirit of guaranteeing that some software is free of 
errors. Technically, trying to prove such a guarantee is not feasible. Testing can't do this. 

Some definitions of Y2K compliance are limited and specific, and address the primary concerns that a Y2K 
project would be working on. Here's one expressing a basic set of expectations s~ar to the GTE approach 
[4]: 

A Y2K Compliance Definition 
1. For all dates in storage, the century is unambiguous. 

2. All operations give consistent results whether dates in the data, or the current system date, 
are before or after the millennial New Year's Eve. 

3. February 29, 2000 is properly recognized as a leap day. 

4. All dates are properly and unambiguously recognized and presented on input and output 
interfaces (screens, reports, files, etc.). 

A definition like this makes it more specific what kinds of problems to look out for, but is still so general that 
it's impossible to exhaustively test (" all dates," 11 all operations") . 

Realistic Approach 

Instead of trying to directly support a blanket assurance of "no problems", realistic Y2K testing includes: 

• A thorough test of the important conditions. The Y2K Test Model introduced below deals with the 
primary considerations in planning and specifying test cases to cover the appropriate domain. 

• A responsible test process. As part of the assurance to customers or users, be prepared to document your 
approach to Y2K readiness. Some groups that use others' software may be in a position to inspect or audit 
the supplier's process. If you certify anything, let it be something you are responsible for: your own goals 
or actions. 
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• Test before and after conversion. Test to identify and isolate compliance problems, and test again after 
they are fixed to verify and check for possible regression. 

• Third-party components. Plan for continued testing of any new releases of outside products that you 
integrate with your software. Y2K compliance tests should be part of your acceptance tests from now on. 

• Post-release support. Realizing that complex software is an imperfect product, the Y2K team should 
prepare for the possibility that they haven't prevented all the problems that will arise in the real world. 
Some errors may arise that need testing support to reproduce and isolate the problem for resolution. 

Other Test Strategies 

Operational Tests Test in a realistic context. 
Date usage is pervasive, and the potential for interactions among components creates a huge number of 
possible combinations. Compliance testing as described in the previous section is aimed at systematically 
searching for as many fundamental flaws as possible, but compliance testing is done mostly in an artificial 
environment. Operational tests including beta tests or field tests late in the conversion project help to create 
realism in the following ways: 

• These tests involve better representatives of the real user community. People with actual experience in 
the application domain are the ones who can validate any of the design decisions made about how to 
implement the requirements, and how to handle error conditions, etc. 

• These tests use the product in a similar way to that intended in the "real" world Actual users may have 
their own ways of using the system and they may use new, realistic data. 

• These tests are run in an environment like that intended for the product. Installation, conversion, and 
interactions with the real system interfaces, databases, data streams, loads, schedules and operating 
procedures can find flaws that the test and conversion team alone have missed 

Drawbacks of beta and field testing include the project time they consume and the difficulties in gaining 
confidence that knowledgeable users have exercised much of the programs. 

Real-Time Operational Testing Test wffhout date simulation. 
Since you can never be sure that your simulated-date tests have uncovered all the problems, testing in real 
time, when the system date actually is at a critical value, will help you to provide a rapid response (see the 
next section). 

• Some Y2K compliance testing may need to be done without simulation of the system time, at cusps such 
as New Year's Eve, or at other dates that are critical for the software. As each of the cusps pass, there are 
unique opportunities to verify the compliance which was previously only simulated. The presence, or the 
lack, of compliance problems detected in real time might be almost equally valuable news. 

• It may be impractical to run separate isolated system tests at all of these "real-time" points. This is where 
test capabilities built into the system during conversion coding can really pay off. Built-in test capabilities 
include code checks on the validity and reasonableness of data, as well as redundant test constructs such 
as date-oriented system logs, special test accounts, and test procedures across program interfaces and 
exchanges. 

• Give your users acceptance tests, including any built-in support that is necessary, to run when they 
convert their data or when they reach critical dates. 

• Errors in the system which only surface after considerable accumulated run time will be easier to isolate 
and handle if test capabilities are built in. 

• A team and a system that are ready to test in real time will be invaluable for the post-release problems 
described below. 
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A Y2K Test Model 

Much of the Y2K compliance testing will concentrate on an appropriate degree of coverage of the time line as 
the data domain and a chosen set of operations in the function domain. 

Data Domain The Time Unes 

In testing a component for a Y2K project, the principal data domain is time. In the abstract, the data domain is 
just the (unbounded) time line. Tests will deal with times (or date-times) and their representations in inputs 
and outputs, in character-based formats with many equivalent representations. We identify a point on the 
time line as a cusp in order to distinguish the time before it from the time after. Detailed test design will be 
concerned with other nomenclature involving the time line. A date is a whole time span of 24 hours between 
two midnight cusps 24 hours apart. 

The time line of interest for your project certainly contains one major cusp at midnight December 31, 1999, 
probably a distinguished date (February 29, 2000), and perhaps many more (1/1/1999, 9/9/1999, 12/31/2000, etc.). 
Certain platforms or coding practices might lead you to choose others. 

In order to discuss the differences among test cases, we want to define terms for several different time (and 
date) values. These terms are illustrated in the "Time Lines .... " Section, later in the paper. Real time means 
the actual time, in reference to Coordinated Universal Time (UTC). System time is the time that the computer 
system reports through the "system functions" when an application asks for the current time or date. Data 
time is any date-time value, or set of values, as recorded or stored in the system as data. Process time 
describes the start or the duration of a particular software process, related to system time. Real time, of course, 
has 24 different values at the different longitudes of the world System time is normally set to represent real 
time at some place, but in a distributed system it may be different at different points in the system if different 
computers depend on their own clocks. 

A judgement must be made every time you consider adding another cusp to test for, because combinations of 
tests are needed to cover the added complexity of the data domain model. Each time a cusp is added, it adds 
one more time span to the set of distinguished intervals, by separating times before the cusp from times after 
it. One cusp means two intervals, two cusps create three intervals, etc. 

These time intervals between cusps may or may not be equivalence classes for test design, depending on a 
judgement in test design. An equivalence class of data is a set such that any members run essentially 
equivalent risks of evidencing an error. Thus, the span of dates and times between two adjacent cusps may 
be treated as an equivalence class. A different risk judgement could distinguish the end or boundary points 
of each span of several days, and assign the first day, the last day, and the intermediate ones, to three different 
equivalence classes. In either case, the logic of the test case selection, as presented below, would use the 
chosen equivalence classes for selecting data cases. 

Function Domain Low-level and Business Object Funcuons 

The function domain can be viewed at several levels of detail, from the lowest level of incrementing a counter 
with time, to the enterprise level considered in the impact assessment, such as payroll, tax and receivables. 
The outline below shows low-level or internal operations, where many of the errors will appear. For 
functional testing, though, the low-level operations such as subtracting two dates may be tested only 
indirectly, such as by checking on the interest accrued between the respective dates of two data entries. 
Black-box testing deals more naturally with business objects, their properties, and their behavior as seen by 
input-output tests. 

As an example of a business object, consider an invoice for services. The important date variables include 
date of creation of the invoice, date due, and current (system) date. Consider the business actions or functions 
for such an invoice: c;:r~~t~ it, ~~nq H, ro.;c;k it fQr ""~ QI l.it~ F.tym~nt, ~c;,llem.on .imoru;, etc, The principdl 
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function domain for input-output tests is the set of business functions such as these. Example test cases 
would be to report the overdue invoices or sort invoices by due date, and examine the result for Y2K 
compliance errors. An experienced test designer will plan to test these functions with test cases using system 
and data dates chosen from the sections of the data domain between the chosen cusps. The next section of 
this description of the model illustrates use of the time lines to choose data cases. 

Internal date functions and operations: 

Date/JO 
• Date entry. 

• Date editing. 

• Date import and export. 

• Date display and printing (hard-coded or implied "19"). 

• International date display and handling. 

Date Operations 

• Set/get date and time. 

• Date validation (e.g., is &'31/2000 a valid date?). 

• Calculating the span between two dates. 

• Sorting or comparing dates. 

• Searching for dates. 

• Date increments: 

• In calendar days 

• In business days (varies with local definition of business days). 

• Adding elapsed time to a date. (in seconds or hours or ... ) 

• End of day, week, month, quarter, year determination. 

• Oock synchronization across distributed system. 

• Leap year detection. 

• Conversion between date formats (e.g., MMDDYY to MMDDCCYY). 

• Conversion between calendars (e.g., Gregorian to Chinese, Gregorian and ordinal). 

• Holiday detection. 

• Day name determination. 

Date-triggered operations 

• Based on elapsed time (e.g., if elapsed_time == 7 then {do this}). 

• Based on an exact date (e.g., if date== target then {do this}). 
(These functions are vulnerable to rollover failure. If a process is triggered after, say, 7 days, and a 
critical date cusp occurs during that period, then it's possible that the process may be triggered 
immediately or never at all.) 

• Based on date attribute (e.g., if is_Monday(date) then {do this}) 
(Here, too, the software may never see that the date has arrived, due to problems with date 
conversion.) 
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Time Lines of the Y2K Test Model 

Titls section uses a graphical presentation of the Y2K Testing Model that shows use of the function and time 
line data domains. The main value of this model is to help visualize the issues. It illustrates how to choose 
test cases for an example business object. In addition, considering the relationships among parts of the model 
can help you conceive how things could go wrong. Such risks represent conditions to test for. Figure 1 shows 
the four different time scales separately, as well as several artifacts which help to indicate some of the ways it 
can be used. 

- Today 

Time Cursor 

Invoice 1 

,·.,_., .. 1 

/ Tomorrow 

.-·· .. ·· 

Cusps 

/~ 
··:::::.· ... ···;;;~;~000 ·································--Real Time 

System Time 

Process Time 

Data Time 

Invoice 2 

+ .. _s_e_nt __ + .. Due 

Invoice 3 

Figure 1. Y2K Test Model: Time Lines 

Real Time. In Figure 1, real time is represented as a time line showing three cusps. They might be midnight, 
December 31, 1999 and the midnights starting and ending the date February 29, 2000. For the purposes of this 
paper, we don't distinguish what resolution (days, minutes, milliseconds) the date-time values have. In 
practice, such details can be important. 

Just plotting which days you consider important (cusps) on the Real Time line helps formulate your test plan. 
One important part of the answer to when to stop testing comes from identifying what cusps you plan for. 

System Time. In Figure 1, system µme is a second time line, with the same three cusps. The three cusps 
show up offset to the left of those in the real time line, as if we have changed a system clock time on a 
computer to simulate those cusps happening before they happen in real time. 
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Just showing system time relative to real time is one contribution of the model. It supports a planner in 
realizing that data simulation is needed if tests are going to be made before the (real time) event; marshalling 
the resources, and finding a way to run with a system date set in the future without harming the system, can 
be challenging. The model gives a framework for thinking about what could happen if the simulation isn't 
perfect. Do iterrupts occur in real time or system time?. A network might simultaneously have several 
different values (different time lines) for system time, if there are different clocks. Just the possibility that a 
date simulation, or the tests themselves, may have errors, reminds us that real time testing (before, at and after 
the cusps) may be a good investment. 

Time Cursor. The time cursor in Figure 1 is shown as a line across all time lines. A System time on the 
morning of December 1, 1999 might be simulated on a test system when the Real time is actually October 31, 
1998 at night. Again, accurate simulation without unwanted side effects may require some advance 
planning. 

Relative Times. In Figure 1, the time of "tomorrow," for example, shows up as being a relative offset with 
respect to the time cursor. The idea here, is that the one (main) cursor may represent "today'' as far as the 
system is concerned. "Tomorrow" is the potential function "current day plus one" which could be used in 
some process under test. In Figure 1, "tomorrow" happens to be on the far side of a cusp from "today," on the 
system time line. 

Any process, program execution or procedure is scheduled or occurs over some interval of Process Time. 
Figure 1 illustrates this idea by showing several "EOM" blocks on the process time line. These could 
represent some business process that goes on for a few days around the "End Of Month (EOM)" each month. 
In applications of the Time Line Model, the relevant processes to show on the process time line might be the 
time points and spans of test preparations and test processes, conversion processes, and application processes. 

Data Times. In Figure 1, three different instances of invoices are modeled by two dates each, a "Sent" date 
and a "Due" date. These three date pairs are shown relative to data time. For the cursor value shown, Invoice 
1 was sent and became due in the past, Invoice 2 was sent but is not due until after "tomorrow," and Invoice 3 
is entirely a future issue. Locating the important data values on the data time line helps the test case designer 
in selecting test data with respect to the cusps in real time and system time and with respect to processes in 
process time, and the model helps plan test processes so that the cursor passes through appropriate positions 
with respect to the data. 

Considering a broader picture of a complete system might point up the need for a larger body of data for the 
system tests you propose. You can imagine, on the Data Time Cursor, how moving some presently available 
data will fill in the background for your tests such as queries, reports, and performance measures. Is it 
enough to just add a few years to every date in your datasets, or do you want to add a multiple of 28 (so that 
every date translates to one with the same day of week, no matter what year it was)? 

Not all the uses of the time lines of the Y2K Test Model are discussed here. We have found, however, that 
just plotting and manipulating the issues and constructs of a particular project with respect to the structure of 
this model supports a tester's consideration of quality risks and issues in implementing a test project. 

Test Case Selection 

Designing a test case is similar to designing an experiment including setting up the environment, applying 
the test, observing the results and making a conclusion such as "Pass" or "Fail - because ... " The section on 
"Functions" above mentioned some tests that might be applied involving the example two-date invoices. 
This section shows how the Time Line Model can help you to select data for such test cases. Figure 2 
illustrates how the model helps you visualize the selection of data sets. In this Figure, we show only one time 
line. It represents the system time during a test pass, but of course this could be offset from real time by any 
amount including 0. Also, for convenience we show the data as clustered around the cusps, and we omit 
showing separately a process time line or a data time line. 
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Figure 2. Date Pairs 

The time line is divided into four intervals. For this example we consider all of them to be equivalence 
classes, named on Figure 2 as: 

A Before midnight, December 31, 1999. 

B. January 1, 2000 through February 28, 2000. 

C. February 29, 2000. 

D. On and after March 1, 2000. 

Each invoice will have two dates (such as Al and A2) from the same or different equivalence classes. Thus, 
Invoice Number 2. uses a pair of dates Al and Bl from class A and B, respectively. The idea of equivalence 
classes is that for all risk-related purposes a pair such as (January 13, 2000 and August 25, 2000) is as good as a 
pair such as (February 27, 2000 and March 4, 20000). 

Because the "Due" date is always after the "Sent" date, not all combinations of date ranges need be used. 
Also, assuming the "Due" date is always more than 1 but never more than 45 days after the "Sent" date means 
that (Al,Cl), (Al,D1) and (Cl,Cl) are not needed. So, you will want to design test cases using the following 
pairs of dates: 
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To finish specifying the dates in each test case requires setting the time cursor. Three obvious choices are: 

• Before the Sent date. ("Before") 

• Between Sent and Due. ("Not due") 

• AfterDue. ("Overdue") 

Which time cursor to choose, relative to the data values, also depends on which business functions or 
operations (as mentioned above) are applied and examined in the test case. For example, select the overdue 
invoices, or print the ones to send tomorrow, or graph the number of invoices overdue by different numbers 
of days. For example, the "Not due" condition might be separately tested with the time cursor before and after 
the cusp shown there. 

Conclusion 

Y2K Testing Model 

We have found that the Y2K Testing Model is a useful vehicle for working out particular issues in Y2K 
testing. In particular, the visual presentation of the Time Lines of the model is useful for discovering and 
planning types of tests and test cases. Although the examples in this paper are necessarily simplified, the 
principles apply to more numerous and more complicated test issues, as well. 

Before and After a Conversion Project. Side benefits. 

The lessons learned during a Y2K compliance project will be useful in other ways to your company's software 
community. It should be realized before the project starts that a good job will have fallout outside just the one 
project. Three examples are these: 

1. Your own level of Y2K compliance, and the practices you adopt for correcting problems, need to be 
reflected in your standards for ongoing program development. Code currently under development, as 
well as legacy code, needs to be tested for Y2K compliance. 

2. Maintenance projects on all your software should incorporate Y2K compliance testing from now on. 

3. Your acceptance tests of Jrd-party code which you incorporate into your system should include Y2K 
compliance testing. 

For some companies, the inventory and assessment activities may be the most comprehensive technical 
examination of the enterprise's software that has been done in some time. Expensive and exasperating as it is, 
the results can be valuable beyond the Y2K project. For example, obtaining an accurate inventory of the 
modules and their interfaces and dependencies is sometimes the toughest roadblock to converting a 
significant part of your legacy software inventory to modem, distributed or client/server implementations. 
Once you have gone through a conversion process for the Y2K problems, you may have learned enough so 
that modernization of appropriate functions can proceed using much of the same analysis. 
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Lessons Learned 
Y2K Compliance as a standard requirement 
for future development and maintenance 
project testing. 
Other maintenance needs may compete for 
time with Y2K compliance. 
Real-Time testing validates 
date simulation. '5i"I 
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Testing is part of a Y2K solution. 

Domain testing supports compliance. 

Business objects exhibit symptoms. 

Equivalence classes limit data cases. 

Testing can support the assessment, 
conversion and deployment of Y2K 
compliant software. 
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Compliance as an idealized goal. 
Modeling in the data and function domains 
gives us requirements ofY2K Readiness 
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This paper will describe ways to sustain a Software Process Improvement (SPI) effort, 
provide an approach for an SPI effort, and describe the benefits that Bellcore achieved 
using this type of an approach. 

Although there are many reasons for false starts and failures in SPI efforts, there are 
practices that can greatly increase the likelihood of success. The reasons for 
implementing SPI have been described elsewhere. Simply, the median Return on 
Investment in productivity, product quality, and customer satisfaction for SPI efforts is 5 
to 1, according to a 1995 study by the Software Engineering Institute. There must be 
something here! The question is: Why don't more companies improve their software 
development process? There's not one over-riding answer. Some companies haven't 
been exposed to the possibility; others are so far into a fire fighting culture that they don' t 
consider alternatives. The list goes on. Another reason, the one this paper targets, is that 
it' s difficult! 
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The reasons that we hear most often are: 

• lack of continued senior management commitment, 
• short term schedule pressure triumphing over long term goals, and 
• resistance by the developers or first line managers. 

This paper will discuss a method that can assist in overcoming the first two issues. We 
will also address the third issue. 

Methods and Practice 
Building consensus for a SPI effort, once it has received management approval, is critical 
to its success. By consensus we don't mean agreement that lasts until the first resistance 
or crisis, but active involvement by the right people at the appropriate times to bring 
about long term improvement. 

The best way to gain consensus is through a compelling event that pushes organizations 
into SPI. Even with that compelling event, it is important to sustain the effort. Since 
most companies don't maintain project or process metrics prior to an SPI effort, it's 
impossible to have the data that objectively shows that the improvement effort is actually 
working. In addition, although there can be quick fixes found by SPI that produce quick 
results, many of the SPI practices take some time before an organization benefits. 

We are recommending a methodology that develops criteria that the organization can use 
to sustain the SPI effort. The methodology is captured below: 

Tie CSFs to Processes That Most Impact CSFs 
Define Processes Against Best Practice Model 
Improve Processes with Greatest Business Impact 
Assess Processes and Baseline or Plan Continued Improvements 

Figure 2 - Methodology for Process Definition Selection 

We initiate the effort with key personnel, including senior management. We have the 
team list and define the business' Critical Success Factors (CSFs). After listing and 
defining the CSFs we ask the group to give each one a weight of 1 to 10, with 10 being 
the highest importance. The numbering conventions are not fixed, the CSFs can be 
ordered or there can be multiple 1 Os, 9s, etc. The key thing is that everyone agrees on the 
CSFs and their relative importance to the business. 

The next step is to select the processes that are key to your over-all process, selected 
project, or sub-organization. The process model we provide is listed below. This model 
is a combination of ISO 15504 processes, the European Business Excellence Model 
processes, and processes identified in prior client engagements. 
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MANAGE:MENT 
ORGANIZATION t----------------

ACQUISITION SUPPLIER 

Figure 3 - Process Model for Software Development Process 
(Note that the project life cycle is only one part of the full model) 

Acquisition Process Supplier Process Engineering Management 
(8) 

Acquisition 
Acquisition Strat. Mgmt 
Supplier Selection 
Supplier Management 
Customer Acceptance 
Procurement 
Supplier Integration 
Supplier Relationship Mgmt 

Support Process (2) 
Reuse (Domain Eng.) 
Documentation 

Information Management 
Process Management 
Process Establishment 
Capability Assessment 

(9) 
Understand . Needs 
Operational Support 
Operational Use 
Customer Support 
Supply 
Bid Management 
Customer Rel. Mgmt 
Distribution 
System testing 

(10) 
Development 
System Requirements 
Software Requirements 
Design 
Implementation 
Identify Solutions 
System Integration 
Software Integration 
Testing 
Maintenance 

Organization Processes (19) 
Process Engineering 
Technology Management 
Work Environment Management 
Measurement 

Human Resource Development 
Infrastructure 

Process Improvement 
Process Innovation 
Product Management 
Security Management 

Contract Staff Management 
Financial Management 
Strategy Management 
Organizational Design 

Organizational Alignment 

(Figure 4 - 60 processes in Software Development Process) 

(12) 
Business Mgmt 
Change Mgmt 
Config. Mgmt 
Quality Mgmt 
Problem Mgmt 
Project Mgmt 
Validation 
Joint Review 
Verification 
Quality Assur. 

Risk Mgmt 
Audit 

Using a model this broad has several advantages. It captures the scope and range of 
processes involved in a software development life cycle. Many organizations would 
start by considering a far smaller model. The process model in Figure 4 provides an 
organization with a view of the breadth and complexity of what they must do, either in an 
organized or an ad hoc manner, in order to simply get their product out the door. 

Secondly, although no organization is going to invest in, or focus on, process 
improvement across this spectrum of processes, the full model enables you to choose the 
processes that are key. 

Finally, once you select the processes in your process model, the team will weight each 
process' contribution to the CSFs. For example, if Time to Market is a CSF weighted at 
10 for the business, project management will be a major contributor to the success of that 
CSF in software development projects. Project management will also have a major 

impact on other CSFs, such as quality. By selecting several processes and weighing their 
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contribution on a 1 to 10 scale multiplied by the weighting of the CSF, we develop a list 
of processes. Each process has a number designating its impact on the business. This list 
is then used to build consensus on where to focus the software process improvement 
effort and dollars. 

A key to success is choosing the processes with the greatest impact on the business. The 
next step is ensuring the right activities, goals and outcomes exist for those processes. 
This is accomplished by providing a process definition against a best practice model. To 
ensure the model meets the explicit needs of the business, modify or extend that model to 
reflect the requirements of the client's business. This will provide the basis for a stable, 
repeatable process that can provide predictability around schedules, budgets and quality. 

For example, if a client has strong technologi~ts who have an excellent design process but 
the client continually find flaws in the end product, the problem won't necessarily be 
solved by looking at the design process or the traditional project life cycle. The same is 
true if projects are over budget and late to market. A best practices model, that includes 
the processes in Figure 4 above, will include a change management process, a risk 
management process and a well defined requirements process. By focusing on the 
processes that impact the end product and the budget, based upon the needs on the critical 
success factors of the business, the client can focus the change effort where it will have 
the greatest impact. Small victories during the process improvement effort retain the 
momentum in both management and the software organization. 

The list of processes that make up your software development process, which we will 
refer to as your process framework, provides more than the ability to focus in on 
improvement areas. Keep in mind, the process framework is developed through 
consensus at the start of the process with all key parties represented. When short-term 
issues arise that can scuttle the SPI effort, management can be diplomatically reminded of 
the impact of the SPI effort through their weighting of CSFs. Short-term pressures can be 
extreme in the short term. Maintaining a longer term focus in the short term can have a 
much greater, long-lasting, and profound impact. 

This method is not a silver bullet, the only roadmap for success in these efforts goes 
through the twin towers of patience and persistence holding the torch of intelligence. 
But using this method can help bring a focus, commitment and a reminder of why you 
started on the path in the first place and what you are striving to attain. 

Developer Buy-in 
Let's discuss part of the cultural change aspect of an SPI effort. In many cases, the 
developers will see SPI as extra work for them with no personal advantage. Simply, 
people resist change. They particularly resist if they feel its being imposed on them and 
forces them to change without personal advantage. How do you translate organizational 
change into personal advantage and assuage fears and concerns? Let's look at several 
issues: 

• Why is SPI good for the organization? 
• How will SPI change life for the developers? 
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• Why is SPI good for the individual developer? 
• How do you play by the rules and retain creativity? 

Why is SPI good for the organization? 

SPI produces a better quality product on a more predictable schedule. In addition, it 
provides greater organizational agility, as developers can be moved between projects 
without having a long learning curve regarding the process. It has been documented as 
improving employee morale and customer satisfaction. 

How will SPI change life for the developers? 
Prior to SPI, products are completed by the heroic efforts of key developers. An 
improved process provides more time for developers to work on new ideas and new 
opportunities. The reduction in late stage bug fixing and code re-work gained through a 
mature process is one of the major results of an SPI effort. Instead of fixing bugs late at 
night or over the weekend, bugs that are keeping the product from being released to 
customers, developers can be working on the next release or the next project. Heroism 
gets redefined, but the results of an individual's efforts are less likely to result in 
management attention at the worst possible moment! 

Why is SPI good for the individual developer? 
Ask yourself, would you rather be fixing bugs under pressure in the wee hours or coming 
up with new accomplishments? If the answer is that you enjoy the pressure, there are 
plenty of start-ups that can't afford to work any other way. On the other hand, if you get 
satisfaction from seeing your work provide value to others, and feel that you can provide 
additional value if you continue your efforts, than SPI can provide valuable time for more 
and better results. In addition, being able to move between project more easily also 
provides job security. Lastly, SPI provides a way to focus more on accomplishments and 
less on effort. 

How do you play by the rules and retain creativity? 
There's this guy named Michael Jordan. Anyone would say he is very creative at what 
he does on a basketball court. And yet, he plays by the rules. The court is a regulated 
size, as is the height of the basket, the number of players, etc. The same is true for 
software development. By having rules you don't stop creativity. Too much regulation 
can inhibit creativity. But that's not what SPI should do. Find the right amount of 
process. Enough to get the most appropriate brain power on each task without making 
the process the focus. There' s no reason why you can't play by the rules and play well! 
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A Model for SPI 
Here is a look at the methods used once the processes are identified: 

identify 
changes to 

.,,,,,,,..----~-..:_"leads to 

Process 

Process 

\

is 
examined 
by 

Process 
Assessment 

leads~ 

motivates 

Figure 5 - an SPI model 

identifies capability 
and risk of 

By using this continuous improvement model, and tying improvements to capability 
determination, driven by business needs, a software improvement process can be 
implemented that delivers real benefits. By tying in the critical success factors it also 
provides a method to impact change that creates "quick wins" and sustains the 
momentum of the effort through the many pitfalls inherent in these projects. 

Process Improvement Approach 

After the key processes are identified using the approach described above, the multi
phased approach depicted in Figure 6 and described below is recommended. This 
approach establishes a baseline of the existing process and builds a software development 
process framework or software development life cycle that can be used by a wide range 
of projects varying from large mainframe applications to small client server projects. 

• Assess the current processes to identify existing best practices and areas for 
improvement. 

• Utilize existing best practices and the best practice model to develop a 
standard "thin", common sense software development process framework. 

• Develop training programs and communications plans for introducing the new 
process framework. 

• Develop an audit program that initially provides coaching to facilitate the 
introduction of the new framework and gradually advances to compliance 
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reviews to ensure implementation. 
• Develop or enhance the metrics program to measure the benefits obtained 

through process improvement. 

Milestone 1 Milestone 2 Milestone 3 Milestone 4 Milestone 5 Milestone 6 Milestone 7 

Assess 
Current 
Process 

pevelop Process Framework I Management Coaching 

Management 
Reviews 

Process 
Training 

V 

I Pilot Audits 

Management 
Training 

Pr 
Mg 

actioner & I Compliance Project 
mt. Training Auditing across IT 

Practioner and Management Follow- up 
training, assistance, and coaching 

Train Metrics Collect Data for 
Measurement Baselines 

On-Going Process Modification 

Productivity Baseline I 
Figure 6 

Guiding Principles 
Based on previous experience and past success, it is recommended that the principles 
listed below be applied in the definition of the standard software process framework. 
These principles will help create a process that is compatible with the existing 
management style and promote the change necessary to successfully obtain continuous 
process improvement. 

• Utilize existing best practices to take advantage of work already completed and 
give the organization ownership of the process. 

• Utilize an approach that permits creative freedom within a repeatable structure. 
One approach that has been successful is to define and document a three tiered 
process (Figure 7). The top tier includes corporate policies (Quality Policy), the 
middle tier is the standard "thin" common sense development process framework, 
and the lower tier is the local practices that each project uses to support the 
standard development process. The middle tier provides the standard repeatable 
structure without limiting creativity on the lower tier. 

• Avoid the tendency to over-engineer and over-document the process. In a desire 
to make the process perfect in every aspect, there is a tendency to go into too 
much detail. This can be avoided by continually asking "Why are we doing this?" 
and by letting common sense prevail. 
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• Ensure the senior management team owns the process. They should approve the 
process and be the change control board for enhancements. 

• Establish a management "coach/partner" to provide direct support to the senior 
management team. This individual could be from another part of the organization 
or an external consultant but they should have experienced "first hand" the trials 
and hardships of implementing a standard development process. This individual 
can provide insight into typical issues and guide the management team around 
pitfalls and cultural change issues that are normally encountered. 

• Manage the process by a small central organization. This group, which is 
sometimes referred to as the Software Engineering Process Group (SEPG), should 
be the focal point for defining, training, and implementing the process. The group 
should be staffed with experienced software developers that are respected by their 
peers. 

• Manage the process improvement effort as you would any other project. Conduct 
regular status meetings with project personnel and periodic status meetings with 
senior management. 

• Develop an audit program. Audit projects to measure their progress in 
implementing the standard process. 

• Provide necessary training to smoothly introduce the process. 
• Provide constant and continuous communications to keep everyone aware of and 

up-to-date on the SPI effort. 
• Insulate project personnel from having to work directly with the external 

standards (i.e., ISO 9001, SEI CMM, SPICE) by integrating those requirements 
into the process framework and using terms that are familiar to the developers and 
managers. 
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Phase I - Planning and Staging the Project 
The first phase of the multi-phased approach should provide the baseline of the existing 
processes and develop the initial view of the software developer process framework. 
This framework will be the standard software development methodology for the entire 
organization. It will describe "what" has to be done at each phase of the life cycle. The 
projects will provide procedures describing "how" it will be done. The tasks to be 
focused on in Phase I are: 

• Assess the current processes to identify best practices and opportunities for 
improvement. 

• Gather a core team of key players that are knowledgeable of the current processes, 
practices, and methodologies to help identify existing best practices. 

• Build on these best practices to develop an initial common sense software 
development process framework. 

• Develop initial templates to support the process framework. 
• Develop a plan for: 

• process development, 
• communications, 
• training, 
• development and delivery, 
• metrics, and 
• compliance audits. 

• Appoint a Project Manager. 
• Establish the management "coach/partner" 

This phase will lay the foundation, and build the team relationships, that will form the 
basis of success for continuous software improvement. 

Next Steps -- Phase II 

After Phase I, the next steps will focus on the roll out of the standard process across the 
organization. This will involve an integrated effort that addresses: 

• Communications 
• Training 
• Issue resolution 
• Implementation scheduling 
• Compliance audits 

Phase II will include such activities as: 
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• Providing corporate wide access to the software process framework schedule. 
• Scheduling - management reviews to check alignment of the new framework with 

key projects. 
• Developing and implementing a training program on the new process. 
• Training for metrics specialists on collection and analysis of key measurements. 
• Developing a metrics baseline (referencing current performance). 
• Piloting process framework on specific projects prior to general implementation. 
• Developing an audit program for measuring compliance to the framework. 
• Developing an issue management, escalation, and improvement process. 

Software Process Improvement Success Story 

Bellcore's Software Systems organization used an approach similar to that just described 
to obtain ISO 9001 (Tick IT) registration and Level 3 on the Software Engineering 
Institute (SEI) Software Capability Maturity Model (CMM). Bellcore's Software 
Systems has over 2700 professionals, a portfolio of 140 software products with over 102 
million lines of source code. 

In 1993, Bellcore's customers were dissatisfied. Low ratings were received on the annual 
customer satisfaction surveys, the quality of our products was inconsistent, and our 
average fault density for all products was 48 faults per thousand function points. These 
facts along with the recognition that we needed to be ISO 9001 compliant to compete in 
the European market were the major drivers of our quality improvement effort. The first 
step of this effort was to define a single standard underlying process framework for 
designing, developing, and testing software products. This process, which is known 
today as the Quality Method of Operation (QMO), build on the practices that were 
already in place, augmented when appropriate by best practices from industry. Being an 
engineering organization the initial tendency was to fall into the trap of over engineering 
the process. The correction of this tendency led to the development of the three tiered 
process shown in Figure 7. The QMO is Tier 2 in this structure. 

A Quality Management Team comprised of the President/Chief Operating Officer and 
the General Managers of the software development organization was established and 
given the responsibility to over see the Quality Management System. A small SEPG was 
assigned the responsibility for developing and improving the QMO, providing training, 
mentoring, and coaching on its implementation, and conducting internal audits to ensure 
compliance. The product teams were responsible for implementing the QMO and 
developing or modifying existing procedures (Tier 3) to support the QMO. 

The QMO was baselined in September 1994, compliance was mandatory by April 1995. 
In June 1995, 16 products successfully passed an ISO 9001 preliminary assessment. By 
September 1995 these 16 products were registered to ISO 9001 and by December 1996 
all of Software Systems was officially assessed at CMM Level 3. 

The benefits achieved from this process improvement effort were impressive. The results 
from the annual customer satisfaction survey increased from a low of 60% in 1992 to 
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95% in 1997. The fault density went from 48 faults per thousand function points to less 
than 10 in 1997. This is 10 times better than the industry average as tracked by Software 
Productivity Research, a data analysis and market research firm. 

Many of the major factors that contributed to this success are listed previously in this 
paper guiding principles. But the most important of these was senior management 
commitment. Without senior management's visible support, this type of SPI effort could 
not have been successful. 

Summary 

SPI efforts are subject to failure. To sustain these efforts they must be tied to business 
value, address cultural change issues directly, communicate effectively, and sustain 
senior management's active commitment. 

This paper provides a method for maintaining the ties to the business, and addresses some 
of the cultural change issues. It also details a model for a multi-phase process 
improvement approach and high lights the benefits obtained from one such effort. 
Treating SPI like a project, with project planning, project management and change 
management, is one step in improving on-going projects and providing substantial 
benefits to your company, customers and employees. 
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Providing a Context For Process 
Improvement and Assessment 

Agenda 

By 

Michael Heffler 

& Robert Thien 

Bellcore 

• Sustaining process improvement 

• Approach for process improvement 

• Results of process improvement effort 

Reasons for Failures 

• Lacie of top management leadership and support 

• Organizational resistance 

• Short-term schedule conflicts 

• Timidity of redesign 

...... 

• Failure to attend to the management of the change effort 

• Insufficient mobilization 

• Taking too long 

•Wrong scope 

• Not focusing on changes with the most business impact 

• Over engineering the process until ~ becomes bureaucratic 

• Failing to get buy-in so the process becomes ~.Hwa.;... 
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Method for Sustaining 

• Identify Critical Success Factors (CSFs) 

• Tie CSFs to Processes that most impact CSFs 

• Define Processes against best Practice Model 

• Improve Processes with greatest business impact 

• Assess Processes and Baseline or Plan Continuous 
Improvement 

A Process Model 

Acquisition 

Supply 

Management 

Organization 

Support 

Mapping CSFs to Processes 

l'roJ< c r ' ,1 \\, ,~hr , ,,,1111h1,r,,.,, [.,,,,/ 

\J<, ur nr ,.r,,.," 
Time lD IIIIUlut 10 IO 100 

CIISIOmer Satisf actu:Jn 9 72 

Product QIIIJliry 9 63 

EmpU,yee ntenlion 7 49 

lmpro11e Pro(iJabil.ityffot.aJ IO 80/ 
364 

...... 
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Overall Approach to Software Process 
Improvement ------------------• Assess current process 

- Identify best practices 
- Identify opportunities for improvement 

• Develop "thin" common sense software process framewor1< 
- Utilizing existing best practices 
- Utilizing industry best practices 
- Defining 'what" iS to be done 

• Develop training programs 
- Management 
- Practitioner 

• Development communicatiOns plan 
- Objective, status, and plans 

• Enhance audft programs 
- Progressing from coaching to compliance 

• Enhance metrics program to measure benefits 

Process Assessment and Improvement: 
Overall Approach 

IE I Pif""'..,_.tt-..t; I 1~c:--. ) 

I:=- / I Nc.AMda I~ ,-I "'Z,="'_"'...,..,=rr,---, 

~ 11=--11:-:::-=-~-=--1 

Guiding Principles ------------------• Utilize existing best practices to take advantage of work 
already completed 

• Utilize approach that permits creative freedom within a 
repeatable structure 

Local practices 

Corporate Polley 

Thin, common sense, 

standard methodology 

What makes sense locally 
(Value what has worked) 
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Guiding Principles 

• Avoid the tendency to over engineer the process 

• Ensure senior management owns the process 

• Use a small central organization to manage the process 

• Insulate project personnel from knowing requirements of 
extemal standard 

• Manage the process improvement effort as a project 

• Provide training and communications Programs 

• Develop aud~ program that advances from coaching to 
compliance 

Planning and staging the project 

• Phase I 
- Review current process 
- Gather core team to help identify best practices 
- Develop initial common sense software process framework 
- Develop initial templates to support framework 
- Development implementation plan 
- Appoint project manager and management coach'partner 

• Phase II 
- Make process framework universally availabk! 
- Conduct management reviews with key projects 
- Oeve!op and provide training to management and practitioner 
- Develop metrics baseline 
- Pilotframework 
- 08Yelop audit program 
- Continuously improve the process ...... 

Be/lcore 's Quality Journey: Background 
• 6000 technical professionals 

• Unique blend of telecom and software experience 

• Software Development organization of 2700 

• Extensive software development expertise in state-of
the-art technologies 

• Portfolio of 140 telecom software products, 102 million 
lines of code 

• 1S09001 and CMM Level 3 

• Professional Services consulting group 
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Bel/core Quality Journey: Starting Point 

~ 

' Our Staring Point in 1992/93 

• CFO = 48 Faults/KFP 

• Customer Satisfaction = 60% 

• Significant failure on 1509001 audit 

• Quality de jour 

• Heroes saved the day .. ...... 

Our Process Improvement Approach 

• Focus on People, Process, then Technology 

• Build on good practices already in place 

• Avoid over-engineering 

• Use external standards as a motivator (e.g., 1S09001) 

• Set measurable goals and traek achievement toward 
them 

• Plan to celebrate team successes 

• Communicate, Communicate, Communicate 

.. ...... 

Our Process Improvement Approach 

... ~-~·~ 
• 

Thin, common sense, 

standard methodology 

What makes sense 
locally 

(Value what.l!!§_worked) 

.. ...... 
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Our Process Improvement Approach 

Let Common Sense Prevail 

• • C • u, 
C 
0 
E 
E 
8 

Documented Process 
Yes No 

Quality Management System -
Management Structure 

• QMT (Quality Management Team) 

....... 

- Governing body: establishes and oversees the 
Quality Management System (OMS) 

- Consists of President/COO and General Managers 
representing organizations involved in the 
development, delivery, and on-going support of 
Bellcore's Software 

•SEPT 
- Small group (2% including Tier 3 process teams) 
- Responsible for OMO, Internal Audijing, Coaching 

and mentoring 
- Independent reporting -- directly to President 

Quality Management System -
Management Structure 

.. ...... 

• Independent SOA (Software Quality Assurance) 
- Participate in product review activities 
- Determine "ship readiness" of products 

• Product T earns 
- Define Local Procedures 
- Executive the process to deliver products 

.. ...... 
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Priority: Major Releases Shipped 
Aggregate of All Busli1ms Units 

... 

.. .. 
20 

Key Success Factors 

....... 

---------------
• Clear understanding of the need for change 

- customer satisfaction at 60% 

:... unpredictable results, some significant failures 

• Strong management commitment to change 

- Quality Management Team established early 

- Some personnel changes were necessary 

....... 

Key Success Factors 

• Small Central SEPG Group 
- Staff from line organization: "development respected" 
- Business/results focused 
- Reporting directly to President 
- Value added "buffer" from industry standards 

• Communication, Communication, Communication 

Where are we? Where do we want to be? 

How are we doing? 

- Town Meetings, Q-Tips, Audit reports, 

- Intranet access, 25 Chat .. ..... 
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Our Process Improvement Approach 

Let Common Sense Prevail 

Documented Process 

.. • C • .... fl)> 
C 
0 

E o g z 
0 

Yes No 

Quality Management System -
Management Structure 

• OMT (Quality Management Team) 

.. ..... 

- Governing body: establishes and oversees the 
Quality Management System (OMS) 

- Consists of PresidenVCOO and General Managers 
representing organizations involved in the 
development, delivery, and on-going support of 
Bellcore's Software 

•SEPT 

- Small group (2% including Tier 3 process teams) 

- Responsible for OMO, Internal Audtting, Coaching 
and mentoring 

- Independent reporting -- directly to President 

Quality Management System -
Management Structure 

.. ..... 

• Independent SOA (Software Quality Assurance) 
- Participate in product review activities 

- Determine "ship readiness" of products 

• Product Teams 
- Define Local Procedures 
- Executive the process to deliver products 

.. ....... 
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QMO - Key Elements 

• Stresses Customer involvement throughout 
• Stresses building quality in up front 

• Specifies accountability 
• Defines entrance and exit criteria for reach life cycle 

phase 
• Provides template guidelines for key outputs 

• Uses baselining and change control to manage change 
• Employs "teaming" as a key aspect of project 

management 
• Embodies a continuous process improvement 

philosophy 
• Complies with ISO 9001 requirements 
• Satisfies CMM Level 3 Key Process Areas, Goals and 

Commitments 

KeyStaps-
......-. ~ T-
-U-, -1)~ ........ T--a.a.T-_.,_ -
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QMO - Key Elements 

• Stresses Customer involvement throughout 

• Stresses building quality in up front 

• Specifies accountability 

..... 

-....,_ -

• Defines entrance and exit criteria for each life cycle phase 

• Provides template guidelines for key outputs 

• Uses baselining and change control to manage change 

• Employs " teaming" as a key aspect of project management 

• Embodies a continuous process improvement philosophy 

• Complies with ISO 9001 requirements 

• Satisfies CMM Level 3 Key Process Areas, Goals and 
Commitments 

..... 
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Priority: Quality 
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Priority: Major Releases Shipped 
Aggregate of All SU.- Units 

, .. 
,,. 

Key Success Factors 

• Clear understanding of the need for change 

- customer satisfaction at 60% 

__ ....,. 

.:... unpredictable results, some significant failures 

• Strong management commitment to change 

- Quality Management Team established early 

- Some personnel changes were necessary 

__ ....,. 

Key Success Factors 

• Small Central SEPG Group 
- Staff from line organization: "development respected" 
- Business/results focused 
- Reporting directly to President 
- Value added "buffer" from industry standards 

• Communication, Communication, Communication 

Where are we? Where do we want to be? 

How are we doing? 

- Town Meetings, Q-Tips, Audit reports, 

- Intranet access, 25 Chat 

__ ....,. 
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Overview 

The Accidental Improvement 
Opportunity is Knocking ... 

We have all heard of survival of the fittest. Sometimes this means whoever is the biggest, the 
strongest. But more and more, it means those who can maneuver, adapt, change. With today's 
ever increasing competition for scarce resources , , accidents need to be more than just accidents. 
You need to recognize the accidental as opportunity for process improvement. Then you 
leverage what you do to survive to improve the performance of your organization . This is 
especially effective for those companies at Level I and Level 2 SEI behavior. 

The presentation will describe how a company can transform itself by learning to recognize 
improvement opportunities, capitalize on them, gain confidence from them, and begin the 
transformation into a community that is flexible, resilient, and always learning. InPower' s 
Product Engineering organization is used as a case study demonstrating how to recognize 
survival instincts as valid and valuable input into process improvement efforts. This case study 
is a "work in progress" . The study covers how we developed this concept and our experiences to 
date in what works and what doesn ' t. 

Moving from survival to cognizant process improvement involves seven steps: 

1. Admit the need to change to survive 
2. Create a culture where improvement is possible 
3. Make it OK to suggest improvements 
4. Act on suggestions 
5 . Support improvements 
6. Measure 
7. React 

The discussion for each step includes: 

• Path to follow 
• Expected results 
• Obstacles and how to get around 
• Case study examples 

Management 
Management 
Management & Staff 
Management & Staff 
Management & Staff 
Staff 
Staff 



Patricia O'Reilly is InPower's official Change Agent, charged with discovering, documenting, 
and communicating "better" ways of doing business within InPower. In this role she assists 
teams and departments in assessing their quality and productivity and in constructing effective 
improvement programs. She has had a multifaceted career that includes software testing, process 
reengineering, and championing quality and process oriented efforts. 

Share your experiences: 

Patricia O'Reilly 
InPower 
First Market Tower 
525 Market Street, 11th Floor 
San Francisco, CA 94105 
tel : 415 278-2252 
fax: 415 278-2250 
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Generating Test Cases 
From Use Cases 
Automatically 

Robert M. Poston 

Test Cases from Use Cases . I 

Test Cases from Use Cases 
• Purpose: To describe the specification-based testing process 

of generating test cases from use cases 

• Outline: 

+ Testing in the life cycle process 

+ Back end testing 

+ Specification-based testing 

* Front-end defect prevention 

* Requirements in text 

* Requirements in use cases 

• Generating test cases from use cases 

Test Cases from Use Cases . 2 

1 



Testing in Life Cycle Models 

• All contemporary life cycle models allocate 
30% or more 
of project time and resources to testing. 1 

Requirements Design Implementation Testing 
Pro1ess Pr°'-cess Process Pro.fess 

r- -----_------'"---,v,_..--"----~---·---, 

':I 
Aonix Test Cases from Use Cases - 3 

Back End Testing 

':I 
Acrux 

• Traditionally testing is back end work. 

• The testing phase includes two kinds of work: 
+ Testing - Failure detection and risk determination 

+ Reworking - Failure elimination 

Test Cases from Use Cases - 4 

Testing 
Process 

2 



Specification-Based Testing 

Specification-Based Product-Based 
Testing Testing 

Test cases designed from Specification 
or Model 

Earliest starting phase Front End 

May also be called Black Box 

~ 
Aonix Test Cases from Use Cases - 5 

Code 

Back End 

Code-Based 
or White Box 

Automated Specification-Based Testing 

~ 

• Automated specification-based testing 
reduces work time in two ways: 

• Defect prevention 
increases quality and reduces rework 

• Test automation 
increases productivity 

Aonix Test Cases from Use Cases • 6 

3 



Defect Prevention 

':I 
Aooix 

• 55% or more of software failures discovered by 
end users and system testers are caused by 
problems with requirements.2 

Test Cases from Use Cases - 7 

Testing 
Process ___ ,A ___ , 

Requirements Defects 

• The most probable defects in requirements are 
well known: 3 

• Ambiguous words and phrases 

• Incomplete statements 

• Inconsistent functions 

• Untestable functions 

• Untraceable functions 

• Undesirable design impositions 

':I 
Aonix Test Cases from Use Cases • 8 

4 



Preventing Requirements Defects 

• The methods for preventing the most probable defects 
in requirements have been widely published. 4, 5, 6 

• Ri gorous definitions prevent ambiguities. 

• Usage checkers prevent inconsistencies. 

• Checklists prevent incompleteness. 

• Standards prevent testablity problems. 

• Standards prevent traceability problems. 

• Rules prevent undesirable design impositions. 

':I 
Aonjx Test Cases from Use Cases • 9 

Preventing Requirements Defects 

':I 
Aoni:x 

• Tools can incorporate all methods for 
preventing most probable defects in 
requirements . 

Requi rements 
P rocess 

Requirements 
Modeling 

Tool 

Test Cases from Use Cases - l 0 

Testing 
Process 

5 



Preventing Requirements Defects 

':I 
Aonix 

• A requirements modeling tool must 
-+ model in a language that end users can 

understand with little training 

-+ capture all information a tester needs to 
produce test cases 

-+ prevent most probable defects 

Test Cases from Use Cases • I I 

Preventing Requirement Defects 

':I 
Aoni.x 

• The Use Case Modeling Notation meets the 
three tool requirements when 

Restricted to system-level models 
System-level models do not show modules, 
subsystems, or internal objects. 

Extended to enable test-ready models 
Test-ready models contain sufficient 
information for test generation. 

Test Cases from Use Cases • 12 

6 



Requirements in Text 

':I 
Aonix 

+ Here is a natural language requirement. 

• The Customer Service System (CSS) shall help 
a Sales Agent calculate a price quote for a 
Caller-requested product. 

+ With its graphical equivalent. 

Caller Agent Use Case 

0 
Test Cases from Use Cases - I 3 ~ 

Requirements in Use Cases 
• Requirement: The Customer Service System shall help a Sales 

Agent calculate a price quote for a Caller-requested product. 

Caller calls Agent 
: ............... ... invokes 

Use Case _________ .,., 
. 
: requests data : • ............. . displays screens 

: provides data 
: •••••••••••••• • .__e_n_te_r_s _da_t_a_ .... 

':I 
: presents price .•.............. calculates price 

Aonix Test Cases from Use Cases - 14 

7 



Use Case Model 
A Use Case Model 
has three parts: 

The Use Case 
Diagram 

The Event Trace 
or Sequence 

Diagram 

':I 
Aonix 

The use case itself 

Caller A ent Use Case 

. calls 

......................... .,. invokes ~-----
: requests data : .......................... . 

displays screens 

) provides data 
• ·······················~ , __ e_n_ters_da_ta_ .. 

: presents price 
calculates price 

...................................... 

Test Cases from Use Cases - I 5 

System-Level Use Case Model 

System-Level 
Use Case 

0 
"O 

ti 
::, 
E 
E 
C1J 
ti 
>, 
Ill 

Use Case 

Requirement ~ 1-.:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_-=..:-:I Use Case 
~ 

··············································································~························ 

':I 
Aon.ix 

Object-Level 
Use Case 
= Design 

h I, 1 ·~
1 

~Objects 

~ 

Test Cases from Use Cases - 16 

8 



Test-Ready, System-Level Use Cases 

Test-ready means that a use case contains 
sufficient information for test generation. 

':I 
Aonix 

Time: 

j s0efquence ::------l~~ 
=- I: 

events 

Test Cases from Use Cases - 17 

do not contain data 
or logic information. 

Test-Ready, System-Level Use Cases 

To be test-ready a model must contain 
actor, action, data, logic, and time information. 

':I 
Aonix 

Externally 
observable 
conditions or 
business rules 

Use Case 

c 1 Dl , D2 ...--~Externally observable 
data items 

Test Cases from Use Cases - I 8 

9 



Test-Ready, System-Level Use Cases 

':I 
Aonix 

Example externally observable data items: 

~ 
\.rn D2 

Text 
Range - [A-Z] 1,36 \ D3. D4 

List - Jones, Smith, Won 
Numeric 

Range - min=19, max=65, res=l 
List - 12, 14, 18, 21 

Test Cases from Use Cases - 19 

Test-Ready, System-Level Use Cases 

'21 
Aonix: 

Example externally observable conditions or 
business rules: \ 

dataitem A = dataitem B 
Deposit > 0 
Year A> Year B 

Test Cases from Use Cases - 20 

~ Cl 

10 



Specification-Based Testing 

Specification-Based testing requires 
system-level, test-ready models 
which contain 

actor, 
action, 
data, 
logic, 
and 
time information. 

Use Case 

CI DI , D2 

C2 D3, D4 

':I 
Aonix Test Cases from Use Cases. 21 

Preventing Requirements Defects 

':I 
Aonix 

• Using a tool to create test-ready, system
level use cases in the requirements phase 
prevents requirements defects and reduces 
rework time. 

Requirements 
Process 

Requirements 
Modeling 

Tool 

Test Cases from Use Cases • 22 

Testing 
Process 

11 



Test Generation from Use Cases 

• A specification-based test generator 
produces test cases and reduces work. 

':I 
Aonix Test Cases from Use Cases. 23 

Generating Test Cases from Use Cases 

Select samples of stimuli that will find failures . 

Information Source Historically Frequent Defect 

Most Probable Defect 

==:::*~~-Missing or Bad Action 

Specification 

Action 

Information =~~>Data-Driven ==:;=:;;:=:::;:::::=-Bad Boundary or Class 

===::=:=~~'Logic-Driven ==~=~~ Missing or Bad Logic 

==~=::=~>-Event-Driven Missing or Bad Event 

Logic 

Events 

States 

':I 
Aonix 

c:;:=====::=~=-State-Driven ===:==~~==- Incorrect Initialization 

Test Cases from Use Cases • 24 

12 



Test Case Design7 

~-> • Test Design Step 1: 

':I 
Aonix 

• For each Requirement (Action) 

• Sample Stimuli (Causes or Inputs) 

• Test Design Step 2: 

• Combine samples to produce test cases 

Test Cases from Use Cases - 25 

Action-Driven Test Design 

Specification 

Action 

Information 

Logic 

Events 

Stau,s 

Aoni.x: 

Functional Testing 

Rule: Select valid and 
invalid samples 
for each stimulus 
or input that is 
used by an action. 

Reason: To find defects 
of incorrect and 
missing actions . 

Test Cases from Use Cases - 26 

Subdomains 

Valid 

~v,lid 

t 
Reference or Out-of-Type or 

Average Not-in-List 
Value Value 

13 



Data-Driven Test Design (1) 

Specification 

Action 

Information 

Logic 

Events 

States 

Boundary Value Analysis 

Rule: Select samples on 
boundaries and just 
below and just above 
the boundaries 
(first & last, fastest & 
slowest, highest & 
lowest). 

Reason: To find defects 
of boundary handling, 
such as off-by-one errors. 

Test Cases from Use Cases - 27 

Boundary 
Values 

Data-Driven Test Design (2) 
Equivalent Class Analysis 

Temperature 

Specification 
Rule: Select one member from Hi 
a class of values when all 00 Temp. 

Action members of the class receive 80 
Information equivalent treatment by the 60 

Logic code. 40 
Normal 

Events 20 
Temp. 

States Reason: To find defects 0 

of incorrect class Low 

handling . Temp. 

':II 
Aoni.x Test Cases from Use Cases - 28 

~ 
~ 
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Logic-Driven Test Design 
Cause-Effect Graphing 

aka 

':I 
Aonix 

Logic 

Events 

States 

Business Rule Testing 

Rule: Select data samples 
that will cause each 
logical expression to 
be exercised with a 
true and a false 
evaluation. 

Reason: To find defects 
of incorrect logic 
processing. 

Test Cases from Use Cases · 29 

Event-Driven Test Design 

':I 
Aon.ix 

Action 

Logic 

Events 

Sutes 

Performance Testing 

Rule: Sample each event as a 
Boolean item to indicate 
that the event has 
or has not occurred. 

Reason: To find defects 
of incorrect time 
synchronization. 

Test Cases from Use Cases - 30 

Room_Temp 

True 
Go swimming. 

False 
Watch 
video. 

~ _ _ Message 
~ls to arrive 

~ 

15 



State-Driven Test Design 

Specification 

Action 

':I 
Aonix 

Initialization-Reinitialization Testing 

Rule: Select input data samples 
that will cause each state 
transition to occur in every 
state where the transition 
should occur and in one 
state where the transition 
should not occur. 

Reason: To find defects 
of incorrect action 
sequences. 

Test Cases from Use Cases - 31 

Test Case Design 

• Test Design Step 1: 

• For each Requirement (Action) 

• Sample Stimuli (Causes or Inputs) 

~-:> • Test Design Step 2: 
• Combine samples to produce test cases 

':I 
Aonix Test Cases from Use Cases - 32 
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Test Design Step 2: Combine Samples 

Construct the sample or testing space. 

Start with a sample or number line. 

Low Boundary 

':I 
Aonix Test Cases from Use Cases - 33 

Test Design Step 2: Combine Samples 
Combine the number lines to form the sample or testing space. 

Aonix 

Valid Space 
(All Stimuli 
are Valid.) 

Test Cases from Use Cases - 34 

Invalid 
Space 

(One or 
more 

stimuli 
is invalid.) 

17 



Summary - Experiences 

• Manual Specification-Based Testing: Case Study 1 

Defect count dropped 94 % from 

1.2 failures per 1,000 lines of code to 

0.072 failures per 1,000 lines of code. 8 

• Automated Specification-Based Testing: Case Study 2 

Productivity increased 100 fold from 

100 test cases in 20 days to 

1,000 test cases in 2 days. 9 

':I 
Aonix Test Cases from Use Cases - 39 
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Test Design Step 2: Combine Samples 

Construct the sample or testing space. 

Start with a sample or number line. 

Low Boundary 

':I 
Aonix Test Cases from Use Cases - 33 

Test Design Step 2: Combine Samples 
Combine the number lines to form the sample or testing space. 

,- >-

,- >-

Valid Space 
(All Stimuli 

,-- are Valid.) 

-, I 

I I 

Test Cases from Use Cases - 34 

I I 
I I 

Invalid 
Space 

(One or 
more 

stimuli 
is invalid.) 
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Test Design Step 2: Combine Samples 

Specification Samples 

Action ~ 
Data ~ 
Logic <> 
Events~ 

':I 
Aonix 

Rule 1 - The Screening 
Vector: Combine one 
sample from each 
stimulus so that all 
stimuli are held at 

1. Reference values 
2. Low boundaries 
3. High boundaries 

Reason: To minimize 
number oftest cases 
and assure basic 
operation. 

Test Cases from Use Cases· 35 

Test Design Step 2: Combine Samples 

Specification Samples 

Action ~ 
Data ~ 
Logic <> 
Events ~ 

States 

':I 
Aon.ix 

Rule 2 - The Debugging 
Vector: Combine the 
reference sample from 
all stimuli except one, 
and vary that one 
through all of its sample 
values. 

Test Cases from Use Cases - 36 
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Test Design Step 2: Combine Samples 

Specification Samples 

Action ~ 
Data ~ 
Logic <> 
Events ~ 

States 

Robustness Testing 

Rule 3 - Combine the 
few samples taken in all 
combinations. 

Reason: To increase 
coverage for special 
situations. 

Note : Logic- , Event-, and State-Driven samples MAY add additional test cases. 

':I 
Aonix 

0 
~ Test Cases from Use Cases· 37 

Test Design Techniques and Defect Groups 

Primary 
Specification-Based 

Test Design 
Technique 

Data-Driven 

Logic-Drive 

Event-Drive 

State-Drive 

Missing 
actions 

Software Defect Groups 

Wrong actions caused by 
incorrect processing of 

data logic events states 

Extra 
actions 

Run specifi cation -based test cases and measure code coverage. Any code not covered is extra . 

':I 
Aonix Test Cases from Use Cases - 38 
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Summary - Experiences 

• Manual Specification-Based Testing: Case Study 1 

Defect count dropped 94 % from 

1.2 failures per 1,000 lines of code to 

0.072 failures per 1,000 lines of code. 8 

• Automated Specification-Based Testing: Case Study 2 

Productivity increased 100 fold from 

100 test cases in 20 days to 

1,000 test cases in 2 days. 9 

':I 
Aooix Test Cases from Use Cases - 39 
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Software confidence, computational integrity, and statistical model checking 
William E. Howden · 
CSE, UCSD La Jolla, CA, 92093 

Abstract · 

Verification 

In the traditional approach to verification, two representations of a computational object 
are constructed and then proved equivalent. One will normally be an executable 
representation, i.~. a program, and the other a relational representation, i.e. a 
spe'cification. The specification is used to define the function that the executable 

. representation is supposed to implement. There are two practical problems with this 
approach. The first is that for many programs, there is no convenient, relational 
specification. The second is that the approach creates an inherently difficult situation, the 
undecidable problem of computational equivalence. 

Testing 

Development oriented testing, in which basic functionality is confirmed and the presence 
of common defects is tested for, does not establish that a program is correct or reliable in 
any formal sense. Statistical testing can do this by establishing, with a given level of 
confidence, a lower bound on the numbe.r of future executions we can expect to see 
before a program failure. Unfortunately, statistical testing may be impractical, requiring 
too many tests to establish a specified level of confidenc;e. One of the causes of this is 
often the high cost of validating test output, i.e. the oracle problem. . · 

Computational integrity and model checking 

In this paper we describe new results in an alternative approach, called computational 
integrity. In this approach, we do not require that two equivalent computational 
representations, i.e. a program . and its specification, be constructed. Instead, we use a 
single representation, and verify required properties of its computational behavior. The 
computational representations may be programs or may be abstract models of a program, 
such as finite state machines. The general term mod(!ls will be used here to cover all 
such representations, and the process of checking' models for required behavioral 
properties will be called model checking. This is fan expansion of the term from its 
normal use to include additional kinds of behavior and program representations. 

Software integrity and model development 

The development of a computational model requires the formulation of a structure of 
components. Inevitably, some behavior is obvious in the type of model that is used, and 
other behavior is implicit. In order to ensure the '.integrity of the model we need to 
document and check those properties which are implicit Required integrity properties 
may vary with the kinds of models used and the kinds of programs that they represent 
They may also vary with the level of detail of the model, where one model may be an 
abstract state m6d~l and the other nctual code. Integrity properties may be general, 
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applying to all instances of a class of models, specific to certain kinds of applications, or 
specific for a particular model. · 

Examples of integrity properties include state invariants for abstract models which are 
represented by a set of state transition conditions. Such transitions describe, for each state 
variable, conditions under which a variable will have a n.ew value in the state following a 
current state. The actual combinations of state variable values that occur in, and define 
states, is not explicit. In order for the system to behave properly, it may be that certain 
combinations should not occur, and such integrity properties need to be verified for the 
model, as in [1,2]. 

Other examples of integrety properties include implicit interfaces between parts of. 
programs. For example, suppose that each time a record is printed in a report generated 
by a data processing program, the program should have ensured that necessary formatting 
operations have been performed. This may be done in some other part of the program, 
which can be confirmed by specifying a suitable integrity property. This kind of model 
checking was first described in [3,4,9], and experiments with a variety of program level 
model checking tools on production programs are reported in [5,6]. 

One of the principal rationales for integrity analysis is the following. The best 
description for a required function or system is often a computational model. By its very 
nature, some kinds of behavior will be explicit and others, implicit. Subtle errors are 
often associated with the implicit properties, rather than explicit properties, which can be 
directly observed. Integrity checking detects the effects of errors that are associated with 
implicit properties 

Integrity and partial software confidence 

Confidence in a computational model is associated with verification of integrity 
properties. If a model is simple, then it may be easy to confirm 100% confidence. Model 
checking procedures for perfonning this kind of analysis include the depth first graph 
search algorithms described in [4], fixed point algorithms [10], and the symbolic model 
checking procedures described in [8]. 

There are two potential drawbacks to integrity analysis. One is that if a model is too 
complex, as in the case of actual code, there may be infeasible computational paths in the 
model, i.e. those that are non-executable. There may also be an explosion of possible 
model states. These problems can make simple analysis methods either impractical or 
open to unsound results. 

Another potential problem is that analysis is not the same as execution. · If the model is an 
actual program, analysis may indicate that integrity is preserved, but actual execution 
may result in effects that were not accounted for and which cause a violation of integrity. 

One way of attacking this problem is to apply statistical testing methods to confirm 
partial rather than 100% confidence, and to work directly with executable code. 
Statistical methods allow us to confirm, with a specified level of confidence, that the 
probability of seeing a violation of an integrity property during program execution is less 
than or equal to a required bound. This approach will be referred to as statistical model 
checking. 
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Statistical model checking can be applied to abstract models as well as programs, but . 
requires that abstract models have certain properties in which non-deterministic behavior 

· is replaced with stochastic behavior, as in a Markov state model. 

One of the advantages of statistical model checking is that it allows statistical testing 
procedures to be used while avoiding some of the problems of statistical testing. For 
example, the checking of integrity properties requires program coverage techniques 
[e.g.7] rather than output validation. For many programs, output validation is a stumbling 
block in the use of statistical testing. Statistical model checking sidesteps the problem, 
since coverage checking is often easier to implement. 

Outline of the paper 

The paper reviews different methods for model checking, and the kinds of models and 
integrity properties to which they have been applied. It indicates the relationship between 
currently popular model checking ideas and older ideas from static analysis. The use of 
model checking methods in computational integrity analysis is described, including 
systematic techniques for incorporating the identification of integrity properties in a 
software development process. The paper then reviews the basic results in statistical 
testing. New results are described, including: the role of historical precedent in 
confidence estimation, the use of failure concentration in accelerating the computation of 
confidence, and the development of more optimistic formulae for programs that are 
minimally reliable. Finally, the paper goes into detail on how these two classes of 
methods can be combined to produce an approach to computational integrity that includes· 
both complete and partial measures of confidence. Examples are included of its 
application both to abstract system models and to actual programs. 
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Operational Integrity and 
Software Confidence 

W.E. Howden 
CSE, UCSD, La Jolla, CA 

Goal: automatic tool based 
analysis, producing high 
confidence 

Strategy: 
Selection of properties 
Use of multiple models within 
which properties can be 
analyzed 

Abstraction and Selection 

System does not get into 
undesirable states during 
operation 

Analysis of system state models 

Properties of system solution 

Operational Integrity 

Applicable during requirements and 
design - abstract models 

Natural approach for reactive, 
embedded systems where 
correctness = integrity 

Potential for automation 

Rationale - Process Issues 



Visibility of faults involving implicit 
abstract concepts, e.g. abstract 
operators,states 

Representational limitations: different 
models cause different properties to be 
explicit or implicit 

Rationale - Multiple Models 

Operator/State 

Boolean/Numeric 

· Static/Dynamic 

Global/Local 

Past/Present/Future 

Property Classification 

Cognitive separation between model
related parts of system 

internal - spatial separation 
external - different objects 

Cognitive merging: sequential 
interleaving of related parallel 
streams 

Rational - Errors and Model Analysi 

Operator e.g. print a line, format 
output, open file, check device status 

State e.g. pressure< limit, up(gate) 

Operator versus State Properties 



Static: Properties that hold based on 
structure of model rather than on 
different possible inputs. 
e.g. are true at some location 
independently of input 

Dynamic: Properties which depend on 
choice of input or external events. 
e.g. states correspond to values of state 
variables 

Static versus Dynamic Properties 

II 

Past: something that occurred before 
the present state/operation 
e.g. if you look back, opl occurs 
before you see an occurrence of op2 

Future: property that is true in the 
future at some point. e.g. expect 
statel to eventually occur on all paths 

Past and Future Properties 

Labeled: occur at some "location in 
the model" 

Event conditional: hold when some 
event occurs 

State conditional: hold when a state 
condition is true 

Local Properties 

Program models versus design or 
requirements models 

Abstract versus concrete models 

Finite versus infinite models 

Explicit versus implicit state 
description models 

Model Cl9~~ifirntion 



Multi-state models: e.g. each node in 
the model structure corresponds to 
multiple states 

State changes: 
Program statements 
Abstract events using comments 

(E.g. QDA) 
Auxiliary variables and code 

Program Derived State Models 

Exhaustive Testing of Program 

100 % confidence 

No assumptions 

Perfect Confidence 
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Confidence should be measurable 

Assumptions should be explicit 

Confidence 
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100 % Confidence 

Exhaustive analysis of abstract mod« 
Assumption: model is accurate 

100% Confidence With Assumed 
Model 



Program derived models: infeasible 
paths -> false negatives 

Solution: auxiliary code/ analyzer 
pseudo-ops to guide analysis => 
additional assumptions 
(e.g. QDA analysis tools) 

100% Confidence with Mode] and 
Path FeasibiJity Assumptions 
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Random testing according to 
operational distribution. Assumption: 
operational profile model is correct 

Partial Confidence with Assumed 
Operational Profile Model 

Run N random tests and see no 
property violations 

=> confidence C that the 
probabiJity P that the property 
wiJJ be violated is !:: B 

ProbabiJity of seeing N successful tests 
whenP2::B 

!:: (1-B)N 

=> Confidence 1-(1-B)N that P!::B 

Statistical Mode] for Partial 
Confidence 

Partition domain D into subdomains 
Di, such that operational profile is 
uniform for each Di. 

Establish confidence C in bound B for 
each Di 

=> confidence C for whole domain 

Partial Confidence and Incomplete 
Models of Operational Profile 



Parallel testing 

Domain concentration 

Test Speedup for Partial Confidence 
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Functionality: validate fields in 
records, output error messages for 
bad fields 

Property: Program must format 
output: start a new page with a header 
when previous error log page is full 

i.e. each time a message is printed it 
should have been preceded by a page 
format check 

Data Processing Example 

Data Processing, Program - Derived 
Model 

Abstract, Embedded System Model 

C++ Object, Concrete Model 

Examples 
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Program checks for new formatting 
needed when a new record is analyze 

If record has multiple bad fields and 
page is almost full, required new pag 
formatting is not performed 

Problem Input 



Property classification: operator, 
Boolean, static, labeled local, past 

Model classification: program, finite, 
explicit 

Confidence:100% 

Assumptions: program derived model 

Classification of Data Processing 
Example 

Crossing 

S: signal 

Railway Crossing 

X: exit 
crossing 
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Functionality: control of railway 
crossing gate 

Property: if train is in crossing, gate is 
down 

Embedded Systems Example 

.,..._ __ S/dg 

S/d---, 

~s--------i 

S: from signal to X 
S/d: from d time units after S to X 

d = fastest time from signal to 
crossing 

S/dg: from d-g time units after S to X 
g = time for gate to go up/down 

Train Regions 



L= max number of trains in S 
infonor• inf~\ 



Property classification: operator, 
Boolean, static, labeled local, past 

Model classification: program, finite, 
explicit 

Confidence:100% 

Assumptions: program derived model 

Classification of Data Processing 
Example 

Crossing 

S: signal 

Railway Crossing 

X: exit 
crossing 

27 

Functionality: control of railway 
crossing gate 

Property: if train is in crossing, gate is 
down 

Embedded Systems Example 

t+---- S/dg 

I S/d 

~s------, 

S: from signal to X 
S/d: from d time units after S to X 

d = fastest time from signal to 
crossing 

S/dg: from d-g time units after S to X 
g = time for gate to go up/down 

Tr:dn Regions 



enter(S) 
enter(S/dg) 
enter(S/d) 
leave 

integer: in(S) 
in(S/dg) 
in(S/d) 

Boolean: gate 

Events and Model Variables 
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in(S): enter(S) 1 -> in(S)'=in(S)+l 
leave-> in(S)' = in(S)-1 

in(S/dg): 
enter(S/dg)' -> in(S/dg)'=in(S/dg)+l 
leave-> in(S/dg)' = in(S/dg)-1 

in(S/d): 
enter(S/d)' -> in(S/d)'=in(S/d)+ I 
leave-> in(S/d)' = in(S/d)-1 

gate: 
in(S/dg)'=l & in(S/dg)=0 

-> gate(down)' 
in(S/d)'=0 & in(S/d)=I 

-> gate(up)' 

~tat~ Tr!lnsition Eqmltions 

L= max number of trains in S 

in(S)<L -> enter(S) 
in(S)>in(S/dg) -> enter(S/dg) 
in(S/dg)>in(Sd) -> enter(S/d) 
in(S/d) > 0 -> leave 

Possible Event Occurrences with 
Constraints 

in(S+d)~l => gate(down) 

Desired Property 
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in(S) 0->l 
in(S/dg) 0->l 
in(S/d) 0->l 
in(S) 1->2 
in(S/dg) 1->2 
in(S) 2->l 
in(S/dg) 2->l 
in(S/d) 1->0 
in(S/d) 0->1 

Problem Scenario 

gate(down) 

first train leaves 

gate(up) 

Property classification: state, 
Boolean/integer, dynamic, global, 
present 

Model Classification: abstract, finite, 
implicit 

Confidence: 100% 

Assumptions: abstract model 

Classification of Embedded Systems 
Example 
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Software Testing: Protocol Comparison 

1 Software Testing 

Many researchers have proposed protocols for testing software, inspecting software, and 

deciding when to release software. Practitioners have also developed testing procedures, 

which often work well but generally lack theoretical justification. Our paper describes a 

methodology to resolve uncertainty about the relative merits of competing protocols, and 

presents results that indicate how delicate such comparisons can be. 

The problem of testing software entails a tradeoff between the cost of testing and the 

cost of undiscovered bugs. This balance is complicated by the difficulty in estimating the 

number and severity of undiscovered bugs, and by the difficulty in creating realistic but 

mathematically tractable models for bugs. Oddly enough, some of the seminal work in this 

area appeared decades ago, in the context of proofreading. More recently, as software quality 

became a key issue and as people acquired better empirical data on software bugs, the focus 

has become more driven by applications. 

In practice, conformance testers rely upon a straightforward, fixed-effort protocol. They 

generate a (sensible) test for every specification listed by the designers, then verify that the 

code passes all or nearly all tests. This strategy is expensive, if the specification list is long, 

and often fails to find interactive flaws . Nonetheless, its simplicity makes it a commonly 

used procedure. 

A slightly different procedure is used for tests made during software development. Here 

one develops tests from a list of specifications. If the software fails few of these, then those 

bugs are corrected and the software is released. But if the software fails many of the tests, 

then managers meet to decide how much additional testing effort should be allocated. This 

protocol is a form of two-stage sampling (Cochran, 1977). 

A more mathematical approach is based on Starr's model for proofreading (1974). Here 

one makes assumptions about the distribution of the costs of bugs, the difficulty of capturing 

those bugs, and then applies dynamic programming to determine when the expected cost of 

additional search excMd~ th~ ~~r>Mt~d ~Mt 6f th~ r~m~ining bu.gs. Un.d~r St~rr1g ~gump-
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tions, an explicit answer can be calculated; but small changes in those assumptions make 

closed form solutions impossible. Although the robustness of Starr's model is a key concern 

in practice, his approach opened up a new way of formulating these problems. 

The most significant of Starr's successors is ~he work of Dalal and Mallows (1988). They 

dramatically weakened Starr's assumptions, but still obtained locally asymptotically mini

max solutions. The price of this generality was an enormous increase in the mathematical 

difficulty of solving the dynamic programming problem; this made their solution unappeal

ing in practice. Also, despite their unusually direct attention to reality in weakening Starr's 

assumptions, it remained unclear whether their solution had attractive small-sample prop

erties. 

Besides these main strategies, there are a number of other techniques for software testing. 

Dalal and Mallows (1998) describe tests that exercise modules or functions in pairs or triples, 

in the belief that most costly software errors occur as an interaction. Other workers use prior 

information to focus testing effort on modules that are likely to contain bugs, as in Kuo and 

Yang (1993, 1995) . Related work, in the general context of optimal module inspection, has 

been done by Easterling et al. (1991). 

This paper describes a simulation experiment that enables comparisons among any set of 

software testing protocols. Our simulation approach is generalizable, and has the potential 

to impact larger issues in software management, such as the maintainance of old code and the 

breakdown of modularity (Karr, 1997) . To illustrate the kinds of results one can achieve, we 

compare Starr's protocol against fixed-effort protocols that approximate current conformance 

testing practice. In the future, we plan to extend the simulation comparison to a more 

definitive set of protocols. 

Section 2 describes Starr's procedure and the fixed-effort protocols that we compare. 

Section 3 outlines the design of the simulation experiment. Section 4 discusses our results. 

2 The Protocols 

This section describes the two testing protocols compared in this paper. The first approxi

mates versions of conformance testing, as currently practiced. The second is an implemen-
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tation of Starr's optimal protocol (1974), with small adaptations to accomodate estimation 

issues not treated in the original paper. We chose these protocols to compare because the 

first is simple to simulate and informs practical application, while the second represents the 

most mathematically sophisticated of the practicable protocols. If the latter does not offer 

much improvement over the former, then formal optimality properties are an unreliable guide 

to software validation. 

2.1 Conformance Testing 

In conformance testing one exercises the prescribed functionality of the software code by 

executing a series of tests. Usually this is done as black-box testing, where the tester has no 

knowledge of nor access to the actual code (cf. Beizer, 1995). Black-box testing is common in 

procurement, when a purchaser or third-party must verify that proprietary software satisfies 

performance specifications. At the other extreme is white-box conformance testing, as is 

often done in-house by the software developer; here the testers have complete access to the 

code. In between these extremes is gray-box testing, where some of the code is available or 

there is knowledge of the organization and functions of the modules ( cf. Banks et al., 1998). 

All three kinds of conformance testing rely heavily on problem-specific information. This 

dependence on context is difficult to micro-model, and thus, as a first pass, we approximate 

conformance testing by a fixed-effort random testing protocol. The testing effort may be 

heavily concentrated in specific modules ( or functions) that the tester believes to be prob

lematic, but within modules, each probe is independent of the others. From discussions 

with people at NIST who perform such test& (especially in the black-box scenario), there is 

broad agreement that the outcome from one test is roughly independent of the outcome of 

another. Thus the basic protocol consists of a fixed number of tests, the outcomes of which 

are approximately independent. 

We examine six kinds of fixed-effort random testing protocols, corresponding to different 

levels of effort. The number of probes or tests is J, which takes the values 10, 50, 100, 

500, 1000, and 5000. This range was chosen to bracket typical practice in small, non-critical 

software validation. For larger projects, or ones in which software failure has catastrophic 

consequences, one usually finds that testing is either managed independently for different 
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modules, or that a more complex multi-stage inspection protocol is used. Both extensions 

will be addressed in subsequent work. 

2.2 Starr's Protocol 

Starr (1974) gave an explicit solution for the problem of deciding when to stop proofreading 

a document, assuming that each undiscovered typographical error entails a random cost and 

that the proofreader is paid by the hour. For this situation, it is obvious that after a certain 

point, it becomes unprofitable to continue proofreading. However, finding that point entails 

the solution of a nontrivial dynamic programming problem. 

In this paper, we develop an implementation of Starr's protocol that applies to soft

ware. The key extensions are methods to estimate the number of undiscovered bugs and the 

distribution of their costs, as discussed below. 

Consider a set with a large (infinite) number of objects, of which N are distinguished. 

The problem is to identify as many as possible of the group of N objects, where there is a 

cost for searching and a reward for finding. The objects could be typographic errors, software 

bugs, or even prey. Starr assumed that the times to capture of the distinguished objects 

were exponentially distributed with rate µ (and mean 1/ µ), meaning that the cumulative 

distribution function of the capture time X of an individual prey has the form 

P[X < x] = 1- e-µx,x > 0 (1) 

and the probability density of X is 

f(x) = µe-µx, x > 0. (2) 

The value, or payoff, of the bugs upon capture are independent random variables independent 

of the capture times with common mean a-thus the fact that bug is hard to catch implies 

nothing about its payoff. Starr assumes that N, µ, and a are all known. 

Although the above assumptions may seem unrealistic, they are for the most part present 

in the Jelinski-Moranda (J-M) model (1972), which is the most commonly used theory for 

analyzing software failure data. In the J-M model, the capture times for the software bugs 

have the same distributional form as in Starr's model. However, N and µ are not assumed 
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to be known, and often the payoff values are assumed to be constant. Note that the capture 

model implies that once a bug is "captured," it is instantaneously repaired without intro

ducing new defects. Dalal and Mallows (1988) work with probabilistic models of software 

testing that are much more general and thus have the capacity to be more realistic. 

Starr's analysis produced a stopping rule that is asymptotically optimal given certain 

assumptions. Let b be the unit cost of searching, and kt be the number and Vt be the total 

value of the bugs found by time t. Starr's stopping rule maximizes expected net payoff, 

where the net payoff is Vt - bt, the total payoff of the bugs captured minus the search cost , 

which is b times the length of the search. 

The solution maximizes the expected total payoff over all possible stopping schemes that 

depend only upon the present and past (thus, for example, one can't use a rule that says 

"Stop when the undiscovered bugs have total value less than d:' because one doesn't know 

the value of future bugs). Starr's optimal procedure is the one that stops searching at the 

first time at which 

kt 2: N - b/(aµ). (3) 

This optimal scheme says that one should continue searching until the number of bugs 

remaining in the code is no more than b/(aµ) , the expected cost of capture for a single bug. 

Of course, when one starts to debug software one does not know N , the actual number of 

bugs present, or even the rate µ or the average payoff a of the bugs. Therefore our attempt 

to automate Starr's procedure in a conformance testing context involves producing estimates 

N, µ, and a after each capture, and plugging them into (1). Thus we would stop searching 

at the first time that the following inequality holds: 

kt 2: JV - b/(&µ). (4) 

This approximation to Starr's rule is asymptotically valid, and its small sample propert ies 

should be very similar to those of Starr's theory. 

We need now to discuss parameter estimation procedures that use only the real-time 

incoming data from the current software project. The obvious estimator of the average value 

a of the bugs is simply the arithmetic mean of the individual payoffs. But the accuracy of 

this estimate depends strongly upon the assumption of independence between payoff and the 
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length of time to catch the bug. If this is suspect, one should consider Bayesian methods, as 

described in section 3. 

The simultaneous estimation of N and µ is problematic and has produced considerable 

work in the literature, most of which features maximum likelihood methods in censored or 

t runcated situations. For example, Deemer and Votaw (1955) produce a maximum likelihood 

estimate ofµ by considering the capture times until a time T to be observations from an 

exponential distribution truncated at T. However, this maximum likelihood estimator often 

turns out to be 0, which is impractical in our application. Similarly, in a paper on estimating 

population size, Blumenthal and Marcus (1975) show that the maximum likelihood estimator 

of N is often infinite. They attempt to alleviate that problem through a Bayesian analysis. 

Joe and Reid (1985) produce different modifications of the maximum likelihood methods 

that utilize interval estimates and harmonic means. These are the adjusted estimates in our 

implementation of Starr's method. 

In the following discussion, we follow closely the approach of Joe and Reid (1985). Sup

pose that the N capture times T1, ... , TN are independent and identically distributed ac

cording to an exponential distribution with rate µ. Let t(l ), ... , t (kt) be the first kt ordered 

capture times. Set w = I:~1 t(i)/t. Assume that kt 2'. 1; then Joe and Reid state that 

the maximum likelihood estimator ofµ as -a function of N is kt/t(w + N - kt) , so that the 

maximum likelihood estimator N is the value of N that maximizes 

kt N-i+l 
g(Nlw , kt) = IT N _ k , N = kt , kt+ 1, ... 

i=l + w t 
(5) 

Joe and Reid then divide the resulting values of the maximum likelihood estimator f.r into 

three cases: 

Case 2: If kt 2'. 2, and w 2'. (kt+ 1)/2 then N = oo. 

Case 3: If kt 2'. 2 and 
kt 

kt/ I:(1/i) < w < (kt + 1)/2, 
i= l 
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then the maximum likelihood estimator is the value of k satisfying mk,kt :S w :S mk+i,kt' 

where 

mk,r = [1- {(k - r)/k} 1frJ-1 
- k + r, (7) 

for positive integers r < k. 

Cases 1 and 2 are known as the degenerate cases. There is special trouble in Case 2, 

where the estimate N = oo is useless for implementation of Starr's procedure, as it leads to 

the estimate µ, = 0. Joe and Reid produce modified estimators of N that circumvent this 

difficulty. These estimates are based on their proposed interval estimates (N1, N2) of N , 

where 

N1(c) = inf[N 2: kt: g(Nlw , kt) 2: cg(Nlw, kt)] (8) 

and 

N2 (c) = sup[N 2: kt : g(N lw , kt) 2: cg(Nlw, kt)] (9) 

for a given c between O and 1. Joe and Reid advocate combining the interval endpoints 

N1, N2 in a harmonic mean to produce an estimate of N of the form 

(10) 

For Case 1, N1 = kt , so that N = [Hkt- 1 + N2
1 )J-1. and for Case 2, N2 = oo, leading to 

N = 2N1. 

In our implementation of Starr 's procedure, we use this harmonic mean estimator N as 

our estimator N for the degenerate cases but use the maximum likelihood estimator in the 

nondegenerate case. Then, N is used to produce an estimate µ of µ by substituting N for 

N in the maximum likelihood formula N = ktf t( w + N - kt). Simulations show that these 

estimates are quite good when kt is large and is a substantial proportion of N. As would be 

expected, the performances of these estimators are greatly diminished when kt is smaller in 

number and when it is a smaller proportion of N. 

These methods for estimating the unknown parameters needed to generate Starr's stop

ping rule are not entirely satisfactory. Although testers do not know the exact values of N , µ , 

and a, they often have considerable prior information about these parameters from similar 

software projects that have been completed in the past. Also, experienced programmers have 
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a good feel for the approximate rate of bugs present and their relative costs. These consid

erations indicate a sequential Bayesian approach for updating prior information as data on 

the current software project become available. In particular, use of prior information in esti

mating a, the average value of the bugs, is especially important. One may have many minor 

bugs but a few important bugs. If, at the beginning, the discovered bugs are all minor, then 

a procedure that estimates a without using prior information tends to underestimate the 

averag~ payoff. This error leads Starr's procedure to premature and potentially disastrous 

termination. In addition, it may be difficult to assess the value of each bug as it is found; 

in contrast, the estimation of N and µ requires only the tabulation of the bugs caught and 

their capture times. Starr's procedure should benefit from a Bayesian estimate of a. 

Starr's research was influential, leading Dalal and Mallows (1988) to generalize the re

sults in ways that were more faithful to the conformance testing paradigm. In particular, 

they allowed the costs of the bugs to be time dependent, they dropped the distributional 

assumptions on the length of time needed to find the bugs, and they obtained asymptotic 

results suggesting that the method applies when code is of inhomogeneous quality. However, 

it remains unclear whether their asymptotic results enable testers to achieve significant cost 

reductions in the finite-horizon reality of standard software testing. 

3 Simulation 

We need to assess competing protocols for software testing. Previous discussion has ref

erenced the most promising strategies available in the literature. Here, we concentrate on 

comparing Starr's protocol with several versions of fixed-effort random testing. 

Ideally, one wants an empirical comparison. By applying each testing protocol across the 

same set of real software with known bugs and comparing the results, a definitive evaluation 

becomes easy. But this approach is too expensive. Thus we replace empirical evaluation with 

simulation. The plan is to simulate different kinds and intensities of bugs in code, then apply 

each protocol and compare their success. The parameters that govern bug characteristics 

are chosen to match the available empirical data and expert opinion. 

We emphasize that the simulation does not produce pseudocode that might actually 
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compile; rather, it creates lists of mathematical objects that are abstract representations 

of bugs and their characteristics, together with enough contextual information that the 

protocols can operate. Specifically, the simulation creates a list of records, each of which 

represents a single bug. The attributes of the record indicate various characteristics of that 

bug. The characteristics used in our simulation are: 

Module: This indicates in which module or modules the bug occurs. (We may seek to 

simulate design structures among the modules as well, e.g. linear, tree, or parallel, but 

this aspect is secondary.) 

Capture Status: A 1 if the bug has been captured and O otherwise. 

Catchability: This is a score that measures how hard the bug is to discover. 

Payoff: This indicates the reward for finding and repairing that particular bug or the cost 

to the producer or tester if the bug is not found. 

In future work additional fields will be added, such as the probability that correction intro

duces a new bug and pointers to other bugs in the same cluster, so that if one bug is found , 

others in its clusters can have their Catchability scores revised. 

A debugging process is simulated using the above quantities and each of the inspection 

protocols. All the capture times in this simulation take the form of the number of discrete 

search passes that have been performed on the bug list. To conduct a single search pass 

through a particular module, one selects one of the bugs in the module at random. If that 

bug has not been captured (found and fixed) , then a uniform random number is generated. 

If that random number is less than the catchability score C for that bug, then that bug is 

considered to have been discovered; otherwise, that search step fails. 

The complete fidelity of the simulation to a real debugging procedure may be less impor

tant than the generation of simulation data that is sufficiently accurate that one can assess 

the relative performances of different search protocols. Often qualitative differences emerge 

even from relatively simplistic simulations. For example, it is important for practitioners to 

develop a feel for the number of passes J that are needed for successful conformance testing 

on different qualities of software. Similarly, those who implement some version of Starr's 
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protocol need to understand its robustness to failure in the underlying assumptions. Neither 

of these gains depends strongly on the details of the simulation. 

Our approach is inexpensive and extremely flexible-it can address other problems in 

software management than just inspection. If a user feels that the instantiation of the 

technique is unrealistic, it is simple to add new parameters and rerun the experiment. Other 

attributes. can be included to make the modeling more realistic. For example, one could 

categorize the type of error (typographic, logical, or an interaction between modules), or 

model bug clusters and fix failures. The simulation we report is an instructive pilot , based 

upon a discrete analog of the J-M model. 

The simulation experiments were run for the simple case of a single module. Future 

tests are planned for multiple modules, each with differing characteristics, and incorporating 

some simple structures for module connectivity. Represented in the simulation are the cases 

where there are 10, 20, 50, and 150 bugs. These cases are meant to represent a small range 

of programs from short, clean code to that which is relatively long and buggy. For these 

experiments, we used b = 0.005 as the unit cost of searching; the absolute value of this 

quantity is unimportant-what matters is its ratio to bug payoffs. 

The Catchability score takes values in the unit interval. The lower the score, the less 

likely it is that a bug will be found. Here they are randomly generated from a Beta(p, q) 

distribution with three different pairs for (p, q): 

1. (p, q) = (0.5, 0.5), giving a symmetric U-shaped distribution 

2. (p, q) = (1, 1), giving the uniform (rectangular) distribution 

3. (p, q) = (10, 1), giving an asymmetric distribution with most of the weight concentrated 

near 0. 

These values span a range of plausible scenarios. The first is a reasonable representation of 

code that is tested during manufacture, since many easily found bugs will be present; it also 

applies to conformance testing, when a vendor has failed to implement some functionality. 

The last distribution specifically models third-party conformance testing, where the easy 

bugs have largely been found and removed in-house before inspection. 
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As to the payoff values, these need to be positive numbers that can take very large 

values (representing critically important bugs). Here they are randomly generated from an 

exponential distribution with unit mean. Thus the typical ratio of a bug payoff to a unit of 

inspection time is 200; our domain experts consider this a reasonable starting point. 

Of course, all of the above parameters, including the number of modules and bugs, can 

be adjusted to accomodate a very wide range of possible scenarios. In practice, a smart 

software company might run a preliminary simulation tailored to their circumstance in order 

to cost out the appropriate amount and kind of inspection need for a particular piece of code. 

The number and characteristics of modules, the structure of the modules, and the number 

of bugs in each module can be fixed or randomly generated (from a Poisson distribution, for 

instance). Similarly, the various catchability and cost indices do not have to be randomly 

generated, but can be fixed by the user to ensure that the protocol choice will be sensitive 

to, for example, the presence of elusive, expensive bugs. 

4 Results 

The simulation was replicated 10 times for each protocol and each combination of Catchabil

ity level and bug count. Thus there were 10 experiments in which 150 bugs were generated 

with random catchabilities drawn from a Beta(0.5, 0.5) distribution, along with independent 

random payoffs from an Exponential(l) distribution. Similarly, there were 10 exper~ments 

for each of the other bug counts and catchability distributions. The same catchabilities and 

payoffs were then used for each of the seven protocols (Starr's protocol and six levels of 

fixed-effort random search). This reuse of the random values across protocols is a variance 

reduction technique that allows more powerful inference on contrasts among the protocols. 

For each replication, we measured four quantities on the performance of the protocol. 

The first is the net payoff, which is the payoff of the bugs captured minus the cost of the 

search. The second is the total cost of the bugs left uncaptured by the search. To combine 

the previous information, we calculated a penalized net score, which is the total payoff minus 

the cost of undiscovered bugs-this represents the best composite measure for most practical 

applications. Pinally, we recorded that total search time; for the fixed-effort protocols, this 
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equals J, but there is large variation in search time for Starr's protocol. 

These four numbers were averaged across the ten replicates to produce the numbers in 

the following tables. Table 1 shows the results from the experiment in which there are 10 

bugs, with catchability scores drawn from the Beta(0.5, 0.5) distribution. 

Starr J = 10 J= 50 J = 100 J = 500 J= 1000 J = 5000 

Net Payoff -13.86 3.85 7.07 7.63 6.54 4.72 -15.16 

Omitted 1.98 6.12 2.70 1.90 0.98 0.31 0.18 

Penal. Net -15.84 -2.27 4.37 5.73 5.56 4.41 -15.34 

Avg. Time 4380.3 10.0 50.0 100.0 500.0 1000.0 5000.0 

Table 1: Average performance criteria for 10 bugs with Beta(0.5, 0.5) 

catchability distribution. 

To read Table 1, the first row shows the net payoff for each of the seven protocols. 

Note that Starr's protocol performed rather poorly, but that the fixed-effort protocols with 

J = 100,500 did rather well. The second row shows the average cost of undiscovered bugs. 

Here Starr's protocol is more competitive, but protocols with J = 1000, 5000 do even better. 

The third row combines the information; the J = 500 protocol wins on this criterion. And the 

fourth row shows that, on average, Starr's protocol had difficulty in stopping early enough. 

The other 11 tables are shown in the appendix and provide a more nuanced description. 

In particular, it is notable that Starr's apparently poor performance diminishes as the number 

of bugs increases and the difficulty of catching the bugs decreases. These results should be 

interpreted provisionally, but it sounds a clearly cautionary note in selecting the inspection 

protocol. 

The performance of the Starr procedure as implemented as compared to random testing 

is mixed. The advantage of Starr's is that it provides a stopping time. Fixed-effort testing 

can be better than Starr's procedure in terms of net payoff if one knows the "right" value 

of J, the number of probes. The more bugs there are and the harder they are to find, the 

larger J should be. However, it is difficult to know an appropriate value of J a priori; if 

one chooses a bad value of J, then it is easy to do poorly, either by searching much too long 
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or not long enough. Starr's stopping rule as implemented does not choose the ideal search 

time, but it is usually close to the correct magnitude of J. 

More generally, our interpretation is that the mathematical optimality results obtained 

by Starr do not transfer reliably into practical benefit ( of course, this may partly reflect 

our choice of estimates used in implementing the protocol). Similarly, there is no value of 

J for fixed-effort testing that is universally superior. This is unsurprising-in problems of 

this complexity, no method can be expected to dominate all the competitors. Rather, some 

protocols are better for certain situations, while others excel in different situations. The 

value of the simulation study is that it enables practitioners to understand the factors that 

distinguish the situations, thereby supporting intelligent choice of the protocol for a specific 

application. 

For the future, we shall experiment with more realistic situations across a broader range 

of protocols. These protocols will include versions of Dalal and Mallows' rule (1988), as well 

as two-stage protocols that undertake a preliminary set of probes in order to determine how 

many probes to allocate in the second stage. We also plan to modify the methods of clinical 

trials, used for approving drug release, to support inspection decisions about whether to 

release software. 

5 Appendix: Simulation Tables 

The following tables display the results from a 7x3x4 simulation experiment that compares 

seven inspection protocols across three levels of catchability distribution and four levels of 

bug counts. Results are expressed as averages of ten replicates, for four different criteria. 

Starr J = 10 J = 50 J= 100 J = 500 J= 1000 J = 5000 

Net Payoff 8.65 3.66 11.40 13.60 15.34 13.26 -6.07 

Omitted 10.35 15.85 7.91 5.46 1.72 1.30 0.64 

Penal. Net -1.69 -12.20 3.48 8.14 13.62 11.95 -6.71 

Avg. Time 112.1 10.0 50.0 100.0 500.0 1000.0 5000.0 

Table 2: Average performance criteria for 20 bugs with Beta(0.5, 0.5) 

catchability distribution. 
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Starr J= 10 J= 50 J = 100 J = 500 J= 1000 J = 5000 

Net Payoff 34.68 4.57 18.55 28.24 40.31 40.04 23.45 

Omitted 13.01 45.06 30.89 20.94 6.88 4.64 1.23 

Penal. Net 21.68 -40.49 -12.34 7.30 33.43 35.40 22.22 

Avg. Time 399.0 10.0 50.0 100.0 500.0 1000.0 5000.0 

Table 3: Average performance criteria for 50 bugs with Beta(0.5, 0.5) 

catchability distribution. 

Starr J= 10 J= 50 J= 100 J = 500 J= 1000 J = 5000 

Net Payoff 113.60 4.38 20.11 35.69 96.19 110.50 111.83 

Omitted 32.97 148.36 132.43 116.60 54.10 37.28 15.96 

Penal. Net 80.63 -143.98 -112.32 -80.92 42.08 73.22 95.87 

Avg. Time 1242.4 10.0 50.0 100.0 500.0 1000.0 5000.0 

Table 4: Average performance criteria for 150 bugs with Beta(0.5, 0.5) 

catchability distribution. 

Starr J= 10 J = 50 J = 100 J = 500 J= 1000 J = 5000 

Net Payoff -41.55 5.92 9.87 9.88 8.73 6.17 -13.74 

Omitted 1.63 5.29 1.14 0.88 0.03 0.09 0.00 

Penal. Net -43.18 0.63 8.73 9.00 8.70 6.07 -13.74 

Avg. Time 10237.6 10.0 50.0 100.0 500.0 1000.0 5000.0 

Table 5: Average performance criteria for 10 bugs with Beta(l.0, 1.0) 

catchability distribution. 
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Starr J= 10 J= 50 J = 100 J= 500 J = 1000 J = 5000 

Net Payoff -6.71 3.29 11.06 12.82 14.60 12.81 -6.89 

Omitted 4.05 14.78 6.80 4.79 1.01 0.31 0.00 

Penal. Net -10.76 -11.49 4.26 8.03 13.59 12.50 -6.89 

Avg. Time 4155.9 10.0 50.0 100.0 500.0 1000.0 5000.0 

Table 6: Average performance criteria for 20 bugs with Beta(l.0, 1.0) 

catchability distribution. 

Starr J= 10 J= 50 J = 100 J= 500 J= 1000 J = 5000 

Net Payoff 25.96 4.47 17.22 27.51 43.81 43.08 27.65 

Omitted 25.78 48.69 35.73 25.19 6.89 5.12 0.55 

Penal. Net 0.18 -44.22 -18.51 2.32 36.93 37.97 27.10 

Avg. Time 290.4 10.0 50.0 100.0 500.0 1000.0 5000.0 

Table 7: Average performance criteria for 50 bugs with Beta(l.0, 1.0) 

catchability distribution. 

Starr J= 10 J= 50 J= 100 J = 500 J = 1000 J = 5000 

Net Payoff 94.67 4.79 18.25 35.19 99.03 114.05 112.75 

Omitted 41.89 137.29 123.64 106.45 40.61 23.09 4.38 

Penal. Net 52.78 -132.50 -105.39 -71.26 58.42 90.96 108.37 

Avg. Time 1116.3 10.0 50.0 100.0 500.0 1000.0 5000.0 

Table 8: Average performance criteria for 150 bugs with Beta(l.0, 1.0) 

catchability distribution. 
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Starr J= 10 J = 50 J = 100 J = 500 J= 1000 J = 5000 

Net Payoff -6.78 0.49 2.53 3.99 5.09 2.94 -16.42 

Omitted 1.77 8.05 5.80 4.09 0.99 0.65 0.00 

Penal. Net -8.55 -7.56 -3.26 -0.10 4.10 2.29 -16.42 

Avg. Time 2717.3 10.0 50.0 100.0 500.0 1000.0 5000.0 

Table 9: Average performance criteria for 10 bugs with Beta(l0.0, 1.0) 

catchability distribution. 

Starr J= 10 J= 50 J = 100 J = 500 J= 1000 J = 5000 

Net Payoff 8.40 1.80 3.59 5.37 13.53 13.46 -4.66 

Omitted 10.62 20.18 18.19 16.16 6.00 3.57 1.69 

Penal. Net -2.23 -18.39 -14.59 -10.79 7.54 9.89 -6.35 

Avg. Time 601.2 10.0 50.0 100.0 500.0 1000.0 5000.0 

Table 10: Average performance criteria for 20 bugs with Beta(l0.0, 1.0) 

catchability distribution. 

Starr J= 10 J= 50 J = 100 J = 500 J= 1000 J = 5000 

Net Payoff 29.65 0.64 4.43 7.57 25.46 31.86 22.95 

Omitted 15.80 51.90 47.91 44.52 24.63 15.73 4.64 

Penal. Net 13.85 -51.27 -43.47 -36.94 0.84 16.13 18.31 

Avg. Time 1428.6 10.0 50.0 100.0 500.0 1000.0 5000.0 

Table 11: Average performance criteria for 50 bugs with Beta(l0.0, 1.0) 

catchability distribution. 
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Starr J = 10 J= 50 J= 100 J = 500 J= 1000 J = 5000 

Net Payoff 74.46 1.01 4.32 5.79 33.31 50.95 86.93 

Omitted 53.87 144.89 141.38 139.66 110.15 90.00 34.03 

Penal. Net 20.60 -143.88 -137.05 -133.87 -76.84 -39.06 52.90 

Avg. Time 3524.3 10.0 50.0 100.0 500.0 1000.0 5000.0 

Table 12: Average performance criteria for 150 bugs with Beta(l0.0, 1.0) 

catchability distribution. 
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Software Testing by Statistical Methods 
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Projects 

l. Usage Models for Estimating Software Reliability 

• A usage model approach is used to determine levels of 

confidence for a prior test suite (i .e., Computer Graphics 

Metafile Interpreter Test Suite) . 

2. Comparing Software Testing Protocols - A simulation model 

for software testing 

• Computer experiments to see if various testing and test

stopping strategies yield significantly different capacities 

for finding errors. 

3. Clinical Trials - Software Quality Assurance 

• Working with DIA, SEI, FDA, et al , on promoting quality 

software development and testing for software that is to 

be embedded in medical instruments and equipment. 

Information Technology Laboratory 

• Software Diagnostics and Conformance Testing Division 

• Statistical Engineering Division 

Topics 

• Black-Box Conformance Testing 

• Binomial Trials 

• Coverage Designs 

• Mutation Testing 

• Usage Models 

• When to Stop Testing 

Advantages of Simulation Approach 

• Cheap 

• Fast 

• Flexible 

• Can be easily extended to more complicated (and realistic) 

situation 

Setup of bug simulation 

A list of "bugs" is simulated. Each bug is in reality a vector of 

attributes. 

The list of N bugs make up a matrix with N rows, where for 

each bug: 

• c1 = the module. 

• C2 is O if uncaptured, 1 if already captured. 

• C3 is a catchability index. The smaller c3 is, the less likely it 

will be caught. 

• C4 is payoff from catching bug ( or cost of leaving it) 

• Other columns can be added to include other attributes and 

qualities.such as clustering and introduction of new bugs. 



How list of bugs is generated 

• First choose M, the number of modules. 

• Choose N;, the number of bugs in the ith module. 

• M and N; can be randomly generated or chosen by experi

menter. 

• Each bug has a catc~ability index c3 that is Beta(p, q). 

• Each bug has a payoff C4 that is exponential(v). 

• One can vary and tailor the parameters p, q, v, M and N; 

to one's particular situation or interests. 

• Future implementations may include indices that account 

for the possibility of introducing new bugs while fixing an 

existing bug, clustering of bugs, etc. 

J-M (Jelinski, Moranda) Model 

• There are N bugs. 

• The capture-arrival times are independent and exponentially 

distributed with rate parameter µ . 

Starr's Model 

The value of the bugs are independent with common mean a. 

N , µ , a are all known . 

Starr's Procedure 

• Let b be the unit cost of searching. 

• Let kt be the number of bugs found by time t . 

• Starr's procedure stops at the first time that 

kt ;::: N - b/(aµ ). 

• Our implementation is to sequentially produce estimates 

N, µ, a and substitute them into Starr's criterion. 

Simulation Search Mechanisms 

Randomly search each module J times 

Module i has N; bugs. 

1. Choose one of these bugs at random. 

2. If bug uncaptured, generate u uniformly distributed on (0,1 ). 

3. If u < c3 for that bug, it is captured: 

4. Do this J times for every module. 

Possible Implementations of Starr's 
Procedure 

For a, one can use the sample mean or one can base it on prior 

information. 

Estimation of N and µ is more problematic. 

Possible Choices: 

1) See the capture times of the bugs caught so far as observa

tions from a truncated exponential distribution . Use maximum 

likelihood to estimate µ first and then use that to estimate N 

(Deemer and Votaw, 1954, Annals of Mathematical Statistics). 

2) Use maximum likelihood to estimate N and use that to 

estimateµ . 

Problem: Estimates of N often tend to be degenerate ( either 

ktoroo). 

Solution: We use harmonic mean modifications of degener

ate maximum likelihood estimates of N and then use these to 

estimate µ . (Joe and Reid, 1985, JASA) . 

Bayesian methods may also be useful (Blumenthal and Marcus, 

1978, JASA) . 



Starr search mechanism 

1. Pick a module at random. 

2. Pick a bug in that module at random. 

3. If bug uncaptured, generate u uniformly on (0,1}. 

4. If u < c3 for that bug, it is captured. 

5. Whenever bug captured, produce estimates N, µ, a. If 

kt ~ N - b/(aµ) . 

then stop. Else keep searching. 

Starr 10 50 100 500 1000 5000 

Net Payoff -13.86 3.85 7.07 7.63 6.54 4.72 -15.16 

Omitted 1.98 6.12 2.70 1.90 0.98 0.31 0.18 

Penal. Net -15.84 -2.27 4.37 5.73 5.56 4.41 -15.34 

Avg. Time 4380.3 10.0 50.0 100.0 500.0 1000.0 5000.0 

Tah1eu No. of Bugs= 10 , Beta p= 0.50, Beta q= 0.50 

Starr 10 50 100 500 1000 5000 

Net Payoff 34.68 4.57 18.55 28.24 40.31 40.04 23.45 

Omitted 13.01 45.06 30.89 20.94 6.88 4.64 1.23 

Penal. Net 21.68 -40.49 -12.34 7.30 33.43 35.40 22.22 

Avg. Time 399.0 10.0 50.0 100.0 500.0 1000.0 5000.0 

Tah1eo.2, No. of Bugs= 50 , Beta p= 0.50 , Beta q= 0.50 

Starr 10 50 100 500 1000 5000 

Net Payoff 113.60 4 .38 20.11 35.69 96.19 110.50 111.83 

Omitted 32.97 148.36 132.43 116.60 54.10 37.28 15.96 

Penal. Net 80.63 -143.98 -112.32 -80.92 42.08 73.22 95.87 

Avg. Time 1242.4 10.0 50.0 100.0 500.0 1000.0 5000.0 

Tab1eo.3 No. of 9ugs= lW , 9eta p= O.SO , 9eta q= O.SO 

IO 

Similarities of Simulation Model to Starr/J-M Model 

• "Independence" of capture times. 

• Memorylessness. 

• No simultaneous captures. 

Dissimilarities of Simulation Model to Starr/ J-M 

Model 

• Discrete time rather than continuous t ime. 

• Bug capture times are not identically distributed- variation 

due to differences in catchability c3 (and number of bugs in 

module). 

• If all modules were the same size and all c3 were the same, 

then it would be a discrete analog of Starr's model (geo

metric capture times, except with no ties) . 

Results 

• Starr's stopping rule and our implementation of it suffer the 

weaknesses of asymptotic methods: It works much better 

for large values of N and N; . 

• Initial estimates of N that are too small are not necessarily 

fatal. 

• Starr's procedure does better for some values of J but not 

for all J . 

• Starr usually provides decent performance without prior in

formation on J. 

Future Directions 

• Use Starr's procedure to pick a good value of J 

• Bayesian estimation of parameters 

• Adjustments to simulation procedure 

• Examination of more inspection protocols 
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Formal Specification Languages in Conformance Testing 

Martha Gray, Kathy Kegley, and Lynne Rosenthal 

Introduction 
The application of Formal Specification Languages (FSLs) to conformance testing is a 
relatively new area of study in software engineering. Interest in this area has been 
motivated by a realization that the traditional approach to conformance testing suffers 
from shortcomings which severely hinder the timely development of effective tests 
[GRA94]. The traditional approach relies on a natural language description of a test ( e.g., 
a sentence or two describing a purpose) and a programming language implementation of 
the test. The use of natural languages to state specifications introduces ambiguity and 
provides little support for automating portions of the test development process. Similarly, 
the use of programming languages to implement conformance tests imposes many 
language features and constraints designed to support software development rather than 
software testing. As a result, the traditional approach to conformance testing is best 
characterized as a highly labor intensive development process which yields deficiencies in 
the quality of the resulting tests. The goal of this report is to assess the potential 
advantages to be gained through the application of formal specification languages to the 
problems of conformance testing. 

Although the problems associated with conformance testing are well known, they bear 
repeating in this report to serve as guidelines for evaluating potential alternatives. 
Alternatives, especially those based on formal specification languages, will be required 
to demonstrate significant improvements in these areas in order to be accepted by the 
user community. Therefore, these problems with traditional approaches might also be 
viewed as a potential basis for metrics to be applied to evaluate alternatives based on 
formal description techniques. For example, one problem associated with traditional 
approaches to conformance testing is that they are error prone. If a measure can be 
developed to demonstrate that fewer errors are introduced in an alternative approach, 
more support may be gained to adopt the alternative approach. 

Specific problems associated with the labor intensive nature of traditional conformance 
test development include: 

* Error prone 
* High cost of development 
* Significant time lag with corresponding standards 

Problems associated with the quality of conformance tests developed using the 
traditional approach include: 

* Difficult to modify and maintain 
* Difficult to measure coverage of the corresponding standard 
* Difficult to subset or extend functionality 



In view of these problems, the general goals of an alternative approach may be stated as 
follows: 

* Reduce the labor associated with test development by using 
languages designed especially for the expression of tests, and which form 

a basis for automated tool support and test development environments. 

* Enhance the quality of conformance tests by using specification 
languages which support reasoning about test design and which embody 
software engineering principles such as abstraction and 
encapsulation to facilitate reuse and modifiability. 

Consensus
based 
Software 
Standards 

Software Correctness 
Techniques 

Specification Languages 

Formal Specification 
Languages used to 

. develop Conformance 
Tests for Consensus
based Software 
Standards 

Figure 1. The general areas of Consensus-based Software Standards, Specification 
Languages, and Software Correctness contribute constraints and unsettled issues to the 
problem of applying Formal Specification Languages to Conformance Testing. 

Open Issues 

Specification Languages 

A broad definition of a language is a set of strings ( or sentences) defined by a grammar 
with the fundamental purpose of facilitating communication. Within the context of 
software engineering, a specification language expresses software behavior or 
characteristics. Specification languages may be categorized as natural or formal. Natural 
languages enjoy the advantage of familiarity but have the inherent characteristic of 
ambiguity. Ambiguity allows a great degree of expressiveness in day to day 
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communication among people. People often rely on past experience or current context to 
resolve ambiguities, or intentionally use ambiguities for recreational purposes such as 
humor. 

In software specification, however, ambiguities can be disastrous resulting in lawsuits, 
loss of property, and even loss oflife. Formal specification languages offer the ability to 
remove such ambiguities by providing a precise meaning for each valid syntactic 
structure. In addition, an important benefit obtained by the removal of ambiguities is the 
enhanced capability for machine manipulation and subsequently tool support. 

The type of tool support receiving the most attention in the formal methods community 
has been related to formal verification techniques such as theorem proving. However, the 
overhead associated with learning and applying formal specification languages in a 
comprehensive environment designed for theorem proving has been rejected by many in 
the software community. Subsequently, the question of partial applications of formal 
methods, sometimes referred to as "lightweight" formal methods, has arisen. Levels of 
partial use of FSLs have been identified, ranging from supplementing natural language 
specifications with mathematical notation to the use of FSLs for complete specification 
but without formal verification techniques. Therefore, when considering the question of 
how FSLs may be applied to conformance testing, the various levels of potential 
application must also be considered. 

Natural 
Language 
(No use 
of FSLs) 

Levels of Partial use of FSLs 

Comprehensive 
use of FSL 
including 
theorem 
proving 

Figure 2. Open Issue: What level of use of FSLs will be adopted by the software 
community? 

Software Standards 

In the consensus based approach to standardization, volunteers from many different 
cultures and backgrounds come together and work toward reaching a consensus on the 
emerging software standards. Conformance testing is obviously an important component 
in the realization of software standardization goals such as portability and 
interoperability. However, the issue of who has the responsibility for developing and 
applying conformance tests is far from settled [LEA94] . 

One extreme position is "Let the marketplace decide." The underlying assumption of 
thi5 po5ition is that CQnforro~ce te$ting n¥ed n9t l;,e given any formal consideration, 
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either within the standards making process or afterwards by an independent certification 
or branding company/organization. Instead, the responsibility for imposing conformance 
to the standard is assigned to the customer: through trial and error, non-conforming 
products will eventually be rejected by the customer from the market place. 

'No :O~g.a~ize~ ': 
co:11formance 
t~sting - ~li;et 
'the mar:kcetplat:;e 
deciden. 

Figure 3. Open issue: Who will develop the conformance tests? 
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At the other extreme is the position that testing issues should be explicitly decided and 
recorded during the standards development process, and that these issues should form the 
basis for a test standard. The assumption in this position is that any test suite should 
conform to the test standard, and any product claiming conformance should be required 
to pass a conforming test suite. 

In addition to these two extreme positions, there are various positions in between. For 
example, a compromise which has appeared in the IEEE POSIX community is that of 
considering testing related issues during the development of the standard without a formal 
standardization process for the testing. The intent is to develop a testable standard 
without the overhead of explicitly developing a standardized test specification. 

This issue of who will assume responsibility for developing conformance tests has 
potentially significant impact on the problem of determining how to apply FSLs to 
Conformance Testing. If the standardization bodies assume responsibility, the testing 
standards will be subject to the same regulations and biases as the corresponding software 
standards. For example, the JTC 1 Directives encouraging the use of FSLs would apply 
for ISO standards, although the Directives recognize that a transition period to permit 
learning and tool support for the broad community of standards developers must be 
allowed. Alternately, if a group of experts in the application of FSLs accept the task of 
developing the tests, the use of FSLs becomes much more feasible in the near future and 
tool support to buffer the experts from the underlying mathematics is unnecessary. 
Therefore, in addressing the question of how to apply FSLs to conformance testing, the 
broader issue of who will be developing the conformance tests must also be considered. 

Software Correctness 

Software is considered correct if it meets the corresponding specification. Techniques for 
assessing software correctness may be broadly categorized as testing, verification and 
symbolic evaluation. Verification typically involves formal reasoning based on 
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mathematical proofs. Symbolic evaluation includes techniques such as program function 
derivation, code inspections and walkthroughs. Testing is the most common approach to 
measuring software correctness, and many different approaches and techniques have 
evolved. There are theoretical foundations for software testing, but these academic 
results offer little practical assistance in the development of tests. Instead, test 
developers tend to rely on experience and heuristics to create test suites capable of 
providing some measure of confidence that a software implementation meets its 
specification. 

An open issue which has been the subject of considerable debate within the software 
community concerns the level of integration of testing within the software process. A 
prevalent view initiated by small scale programming practices and reinforced by the 
classical waterfall model of software development is that testing is a separate, post
mortem activity to be considered only after coding is complete. Realizations of this view 
can be seen by companies with "quality assurance" teams who have little if any input 

No Integration 
(Testing as a 
separate post
mortem activity) 

Unified View 
(Testing as an 
integrated 
activity) 

Levels of Test Integration in the Software Lifecycle 

Figure 4. Open Issue: How will testing be integrated within the software lifecycle? 

during the earlier stages of software development. This view is also apparent in much of 
the software standards community - most of the volunteers prefer to leave all 
consideration of testing issues to someone else after the software standard is completed. 
The unfortunate result is often a set of requirements in the standard which are not 
testable. A much more unified view of testing is emerging from the growing 
requirements engineering community. As this community acknowledges the critical 
importance of sound requirements in all phases of the software lifecycle, a specialized 
area of requirements based testing is also appearing . This coupling of the earliest phase 
of the software lifecycle with the phase considered by many to the final stage (i.e. testing) 
offers much support for adopting a unified view of testing. 

When considering the problem of applying FSLs to conformance testing, the level of 
integration of testing within the software standard lifecycle should also be addressed. 
For example, tool support for testing as a post mortem activity, that is, after all standards 
development has been completed, could assume a much different role than tools designed 

to 5upport tuBting whiGh iB dvYvlop;d in pw-~11'1 with ~tw-idard~ d,Y,lopm,nt ( ~,g,, in th~ 
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latter case, a rapid prototyping tool to provide feedback on the testability of requirements 
stated in the standards might be appropriate). 

Background 

Conformance Testing 
Conformance testing is the process of testing software implementations claiming 
adherence to a standard. The outcome of a conformance test is generally a pass or fail 
result, possibly including reports of problems encountered during the execution. The 
results of a conformance test are intended to provide a measure of confidence in the 
degree of conformance of the implementation tested. A common problem with 
conformance testing is the difficulty associating a degree of confidence with a given test. 
Focusing attention on conformance testing as opposed to testing in general restricts 
consideration to functional testing techniques (also referred to as behavioral testing, black 
box or requirements based testing). In functional testing, the Implementation Under Test 
(JUT) is subject to tests derived from the requirements only; no awareness of the structure 
of the IUT is assumed. This view is both practical and necessary as it would be 
prohibitively costly to develop a structural test for each individual implementation, and it 
would be impossible to maintain a shield of impartiality on behalf of the test suite 
developer. Therefore, conformance testing may be viewed as a special case of functional 
testing which inherits the problems, policies and politics of the corresponding .standards 
organization. 

Test Specification 

Scenario 
(syntax) 

Test Suite 

Test Specification 

Figure 5. A Hierarchy of Conformance Testing Components. 
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A further restriction of the domains considered in this work is the conformance of software 
with behavior which can be automatically evaluated based on the state of an underlying 
machine. In this general view, a test specification is a collection of interfaces which alter 
the state of the underlying machine and one or more descriptions of expected states of the 
machine. The actual states of the machine during the execution of the test may be 
automatically compared with the expected states as described in the test specification to 
provide an evaluation of the conformance of the implementation. 

This restriction eliminates from consideration systems which require human involvement 
( or possibly artificial intelligence) in determining conformance to a standard. Examples of 
such systems include graphics systems which require a human user to verify screen 
characteristics and computer-human interface standards which requires a person to 
evaluate properties such as "user friendliness" and "consistent appearances". 
The goal of a test developer is to gain as much confidence as necessary in the behavior of 
the system under test with a reasonable expenditure oftime and money. The level of 
confidence required and the bounds on reasonable expenditures will vary with 
circumstances. In order to make the effort manageable, the general requirement for 
conformance can be broken down into a collection of subgoals called hypotheses. As 
many test specifications as deemed appropriate are designed to support or refute each 
hypothesis. Note that some situations requiring a high degree of confidence may include 
redundant tests (i.e., tests that demonstrate the same behavior but under different 
circumstances) and that some hypotheses may require more than one test to demonstrate 
complex behavior ( e.g., one test may demonstrate normal behavior and another may 
demonstrate exceptional behavior). 

- A CATS II Test Specification 

test_specification process_ids is met 

when a call on get_process_id() 
returns my _pid 

and when a call on get_parent_process_id() 
returns parent_pid 

--The test specification 
-- name. 
--A call on an interface. 

--A call on an interface. 

and when the expression my_pid /= parent_pid holds. --A constraint on system 
--state. 

Figure 6. A CA TSII test specification. Commentary identifying the specification 
components are given after the double dashes. 

A test suite is a collection of test specifications. A test specification may be viewed as a 

de~cription of a special use, or application of the implementation de~igned to evaluate the 
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implementation's behavior rather than to solve a particular problem. The conceptual 
components of a test specification are the scenario (i.e., a description of interface calls 
such as open, write, write, close, read, read, close), state variables to permit input and 
output values (e.g., the name of a file), and an expression of the expected behavior of the 
implementation for the given scenario and input data. The expected behavior is stated as 
constraints on the state variables, such as "length< MAX". These constraints are 
sometimes referred to as assertions since they assert one or more properties which must 
hold in order for the IUT to pass the test. 

The set of 
potential uses 
of an 
implementation 
is typically 
large and often 
infinite. 

• ·.~ 
• • 

A conformance 
test 
is a set of uses or 
applications of an 
implementation 
designed to 
provide 
confidence in the 
correctness of the 

Figure 7. A conformance test may be viewed as a special "use" of an implementation 
designed to provide confidence in the correctness of the implementaton rather than solve a 
problem with the implementation. 

The second obstacle is typically addressed by placing the burden of semantics generation 
on the test developer. While the automated generation of semantics for formally specified 
systems may be possible for some problem domains, the increasing complexity of software 
and the scarcity of formally specified systems supports the conclusion that the generation 
of semantics will continue to require human involvement. 

Formal Specification Languages 

A formal specification language is a language which permits a precise, unambiguous 
expression of software characteristics and behavior. The basis for the precision and 
absence of ambiguity in the language is an underlying mathematical foundation. For 
example, a notation which represents a function has exactly one meaning, and this 
meaning may be expressed using mathematicsn (Figure 8.). 

Formal specification languages are a component of "formal methods" which consist of a 
FSL, a deductive apparatus, and pragmatic guidelines [WIN90] . The deductive 
apparatus provides the means of formally reasoning about a system described with a FSL, 
and the pragmatic guidelines indicate strengths and weaknesses of the formal method, 
areas suited for application, and guidelines for use. Although efforts in formal methods 
have focused almost exclusively on formal verification techniques such as theorem 
proving, the use of FSLs in a less comprehensive manner has recently been advocated 
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(also called "lightweight" formal methods). Subsequently, new areas of application for 
formal specification languages are being considered. One such area is that of 
requirements capture. In this field, FSLs and support tools are being explored as a means 
of understanding user requirements [HSI94]. Another general area of emerging interest 
and application is software testing. 

a) X - Y = {R: X - YI Ax: X; y,z: Y • (x,y) ER and (x,z) ER~ y = z} 

b) A function is a mapping of elements in a domain to a unique member 
of the range. 

Figure 8. Functional notation and its meaning expressed using a) mathematics and 
b) natural language. 

In trying to extend existing knowledge about FSLs to areas such as testing, an immediate 
observation is that there is a tremendous diversity in FSLs. This diversity is made 
apparent by factors such as differing syntactic notations and differing semantic domains. 
Taxonomies have been suggested, often along the lines of the mathematical foundations of 
the languages. For example, the general categories of model-based, property based and 
operational specification languages have often appeared in the literature, usually with the 
acknowledgment that a given FSL usually displays some combination of features from 
each of these areas. 

Model-based FSLs, as exemplified by Zand VDM-SL, facilitate the development of 
software models using mathematical constructs such as sets and relations. Property-based 
FSLs permit the expression of software characteristics, and may be further categorized as 
axiomatic and algebraic. The foundations of axiomatic FSLs are based on Hoare's work 
on proofs of correctness and consist of preconditions and postconditions expressing 
constraints on the system state. ADL and the interface specification component of Larch 
are examples of FSLs based upon this approach. Algebraic FSLs are based on the 
expression of data types and processes defined as heterogeneous algebras. The shared 
language of Larch is an example of this style, in which system properties are expressed 
using definitional equations. An operational style of specification is a description of a 
system based on an underlying abstract machine. Finite state machines and Petri nets are 
examples of this style. 
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Plant_lD 

c:=o o::> 
>Plant_lD = {(thyme, 23), (rosemary, 12), (basil, 16)} 

Plant_lD = Plant_lD U {(oregano, 8)} 

Model Based Example 

Precondition: 
balance> 25 

Withdraw( amount) 

Axiomatic 

Postcondition: 
balance= 

balance - amount 

length 

length: string-> integer 
add : string, char -> string 

length(add(string,char)) = 
length(string + 1) 

Algebraic example 

transition(on,click) = off 
transition(off,click) = on 

Operational 

Figure 9. Illustrations of several styles of Formal Specification Languages. 
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Test Related Language Characteristics 

Expressiveness and Executablility 

Expressiveness and executability are two of the most important language features to be 
considered in any application of formal specification languages. Executability refers to the 
ability of a specification to be executed on a (possibly abstract) machine, and 
expressiveness is the ability to communicate and reason about relevant concepts 
effectively. Executability places constraints on details which must be present in a 
representation in order to achieve translatability into machine code. Expressiveness 1s as 
much about what doesn't have to be explicitly specified as it is about what must be 
specified. This ability to ignore certain details is what is meant by abstraction in 
specification languages. 

Unfortunately, these two features are in direct conflict with each other. There is a well 
known fundamental trade-off between expressiveness and executability. An executable 
FSL is by definition limited to the specification of computable functions. By relaxing the 
requirement of executability, a specification language may gain expressiveness in two 
ways: by permitting non-computable statements (for example, universal quantification 
over infinite domains) and by permitting statements which omit details required for 
computation (for example, a predicate characterizes a set of states but imposes no order on 
the evaluation of components). The use of generalities supports communication and 
reasoning about system properties at a level of abstraction appropriate for a given problem 
without the clutter of irrelevant details, but this expressiveness is gained at the expense of 
executability. 

Both capabilities play an important role in the software development process. Highly 
expressive languages are usually associated with the requirements development phase of 
the software lifecycle. Z is an example of a formal specification language often used for 
requirements development. 

At the other extreme, executable languages are often more closely related to the 
implementation phase. The most common occurrence of this class of languages is 
programming languages, which are translated in to machine code by compilers ( or 
interpreters). Some formal specification languages may be directly executable, and this 
capability is often referred to as "animation". As an example, Petri nets may be animated 
by a graphical representation of the evolution of a given Petri net for a selected starting 
state. Animation provides insights into the integrity of the specifications and supports 
prototyping of both the specifications and tests for the specifications. 

Languages which attempt to include both expressiveness and executability also exist, and 
are sometimes referred to as "wide spectrum" languages. VDM-SL is an example of a 
wide spectrum language. It includes both predicates in support of expressiveness and 
imperative constructs which support executability. As might be expected, compromises 
are included as well. The basic constructs are not as simple as those found in Z, where 
everything is a set. Also , only a subset of the VDM-SL language is executable. 
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As with software development, expressiveness and executability have associated trade-offs 
which must be considered when selecting a language for a given phase of testing. High 
level, expressive languages are useful for describing and reasoning about testing 
requirements while lower level languages are necessary to describe an executable 
representation of a test. 

Programming Language Dependence 
Another characteristic of formal specification languages is that of a programming 
language dependence. It has been noted that programming languages are formal 
specification languages, but that formal specification languages are not necessarily 
programming languages. Formal specification languages which are not programming 
languages are often characterized by the extent to which they are dependent upon, or 
similar to, a programming language. There is a wide spectrum of levels of programming 
language dependence, ranging from FSLs which are extensions of programming 
languages to FSLs which are independent of a particular programming language. 

In considering the application of FSLs with programming language dependence versus 
those without, one immediate tradeoffwhich arises is that of familiarity versus generality. 
FSLs based on programming languages are easier for programmers to use, and a 
repository of established tool support typically exists as well. However, the generality of a 
programming language dependent specification language is limited both in use and 
readability to people familiar with the given programming language. A programming 
language dependent specification language may suffer many of the characteristics that 
render programming languages inappropriate for the specification of system properties 
( e.g., the low level details of programming languages inhibit reasoning about higher level 
concepts). 

How does the level of dependence of a FSL on a programming language relate to testing? 
First, there is an extensive body of experience in the development of conformance tests 
with programming languages, and relatively little else. Therefore, we might expect that 
FSLs with a strong programming language dependence might ease the transition into the 
use of FSLs. However, there is also a long list of difficulties with current approaches to 
conformance testing, and the underlying means of expression (i.e., programming 
languages) should be carefully evaluated with respect to their potential contributions to 
this unhappy state. 

ADL and Anna are two examples ofFSL which are extensions of programming languages 
(C and Ada respectively). At the other extreme is a family of FSLs exhibiting complete 
independence from programming languages and even the traditional, imperative style of 
programming ( e.g., Z) . A compromise is seen in the FSL Larch. Larch places the 
semantics of operations in a programming language independent language (the Larch 
Shared Language) and then provides an interface to the operations in a language reflecting 
characteristics of the target programming language. This design allows both the reuse of 
underlying semantics as well as a bridge to the target programming language. For an 
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example of both Larch and Z, the reader is referred to Wing's paper "A Specifier's Guide 
to Formal Methods" where each language is used in the specification of a symbol table 
[WIN90]. 

A compromise of a different sort is seen in the CA TSU language. This language was 
designed to retain the procedural style of imperative programming languages while 
abstracting away from programming level details (e.g., variable declarations). The 
CA TSII design provides an interesting contrast to the design of ADL, which may be 
characterized as a programming language dependent FSL which is based on declarative 
rather than imperative specifications. 

Standardization 

A formal specification language is a language standardized by a formal process through a 
recognized standards organization such as IEEE, ANSI, or ISO. These standards are often 
characterized as "consensus based" since the process is based on the generation of an 
agreement among interested members of the software community. In general, the 
standardization of a formal specification language offers many advantages to potential 
users or developers, since a standard: 

* indicates maturity of the language, 
* represents significant community commitment, 
* forms a stable base for competitive tool support from multiple vendors, and 
* offers a well defined forum for contributions and influence. 

However, standardization is often a very slow process. Because of the effort involved 
with developing a standard, leading edge efforts often by pass this process and develop 
languages designed to meet a particular need. 

With respect to testing, standardized FSLs form a stable basis for evaluation and study. 
However, the standardized FSLs have not been developed to directly support the testing 
process. Furthermore, there is an attitude among many of the software community that 
testing is inferior, not exciting, etc. Therefore, it is often difficult to gain the volunteer 
participation required to develop a test related standard. 

Examples of standardized formal specification languages include Petri Nets, LOTOS, Z 
and VDM-SL. The FSL Petri Nets is being standardized by the standards group ISO/IEC 
JTCl /WGl 1. The FSL Petri Nets is a generalization of automata theory in that 
concurrency is included Petri Nets have typically been applied to the domain of protocol 
testing. Substantial tool support for Petri Nets exist which offer capabilities such as 
graphical viewing and editing of nets as well as simulation (or animation) of the system 
properties. Cabernet is one such tool which was recently introduced. This tool provides 
the capabilities mentioned in addition to a hierarchical manager which allows navigation 
of nets in varying levels of abstraction. 
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The formal specification LOTOS (language of temporal ordering specification) is an 
ISO standard applied to the design of protocols and distributed systems. LOTOS is based 
on Milner's calculus of communicating systems (CCS) and on the ACT ONE abstract 
data type formalism. T cols exist and are being developed that support the execution of 
LOTOS specifications, thereby permitting the specifications to be validated against the 
system requirements. 

Zand VDM-SL are also ISO standards with many similarities. Both are used to describe 
sequential software systems through the development of system models. They also both 
have extensive tool support and have been widely used in industry. VDM-SL has been 
used to provide a formal semantics for the programming language Modula-2 .. 

Applications of Formal Specification Languages to Conformance Testing 

This section examines how the problems associated with conformance testing may be 
addressed by the use of formal specification languages. One observation used as a 
guideline in this study is that parallels between software development and conformance 
testing may be exploited to accelerate the application of formal specification languages in 
conformance testing. For example, both software and test development have an 
associated lifecycle, including requirements analysis, design, implementation and 
validation. Therefore, as various formal specification languages have taken on different 
roles to support different stages of the software lifecycle, so might a similar paradigm 
emerge for testing. 

Another observation is that the role of natural and formal specification languages is 
complementary rather than adversarial in both software and test development. An 
example is the complementary role of programs (based on formal specification 
languages) and associated documentation (based on natural language). Since 
programming languages are themselves a subset of formal specification languages (Figure 
9.), the issues surrounding the application of formal specification languages to both 
software and test development are best phrased as " How can formal specification 
languages be extended to all phases of the software ( or testing) lifecycle?" rather than 
"Can formal specification languages be used in the software ( or testing) lifecycle?" 

The study of applications of formal specification languages to conformance testing is 
presented in two levels of coverage. First, an overview of the general areas of potential 
application of formal specification languages in conformance testing is given along with 
examples from both software development and conformance testing. The next section 
provides an in depth analysis of two state of the art testing systems based on formal 
specification languages. In this analysis, both strengths and weaknesses are presented as 
well as examples of specifications. 

Three general areas of application of formal specification languages in conformance 
testing are considered. Enhanced reasoning capabilities, tool support and environment 
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development are each discussed as potential candidates for the application of formal 
specification languages. Each is presented in terms of its basic purpose, sample 
applications of formal specifications in software development, potential applications in 
conformance testing, and actual applications in state of the art conformance testing 
systems. 

Enhanced Reasoning Capabilities 

Reasoning involves the representation and manipulation of knowledge at an appropriate 
level of abstraction in order to effectively comprehend explicit facts as well as to make 
inferences about implicit information. In most real world problems, reasoning is required 
at many levels of abstraction during the development of a solution. Natural language 
facilitates some measure of reasoning by humans, but suffers from ambiguity and a lack 
of precision. Programming languages facilitate a computer implementation of the 
solution, but as a consequence they also include many computation related details which 
restrict the level of abstraction to that appropriate for computation. These shortcomings 
motivate the need to formally represent characteristics and properties at levels of 
abstraction higher than programming languages. 

Formal specification languages have addressed these shortcomings in software 
development by abstracting away from programming details while retaining a precision of 
semantics unattainable with natural languages. An example is the formal specification 
language Z , which is often used in the requirements phase to develop models of systems 
using sets as the basic construct. Each of these examples illustrate the ability of formal 
specification languages to focus on the semantics of the system under consideration 
independent of implementation details. 

In conformance testing, as in software development, constructs to facilitate reasoning must 
be considered both for small scale and large scale efforts. Testing in the small requires 
reasoning about the development of a single test specification and perhaps about the 
collective semantics of a small number of test specifications. One simple means of 
facilitating reasoning at this level is that of keywords selected especially to reflect testing 
concepts. Keywords serve as both a guideline in the development process and as a sort of 
documentation to assist reviewers of the test specifications. The use of keywords might 
also facilitate tool support, such as the automatic identification of interfaces participating 
in various roles (as defined by the keywords) to assist coverage analysis. 

Automated Testing Tools 

Software tools may be categorized as software implementations of labor intensive tasks 
designed to reduce the effort required by humans. In software development, the use of 
formal specification languages supports the development of tools such as compilers, 
semantic analyzers, theorem provers and model checkers. 

Unlike test specification languages, tool support for testing has received considerable 

attention in the past decade. The phrase "automated testingn has been broadly used to 
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indicate the automation of any portion of any testing process. Therefore, a variety of 
automated tools are present supporting areas unrelated to conformance testing, such as 
structural coverage tools or regression testing tools. In many respects, the phrase has had 
somewhat unfortunate connotations in conformance testing, since test design for complex 
systems is usually an inherently creative process which is typically not completely 
automatable. 

The need for tools to support the translation of test specifications into executable tests is 
based upon the need for formal testing specification languages other than programming 
languages ( e.g., a formal specification language designed to support reasoning about 

test specification dir _ ops is met 
when a call on get_ allowed _process _permissions() 

returns perms successfully 
and when a call on create_ directory("new _ dir", perms) returns <> 

and e code contains the error condition 
and when a call on is_ directory("new _ dir") returns new_ dir _ status 
successfully 
and when the expression new_ dir _ status = 1 holds 

and when a call on remove_ directory("new _ dir") returns <> successfully 
and when a call on is_ directory("new _ dir") returns new_ dir _ status 
successfully 
and when the expression new_dir_status = 0 holds. 

a) 

get_ allowed _process _permissions perms; 
create_ directory "new_ dir" perms ; 
is_ directory _p "new_ dir" new_ dir _ status; 
remove_ directory "new_ dir"; 

b) 

Figure 10. An illustration of a specification which is translatable into 
executable code. a) A test specification written according to the CATSII grammar 

which checks to see if a directory is successfully created and deleted. b) The translated 
code which is executable by an abstract machine (the CATS harness). 

tests). A general concern for tools based on formal specification languages is the 
practicality of using the tools. In the recent paper by Clark and Wing describing the state 
of the art in formal methods, they indicate that a criteria for the ease of use of tools is that 
they should be as "easy to use as a compiler". An emphasis for improvement in this area 
is the development of translators to generate executable tests which are as easy to use as 
compilers for programming languages. 
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Test Development Environments 

Environments may be described as software programs designed to assist a human in 
understanding the complexity of a given situation. An example of an environment in 
software development which is based on the use of formal specification languages is the 
prototyping environment provided by the direct execution of some styles of specifications 
(e.g., Petri Nets). The structure imposed by formal specification languages also allows 
enhanced navigation capabilities, such as those provided by tools such as Cabernet and the 
VDM Toolbox. Existing test environments such as test harnesses (also called test 
scaffolds) provide minimal support routines to assist the testing process. Examples of test 
harness functionality include assistance with the compilation and execution of tests as well 
as analysis support such as predefined test metrics. 

Executable specifications assist the testing process by providing a way of prototyping and 
validating the tests, i.e., a way to determine that a test is consistent with the specification . 
If the specifications are executable, a prototype test can be executed on the specifications. 
If the test specification does not pass when applied to the software specification, it is an 
invalid test. 

Possible advances in test development environments based on the use ofFSLs include 
enhanced navigation, prototyping and visualization capabilities [STE87], [POT91]. For 
example, a well defined hierarchy of abstractions, as established by a FSL, provides a 
sound basis for browsing through different levels of test expressions ( e.g., families of 
related test specifications, all preconditions predicated upon a selected variable, etc.). A 
browser capable of automatically generating coverage maps at the differing levels of 
abstraction would be helpful in the development of effective coverage strategies. 

A prototyping facility would enable a test designer to get rapid feedback on the quality of 
the tests as they are being developed. Many FSLs are executable ( described in the next 
section) and thus provide a basis for prototyping. FSLs such as Petri nets and finite state 
machines have a well established capability for "animating" specifications. An animation 
is an execution of the specification typically accompanied by a graphical display of state 
changes. 

Finally, the visualization of large quantities of data to assist understanding is an area of 
great potential. Since one of the fundamental problems with testing is the selection of 
strategies and data from huge numbers of choices, visualization offers one means for 
humans to grasp and manage the associated complexity. 

Conclusion 
Formal specification languages offer many of the same advantages in the development of 
conformance tests as found in the development of software. Specifically, they offer a 
broad range of expressiveness and they are amenable to machine manipulation. The 
ability to select the appropriate level of abstraction supports reasoning about large and 
complex test designs, and machine manipulation supports the development of labor 

reducing testing tools and environments. However, while software development may be 
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viewed as a process of creation, conformance testing is best viewed as a special use of an 
implementation intended to provide confidence in the correct behavior of the 
implementation. As such, the potential contributions of formal specification languages in 
conformance testing lie in the definition of test scenarios (which define how an 
implementation is used), a precise description of scenario semantics (which defines how a 
correct implementation should behave for the given scenario) and computer assisted 
support (such as the automated comparison of the actual behavior of an implementation 
with the expected behavior). 

The effective testing of artifacts in any engineering discipline requires techniques and tools 
designed especially to support the testing process, and conformance testing of software is 
no exception. A general observation regarding difficulties associated with software 
testing is that the software community has failed to address testing as a first class citizen. 
Instead, languages and tools primarily intended to support software development have 
been applied to software testing with dismal results. The emergence of formal 
specification languages into realms other than verification offers a unique opportunity to 
re-evaluate the requirements of testing as an important component of the software lifecycle 
in its own right. A key to exploiting the use of formal specification languages in 
conformance testing is to gain insight from the parallels found in their application to 
software development while acknowledging the differences between software 
development and software testing. 
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Abstract 
In many software engineering projects, there does not exist adequate specification 
and design documentation. The question arises: how can a piece of software be 
tested for which there is no current accurate specification or other documentation? 
This paper addresses this problem and describes a process which helps the generation 
of a comprehensive test suite without the aid of an initial accurate specification. 

Starting with the source code, a computer program transforms the code into a 
specification. The specification uses a formalised natural language, as well as 
graphical representations of the code. This specification is then readable by humans 
and yet can be processed by computers. 

The next stage is inspection, comparing the generated specification with existing 
specifications and/or expert knowledge. From this a more accurate specification is 
produced. 

7he specification, still in the formalised natural language, is processed by a further 
computer program to produce a set of effective test cases. Manually produced test 
cases can be added to those automatically generated, thus creating an exacting test 
suite. 

7he process described avoids the problem of only creating test cases which are self
fulfilling, and therefore always successful. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1 .1 TESTING WITHOUT ADEQUATE DOCUMENTATION 

In the majority of software engineering projects, an application develops over a long period of 
time. The software may well have started life with limited features and without proper 
specifications. Alternatively the software may have started life with well defined requirements, 
from which the actual application has progressively deviated. Both scenarios lead to substantial 
problems when maintaining and testing the software. 

The question arises: how can a piece of software be tested for which there is no current accurate 
specification or other documentation? 

One possible solution would be to generate test cases directly from the source code. However, 
this is not desirable as tests generated in this way only test the derived functionality of the code 
and not its desired functionality from its original specification [Beizer97]. 

This paper addresses this problem and describes a process which allows the generation of an 
exacting test suite without the aid of an initial accurate specification. 
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2 THE METHODOLOGY 

2 .1 OVERVIEW 

Figure 1 illustrates a method of testing using reverse engineering. 

Starting with the source code, a computer program transforms the code into a Reverse 
Engineered Specification (RES), which uses a formalised natural language (based upon the ideas of 
Planguage presented by T. Gilb [Gilb96, Gilb97a, Gilb97b]) and graphical descriptions of the 
program. This RES is then readable by both humans and computers. 

The next stage is inspection, comparing the RES with existing specifications and/ or 1expert 
knowledge. From this a new corrected RES is produced. 

At this stage problems located in the generated RES can be corrected by making changes to the 
original source code. 

The RES will still be in the formalised natural language, and as such can be processed by another 
computer program to produce a set of effective test cases. Manually produced test cases can be 
added to the automatically generated ones thus creating an exacting test suite. 

1 People possessing expert knowledge will include software engineers who have worked on the project, customers who 
defined the requirements, or people who have worked with software that performs a similar task. 
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Human process comparing 
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2) expert knowledge where no 
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Additional human 
generated test cases 

Corrected Specification 

Transform 

Test Cases 

Test Suite 

Figure 1 - Test Suite Generation From Code 

2 .2 REVERSE ENGINEERING 

2 .2 .1 THE PROBLEMS 

Human process - amendments can be 
made to the software at this point, with 
respect to the corrections made to the 
generated specification 

One of the problems with reverse engineering is that it produces a high level description of the 
code that does not model the application domain [Brown]. Without modelling the application 
domain it is very difficult to comprehend what problem the software is trying to solve. 

A second problem is the formal nature of specifications produced by the current reverse 
engineering tec;hniques. They are frequently difficult to comprehend in themselves, and they 
restrict themselves to the analysis of the structure of the program and algorithms used. The 
result is an abstraction that lacks clarity. However, the formalisation is necessary to ensure that 
the resulting specification is not ambiguous, contradictory or incomplete. 
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2 .2 .2 POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS 

The first step should be to not only analyse the program structure, but also to examine the 
comments supplied. In doing so all the information that is available is being utilised, rather than 
ignoring some very relevant portions of it. This still does not ensure that the resulting 
specification will model the application domain, but at least all the information available has been 
used. 

The second step should be to choose a structure for the formal specification that is easier to 
comprehend by human readers. Natural language would be difficult for a computer to produce 
meaningfully, and reduces the possible uses of the specification in the future. So, a "half way 
house" is required; a specification that is in a readable "natural" form, and yet is formalised 
enough to allow computer parsing and automatic generation of test cases. 

Planguage, developed by Tom Gilb is such a language [Gilb96, Gilb97a, Gilb97b]. Designed to 
formalise the specifications written by humans, it provides a way to produce a specification that 
is easy to read by humans, yet is formalised to avoid the problems normally associated with using 
natural language. The use of Planguage also solves the problem of introducing information into 
the RES that is the result of examining comments in code. 

2 .2 .3 OTHER CONSIDERATIONS 

INCONSISTENCIES 

Because the RES is being developed to aid the process of testing, it would be appropriate to flag 
areas where the code is inconsistent, for example where an array is usually referenced from O to 
< size, suddenly is referenced from O to < = size. Clearly this is a possible location of an error. 
In Planguage <? > or < ?? > is used to flag a statement which is "woolly" or the accuracy of 
which is in doubt. Expanding on this idea, details can be included that explain what is wrong. In 
addition, identifiers with similar names or the same name used in the function parameters or 
different functions should also be flagged as these can lead to confusing code, and therefore 
errors. 

TESTING CONSIDERATIONS 

The RES is being produced with the explicit intention of using it to aid the generation of test 
cases; therefore it is appropriate to highlight areas which are particularly relevant for testing. For 
example, boundary analysis is a useful testing technique, therefore loop boundaries ought to be 
highlighted in the RES. 

2 .2 .4 HIGH LEVEL LANGUAGE (HLL) 

Each different reverse engineering technique produces a different result, and presents different 
information. For this reason, rather than concentrating on one technique, a range of techniques 
will be used. Of particular interest are the graphical techniques. The results of the various 
reverse engineering processes will be combined with the Planguage style descriptions. 
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2 .2 .5 THEELEMENTSOFHLL 

PROGRAM CONTROL FLOW DIAGRAM 

Reverse engineering techniques can be applied to the source code, to produce graphical 
representations of the program structure. These can be used to identify complex areas of the 
program, for example using the McCabe Cyclomatic Complexity Metric [McCabe], thus 
directing in-depth testing to these areas. 

Directed graphs can be used to graphically show the program control flow [Vilela, Bertolino97]. 
Program statements can be mapped to the directed graph in different ways. In Figure 2, nodes 
on the directed graph correspond to branches in the code and edges correspond to blocks of code 
that are always executed together. 

By examining the directed graph produced it is possible to see patterns. For example, it is very 
common for a function call to start by validating the values passed to it . In this way it is possible 
to see what the expected ranges are. 

Figure 2 - directed graph 

CALL GRAPH 

Many procedures start 
with error checking, 
confirming that the 
function called can be run . 

Branching, if, switch, etc .. 

Loops - for, while, 
do-while, etc .. 

Call graphs show what functions and procedures are called. In addition, whether that call is 
made conditionally, or repeatedly. Examining the tests before function calls will reveal some 
information about the ranges of values used in calling functions. 
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Test 
does this test the 
input(s) into the 

function being called, 
therefore preventing the 

function being called 
with incorrect 

parameters? 

Figure 3 - Call Graph 

VARIABLE ANALYSIS 

Function 1 Function 3 

Looping 
variable may 
well be used as 

Concentrating on a single variable in the program and tracing it, can also produce data of interest. 
Program Slicing uses this idea to simplify a program, and examine the statements that affect the 
variable being examined. 

ERROR TRACING 

By examining how errors are propagated up through the hierarchy of function calls, it is possible 
to see what errors propagate all the way up to the top level of the program, and result in an error 
message for the user. Statically this would be a useful, though possibly cumbersome, technique. 
However, it would be useful to identify cases where errors do not get propagated all the way up 
to the top level, as this can be an indication of where possible failures may occur. 

Dynamically, Fault Injection techniques can be used to generate errors, and ensure that they are 
handled correctly. 

PLANGUAGE STYLE DESCRIPTION 

Combining the information obtained from techniques such as those outlined above, a textual 
description for the . function can be derived. This description expands upon the ideas of 
Planguage, modifying it for this purpose, see Figure 4. 
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FUNCTION ) 
.. GIST:· De s c r iption of t he func t ion , e xtracted from th~ 

.. comme nts ... ........................ ....................... ................................................. ........ . : ..... ............................................. ................... ......... .... ...... . 
RETURNS : ] 

.... .... .. type.: ... BOOLEAN (.TRUE .. - ... success , ... FALSE .. - .. e r r or l ............... L. .... ... ....................................... ........................................ . 
PARAMETERS: ] 

param_l: I This is an integer value with range 
type: INT(0 . . 27) i O to 27 inclusive 

param 2: I This is a set with three values, A, 
type : Set{A, B, C} \Band C. Sets could be used to 

\ represent things like colours, days 
! of the week, etc . . 

param 3: ! Real , lower bound at O and upper 

.......... ~>T~.: ... ~!7:~.~.~: .. :.~.~.~.l.. ................................................. ........................... .L.:~::.1:l.!?9'. .. ~.~ ... ~.~.1?. ... U:?.~~.1:-'.~j.:::!L .......................... . 
param 4: : String indexed Oto 25 

type: STRING (0 .. 25) ] 
param 4: ! 

typ e : FUNCTION CALL ] 
ARRAY(0 .. 20) <?? - referenced elsewhere as 1 . . 21> ! Demonstrating the use of 
ARRAY(l . . 21) <?? - referenced elsewhere as 0 .. 20> i contradiction highlighting with 

I arrays 

.. STRING.( 0 . .-. , .......................................................... ........................................... .3.. String. indexed .. from .. 0, ... unbounded· ...... . 
REAL(0 .. ) : Real, lower bound 0. Unbounded. 
INT( .. 27) ! Integer. Lower bound undefined . 

! Upper bound at 27 

Figure 4 - Planguage Style Description 

2 .3 INSPECTION 

Once a RES has been generated, it is now appropriate to start the human interaction which 
forms the inspection stage. By transforming the source code into a formalised natural language 
specification, the inspection process is simplified. It is easier to identify possible sources of errors. 

The inspection process results in a refined RES. Any areas which are unclear can be clarified. 
Conflicts that are identified during the code to RES transform can be eliminated. 

The generated RES is inspected against any sources of knowledge of the system. This may be: 

1) Any existing documentation, however out-of-date or inaccurate it is known to be. This 
comparison is still important, as it helps to clarify the aims of the system even if they have 
changed over time. 

2) Expert knowledge of the system. This helps to clarify the existing knowledge. Anything that 
is missing from the generated RES ought to be added. The result of inspecting a document 
against expert knowledge is that knowledge is documented; therefore preventing the situation 
where only one person knows the system, and the success of the organisation becomes pivotal 
on that person. 

Gilb states that inspections have many purposes. They are not just an error elimination process, 
but they perform a useful teaching function as well. The process of inspecting the generated RES 
will not only highlight errors, but also aid the software development/ maintenance/testing team 
in their understanding of the system. In addition it will eliminate misconceptions of the system 
(both architecture and application) . 
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Therefore this step is vital, not only to the process defined, but also to the understanding of the 
development and testing teams'. 

2 .4 CORRECTIONS TO CODE 

Now that the RES has been inspected, and corrections have been made to it, it is possible to go 
back to the source code, and eliminate the problems that have been highlighted. 

This part of the process can be repeated, with a number of refining reverse engineering, 
inspection and correction stages being made. Criteria will need to be set for release from this 
stage, to the generating of test cases. 

2 .5 AUTOMATIC GENERATION OF TEST CASES 

The RES has been generated by a computer program, producing visual and formalised textual 
descriptions of the program. Because of this, it is now possible to reverse the step, and using 
another computer program, parse the RES to produce test cases. 

One of the standard problems with automatically generated test cases, is that it is difficult to 
define both the inputs and the expected outputs. Because the test cases are generated from a 
specification, it is possible to link the test cases with the requirements that they test, and hence 
define what are the expected outcomes. 

This process aims to be an aid to software testing, and as such it is envisaged that the process will 
need to be guided by occasional human interaction. 

2 .5 .1 REQUIREMENTS CATALOGUE 

Brian Marick [Marick95] uses a requirements catalogue, which provides a set of general purpose 
"clues" that can be used to aid the testing and inspection of programs. The generation and use of 
such a catalogue is vital for the automatic generation of test cases. For example, Figure 5 is the 
test requirement for the Boolean type. 

Bool.ean 
0 (the false value ) 
l (normal true value) 
some true value other than 1 CAN ' T SET 
If the code is calculating a boolean , consider inputs for which the result in neither true 
nor false . 
Example: in a text editor, there is a button like this on the toolbar: 

~ 
It is both a control and an indicator . As a control, it is used to change the selected text 
between italic and non - italic. As an indicator, it displays as pressed when the text is 
italic, and not pressed when the text is not italic. What should it do if half the text is 
italic? 

Figure 5 - Test Requirement for the Boolean type 
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2 . 5 .2 TEST CASE SELECTION 

To avoid the generation of an infinite set of test cases, steps should be taken to sensibly reduce 
the tests generated to a small but highly effective set. There are a variety of techniques available, 
and a combination of these can sensibly be applied. 

RISK ANALYSIS 

A weighting can be applied to the parameters that are input into a function. When an input only 
produces a small change to the actions of a function, then that input will have a small risk 
associated with it. However, if the input is highly significant to the results of a function, or 
perhaps forms part of a risky action (such as being part of a divisor in a formula) then the risk 
associated with it should be very high. These weightings then guide the test selection process, 
with more tests being generated for the higher risk inputs. 

TEST SUITE OPTIMISATION TECHNIQUES 

The use of algorithms to selectively reduce the number of test cases generated, without reducing 
the overall effectiveness of the test suite is important. There are a number of techniques, these 
include: 

• Combinatorial Design Approach [Cohen96, Cohen97], which uses pair-wise 
parameter combinations to select a small and efficient set of test cases 

• Taguchi Methods using Orthogonal Arrays [He, Phadke]. This uses statistical 
methods to generate a set of test cases that span the entire operating domain with a 
minimum of test cases. 

2 .6 ADDITIONAL HUMAN GENERATED TEST CASES 

The automatically generated test cases can be supplemented with manually created test cases. 
The process described will produce many test cases which test the program at a rudimentary 
level. A large number of test cases can be created, and with an appropriate test harness, run 
automatically. This frees up the time to enable the software tester to create advanced and 
difficult test cases, which the computer program will be unable to generate. 

2 .7 WORK FLOW 

The process defined results in a work flow which is illustrated in Figure 6. 

A development team converts a specification (this may be informal or even unwritten) into code, 
which is compiled to produce the executable program (the target). At this stage of the process 
test cases are produced from the specification, and the program tested. 

Further into the development process, and the target has deviated significantly from the original 
specification. Now in order to test the program the target is reverse engineered (many 
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techniques) to form the Reverse Engineered Specification (RES). The RES is inspected manually 
and corrections are made before the RES is completed. The results from the inspection are fed 
back to the development team, and corrections are made to the code. This forms a reverse 
engineering/inspection/ corrections regression loop. 

Tests are generated from the RES automatically, producing a basic suite of tests. Further test 
cases are created manually, as a result of knowledge obtained from the inspection process. Thus, 
a repository of test cases is created. 

The test data repository not only contains test cases and the expected results, but also the results 
obtained from running the tests. This allows for proper regression testing, where a change in the 
results obtained is significant in identifying problems fixed, or new problems. 

During the testing phase, the results are not only fed into the Test Data Repository, but also 
through another manual correction phase back into the RES. 

Overall the process defined relies on feedback and correction. Without feedback, testing does 
not result in changes being made, and knowledge about the system is permanently lost. 
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Specification Programming 
This may be informal or 

even unwritten 1-----

Target 
Program under test, 

source code and 
executable 

Reverse Engineering 
Many different 
transformations 

Reverse Engineered 

Specification (RES) 0 
,_______,....__ '==' 

Manual Inspection 
Inspection of results from 

r=========-=-=-~----1 reverse engineering and ----1 
Test Case Generation corrections 

Test the program 

Results 

Comparison 

Regression 

Test Data and Results 
(both expected and 

obtained) 

otesHng 
A failure during testing results in: 
I) corrective action 

Figure 6 - Work Flow Diagram 
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3 EXAMPLE 
The following example uses an implementation of the heapsort algorithm. Figure 7 shows the 
code fragment being used. 

I* 
* Heaps o r t -- Knuth, Vol. 3, page 145 . Runs in O (N lg N), both average 
* and worst. While heapsort is fas t e r than the worst case of quicksort, 
* the BSD quicksort does median selecti on so that the chance of finding 
* a data se t that wil l trigger the wo r st case is non- existent . Heapsort's 
* only adva ntage over quicks ort is that it requi r es little additional memory. 
*/ 

int 
heapsort(vbase, nmemb, size, compar) 

void *vbase; 
size t nmemb, size; 
int (*cornpar) _P((const void*, const void*) ) ; 

register int cnt, i, j, l; 
register char tmp , *tmpl , *tmp2; 
char *base , *k, *p, *t; 

if (nmemb <= 1 ) 
return (0); 

if (! size ) { 
errno = EINVAL; 
return (- 1 ) ; 

if ((k = malloc (size )) 
return (-1); 

/* 

NULL) 

/* decision node 1 */ 

/* decision node 2 */ 

/* decision node 3 */ 

* Items are numbered from 1 to nmemb , so offset from size bytes 
* below the starting address. 
*/ 

base= (char *)vbase - size; 

for (1 = nmemb / 2 + l; --1; ) /* decision node 4 */ 
CREATE(l, nmemb, i, j, t , p, size, cnt, tmp ) ; 

/* 
* For each element of the heap, save the largest element into its 
* final slot, save the displaced element ( k) , then recreate the 
* heap. 
*I 

while (nmemb > 1) { /* decision node 5 * / 
COPY(k, base+ nmemb * size, cnt, size , tmpl, tmp2 ) ; 
COPY(base + nmemb * size, base+ size , cnt , size, tmpl, tmp2 ) ; 
--nmemb; 
SELECT (i , j , nmemb, t, p , size, k, cnt, tmpl, tmp2 ) ; 

} 

free (k) ; 
return (0 ) ; 

Figure 7 - Heapsort 

CREA TE, COPY and SELECT are all macros, but for the purposes of this example they will be 
treated as function calls. 
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3 .1 HLL APPLIED 

3 .1 .1 PROGRAMCONTROLFLOWDIAGRAM 

Using a directed graph to graphically show the program control flow the function heapsort is as 
follows: 

Many procedures start 
with error checking, 
confirming that the 
function called can be run. 

Figure 8 - Directed graph for heapsort 

3 .1 .2 CALL GRAPH 

The call graph for the function heapsort is: 

Error 
Checking 

Memory 
allocation and 
error check 
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malloc CREATE COPY free 

Figure 9 - Call Graph for heapsort 

3 .1 .3 PLANGUAGE DESCRIPTION 

Combining the information obtained from the techniques outlined above, the textual description 
for the function heapsort is: 

HEAPSORT 
GIST : Heapsort - - Knuth, Vol. 3, page 145. Runs in o (N lg N), both average and worst. 

While heapsort is faster than the wors t case of quicksort, the BSD quicksort does 
me d i an selection so that the chance of f indi ng a data set that will trigger the 
worst case is non- existent . He apsort ' s only advantage over quicksort is that it 
r e quire s little additional memor y. 

RETURNS : 0 on s uccess , - 1 on error 
PARAMETERS: 

vbase: POI NTER 
nmemb : INT (2 .. ) 
size: INT ( 1 . . ) 
compar: FUNCTION CALL 

Figure 10 - Planguage style description for heapsort 
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4 CONCLUSION 
Extending the idea of reverse engineering from simply producing a specification from the original 
code by inserting a human inspection process, it is possible to avoid the problem of creating only 
test procedures which are self-fulfilling, and therefore always successful. 

Many reverse engineering processes produce formal specifications using mathematical notation 
[Ward96,Younger94]. For most readers of software specifications this is very difficult to 

understand and of limited benefit over reading the actual source code. By using a formalised 
natural language this process will produce specifications that are much easier for humans to read, 
and yet can be processed by computers. 

The process described takes an initial reverse engineered specification generated from the 
program's source code, and indicates how to take it through to produce an exacting suite of tests. 
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Beyond Testing: 
How to Fix Year 2000-Critical Code 

What is it all about? 

written by: Martin Klaus 
TakeFive Software, Inc. 

Testing is critical to determine if an application is ready for the Year 2000. However, reading and 
understanding the entire source base might comprise several million lines of code. How do you find out 
what parts of your data represent only two digits for the year instead of the full four digits? 

The purpose of this paper is to go beyond testing and investigate what the Year 2000-critical parts of an 
application are. It will provide practical advice for developers to identify and fix Year 2000-problematic 
code. It will also explain the criteria on which you should select tools ... tools that can help you tackle the 
magnitude of the problem without being lost in the complexity of the application. 

First, we will decide what class of software is of concern. Then we will define what the common date 
formats are. After exploring which segments make an application non-Year 2000-compliant, we will 
show how to identify Year 2000-critical areas and hov.• to choose tools to enhance the process of fixing 
the Year 2000 problem. 

What kinds of software are affected? 

Operating Systems 

Application software usually incorporates calls to the underlying operating system, for example, to query 
time stamps of files. Hence, the accuracy of the data provided by the operating system determines 
whether or not the application software calculates time and date correctly. Ask the vendor about the Year 
2000-readiness of the version of the operating system on ,vhich your applications are running. 

Third Party Software 

Any vendor's software that interfaces and communicates time and date information to your applications is 
a potential candidate to undermine the Year 2000-readiness of your application. Check ,vhere the time 
and date are being read and written. For example, if your system has an interface to an underlying version 
control tool, you might check if your system receives correct information about modification times of 
repository files. If necessary, contact third-party vendors about their latest software versions. 



Your Software 

This needs to be the center of your concern. You are responsible (and possibly liable) for the correct 
functioning of your products. Regardless of what industry and branch, you must ensure that your system 
neither crashes nor that date-based calculations fail after the change to the Year 2000. Most importantly 
however, your application must not lose, alter or misinterpret data due to false assumptions of genuine 
date values. 

Date Formats 

Different applications may require different date formats . For operating systems, it may be necessary to 
calculate the current date out of milliseconds that have elapsed since origin in order to create unique time 
stamps. For example, a savings account application might compute interest rates from the number of days 
per year a particular amount of money has been saved. 

Dates in the standard format CCYYMMDD are called Gregorian Dates where CC is the century, YY is 
the year, MM is the month, and DD is the day. If the century is omitted, 19YY is assumed. 

Julian dates have the format CCYYDDD. The three digits of DDD indicate the day of the year. 

Serial dates are most common in operating systems and represent the amount of time that has elapsed 
since origin (January 1, 1970 for most current computer systems). 

What are Year 2000-critical components? 

Year 2000-critical components are not big modules or libraries. They are more like small tokens 
(variables and data types) which can create great hazards when dealing with sensitive data. Basically, 
these critical components can be divided into four groups: 

Literals 

Literals are any hard coded dates or short forms of dates. For example, a hard coded "19" used in input 
masks, or "01/01/00" used for variable initializations. 

Containers 

Containers are any symbol (constant, variable) of a given symbol type (character array, class) storing any 
representation of time and date. For example, a variable currentDate may contain a string representation 
of December 12, 1999 ("12/12/99"). Candidates for containers usually match names like dt, Date, yr, 
Year, etc. Containers can also be nested to build more complex data structures or database records. 

Modifiers 

Modifiers are any operation or function that read or write time and date containers. For example, a 
modifier NumberOfDays(StartDate, EndDate) computes the number of days between two given dates. To 
track modifiers, watch out for symbol names containing update(), validate(), and date(), etc. 
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References 

References are any association of containers, modifiers, or combinations of both. For example, a class 
person might have a reference to a data member birthDate that stores the birth date o(a person (Container 
- Container reference). The data member birthDate may be read by a member function Age() in order to 
calculate the current age of a person (Container - Modifier reference). The member function 
Person::Age() could be called by a sophisticated function Optimum Weight() which might take the age 
into account to compute the optimum weight of a person Modifier - Modifier reference. References to 
literals are encapsulated by containers and modifiers. 

How can Year 2000-critical components be identified and tracked? 

This section deals with the more practical aspects of how tools can help locate Year 2000-containers and 
modifiers, and how to track references across the entire source code. The simplest tool you could use for 
this purpose might be the grep command on UNIX, or Find on Windows. More advanced tools come with 
a comfortable user interface, generate detailed reports, or have hyper-links from the search results back to 
the source code, etc. Most important however, is the ability to provide flexible filters for complex queries. 
Keep your hands off if a tool provides only a fixed number of predefined queries. 

Tracking containers, modifiers and literals 

In CIC++ Year 2000-critical containers can be variables, data members, structures, constants, 
enumerations, macros, and type definitions. Good tools help locate symbols by their name. For example, 
if a structure's name consists of a string "date" it is very likely that a member of that structure stores a 
year in one way or the other. Other potential containers of Year 2000-critical data might be year, yr, yy, 
yyyy, dt, time, month, day, etc., and all symbols containing these strings. Symbol browsers of this type 
are extremely useful. The user can filter and/or find objects by using regular expressions. A good tool 
should able to search the entire project, not just part. 

Modifiers are harder to identify than containers, and almost impossible to locate as far as operators are 
concerned. Above, we provided the example of Optimum Weight(), a quite innocent-looking function. 
Nobody would guess from the name that OptimumWeightO is a potential Year 2000-violator. Knowing 
that this function computes the age of a person from the birth date and the current date is necessary to 
consider the violation. 

Functions may contain any number of operators, both intrinsic and user-defined, which actually calculate 
with the given data. Depending on the internal representation of a date, operators can also be problematic. 
It is hard to predict whether the result of an operation is still valid after the dimensions of the operands are 
altered. 

If containers and modifiers are how Year 2000-critical data is represented, stored, or accessed, they can 
be retrieved via these "handles". How do we find literals and hard-coded dates from input masks or 
initialization values of variables? The best search results can be achieved with a textual search based on 
regular expressions. For example, a date of the format "MM/DD/YY" can be translated into a regular 
expression "[0-1][0-9)/[0-3][0-9]/[0-9][0-9]". In a second step, filters could eliminate dates in comments, 
or help locate all occurrences of dates in assignments and comparisons. 

Tracking Year 2000-critical references 

Literals and modifiers, the rnajoritr of Year 2000-critical containers7 can be identified with relatively 

simple tools that perform a textual search of suspicious declarations in the source code. However, just by 
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knowing these "hot spots", we cannot determine what the impact and side-effects of changes on other 
parts of the application are. 

The example of Optimum Weight() shows that just by looking at a symbol's name, potential Year 2000-
violators cannot clearly be identified. Hence, it is necessary to take a different approach, i.e. starting with 
containers, and tracing references to other containers and modifiers. Queries run at a higher depth help to 
cross borders of abstraction levels and to get better results. 

The ideal Year 2000-tool should offer cross referencing capabilities in the following areas: 

• Function body cross referencing: To display all containers that a modifier refers to or to 
display all containers and modifiers that are referred to by another modifier. Questions like: 
"Which symbols are referenced by this function?" or "Who calls this method?" or "Who 
accesses this variable in written mode?" should be answered. 

• Component analyzing: To display all containers that are components of other containers, or 
to display all containers that reference to or hold another container as a component. 
Questions like: "What are the components of this struct displayed to level five?" or "Who 
has an instance variable that points to this type?" or "What classes have integer instance 
variables?" should be answered. 

• Interface cross referencing: To display all containers that are part of a modifier's interface, 
i.e. that are either a return or a parameter type. Questions like "Who returns a character 
pointer?" or "Who uses a reference of this type in its parameter list?" or "What are the 
return and parameter types used in this class?" should be answered. 

The results of a cross reference query should be clear and show what kinds of references (forward, 
backward) and access types (read/write, caWcalled-by) are displayed. Hyper-links from the references to 
the actual statement would facilitate browsing and navigating in the source code. An interface to the 
version control tool used for the project could help select files for creating branch versions and 
configurations. During the early stage of Year 2000-assessment, a cross referencer helps figure out the 
impact of necessary changes on the entire code base. 

How to fix Year 2000-critical code 

Once the critical areas in a software system have been identified, several techniques can be applied to 
correct the code. Depending on the application as well as how much time and resources are available, you 
might select one or a combination of these. In the following, we describe the fundamental ideas behind 
each technique as well as major advantages and drawbacks: 

Expansion 

Expanding a two digit representation for the year to a full four digits is the only unambiguous and 
permanent solution. However, this technique requires a considerable amount of effort, because the data 
must be converted and the program must be changed. 

Windowing 

This technique determines the century based on the size of the two digit representation of the year. For 
example, the interval might be 100 years from 1/1/1950 to 12/31/2049. If the user enters a value YY of 
higher than 50 it would mean 19YY, a value less than 50 would mean 20YY. If the interval does not 
advance with the system date, it is called a "fixed window" technique (as opposed to a "sliding window", 
which advances with the system date). For example, if the current year is YY + 1, the upper bound of the 
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interval changes to 20YY + 1, the lower bound to 19YY + 1. Other flavors of this technique split the 
interval at a different ratio, e.g. 50/50, 60/40, or 70/30. A popular implementation of fixed windowing can 
be found in Microsoft Excel. 

Windowing ensures that changes are necessary only to programs and that reports and screen layouts may 
not be affected. Major drawbacks include that this technique does not work for historical dates and dates 
spanning more than 100 years. Applications become more difficult to maintain. If data is passed on to 
other systems, these systems must use the same date window. In essence, having less work for now might 
give enough lead time for a thorough and final solution. 

Encoding 

The encoding technique allows you to compress a 4-digit date into an existing 2-byte field. The year will 
be converted into unsigned packed decimal or hexadecimal. For example, "07CE" would be the 
equivalent of 1998 in hexadecimal and can be stored in two bytes. 

The encoding technique is a permanent solution, because dates sorts and database keys work correctly. 
Data does not require more space, where space is precious. However, data conversion and bridge 
programs for legacy files must be written, and programs must be change. 

Bridge Programs 

Bridge programs translate data between applications or databases with different date formats. If data is 
converted between databases, the bridge is called a filter. If data is converted between a program and 
database, the bridge is called a wrapper. Filters are used to convert legacy data into data with expanded or 
encoded dates. In order to facilitate testing of partly converted and unconverted modifiers, 
implementations of wrappers and library routines that use the Year 2000-process can be used. 

Upgrading system software 

Please note that these techniques described above do not work for dates in serial format on 32-bit 
operating systems. If the lifetime of such a system started on 1/1/1970, on overflow error will occur on 
1/19/2038 and the resulting behavior is undefined. Upgrading to a 64-bit version will eliminate this 
problem. 

Conclusion 

In this paper we have shown what Year 2000-critical components are, how they can be tracked across 
source code, and what common solutions for Year 2000-conversions are. Despite all efforts, testing is the 
integral process of making software ready for the Year 2000. Before and after applying changes, unit 
testing, integration and system tests reveal if an application or parts of it can cope with the rollover to the 
next millennium. The support of efficient tools during all phases of a large scale Year 2000-project, 
however, is invaluable for success. 
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Beyond Testing: How to Fix Year 2000-<:rlUcal Code 

The Problem 

• Application not Y2K-compliant 

• Large amount of source code (>1MLOC) 

• No/Little understanding of code 

• No/Less time 

• "Where is the bug?" 
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What software is affected? 

• Operating Systems 

• 3rd Party Software 

• Your Software 
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Beyond Testing: How to Fix Year 2000-<:rltlcal Code 

Operating Systems 

• Correct Time Stamps 

• Valid System Calls 

ar Blame the Vendor 
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Third Party Software 

• APl's 

• Interfaces 

• Libraries 

or Blame the Vendor 

_ _,_, __ , ,_ , __ ,_., ___ ~ 
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Your Software 

• Your Data 

• Your Program 

• Your Liability 

"" Hurry up! 
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Beyond Testing: How to Fix Year 2000-Crlllcal Code 

Date Formats 

• Gregorian Dates 

Format CCYYMMDD, e.g. 19991212 

• Julian Dates 

Format CCYYDDD, e.g. 1999040 = 02109199 

• Serial Dates 

Time in seconds since e.g. 01101/70 
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Y2K-Critical Components: 
Literals 

• Hard coded in GUI, tables, forms 

• Variable initializations 

• Constant values 

-~-,-.. c_ ,_ .. ,_., __ PJ 
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Y2K-Critical Components: 
Containers 

• Variables, Strings, Classes, Structs 

• Database Records 
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Beyond Testing: How to Fix Year 2000-Crltlcal Code 

Y2K-Critical Components: 
Modifiers 

• Functions, Member Functions 

e.g. NumberOJDays(ScardDace, EndDace). 

setDate0, Update0 . ... 

'"=-=-=-=,.,..,_,,-, -----,,-c-==,-=.c-:,c-: •• ==- -:-=-=-. --------~ 
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Y2K-Critical Components: 
References 

• Associations of Containers and Modifiers 

e.g. persan -> birthDace 

Age()-> person->birthDace 

OptimumWeighc() -> Age(). Heighc() 

I-==- -=-·--,,--·" ----o=,-=·-····=----- ~ 
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Tracking Y2K 
Containers ,Modifiers, Literals 

Tools should provide: 

• Searching/Filtering capabilities 

• Regular expressions 

• Report generation 

• Hyperlinks to source code 
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Fixing Y2K Problems: 
Upgrading System Software 

Upgrade 32-bit based operating systems 

to 64-bit by 01/18/2038! 
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Beyond Testing: How to Fix Year 2000-Crltlcal Code 

Y2K-Critical Components: 
Modifiers 

Functions, Member Functions 

e.g. NumberOfDays(StardDate, EndDate), 

setDate0, Update0, .. . 

1--__ -_,_-_., - , - - ,-... ·------~ 
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Y2K-Critical Components: 
References 

• Associations of Containers and Modifiers 

e.g. person -> birthDate 

Age0 -> person->birthDate 

OptimumWeight0 -> AgeQ, Height0 

1-,-,.,..-~-~--,,=-""" . .,----~,cc- = ,.=c.-c,.c,,_-,_,,,..,, __________ ~ 
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Tracking Y2K 
Containers,Modifiers, Literals 

Tools should provide: 

• Searching/Filtering capabilities 

• Regular expressions 

Report generation 

Hyperlinks to source code 
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Beyond Testing: How to Fix Year 2000-Crltlcal Code 

Tracking References 

To Identify which containers, modifiers and 

literals are referring to or are referred by 

other symbols. 

birthDate <- person <-AgeO <- OptimumWeightO 

OptimumWeightO -> HeightO ->person-> height 

1-_~..,.---~,.~.~.,-----,,--=,.=-.,cc.,.,._..,._-c-----------~ 
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Tracking References 

• Function body Cross Referencing 

What/unctions write into this variable? 

• Component Analyzing 

What classes have a data member that points to this type? 

Interface Cross Referencing 

"'110 uses a reference oflhis type in ilS parameter list?" 

,.. _____ --,.-.-.. -----,,--~,.=-.,--"'"-------------~ 
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Fixing Y2K Problems: 
Expansion 

• Store date in a full four digits format 

+ Permanent Fix 

- Modifications to both data and program 

- Expensive, Time consuming 

~--==-,.-,,--_.. --=,-=·--·-=------El 
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Beyond Testing: How to Fix Year 2000-Crltical Code 

Fixing Y2K Problems: 
Windowing 

• Assumptions about the century based on 

the last two digits of the year. 

• Fixed or Sliding Windowing technique 

+ Changes only to program 

- Hard to maintain 

- Temporary solution 

!-::-=-=-·=----=-----=,=-=··=···=·--~- --- --~ 
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Fixing Y2K Problems: 
Encoding 

Convert year into hexadecimal or unsigned 

packed decimal, and hence, compress a 4-

digit date into an existing 2-byte field. 

+ Permanent solution 

+ Does not require more disk space 

- Changes to both program and data 

--.-·-·" ,_, .... ,.~---

Beyond Testing: How to Fix Year 200~rltlcal Code 

Fixing Y2K Problems: 
Bridge Programs 

• Translate data in different formats between 

applications and databases 

• "Filters" convert data between databases 

• "Wrappers" convert data between 

applications and databases 

~ 
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Fixing Y2K Problems: 
Upgrading System Software 

Upgrade 32-bit based operating systems 

to 64-bit by 01/18/2038! 
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Managing customer's requirements in a SME: 

a process improvement initiative 

using an IT-based methodology and tool. 
by Antonio Cicu (MetriQs Sr1)1, Fabio Valle (Visiting Fellowship, Brighton University)2, 

Domenico Tappero Merlo, Francesco Bonelli and Sandro Francesconi (OSRA SISTEMI Srl)3, 
Fabrizio Conicella (Consorzio per ii Distretto Tecnologico de! Canavese)4 

Abstract 

The focus of this paper is the application ofIT solutions together with methods of process improvements to manage the 
customer's requirements. According to the terminology of the ISO 900 I and ISO/IEC 12207 Software process standard, 
the area covered by the initiative of process improvement is the User Requirements Definition. 
The paper is based on a real process improvement initiative conducted by MetriQs for six months in a small Italian 
software company producing accounting and income tax returns packages. 
The results were presented also as a case study to the European ESPRIT Project 21461 TBPTIME, having as objective 
to collect and diffuse for training purposes a set of significant case studies of process improvements for SMEs in 
different process areas. 
During this improvement initiative the following methodologies and standards have been used: ISO/IEC 12207 [l], 
ISO/IEC PDTR 15504-1/9(2], J-STD-016-1995 EIA/IEEE [3], ami [4], GQM [5]. The application of the mentioned 
guidelines and standards was facilitated embedding the guiding tips in a template (for MS WORD), produced with the 
ProDoc (10] tool. 

1. General presentation of the company and of the sector 

1. 1 Business Nature. 
The company. The described case deals with OSRA SISTEMI (located in lvrea, Torino, Italy), a company that operates 
in the market of solutions for accounting, tax, salary and budget management for consultants, business consulting 
offices, companies, business category and professional associations. 
OSRA SISTEMI is part of OSRA Group, founded in the middle 70's and composed of 4 companies: OSRA SISTEMI, 
OSRA PAGHE, OSRA TELECOM, SISP AC. The OSRA Group employs 170 people (85 of which in OSRA SISTEMI) 
with a global turnover of25 Billions Italian Lire, and 150 distributors/resellers throughout Italy. 

Environment: market, competitors, customers, technologies, constraints, regulations. 
Market and customers: the Italian vertical market of the company is represented by individual consultants for 
accounting and income tax returns, medium and large business consulting offices, business category and professional 
associations which support their associates in their accounting and fiscal needs. 

Market dimension: about 80000 units [from small (individual consultants) to large multi-user business offices]. 

Competitors: there are about 300 from small to medium software houses operating with specialized products in this 
sector in Italy. The majority of them serves about 60% of the market with small, specialized single user solutions. 
The 4-5 leaders (among which OSRA SISTEMI) serve about 40% of the market. Each of them has a share from 8% to 
10% of the market, including the totality of large business consulting offices, and provides them complete Information 
Systems which modularly integrate different applications needed by large users. 

1 MetriQs Sri, Via don Gnocchi , 33 -20148 Milano (Italy) -Tel/Fax (+ 39) - 2- 4870 8691 ; e-mail : acicu@metriqs.com 
2 University of Brighton, Village Way Falmer - Brighton BN I 9PH - UK - e-mail : Fabio_ Valle@compuserve.com. 
3 OSRA SISTEM1 Srl- Via Ribes, 5 - 10010 Colleretto Giacosa (Torino)-Italy- Tel. (+39)- 125 - 561511- Fax (+39)- 125 - 561510; 

e-mail: tapdom@osra.it 
4 Consorzio per ii Distretto Tecnologico del Canavese - P.O.Box 192 - I 0015 Ivrea (TO) - Italy - Ph. (+39)-125 - 2331201 - Fax 
(+39)- 125 - 2331224- email : f.conicella@eponet.it 



Used technology : OSRA uses Microfocus COBOL and C languages as development languages, on Index-sequential 
Databases. In this way they avoid the use ofrelational DB that is not affordable for users. Up to now OSRA has 
developed and delivered on UNIX environment. 

Constraints: 1) Fixed rigidly dates dictated yearly by fiscal schedules; 2) strict dependency from outside organizations 
like Finance, Industry, and Work National Govern Departments; 3) Current market not open to invest in new 
technologies: users want good functionalities at a low price, otherwise they provide their services manually. 

Regulations: yearly evolving rules dictated by the above mentioned Finance, Industry, and Work National Government 
Departments. 

Business history and future developments 
Middle '70s: strong cooperation with Olivetti on proprietary Hardware and Software systems 
Middle '80s: migration to UNIX and MS-DOS, always on Olivetti hardware 
Late '80s: migrate on other Hardware vendors, continuing to use UNIX, DOS, and extending the platform to Network 
products, making the developed products more and more independent from the platforms 
Current development: Client server architecture, where the servers are, in addition to UNIX, first Windows NT, and 
then AS/400. Client Windows 3.1 and Windows 95, and next move also toward Internet and Intranet with a client 
named OSRANET. 

1.2 Product/market portfolio 

The product of the company is a modular information system (named SISPAC) operating in MS-DOS, WINDOWS, 
NOVELL and UNIX environment. The main modules of the product are represented by applications supporting the 
yearly income tax returns 730, 740, 750, 760, 770, accounting and bookkeeping, salary management, budget 
management. 
On the basis of a common architecture the company has created a family of products that support single applications 
among the above mentioned ones, or full integrated Information Systems that integrate all the applications or part of 
them according to custom needs. 

1.3 Product/market selection 

The experimentation of the process innovation has been done on the SISPAC product, and specifically on the project 
which will implement the migration ofSISPAC server from UNIX to Windows NT, but also including the 
incorporation of new functional customer needs. 

2. Organizational and technological improvement initiatives 
The product has an intense evolution life during the first six months of every year, its updates have to be delivered 
yearly and quickly to all the users (many thousands) . First of all it must support the evolving work organization of the 
user. Moreover the product must be constantly and fully aligned to the evolving legislation and administration rules and 
must have a very high level of functionality and reliability. Within such a scenario, with the objective of controlling 
better the schedules and quality, two years ago OSRA SISTEMI has begun a series of changes defining more clearly 
the responsibilities and roles in the software development process for all the people, and creating and tuning an efficient 
HelpDesk and Maintenance service. 

The current improvement step is based on two lines of improvement: 

1) consolidation, with maximum priority. of the Requirement Management process, as the main foundation on which to 
base an accurate and efficient management of customers and of their needs. 

2) preparation and application of Quality System and the related Quality Manual, using the ISO"'"s product [12]. 

The first initiative is described in this paper. 
Requirement Management has been innovated considering the four elements: People, Organization, Methodology and 
Technology. This global approach to the process improvement initiative, combined with the corporate management 
commitment (necessary for every organizational change [6]), has prevented from cultural, organizational and technical 
difficulties. The details of the approach are provided in this paper in section 3 (People), section 4 (Organization), 
section 5 (Methodology), section 6 (Technology). The methods and tools were identified and evaluated with the 

consulting help of the same specialized company which provided the training. 



3. People 
On the People side an external consultant provided detailed and practical training of all people involved in the 

Requirements Management. The training gave visibility of the methodology described later (Section 5) in the paper, 
made people more aware of the needs of the internal and external customers, bought commitment and avoided cultural 
obstacles to the initiative. 

4. Organization 
On the organizational side the new customer management global process was represented (in conformity to 

international standards [I], [2]) as a set of processes and practices that involve the supplier in its support to the customer 
across the life cycle. Particular attention, among the mentioned customer management processes and practices, was 
posed in the management of customer's needs because this process produces a document, the «User Requirements 
Specifications», that becomes the reference for any other project activity and that affects the best mapping of Software 
Requirements to the business needs. 

4.1 View of the customer management global process 

The customer management global process is constituted by a set of processes and practices that involve the supplier 
in its support to the customer across the life cycle. These processes and practices are performed in order to solicitate the 
active participation of the customer from the beginning of the project and to maintain the best level of customer 
satisfaction. 

The set of customer management processes (PRO) and practices (PRA) is the following: 
- manage customer's needs (PRO) 
- contract preparation, agreement and monitoring (PRA) 
- joint reviews (PRO) 
- product delivery, installation and acceptance(PRA) 
- operate software (PRO) 
- provide customer service (PRO). 

In document [I] (see in [l] the description of the acquisition process), and in document [2] (see document [2] in Part 2 
for the Customer-Supplier process category, and in Part 5 for the details of Base Practices for the Customer-Supplier 
processes) a detailed description is given of a standard model of processes and practices where supplier and software 
buyer interact with each other and cooperate toward project goals. 
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Figure I provides a graphical representation of processes and base practices. According to the model of document [2], 
these processes and base practices should be performed by the supplier to manage the customer issues, and to cooperate 
with and support the customer in such a way that the customer can best perform tasks that typically go under its 
responsibility. 

Global view of customer management processes and practices, 
across the software product life cycle 

Across the software roduct life c cle ... 
LEGENDA: 

Customer 

management 

processes 

I 
Customer 

management 
practices 

Among others: 
contract preparation, 
agreement and 
monitoring 

obtain customer requirements and 
requests 
agree on requirements 
establish requirements baseline 
manage requirements changes 
understand customer expectations 
keep customer informed 

joint reviews 

product delivery, installation, 
and acceptance 

Among others: 
prepare for customer 
reviews 
conduct joint 
management reviews 
conduct joint 
technical reviews 

The most important, 
on which to base the rest 

of the project 

provide 
customer service 

operate 
software 

identify operational risks 
perform operational testing 
operate the software 
resolve operational problems 
handle user requests 
document temporary 
work-arounds 
monitor system capacity 
and service 

train customer 
establish product support 
monitor performance 
determine customer satisfaction level 
compare with competitors 
communicate customer satisfaction 

Fig. I Global view of customer management 

Among the mentioned customer management processes and practices, the management of customer's needs is by far the 
most important, because this process produces a document (the «User Requirements Specifications» or «Application 
Requirements Specifications») that, provided that it contains a complete definition of consistent, adequate and stable 
user requirements, becomes the reference for any other project activity (software requirements definition, development 
and quality plans, testing, product acceptance, and an important part of customer training). 



4.2 The Customer's Needs Management process 
«The purpose of the Manage customer needs process is to manage the gathering, processing, and tracking of ongoing 
customer needs and requirements throughout the operational life of the software; to establish a software requirements 
baseline which serves as the basis for the project's software work products, and activities; and to manage changes to 
this baseline.» (from document [2] part 5). 

The Customer's Needs Management process 
Customer's requests 
• related to improvement needs for their products or processes 

( functional/perfonnance extensions, defects removal, changes in 

re:~~ions) !kn, 
ii ~ .------------, 

Information on: 
customer's new business objectives 
customer's process 

• customer's application environment 
• risk analysis results 

ii 
Customer' s requirements 
change historv ~ 

-~ -,( -~ ,- 1'! ). / 
-:;:--:.~ --,.. ; I . 

- v 
c,.,tomo.-'s romp\,tint</ 

1:r 

Customer's 
Needs 

Management 

Fig. 2 Customer's Needs Management 

Inputs and outputs of the above process are described in Figure 2. 

Clear and ongoing 

communication 
with the customer 

Customer' s requirements: 
• documented 
• agreed with customer 
• with managed changes 
• baseline for project use 

Mechanisms for: 

• ongoing monitoring 
of customer's needs 

• ensuring that customers 
are easily able to 
determine the status and 
disposition of their 
requests 
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4.3 Description of the innovation experimented for improving the Customer's Needs Management 
process 

4.3.1 The adopted software life cycle. Which part of the life cycle is addressed by the improvement. 

Before describing the specific process addressed by the experiment, it is necessary to describe the adopted life cycle 
framework, represented in Figure 3. 

Life cycle schema of a Software project (ISO 9001) 

User System and Software 
Requirements Requirements, Plans, 

Testing Maintenance 
and Support 

Definition Contract 

Joint Project R views, 
Joint Pr~ess ntrol M~tings 

Unit~ 
Cod! "CJ \ Integrated/ Tested 

System ~ \Sys~mj 

~ 
~ 

System 

LEGENDA: 
AS= Architecture Specifications 
A T=Acceptance Tests 
C=Contract 
DD=Detailed Design 
DP=Development Plan 
GL= Guidelines 
IT=Integration Tests 
OR=Operation Report 
QP=Quality Plan 

Figure 3 

RT=Request for Tender 
ST=System Tests 
SWR=Software Requirements 
SYSR=System Requirements 
T=Tender 
UM=User Manual 
UR=User Requirements 
UT=Unit Tests 

Figure 3 provides a software life cycle schema compliant to ISO 900 I standard, showing the various software work 
products produced in the different phases, where squares are documents, circles are executable code, and octagons are 
test cases. 

The legend in the Figure 3 clarifies the nature of each specific software work product. 

The experiment has covered the first phase of the figure, where the UR (User Requirements) document is the result of 
the Customer's Needs Management process, illustrated in section 4.2. 
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4.3.2 Process view of the supplier-customer cooperation to produce a good quality «User Requirements» 
document. Actors involved. 

The scenario of Figure 4 shows the Customer' s Business process (let' s call it the CB process) of the direct Customers of 
OSRA SISTEMI which, making the best use of the SISPAC product, provide a specialized service to their customers 
(the end-users of the global process). This CB business process is affected (and forced to evolve) every year by two 
categories of factors: some external ones such as the periodic changes in accounting and income tax returns laws and 
regulations, and some internal ones like the interest of the business consulting offices to perfonn their services with 
higher levels of integration, effectiveness and efficiency. 

OSRA SISTEMl's Case Scenario External influencing factors : 
new laws and rules 

innovated: 

Product Deve
lopment(PD) 

Software 

Product 
Planning (PP) 

Customer 
Support(CS) 

The involved departments 

THE PROCESS NETWORK OF OSRA SISTEMI 
(THE SUPPLIER) 

Figure 4 

CB Process, OSRA Customer's Business process 

s 

The CLIENT of 
OSRA SISTEMI: 

Business 
Consulting 

Office, 
Category 

Association 

Internal influencing 
factors : 

new needs of 
work organization 

Income Tax 
returns, 

salary and 
budgets 

THE FINAL 
CLIENT: 

citizen, 
single company, 

group of 
homogeneous 

companies 

The better is the support provided by the new versions of the SISPAC software to the evolving business needs, the 
higher will be the success of OSRA Customers in their business, and the higher will be their satisfaction. 

So the problem is to guarantee the best mapping of SISPAC Software Requirements to the business needs. In order to 
achieve this result, OSRA management has decided to take great care of the production of the initial document of the 
life cycle of each new SISPAC version, the «User Requirements» document. OSRA has kept innovating the approach 
and the content of the document, in such a way to mirror the evolving CB process and stimulate the best understanding 
of the customer's process by the interested OSRA people. 

All the three interested departments ofOSRA (Product Development, Product Planning, Customer Support) have 
participated actively to the preparation of the document, each with its specific competence and responsibility. In 
particular, Product Planning plays also the role ofrepresentative and sponsor ofall the SISPAC customers (both current 
and future), and carries their voice into the specification process . 

In order to provide the best guide to the preparation of the document, a specialized guideline has been adopted, which is 
de~9riQvQ in tbv Mi'\t ~\!Qm-:tion. 

The application of this new gu ide line together with a outstanding cooperation of the mentioned three OSRA 
departments, properly trained, constitutes the core of the innovative experiment, that has allowed to perform in a new 
way the «Customer' s Needs Management» process (Fig. 4). 
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5. Methodology 

5.1 The specialized guideline 
On the methodological side the guidance for the preparation of the User Requirements document was provided by 

the IEEE «Guide for Concept of Operations Document», which is the initial component of the guidelines belonging to 
the body of guides available in document [3]. 

Figure 5 provides the first level Outline of the guiding Table of Contents adopted for the documents which specify the 
user needs of the next version of SISPAC software, consisting of: 
- migration of SISP AC software to Windows/NT 
- functional extensions, and new printers handling 
- new user interface, including a desktop integrating all SISPAC applications 

The approach sustained by the mentioned Guide stimulates a process-based view of the user needs (consistent with 
the improvements on the organizational side). The main contents of User Requirements document are described in Fig. 
5 and in the explanatory text provided in this subsection. 

The guideline supports both a first case where user needs refer to a scenario in which the software is required to be 
embedded into a product in order to improve the product, and a second case where the software is required to automate 
a part of a process in order to improve the process. In both cases the authors are required to describe needs using a 
language and a terminology specific to the applicational problems and context of the user, avoiding as much as possible 
the use ofIT jargon and avoiding to anticipate at this time the IT based solution to the needs. 

User Requirements document 
Table of Contents 

1. Scope 6. Operational scenarios 

2. Referenced documents 

7. Summary of Impacts 

infonnation 

3. The current system or 
situation 8. Analysis of the proposed 

system 

4. Justification for and 
nature of changes 

5. Concepts for the 
proposed system 

Figure 5 

9. Notes 

Appendices 

Glossary 

With reference to Figure 5, section I and 2 are introductory. Sections 3, 4, 5 are the heart of the document. 
Section 3 (The current system or situation) describes the current product or process with their static and dynamic 
characteristics, including also the following information: 
- back&"ound and objectives, in relation with specified business objectivy~ 9ftlw IJ~~r 
- operational policies and constraints 
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- modes of operation 
- involved user classes 
- support policy and environment. 

Section 4 (Justification for and nature of changes) first specifies which are the new business objectives (or the old ones, 
if any, which are not well supported by the current product or process). In front of the new objectives this section 
specifies which are the limitations (still present defects, weak points or missing capabilities of the current system) being 
an obstacle toward the achievement of the new objectives. This list of limitations is the reference for justifying the 
changes (and related priorities) to be made to the current system (product or process) to make it able to support the 
achievement, by the user, of the new business goals. The guideline suggests also to specify, if any, the changes 
considered but not included (and the reason for the «don't include» decision) in support to consideration for future 
extensions, in order to capitalize also the decisions taken. 
Section 5 (Concepts for the proposed system) describes the new system, conceived as answer to the limitations 
described in Section 4. The template for this description is the same used for Section 3 for the current system. At this 
point it is possible to understand that the description of the new system can be easily derived from the one provided in 
Section 3, specifying easily the qualifying distinguishing requirements of the new system that are the answer to the 
needs specified in section 4. 

Assuming that the language and terminology used in Sections 3, 4, 5 is the application oriented one normally used by 
the customer when dealing with its problems, and that the systems (current and new) are described in terms of flow of 
real work products between processes (with related entry/exit criteria and rules), we can understand that such document 
becomes really the reference, understood and easily agreeable by the customer, on which the parties can compare 
every technical progress and achievement. 

Section 6 has the purpose of describing selected operational scenarios. A scenario is a step-wise description of how a 
system should operate, under selected representative circumstances, and communicate with other external systems, and 
the end-users. The scenarios should allow the readers to walk through the new system and understand how the various 
parts work together, to provide operational capabilities, and also to understand better user' s roles, and how the features 
are provided to them. A scenario provides a key help for evaluating the completeness of the requirements of the new 
system versus the needs. 

Section 7 has the purpose of supporting analysis and documentation of impacts ofthe new system from the operational 
and organizational point of view, as well as the impacts foreseen during development. 

Section 8 has the purpose of documenting in organized way the balance of known costs and benefits associated to the 
new system. Such analysis again stimulates the analysts to go in depth in understanding pros and cons associated to the 
new characteristics, including the advantages that the new system can produce on the costs of process workflow. 

5.2 Measurements of the process and of the results of the first experience 
The adopted methodological approach addresses also the measurements of effectiveness and efficiency of the 

process to be improved (process effectiveness is defined as the capability of the process to produce, in schedule and 
within budget, results of good quality; process efficiency is defined as the capability of the process to produce the 
results in the fastest and cheapest possible ways). On this side ami [4] and GQM (Goal, Question, Metric) [5] were the 
adopted methods: ami helped in defining the goals/subgoals tree (Fig. 6), and GQM helped in defining the proper 
questions and metrics to be used for quantitative evaluation of the achievements (Tables 1 and 2). 

The process model used to assess the current process before introducing the innovation was constituted by the 
mentioned guidelines of the IEEE standard for User Requirements (3), enriched by the model elements given by the 
ISO Software Process Assessment Standard available from the SPICE project [2] . Considering the main business goals 
(improve quality of the product, reduce time to market, reduce costs, increase productivity, see Figure 6) there was not a 
single business goal selected, with priority on the others. The rational behind this consideration is that an improvement 
in Customer' s Needs Management can generate balanced benefits on all the above business goals, assuming that the 
process improvement would consist in improvements both of process effectiveness and process efficiency. 
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Goals tree 
Business 

goals 

Improve 
Quality of the 

Product 

Reduce Time 
to Market 

Process 
Improvement 

goals 

Improve 
Process 

Effectiveness 

----'---

Define and apply a Increase 
Process Customer's Needs User Requirements 

Improvement Management completeness and 

subgoals 
process model stability 

Reduce the number 
of delivered defects 

estimated 

Figure 6 

Decrease 
Costs of the 

Product 

Improve 
Process 

Efficienc 

Reduce elapsed 
time, for a given 

quality level 

Reduce elapsed time 
for rework, for a 

given quality level 

Increase 
Productivity 

Reduce effort spent, 
for a given qua! ity 

level 

Reduce effort spent 
for rework, for a 

given quality level 

An existing Customer' s Needs Management process model defined for the organization, and a previous schema of 
related process measurements being both not available, we selected as process improvement objectives both the process 
effectiveness and efficiency. In this way we created a basis of data from this first innovation experience to be used as 
reference for the comparative evaluation of future further improvement steps. Table 1 provides the GQM schema of 
subgoals selected in support of improvement of process effectiveness: the subgoals, the related questions, the metrics 
with definitions, and the results. (Remark: in Table 1, at Subgoal 1.3, customers were represented by Product Planning 
department of OSRA SISTEMI) 
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Table 1. Goal I: Improve Customer's Needs Management process effectiveness 
Question: How much well and how much in schedule and within budget were the results produced? 

(LEGENDA: O.=Ouality; NO=Non-Qua/ity) 
Subgoal Question Metric 

1.1 Define and How much is the adopted Completeness of the standard OSRA process model, versus the 

apply a Customer's OSRA standard model international standard model = 

Needs Management compliant to the 
= Percentage of international std template items which were adopted in 
OSRA std defined model , over the total of international std template 

process model international standard model items 
of the process? [Q metric, the higher the better} 

How faithfully was the Completeness of the model used in this experience, versus the OSRA 

adopted OSRA defined standard model = 

process standard applied in 
= Percentage of OSRA adopted template items really applied in this 
project, over the total of adopted OSRA template items. (This metric is 

this experience? calculated at the end of a phase when the process faults have been 
corrected) 
ro metric, the higher the better! 

How much the process and Percentage of detected process faults, over the total of process 

document model was template application instances. 

violated, before 
[NQ metric, the lower the better} 

consolidating the results? 
1.2 Increase User How completely the Input Customer's Needs Management Coverage(%)= 

Requirements Information was taken into =Percentage of Input Information Items taken into account in the 

completeness and account to specify User 
actual specifications of User Requirements, versus total number of 
Input Information Items 

stability Requirements? ro metric, the higher the better! 

How much complete and Averages, over all available baseline versions, of percentages of 

stable were the requirements, (versus the total of requirements of previous baseline version): 

through the successive 
- requirements changed 
- requirements added 

Requirements Baselines? - requirements deleted 
[NQ metrics: for each, the lower the better J 

1.3 Reduce the How many remained defects Detected (by customers) Remained Defects Density(%)= 

number of delivered were detected by customers, = (Total No. of detected (by customers) remained defects/Tot.No. of 
Reqs)* l00 

defects per I 00 Requirements? {NO metric, the lower the betterl 

How many defects were Percentage of removed over total detected defects 

removed versus the total [Q metric, the higher the better} 

detected? 
How many defects remained Remained Defects Density(%) = (Total No. of defects remained after 

undetected or unremoved this phase/Tot.No. ofReqs)*l00 

going into the next phase, 
[NQ metric, the lower the belier} 

per I 00 Requirements? . 
How much time a defect Defect Average Life (DAL)= 

remains into the product =r~,h"'"""(Ordinal number of Detection phase - Ordinal number of 

before being detected and 
Injection phase)/(To.no. of detected defects) 
(Reference is made to phases of the adopted life cycle) 

removed? {NO metric, the lower the better! 

1.4 Reduce slippage How much the actual spent Spent_effort_matching (in%)= 

of actual spent effort did match the =( I-abs_ value_oftactual_eff - est_efl)/est_efl)]* I 00(%) 

effort and schedule estimated one? 
versus estimated ro metric, the hif!.her the better! 

How much the actual Schedule_ matching= 

schedule did match the =(I-abs_ value_of(actual_sched - est_sched)/est_sched)]* 100(%) 

estimated one? 
[Q metric, the higher the better} 

Measured 
value 

100% 

90% 

10% 

100% 

2,8% 
0,9% 
0,5% 

4,2% 

100% 

0% 

0 

89% 

92% 
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Table 2 provides the GQM schema of subgoals selected in support of improvement of process efficiency: the subgoals, 
the related questions, the metrics with definitions, and the results. 

Subgoal 

2.1 Decrease 
elapsed time from 
process start to 
process end, for 
given product 
quality levels and 
given effort spent 
levels 

2.2 Decrease effort 
spent from process 
start to process end, 
for given product 
quality levels and 
given elapsed time 
levels 

2.3 Decrease 
elapsed time, from 
process start to 
process end, for 
Reworking on 
defective 
requirements, for 
given product 
quality levels and 
given effort spent 
levels 

2.4 Decrease effort 
spent, from process 
start to process end, 
for Reworking on 
defective 
requirements, for 
given product 
quality levels and 
given elapsed time 
levels 

Table 2. Goal 2: Improve Customer's Needs Management process efficiency 
Question: How much fast and how much cheap were the results produced? 

Question Metric 

How much fast is the User Process quickness= Customer's Needs Management Process Elapsed 

Requirement Specification Time efficiency= 
=Amount of User Requirements specified per elapsed time unit= 

process? =(Total number of Requirements specified in the last baseline)/(total 
elapsed time) 

{Time efficiency metric, the higher the better] 

How much cheap is the User Process cheapness= Customer's Needs Management Process Effort 

Requirement Specification Spent efficiency= =Amount of User Requirements specified per effort 
spent unit= 

process? =(Total number of Requirements specified in the last baseline)/(total 
effort spent) 

[Effort efficiency metric, the higher the better J 

How much fast is the User Process quickness for rework= Customer's Needs Management 

Requirement Specification Process Elapsed Time efficiency, for Rework= 
=Amount of User Requirements reworked per elapsed (in rework) time 

Rework process? unit= 
=(Total number of Requirements reworked in the last baseline)/(total 
elapsed time for rework) 

{Time efficiency metric, the higher the better] 

How much cheap is the User Process cheapness for rework= Customer's Needs Management 

Requirement Specification Process Effort Spent efficiency, for Rework= 
=Amount of User Requirements reworked per effort spent (in rework) 

Rework process? unit= 
=(Total number of Requirements reworked in the last baseline)/(total 
effort spent in rework) 

[Effort efficiency metric, the higher the better] 

Measured 
value 

29 
Requirements 

specified 

per elapsed 
calendar day 

18 
Requirements 

specified 

per man-day 

10 
Requirements 

reworked 

per elapsed 
calendar day 

7,5 
Requirements 

reworked 

per man-day 

The experience was important as first step to tune the OSRA SISTEMI Requirements Management methodology, and to 
establish a measurement schema and approach to be applied also to the next Requirement Specification steps, which are 
foreseen in the other life cycle phases described in Figure 3. 
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6. Technology 

A specialized and user friendly tool was adopted to facilitate the writing of documents. The tool ([11 ], see Appendix A) is 
constituted by a set of templates, usable with the most diffused word-processors, which has two main characteristics: 

1) It provides the users a set of templates for the most important documents of a software project. The templates guide the 
authors to define the characteristics of a software product according to a content compatible with IEEE standards for 
software documentation and ISO 9001 compliant. The templates are easily adaptable to the specific needs of a given 
project. In the case ofOSRA SISTEMI the templates were enriched with the specific template described in section 5.1. 

2) The tool provides an on-line guide to explain what type of information is required for each section: the on-line guide is 
designed to be used "as is" by software engineers when writing technical documents. An ease-of-use aspect of the on-line 
guide is also that for each type of information required the author ( depending on her/his skill level) can consult additional 
instructions that give additional explanations to understand topics in a given section. To help clarify the guidelines, 
examples are provided to indicate the specific types of information required. Such additional explanations and examples 
are located in boxes which can be activated or deactivated using the «See Instructions» or «Hide Instructions» commands 
of the «Visualize» pull-down Menu of the used word-processor. After completion of the document, the user with a simple 
mouse click can hide both the guidelines and examples to create the final document. Examples of how the guidelines are 
presented to the authors are given in Appendix A. 
From the formal point of view, the sections for each document are already formatted using the standard fonts and features 
of your documentation, that were chosen as standard for !}le whole organization. The user can simply enter the appropriate 
information required for each section without worrying about fonts , formatting etc .. This guarantees a uniform 
documentation style throughout the organization. 

The tool is relatively cheap and the return of the investirnent is very high because it can largely improve the efficiency and 
effectiveness of the process. The tool can be considered relatively low-tech (requiring for this reason a very limited amount 
of training) but provides a great support to the process of definition of customer' s requirements. Once again low-tech tools 
can be an abundant source for organizational and technical improvements in the software industry [8,10,12,13]. 

7. Results of the improvement initiative 

7.1 The production of specifications of the new product 

The focus of the initiative has been the process through which the direct customers ofSISPAC provide their services to the 
end-users. This initiative gave evidence that the main needs were on one side to use the SISPAC applications in the 
emerging Windows/NT operating environment, on the other side to exploit of Graphic User Interface facilities enhancing 
the ease of use of the single application, and to provide easy access to each SISPAC application from one unified desktop. 

The adopted structure of User Requirements document has allowed to produce effective descriptions of the current and of 
the new wanted solutions, and to understand easily differences, advantages and impacts of the envisaged solutions. 
The following OSRA Departments have participated actively to the writing and review of the documents: 
- Software Development Department 
- Product Planning Department 
- Customer Support Department 

The Product Planning Department has played the role of representative and carrier of the needs of all the customers, 
collecting and coordinating requests and needs directly and through the Customer Support Department. 

Three documents were produced applying the innovative approach: the User Requirements regarding the Single SISPAC 
Application Module User Interface, the Printers Control User Interface, and the SISPAC/NT Desktop User Interface.(See 
Section 5.2 for measurements regarding the results). 

7.2 Organizational, cultural, and technical difficulties. How were these difficulties overcome? 
No specific organizational difficulties were encountered, because corporate management did sponsor the effort. 

Cultural difficulties were approached. We provided to people a specific two-days training on the contents and motivations 
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of the documents through the life cycle, with special emphasis on the User Requirements document. This training has given 
to the actors of the process a full understanding of the role of the different kinds ofrequirements in the different phases of 
the project and on the corresponding process oriented culture. 

Technical difficulties (in this case the risk of having a not uniform approach by different people in the preparation of the 
different contributions for requirements) were solved adopting the common document template described above. 

The above mentioned training accompanied by the use of the interactive supporting tool allowed people to be quickly 
operational in writing complete, understandable, controllable user requirements. 

7.3 Costs and benefits 

Costs: 
1) The training: this cost was required anyway within the ongoing effort of establishing the OSRA Quality System. 
2) No specific additional costs, due to the innovation (except the acquisition of the tool, some hundreds US dollars), were 
sustained in the writing of the documents. 
3) Costs of measurements. Less than 0,2 % of additional cost, for counting the requirements: collection of time/effort and 

defect data was already an established practice. 

Benefits: 
1) A greatly increased involvement and cooperation with both external and internal (Product Planning) customers; 
2) A clearer understanding of the current customer's process and of their future process, and correspondingly of the current 
and of the new SISPAC systems; 
3) The new project seen in the context of user process, being the user process a reference to be used for evaluating the 
completeness, consistency and adequacy of the requirements of the new system; 
4) a much more professional image toward the external customers; 
5) greater opportunity of handling conflicts ofrequirements, because customer' s needs are clearer; 
6) A good premise for reducing future post-sale problems. 

7.4 Learned Lessons 
The main lesson learned regards the better control over product and process quality that can be obtained through three main 
means: 
a) the use of process model and related document template for getting guidance in the work 
b) the use ofa shared and controlled database as repository where to keep the baseline versions of the results, which makes 
easier to the participants the access to the updated information, with the guarantee of working on the correct and controlled 
version. 
c) the collection of requirements, defects and time/cost data for producing effectiveness and efficiency indicators 

Using low-tech tools and process improvement methods to collect and distribute information is highly effective, particularly 
for the small companies (a huge population of the software industry) because it minimizes the risks of adoption, the cost of 
using high tech tools, and the need of training [10]. 

As future development the usage of Internet/Intranet is foreseen as the mean to make available the above communication 
channel also directly to the customers, enhancing so their involvement. 

8. OSRA SISTEMI Case: notes and comments 
Results of this experience were presented also as a case study to the European ESPRIT Project 21461 TBPTIME, having as 
objective to collect and diffuse for training purposes a set of significant case studies of process improvements for SMEs in 
different process areas . 

The significant aspects pointed out in the case study are the following: 
- CASE GOALS: 
• to show how a SME is facing to the marketing problem of client needs identification and analysis 
• to show how the employment ofIT, also not so much sophisticated, could improve the Customer' s needs management 

~roeM~ ,a,r of the Cugtomer management ~roce~~ 
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• to show how a SME could utilize IT to collect information about clients 
• to show how a SME could utilize IT to share information in the organization 
• to show the importance of the process quality management 

- PROCESSES CONCERNED 
• Customer management Process 
• Production process 
• Information management process 
• Quality management Process 

- IT CONCERNED 
• SW (word processor) + pc 
• LAN, DB 
• Workgroup 
• Internet (future) 
• e-mail (future) 
• Intranet (future) 

- THE OSRA MODEL 
The OSRA case represents and shows a model that could be exported in other contexts, both service and product oriented. 
The lesson learned could be summarized in the following picture (Figure 7): 

OSRA CASE: A GENERAL OVERVIEW 

I Market I Product/Services 

~ / 
j~E-n-te-rp-ri-se~j I.T. 

/ 
- Needs collection 
- Needs analysis 

• 
Client needs documentation 

Template - WP 

Figure 7 

SMEs should manage the Client needs using the techniques available. The IT could support the SMEs efforts providing 
Data-Bases and the tools to manage data. The data collection with IT based tools could help the SMEs in the diffusion of 
information into the organization. The introduction of this innovation must be strongly supported by the corporate 
management with a top-down approach: without this involvement there are huge difficulties to modify a process, or part of 
a process [ 6]. The Marketing aspect of the innovation consists in the collection and organization of data about client needs 
and in the possibility to check the market and the customers through the development of the client documentation Data 
Base. The use of a common template assures the same standard in the data collection and avoids misleading interpretation to 
be inserted into the D.B. But the Client Needs documentation is also the starting point of the production process. So it is 

necessary that all the information are diffused in the SMEs. The common way to do that is the production of a paper (e.g. a 
marketing plan). In this case the Information System allows certain number of departments, the departments involved in the 
innovation, an inter-functional team, to access the Data Base and to share the knowledge about client needs. 
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OSRA CASE: THE INTERNAL ORGANISATION 
AND THE ACTUAL SITUATION 

Organisation 

Dept. 1 

Dept. 6 

Dept. 3 
Dept.2 / 

" \ / _ Dept.4 -~§ ~ ' ...---- ' 

:, : LANI 

" ., . . .. ~ORK.GROUP 

Dept. 5 

MARKET - CUSTOMERS 

Figure 8 

In this way it is also possible to enrich the Client Documentation Data-Base with all the feed-backs that are coming from the 
market and the customer. So the Data-Base is the real focal point not only of the development of the actual product but also 
of the future releases and versions. With the implementation of LAN and Work-Group techniques it is possible to do that 
(Figure 8) 

The future development of this model is towards the implementation of a Internet/Intranet innovation. The Data Base could 
contains not only the Client Needs but also other information, such as troubleshooting, product test results, etc. A certain 
number of customers ( a test panel for example) could be interested in the access to the Data Base for the automation of the 
Client Needs Documentation activity (through e-mail) or for the troubleshooting activity (through Internet/Intranet). (Figure 
9). 

Figure 9 

OSRA CASE: THE FUTURE 

INTERNET/INTRANET 

SME · ,. Organisation 

Dept. 6 

Dept. 5 

SME Troubleshootin Cli~t..neeas 

SME SME 

SME 

SME 
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Finally the Client Needs Documentation Activity is integral part of the Quality System of the SMEs and the IT permits the 
measuring of performances of the process. This is really important not only for SMEs that make products but also is 
fundamental for SMEs producing services. In the Software development area, as for the OSRA case, it is now fundamental 
to assure high level of quality and the possibility to monitor the real performances, both of the software and of the 
organization. 

To explain the goal that OSRA SISTEMI has in the adoption of the IT innovation we have to think that in the actual market 
condition the competition requires quality, efficiency and short time-to-market. The quality aspects must consider two 
factors: the total quality of the product and the cost factor. The efficiency must be considered in terms of cost of a particular 
project/product and the productivity of the organization. These two factors could improve the time-to-market and could give 
the «first move advantage» to the SME. Advantages derived from a short time-to-market are the possibility to have fast 
feed-back from customers that could be structured in a data base for the future development of the product. In the OSRA 
CASE the customer's feedbacks were used for taking care of the aspect of «user-friendliness» of the product. 

9. Conclusions 
The literature of the Total Quality Management has always stressed the importance of collecting and using needs and 
feedbacks from the (internal and external) customers [7] . We believe that this case study can be a practical and successful 
example about the structured collection of the requirements for the new products. In the software field, in particular, the 
complete, consistent and structured specification ofuser requirements is the critical starting point to deploy products of the 
required quality [8], [9]. Moreover the technologies and the methodologies used in this case study could be exported in 
other contexts, both service and product oriented, to structure the development of technical requirements. 
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Appendix A 

Managing customer's requirements in a SME: a process 
improvement initiative using an IT-based methodology and tool. 

Some samples of what the support template and tool provide. 

This Appendix provides: 

- a copy of a Word window showing a portion of a ProDoc [ ! I] template. In the pulldown Visualize menu, the commands 
«Hidelnstructions» and «Seelnstructions» ( one of the characteristics of Pro Doc) allow the user to visualize or to hide the 
gray boxes of the template. The boxes contain explanations for helping the user in understanding better the topics to be 
adressed in a given section of the template. 

- a view of one sample page of one of the documents produced in the experience, where the help boxes are visualized. 

View of the Menu commands «$._eelnsLructions» and «H_ide!nstn1ctions» of the support tool ProDoc 
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Appendix A 

What follows in this page is a view of one sample page of one of the documents produced in the experience, where the help 
boxes are visualized. 

1. Scopo 

1. 1 /dentificazione 

Questo documento descrive le esigenze e le possibilita della nuova interfaccia con sfondo grafico da 
adottare nell 'applicativo SISPAC relativamente alla gestione delle stampanti. 

1.2 Visione d'insieme de/ sistema 

Lo scopo de! sistema e quello di proporre una piu gradevole interfaccia di SISP AC proponendo uno 
sfondo grafico alle anuali videate di gestione della stampante (e de! documento). 

1.3 Visione d'insieme def documento 

Questo documento descrive, in linguaggio utente, le problematiche relative al processo 
di simulazione grafica di un' interfaccia a caratteri, nonche le caratteristiche di efficienza 
ed efficacia rispetto alla attuale situazione. 

2 Documentazione di riferimento 
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The Sl\1E (OSRA SISTEMI Srl), and the project 

• A medium (85 people) software development company based in Ivrea 
(Piemonte, Italy), belonging to a group of 170 people 

• Turnover: 14000 US K$, with 150 distributors/resellers 

• The product: modular multi-user applications (named SISPAC) for 
yearly income tax returns, accounting and bookkeeping, salary 
management, budget management; operating in MS-DOS, WINDOWS, 
NOVELL and UNIX environment; coded in Microfocus COBOL and C. 

• Market: individual consultants for accounting and income tax returns, 
medium and large business consulting offices (80.000 units, of which 8% 
served by OSRA) 

• The project: the migration ofSISPAC server from UNIX to Windows 
NT, but also including the support of new functional customer needs 

• Constraints: 1) Fixed rigidly dates dictated yearly by fiscal schedules; 
2) strict dependency from outside organizations like Finance, Industry, 
and Work National Govern Departments 
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The set of customer management processes 
(from SPICE Customer-Supplier process category) 

• acquire software 

• manage customer' s needs 

• supply software 

• operate software 

• provide customer service 

This schema corresponds also 
basically to the 

Requirement Management KPA 
ofCMM 

(See also paper, Fig. I) 

the addressed 
process 

the base 

obtain customer requirements and 
requests 
agree on requirements 
establish requirements baseline 
manage requirements changes 
understand customer expectations 
keep customer informed 
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Requirement Management innovation (1) 
Four elements addressed: 

People, Organization, Methodology and Technology. 

People 
Training 
• process 

• requirement analysis methodology; 
product/process measures 

• technology 

Management commitment 

The two above factors provided: 
• cultural awareness 
• people commitment 

• responsibilities clarification 

Organization 
Definition of the process: 
• based on ISO/IEC 12207, CMM and SPICE 

(see paper, Figure 2) 

• in the framework of a ISO/IEC 12207 and 
IEEE compliant project life cycle (Fig.3) 

Definition of User Requirements 
based on the analysis of clients' 
business process (See paper, Fig. 4) 

Participation of all the three 
interested departments of OSRA 
(Product Development, Product Planning, 
Customer Support) 
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Lessons learned 

The main lesson learned regards the better control over product and 
process quality that can be obtained through three main means: 

a) the use of process model and related document template for getting guidance in 
the work 

b) the use of a shared and controlled database as repository where to keep the 
baseline versions of the results, which makes easier to the participants the access 
to the updated infonnation, with the guarantee of working on the correct and 
controlled version. 

c) the collection of requirements, defect and time/cost data for producing 
effectiveness and efficiency indicators. 
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Future developments 

OSRA CASE: INTERNET/INTRANET 

for improving communication between the actors 
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Requirement Management KPA 
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People 
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• process 
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Management commitment 

The two above factors provided: 
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• people commitment 

• responsibilities clarification 

Organization 
Definition of the process: 
• based on 1SO/IEC 12207, CMM and SPICE 

(see paper, Figure 2) 

• in the framework of a 1SO/IEC 12207 and 
IEEE compliant project life cycle (Fig.3) 

Definition of User Requirements 
based on the analysis of clients' 
business process (See paper, Fig 4) 
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(Product Development, Product Planning, 
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Requirement Management innovation (2) 

Methodology 
Guidance for the User Requirements document preparation: 
• the IEEE Guide for "Concept of Operations Document" 

The approach sustained by the mentioned Guide stimulates the 
production of a process-based view of the user needs (See paper.Fig. 5) 

The definition of measurements of process effectiveness and 
efficiency was based on: 

• ami (See paper, Fig. 6) 

• GQM (See paper, Tables I and 2) 
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Requirement Management innovation (3) 

Technology 

A specialized and user friendly tool was adopted to facilitate the 
writing of documents. The tool (ProDoc, by SPC, Vancouver; 
Canada) is usable with the most diffused word-processors, and 
provides: 

• a set of templates 

• an on-line guide 

Successful example of adoption of a cheap and relatively low-tech 
tool: low-tech tools can be an abundant source for organizational 
and technical improvements in the software industry 
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Results (I) 

1) The training: cost required anyway within the ongoing Quality 
System effort 

2) No specific additional costs, due to the innovation (except the 
acquisition of the tool), were sustained in the writing of the 
documents. 

3) Costs of measurements. Less than 0,2 % of additional cost, for 
counting the requirements; time/effort and defect data collection 
was already an established practice 
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Results (2) 

Benefits 

1) increased involvement and cooperation of external and internal customers 

2) clearer understanding of the current customer's process and of their future 
process, and correspondingly of the current and of the new SISPAC systems; 

3) the user process is now a reference used for evaluating the completeness, 
consistency and adequacy of the requirements of the new system; 

4) a much more professional image toward the external customers; 

5) greater opportunity of handling conflicts of requirements, because customer' s 
needs are clearer; 

6) A good premise for reducing future post-sale problems. 
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the work 

b) the use of a shared and controlled database as repository where to keep the 
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Lincoln Spector was intr-0duced to the computer industry in 1983, when he 
bought his first computer, an Osborne 1, and within weeks watched it drop in 
value from $1500 to $200. After that experience, there was no option left but to 
become a humorist. 

Gigglebytes made its debut in the August 12, 1986 issue of Northern California 
Computer Currents. The coluµm now appears in 13 publications in 4 countries. 
Lincoln is also a Contributing Editor for PC World, where he writes the Answer 
Line column. 

Lincoln Spector is the author's real name, appearing on his birth certificate and 
driver's license. He spent his youth going to movies and performing in amateur 
theatrics, and has been trying to return to that lifestyle ever since. 

When he isn't writing, Lincoln spends most of his time looking for affordable 
health care. 
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What Makes Computers 
So Damn Funny? 

If a scheduled speaker is hit by a Mac truck, Lincoln Spector will steo io 
and pontificate. Lincoln's speech will be followed by a session of 
Deeram Interactive, questionable answers to your unanswerable ques
tions. 

Ask Dr. Deeram: Some Sample Questions 

I recently bought a HazyBot Plug-and-Plop 
Voice/ Data/ Image/ Teleportation 56. 7 Ex
ecutive Fax Modem and Three-Way Bottle 
Opener. At least the box says it's '56. 7,' al
though I can't get it to access data faster 
than 56. 6, and in fact Windows sees it as a 
56.6 modem. Will it work at 56. 7.-Newt 
Gingrich 

You're not running the Plug-and-Plop 
with the correct, 56.7 drivers-a reason
able mistake since HazyBot shipped the 
modem before the new drivers were ready. 
You can download the correct drivers at 
http:/ /www.hazybot.com/plugandplop/ 
voice/ data/ image /teleportation/ drivers/ 
rushj ob /beta/buggy/ get_it_out_fast/ 
l_mean_it/todayl/ 
slash/98203942193231905433.http. 

To install the driver, close all of your 
Windows applications, unplug your mo
dem, speakers, and monitor, decompress 
the Zip file in an unused directory or c : 
\ windows, and pray. 

Once you have the driver installed, you'll 
want to download the bug fix. You'll find it 
at http:/ /www.hazybot.com/plugandplop/ 
voice/data/ image/tel e po rtation / 
whoops/ 4393281045892346087 .http. For 
this patch to install itself, it must find the 
56. 7 driver and a three-year-old copy of 
Lotus Notes. 

You may also want to check http://www. 
hazy bot. com/ plugandplop /voice/ data/ 
image/notagainl/ 123456789.html just m 
case there's another patch available. 

My husband is spending all of his free time 
looking at pornography on the Internet. How 
do I stop him? Noname Uh:ura, Monkoto, New 
Hampshire 

Buy him a 14.4Kbps modem. 

My new notebook's screen is defective. It 
has several little black dots th.at won't go 
away. Should I take it back to the vendor?
Geordi La Forge, Los Angeles, Florida 

Try cleaning it. If that doesn't work, select 
a wallpaper that effectively camouflages the 
dots. Avoid putting important data where 
the dots are. 

What exactly are DMA and IRQ settings?
Leonard McCoy, Bones, Montana 

No one knows. It's believed they were cre
ated by tech support specialists who ran out 
of reasons to explain why your new sound 
card wasn't working. Just ignore them and 
they'll go away. 

I'm planning on starting an Internet-based 
business. What's the best way to advertise 
it?-John Luke Picard, Paris, Maine 
The important thing is to make sure that 
your URL, such as www.dnai.co:m/ 
- lincoln, is seen by as many people as pos
sible. Banner ads on other Web sites, bill
boards, and radio commercials have all 
proved effective, especially if they say some
thing short and snappy, like www.dnai. 
co:m/-lincoln. One effective technique is to 
use a catchy phrase; I recommend 
"Whatever you might be thinkin', go to 
www.dnai.co:m/-lincoln. 

Lincoln Spector has been writing his Gigglebytes humor column since 1986. The 
column no;., appears in 13 publications in 4 countries. Locally, it appears in San 

Francisco Bay Area Computer Currents. Lincoln is also a Contributing Editor for 
PC World, where he writes the Answer Line column. 

www.dnai.com/-lincoln 
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Software Process Improvement: 1 O Traps to Avoid1 

Karl E. Wiegers 
Process Impact 

kwiegers@acm.org 
(716) 377-5110 

www.frontiernet.net/-kwiegers 

Surviving in the increasingly competitive software business requires more than 
hiring smart, knowledgeable engineers and buying the latest development tools. You 
also need to use effective software development processes, so those smart engineers 
can systematically use the best technical and managerial practices to successfully 
complete their projects. More organizations are looking at software process improve
ment as a way to improve the quality, productivity, and predictability of their software 
development, acquisition, and maintenance efforts. However, software process im
provement efforts can be derailed in many ways, leaving the members of the organiza
tion jaded, frustrated, and more committed than ever to the ways of the past. 

Here are 10 common traps that can undermine a software process improvement 
program. Learning about these process improvement killers-and their symptoms and 
solutions-will stop them from bringing your initiative to its knees. 

Trap #1: Lack of Management Commitment 

Symptoms: While individual groups can improve the way they do their work 
through grass roots efforts, sustainable changes across an organization require man
agement commitment at all levels. Senior managers may claim to support process im
provements (how can they say otherwise?), but they may not really be willing to make 
short-term sacrifices to free up the resources required for the long-term investment. 
Larger organizations must establish alignment between senior management and one or 
more layers of mid-managers. 

If you're leading the software process improvement effort, you might obtain sen
ior management commitment, but get pushback from middle managers. In this case 
you'll be forced to spend time and energy debating the importance of software process 
improvement with people who should only have to be educated, not sold. 

Such mixed signals from management make it hard for team leaders and soft
ware developers to take the effort seriously. Watch out for lip service and buzzwords 
masquerading as commitments. Lower-level managers who assign their least capable 
people ( or none at all) to the program are sending a clear sign that the lack of man
agement commitment is about to foil your effort. 

Solutions: Managers at all levels need to send consistent signals about soft
ware process improvement to their constituencies. Executives must be educated about 
the costs, benefits, and risks so they will have a common vision and understanding of 

1 This paper was originally published in Software Development, May 1996. It is reprinted with permission 
from Software Development magazine. 
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this complex area of software development. Commitments need to be aligned along the 
organizational hierarchy, so that managers are not working at cross purposes, and a 
reluctant manager cannot sabotage the effort through inaction. Make sure that com
mitments from management translate into resources devoted to software process im
provement, realistically defined expectations of the process group and the engineering 
staff, and accountability for the results. 

Management commitment to software process improvement also affects the mo
rale and dedication of people who are working to advance the cause of better proc
esses in the organization. When management objectives change with the wind and the 
staff devoted to facilitating process improvement is downsized, those affected may be 
embittered at having months or years of their technical careers sidetracked for nothing. 
Once burned in such a fashion, they may be reluctant to step forward the next time the 
organization is looking for people to enable change. 

Trap #2: Unrealistic Management Expectations 

Symptoms: Excessive enthusiasm by ambitious managers can also pose risks 
to the improvement program. If the goals, target dates, and results expected by manag
ers are not realistic, the software process improvement effort is ultimately set up for 
failure. Managers, particularly those with little software experience, may not appreciate 
the effort and time involved in a large-scale software process improvement effort, such 
as one based on the Software Engineering lnstitute's five-level Capability Maturity 
ModelsM (CMMsM). These managers may be confused about how process improvement 
frameworks like the CMM relate to other software engineering approaches, such as a 
specific object-oriented methodology. They may focus on issues of pressing importance 
to them that are not realistic outcomes of the process improvement effort. For example, 
a manager may hope to solve current staff shortages by driving the organization to 
reach CMM Level 2, which typically leads to higher software productivity and quality. 
However, since it can take two years or more to reach Level 2, this is not an effective 
solution to near-term staffing problems. 

Management needs to understand that the behavioral changes and organiza
tional infrastructure that are parts of a successful software process improvement pro
gram cannot be mandated or purchased. Catchy slogans like "Level 5 by '95" or "Six 
Sigma by '96" are not constructive. In an unhealthy competitive environment, process 
improvement can become a contest: Department A sets an objective of achieving CMM 
Level 3 by the end of 1997, so the head of Department B says that they can do it by the 
middle of 1997. With rare exceptions, such behavior is neither inspiring nor motivating. 

Solutions: Educate your managers to help them to understand the realities of 
what a serious process improvement initiative will cost and what benefits they might 
expect. Collect data from the software literature on results that have been achieved by 
other companies with effective improvement programs and the investments those com
panies made over a specified time period. Every organization is different, so it is risky 
to promise an eight-fold return from each dollar invested just because you read that 
some company actually achieved that level of success. Use data available from the 
software literature or from other areas of your own company to help your managers de
velop realistic expectations and set reasonable, even ambitious, goals. Software proc-

sM Capability Maturity Model and CMM are service marks of Carnegie Mellon Institute. 
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ess improvement is no more of a magic silver bullet than any other single software tool 
or technology. 

Trap #3: Time-Stingy Project Leaders 

Symptoms: When a senior manager states that he or she is committed to im
proving the software processes used in the organizations, most project leaders will say 
that they are, too-whether they mean it or not. However, successful software process 
improvement initiatives require project leaders to adjust their project schedules to 
permit team members to devote some time to improvement activities. A project leader 
who claims to believe in software process improvement but who treats it as a burden 
added on top of the project activities is sending conflicting signals. 

Even if team members are permitted to work on improvement tasks, these tasks 
often get low priority, and "real work" can easily squeeze process improvement activi
ties out of a busy engineer's schedule. Project leaders may respond to the pressure of 
delivering the current product by curtailing the effort that should go into upgrading the 
organization's process capability. 

Solutions: You need to have consistent, active commitment at all stages of 
management; a bottleneck anywhere in the organizational hierarchy can bring the soft
ware process program to a screeching halt. One way to achieve consistency is through 
an interlocking management commitment process as a corporate or organizational pol
icy. Top managers publicly state their goals and priorities (including software process 
improvement), and people at the lower management levels write their goals and priori
ties to support those of their superiors. 

Senior management must make it clear that project leaders will be evaluated on 
the effectiveness of their process improvement activities, as well as on the success of 
the software projects themselves. Software project planning needs to account for the 
staff resources that are being devoted to design and implement the new software proc
esses. In small organizations with shallow management hierarchies, the first-level 
manager is the most critical factor in the success of any process improvement effort. If 
this person doesn't make software process improvement a visible priority, it just isn't 
going to happen. 

One way to keep a program viable is to treat all software process improvement 
activities as mini-projects, to give them the visibility and legitimacy they need for suc
cess. Write an action plan for each mini-project. This plan identifies resources, states 
timelines, itemizes deliverables, clarifies accountability, and defines techniques to as
sess the effectiveness of new processes implemented as a result of each mini-project. 

The need to treat improvement activities with the respect afforded to technical 
projects does not require extensive documentation; most action plans can be written in 
just one or two pages. Don't try to solve every process problem in your group at once. 
Instead, concentrate on the two or three top priority items, as determined through some 
process assessment mechanism, then tackle the next three, and so on down the line. 

Project leaders can't just assign their least effective people to the software proc
ess improvement efforts, either. We all want to keep our best people working on tech
nical projects. However, if good people and respected leaders are not active contribu
tors, the process improvement outputs generated will have less credibility with the rest 
of the organization. 
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Trap #4: Stalling on Action Plan Implementation 

Symptoms: Action plans might be written after a process assessment, but little 
progress is made on them because management does not make them a clear priority, 
assign individuals to work on them, or otherwise take them seriously. Managers may 
never mention the action plans after they are written, so team members get the mes
sage that achieving improved processes by implementing the action plans is really not 
important. The lack of progress on improvement plans is frustrating to those who actu
ally want to see progress made, and it devalues the investment of time and money 
made in the process assessment itself. 

Solutions: As with Trap #3, a good way to turn action plans into actions is to 
treat improvement activities as mini-projects. Concentrating on just two or three im
provement areas at a time avoids overwhelming the project team. You need to measure 
progress against the plans, and to measure the impact of each action plan on the busi
ness results achieved. For example, a plan to improve the effectiveness of unit testing 
performed by the programmers might include an interim goal to acquire test automation 
tools and train developers in their use. These interim goals can be tracked easily. The 
desired business outcome of such an action plan should be a specific quantitative re
duction, over some period of time, in the number of defects that slip through the unit 
testing quality filter. 

If your project leade'rs never seem to make much progress against their action 
plans, you may need to implement a management oversight function to encourage 
them to take software process improvement more seriously. For example, in a particular 
organization I know of, all project leaders must report the status of their action plans 
every three months, to a multilevel management steering committee. When this occurs, 
no one wants to be embarrassed by reporting little or no progress on his or her plans. 

From one perspective, such periodic reporting reflects appropriate management 
accountability for the commitments that people have made to improve their software 
processes .. From another, this approach represents a "big stick" strategy for enforcing 
software process improvement, which is best avoided unless action plans simply are 
not being implemented. Your culture will determine the most effective techniques for 
driving action plans to completion. The management oversight approach did achieve 
the desired effect in the aforementioned organization. 

Trap #5: Achieving a CMM Level Becomes the Primary Goal 

Symptoms: Organizations that adopt the CMM framework for process improve
ment risk viewing attainment of a specific CMM maturity level as the goal of the process 
improvement, rather than as one mechanism to help achieve the organization's real 
business goals. Software process improvement energy may be focused on a race to the 
level N rating, when some energy should perhaps be devoted to other problem areas 
that can contribute quickly to the quality, productivity, people, and management issues 
facing the organization. 

Sometimes, a company is in such a rush to reach the next maturity level that the 
recently implemented process improvements have not yet become well established and 
habitual. In such cases, the organization might actually regress back to the previous 
maturity level, rather than continue to climb the maturity ladder as it is attempting to do. 
Such regression is a surefire way to demoralize practitioners who are eager to move 
steadily toward a superior software engineering culture. 
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Solutions: In addition to aiming at the next CMM level, make sure your software 
process improvement effort is aligned with corporate business and technical objectives. 
Mesh the process improvement activities with any other improvement initiatives that are 
underway, such as ISO 9001 registration, or with an established software development 
framework already in use. Recognize that advancing to the next CMM maturity level 
can take one to three years. It is not feasible to leap from an initial ad hoc development 
process to a super-sophisticated engineering environment in one fell swoop. Your goal 
is not to be able to chant, "We're Level 5! We're Level 5!" Your goal is to develop im
proved software processes and more capable development engineers so that your 
company can prosper by offering higher quality products to your customers more effi
ciently than before. 

Use a combination of measurements to track progress toward the business goals 
as well as measure the progress of the software process improvement program. Goals 
can include reducing project cycle times and product defect levels. One way to track 
software process improvement progress is to perform low-cost interim assessments to 
check the status of your project teams in various CMM key process areas (such as re
quirements management, project planning, and software configuration management). 
Over time, you should obseNe steady progress toward satisfying both CMM key proc
ess area goals and your company's software success factors. This is the outcome of a 
well-planned and well-executed program. 

Trap #6: Inadequate Training is Provided 

Symptoms: A process improvement initiative is at risk if the developers, man
agers, and process leaders do not have adequate skills and training. Each person in
volved must understand the general principles of software process improvement, the 
CMM and other pertinent software process improvement methodologies, change lead
ership, software measurement, and related areas. 

Inadequate knowledge can lead to false starts, well-intentioned but misdirected 
efforts, and a lack of apparent progress. This can undermine the improvement effort. 
Without training, the organization's members will not have a common vocabulary and 
understanding of how to assess the need for change or how to interpret specialized 
concepts of the improvement model being followed, such as the CMM or ISO 9001. For 
example, "software quality assurance" means different things to different people; train
ing is needed to achieve a common understanding of such terms among all partici
pants. 

Solutions: Training to support established process improvement frameworks 
can be obtained from various commercial sources (such as process improvement con
sultants or training vendors), or you can develop such training yourself. Different par
ticipants in the software process improvement activities will need different kinds of 
training. If you are using a CMM-based approach, the process improvement group 
members should receive two to three days of training on the CMM. However, four hours 
of training about software process improvement using the CMM will be enough for most 
participants. 

If you become serious about software process improvement, consider acquiring 
training in other key software improvement domains: setting up a software engineering 
process group (SEPG), establishing a metrics program, assessing the process capabil
ity of a project team, and action planning. Use commercial sour~e:3 of trainir:,g wherever 
possible. This way you avoid having to create all of your own tra1r'llrt~ m~t~r1als. 
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Trap #7: Expecting Defined Procedures to Make People Interchange
able 

Symptoms: Managers who have an incomplete understanding of the CMM may 
expect that having repeatable processes available (CMM Level 2) means that every 
project can expect to achieve the same results with any set of randomly assembled 
team members. They may think that the existence of a defined process in the organiza
tion makes all software engineers equally effective. They might even believe that 
working on software process improvement means that they can neglect technical train
ing to enhance the skills of their individual software engineers. 

Solutions: Individual programmers have been shown to have a 1 0-to-1, 20-to-1, 
or even higher range of performance (quality and productivity) on software projects. 
Process improvements alone can never equalize such a large range of individual ca
pability. You can close the gap quite a bit by expecting people to follow effective de
fined processes, rather than using whatever methods they are used to. This will enable 
people at the lower end of the capability scale to achieve consistently better results 
than they might get otherwise. However, never underestimate the importance of attract
ing, nurturing, and rewarding the best software engineers and managers you can find. 
Aim for software success by creating an environment in which all team members share 
a commitment to quality and are enabled-through superior processes, appropriate 
tools, and effective team interactions-to reach their peak performance. 

As you chart a course to improve your software process capability, be aware of 
the many minefields lurking below your organization's surface. Your chances of suc
cess increase dramatically if you watch for the symptoms that identify these traps as a 
threat to your software process improvement program and make plans to deal with 
them right away. Process improvement is succeeding at many companies. Make yours 
one of them, by controlling these risks-and others-as well as you can. 

Trap #8: Failing to Scale Formal Processes to Project Size 

Symptoms: A small organization can lose the spirit of the CMM (or any other 
process model) while attempting to apply the model to the letter, introducing excessive 
documentation and formality that can actually impede project work. This undermines 
the credibility of software process improvement, as team members look for ways to by
pass the official procedures in an attempt to get their work done efficiently. People are 
reluctant to perform tasks they perceive as adding little value to their project. 

Solutions: To reach a specific CMM maturity level, you must demonstrate that 
your organization is satisfying all of the goals of each key process area defined at that 
maturity level and at lower levels. The process definitions your group develops should 
be no more complicated or elaborate than they need to be to satisfy these goals. 
Nothing in the CMM says that each procedure must be lengthy or documented in ex
cessive detail. Strive for a practical balance between documenting procedures with 
enough formality to enable repeatable project successes, and having the flexibility to 
get project work done with the minimum amount of low-value overhead effort. 

This non-dogmatic view doesn't mean that smaller organizations and projects 
cannot benefit from the discipline provided by the CMM. It simply means that the prac
tices recommended by the CMM should be scaled rationally to the size of the project. A 
20 hour project should not demand eight hours of project planning just to conform to a 
CMM-compliant "documented procedure." Your process improvement action teams 
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should provide a set of scaleable processes that can be applied to the various sizes 
and types of projects your group undertakes. 

Trap #9: Process Improvement Becomes a Game 

Symptoms: Yet another way that software process improvement can falter is 
when the participants pay only lip service to the real objective of improving their proc
esses. It creates the illusion of change while actually sticking with business as usual for 
the most part. The focus is on making sure a process audit is passed, rather than on 
really changing the culture of the organization for the better. Software process im
provement looks like the current flavor of the month, so group members just wait for this 
latest fad to pass so they can get back to working in their old familiar ways. Sometimes, 
the quest for ever-higher process maturity levels becomes a race. Project teams go 
through the appropriate motions in an attempt to satisfy some aspect of the CMM, but 
time is not provided for the group to really internalize the corresponding behaviors be
fore management sets its sights on the next CMM maturity level. 

Solutions: To succeed with software process improvement, focus on meeting 
organizational and company objectives with the help of improved software processes. 
Do not simply try to conform to the expectations of an established framework like the 
CMM, ISO 9001, or the Malcolm Baldrige quality award. It is not enough to simply cre
ate documented procedures to satisfy the letter of some improvement framework; you 
must also satisfy the spirit of the framework by actually following those procedures in 
your daily project work. 

The CMM talks about institutionalizing process improvements, making new prac
tices routine across the organization. Organization members must also internalize im
proved procedures, becoming committed enough to the new processes that they would 
not consider going back to their old ways of building software. As a process change 
leader, identify the behaviors you would expect to see throughout the organization in 
each improvement area if superior processes are successfully internalized and institu
tionalized. As a manager, your group members need to understand that you are serious 
about continually striving to improve the way they build software; the old methods are 
gone for good. Continuous improvement means just that, not a one-shot game we play 
so that someone's checklist can be filled in properly. 

Trap #1 O: Process Assessments are Ineffective 

Symptoms: If process capability assessments (often led by the SEPG) are con
ducted without adequate participation by the software development staff, they turn into 
audits. This can lead to a lack of commitment, buy-in, and ownership of the assessment 
findings by the project team. Assessment methods that depend solely on the responses 
to a CMM-based questionnaire can overlook important problem areas that should be 
addressed. Outside "experts" who purport to identify your group's process weaknesses 
based on insufficient practitioner input will have little credibility with your technical staff. 

Solutions: Process change is a cultural change, and the ease of this cultural 
change depends on the extent of the team's involvement with the process assessment 
and action planning activities. Include a free-form discussion with a representative 
group of project team members as part of the assessment process whenever time 
permits. This discussion can identify problem areas that might relate to CMM practices 
that were not covered by an a~Ge~~ment qye~ti<;mnaire, but which can still be profitably 
addressed. For example, software testing is not addressed by Level 2 of the CMM, but 
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if poor testing practices are hurting a project in a Level 1 organization, you should do 
something about that soon. Similarly, topics may come up in a project team discussion 
that are not part of the CMM at all, including management or organizational issues, lack 
of resources for acquiring tools, and so forth. 

Use your SEPG to actively facilitate the change efforts of your project teams, not 
just to audit their current process status and report a long, depressing list of findings. 
Identify process liaisons or champions in the project teams to augment the assessment 
activities of the process group. Those process liaisons can also help drive effective 
changes into the project team's behaviors and technical practices. The project team 
must understand that the SEPG is doing software process improvement with the mem
bers of the project team, not for them or to them. 
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Goals of Software Process Improvement 

1. To understand the current state of software engineering 
and management practice in an organization. 

2. To select improvement areas where changes can yield 
the greatest long-term benefits. 

3. To focus on adding value to the business, not on 
achieving someone's notion of "Process Utopia." 

4. To prosper by combining effective processes with 
skilled, motivated, and creative people. 

Karl E. Wiegers Software Process Improvement 10 Traps to Avoid, p. 2 
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Trap #1: Lack of Management Commitment 

S'TMPTIIMJ' 

• There is no organization-wide improvement 
strategy. 

• Improvement drive is all grass-roots, bottom-up. 

• Managers claim to support SPI, but they never 
do anything about it. 

• Managers openly resist SPI: product, not 
process!! 

• Less capable people are assigned to SPI work. 

t 
Committed 

Involved 

' ~ 
Karl E. Wieger.s S<>ltware Process Improvement 10 Traps to Avoid, p. 3 

Trap #1: Lack of Management Commitment 

S'llllllTIINS' 

• Educate managers on costs, benefits, and risks of SPI. 

• Align commitments along the management hierarchy 
to send consistent messages. 

• Make SPI progress a part of each manager's 
performance expectations. 

• Push for continuity of objectives over time. 

• Focus SPI changes on points of pain. 

Karl E. Wieger.s S<>ftwsre Process Improvement 10 Traps to Avoid, p. 4 
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Trap #2: Unrealistic Management Expectations 

HMPTIIMJ' 

• Sloganeering replaces strategy. 

• Improvement timelines are overly ambitious. 

• Managers expect process improvement to solve 
current staffing shortfalls. 

• Achieving an arbitrary improvement goal becomes 
a contest between departments. 

Karl£. Wiegers Software Process Improvement 10 Traps to Avoid, p. 5 

Trap #2: Unrealistic Management Expectations 

S'llll/T/IINS' 

• Educate managers about cultural and behavioral changes 
needed for successful improvement. 

• Show managers literature data on SPI results, with 
caveats: 

- not always 100% of the company involved 
- not all starting at the same process state 
- different drivers for change 

• Use an initial assessment to identify key problem areas 
and set realistic goals. 

• Define interim progress milestones and track results. 

Karl E. Wiegers Software Process Improvement 10 Traps to Avoid, p. 6 
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Trap #3: Time-Stingy Project Leaders 

hMPTIJMS' 

• Project leaders openly agree with management's SPI 
priority, but they don't create time for improvement work. 

• Team members are expected to do improvement 
activities on top of their "real work." 

• Project pressures prevent practitioners from making 
progress on SPI. 

Karl E. Wiegers Saftware Process Improvement 10 Traps to Avoid, p. 7 

Trap #3: Time-Stingy Project Leaders 

S'IJlVT/IJNS' 

• Senior management sets an expectation of 5% of 
project effort to be devoted to SPI. 

• Set up time tracking or a charge number to capture SPI 
effort applied by developers. 

• Align project leader commitments to SPI with those of 
senior management: accountability! 

• Focus on the "investment for the future" angle. 

• Treat process improvement activities as mini-projects. 

Karl E. Wiegers Saltware Process Improvement 10 Traps to Avoid, p. 8 
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Trap #4: Stalling on Action Plan Implementation 

HMPTflMJ' 

• Improvement action plans are written, but never implemented. 

• Project leaders do not make achieving progress on action 
plans a visible priority. 

• There is no management accountability for making real 
changes after the assessment. 

• Or, attempts are made to work on too many changes at 
once -- nothing gets done. 

Karl£. Wiegers 

~T W' 
Software Process Improvement 10 Traps to Avoid, p. 9 

Trap #4: Stalling on Action Plan Implementation 

S'fllVT/flNS' 

• Concentrate on just 1 to 3 improvement areas at once. 

• Treat improvement efforts as mini-projects. 

• Write action plans with activities, deliverables, schedules, 
resources, measures, and owners. 

• Track action plan progress periodically and visibly. 

• Use metrics to see the impact of action plans. 

• Create a management oversight function to encourage 
project leaders to implement changes. 

Karl £. Wiegers Software Process Improvement: 10 Traps to Avoid, p. 10 
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Trap #5: Achieving a CMM Level Becomes the Goal 

HMPTIIMJ' 

• Racing up the Capability Maturity Model scale, instead of 
focusing on improving the biggest process risk areas. 

• Conducting process improvement only within the context 
of the CM M framework. 

• Chasing for Level N+ 1 before behaviors and practices at 
Level N are fully institutionalized and internalized. 

Karl E. Wiegers 

• Level N practices regress in the haste 
to achieve Level N+ 1. 

Software Process Improvement: 10 Traps to Avoid, p. 11 

Trap #5: Achieving a CMM Level Becomes the Goal 

S'lltl/T/IINS' 

• Align SPI effort with corporate business and technical 
objectives, not just with the CMM. 

• Set interim milestones and business goals, and use 
metrics to track progress: 

- product cycle time 

- defect levels 

- cost of quality 

- rework effort 

• Use process mini-assessments to check progress. 

• Mesh software process improvement work with other 
improvement initiatives (ISO, TOM, Malcolm Baldrige). 

Karl £. Wiegers Software Process Improvement: 10 Traps to Avoid, p. 12 
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Trap #6: Inadequate Training Provided 

HMPTIJMJ' 

• People are expected to improve, but no time 
or money is provided for classes, books, 
conferences, or magazines. 

• Developers are expected to apply an 
improvement model (CMM or ISO 9001 ), but 
they don't really understand it. 

• People feel anxious as they are forced beyond 
their realm of competency. 

• Lack of knowledge leads to false starts and off
target results by well-intentioned developers. @ . , 

. 

Kerl E. Wiegers Software Process Improvement: 10 Traps to Avoid, p. 13 

Trap #6: Inadequate Training Provided 

S'IJll/T/IJNS' 

• Obtain basic training in the pertinent improvement 
models for all involved. 

• Develop 4-hour, concentrated courses for broad use. 

• Provide specialized training for key improvement areas. 

• Build self-study on software engineering, software 
management, and process improvement into individual 
development plans. 

• Set up a Software Engineering Process Group (SEPG) 
to coach and facilitate improvement efforts. 

Kerl E. Wiegers Software Process Improvement: 10 Traps to Avoid, p. 14 
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Trap #7: Expecting Process to Replace People 

S'TMPTIJMS' 

• Managers expect repeatable processes to result in 
interchangeable people. 

• More emphasis is placed on process than on hiring top 
people, training, and quality of work life. 

• Teams are broken up because "if they follow the 
process, anybody can do a great job." 

+ t 
. 

. 

= Quality? 

Karl E. Wiegers Software Process Improvement: 10 Traps to Avoid. p. 15 

Trap #7: Expecting Process to Replace People 

S'lllVTIIJNS' 

• Hire the best people you can find and nurture them. 

• Use "best practices" to raise the effectiveness of every team 
member. 

• Grow a culture focused on continual learning. 

• Use mentoring to share the culture with new hires. 

• Keep teams together, but don't rely on heroes for success. 

Karl £. Wiegers Software Process Improvement: 10 Traps to Avoid, p. 16 
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Trap #8: Failing to Scale Process to Project Size 

S'YMPTIIMI' 

• Each new procedure tries to fit projects of all sizes. 

• Processes impose excessive overhead on small projects. 

• Team members bypass procedures to get "real work" done. 

• Misguided enthusiasm (or misunderstandings) about the 
CMM lead to procedure overload. 

Karl E. Wiegers Software Process Improvement: 10 Traps to Avoid, p. 17 

Trap #8: Failing to Scale Process to Project Size 

S'll~VllllKS' 

• Develop scaleable processes in key areas, such as: 

- Project plans for projects <4 weeks, 4-16 weeks, > 16 weeks 

- Peer review procedures for high- and low-risk work products 

- Requirements for projects having 1 or many user classes 

• "Documented procedures" should be practical and add 
obvious value. 

• Provide guidelines for tailoring standard processes to 
meet specific needs. 

• Don't let "coding cowboys" use the nondogmatic 
philosophy as an excuse to avoid all discipline! 

Karl E. Wiegers Software Process Improvement: 10 Traps to Avoid, p. 18 
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Trap #9: Process Improvement Becomes a Game 

HMPTIIMS" 

• Participants pay only lip service to software process 
improvement: nothing really changes. 

• Focus is on passing an audit or assessment, not really 
improving the culture and practices. 

• SPI is viewed as the current ''flavor of the month," so 
people just wait for it to go away. 

"31 flavors, for 31 months!" . 
~ -;. 
~ 

Karl E. Wiege,s Software Process Improvement: 10 Traps to Avoid, p. 19 

Trap #9: Process Improvement Becomes a Game 

S'lll/lTIIINS' 

• Focus on meeting organizational and corporate goals 
with the help of SPI, not on SPI alone. 

• Use the CMM as a framework, not a rule book. 

• Define the changed behaviors expected in the new 
organization, as well as the changed practices. 

• Avoid the checklist mentality. 

Karl E. Wiege,s Software Process Improvement: 10 Traps to Avoid, p. 20 
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Trap #10: Process Assessments are Ineffective 

S'YMPTIIM.r 

• Engineering staff is excluded from 
process assessments. 

• Assessors (often from the SEPG) are 
viewed as auditors, not as process coaches. 

• Assessment doesn't include a general discussion with 
software developers. 

• Managers inhibit open exchange of issues by their 
presence. 

• Assessment method doesn't let the team raise their 
most pressing issues. 

Karl E. Wieger., Software Process Improvement: 10 Treps to Avoid, p. 21 

Trap #10: Process Assessments are Ineffective 

S'llll/llllNS' 

• Include representatives from the project team in the 
assessment. 

• Use facilitated discussions or brainstorming to surface 
points of pain. 

• Don't restrict discussion topics to just CMM issues. 

• Stress that the SEPG is doing process improvement 
with the software team, not to them or for them. 

': f<tifi/frq"iJ!fN.¥.:,irq~'tt~f,Jriill}t"#Jfilitffft~~~~;'IP:i~w/,qtj)iJt 1 
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Abstract 

Software test automation is often a difficult and complex process. The most familiar aspects 
of test automation are organizing and running of test cases and capturing and verifying test 
results. A set of expected results are needed for each test case in order to check the test results. 
Generation of these expected results is often done using a mechanism called a test oracle. This 
paper describes classes of oracles for various types of automated software verification and 
validation. Several relevant characteristics of oracles are included and the advantages and 
disadvantages for each class covered. 

Background 

Software testing is a process of providing inputs to software under test (SUT) and evaluating 
the results. In software testing, the mechanism used to generate expected results is called an 
oracle. (In this paper, the first letter will be capitalized when referring to an Oracle for a specific 
test.) Many different approaches can be used to generate, capture, and compare test results. The 
author, for example, at one time or another has used the following methods for generating 
expected results: 

• Manual verification of results (human oracle) 
• Separate program implementing the same algorithm 
• Simulator of the software system to produce parallel results 
• Debugged hardware simulator to emulate hardware and software operations 
• Earlier version of the software 
• Same version of software on a different hardware platform 
• Check of specific values for known responses 
• Verification of consistency of generated values and end points 
• Sampling of values against independently generated expected results 

Test automation usually requires incorporation of Oracles into the testing process so test 
outcomes can be evaluated. Automating the verification of results has significant implications on 
both the test case and Oracle design. Because of the current high machine speeds and low cost of 

m~mory, t~5t Cii5e5 can generntv YvfY large amounts of data, with corresponding amounts of 
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Oracle data needed for comparison. One or both sets of data can be generated and stored for 
comparison and then discarded if no differences are found. When data comparison is incorporated 
into test cases, effort is required to design each test to include error haJ?.dling, reporting 
differences, and capturing error results. When the comparisons are done separately the effort is 
not repeated, but standards must be employed for formatting and storing inputs and results. 

Many organizations today depend on a human oracle to verify test results. The tester is 
expected to know how the software will work, and they are expected to know when the software 
misbehaves. This often happens by default for manual testing, and is usually the case for GUI 
testing. A human oracle is not satisfactory for several reasons when test cases are automated. The 
volume of data from automated tests is often overwhelming. A person may not keep up with 
analyzing displayed information before the system changes it. Not all effects of a test case are 
available and displayed for a person to observe. The automated testing process is tedious and 
requires concentration for arbitrarily long periods. A person also becomes quickly trained on what 
to expect, and once trained is likely to overlook minor deviations (errors). 

A worse situation occurs with automated tests when tests run without benefit of any 
verification. The result from merely running a test is nearly always the same whether or not a fault 
is encountered - program termination. Based on experience, very few errors cause noticeable 
abnormal test termination. Unless test results are verified it requires a spectacular event to show 
that an error has occurred. When a batch of automated tests is run with only cursory checks, we 
may only learn that something went wrong somewhere, without a clue about the likely cause. 
Some automated mechanism is needed to check the results from automated tests. 

Creating an oracle to verify values for a mathematical subroutine may be straightforward by 
using a different algorithm, language, compiler, etc. At the other extreme, an Oracle for the 
interrupt handling of an operating system kernel is far more difficult to create. Hardware and 
system emulators need to be created, and parallel mechanisms for causing specific events need to 
be put in place for both the SUT and the Oracle. Timing and synchronization between the SUT 
and Oracle are also extremely difficult to manage to correctly verify software operation. 

The difficulty in creating most test oracles falls somewhere between the two extremes. It is 
often impractical to generate complete sets of expected results. It is particularly difficult to 
generate expected information for file directories, machine registers, system tables, memory, etc. 
Usually these aspects and side-effects of the SUT are ignored when tests are verified unless there 
is a gross, obvious problem. This is also true when the tests are manually run. 

A Simple Model for Automated Tests 

Figure 1 shows an Input-Process-Output model for black box testing. The test case is a set of 
inputs and verification is done by observing the results. SUT's very seldom fit this model, 
however, as they have multiple, complex inputs and results. We need to know the values for all of 
the inputs and check all of the results in order to know whether the SUT responds properly. Also, 
some of the results from software execution are only indirectly related to the functions we are 
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exercising in our test. Test results include such things as residual values left in memory, program 
states for the SUT and other software, instrument control signals, and data base values. 

~ Test Inputs ~_______. Test Results 

Figure 1: I-P-O Testing Model 

Figure 2 shows a more complete model for software testing, including more categories of 
inputs to and results from a test. To determine whether the SUT responds properly, we need to 
know or set all of the inputs and check all of the results. Because of the vast possible outcomes 
from running a program, test designers select what they consider are relevant inputs and results, 
and then choose a subset of these to use in predicting and verifying program behavior. The test 
case input values are only one part of the stimulus for a test, and even thorough test plans identify 
only some of the test case preconditions. The environmental inputs are seldom spelled out in 
detail. 

Test Inputs ~ Test Results 

Precondition D,~ ". hoondition Dai. 

System Under / 
Precondition Test ------. Postcondition 

Program Sta/ ~ Program State 

Envrronmental Environmental 
Inputs Results 

Figure 2: Expanded Testing Model 
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Several observations can be made when introducing an oracle into the model. Different types 
of oracles are needed for different types of software. The domain, range, and form of input and 
output data varies substantially between programs. Most software has multiple forms of inputs 
and results so several oracles may be needed for a single software program. Different 
characteristics in a program may require separate oracles. For example, a program's results may 
include computed functions, screen navigations, and asynchronous event handling. Several oracles 
may need to work together because of interactions of common inputs. In the case of a word 
processor, pagination changes are based upon characteristics such as the font and font size, while 
the test case may be about color compatibility. An oracle for pagination has to factor in fonts even 
when a test case is about color. Although an oracle may be excellent at predicting certain results, 
only the SUT running in the target environment will process all of the inputs and provide all of the 
results. No matter how meticulous we are in creating an oracle, we will not achieve both 
independence and completeness. 

Because using a single oracle may be impractical to model all system behaviors for the SUT, 
this paper will assume that oracles are created for specific purposes. This simplifying assumption 
holds since an oracle that completely models SUT behavior can be considered to be composed of 
several special purpose oracles focusing on specific SUT behaviors. The special purpose oracle 
can then completely predict SUT behaviors for which it is designed. We can add other oracles to 
predict other behaviors and results from the SUT. (In practice, most test oracles focus on 
modeling straightforward behaviors, and we apply different oracles at different times to check 
program behaviors such as functionality, screen navigations, or memory use.) The characteristics 
of these focused oracles can be at the extremes of our measurements. 

Characteristics of Oracles 

There are several characteristics we might measure relating an oracle to the SUT. Table 1 
provides a list of some useful measures for oracles. Each of these characteristics describe a 
correspondence between an oracle and the SUT and measures can range from no relationship to 
exact duplication. Completeness, for example, can range from no predictions (which is not very 
useful) to exact duplication in all results categories (a second implementation of the SUT). 

• Completeness of information from oracle 
• Accuracy of information from oracle 
• Independence of oracle from SUT 

• Algorithms 
• Sub-programs and libraries 
• System platform 
• Operating environment 

• Speed of predictions 
• Time of execution of oracle 
• Usability of results 
• Correspondence (currency) of oracle through changes in the SUT 
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It is easy to see that the more complete and accurate an oracle is, the more complex it has to 
be. Indeed, if the oracle exactly predicts all results fro in the SUT it will be at least as complex. 
This also means that the better an oracle is at providing expected results, the more likely that 
detected differences are due to faults in the oracle rather than the SUT. Likewise, the more an 
oracle predicts about program state and environment conditions, the more dependent the oracle is 
on the SUT and operating environment. This dependence makes the oracle more complex and 
more difficult to maintain. It also means that faults may be missed because both the SUT and the 
oracle may contain the fault. 

Software tests themselves can be classified in many different ways. Manual testing brings up 
images of a human providing input and interpreting results as the means of testing. Yet, humans 
sometimes need books, tables, calculators, or even programs ( an Oracle) to know the expected 
result. Automated testing does not mean mechanical reproduction of manual tests. Automated 
tests that include evaluation of results need some kind of oracle regardless of the type or purpose 
of the tests. Yet, the mechanism for evaluation ofresults ranges from none (the program or 
system didn' t crash) to exact (all values, displays, files, etc., are verified). Various levels of effort 
and exactness are appropriate under different circumstances. The nature and complexity of an 
oracle is also dependent upon those circumstances. 

Types of Oracles 

Real world oracles vary widely in their characteristics. Although the mechanics of various 
oracles may be vastly different, a few classes can be identified which correspond with automated 
test approaches. These types of oracles are categorized based upon the outputs from the oracle 
rather than the method of generation of the results. Thus, an oracle that uses a lookup table to 
derive values may be the same type of oracle as one that implements an alternate algorithm to 
compute the values. The type descriptions define the purpose of the oracle and its method of use. 
Five types are identified and defined below. They are labeled True, Stochastic, Heuristic, 
Sampling, and Consistent oracles. 

A "True oracle" faithfully reproduces all relevant results for a SUT using independent 
platform, algorithms, processes, compilers, code, etc. The same values are fed to the SUT and the 
Oracle for results comparison. The Oracle for an algorithm or subroutine can be straightforward 
enough for this type of oracle to be considered. The sinO function, for example, can be 
implemented separately using different algorithms and the results compared to exhaustively test 
the results (assuming the availability of sufficient machine cycles). For a given test case all values 
input to the SUT are verified to be "correct" using the Oracle' s separate algorithm. The less the 
SUT has in common with the Oracle, the more confidence in the correctness of the results ( since 
common hardware, compilers, operating systems, algorithms, etc., may inject errors that effect 
both the SUT and Oracle the same way). Test cases employing a true oracle are usually limited by 
available machine time and system resources. 

A "Stochastic" approach focuses on verifying a statistically selected sample of values. This is 
most useful wh~n resourM~ a.re limited and only a relatively small amount of inputs will be 
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included in the tests. For all inputs and ranges for the inputs, values are selected which are equally 
likely. For the sinO example, a pseudo-random number generator may be used to select the input 
values. The same values are fed to the SUT and the Oracle for results comparison. The 
statistically random input selection results in a ·test case that has no bias from the data chosen. It 
also means that suspect or error prone areas of the software are no more or less likely to be 
encountered than any other area. Either the Oracle has to be substantial enough to be able to 
accept arbitrary inputs or the pseudo-random sequence needs to be known in advance and an 
Oracle created for those particular values. 

A ' 'Heuristic oracle" reproduces selected results for the SUT and the remaining values can be 
checked using simpler algorithms or consistency checks based on a heuristic. For the sinO 
function, a Heuristic Oracle might generate only the specific values for sin(TT /2) , sin(TT), 
sin(3TT/2) , sin(2TT) [whose results are 1, 0, -1 , 0]. The test can then give values between the four 
points at very small increments to the SUT. A heuristic is applied to verify that the SUT returns 
values that are progressively greater ( or less) than the last value. Although the heuristic approach 
will accept many functions that are incorrect, the Oracle is very easy to implement ( especially 
when compared to a True Oracle), runs much faster, and will find most faults . 

The "Sampling" approach uses a selected set of values. The values are selected because of 
some criteria other than statistical randomness. Boundary values, specific integers, midpoints, 
minima, and maxima are examples often chosen when testing. Often, values are selected because 
they are easy to generate, recognize, or recall. (These are all selected samples that are not 
statistically random.) Once the values are selected, an Oracle can be created that provides the 
expected reslults. Software testing usually includes some effort based on Sampling to focus on 
areas likely to have faults and critical functions and features. The key difference between the 
Stochastic oracle and Sampling oracle is in the method of selection of input and result values. 

A "Consistent"oracle uses the results from one test run as the Oracle for subsequent tests. 
This is particularly useful for evaluating the effects of changes from one revision to another. The 
Oracle in this situation comes from a simulator, equivalent product, software from an alternate 
platform, or an early version of the SUT. The values being compared can include intermediate 
results, call trees, data values, or any other data extracted from the SUT automatically. The 
Oracle-generated data is usually too voluminous to be thoroughly or exhaustively verified. The 
value in comparing results from the SUT and the Oracle is from evaluating and explaining any 
differences. Because very large volumes of data can be stored and compared, the test cases can 
cover large input and result ranges. Although historic faults may remain when this technique is 
used, new faults and side-effects are often exposed and fixes are confirmed. 

Table 2 summarizes the five types of oracles and some of their characteristics. 
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True Oracle Stochastic Heuristic Samplin~ 
Definition Independent Verify a Verify selected Verify a 

generation of randomly points, use a specially selected 
expected results selected sample heuristic for sample 

remainder 

Example of Algorithm Operational Algorithm Boundary 

use Validation Verification Verification Testing 

Advantages Possibility for Can automate Easier than True Very fast 
exhaustive testing tests with a Oracle verification 

simple Oracle possible with 
simple Oracle 

Dis- Expensive May miss Can miss May Miss 

advantages implementation. systematic and systematic errors Systematic or 
Possibly long specific errors. and incorrect Specific Errors 
execution times Can be time algorithms 

consuming to 
verifv 

Table 2: Five Types of Oracles 

Other Remarks on Oracles 

Consistent 
Compare run 
n results with 
n-1 

Regression 
Test 

Fastest; Can 
generate and 
verify large 
amounts of 
data 
Original run 
may include 
unknown 
errors 

Data from the Oracle can be generated before, parallel to, or after the test case is run. If the 
Oracle data is generated before the test, the inputs for the test case need to be known and the 
expected results must be stored in suitable form for comparison during or after testing. Early 
Oracle data generation is useful when the Oracle is slow, and it is required for the consistency 
approach. When the test case performs comparisons with expected results the Oracle has to run 
before or in parallel with the test case. Parallel running of an Oracle presumes that the Oracle runs 
quickly enough to be practical. When test results are stored and checked after test execution, the 
timing of Oracle data generation can be independent of test execution. Such after-the-test 
verification can be done using stored results from a test run with either stored or real-time 
generated Oracle output. 

Test results can be verified manually, within the test case, or automated separately. Manual 
verification requires both test results and Oracle data be available for comparison and is limited by 
human processing capabilities. Verification within a test case means that the Oracle data has to be 
available when the test case runs, which means either prior or parallel running of the Oracle. The 
test case also needs to be designed to perform the collection, comparing, and reporting of results. 
Separate automation of results comparison requires that results from the test run are saved and 
that either the Oracle results are likewise saved or generated as needed by the verification 
routines. 

Care must be taken during test planning to decide on the method of results comparison. 
Oracles are required for verification and·the nature of an oracle depends on several factors under 
the control of the test designer and automation architect. Different Oracles may be used for a 
single automated test and a single or~ck m~y 5erve many te:,t vi:l5{i5. If t{ist results are to be 
analyzed, some type of oracle is required. 
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Test Oracles 
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Generating Expected Results 

• Manual verification of results (human oracle) 

• separa,e progr.mt implementing the same algorithm 

• Software system simulator to p-oduce parallel results 

• Ha:rdw.m simulator to emulate operatioos 

Earlier vetsion of the software 

• Same version of software on a different hardware platform 

• Check of specific values for selected known responses 

• V crificatioo. of consistency of generated values and end points 

• Samp1i.ng of values against indcpendettly genCI8led expected 

=ults 
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Test Automation 
is not just machines running tests! 

Copyn.ghr O 1998, SQM. UC 

Test Automation 
includes interpreting results! 

D.,....i u Ho.'Im.a:i Copyr.pt O 1998. SQM. UC 

Human Oracles 

• Norm for manual testing 

• Sometimes slower than computers 

• Can' t observe system interals 

• Loses concentration 

• Easily "trained" to overlook errors 
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I-P-0 Testing Model 
(Black Box) 

Test Inputs •I sysre;~nde
r I- Test Results 

Coprr!,p1 O 1998. SQM. LLC 

Expanded Testing Model 
(Black Box) 

Test Inputs '-. Test Results 

Precondition Data'-,"\, h tcondition Data 

~ / 
Precondition~------. _Postcondition 

Program Si.n/ ~ Program Si.ne 

Environmental Environmental 
Inputs Results 
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Testing Model With Oracle 
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Oracles Modeled in Testing 

• Differ based on SUT 

May be more than one for SUT 

• Inputs may effect more than one oracle 

• Oracle only produces some results 

Coprnaht C 19~. SQM. llC 

Oracle Characteristics 

• Completeness of information from oracle 

• Accuracy of information from oracle 

• Independence of oracle from SUT 

- Algorilhms 

- Sub-programs and lilmrries 

- System platform 

- Operating environme111 
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Oracle Characteristics 
(continued) 

• Speed of predictions 

• Time of execution of oracle 

• Usability of results 

• Correspondence (currency) of oracle 

through changes in the SUT 
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Oracles Modeled in Testing 

• Differ based on SUT 

• May be more than one for SUT 

Inputs may effect more than one oracle 

• Oracle only produces some results 
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Oracle Characteristics 

• Completeness of information from oracle 

• Accuracy of information from oracle 

• Independence of oracle from SUT 

- Algorilluns 

- Sub-programs and libraries 

- System platform 

- Operating eJMronmen1 
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Oracle Characteristics 
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( continued) 

• Speed of predictions 

• Time of execution of oracle 

• Usability of results 

• Correspondence (currency) of oracle 

through changes in the SUT 
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Scale of Oracle Characteristics 

Ncne 
Corrttpondence of 

Results to SUT 

Complete 

Cop)'fl&I,! C 1991, SQM. UC 

Oracle Measures 

• Oracle may become as oomplex as SUT 

• More complex oracles make more errors 

• Close correspondence reduces 

maintainability 

• Close correspondence makes common 

mode faults likely 

Cop,n.gb.1 Cl 1998. SQM. LLC 

Types of Oracles 

• True 

• Stochastic 

• Heuristic 

• Sampling 

• Consistent 
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True Oracle 

Pro: 

• Independent of SUT 

• Faithful resuhs 

• May exhaustively test 

• Good for any test case 

Con: 
\ I / 

• Costly - ' ~ , , -
- LJ -

Complex / ' 

• Slow 

• Hard to maintain 

c~, o 191t SQM. u.c 

Stochastic Oracle 

Pro: 
• Random sampling 

• Fewer values 

• Uniform SUT 
coverage 

• Can select desired 
coverage level 

• Less Costly 

• May be simple 

Con: 

• Can miss systematic 
fauhs 

• Uniform SUT 
coverage 

• May be slow to verify 

• Cannot focus 

Copynah: 0 1998. SQM. UC 17 

Heuristic Oracle 
Pro: 

• Check selected 
points 

• Interpolate between 
using heuristic 

• Fast for regular 
algorithms 

Can ' check' large 
volumes of data 

Con: 
• Can miss 

systematic faults 

• Can miss incorrect 

algorithms t · • Need points and · , 
heuristic ,:..;_;,. ·, 

Inflexible I I '> • 

Copyr,,.11,1 O 199.. SQM. llC 
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Sampling Oracle 

Pro: 

• Can select easy 
values 

• Quick 

• Inexpensive 

• Canfocus 

Con: 

• Can miss 
systematic faults 

• Can miss incorrect 
algorithms 

• Likely to miss 
specific faults 

• Easily biased 

c.,,.,,.., o 19H. SQM. U C 

Consistent Oracle 
Pro: 

Good for monitoring 
changes 

Good for checking for 
side-effects 

• Good for regression 
testing 

Quick for some 
environments 

Can check huge 
volumes of raw data 

Con: 

Legacy errors not 
found 

May be slow to 
verify 

May be difficult 
to identify fault 

Requires 
maintenance 

" 

~ I O 199i. SQM. llC "' 

Running An Oracle 

• Type of results 

• Time of running 

• ~~~~f verification 

-Automated 
• With test case 

• With autanated test environment 

c~ o 1m.SQM.llC 
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Conclusions 

• Different types of oracles possible 

• Some kind of oracle needed 

• Oracle not constrained like SUT 

• Solutions differ with SUT 

• Oracles are part of automation 
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Automated Testing and Java Class Libraries 

1. Introduction 

Richard Kasperowski 
Altisimo Computing 

Many commercial software companies develop and market complex software products in short time frames . 
Customers expect major releases of commercial software products to be distributed once a year or sooner. 
Patch releases are distributed as often as once per month. Large products can comprise hundreds of 
thousands of lines of code and hundreds of man-years of effort. In this environment, it is a constant 
challenge to effectively and efficiently validate each release with limited human resources. 

This challenge can be addressed by automating as much testing as possible. When constructed properly, 
automated tests ease the human resources problem by testing the product up to 24 hours a day, without 
taking breaks or losing interest. Test drivers perform each test the same way every time they are run, 
making it easier to prove that newly discovered defects are in the software product, and not in the testers. 
There is also a morale improvement among the human testers: they become software developers, not merely 
monkeys repeating the same tasks over and over. 

This paper presents strategies for developing automated tests and a tool that can be used to automate the 
execution of tests and the analysis oftest results. 

2. Strategies for Developing Tests 
A good strategy is essential for developing good automated tests. Good strategies encapsulate previous test 
developers ' expertise on how to develop tests, guiding current test developers with the best practices of 
their predecessors. Test developers can work more efficiently, better addressing the testing of critical areas 
of the software system. 

2.1 Software Testing as Experimental Science 
An overall strategy for developing individual tests is to model software testing on the scientific method. 
Each test is an experiment to prove that an isolated part of the system behaves or does not behave properly. 
The hypothesis of each experiment is that the software system as a whole functions properly. 
Unfortunately, it is nearly impossible to prove this hypothesis . You cannot prove that the software system 
functions properly merely by testing it. All you can prove is that the parts of it that you tested function 
properly. It is very possible to disprove the hypothesis; that is, it is possible to show that parts of the 
software system do not function properly. The tester (either a human or a machine) acts as a scientist, 
placing his test subject-the software system-into a controlled environment. He exposes the test subject 
to various stimuli and observes its responses. Finally, the tester analyzes the behavior he observes and 
determines whether the system behaves as expected. If the software system does not behave properly, the 
tester can conclude that defects exist, and that the stimuli he provided are sufficient to reproduce the 
undesirable behavior. 

Richard Kasperowski is President of Altisimo Computing, a software development consulting firm based in 
Cambridge, Massachusettt He can be reached via email at kasper@altisimo . com. 

©1998 Altisimo Computing 
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2.2 Previously Released Software 
Customers often discover defects in software that has been used extensively in the field. When a customer 
reports a defect, the report should be logged in a database. One of the pieces of information to log is the 
steps to reproduce the error manually. 

A database of test cases is associated with the database of defects. The test case information is often 
entered by a software developer to ensure its accuracy. Each test case record consists of actual code that 
can be used to automatically test for the existence of the defect. For example, if a customer reported, "the 
add () method doesn't work with negative integers," the test case in the database might be: 

foo = add (-1, -2); 
if ( -1 + -2 == foo 

II The test passed. 
else 

II The test failed . 

A test driver queries the database oftest cases and executes them sequentially. This is an excellent way to 
quickly obtain a large body of tests for previously released software and to ensure that, as defects are 
repaired, they are not reintroduced into the software. 

2.3 Previously Unreleased Software 
Inventing tests for new, unreleased software can be challenging. To obtain code coverage without 
examining the code itself, a strategy is to employ various tiers of tests. The five tiers I use are proof of 
existence, basic functionality, boundary conditions, conditions beyond boundaries, and destructive tests. 

In a compressed development time frame, 100% code coverage is an unattainable luxury. 100% feature 
coverage-not 100% code coverage-is the goal of using these test tiers. The trade-off is to test every 
feature in the software system or to test every line of code in a subset of the features. The obvious choice is 
to seek feature coverage. The test tier strategy encourages broad feature coverage early in the development 
period and deeper feature coverage as time permits. There is a correspondence between deeper feature 
coverage and greater code coverage. 

2.3.1 Proof of Existence 
Proof-of-existence tests serve two purposes: to show whether a required new feature has been implemented 
to a minimal degree, and to show whether the feature has been integrated into the configuration that will be 
delivered to customers. For instance, a developer might misspell the name of a class or method, making it 
inaccessible to a user. A compiled class might be in the wrong package or installed in the wrong package 
directory. 

A proof-of-existence test can be as simple as creating an instance of a new class or evaluating a new method 
of a class. An example of such a test in a geometric modeling engine is to create an instance of a 
Cyl inder and evaluate its volume method: 

II Parameters t o Cylinder constructor are radius and height . 
foo = new Cylinder (3, 5); 
bar= foo.volume( ) ; 
if ( I * an error occurred* / } 

II The test failed. 
else 

II The test passed. 
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The value returned by the method is not verified for correctness; the point is simply to determine whether 
the method exists. 

2.3.2 Basic Functionality 
The next level of tests is to verify basic functionality . These tests show whether a new feature behaves 
properly under non-stressful conditions. Such a test might be to evaluate a new method of an object and 
determine whether the result is as expected. For example, a test would create an instance of a Cylinder 
of particular dimensions and evaluate its volume method, verifying that the returned value is correct: 1 

f oo ne w Cyl ind er (3 , 5) ; 
b ar f oo . vol ume () ; 

II Expected result : v = p i * r A2 * h 
if ( near (b a r , Ma th. PI * Math . pow (3 , 2 ) * 5) ) 

II The t est passed . 
e l s e 

II The t e st fai l e d . 

2.3.3 Boundary Conditions 
Another test tier exercises parameters on their boundaries. A test at this level shows whether the new 
feature behaves properly under conditions that are almost, but not quite, extreme. These tests are good for 
catching off-by-one coding errors. Such a test might be to access the first or last element of a list, because 
these elements are at the boundaries of the list: 

foo = ne w Li s t () ; 
foo.ins e rt (8 ) ; I I Four elements 
foo.in s ert ( 6 ) ; 
f oo . insert (7 ) ; 
f oo . insert (5 ) ; 
bar= foo . eleme ntAt(3) ; II Firs t eleme nt is a t i nde x 0 ; 

II la s t is a t index 3 . 
if ( 5 == b ar 

II The te s t passed . 
e l s e 

II An error occurred. The t e st failed . 

2.3.4 Beyond Boundaries 
The next test level is tests of parameters beyond boundaries. These tests determine whether a new feature 
behaves properly under conditions that are extreme and possibly illegal, according to the documented 
requirements of the feature. The expected result is usually that the software system accepts the parameter 
and gracefully enters an appropriate error state; the system generally should not halt unexpectedly. This 
level is a good place to test for exceptions. 

1 For methods that return floating point values, one can account for floating point rounding errors by testing 
for nearness instead of for exact equality. In Java, the implementation of near ( x , y ) might be similar to: 

z = Math .ab s (x - y ) ; 
if ( z < 0 . 00000 1 ) 

II x and y are close enough to be considered e qua l. 

el s e 
II x and y are une qual . 
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For example, this test attempts to construct a Cylinder with a radius of 0. 0 is the first value beyond the 
range of acceptable inputs; it is impossible for a Cylinder to have a radius less than or equal to o. 

try { 
foo new Cy l i nder (O , 5 ) ; 

catch ( I nv a lidGeometryExcept i on e) { 
// The e xpe cted e r r o r occurred. The t es t passed . 

} 

// El s e the tes t f ai l e d . 

2.3.5 Destructive Tests 
Destructive tests are tests that attempt to break the software system by misbehaving. These tests 
demonstrate the behavior of the software system under conditions that are well beyond reason. The goal is 
to ensure that the software can handle the destructive conditions and does not halt unexpectedly. Examples 
of destructive tests include putting the software system under an extremely heavy load, passing parameters 
of the wrong data type, and passing parameters that are extreme minima or maxima. 

For example, it would be unreasonable to construct a Cylinder with a radius equal to the environment's 
maximum floating point value and expect it to be usable: 

f oo = n ew Cyl inde r(Double.MAX_VALUE, 5); 
try { 

bar fo o . volume () ; // Error: volume> Double . MAX VALUE 

c a tch Inva l idGe omet ryExcep t i on e) { 
// A reasonab l e error o c curred. The tes t passe d. 

} 

// Els e t he test fai l ed. 

3. Automating Testing 
I have developed and maintained tools for automating testing. These tools are test drivers that 
automatically execute test suites and analyze the results. A test suite is a collection of individual tests . 
Each individual test follows a specific outline and is registered with the test driver. A test or a suite of tests 
can be run by typing a one-line command at a command prompt. A textual report ofresults is sent to the 
standard output stream. Results are often archived for comparison with subsequent test results. 

3. 1 Outline of a Test 
It is a policy that all tests follow this outline: 

• Establish system state: The test cannot assume that the system is in the correct state to exercise the 
feature it tests. The test must perform the necessary initialization to bring the system to the correct 
state. 

• Test isolated f eature: The test should exercise exactly one feature of the software system. A test that 
exercises more than one feature does not prove that an individual feature passes or fails ; it only proves 
that the set of features passes or fails when exercised together. If a test exercises more than one feature 
and the test fails, the analyst cannot determine which feature failed . Analyzing the result of such a test 
is difficult and inefficient for the test engineer. 

• Return to original system state: It is likely that the test is a small unit of a large suite. If a test does not 
clean up after itself, it might invalidate the results of subsequent tests . 
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For example, a test of a feature in a client/server software system might be coded as follows: 

/ / Establish sys tem state . 
Ha ndle h a ndle = new Ha ndle () ; 
h a ndl e.connect (s erverHo s t ) ; 

/ / Te st isolate d f eature. 
i nt foo = handl e . evaluat e("B * 8" ) ; 
if ( 64 == foo ) 

/ / The t e s t passed. 
els e 

// The test failed . 

// Return to original s ystem state. 
h andle.disconne c t ( ) ; 
/ * As s ume s that Hand le ha s al r eady b e en tes ted to verify that it 

r eleas e s it res ource s. An explicit call to gc( ) mi ght be 
de s irable here. * / 

3.2 Test Driver 
A test is built within a framework; the framework is responsible for executing the test and reporting the 
result. This framework is called a "test driver." While a number of different test drivers exist, I describe 
only one here, the Java Test Driver.2 The Java Test Driver is based on the C Test Driver described in 
"Experiences with Automated Testing."3 

The Java Test Driver was developed as a framework for testing a Java-language class library. It is a light
weight test driver. For example, it does not compel the use of a particular test methodology. Although it is 
simple, it is powerful when combined with an effective test strategy. Since the source code is available, it 
can be tailored to specific projects. 

3.2.1 Defining a Suite 
In the Java Test Driver, an individual test is a single method, not a stand-alone class or program. Each test 
method must follow the prototype publ i c boole an testMethod () . If the test passes, 
t e stMethod () returns true ("the test passed"); if the test fails , testMe thod () returns false ("the 
test did not pass"). When a test fails, t estMethod () can explain why the test failed by setting St r ing 
f ailReas on, a public field of the test class. 

The test engineer specifies the set of tests that compose the suite by declaring them in a text file, the "suite
definition file. " The suite-definition file has three sections: the first section declares the test class; the 
second section declares the global initialization and clean-up methods; and the third section declares the test 
methods. Lines that begin with / / are treated as comments, and blank lines are ignored. 

The "test class" is the class that contains the initialization and clean-up methods and the individual test 
methods. The name of the class is preceded by its package name. 

2 Source code for the Java Test Driver currently is available at URL 
ht t p : / / www.alti s imo . com/ java- test - dri v e r / . 
3 Richard Kasperowski, "Experiences with AUtQwated Testing," Proceedings of the 14

th 
International 

Conference and Exposition on Testing Computer Software (1997). 
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The initialization method includes code that will be run before any tests are executed. Such code would 
establish a global system state that is shared by all tests. The clean-up method includes code that will be run 
after all tests have been executed. Such code typically includes the complement of the code in the 
initialization method; it restores the system to the state that existed before the initialization method was 
executed. Both methods follow the prototype public boolean rnethodNarne ( String s). By 
specifying sat run-time, the test engineer can vary the behavior of the suite. For example, s might specify 
the name of a server host for a test suite that exercises the client side of a client/server system. 

Subsequent lines name the test methods. An example of a complete suite-definition file follows. 

II 
II Tests DoubleMath 
II 

II Test class: 
com.altisimo.rnath.DoubleMathTest 

II Establish and destroy global state: 
initialize 
cleanup 

II 
II Tests 
II 

II Basic functionality 
addBasicTest 
subtractBasicTest 
multiplyBasicTest 
divideBasicTest 

II Beyond boundaries 
addBeyondTest 
subtractBeyondTest 
rnultiplyBeyondTest 
divideBeyondTest 

3.2.2 Running the Suite 
A test suite built with the Java Test Driver is composed of the Java run-time engine, the Java Test Driver 
class files, the suite-definition file, and the test class. The test class must be compiled before the suite is 
run. The Java Test Driver and the test class must be accessible to the Java run-time engine via the usual 
means; for example, their locations could be specified in the CLASS PATH environment variable. 

The Java Test Driver supplies the main program block of the test suite. The main program block first 
executes the suite-initialization method. Next, it executes the individual tests according to the arguments 
specified on the command line by the test engineer. Finally, it reports the results and executes the suite 
clean-up method. 
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3.2.2.1 Command-line Arguments 
The command line arguments are as follows: 4 

Automated Testing and Java Class Libraries 

j a va Tes t Dr iver s u it e -def-f i le (- 1 I - o[ a fprs ] 
[-sstri n g ] 
[ l ist-of-tes t s ] 

If - 1 ("list") is specified, the test driver outputs the names of the tests in the suite and exits. No other 
arguments can be specified. 

- o ("output'') is used to specify the content of the output. The main options are rands . If r ("running") 
is specified, test results are displayed after each test is executed. Ifs ("summary") is specified, a summary 
report oftest results is displayed after all tests have been executed. The content of the summary report is 
further specified by the f ("failed") and p ("passed") options. The f option specifies that only the results 
of tests that fail should be displayed, and the p option specifies that only the results of tests that pass should 
be displayed. Specifying - oa is the same as specifying - orsfp; that is, both a running and summary 
report will be displayed, and the summary report will contain information about tests that failed and passed. 
- o is an optional argument. Not supplying the - o argument is the same as specifying - oa. 

-ss tring is used to pass information to the suite initialization and clean-up methods. s tring is passed 
as the St ring argument to these functions . The suite initialization method might initialize the suite in 
different ways based on the content of the string. - sstr ing is an optional argument. Not supplying -
s s tring is the same as specifying - s "". 

lis t - of-t e s t s specifies the tests to execute. It is a space-separated list oftest names. The test names 
must be the same as the names displayed by the - 1 argument. 1 is t - of- t es t s is also an optional 
argument. By not specifying 1 i s t - of-tests, the test engineer instructs the test suite to execute all tests 
in the suite. 

For example, the following command line executes all tests and displays full running·and summary reports: 

jav a TestDri ver Double Ma thSuite . txt 

The following command line lists the names of the tests in the suite: 

jav a Tes t Driver Doub l e MathSui te.txt -1 

The following command line executes selected tests in the suite, displaying only a summary report of the 
failed tests: 

java TestDriver Double MathSuite.txt - o s f rnultiplyBa s i cTest \ 
div i de Ba s icTest 

4 A Bourne-shell script is included in the distribution. The script shortens the command line to: 

jtd suite- def - file [arguments ) 

Platforms that do not have a Bourne-compatible shell must use the syntax describ~d in the text. 
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3.2.2.2 Analyzing Results 
The output of executing the command 

Automated Testing and Java Class Libraries 

java TestDriver DoubleMathSuite.txt -ospf 

is similar to that which follows: 5 

-- Summary for suite DoubleMathSuite.txt ------
Suite run on Sat Mar 28 16:58:55 EDT 1998 

Of 8 tests, 5 passed and 3 failed . 
-- Failed tests for suite DoubleMathSuite.txt 
divideBasicTest The expected result of 4 / 2 is 2; 

the actual result is 3. 
addBeyondTest The expected result is an exception; 

no exception was caught. 
rnultiplyBeyondTest The expected result is an exception; 

no exception was caught. 
-- Passed tests for suite DoubleMathSuite.txt 
addBasicTest 
subtractBasicTest 
rnultiplyBasicTest 
subtractBeyondTest 
divideBeyondTest 
-- Summary of failed tests for suite DoubleMathSuite.txt 
DoubleMathSuite.txt divideBasicTest addBeyondTest 
rnultiplyBeyondTest 

The summary report puts a time stamp on the output. It sorts the results into groups of tests that passed and 
tests that failed, making it easy to identify which tests passed and which failed. The final line gives the 
names of the test suite and the tests that failed. This line can be passed as part of the command line for a 
subsequent run of the. test suite. 

To archive test results, the test engineer can run the tests with a command line such as: 

java TestDriver DoubleMathSuite.txt -ospf > results.txt 

By archiving one set of results as a baseline, the test engineer can quickly identify differences between the 
baseline results and later results via a command line such as: 

diff results.txt baseline-results.txt 

4. Conclusion 
By following certain strategies, the construction of individual tests and suites of tests can be made more 
efficient. A software test can be modeled as a scientific experiment. For software that has been released 
into the field, a strategy is to collect test cases from defect reports. For new software, a strategy is to 
address the software system at five tiers, where each subsequent tier involves deeper tests of the features of 
the software system. The primary goal of the test tier strategy is 100% feature coverage; 100% code 
coverage is achievable as a side effect. 

The Java Test Driver is an example ofa framework for automating the execution of tests and the analysis of 
their results. It encourages the test developer to think of each test as an independent module, the purpose of 

5 This sample test suite is included with the source code of the Java Test Driver. The actual output has been 
modified slightly to fit the page. 
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which is to test an isolated piece of the software system. Output from the Java Test Driver readily displays 
the results of executing the tests. By analyzing the Java Test Driver's output with tools such as di ff, the 
test engineer can easily identify differences between a baseline set of test results and a later set of test 
results. 

By combining effective strategies and tools, test engineers can efficiently automate software testing. Good 
automated tests can be executed and analyzed with or without the test engineer present. Test drivers such as 
the Java Test Driver perform each test in a consistent, predictable manner each time the tests are executed, 
minimizing tester fatigue and giving the test engineer confidence in the results. The test engineer can 
present accurate results and recommendations to the software developers, contributing valuable information 
and assistance to the development team. 
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Introduction 

• The problem 
- 1 00,000s LOC 

- Major releases yearly 

- Patch releases monthly 
- Is it possible to effectively and efficiently test each 

release with limited human resources? 

Strategies for Developing Tests 

• Encapsulate expertise 

• Guide test developers 

• Re-use best practices 

• Work efficiently 

Automated Testing and Java Class Libraries 

Topics of Discussion 

• Introduction 

• Strategies for Developing Tests 

• Automating Testing 

• Successes and Failures 

• Conclusion 

The Solution 

• Automate as much testing as possible 

• Mitigates human resources problem 
- Test software 24 hours per day 

- No coffee breaks required 

• Consistency 
- Tests executed same way each time 
- Easier to prove source of defect 

• Improved morale 

Software Tests as Experimental Science 

• Each test is an experiment on an isolated part 
of the software system 

• Hypothesis: The software system behaves 
properly 

• Difficult to prove 
- All you can prove is that the parts you tested 

behave properly 
- Can't assume that the parts you didn't test behave 

properly 
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Disprove the Hypothesis 

• Easier to prove that selected pieces of the 
software system do not behave properly 

• Format of the experiment 
> Controlled environment 
> Subject the software system to controlled stimuli 

> Observe software system's behavior 

> Analyze observations 

> Recommend corrective action 

Previously Released Software 

• Use customer-reported defects as source of 
tests 

> Build test suite quickly 
> Don't reintroduce defects after repair 

• Log defects in database 
• Database of test cases 

AltisiTo..~ 

Previously Unreleased Software 

• Challenge: invent effective new tests quickly, 
from scratch 

• Use test tiers to guide test construction 
> Proof of Existence 
> Basic Functionality 
> Boundary Conditions 
> Beyond Boundaries 
> Destructive Tests 

II AltisiTo..~ 
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Analyze Observations 

• Software did not behave as expected 
> A defect exists 
> The experiment provides a way to exhibit the defect 

• Software behaves as expected 
> No defect in the feature that was tested, when 

exposed to the particular stimuli in the experiment 

AltisiTo..~ 

Test Case Example 

• Customer reports, " the add () function doesn't 
work with negative integers." 

• Test case: 
foo = add(-1,-2); 

if ( -1 + -2 -- foo 

II The test passed . 

else 

II The test failed . 

10 

Proof of Existence 

• Has new feature been implemented at all? 

• Is it included in the build? 

• In the right package? In the right package 
directory? 

• Example 
> Evaluate a new method of an object 
> Don't want an error to occur 
> Don't care what the method returns 

AltisiTo..~ 
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Proof of Existence: Example 

foo new Cylinder(3, 5) ; 

bar = foe.volume () ; 

if ( I* an error occurred 

II The test failed . 

else 

II The test passed. 

ll 

Basic Functionality: Example 

foo 

bar 

new Cylinder (3, 5 ) ; 

foe.volume (); 

*I ) 

II Expected result: v =pi* r ~2 * h 

if (near(bar, 

Math.PI* Math . pow (3,2) * 5 )) 

II The test passed. 

else 

II The test failed. 

" 

Boundary Conditions: Example 

foo = new List () ; 

foo.insert (B) ; foo . insert(6 ) ; 

foo.insert (7) ; foo . insert (5 ) ; 

bar= foo.elementAt (3); 

if ( 5 == bar 
II The test passed . 

else 

II The test failed. 

17 
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Basic Functionality 

• Does the new feature behave properly under 
normal circumstances? 

• Example 
> Evaluate new method of a class 
> Compare actual return value to expected value 

" 

Boundary Conditions 

• Does new feature behave properly under legal 
but nearly extreme conditions? 

• Catch off-by-one coding errors 

• Example 
> Access first or last element of a list or array 

16 

Beyond Boundaries 

• Does new feature behave properly under 
extreme, possibly illegal conditions? 

• Expected result: don't crash; gracefully enter 
error state 

• Exceptions 

• Example 
> Construct a degenerate geometric object 

> Access element n+1 of a list or array 

" --------- -

• list-of-tests specifies names of tests to 
execute 

)0 
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Beyond Boundaries: Example 

try { 
foo new Cvlinrler/0 . S l : 

Automated Testing and Java Class Libraries 

Destructive Tests 

• Does the new feature behave properly when I 
deliberatelv trv to break it? 
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Proof of Existence: Example 

foo new Cylinder (3 , 5); 

bar= foe . volume(); 

if ( / * an error occurred* /) 

// The test failed. 

else 

// The test passed . 

IJ 

Basic Functionality: Example 

foo 

bar 

new Cylinder (3 , 5 ) ; 

foe.volume () ; 

// Expected result: v =pi* r A2 * h 

if (near (bar, 

Math.PI* Math.pow (3 ,2 ) * 5 )) 

// The test passed. 

else 

// The test failed. 

" 

Boundary Conditions: Example 

foo = new List () ; 

foo.insert (B) ; foo.insert ( 6 ); 
foo.insert{7); foo.insert (5 ) ; 

bar= foo.elementAt (3 ) ; 

if ( 5 == bar 

// The test passed. 

else 
// The test fa i led. 

17 
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Basic Functionality 

• Does the new feature behave properly under 
normal circumstances? 

• Example 
> Evaluate new method of a class 
> Compare actual return value to expected value 

,. 

Boundary Conditions 

• Does new feature behave properly under legal 
but nearly extreme conditions? 

• Catch off-by-one coding errors 

• Example 
> Access first or last element of a list or array 

" 

Beyond Boundaries 

• Does new feature behave properly under 
extreme, possibly illegal conditions? 

• Expected result: don't crash; gracefully enter 
error state 

• Exceptions 

• Example 
> Construct a degenerate geometric object 

> Access element n+1 of a list or array 
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Beyond Boundaries: Example 

try { 

foo new Cylinder(O , 5 ) ; 

catch ( InvalidGeometryException e) { 

// The expected error occurred; 

// the test passed. 

// Else the test failed. 

19 

Destructive Tests: Example 

foo = new Cylinder (Double . MAX_VALUE,5); 

try { 

bar foe . volume(); 

catch ( InvalidGeomet ryEx ception e) 

// A reasonable error occurred; 

// the test passed. 

// Else the test failed. 

ll 

Automating Testing 

• Roll your own test tools 
• Test driver automatically executes tests, 

analyzes results 

• Tests adhere to a convention 
• One-line command to execute test suite 

• Clear, flexible output 
• Archive results 

23 
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Destructive Tests 

• Does the new feature behave properly when I 
deliberately try to break it? 

• Expected result: don't crash; gracefully enter 
error state 

• Examples 
> Heavy system load 

> Wrong data type for parameters 
> Extreme minima or maxima for parameters 

20 

Test Tiers Strategy 

• Quickly build proof-of-existence tests 

• Add tests of basic functionality 

• Add other tiers later 

22 

Outline of a Test 

• Establish system state 
> Don't assume that you' re in the right state to test 

the feature 

• Test isolated feature 
> Test exactly one feature 
> Difficult to analyze results of tests that exercise >1 

feature 

• Return to original system state 
> Or risk invalidating subsequent test results 

4 
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Outline of a Test: Example 

// Establish system state 

handle .connect (serverHost ) ; 

II Test isolated feature 

foo = handle .evaluate("8 * 8"); 

if ( 64 == foo ) 

II The test passed. 

else 

II The test failed. 

II Return to original s ystem state 

handle.disconnect(); 
2l 

Defining a Suite 

• Text file specifies: 

> Test class's package & name 

> Methods to initialize and clean up global state 
>public boolean methodName(String s) 

> Test methods 
>public boolean testMethod() 

27 

Running the Suite 

• Java Test Driver provides main () 

• Executes initialization method 

• Executes tests as specified by command-line 
arguments 

• Executes clean-up method 

" --------- -

Automated Testing and Java Class Libraries 

Test Driver 

• Framework for automatically executing tests 
and analyzing results 

• "Java Test Driver'': A framework for testing 
Java APls 

l6 

Suite-definition File: Example 

com . altisimo .math.DoubleMathTest 

initialize 

cleanup 

addBasicTest 

subtractBasicTest 

multiplyBasicTest 

divideBasicTest 

Command-line Arguments 

jtd defFile [ -1 I [ - o[afprs]] 

[ -sstring] 

[list- of-tests] 

• -1 lists the names of the tests 
• -o specifies the output format 
+ -s passes a string to initialization and clean

up methods 
• list-of-tests specifies names of tests to 

execute 

JO 
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Command-line Arguments: Examples 

jtd defFile 
~ Executes all tests, outputs full reports 

j t d defFile -l 
~ Outputs the names of the tests in the suite 

j td defFile - osf multiplyBasicTest \ 

divideBasi cTest 
~ Outputs only a summary report of failed tests 
~ Executes only multiplyBasicTest and 

divideBasicTest 

ll 

test-suite Output 

- Summary for suite MathSuite - - --
Suite run on Sat Mar 28 16:58:55 1998 

Of 4 tests, 2 passed and 2 failed. 
- Tests Failed for suite MathSuite -
divideBasicTest The expected result of 

Archiving Results 

4/2 is 2; the actual 
result is 3. 

JJ 

• Use > to archive results 
j td MathSuite -ospf > resu1 ts . txt 

• Create baseline results 

• Compare baseline with current results 
diff resu1ts . txt base1i ne- resu1ts. txt 

" - ---- ------

Automated Testing and Java Class Libraries 

Summary Report Output 

• Time stamp 

• Groups results by pass/fail status 

• Final line tersely reports name of suite and 
tests that failed 

• Exit code indicates number of tests that failed 

" 

test-suite Output (cont.) 

addBeyondTest The expected result is 
an exception; no 
exception was caught . 

- Tests Passed for suite MathSuite -
addBasicTest 
subtractBasicTest 
- Summary of failed tests for suite -
MathSuite divideBa s icTest 

addBeyondTest 

" 

Successes 

• Higher morale 
~ Test engineers aren 't monkeys; they're software 

developers 

• Increased test accuracy 

• Compressed test schedule 

36 
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Failures 

+ Miscommunication with software developers 
~ Written requirements not always consistent with 

verbal requirements or implementation 

+ Last-minute changes in software system 
~ Customer requests change that breaks test suite or 

goes untested 

• Didn't test "easy" destructive cases early 
+ Failure to properly address high-risk 

components 
~ Strategies are rules of thumb, not gospel 

37 

Conclusion (cont.) 

+ Java Test Driver 
~ Example of a test framework 
~ Automatically executes tests and analyzes results 

~ Makes it easy to identify differences between 
baseline software and current configuration 

39 
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Conclusion 

+ Strategies 
~ Efficiently build good tests 

~ Model tests as scientific experiments 

~ Database of test cases from customer-reported 
defects 

~ Five tiers 

)I 

Conclusion (cont.) 

• Combine effective strategies and tools to 
quickly build automated tests 

+ Execute and analyze results of automated 
tests with or without test engineer present 

+ Test drivers execute tests consistently and 
predictably 

+ Test engineer is confident that test results are 
valid 

7 
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Java TM Platform Compatibility 
Testing 

Carla Schroer 

Senior Engineering Manager 

JavaSoft™ Division 

Sun Microsystems, Inc. 

Overview 

• What is Compatibility and Why is it 
Important? 

• Testing Requirements for 
Compatibility 

Test Tools 

• Test Suites 

• History and Future 

Sun Microsystems Inc . 2 
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What Is Compatibility 
Testing? 

• Tests are developed from the specifications 

• Test suite is comprised of thousands of 
compatibility tests 

• Passing the test suite means passing all 
required tests 

• Required tests 
- Valid interpretation of the specification 
- Conform to Sun Microsystems' JDK™ 

software 
Sun Microsystems Inc. 

What Is Not Tested? 

• Performance 

• Robustness 

• Ease of Use 

• Other quality measures 

Sun Microsystems Inc. 

3 
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Why Is Compatibility 
Important? 

• Ensure consistent implementations of 
the Java™ platform 

• Write Once, Run Anywhere™ 
capability 

• Can get implementations that conform 
to Sun's standard for the Java™ 
platform from many vendors 

Sun Microsystems Inc . 

Java Compatible™ Program Vs. 
100% Pure Java™ Program 

• Java Compatible - for Java 
licensees whose Java platform 
implementations pass Sun's test 
suites 

• 100% Pure Java-for ISVs and 
developers whose applications 
and applets meet Sun's 100% 
Pure Java requirements 

• 100% Pure Java applications 
run in Java Compatible 
environments 

Sun Microsystems Inc. 
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Java Compatibility Kit (JCK™) 

Tests and tools necessary for licensees 
to administer compatibility test suite 

Compatibility tests 
- Source code 
- Pre-compiled 
- Expected results 

• Documentation 
Sun Microsystems Inc. 

Compatibility Testing 
Requirements 

• Must be implementation independent 

• Must be able to test in both applet and 
stand-alone environments 

• Tests must not rely on: 
- File system 
- Network 
- Security constrained resources 
- Display 
- Other libraries 

Sun Microsystems Inc. 
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Test Tools 

• Designed to manage the testing 
process 
- Select test programs 
- Execute test programs 
- Browse results 
- Generate reports 

• Designed to work in all Java™ 
platform environments 

Sun Microsystems Inc. 

Test Tools (cont.) 

9 

• Designed to support different types of 
tests 
- Distributed 
- Networked 
- Client/server 
- Interactive tests 

Sun Microsystems Inc. JO 
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Test Path 
=JavaSoft1:M lmplement&tion • · •· 
I (Reference} ... 

• .... J. .java~ 
.. 

Compiler 

.. class file 

. . . 
Runtime 

J 
Test Re$U!ts 

. . . 

Assembled 
. class files 

Sun Microsystems Inc. 

Compilers 

··• Implementation 
under test 

.J :lava . ... 

CompHer 

.. . classfile 

•.• . ·. . . . 

· Runtime 

J 
Test Results 

11 

• Approximately 4000 tests written -
both positive and negative cases 

• >95% of assertions in Java Language 
Specification have at least one test 

Most well understood component 

• Easy to automate 

• Includes tests for RMI compiler 

Sun Microsystems Inc. 12 
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Virtual Machines (VM) 

• Approximately 2200 VM tests 

• >95% of assertions in Virtual Machine 
Specification have at least one test 

• Use all positive language tests 

• Need class files not possible with a 
valid compiler 
- Custom tools to build test cases 
- Test all byte codes 

Sun Microsystems Inc . 

API Class Libraries 

• Approximately 4000 tests 

13 

• Goal--test all public and protected 
methods in all java. * packages 1 · ~~~~:::d~:~ -nothing missing, 

• Most platform enhancements are in 
this area 

Sun Microsystems Inc. 14 
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API Class Libraries (cont.) 

• Use standard testing methodologies 
- Equivalence partitioning 
- Boundary value analysis 
- Assertion testing 
- Functional tests 

-~l\\~i • Use automatic test generation 
techniques in some cases 

Sun Microsystems Inc. 

Security Test Examples 

• In the compiler 
- Cannot cast pointers 

- Cannot do pointer arithmetic 

• In the Virtual Machine 
- Verifier attacks must not succeed 

- Cannot overrun arrays 

Sun Microsystems Inc . 
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Security Test Examples 

• In the API 
- Test the security package 

- Test protection domains and policies 
(JDK 1.2) 

• Applet environment 
- Security manager 

- Applet security regression tests 

Sun Microsystems Inc . 

Assertion Test 

• Automated tool for API test development 

• Generates cross product of test cases from 
data lists 'I : ::;:ection and generates test cases at 

- Data classes 
- Classes where behavior can be predicted 

from state 

Sun Microsystems Inc. 
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Security Test Examples 

• In the API 
- Test the security package 

- Test protection domains and policies 
(JDK 1.2) 

• Applet environment 
- Security manager 

- Applet security regression tests 

Sun Microsystems Inc . 

Assertion Test 

• Automated tool for API test development 

• Generates cross product of test cases from 
data lists 

• Uses reflection and generates test cases at 
runtime 

• Good for: 
- Data classes 
- Classes where behavior can be predicted 

from state 

Sun Microsystems Inc. 
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Abstract Window Toolkit 
and Java™foundation Classes 

• Testing AWT classes is hard to 
automate 
- Cannot use capture-playback technology 
- Native "look and feel" issues 

• Multiple approaches needed 
- Some methods tested same as other API's 
- Some interactive tests required 
- Several automated approaches in use 

Sun Microsystems Inc. 19 

Abstract Window Toolkit 
and Java™ Foundation Classes 

• Fully automated tests 

- Class based tests--used as much as possible 
- Most event tests--per component 
- Layout tests--per layout 

• Interactive tests 
- Java™ Foundation Classes (SWING) 
- A WT components 
- Drag and drop 
- Some event tests 

Sun Microsystems Inc. 20 
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History 

• January 1996 - JDK™ 1.0 software 
shipped with minimal test suite 
available (approx. 300 tests) 

February 1997 - JCK™ I. la shipped to 
licensees concurrent with JDK™ 1.1 
FCS (approx. 8000 tests) 

• JCK™ 1.2 will ship with JDK™ 1.2 
( approx. 11 ,000 tests) 

Sun Microsystems Inc. 

What's Next? 

• More test development 
- Focus on most incomplete areas 
- Incorporate developer feedback 

21 

• Create test suites for standard extensions 
• Create test suites for new Java 

technologies 
- PersonaU ava ™ technology 

- EmbeddedJ ava ™ technology 
- Java Card™ technology 

Sun Microsystems Inc. 22 
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Abstract 

We present a new factory-based approach for the year 2000 compliance testing of renovated 
systems. We leverage the key observation that essential business logic does not change during 
year 2000 renovation and, hence, reinvesting in creation of brand new test cases for the year 
2000 compliance testing of a system is expensive and redundant. Under the proposed approach, a 
model for the date dependent business logic is extracted from the existing set of regression test 
cases for the system under test. In absence of regression test cases, our approach works equally 
well with test data files and/or usage scenarios captured using a capture/replay tool or from test 
documents. The extracted model is then populated with year 2000 sensitive dates with the 
proviso that the business rules of the application are not violated. New test cases are then 
generated using one of several efficient test generation strategies. Our result shows that the 
factory based approach can produce efficient test cases and hence bring about significant 
reduction in year 2000 compliance testing efforts. 

KEYWORDS: Year 2000, Testing, Automation, Factory Process, 
Regression, Testdata Generation, Testdata Optimization. 

1. Introduction 

Various studies have suggested that about 30 to 50% of the year 2000 renovation efforts are in 
testing[l,2]. With the countdown on, there is very little time left to perform these tests 
using traditional methods [2]. Thus, efforts to reduce the year 2000 compliance testing costs 
using innovative automation are widely needed. One way to reduce the year 2000 compliance 
testing cost is to reuse the business logic already embedded in the regression test cases of the 
system. This observation was empirically validated by our own involvement in the year 2000 
testing efforts of several telecommunications Operation Support Systems (OSSs). 

In this paper, we describe a new factory-based approach for the year 2000 compliance testing of 
renovated systems. Our implementation of the year 2000 test generation factory, called 
Y ear2000TGFn•, is based on two important ideas: 1) reuse of the business logic of the existing 

N Year2000TGF is a Bellcore Trade Mark, and is Patent pending. 
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regression test cases to produce new test cases and 2) implementation of efficient test generation 
algorithms to create test cases. Year2000TGF is a Web-based collaborative system that supports 
several widely used test harnesses and scripting languages, including Compuware Hiperstation, 
Bellcore MYNAH™[6], JCL commands, as well as test data represented in ASCII files. We 
describe the process of modeling business logic and then running the factory to produce efficient 
new test cases. We present preliminary results and observations from several internal trials. 

In this paper, the term test suite is used in a broader sense to refer to regression test cases written 
in any test automation language, an archive of test input/output data files, or snap shots of 
transactions captured using a recording tool. The term risky date is used to refer to a date value 
that is important for the year 2000 compliance testing. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe the year 2000 testing 
process using Year2000TGF. In Section 3 we describe the high-level architecture of 
Year2000TGF. In Section 4 we explain the inputs to the Year2000TGF and the steps involved in 
running the factory. In Section 5 we report our experience with Y ear2000TGF from several trials 
within Bellcore. In Section 6 we conclude the paper with a few suggestions for future 
enhancements. 

2. Y e~r 2000 Testing Approach 

Figure 1 illustrates our year 2000 testing process that relies on the Y ear2000TGF system. Our 
approach to year 2000 testing is based on a team effort between the client and Y ear2000TGF 
consultants. From the testing perspective, software systems that need year 2000 remediation fall 
into two categories: systems using automated testing and those using manual testing. The process 
outlined here is applicable to both categories. 

Typically, systems that have automated testing in place have regression test suites represented in 
a test scripting language or ASCII files. In situations where there are no regression test cases, a 
year 2000 consulting company like Bellcore can work with the client to develop a test plan that 
will lend to repeatable test scenarios. It should be emphasized that creating a good test plan is a 
non-trivial task and may involve significant effort. Using a capture/replay tool for the purpose of 
test automation has several advantages. One of the major benefits of creating an automated 
regression test suite is that it can significantly reduce the testing efforts in future product 
enhancement and maintenance cycles. 

After creating a test plan, year 2000 testing team will then work with the client to generate a 
regression test suite using a capture and replay tool such as MYNAH. However it should be 
noted that it is not always necessary to produce test cases using only capture and replay tool; 
clients can generate test cases using whatever tool they have or whatever testing practice they are 

™ MYNAH is a trademark of Bellcore. MYNAH is one of the most advanced test harnesses in the market. 
MYNAH produces Tel scripts as part of capture and play action. For more details refer to Bellcore's web 
site http://www.bellcore.com. 
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currently familiar with. The Year2000TGF is script independent. Thus, the only requirement 
from the Year2000TGF's point of view is that there should be a machine readable test suite(s). 
Once we have a machine readable test suite, then Y ear2000TGF consultants and the client will 
team together to use the Y ear2000TGF to generate efficient test cases for year 2000 compliance 
testing. 

No Testing Program 
in Place 

Manual tests 

Year 2000 Consultants/Client Teaming 

Testing Program 
in Place 

Capture and 
Replay Tool 

Automated Tests 

Year2000TGF 

Figure 1. Year 2000 Testing Approach. 

3. High-level Architecture of the Y ear2000TGF 

Figure 2 illustrates the high-level view of the Year2000TGF. The Year2000TGF is a rule-based 
system that exploits existing regression test cases ( or transactions) to produce efficient test cases 
for the year 2000 compliance tv5ting, rhe Year2000TGF is independent of the test harness used 
to capture regression tests , and hence it is applicable to regression test suites implemented in any 
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test scripting language. As shown in Figure 2, the core of the system consists of two important 
modules: a rule-based identification engine and an efficient test generator. A brief description of 
these modules is as follows. 

The rule-based identification engine takes as input information about date fields (i.e., rules and 
patterns for identifying date sensitive fields), the test harness configuration and the regression test 
suite and produces an intermediate output file with date field usage information. This module 
also produces summary statistics to provide feedback to the user and detailed error log 
information for debugging the modeled business rules. 

Existing 
Test Cases 

OR 
Transactions 

Summary Reports 

Identification 
Engine 

Rules for 
identification of date 
sensitive data 

Test 
Generator 

Rules for 
replacing date 
sensitive data 

Figure 2: High-level view of the Year2000TGF 

Cases 

The test generator takes as input the date field usage information extracted by the identification 
engine, list of risky dates to be substituted, calendar and holiday information and constraints 
among dates fields, and produces a test case matrix by substituting risky dates in a manner which 
preserves the constraints. In addition to the set of risky dates provided by the user, the test 
generator may use some additional dates so as to meet certain constraints. For example, if a 
constraint specifies that the expiration date is five years after the inception date, then satisfying 
this constraint may require generation of new dates that are not in the user-supplied risky date set. 
While producing new test cases the generator should preserve not only the business constraints 
among risky date scenarios but also produce a minimum number of test cases using an efficient 
test generation algorithm. This requirement is very important for two reasons: to eliminate test 
cases that do not contribute to the year 2000 testing and to reduce the overall testing effort. To 
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produce a minimal number of test cases we have implemented a test generation algorithm similar 
to the one in the AETG System [3 ,4,5], a Bellcore testing product. 

4 . Running the Test Generation Factory 

The Y ear2000TGF is implemented as a web-based system. All of the interactions between the 
Year2000TGF and users occur throu 0 h a web-based user interface that can be 

Ap11licatio11S PurchascOrdcr(Dcn10) Home 

]Application : !Harness : !Client : ]User : 

j_~~.~~·~·~·~·~.?...~~.~-~(!?.~.1!:~L ....................... llv.fYN.4H. 43 .... IAppliod _ RC3saarch······-·-· ...... !.~~.~:~ ............ . 

jlnput: 
' . 

j0tnput: j.:Error :Log:JJj:h11pact::Ana)ysis JJ[JT ech ::sm111muy_:J 

1····--

jlnput: . 
' . 

lautput: [.r :::~~P:~~:~:::::.Jt:~~::T§.~::::!J 

Copyri&}:tt. (C) Bellcore 1997 

f HELP i 

.{,~n.11 c:nrnrnv.n.ls. lD 
y2ktgf@bcllcorc.com 

Figure 3. The main screen .of the Y ear2000TGF 
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accessed through any standard web browser (such as Netscape Navigator or Microsoft Internet 
Explorer). Figure 3 shows a snap shot of the main screen of the Year2000TGF. The user interface 
allows Y ear2000TGF consultants and our clients to simultaneously collaborate during modeling 
and test generation phases even if they are geographic dispersed. To produce test cases using the 
Y ear2000TGF user must follow a three-step process. 

1. SETUP: Clients and the Y ear2000TGF consultants collaborate during this step to model the 
business rules of regression test cases and to specify inputs. The SETUP section of the main 
screen is used to specify modeling information. Typically five necessary inputs are specified 
in this step: general options, catalog file, identification rules, constraints an_d risky dates. 
Under options, inputs such as the location of the test suite, test harness and the date formats 
to be used in new test cases etc., are specified to the system The catalog file is used to 
specify the hierarchy and dependence among test cases within the regression test suite. Rules 
are used to specify date field location information. Ten types of rules are supported by the 
system. These rules range from a simple offset rule (a rule that specifies the location of the 
date field using row, column coordinates on an IBM 3270 screen) to a complex rule that 
specifies date fields using a regular expression. Constraints are used to specify the relation 
among date fields. Two types of constraints are supported by the system: relational and 
periodic constraints. A relational constraint is used to represent an ordinal relation 'among 
date fields (e.g., billing-date > order-date, specifies that billing-date is always greater than 
order-date) . A periodic constraint is specified if a fixed duration should be maintained 
between two date fields ( e.g. , billing-date >+ lOdays receipt-date, specifies that billing-date 
is 10 days after receipt-date) . Risky date values that the user wants to substitute in new test 
cases are listed under the Dates input. The system always supplies a set of default risky dates 
(e.g., 9/9/1999, 12/31/1999, 1/1/2000, 2/28/2000, 2/29/2000, and 3/1/2000) which can be 
augmented by the user. 

2. SCAN: During this step, the Identification Engine identifies date fields and other relevant 
fields using the rules specified in Step 1. Apart from identifying date fields based on user 
specified rules, the Identification Engine will also try to identify date fields based on default 
date formats specified under the Patterns input. After parsing the test cases, the 
Identification Engine provides a detailed error log to the user for debugging rules. The error 
log also provides information about fields that the user might have missed in modeling. The 
Identification Engine also provides different levels of summary statistics. If there are errors 
in rules or fields have not been accounted for, the user may have to rerun the Identification 
Engine until all date fields are correctly modeled. 

3. TEST GENERATION: After running the Identification Engine, the Test Generation step is 
executed. During this step, the user selects a proper generation algorithm to control the 
number of new test cases. While generating new test cases, the generator will produce only 
risky date combinations that do not violate user-specified constraints. The test generation 
engine produces new test cases in two different modes: multiple-copy and parameterization . 
If the user selects the multiple-copy option, the generator will produce a set of new test suites 
that ensure unique risky date value combinations are tested. Under the parameterization 
option, the generator will replace all the occurrences of literal date values with parameters. 
The generation engine also produces a harness-specific driver module and a date file 
containing risky date combinations to be used as data for the driver. 
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s . Sample Applications 

We have been developing and field trialing the Y ear2000TGF for the past 12 months. From the 
very beginning our development strategy has been to use actual applications both in terms of 
requirements and test suites. With this strategy in mind, our initial prototype of the system was 
developed to handle test cases implemented with MYNAH version 4.3, IBM' s JCL, and plain 
ASCII files containing test data. During this development-experimentation phase, we used test 
cases from a widely used Bellcore service activation control system (SYSl ). We used a test 
stream consisting of 12 test cases spanning over 266 files (SYSl-Test 1) as part of development 
and another test stream consisting of 356 test cases spanning over 3315 files (SYSl-Test 2) for 
stress testing. Our experience with these test streams have been very valuable and revealed 
several practical aspects of using a new technology in a real life situation. We used 5 risky dates 
to evaluate the efficiency of the Y ear2000TGF in terms of the number of test cases produced by 
the system. 

Efficiency of our test generation algorithm can be easily illustrated with the following example 
from SYSl-Test 1. There are seven date sensitive fields DVA, FCD, IAD, LAM, PTD, RID and 
WOT that appear in all test cases. The following ordinal constraints are applicable to these date 
fields: 

DVA<FCD 
FCD<IAD 
IAD<LAM 
LAM<PTD 
PTD<RID 
RID<WOT 

If we use, for example, the following 5 risky date values 9/9/1999, 12/31/1999, 1/1/2000, 
2/29/2000 and 3/1/2000 as input, the total number risky date combinations to be tested in an 
exhaustive manner will be 88125 per test case. However, our test generation algorithm, which 
exercises each risky date value at least once in each date field, cuts this combination to 11 
possible scenarios. Such a reduction in new test cases is very crucial from year 2000 testing point 
of view. 

After developing our initial version of the Year2000TGF, we trialed with two more product test 
teams. The first additional trial was a Bellcore OSS used for inventory control (SYS2). The 
sample test stream had 1 test case spanning over 112 files (Test 3). This trial revealed that in 
some applications such as SYS2, date fields have heavy dependence on the System clock. We 
addressed this situation by modeling the System clock as a special field. The second additional 
trial was to produce test cases to test a feature that implements telephone number portability 
(Test 4) . This feature crosses 19 different software systems. In this trial we had a test stream 
consisting of 63 test cases spanning 125 files. A brief summary of various features of our 
experience with four different systems is shown in Table 1. 
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System Name SYSl-Test 1 SYSl-Test 2 Test 3 Test4 
No. Test Cases 12 356 I 63 
No. Files 266 3315 112 125 
No. Rules 19 31 537 22 
No. Date Formats 3 3 I 12 2 
No. Constraints 0 6 6 13 
Risky Dates

0

Used 5 5 5 5 
System Size: LOC 3.7M 3.7M >IM > IM 
Modeling Time 4 days 2 days 3 days < 1 day 
Net Test Cases 18 13 12 76 
Created 
Running Time <1 Min <10Min 3 Hr <1 Min 

Table 1: A summary of statistics from Trials 

As shown Table 1, the number of new test cases generated for year 2000 compliance testing are 
relatively very few given the complexity of the problem. One of the important factors for such a 
reduction in test cases can be attributed to the ability of the algorithm to exploit redundancy 
among test cases. We can also observe that the amount of time needed to model a regression test 
suite is very small compared to the traditional test generation approaches. This can be partially 
attributed to the fact that we worked with an SME who provided all the details about the business 
logic as well as to the Y ear2000TGF. The Y ear2000TGF is a very fast system and its run time 
depends on the number of date identification rules and the number of test files to be parsed. 

6 • Conclusion 

We presented the Year2000TGF, a rule-based factory for generating test cases for the year 
2000 compliance testing. This factory is based on the observation that the business logic does not 
change during year 2000 renovation and reinvesting in creation of brand new test cases for the 
year 2000 compliance testing is very expensive. Our proposed approach takes advantage of the 
existing regression test cases and their business logic. We have presented an implementation that 
exploits the World Wide Web as an infrastructure for deploying such a factory. Year2000TGF 
now supports several widely used test harnesses such as Compuware' s Hiperstation, Bellcore' s 
MYNAH, and data files. 

Our experience in several internal field trials showed that the Y ear2000TGF produces very few 
test cases by exploiting redundancy in typical regression test suites. Our experience also showed 
that the Year2000TGF could dramatically reduce the time involved in developing test cases for 
the year 2000 compliance testing. Since our factory is web-based, it can be used as a 
collaborative tool for generating test cases for the year 2000 problem by a team that is 
geographically dispersed. 
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In the future, we are planning to expand the Y ear2000TGF along these lines. 

1. Extension of Year2000TGF for other applications: Although the system and method 
described herein are for year 2000 compliance test case creation, our system and method are 
applicable to any situation where mass changes following a consistent substitution pattern or 
rule were made to the source code. Examples of such changes are: an input parameter type 
change from numeric to alphanumeric, the units used to specify inputs to the system were 
changed from lbs to kgs, or GMT to EST, etc., telephone numbers were changed from seven 
digit to ten digit numbers. Our method can be used to test such changes easily and rapidly by 
employing a set of appropriate "risky" values to be used for enumerating output test case 
scenar10s. 

2. Extension of the Y ear2000TGF to accommodate other test harnesses such as Rational 
Software's SQA, X-Runner and WIN-Runner from Mercury Interactive. Since our system is 
modular, extension to any of these test harnesses can be very easily accommodated. 
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• A Bellcore Trade Mark and Patent Pending 

PROBLEM: Y2K TESTING 

• Testing: number of data fields, controls 

Bel/core 

• Focus on date dependent fields (transaction date, processing date, 
ending date, duration, day of week, month, year, etc.) 

• Even if concentrate on date sensitive fields, still need to know 
relationships between all fields 

• Number of inputs per field , e.g. 12/31/99, 1/1/2000, 1/3/2000, 
2/29/2000, 3/1/2000, etc. 

• Number of possible interactions & tests are very large e.g., 10 fields, 
3 inputs/field, possible test cases = 59,049 

• HOW TO EFFICIENTLY TEST Y2K CONVERSION? 
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Efficient generation of V2K sensitive test 
cases: Opportunities 

• Traditional test case generation and automation approaches will 
not be time-efficient and cost effective 

• Need a Test Generation Factory with specialized technologies to 
generate Y2K sensitive test cases 
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Vear 2000 Testing: A Bellcore Approach 
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Efficient generation of Y2K sensitive test 
cases: Year2000TGF™ 

• Knowledge about a system's functionality is captured in regression 
test cases, typical transactions or SME specified scenarios 

• Uses this knowledge base instead of recreating it 

• Uses built in Y2K sensitive dates, day and duration computations 

• Allows users to define the rules by which date sensitive data are 
identified and changed 

• Generates minimal test cases for Y2K conversion 

• Handles different scripting languages, harnesses, flat ASCI files , 
JCL, etc. 

• WEB access for platform independence & Collaborative operation 

• Several internal trials within Bellcore 
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USES OF Y2KTGF™ 

• Harnesses: 
- Bellcore MYNAH 4.2, 4.3, 5.0 
- Compuware Hiperstation 
- ASCII DATA files 
-JCL 

• Internal Trials 
- 4 test suites from three different products 
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Trial Statistics 

s stem Name SYSl-Test 1 SYSl -Test 2 Test 3 Test4 
No. Test Cases 13 350 1 63 
No. Files 266 3315 112 125 
No. Rules 19 31 537 22 
No. Date Format 3 3 112 2 
No. Constraints 0 6 6 13 
Risk Dates Use 5 5 5 5 
S stem Size: LO 3.7M Small >IM > IM 
Modelin° Time 5 da s 2 da s 5 da s <Ida 
Net Test Cases 18 13 12 76 
Created 
Runnin° Time <1 Min <10Min 3 Hr <1 Min 

Table 1: A Summary of statistics from trials 
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Conclusion 

• Y ear2000TGF™ is a harness independent system 
• Produces efficient test cases 
• Trialed with several products 
• Future Extensions: 

• to other test harnesses 
• to other conversion applications (EMU, l0digit 
local phone numbers) 
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Testware Engineering 

Keith Stobie, BEA Systems 

Jeff V oas' Squeeze Play 

• Testability of .001 and 51/2 hours 
(20,000 tests, 1/sec) 

Testability number of probability that 
estimate test points software is not correct 

h N (1-hl 
.00001 1,000 .99 
.00001 IOOK .37 
.00001 IM .000045 

.001 1,000 .37 

.001 10,000 .000045 

.001 20,000 .0000000020 

.1 100 .000027 

.1 200 .00000000071 
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Testing combinations 
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• Orthogonal arrays, Robust Testing, 
Design Of Experiments (DOE), Taguchi 

• inputs 
Test Levels 

Params 1 2 3 
A 
B 
C 
D 

• All at once: 
A2 82 C2 D2 

0 ne-factor-at-a-ti me 

A1 81 C1 D1 
A2 81 C1 D1 
A3 81 C1 D1 

A181C2D1 
A181C3D1 

A3 83 C3 D3 

A1 82C1 D1 
A1 83 C1 D1 

A1 81 C1 D2 
A1 81 C1 D3 

A181C1D1 
1/9/9830-Oct-97 Keith Stobie, BEA, Testware Engineering 22 
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Orthogonal Arrays 

• all pair-wise parameter 
combinations occur an 
equal number of times 
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Test Parameters 
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• 2 way, 3 way, or n-way, combinations 
Heuristic (e.g. Random Greedy Algorithm) 

Not balanced (like Orthogonal Arrays) 

Logarithmic growth in number of parameters 

• Examples 
100 parameters of 2 values each 
OA: 101 tests AETG: 10 tests 
20 parameters of 10 values each 
CATS: 206 tests AETG: 180 tests 
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Testware Engineering 

Keith Stobie, BEA Systems 

Summary 
• Do Stochastic and subdomain testing 

But which first? Opinions vary, but generally: 

Risk based functional subdomain testing for unit and system, 
then coverage, then Operational Profile testing 

~ 
• full, detailed coverage testing, if you can afford to; ... 

else test suite minimization to avoid excess .JI 
tests 

• Many test techniques for functional 
subdomain testing. Not many empirical studies of 
comparative performance. One more to add to your arsenal: 

Combinatorial Design 
Allows quickly testing combinations of configurations, parameters, etc .. 
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Next Steps 

• Understand your purpose when testing. 
Choose methods that match your 
purpose. 

• Gather data on how your product is 
used (build an operational profile). 

• Choose tools to support your methods. 
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( Index - find position of a character in string s } 
function index ( vars: string; c: character) : 

integer; 
var i : integer ; 

tt;- b~gi: 1 
ffl index := O; 
:.w,. &3 while ( s[i] <> c) and ( s[i] <> ENDSTR) do 

i := i + l ; 
if ( s[i] <> ENDSTR) then 

index:= i; 
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All Paths Path Test Input 

257 s= " C =" 

w 2567 s = 'a' C = 'a' 

2357 s= " c= 'b ' 

23567 *impossible* 

(2 3 4) 2 5 7 s = 'a' c=" 

(2 3 4) 2 5 6 7 s = 'ab' 

Function Call 
Coverage 

function next_ fleld( v:i.r s: string) : integer 
begn 

nc:xt_field := In ex( s, ·r· ); 
end 

'b' 

fllllCtion main (vars: string ); 
beg;,, 

2 
2 
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Testware Engineering 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

• 
• 

Keith Stobie 
BEA Systems. Inc. 
www.beasys.com 

• • • • • • • • 

BEA's strategy is to leverage its current leadership position in 
distributed transaction processing in order to establish its middleware 
solutions as the industry standard for developing, deploying and 
managing large-scale mission-critical applications for distributed 
environments. 

This talk focuses on exposing you to some possible new ideas rather 
than covering the details of any one of them. References are provided 
if you want further details. 

Testware only, other aspects of QA, like Inspections (better than tests) 
are not covered. 

Many parts of this talk were inspired by 

Dick Hamlet's 
"Testing for Quality: Survey of Research in the State of the Arf', 
PNSQC 94, Quality Week 95 

Engineers must use data to guide their decisions. 

Testware Engineering not recognized unlike attempts : 

Keith Stobie , BEA Systems 

ASQ: Certified Software Quality Engineer 

QAI: 

ACS 

Certified Software Test Engineer 

Software Engineer 

3125198 
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Testware Engineering 

• 
• 

,,;.:,:,:,:•:•:•:•:•:-:-:,:,:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:,:-:-:-:-:,:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:+:-: 

• more than Rules of Thumb 
• Scientific/Mathematical principles 
• Research findings 

25-Mar-98 Keith Stobie, BEA, Testware Engineering 2 

This talk covers several areas of testware design. 
Frequently Test Design is discussed in terms of 
various rules to follow, but seldom is the rationale 
given for why the rules are valid. 

A professional tester should have a grounding in the 
most basic principles of testing. Only in the last two 
decades have these principles begun to be truly 
outlined. 

I will discuss several areas of the research literature 
including theoretical and empirical papers and what 
they mean to the practicing testware engineer. 

Kei1h SIObie , BEA Sys1ems 

3/25198 



Testware Engineering 

• Low Cost 
• Find Defects 
• Provide Confidence 

25-Mar-98 3 

Questions addressed include: 
* What does coverage tell us about test sets? 
* When can tests giving duplicate coverage be 

eliminated? 
* Optimal way to do combination testing? 
* What can be done to avoid huge numbers of tests 

to achieve reasonable MTBF? 

Keith Stobie, BEA Systems 

3125198 
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Testware Engineering 

.-:-:,:-:-:-:-:-:-;,:,:-:-:-:-:-:,:-:-:-:-:-:,:-:,:•:•:•:·:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-;-:-:-:.-, 

• 
• 

Stochastic 
(Random) 

25-Mlr-98 

-:-:-:.:-:-:-:::-:-:-:•:-:-:-:-:-:-;.:-:-:-;,:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-: 

Subdomain (partition/debug) 

Stochastic [requires oracle] 
Uniform 
Operational (Profile) 

Keith Stobie, BEA, Testware Engineering 

IEEE Glossary (IEEE Std 610.12-1990) 

4 

Black Box = Functional Testing White Box = Structural Testing 
System/lnterface/Component/U nit Testing 

Functional testing: Selected inputs & execution conditions => output 
generated 

ignores the internal mechanism 

Structural testing: takes into account the internal mechanism 

"The term 'partition testing' refers to any test data generation 
method which partitions the input domain and forces as least one 
test case to come from each subset." 
Duran and Ntafos, "An Evaluation of Random Testing", 
IEEE Trans on SW Eng, Vol 10#4, July 84 

Partition assumes disjoint subsets. 
Subdomain is the more general and allows overlapping subdomains 

Process by which developed (including who) 
Subdomain testing = "Debug testing" (looking for failures) 

Biggest problems with Stochastic testing: need Oracle! need 
operation profile! 
This talk will touch on: Structural Testing, ·Stochastic Testing, and Functional 
subdomain te~ting, 

Keith Stobie, BEA Systems 

3125198 
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Testware Engineering 

• 

Structural Code Coverage 
Path 

Essential/Structured 
Branch/Decision/Segment/Edges 
Statement/Block/LCSAJ/Instruction 

Data 
all Definition Use Associations (duas; all-uses) 

Predicate uses (p-uses) 

Calculation uses (c-uses) 

Functional (most "Structured" Test Techniques, for example:) 
boundary value analysis Combinatorial Design 
cause effect diagrams 

25-Mar-98 Keith Stobie, BEA, Testware Engineering 5 

:• ,•:•:-:•:···:·:·· :-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:: .. : -:-:-:-:-:-:.,-;-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-: ·-:-:-;-:-:-:-·-·-· 

dua = definition use association 

LCSAJ = Longest Continuous Sequence And Jump 

Subdomains may be used either: 

1) as a means of evaluating whether enough testing has been done 
stopping criteria: e.g. Structural coverage achieved 

2) the basis for test selection 
Usually Functional testing 

Seizer, Software Testing Techniques, Von Nostrand Reinhold 

Weyuker and Jeng , "Analyzing Partition Testing Strategies", IEEE 
Trans on SW Eng, Vol 17#7, July 91 

partition testing "is more successful when the subdomain definitions are 
fault-based. " 

Chen and Yu , "On the Relationship between Partition and Random 
Testing'', IEEE Trans on SW Eng , Vol 20#12, Dec_ 94 

"partition testing is guaranteed to perform at least as well as random 
testing so long as the number of test cases selected is in proportion to 
the size of the subdomains. " Not guaranteed "when only approximate 

ratios of the subdomafn sizes are LJ~~d. " (Thg normal CaS@!) 

Keith Stobie , BEA Systems 

3125198 
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Testware Engineering 

:-:·:-:•:•:•:•:•:,:-:-:-:-:,:•:•:•:-:-:,:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:,:-:,:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:.;-:-:-:,:-:-:-:.;.;,: ········· ., ... 
.... .. . ::::: ... ::::: ... 

• 
• 

• When is partition testing better than stochastic 
testing? 

• What is subdomain testing best for? 
defect finding (debug) 

• What is Stochastic testing best for? 
Formal, MTBF confidence building 

• Real Questions: 
Does finding defects build confidence? 
What is the purpose of testing? 

25-Mar-98 Keith Stobie, BEA, Testware F.ngineering 

:-.-.·-·-·.·-·-·--.· .......... :::-:-:-: ....... -:-:-:-: 

When 1s part1 10n 

Good failure-finding partitions have subdomains with large variations in failure rates 
(mostly all fail or mostly all pass). 

"Partition testing performs clearly better than random testing when cost-weighted 
failure rates are considered." 
"there are more variables in partition testing making it easier to come up with bad 
cases." 

Tsoukalas, Duran, Ntafos, "On some Reliability Estimation Problems in Random and 
Partition Testing", IEEE Trans on SW Eng, Vol 19#7, July 93 

Wrong question! 
"tests designed to expose failures are not representative, and test representative of 
typical operation may seldom encounter failure conditions. " 

Dick Hamlet and Ross Taylor, "Partition Testing does not Inspire Confidence", IEEE 
Trans on SW Eng , Vol 16#12, Dec 90 

"confusion between detecting failures and achieving reliability , a confusion that 
occurs when testing finds only unimportant failures." 

Phyllis Frankl , Dick Hamlet, Bev Littlewood, Lorenzo Strigni , 
"Choosing a Testing Method to Deliver Reliability" , ICSE 97, ACM 

seeking confidence vs. seeking failures 
(aper. profile) vs. (special-values testing) 

Rosenberg , "Stochastic Testing with an Unk_nown Operation Profile", Pacific 
Northwest Software Quality Conference , Oct. 97 

Keith Stobie, BEA Systems 
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Testware Engineering 

• 
• 

:-:-:-·-:-:-:-::-:-:-·-:-:-::: .. 
• Achieving reliability 

Design time 
risk based (subdomain) testing 

• Evaluating reliability 
Production time 

25-Mar-98 Keith Stobie, BEA, Testware Engineering 

"Purpose of testing is to find detects" 
Myers, Art of Software Testing, 79 

Probability that a test method will cause failures to occur. 
Confidence that a program does not have faults. 

I 

7 

Confidence= seeing a long run of tests without seeing failures 

Howden, "Scientific Foundations for Practical Software Testing and 
Analysis", 
Quality Week 93 

OLD: failure-finding probability 

probability a test set will detect at least one failure 

NEW: delivered software re liability 

probability that the corrected software will subsequently tail in 
operation 

Phyllis Frankl, Dick Hamlet, Bev Littlewood, Lorenzo 
Strigni, 
"Choosing a Testing Method to Deliver Reliability " , 
ICSE 97, ACM 

Keith Stobie , BEA Systems 
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Testware Engineering 

• 
• 

.;.;.;.;.;.:.:-:•:•:<·=·:•:•:•:• 

• Comparisons difficult, both in theory and practice 

• Problems: 
size of test set (equal sizes) 
infeasible subdomains (lines, branches, paths) 

• Theory: 
No structural coverage criteria better than (subsumes. 

narrows, covers) any other (for equal size test sets). For 
example: 
branch not better than statement coverage 

• all-uses can be better (properly covers) branch, 
but may require substantially more test cases. 

25-Mar-98 Keith Stobie, BEA, Tcstware Engineering 

What does coverage tell us about test sets? 
Frankl and Weyuker, 

':A Formal Analysis of the Fault-Detecting Ability of Testing Methods ", 

IEEE Trans. on SW Eng, Vol19#3, March 93 
•Comparisons among coverage criteria are difficult and tricky both theoretically and 
empirically, 
•1st problem: size of test set 
Generally, the large the numbers of test cases, the higher the probability they find 
defects So if Criteria C1 requires more tests cases then Criteria C2, then it would 
potentially find more defects. So ''fair'' comparison is among test sets of equal size. 

•2nd problem: infeasible subdomains (statements, branches, paths) 

Subsumes: Every Test suite satisfies C1 also satisfies C2 , then C1 
subsumes C2 

narrows, Covers, Partitions, Properly Covers, Properly Partitions 

Partitions, Subdomains 

With distinction between Random and Debug testing , I'll now discuss 
some specifics of each , starting with structural coverage. 

Keirh S1obie, BEA Sys1ems 
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Testware Engineering 

:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:.:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:- :-:-:-:.: :-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-·-·-:-:-:-:-·-·-·.·· ·-·· ·· 

• 

sel1 =uniform select amongst all inputs until C adequate 

sel2=n cases from each subdomain 

M1 = lower bound on probability that C-adequate test suite selected 
using sel1 or sel will expose at least one fault 

M2=exact probability that test set using sel2 will expose at least one 
fault (Partition testing) 

M3=equal sized test sets for M2 

IEEE Unit Testing Standard: 

"every software feature must be covered by a test case or an approved 
exception" 

"every instruction that can be reached and executed must be covered by a test 
case or an approved exception" 

Keith Stobie , BEA Sys1ems 

3125198 
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Testware Engineering 

• 
• 

Hamlet's sqrt() function: 
real abs_sqrt(real x) { 

if (x < 0.0) then x = -x; 
return( sqr(x) ) ; / / oops! sqrt 

} 

Statement testing (-3) beats branch testing (-1, 1) 
The anomaly comes from 
the variety of different 
tests that satisfy each 
criteria. 

t find bugs 
60% of stateme 
15% of path 

25-M:ir-98 

i don't 

Keith Stobie, BEA, Testware Engineering 10 

Tandem experience: 

In reviewing test suites, asked each developer their plans for 
the upcoming year. One developer said their plan was to 
increase coverage. When asked if any of the customer 
reported defects found in the past year were in uncovered 
code, they said no! So why increase coverage? 

Horgan, London, Lyu, 
Achieving Software Quality with Testing Coverage Measures 
IEEE Computer, Sept. 94 

"We suspect there's a correlation between the number of 
faults detected in a version and the coverage of its program 
constructs." 

"However, we did not see strong correlation's between the 
total faults detected in the program versions and their 
coverage measures during various testing conditions." 

Keith Scobie , BEA Systems 

3125198 
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Testware Engineering 

• 
• 

C1---C2 
universally 

C1 properly C2 
covers 

Cc- - - _,..C2 
C1 subsumes C2 

context-coverage --

·:-:::.:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:- :-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:·:: 

multiple-condition 
coverage 

I 
I 

' decision-condition 

all uses_. - limited-mutation coverage 

I reducet decision-

al! ptses ' / condition coverage 

~decision co:erage conditij coverage 

Frankly and Weyuker, 
"Provable Improvements on Branch Testing ", 
IEEE Trans on SW Eng, Vol 19#10, Oct. 93 

C1 subsumes C1: every test suite that satisfies C1 also 
satisfies C2. 

C1 properly covers C2: each of C2's subdomains can be 
"covered" by C1 subdomains (I.e. can be expressed as a 
union of some C1 subdomains) AND this can be done in 
such a way that none of C1 's subdomains occurs more often 
in the covering that it does in multiset of C1 subdomains. 
decision coverage: The entire (maximal Boolean) condition in the 
statement: 
condition coverage: every decision take on the value true at least once 
and false at least once. 

(x=1 )AND(y=1) is 1 decision and 2 conditions. 

M gives the probability that a test suite chosen using this test selection 
strategy will expose at least one fault 

E gives the expected number of failures detected 

C1 Properly Covers C2 1 M(C1) >= M(C2) and E(C1) >= E(C2) 
C1 , on average , at least as good as C2 

Keith Stobie , BEA Systems 

3/25/98 
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Testware Engineering 

• 
• 

• Cautions: 
Small programs 
real defects? 

more effective than 
dataflow > branch 5 of 9 
dataflow > 'null' 6 of 9 
branch > 'null' 5 of 9 

• more dataflow => more defects: 3 of 9 
more branches => more defects: 4 of 9 

% Dua's covered 
All Exec. Exec. vs. Effectiveness 
Branches duas d uas 100 % 98% 95% 

Matinvl 78 74 298 206 1 .03 
% 

strmtchl 13 14 49 49 1 1 .35% 
determinant 78 74 298 103 1 .556 

% 

25-Mar-98 Keith Stobie. BEA, Testware Engineering 12 
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Frankl and Weiss, ''..An Experimental Comparison of the Effectiveness 
of Branch Testing and Data Flow Testing'~ IEEE Trans on SW Eng, Vol 
19#8, Aug. 93 

"information about the way in which the effectiveness of a test set 
depends, if at all, upon coverage of the criterion and test set size." 

all edges more effective than random due to requiring more tests 

all duas more effective than all edges due to inherent properties. 

all edges were not more effective than null-adequate sets of the same 
size for any subjects 

•Problems: 
size of test set (equal sizes) [LOC 60,22,60] 
infeasible duas 
"In matinv1, there are a total of 298 dua's, only 206 {69%) are 
executable. Suppose it has been decided that test sets the cover 200 
of the dua's will be deemed adequate. Then it will be quite possible to 
test without hitting any of the crucial dua's" 

Keith Stobie, BEA Systems 
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Testware Engineering 

Prag-
ram 
* 

cal 

cal 

tr 

tr 
sort 

• 
• 

Block 
Coverage 
Size 
reduction 
Effectiveness 
reduction 

50- 60-
55% 65% 

1.19% 4.46% 

0 .03% 

Wong, Horgan, London , and Mathur, 

70- 80- 90-
75% 85% 95% 
7.78% 17.44% 44.23% 

.01% .38% 1.45% 

13 

Effect of Test Set Minimization on Fault Detection Effectiveness, 

ICSE 95 ACM 
Avg size Avg size 

full min Avg Test set Block 
LOC Blocks test set test set % reduction Coveraqe 

90-842 69-508 50-55 

163 96 2.35 2.10 11% 60-65 

3.03 2.52 17% 70-75 

127 101 2.53 2.07 18% 80-85 

4.80 2.97 38% 90-95 
842 508 26.97 13.48 50% 80-85 

Avg% 
effectiveness 
reduction 
0 .00% 

0.39% 

0.23% 

5.05% 

6.55% 
1.16% 

The effectiveness reduction of a test set due to minimization increases as its 
block coverage (and, typically size) increases. However, overall effectiveness 
reduction is not significant even for test sets with high block coverage. 

Note: Faults that can be detected by only a few test cases are potential 
candidates for not being detected after minimization. 

Keith Stobie, BEA Systems 
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Testware Engineering 

··········· .• ···:- :- --:-·,·,.•,•.••,•••• ·-·:···. 

Bellcor,~,,,,J;xperience / A TAC tests 
400 ::::ew~i:: " ----~ 75 

350 

300 

250 

~ 200 
(1) 

1- 150 
:it 

100 

50 

0 

25-Mar-98 
Original reduced 

111% blocks 
• % decisions 
~# tests 

minimized 
Keith Stobie, BEA, Testware Engineering 

70 

65 ~ 
ca -(1) 

60 ~ 
(.) 

-;:R. 
0 

55 

50 

14 

Achieving Software Quality with testing coverage 
measures 

IEEE Computer, Sept. 1994 

Reduced 377 tests to 160 with no loss. Reduced to 
18 tests with minimal loss. Paraeto Principal: 80% 
of the coverage with 20% of the tests. 

Used ATAC as coverage oracle with automated test 
generator. For 900 line sort program they generated 
100,000 tests and culled them down to 36 for 
equivalent coverage overnight. 

Keith Stobie, BEA Sysiems 
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Testware Engineering 

• 

500 C: 
rJ) 0 - -rJ) 400 (.) 
Q) ::, - "C -0 300 Q) 

a: 
~ 

-;!!. 
0 

200 

100 

Prod A Prod B Prod C 
25-Mar-98 Keith Stobie, BEA, Testware Engineering 15 

·-:--:-:-:-:-:-:,,.: -:-:::-:-:-:: .. >'.-:-:-:-:-:-:-::e:::-:-:-:-:-:-:-:•:e:-:-; -:-:-:-:.:a:•:•:• 

For a release of three products, reduced total test-suite 
from 1215 to 132 tests! 
In another example , a functional subset of a product test suite was 
minimized. The data below show this was against a large, not toy system. 

fraQ-oli2 # tests # blocks # seaments # calls 
Original 134 20929 29003 2942 
Function 12 20774 28785 2942 
Block 41 20929 28999 2942 
Segment 39 20919 28985 2942 

In another example, reducing by Function Call coverage gave 
10% of the tests providing 99.2% of the same coverage! 

Test Manager: "No defects found in the field which would 
have been caught by full test suite, but not the minimized 
one." 

BellCore production experience: Ran minimized tests during 
Multi Unit Test (MUT). Later, ran full suite at Product Test. 
No new defects found by Product Test not already seen in 

MUT! 

Keith Stobie , BEA Systems 

3125/98 
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Testware Engineering 

• 

ii iiiiiiiliiiiiililiiiiji:jjjiiiiiiiiii 
+ Run only tests that 

showed failures. 

+ Run tests "effected" 
by changes. . 
(Regression strategy) 

I 00 tests revised software 

y 
,:. ,. 

20 failed tests----¥ '".""'" wft-

' ·=· 

5 failed tcstsc----
"fixed" softw,ue 

95 tests 

'.: ··11,1 oe;,;,,..;;;···· f 
:t 

25-Mar-98 Keith Stobie, BEA. Testw3re Engineering 
2 failed tests 

i 
16 

A classic approach to this problem goes something like this: 

• Run the full test suite once - record all problems 

• After each new set of corrections, run failing tests until all 
succeed 

• Run the full test suite a final time (and repeat above if 
failures) 

A typical variation on the above is to run more than just the failed 
tests , but not all of the tests for each new set of corrections. A 
variety of algorithms exist to do this, including the typical adhoc 
gut feel approach based on "experience". 

May not be very cost effective to run tests "effected by 
changes" 

Rosenblum and Wyeuker, "Using Coverage Information to 
Predict the Cost-Effectiveness of Regression Testing 
Strategies", IEEE Trans on SW Eng, Vol 23#3, March 97 

Keirh Srobie, BEA Systems 

3125198 
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Testware Engineering 

• 
• 

• By Coverage 
• Statement (block) 

• Segment (branch) 

• Call coverage 

• 50 - 90 % Reduction in tests! 

• Perhaps better than regression runs 

25-Mar-98 Keith Stobie, BEA, Testware Engineering 

:::·::::::::::::11::·:·:·:·:-:-:-:·::e: -:•: 

17 

Test Suites can be reduced based on their coverage. 
Pick the set of tests that give you the most coverage 
for the least amount of tests , time, or cost. This can 
be based on either pure structural coverage 
(detailed) or merely on call coverage (cursory). 

Prudent to use the minimized test suite for overnight 
or common runs. Run full test suite once ( or a few 
times) a release to catch anything the minimized test 
suite may have missed. 

Keith S1obie, BEA Systems 

3125198 
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Testware Engineering 

•:•:•:-:•:•:• :-:-:,-:,:-:-.. -:-:,:-:,:-:-:-:-:-:•:•:•:.:,:-:-:,:-:-: -:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-

• 
• 

Practical problems with software reliability: 

• operational profiles are very hard to obtain 
• high confidence in a useful MTIF requires far too 

many tests: to predict MTTF of N runs requires 
more than N tests. Example: 
To meet the FAA standard of 109 hours failure
free operation requires 100 years of testing (at 
one test/sec). 

25-Mar-98 Keith Stobie, BEA, Testware Engineering 18 

Pure's 'Denali ' or "Discover" for finding Operational Profile. 

Keith Stobie , BEA Systems 

3125198 
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Testware Engineering 

A prediction of the probability that existing faults will 
be revealed during testing according to some 
testing scheme D. (Dis some input representation) 

• Testing is defined with respect to some 
authority that asserts whether an output is correct. 

• Testability says nothing about correctness, but 
rather the likelihood of "incorrectness" occurring. 
Testability can be obtained by testing that requires 
no oracle. 

25-Mar-98 Keith Stobie, BEA, Testware Engineering 19 

"How big is a bug" 
Number of inputs that can detect the bug 

High Testability: each fault is large enough to 
be seen during testing 

The "sifting" example. 

Bigger bugs are better! 
Dave Duchesnea, "Guerrilla SQA: Business is war and Quality is a 
Battleground', Pacific Northwest Quality Conference, Oct. 1997 

Keith Stobie, BEA Systems 

3125198 
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Testware Engineering 

:-:•:•:•:•:-:-:-:-:•:-:-:•:• :-:,:-:,:-:-:,:-:,:-:,:-:-:,:-:-;,:,:,:-:-:- :-:-:-:,:-:-:-:,:,:-:,:-:-:.:-:-:-:-

For a fault to result in failure the following three 
conditions are necessary and sufficient: 

• Faults must be executed (reachability) 
• Data state must become Infected (necessity) 

• Infected data state must propagate to an output 
variable (sufficiency) 

Dynamic Failure-Based Technique 

• PIE: Propagating from Infection when Executed 
• PIE analysis identifies locations in a program 

where faults, if they exist, are more likely to 
remain undetected during testing. 

Jeffrey Voas, "PIE: A Dynamic Failure-B~sed Technique", 
IEEE Trans on SW Eng Vol 18#8, Aug 92 

20 

Hamlet and Voas, "Software Reliability and Software Testability" , 
Quality Week 1993 · 

Hamlet and Voas, "Faults on Its Sleeve: Amplifying Software Reliability 
Testing", ACM ISSTA 93 

Keith Stobie , BEA Systems 

3125198 
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Testware Engineering 

• 
• 

• Testability of .001 and 51 /2 hours 
(20,000 tests, 1 /sec) 

Testability number of probability that 
estimate test points software is not correct 

h N (I -h/ 
.00001 1,000 .99 
.00001 100K .37 
.00001 IM .000045 

.001 1,000 .37 

.001 10,000 .000045 

.001 20,000 .0000000020 

.1 100 .000027 

.1 200 .00000000071 

25-Mar-98 Keith Stobie, BEA. Testware Engineering 

:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-· :-:.:-:-:-:.;.;.;- -:-:-:-:-:-:-:.:-:. ,:,:,:-:-:-:-:-:-: -. 

What can be done to avoid huge numbers of tests to achieve 
reasonable MTBF? 

21 

Identify untestable sections of code and recode them, or use 
other methods than testing to assure their reliability. 

Contrast with 

Bertolino, Strigini , "Using Testability Measures for Dependability 
Assessmenf' , ICSE 95 , ACM 

How to Increase Testability: 

• Make sure component gets used (coverage) 

• Provide test hooks: detect internal 
contamination 

• Use exceptions and assertions liberally 
Dave Duchesnea, "Gu~rrilla SQA: Busingss is war and Quality is a 

Battleground', Pacific Northwest Quality Conference, Oct. 1997 

Keirh Srobie , BEA Systems 
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Testware Engineering 

• 
• 

• Orthogonal arrays, Robust Testing, 
Design Of Experiments (DOE), Taguchi 

• inputs One-factor-at-a-time 

Test Levels A181C101 
Params 1 2 3 A2 81 C1 01 A1 82 C1 01 

A Al A2' A3 A381C101 A1 83C101 
B Bl B2 B3 
C Cl C2 C3 A181C201 A181C102 
D Dl D2 D3 A 1 81 C3 01 A 1 81 C1 03 

• All at once: 
A2 82 C2 02 A3 83 C3 D3 A1 81 C1 01 

25-Mar-98 Keith Stobie, BEA, Testware Engineering 22 

·······.··· ·.·.·.··.·-:-·-= · ·-·,:-:-:-:::-:-:. -;.:-:-:-:-:-:.:-· 

Phadke, "Planning Efficient Software Tests", Cross Talk Oct. 97 
http://www.stsc.hill.af.mil/CrossTalk/1997/oct/planning.html 

Brownlie, Robert , Prowse, Phadke, "Robust Testing of AT&T 
PMX/StarMAIL Using OATS' , AT&T Technical Journal, Vol 71 # 3, 
May/june 1992 

Mandi, "Orthogonal Latin Squares: An Application of Experimental 
Design to Compiler Testing", Comm. ACM, Oct 1985 

Pao, Sherred, Phadke, Tuning Computer Systems for High 
Performance 
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Testware Engineering 

• 

• all pair-wise parameter 
combinations occur an 
equal number of times 

25-Mar-98 Keith Stobie, BEA, Testware Engineering 

Test 
Case 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

Parameters 
A B C D 
1 1 1 1 
1 2 2 2 
1 3 3 3 
2 1 2 3 
2 2 3 1 
2 3 1 2 
3 1 3 2 
3 2 1 3 
3 3 2 1 
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Good for performance analysis and tuning 

pair wise: e.g. B2&C3 pair [5] or A3&02 pair [7] 

equal times: A value 1, 3 times, 

C value 2 , 3 times 

Doesn't help when values have specal 
meaning, like maximum and minmum. For 
example, 3 3 3 3 (all maximum) is not tried. 

Keich Scobie , BEA Syscems 
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Testware Engineering 

•:-:-:-:,:-:-:-:•:•:•:,:-:.;,:•:,:-:-:-:-;,:,:-:-:,:, 

• 

• 2 way, 3 way, or n-way, combinations 
Heuristic (e.g. Random Greedy Algorithm) 

Not balanced (like Orthogonal Arrays) 

Logarithmic growth in number of parameters 

• Examples 
100 parameters of 2 values each 
OA: 101 tests AETG: 1 o tests 
20 parameters of 10 values each 
CATS: 206 tests AETG: 180 tests 

25-Mir-98 Keith Stobie, BEA, Testware Engineering 24 

Cohen, Dalal , Parelius, Patton, 
"The Combinatorial Design Approach to Automatic Test Generation", 
IEEE Software, Sept. 96 

http://computer.org/software/so1996/s5toc.htm 

Cohen, Dalal, Fredman, Patton , 

"The AETG System: An Approach to Testing Based on Combinatorial 
Design" , IEEE Trans on SW Eng. Vol 23#7, July 97 

http://computer.org/tse/ts1997 /e7toc. htm 

Randomly generated test coverage for sort 80-85% Block: 27 tests 

AETG : 29 tests for pair-wise gave 90% block 

Keith Stobie, BEA Systems 
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Testware Engineering 

• Do Stochastic and subdomain testing 
But which first? Opinions vary, but generally: 

Risk based functional subdomain testing for unit and system, 
then coverage, then Operational Profile testing 

• full, detailed coverage testing, if you can afford to; 

else test suite minimization to avoid excess 
tests 

• Many test techniques for functional 
SUbdomain testing. Not many empirical studies of 
comparative performance. One more to add to your arsenal: 

Combinatorial Design 
Allows quickly testing combinations of configurations, parameters , etc .. 

25-Mar-98 Keith Stobie. BEA, Testware Engineering 25 
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Marick, The Craft Of Software Testing, Prentice Hall 

Functional Coverage then Structural Coverage using Functional testing. 

Keith Stobie , BEA Systems 
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Testware Engineering 
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• 
• 

• Understand your purpose when testing. 
Choose methods that match your 
purpose. 

• Gather data on how your product is 
used (build an operational profile). 

• Choose tools to support your methods. 

3125198 
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Testware Engineering 

• 
~ 

Keith Stobie, BEA Systems 

Testware Engineering 

Keith Stobie 

BEA Systems. Inc. 
www.beasys.com 

1/9/98 Keith Stobie, BEA, Testware Engineering 
,.,_ . . ..::·:<\~~;:( • • 

. :: ~ :JI . . 
Testware Design 

• more than Rules of Thumb 
• Scientific/Mathematical principles 
• Research findings 

1/9/9830-Oct-97 Keith Stobie, BEA, Testware Engineering 
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Testware Engineering 

Keith Stobie, BEA Systems 

Good Tests 

• Low Cost 
• Find Defects 

• Provide Confidence 

1/9/9830-Oct-97 Keith Stobie, BEA, Testware Engineering 
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Testing Types 
--==:::~---S_u_b_domain (partition/debug) 

Stochastic 
(Random) 

1/9/9830-Oct-97 

Stochastic [ requires oracle] 
Uniform 
Operational (Profile) 

Keith Stobie, BEA, Testware Engineering 
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Testware Engineering 

• II 
II 

Keith Stobie, BEA Systems 

- - --11 :JI . . . 
Subdomain Testing types 

, Structural Code Coverage I 

Path I 

' 
EssentiaVStructured 

I Branch/Decision/Segment/Edges 
Statement/Block/LCSAJ/Instruction 

i ! 
I Data 

all Definition Use Associations (duas ; all-uses) 

Predicate uses (p-uses) 

Calculation uses ( c-uses) 

. Functional (most "Structured" Test Techniques, for example:) : 
' boundary value analysis Combinatorial Design 

cause effect diagrams 
1/9/9830-Oct-97 Keith Stobie, BEA, Testware Engineering 

_]1 "11 . . . . . 

Partition vs Stochastic testing 

• When is partition testing better than stochastic 
testing? 

seldom fails 

• What is subdomain testing best for? 
defect finding (debug) 

• What is Stochastic testing best for? 
Formal, MTBF confidence building 

• Real Questions: 
Does finding defects build confidence? 
What is the purpose of testing? 

I /9/9830-Oct-97 Keith Stobie, BEA, Testware Engineering 
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Testware Engineering 

-M 
II 

Keith Stobie, BEA Systems 

. 
-- ::JI JI . . .. .. . . 

Purpose of Testing 

• Achieving reliability 
Design time 
risk based (subdomain) testing 

• Evaluating reliability 
Production time 

I /9/9830-Oct-97 Keith Stobie, BEA, Testware Engineering 7 ---- = ~il=il - . ·- -

. . . . . 

Comparing Structural Coverage 

• Comparisons difficult, both in theory and practice 
• Problems: 

size of test set (equal sizes) 
infeasible subdomains (lines, branches, paths) 

• Theory: 
No structural coverage criteria better than (subsumes, 

narrows, covers) any other (for equal size test sets) . For 
example: 
branch not better than statement coverage 

• all-uses can be better (properly covers) branch, 
but may require substantially more test cases. 

I /9/9830-Ocl-97 Keith Stobie, BEA, Testware Engineering 8 
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Testware Engineering 
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Keith Stobie, BEA Systems 

. = -.11.11 . . 
Notes only backup 

1/9/9830-Oct-97 Keith Stobie, BEA, Testware Engineering 
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Theory Examples 

Hamlet's sqrt() function: 
{ 

X = - x ; 
real abs_s qrt(real x) 

if (x < 0.0) t hen 
return( sqr(x) ) ; II o ops ! s qr t 

9 

. 

Statement testing (-3) beats branch testing (-1, 1) 
The anomaly comes from 
the variety of different 
tests that satisfy each 
criteria . 

i find bugs 

l don' t 

I /9/9830-Oct-97 Keith Stobie, BEA, Tcstware Engineering 

60% of stateme 
15% of path 
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Testware Engineering 

Keith Stobie, BEA Systems 

Universally Properly Covers 
C1--•C2 

universally 
C1------~C2 
CI subsumes C2 

multiple-condition 

C 1 properly C2 

covers 

coverage 
I 
I 
I 

'( 

context-coverage decision-condition 
all uses""'-_/___ limited-mutation coverage 

! reduce~ decision-

al! p-u~ . . ' yconditir coverage 

dec1s1on coverage condition coverage 

I /9/9830-Oct-97 Keith Stobie, BEA, Testware Engineering II 

-:~~----------

Coverage: Experiments 
• Cautions: more effective than 

Small programs dataflow > branch 5 of9 
dataflow > 'null' 6 of 9 

real defects? branch > 'null' 5 of9 
• more dataflow => more defects: 3 of 9 

more branches => more defects: 4 of 9 
% Dua's covered 

A II Exec. Exec. vs. Effectiveness 
Branches du as du as I 00% 98% 95% 

Matinvl 78 74 298 206 I .03 
% 

strmtchl 13 14 49 49 1 .35% 
determinant 78 74 298 103 1 .556 

% 

I /9/9830-Oct-97 Keith Stobie, BEA. Testware Engineering 
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Testware Engineering 

Keith Stobie, BEA Systems 

Coverage: Test Set minimization 

Size 
reduction 

ect1veness 
reduction 

1/9/9830-Oct-97 Keith Stobie, BEA, Testware Engineering 13 

Bellcore Experience I ATAC tests 
400 3 77 --:=..-=---=----=-----=------_-_-~----, 7 5 

Original reduced minimized 
I/9/9830-Oct-97 Keith Stobie, BEA, Testware Engineering 
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Testware Engineering 

Keith Stobie, BEA Systems 

xper1ence 
100% 

500 

~ 400 
~ 
o 300 
=it: 

200 

100 

0 

Prod A Prod B 

74% 

o Total Tests 

• Reduced Tests 
-+-%reduction 

Prod C 

90% 

80% 

70% 

60% 

50% 

40% 

30% 

20% 

10% 

0% 

1/9/9830-Oct-97 Keith Stobie, BEA, Testwarc Engineering 

Subset Runs 

• Run only tests that 
showed failures. 

• Run tests "effected" 
by changes. 
(Regression strategy) 

I 00 tests revised software 

y 

5 fail ed tes·•.----~ 

"fixed" software 

95 tests 

----~ 0 failed tests 

1/9/9830-Oct-97 Keith Stobie, BEA, Testware Engineering 2 failed tests 

0 
.:; 
0 
::::, 

"C 
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~ 0 
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. . . !,,..,':ll ' . . 

Minimize Full Runs 

• By Coverage 

• • Statement (block) • II • Segment(branch) i • .. 
• Call coverage -:i 

• 50 - 90 % Reduction in tests! 

• Perhaps better than regression runs 

1/9/9830-Oct-97 Keith Stobie, BEA, Testware Engineering 17 
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- 5.91 ':II . . 
highMTBF? 

Practical problems with software reliability: 

• operational profiles are very hard to obtain 

• • high confidence in a useful MTTF requires far too • • i 
II 

many tests: to predict MTTF of N runs requires 
.II more than N tests. Example: 

To meet the FAA standard of 109 hours failure-
free operation requires 100 years of testing (at 
one test/sec). 

1/9/9830-Oct-97 Keith Stobie, BEA, Testware Engineering 18 
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Testware Engineering 

Keith Stobie, BEA Systems 

-- :'l;J.11 JI ----- - --

JeffVoas' Testability 

A prediction of the probability that existing faults will 
be revealed during testing according to some 
testing scheme D. (Dis some input representation) 

• Testing is defined with respect to some 
authority that asserts whether an output is correct. 

• Testability says nothing about correctness, but 
rather the likelihood of "incorrectness" occurring. 
Testability can be obtained by testing that requires 
no oracle. 

I /9/9830-Oct-97 Keith Stobie, BEA, Testware Engineering 

,,, . ··11·· . . 

PIE Model 
For a fault to result in failure the following three 

conditions are necessary and sufficient 
• Faults must be executed (reachability) 

• Data state must become Infected (necessity) 

• Infected data state must propagate to an output 
variable (sufficiency) 

Dynamic Failure-Based Technique 
• PIE: Propagating from Infection when Executed 

• PIE analysis identifies locations in a program 
where faults, if they exist, are more likely to 
remain undetected during testing. 

I /9/9830-Oct-97 Kei th Stobie, BEA, Testware Engineering 
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. . . -- ~~ -JI . . 
JeffVoas' Squeeze Play 

• Testability of .001 and 51/2 hours 
(20,000 tests, 1/sec) 

Testability number of probability that 
estimate test points software is not correct 

h N (I-ht 
.00001 1,000 .99 
.00001 I00K .37 
.00001 IM .000045 

.001 1,000 .37 

.001 10,000 .000045 

.001 20,000 .0000000020 

. I 100 .000027 

. I 200 .00000000071 

I /9/9830-Oct-97 Keith Stobie, BEA, Testware Engineering 21 
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Testing combinations 

• Orthogonal arrays, Robust Testing, 
Design Of Experiments (DOE), Taguchi 

• inputs 

Test Levels 
Params I 2 3 

A 
B 
C 
D 

• All at once: 
A2 82 C2 D2 

One-factor-at-a-time 

A181C101 
A2 81 C1 01 
A3 81 C1 01 

A181 C201 
A181C301 

A3 83 C3 D3 

A1 82C101 
A1 83C1 D1 

A1 81 C1 02 
A1 81 C1 03 

A181C1D1 
1/9/9830-Oct-97 Keith Stobie, BEA, Testware Engineering 22 
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Cisco -W ANBU .... 

• Cisco Systems, Inc. is the worldwide leader in networking 
for the Internet. The products include routers, LAN and 
A TM switches, dial-up access servers and network 
management software 

• Wide Area Network Business Unit is the pioneer of cell 
switching technology and a leading supplier of high
performance wide area network switching systems in both 
the frame relay and A TM markets 

Cisco SYSTEMS 

Cisco Systems Confidential t!IEl!l. 
\ 

Reasons To Implement 

• Early 1995 
- Assessment on Programming Process 
- Integration 
- Test 

• Recommendations 
- Establish a metrics & measurement program 
- Conduct Root Cause Analysis 
- Inspection data for early warnings & 

leading indicators 

Ci sco SYSTEM S 

Cisco Systems Confidential i&IIEl!i. 
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Launch Pad 

• Improvement Plan 

- Evaluated benefits 

- Reviewed timelines for action 

- Results in short timeframe 

- Multi-voting 

- Selection of inspections as an "improvement" activity 

Cisco Systems Confidential 

Training 

• Selection of a consultant to conduct training 

- World Class 
- What's in it for me? 

• Appropriate time so everyone can attend 

• Mandatory management attendance at the 
beginning & ending of the class 

• Mandatory first line and second line manager 
attendance 

Cisco Systems Confidential 

Cisco SYSTEMS 
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Reasons Why it would not work .... 

• Additional responsibility for engineers 

• Added schedule and time pressure 

• If author is an "expert" inspection could cause delay 

• Upfront time and resource investment 

• Coding guidelines is not followed by all interfacing 
sub-systems 

Cisco Systems Confidential 

Getting started 

• Individual project manager meetings for encouragement 

• Preparation of appropriate inspection forms 

• Historical data: 
- Average time to fix P 1 defect, system test 
- Average time to fix Pl defect, customer found 

• Out of original 25 individuals trained, only one 
decided to do inspections! 

Cisco Systems Confidential 
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Defect Classification 

PEFECTTYPE DEFECT ORIGIN !DEFECT DEFECT 
REASON CAPlURE 

OPPORTUNTIY 

l.\loootlnn ts 1Mssmg lnspea,on 
Ullllhandhng 11,eslgn 1wrong u:s1gn 

insn,rt;on 
on = '"-""" Unit test 

11lllnJ?ISeriall23bon New Code NotUear =Test 
Jser lntertace ~aru-JX ~LI 
nternal Jntertace orted i\T 
iardware s1=s Int Up 1=ess1on Test 
~tandards UJtsouro:rl 
User D:x:umentanon lludcl/Pad<ai,.,.= 
t:rnJr Handling ~tatloo 

narnware 
User lntertace 

Cisco SYSTEMS 

Cisco Systems Confidential L!IEl!J. 
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Visibility 

• Posted results of inspection: 

- Bulletin boards 
- Copy room 
- Coffee room 

• Showed the results at all employee meeting 

• Result discussion at VP of Engineering staff meeting 

• Weekly discussion on defects found during inspection in 
the GM' s staff meeting 

Cisco SYSTEMS 

Cisco Systems Confidential t!IEl!l. 
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Culture Change 

• 1 on 1 "buy-in" meetings with other engineering managers 

• Volunteer as recorder, reader or inspector 

• Include inspection time in the Development Plan 

• Up-front commitment on number of inspections 

• Systemic versus misexecution 

• Audit of planned versus actuals 

Thou shall do it ............ . 
Cisco SYSTEMS 

Cisco Systems Confidential i!IL!mrl. 
• 

Rude Awakening 

• Inspection standards not followed 

• Too many "investigative" items 

• Too many defects logged as "minor" 

• Illegible handwritings on the inspection reports 

• Constant requests to automate! 

JmpJementation of corrective action items ..... . 

Cisco SYSTEMS 

Cisco Systems Confidential l!IEIII. 
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Related Activities 

• Formation of inspection committee: 

- revision of the inspection forms 

- customization of the inspection process 

- development of programming rules 

• Inspection results on the WEB 

• Inspection process on the WEB 

• Inspection reports on the WEB 

Cisco SYSTEMS 

Cisco Systems Confidential i!IEl!I. 

Continuous Improvement 

• Evaluation of defects : why were they not caught in the 
inspection? 

• Pl & P2 defects: For systemic defects, the root cause and 
elimination 

• Forecast LOC, commit & execution by adhering 100% 
standards 

• Internal audit and frequent feedback reports 

ti 

Ci sco SYSTEMS 

Cisco Systems Confidential i!!Eill. 
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Automated Results Recording 

• In-house database system 

• Inspection reports: 

- By project, file, project manager, release: 

• No. if inspections 

• LOC inspected 

• Total Preparation Time 

• Total Inspection Time 

• No. of defects found Pl & P2 

• Type of defects 

CISCO SYSTEMS 

Cisco Systems Confidential l!iEll:i. 
" 

Concepts of RTM 

----~>-

• .... 

• .... 

Cisco SYSTEMS 

Cisco Systems Confidential i!IEl!l. ,. 
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Software Quality 

• Metrics and Dashboard, updated once a month 

- Lines of code inspected release to release 

- Defects found in inspection 

- Defect found in SL T 

- Defects found at customer site 

-MTTR 

• Defects in field 

• Defects in system test 

Cisco Systems Confidential 

Ultimate Results 

DEFECT TREND 

Cisco Systems Confidential 
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ABSTRACT 

Early system testing and formal specification are understood as quality management activities 
that reduce the likelihood of errors in design specifications and code, and thus, increase the 
quality in terms of integrity, maintainability, usability, and correctness. However, there is a lack 
of guidelines and tools on how to meet these objectives, such as on how to develop test cases 
from requirements specification and execute them in an effective and efficient way. 

At SIEMENS, both a quality management process at SEI-maturity level 3 including test case 
specification, and a tool enabling test case generation have been developed. The tool IDATG 
(Integrating Design and Automated Test Case Generation) supports both the specification and 
generation of test cases based on an end user task model, as well as test cases oriented towards 
the complete coverage of the user interface behavior. We introduce the fundamental concepts, 
the specification technique and the architecture. It does not only reduce the set of test cases to 
those that are relevant from the end users' task domain, but also the effort to be spent to 
specify the corresponding states of the graphical user interface. In addition, we have embedded 
the IDATG process model into stdSEM, the Siemens quality assurance procedure for software 
development. A first cost/benefit analysis indicates significant potentials for savings in quality 
management. 
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Automated Test Case Generation, GUI Test Technology, Task-Oriented Testing, Test Process 
Model, Test Automation Technology 
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INTRODUCTION 

Both, tools for quantitative evaluation of industrially developed software quality, and 
techniques checking the usability (i.e. the quality) of user interfaces require methodological and 
conceptual improvements: 

• According to [Daich, 1996], only 30% of software errors occur in the course of 
implementation whereas 70% of errors are made in the course of requirements specification 
and design. Due to early detection of errors in (program or specification) logic a reduction 
of the average defect rate of 15% remaining in products can be predicted [Jones, 1996]. 
Although these numbers indicate significant effort to set up accurate test cases, e.g. to 
derive test cases from end user-scenarios, only 10% of industrial software producers make 
use of tools to automate test execution, and below 1 % test-design automation. 

• The rising demands regarding the user-friendliness of graphic user interfaces (Gills) have 
caused a considerable increase of technical complexity. Such highly convenient interfaces 
for users help to save costs in two ways: the user's level of expertise can be lower and many 
incorrect entries are prevented automatically. Powerful tools for the development of Gills 
facilitate the development of such complex interfaces. In contrast, the exact description and 
testing of such comprehensive and mutually concatenated dialog sequences still remain 
largely unsolved, especially from the viewpoint of dynamic and context-sensitive execution. 
However, testing these complex sequences is required for checking the usability of 
interactive software. 

In this paper we report on several activities to meet the addressed requirements. In the IDATG 
(Integrated Design and Automated Test case Generation) project a technique and a tool have 
been developed that addresses both problem areas, since they provide: 

• A (formal) specification language and a comfortable set of interactive features that allow to 
produce exact and unambiguous behavior specifications of the user interface and (task
oriented) test scenarios from the workflow description of the application. Since the 
specification is unambiguous due to the complete and implementation-independent 
description of a GUI it is termed 'formal specification' . 

• A test case generator for different types of test cases for behavior (black-box) testing: 
(i) Test cases to check the basic functionality of the GUI with respect to its dynamic 

and semantic behavior, and 
(ii) task-oriented (system) test cases that enable to check the usability of an interactive 

application. 

Following this approach the following objectives of system level functional testing (as 
introduced by [Beizer, 1996]) should be met: 

1. Independent verification of the system functions. 
2. The test design process as a quality assurance method. 

In this context the main benefit of test case generation is that the link between the specification 

of complex application programs and the verification of the developed software offers an 



optimal starting point successful overall test automation [Beer, 1997]. However, such an 
automation has to become part of industrially usable software development processes. In order 
to achieve that goal we have embedded the IDATG process model into the Siemens-specific 
development procedure stdSEM. 

Additional benefits concern the issue of systematical, since task-oriented (system) testing, as 
they are addressed in [Bias et al., 1994]: Both the customer (user) as well as the producer in 
terms of sales figures and support costs for service and maintenance might profit from this type 
of testing: 

1. Increased productivity: Tasks may be accomplished more effectively and efficiently by end 
users. 

2. Decreased likelihood of errors: The users are guided through the process of task 
accomplishment according to their skills, perspective, and capabilities. 

3. Decreased effort for training: Users grasp the concepts of interaction easier through the 
suitability for tasks and for their preferences. 

1 

4. Savings gained from making changes earlier in design life cycle, in case misunderstandings 
between customer and producer, or failures occur. 

The IDATG approach ensures modularity and transparency of the test procedure, taking into 
account the latest recommendations for software quality improvement [Arthur, 1997], as well 
as openness for vendors of industrial test support tools. In the following sections we first detail 
the process-driven approach for testing and the fundamental concepts of the IDATG 
technique: The test procedure is elaborated, including the rationale and the concept of 
representing graphical user interfaces formally. The subsequent section captures the 
architecture of the tool and the concepts to achieve consistent and complete GUI testing. It 
also shows how to use the IDATG tool set. The paper proceeds with the migration of the 
IDATG test process model into stdSEM, the industrial software development procedure at 
SIEMENS. Finally, some results of a cost/benefit analysis are given, in order to provide 
evidence for the savings to be expected from utilizing the IDATG tool for test case 
specification and generation. 

THE IDATG PROCESS MODEL 

The development of the process model for behavioral (black-box) testing as well as the 
development of the novel tool have been based on experiences with ATG, an Automated Test 
case Generator [Beer et al., 1993] for form-based interaction, developed at Siemens for 
automated testing of graphical user interfaces. IDATG does not only take into account existing 
and well working techniques for test case generation, but also enhances these concepts with 
work performed in the field of task-oriented prototyping, namely TADEUS [Stary et al. , 
1997]. The TADEUS (Task Analysis / Design / End User Systems) tool enables the 
representation of end-user tasks and work:flows that have to be refined for software 
development. An object-oriented business model can be refined to a data and an interaction 
model of the application without lacking the context of the application' s semantics. 
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Figure 1 - The IDATG Test l'>rocess Model 



The IDATG test process model provides two ways of generating test cases (see figure 1): 

• The first aim is to achieve complete test-coverage of each dialog in the GUI, which requires 
a number of more or less unintelligent test cases, also termed 'basic test cases'. They can be 
derived directly from the formal specification. Although it is also possible to create test 
cases that involve more than a few dialogs, the number of generated test cases would 
rapidly exceed reasonable limits. 

• Secondly, IDATG focuses on the usability of the product and generates particular, task
oriented test cases. For this step additional information about the relations between the 
tasks and the actual GUI is necessary. It can be provided from a design tool like TADEUS. 
Task-based test cases are test cases that are derived from the actual flow of end user work 
instead of arbitrary system functions and states. The sequence of actions under test 
corresponds to meaningful, most representative scenarios at the workplace. The expected 
benefits of task-based testing are 

(i) a significant reduction of the number of test cases, and 
(ii) significantly increased end user acceptance due to the enforcement of usability 

testing through checking task conformance and adaptability. 

In contrast to conventional testing several steps are required for test preparation. Figure 1 
details these steps: Based on a low level functional design and layout specifications, a formal 
specification of the user interface can be developed. Many design errors can already be 
revealed in this phase. After this step it is possible to directly generate basic test cases or to 
derive task-oriented test cases, which also requires end-user scenarios. Such scenarios can be 
supplied by a task-oriented design tool such as T ADEUS. Finally, both types of test cases can 
be executed on the implemented product. Errors in the implementation are detected by 
comparing the actual behavior of the GUI with the expected results. We will detail the 
additional activities in the following. 

FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS IN IDATG 

As already indicated context-sensitive testing requires several additional act1v1t1es for 
preparation, before test cases can be executed using traditional tools. These activities are: the 
formal specification of the user interface, and the generation of test-cases based on the formal 
specification. 

FORMAL SPECIFICATION OF THE USER INTERFACE 

The first step towards automated test case generation is to represent the behavior of the 
graphic user interface. In IDATG this task is achieved in a very comfortable and intuitive way 
with the IDATG editor editing state-transition diagrams. Static information about the GUI can 
be directly imported from layout editors such as the dialog editor of the Microsoft Developer 
Studio. This means a significantly reduced effort for the developer, who only has to 
supplement th~ dynamic behavior. The developer cian ddio~ arbitrary transitions between 
dialogs and controls that can be directly used as input for test case generation. 



States 

In order to capture the basic concepts of Gills three different levels are distinguished, in order 
to describe the state of a GUI: 

• Level I - Application Level: It determines the active dialog of the application. 
• Level 2 - Dialog Level: This layer determines which control of the active dialog represents 

the current focus of interaction. 
• Level 3 - Control Level: It determines the state of the active control, such as the cursor 

position in a list box. 

1 - Application Level 

2 - Dialog Level 
,----------, 
3 - Control Level 

Figure 2 - The Layered Approach to the Form3:l Representation of MFC-based 
Interfaces 

As we can see in figure 2, each state on level 1 is composed of sub-states in layer 2 and sub
sub-states in layer 3. State transitions can concern each of these levels: 

• Most hot-keys and mouse events trigger transitions at level 1. Hence, the ID of the active 
dialog is the only information that is required to perform a transition. For example, pressing 
'Escape' or clicking on the 'Cancel' button closes the active dialog regardless of the prior 
position of the focus (cursor). 

• Transitions concerning level 2 require information about the control that represents the 
current focus. For instance, pressing the tabulator key moves the focus from one control to 
the next. In this case, the destination control depends on the current focus position. 

• Transitions at level 3 only concern internal states of a control. The behavior of a control is 
defined by the GUI library, such as the Microsoft Foundation Classes, and cannot be 
changed with the IDATG editor. However, knowledge about this behavior is required for 
test case generation. An example for a level 3 transition would be scrolling inside a list box. 

Transitions 

The following information is considered to be relevant to describe a transition from one state 
to another: 

• The start state and the destination state of the transition. 
• The event that triggers the transition - usually some user input. 
• The semantic conditions that have to be fulfilled in order to start the transition. 
• The actions that are executed during the transition. Actions have only to be specified, if they 

affect the further behavior of the user interface. 



Start and Destination State. The start and destination state of a transition can be specified 
easily with IDATG by drawing an arrow between the corresponding control elements (see 
figure 7). It is possible that the destination state of a transition is identical with its start state. 
Such transitions are necessary to specify actions that change the GUI behavior but do not 
move the focus. Most of the state transitions that are covered by the behavior implied by the 
Microsoft Foundation Classes Library® will be generated automatically and do not have to be 
declared explicitly. They are considered to be inherent behavior that should not burden 
designers and testers. Only exceptions and additional transitions have to be specified by the 
developer. 

Trigger Event A simple language with a corresponding parser is provided to specify trigger 
events for transitions. It is able to represent all kinds of keyboard and mouse events. Future 
versions will also support other signals or time triggers. 

Examples are: Space, Alt+Fl, MClickL. 

Semantic Conditions. IDATG provides a powerful language for expressing semantic 
conditions. It is possible to refer to the current state or contents of controls and to perform 
arithmetic, Boolean, set and string operations. It is also possible to define attributes for dialogs 
in order to simulate certain implementation-specific features, e.g. the mode of a dialog ( create 
a new set of data or update an existing one). 

Sample condition: (#Age#> 18) AND (#Mode#= ,,Update"). 

Actions. In order to obtain a complete specification of the GUI behavior, it is also necessary to 
define the changes in the GUI that are produced by each transition. For example, certain 
transitions may set the contents of an input field to a new value or disable a push button. These 
actions must be simulated in the course of test case generation, because they change the further 
behavior of the GUI. Otherwise, it would be possible that invalid test cases, like pushing a 
disabled button, are generated. 

Sample action: EnableButton(Delete, TRUE). 

Moreover, actions are required to enable the test case generator to systematically fulfill 
semantic conditions. For example, if a transition requires that a certain button is enabled, the 
generator searches for a transition that includes the action 'EnableCtrl(#Buttonl#, True)' and 
tries to execute it before the other transition. 

Syntax Parser 

In order to obtain a maximum of flexibility, a particular parser for the syntax of input fields is 
required. This tool does not only enable the specification of a single type for a field, e.g. String 
or Numeric, the developer may also enter complex regular expressions. Since the shareware 
tool RX [Lord, 1995] is able to process such complex types, it is directly used for 
implementing this feature. 

ExamplM'. [a-z]'I', [0-9a•fjt. 



A side-effect of the formal specification phase is the early detection of design errors, because 
the developer is forced to precisely formulate the behavior of the GUI and thus, might discover 
inconsistent or incomplete components. 

BASIC GUI-TEST CASE GENERATION 

The state-transition diagram that has been created during the formal specification is now used 
to generate test cases for the GUI. The goal is to test all transitions that depend on special 
semantic conditions and to reach all controls of each dialog at least once. The generation 
process is performed by an intelligent algorithm that searches for suitable paths in the state
transition graph and generates proper test values for input controls. However, the generated 
test cases usually do not reflect the actual behavior of a human user. 
· Here is an example test case for the dialog depicted in figure 7 that checks a certain semantic 
condition (Male Persons cannot have a maiden name): 

TAB MouseClickLeft / Male MouseClickLeft / OK 

Name - Maiden Male ; Error 
Name Message 

LJ Type ,,XY'' 

Level 2 state 
(control) transition 

Figure 3 - Example for a Basic GUI Test Case 

TASK-BASED GUI-TEST SCENARIO SPECIFICATION 

Task-Based High Level Design. . According to the T ADEUS methodology, the first step of 
designing an application is the creation of a task model. This step ensures the usability and 
task-adequacy of the product. Note: This paper only focuses on the T ADEUS activities that 
are relevant for task-oriented test case generation. 

Task-Based Low Level Design. An interaction model of the application is derived from the 
task model and the actual GUI layout that has been created with a layout editor. The model 
contains an object-oriented representation of all parts of the GUI, such as dialogs, menus and 
controls. 

Task-Oriented Specification of the Test Scenario. This step is the prerequ1s1te for the 
generation of task-oriented test cases and is also supported by the T ADEUS tool. The 
interaction model is now integrated with the task model : The exact sequence of user actions is 
specified that are required to fulfill a specific task. However, this sequence cannot already be 
considered to represent a task-oriented test case, since it contains only a rough description of 
the necessary steps for testing. Concrete values for testing are still lacking. 



TASK-BASED Gill-TEST CASE GENERATION 

From the test scenarios that have been generated in the last step task-oriented test cases can be 
derived. The generation process is very similar to the one introduced for the generation of 
basic test cases, except that the sequence of the test steps is fixed from the beginning. Task
oriented test cases usually involve more than one dialog and are more complex than 
conventional test cases. Here is a simplified example for the task 'Hire new employee' . It only 
shows the sequence of the dialogs: 

Enter Payment of 
Select 'Add new Employee' Enter Personal Data Select 'Edit Salary Database' new Employee 

Main 
Menu 

level 1 state 
(dialog) 

: Human 
Resources 

trans1uon 

: Main : Salary 
Menu Editor 

Figure 4 - Example for a Task-oriented Test Case 

TEST CASE EXECUTION 

Main 
Menu 

Both types of generated test cases can be executed automatically by a test tool like QA
Partner. QA-Partner runs the implemented application and simulates user input according to 
the specified test steps. A test case consists of test inputs (keyboard or mouse actions) and 
expected results (the expected state of the GUI after each input) . If the actual state after a test 
step does not match the expected one, an error message is recorded in the test report. 

THE ARCHITECTURE OF IDATG 

The test process model implies a certain structure of the tool IDATG. The major components 
are: 

• An interface to commonly used layout editors, especially to the Microsoft Developer 
Studio: IDATG can be termed an open tool. 

• An interface to T ADEUS that is able to import task-oriented scenarios. 
• An editor that enables to edit all parts of a formal user interface specification. 
• A test case generator that is able to interpret the formal specification of a user interface and 

to produce test cases for it using (graph grammar) algorithms. In addition, it is able to 
d(jfiy~ te~t ~~~~~ from task-oriented scenarios that are provided by T ADEUS. 

• An interface for each test-tool that is able to convert test cases from the internal 
representation of IDATG into test scripts that can be executed by an external tool, such as 
QA Partner. This interface is again a prerequisite for openness. 



THE IDATG EDITORS 

The goal of the editors is to aid the user in specifying a GUI and to avoid unnecessary 
abstraction whenever possible. Hence, the user (i.e. the software developer) should see a 
sketch of the GUI rather than have to deal with abstract dialog or control IDs. However, a 
certain language is required to specify semantic conditions, events and the syntax of GUI 
elements. 

MFC 
Interface 

Application 
Editor 

Dialog 
Editor 

Condition 
Editor 

IDATG 
Main Frame 

Menu 
Editor 

Action 
Editor 

Test Case 
Generator 
Interface 

Attributes 
Editor 

Control 
Editor 

D Module 

- Call 

Figure 5 - Modular Structure of.the IDATG Editors 

WORKING WITH IDATG 

According to the three layers to capture the nature of GUis ( see also the section on 
fundamental concepts) several tasks have to be accomplished for a complete and 
implementation-independent specification of a GUI. We give the activities to be performed for 
each of the layers as well as additional ones: 

1. Application Level 
• · Load a MFC resource script that contains static information about the GUI (MFC 

Interface) 
• Visualize the dialog hierarchy (Application Editor, see figure 6). 

2. Dialog Level 
• Define additional attributes of dialogs (Attributes Editor) 
• Specify the transitions between the dialog controls (Dialog Editor, see figure 7): 

- Define the start and destination state of the transition 
- Define the event that triggers the transition 
- Define the semantic conditions that have to be fulfilled before the transition 

can take place (Condition Editor) 
- Define the actions that are executed during the transition (Action Editor) 

• Specify the :mme way the trnnsitions that are triggered by menu itemB (Menu Editor) 



3. Control Level 
• Specify the initial value of dialog controls and the syntax of input fields (Control 

Editor) 

After loading a resource file, the Application Editor appears and shows an overview of all 
existing dialogs in the application. A dialog is defined in the sense of :MFC as a window 
providing controls and menus. The number of dialogs is fixed from the beginning to avoid 
inconsistencies with the :MFC resource file. 

Figure 6 - Screenshot of the Application Editor 

After selecting a dialog in the Application Editor and pressing the 'Edit Dialog' button, a 
dialog editor window appears. It is possible to open several dialog editors at the same time, but 
only one for each dialog. 

The underpinning concept of the editors is the selected scheme for representation, a state
transition diagram. Every control in the dialog represents a state. The active state is the one 
that has the focus. The start state is the first control in the tab order (specified with the :MFC 
editor). Most state transitions that are covered by the Microsoft Foundation Classes library ® 
will be generated automatically and are not displayed explicitly by the editors. They are 
considered to be inherent behavior that should not burden designers and testers. However, 
exceptions and additional transitions have to be specified by the developer. Transitions are 
represented by black arrows, a bold arrow symbolizes the transition that is currently selected. 

Simil~r M the Application Editor, thu toolb"r ~\lHOn ' Show Dependencies' highlights semantic 
dependencies between the controls. After drawing a new transition or selecting an existing one, 
a modal pop-up window appears and enables the developer to specify the properties of the 
transition. 



A transition is triggered by a certain event and may dependent on one or more semantic 
conditions that can be entered with the Condition Editor. For example, the developer can 
specify that a focus transition from the 'OK' -Button to the radio button 'Single' occurs, if the 
user presses Enter and no maiden name has been entered for a female person. The developer 
can also specify actions that should happen when the transition occurs by switching to the 
Action Editor. Examples are disabling the 'Delete' button, and clearing an input field . 

Figure 7 - Screenshot of the Dialog Editor 

In IDATG a particular representation language with a corresponding parser has been 
developed to specify trigger events for transitions. It is able to represent all kinds of keyboard 
and mouse events. Future versions will support other signals or time triggers. 

Semantic conditions are processed by a very complex parser. Fortunately, such a parser has 
already been implemented for the first version of TADEUS and is re-used for IDATG. Some 
adaptations have to be made in order to support special GUI attributes, such as dialog and 
control identifiers. 

Besides of semantic constraints, it is also necessary to test the syntax of input fields. An 
adequate number of syntactically correct and incorrect test values have to be generated to 
guarantee the correctness of the implementation. Depending on the complexity of the syntax, 
all different error classes must be covered. IDATG uses the tool Rx [Lord, 1995] to process 
arbitrary regular syntax expressions. 



MIGRATING THE IDATG TEST-PROCESS MODEL 

INTOstdSEM 

The activities to be performed for test case specification and execution have been specified in 
the IDATG process model. This process model has been migrated with the industrial life cycle 
model stdSEM for industrial software development at Siemens [SEM, 1993]. SEM has been 
developed according to the waterfall model like many software development companies did, 
e.g., Microsoft [Cusumano et al., 1997]. Thus, software development is still based on the 
traditional phases analysis, design, and implementation that may be iterated. However, the 
migration has led to an explicit sub-process to be followed for testing throughout development. 
In the following this process will be migrated to stdSEM, the SIEMENS standard procedure 
followed for software development. 
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Figure 8 - The Migration of the IDA TG Process Model into stdSEM 

Figure 8 shows the stdSEM process as well as its extensions of low-level design activities 
accordin0 to the IDATG process model. Each of the activities in stdSEM is composed of 
activities concerning technical issues, project management and <JUtJ!ity asrurance. 
In the definition phase the acquired requirements are transformed and refined to system 
requirements specifications. First solutions are designed and offered to the customer. Table 1 



gives the results of the activities. In the design phase high- and low-level design are developed 
and existing solutions in the application domain are tested. Table I gives the results of design 
activities. Implementation covers coding and testing. Project and quality management activities 
accompany all three phases. Results from these activities are also given in table 1. 

DEFINITION PHASE DEFINITION PHASE DEFINITION PHASE 

User Requirements Project Plan Quality Assurance Plan 

System Requirements Plan for Configuration Review Protocols 

Offer Management 

Plan for Re-Use Basic Configuration-

Domain Model Management System 

Sketch of Solutions 

Prototypes 

DESIGN PHASE DESIGN PHASE DESIGN PHASE 

High-Level Design Project Plan Quality Assurance Plan 

Low-Level Design Plan for Configuration Test Plan 

Plan for Re-Use Management Review Protocols 

Prototypes Complete Configuration- Evaluation Plan 

Protocol of Evaluation Management System 

Adaptation Specification 

IMPLEMENTATION IMPLEMENTATION IMPLEMENTATION 

Deliverable Product Project Plan Quality Assurance Plan 

Documentation Plan for Configuration Test Plan 

Plan of Introduction Management Test Reports 

Review Protocols 

Acceptance Report 

Table 1 - Res1,1lts according to the stdSEM phases 

In stdSEM testing starts in the design phase. After high- and low-level design test cases are 

\1§\lililly ~pc~ificd mainuailly, in piil1i~uliir [m ~y~tcm t~ting, Thc6c tc6t CMC6 11.rc refined in the 
course of coding. During coding test cases for module and integration testing are developed, 



too. Test reports are created manually. In stdSEM test cases are not categorized according to 
their type, e.g., functionality versus user interface. In addition, test cases are not assigned to 
the phase when they have been generated, e.g. design or implementation. As such, stdSEM 
does not enforce any categorization and differentiation of test cases. 

In stdSEM-IDATG system testing and partially module testing (for GUI components) are 
addressed. In contrast to stdSEM, it emphasizes the use of tools, in particular for automated 
test case generation and execution. The migration of the IDATG test process model into the 
stdSEM procedure actually starts with the definition of the GUI in the definition phase. Based 
on the high-level design the GUI is refined and specified. At this point stdSEM has to be 
extended with a formal specification of the GUI, otherwise complete test cases cannot be 
derived from design specifications directly, i.e. before coding starts. In order to achieve task
orientation, in parallel to the high-level design activities, with respect to the functionality and 
the GUI of the application, a task model has to be prepared (see figure 1 and 8). As soon as 
the layout of the GUI has been specified particular task scenarios based on the task model can 
be identified. These scenarios can be used as an input to tools for automated test case 
generation (as it is in the case of IDATG). 

The specification and/or generation of test cases are performed in parallel to coding, (including 
the coding for the GUI). The formal specification of the structure and behavior of the GUI 
facilitates coding. After coding, the generated test cases for the stand-alone tests can be 
executed (automatically in case ofIDATG-based generation). 

Due to the extension of primarily low-level design activities additional results will be achieved. 
They have either to be implemented or documented. Table 2 lists the additional results along 
the phases of development. In the following we will review the activities leading to these 
results. In the definition phase none of the technical issues requires further refinement. 
However, the configuration plan requires additional revision, due to the formal specification of 
the GUI that is now performed (in contrast to stdSEM). In addition, the configuration plan has 
to capture the organization of automatically generated results, such as test reports. In the 
course of quality management measurements have to be revisited due to automatically 
generating test cases. It has to be identified what parts of the code can be tested automatically, 
and which of the test reports can be generated automatically. In addition, the skills and 
qualifications to use the required tools have to be ensured through training and education of 
developers. All of these results have to become part of the Quality Assurance Plan. 

Low-level design leads to some kind ofresource files, such as Microsoft ' s MFC Resource File, 
depending on the platform. They contain the results of the specification of the GUI layout. The 
formal specification is the result of adding the behavior to the user interface components of the 
selected platform at an implementation-independent layer. The platform-specific editor is 
usually used to specify the layout, such as the MFC editor, whereas the IDATG editors are 
used for the specification of the GUI behavior based on the selected GUI elements. The 
Configuration Plan (project management) has to be reconsidered, since the hard- and software 
platforms and tools might have to be changed when following stdSEM-IDATG. Hence, the 
modified infrastructure required for testing might lead to a modification of existing interfaces 
to tools already in use. Similar to the Configuration Plan the Quality Assurance and Test Plan 
have to be reworked. The Quality Assurance Plan has to capture design rules and methods to 
set up test cases (based on scenarios). In addition, guidelines to move from manual to 
automated test case specification and generation might be considered to be helpful, as well as 

the assignment of responsibilities for test activities. Finally, des1gn methods might have to be 
changed, e.g., through switching to object-oriented solutions. 



The review of the Test Plan has to capture the entire planning and the organization of testing, 
as well as the design of test cases. Utmost automation should be used for testing, in particular 
for all test case that can be derived from task models. Investments for this modification 
concern the skill development for developers, in order to be able to use IDATG, the :MFC
Editor, TADEUS, QA-Partner etc. effectively. Additional reviews have to become part of the 
Test Plan. They concern the 

(i) GUI-layout specification performed with some layout editor, 

(ii) Formal GUI specification, since the resource files of the GUI have to undergo usability and 
completeness checks with respect to the system requirements specification, and 

(iii) (Task-Oriented) Test case specification and generation, in order to ensure a maximum of 
test coverage. 

Reduced effort has to be expected for test case design and specification, since test cases are 
automatically derived from the T ADEUS task scenarios. 

DEFINITION PHASE 

no changes to stdSEM 

DESIGN PHASE 

Resource File 

Formal Specification 

IMPLEMENTATION 

Extension for 

Deliverable Product 

DEFINITION PHASE 

Extension of 

Plan for Configuration 

Management 

DESIGN PHASE 

Extension of 

Plan for Configuration 

Management 

IMPLEMENTATION 

Extension of 

Plan for Configuration 

Management 

DEFINITION PHASE 

Extension of 

Quality Assurance Plan 

DESIGN PHASE 

Extension of 

Quality Assurance Plan 

Test Plan 

IMPLEMENTATION 

Extension of 

Quality Assurance Plan 

Test Plan 

Test Reports 

Acceptance Report 

Table 2 -Additional and Extended Results according to the stdSEM-IDATG phases 

In th~ course of implementation in stdSEM-IDATG testin~ undergoes changes when stand

alone and system tests are performed. They involve the product to be delivered and might be 



performed completely automated for user interface testing. The Configuration Plan (project 
management) has to reflect this situation through management activities for the administration 
of novel test cases based on IDATG results. Significant changes have also to be noticed for 
quality assurance: 

1. Planning of tests can be completed, as soon as the automatically generated test cases 
become available and the duration of executing them have been estimated. 

2. Basically, test case generation can be coupled with test case execution, since the interface 
concepts enable the automated passing of test cases to tools for test execution, and test 
reports might be generated automatically for GUI tests, due to the availability of proper 
tools for execution. 

FIRST COST/BENEFIT CONSIDERATIONS 

The previous section might have raised the following question: How will the integration of the 
IDATG test process into the SEM model change the project costs in comparison to the 
traditional SEM method? 

In [Lugger, 1998] the benefits of the IDATG process have been quantified in terms of a cost 
model for software development. A client-server system with a complex GUI for travel 
agencies (about 2000K LOC, GUI: 300K LOC) and a total development effort of about 128 
person years has been analyzed by applying the cost model developed by Weidmann [ 1993]. 
This application developed in object-oriented technology and with partially automated system 
test has been contrasted to a fictitious development with IDATG. 

• In the first case the effort for system testing was about 15, 4 person years or 12 % of the 
total development costs. 722 bugs were detected during system test; 466 bugs during the 
first year of use. 

• If IDATG would have been applied about 5.4% or 7 person years (about 560.000 US$), 
could have been saved, because of the earlier detection of bugs and automatic regression 
tests. The relative costs of the phase 'use' decreased from 16% to 9%. An average defect 
rate reduction of about 12% is predicted as about 50% of bugs are assumed to be detected 
during the first year of use. 

Both findings indicate signification improvements in error reduction and meantime-to
correction of failures . 

CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper we have introduced ID ATG (Integrating Design and Automated Test case 
Generation), an open tool for test case specification and generation in industrial software 
development. They approach has been based on experiences in task-based software 
specification and automatic graphical user interface testing. In contrast to existing test 
environments, in IDATG the semantics of applications can be captured at an implementation
independent level through a concept, language and methodology for formal specifications of 
GUis. The IDATG process model enables either to generate test cases based on an end user 
task model, or test cases oriented towards the complete coverage of the user interface 



performed completely automated for user interface testing. The Configuration Plan (project 
management) has to reflect this situation through management activities for the administration 
of novel test cases based on IDATG results. Significant changes have also to be noticed for 
quality assurance: 

1. Planning of tests can be completed, as soon as the automatically generated test cases 
become available and the duration of executing them have been estimated. 

2. Basically, test case generation can be coupled with test case execution, since the interface 
concepts enable the automated passing of test cases to tools for test execution, and test 
reports might be generated automatically for GUI tests, due to the availability of proper 
tools for execution. 

FIRST COST/BENEFIT CONSIDERATIONS 

The previous section might have raised the following question: How will the integration of the 
IDATG test process into the SEM model change the project costs in comparison to the 
traditional SEM method? 

In [Lugger, 1998] the benefits of the IDATG process have been quantified in terms of a cost 
model for software development. A client-server system with a complex GUI for travel 
agencies (about 2000K LOC, GUI: 300K LOC) and a total development effort of about 128 
person years has been analyzed by applying the cost model developed by Weidmann [1993] . 
This application developed in object-oriented technology and with partially automated system 
test has been contrasted to a fictitious development with IDATG. 

• In the first case the effort for system testing was about 15,4 person years or 12 % of the 
total development costs. 722 bugs were detected during system test; 466 bugs during the 
first year of use. 

• If IDATG would have been applied about 5.4% or 7 person years (about 560.000 US$), 
could have been saved, because of the earlier detection of bugs and automatic regression 
tests. The relative costs of the phase 'use' decreased from 16% to 9%. An average defect 
rate reduction of about 12% is predicted as about 50% of bugs are assumed to be detected 
during the first year of use. 

Both findings indicate signification improvements in error reduction and meantime-to
correction of failures . 

CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper we have introduced IDATG (Integrating Design and Automated Test case 
Generation), an open tool for test case specification and generation in industrial software 
development. They approach has been based on experiences in task-based software 
specification and automatic graphical user interface testing. In contrast to existing test 
environments, in IDATG th~ semantiGB of ~pplications can be captured at an implementation
independent level through a concept, language and methodology for formal speci:ficati~ng of 
GUis. The IDATG process model enables either to generate test cases based on an end user 
task model, or test cases oriented towards the complete coverage of the user interface 



behavior. In addition, the IDATG process has been migrated successfully to an overall 
software development process model. 

The existence of a formal Gill-specification might mislead to the thought that it would be 
possible to directly generate the application instead of merely generate test cases. However, 
the specification only describes the behavior of the user interface, but not the functionality of 
the program itself Still, it would be imaginable to generate at least parts of the Gill in the 
future. 

As a benefit, not only the effort for system testing can be reduced significantly, but also testing 
could be moved closer to end-user scenarios, thus improving the quality for human-centered 
computing. First experiences with IDATG have proven the predicted reduction of the average 
defect rate of 15 % according to [Jones, 1996] through applying a cost model. 
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The views discussed in this paper directly relate to a Goal-Question-Metric workshop 
conducted for the Boise Hewlett Packard LaserJet Test Lab on February 12, 1998. Over 
thirty LaserJet Test lab technical contributors and managers participated in the workshop. 
Included are some of the ideas generated in the workshop. 

Introduction 
A basic principle of archeology is that the artifacts found in a culture represent the values 
of that culture. This leads to a question. What are the "values" of Software Testing 
Organizations? The artifacts include large databases containing defect and test execution 
data and metrics, output results from tests (paper in the case of LaserJet Printer testing), 
libraries of test code, and a variety of computer hardware and peripherals. The existence of 
these types of artifacts leads to another question. Are the values of Software Testing 
Organizations what they should be? 

A primary function of many Software Testing Organizations is to serve the needs of 
Software Development. Although it is true that Software Testing does not exist without 
Software Development, Software Testing Organizations should establish their own values, 
appropriate to their unique needs. This paper will explore various ways that a Software 
Testing Organization can determine its own values and generate artifacts (metrics) 
appropriate to a testing organization. 

Goal-Question-Metric (GQM) From Every Direction 
A valid method for understanding the values of an organization is to generate agreed on 
goals, determine questions relating to those goals, and to create metrics directly traceable to 
the goals. This method is commonly referred to as the Goal-Question-Metric (GQM) 
process. However, some organizations find it difficult to follow this process from start to 
finish. In these cases, it makes sense to consider GQM from every direction. This requires 
analysis of the questions commonly asked, preexisting metrics that have not been applied to 
testing, and those metrics it makes sense to gather but have not yet been linked to goals. 
Although the workshop described in this paper was conducted using the Goal-Question
Metric Process (starting with Goals), the workshop results show that the participants in the 
workshop did, in fact, consider GQM from every direction. 
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Goals 
A goal is a set of objectives specific to the business needs of an organization or project. 
Whether a testing organization starts with analyzing its questions or metrics, it ultimately 
needs to understand its goals. 

Prior to the workshop, each participant generated three goals applicable to the LaserJet 
Test Lab. What is interesting is that several of these initial goals are actually metrics 
collected in the past or metrics a particular group wants to collect in the near future. 

Some examples of initial goals that are really undeveloped metrics are: 
Develop a simple indicator of project completeness to aid the development teams in 
evaluating their progress and ability to meet schedule. 
Verify that our development partners have met 100% of the agreed on product 
requirements. 
Provide timely product quality issues to the development manager with an associated 
impact dollar amount attached to each issue, based on current and predicted future 
customer usage information. 
Increase the ratio of high dollar to low dollar issues reported to the development 
manager. 
Generate a test process in which only 1-3% of critical defects are found within 1 month 
of release. 
Increase the number of defects found per unit by 10%. 

This leads to the question of whether Goals suggest Metrics or do Metrics suggest Goals? 
Both outcomes are a likely result of the Goal-Question-Metric process. For the undeveloped 
metrics listed above, it is important to: 

Recognize that these examples are undeveloped metrics, not goals. 
Determine what organizational goal(s) relate to these metrics. 

By following these steps, the value of these undeveloped metrics is not lost and the goal 
relating to them is often derived. 

The workshop revealed two categories of goals: 
Internal - Goals that relate to the improvement of the test center, its efficiency, and 
effectiveness. 
External - Goals that correspond to the needs and wants of external development 
organizations. 

A tendency exists to gravitate toward external goals because they are more familiar. 
Testing organizations are accustomed to measuring progress based on the progress of 
external development organizations. Two examples of external goals generated in the 
workshop are: 
1. Determine whether or not the product meets its stated specifications and customer 

expectations. 
2. Assign impact to quality issues and communicate to business decision makers in 

development organizations. 

Although testing can affect each of these goals, ownership of the goal shifts once status is 
communicated to development organizations. Examination of the first goal illustrates this 
point. No matter what the outcome of testing, the testing organization by itself does not 
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own the product or decide what features are seen by the customer. With the second goal, 
testing organizations can and should communicate quality issues at critical times in the 
development of the product. However, the final decision of whether or not to act on the 
recommended quality solution(s) is often not made by testing or quality assurance 
organizations. Since the ability to influence and track progress toward goals with metrics is 
limited when considering external goals, a decision was made to focus post-workshop efforts 
on internal goals, questions, and metrics. 

Two examples of internal goals from the workshop are: 
1. Be the Test Center of choice. 
2. For Each Test Center: 

Identify key performance factors and continuously measure against them. 
Establish set processes and document them. 

By generating question and metrics based on internal goals, a Software Testing 
Organization is in a better position to track and control its own progress. 

Questions 
Asking a good question can be the foundation for understanding. The questions listed 
reflect the values of the organization and people who participated in the workshop. Some of 
the questions generated in the workshop are: 

1. What are key performance factors? 
2. Bow are performance factors determined? 
3. Do we get independent certification for our processes? 
4. What are the standards we measure against? 
5. Who is the competition? 
6. What is our value proposition? 

In the ideal GQM process, a good question acts as a specification for a measure. As 
indicated by some of these questions, it is often difficult, given the timeframe and dynamics 
of a workshop, to get to this level of detail. A more realistic approach is to ensure that 
questions, at a bare minimum, suggest or invoke the thought processes that lead to 
measures. 

Metrics 
Many of the metrics tracked by Software Testing Organizations do not meet any specific 
criteria. They are often metrics that are the easiest, or make the most sense, to collect. On 
the surface, the metrics are not tied directly to specific Testing Goals and may not answer 
specific Testing Questions. In many cases, however, the metrics have benefits and are used 
to make decisions. The task of a Software Testing Organization is to analyze these legacy 
metrics, determine what decisions are made based on them, what business goals they 
address, and then make a decision whether or not to keep the metric(s). Legacy metrics 
that are easy to collect and are a natural part of the testing process, provided decisions are 
made based on them, should continue to be collected. On the other band, legacy metrics 
that require significant human input (hard to automate), are not part of the natural 
process, and no decisions are based on them, should be reevaluated. 

Unlike legacy metrics that may or may not meet specific criteria, participants in the 

WOfk.~bop Wllrll giVllft th~ follMving attributes to Judge a well formed metric: 
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1. The metric helps the testing organization manage its own processes and business. 
2. The metric provides a tool for communicating the effectiveness and efficiency of testing 

to customers. 
3. Decisions are made based on the metric. 
4. The metric can be automated. 

Workshop participants were separated into four different workgroups. The objective of 
each workgroup was to take different questions and generate metrics based on the 
questions. An interesting outcome was that separate groups, starting with different 
questions, generated the same metric. Until recently, the metric chosen was a legacy metric 
used in other contexts, in different organizations. Some advantages to choosing this 
particular metric are: 
1. The metric is linked to more than one organizational goal. This helps to tie the metric 

to the success of the organization from several different perspectives. 
2. One "common" metric encourages leverage across varying groups with potentially 

different goals. 
3. The metrics effort within the organization can focus on implementing one metric. 
4. Since the metric was chosen by different groups, working on different questions, there is 

a significant degree of consensus associated with the metric. The advantage to this is 
that if people agree on how to measure the progress of their organization, they are more 
willing to devote resources to implementing the metric and are more likely to buy in to 
the results generated from tracking the metric. 

5. There is already a successful history associated with this metric. The metric is familiar 
to people within and outside the testing organization. As a result, it is not as hard to 
convince people that the metric has value even when applied in a different environment. 

With each of its seven components, TQRDCES has the potential of providing a detailed 
view of how well a testing organization can meet its objectives. The seven components of 
the metric are identified below. A series of questions are identified to help evaluate a testing 
organization in terms of the metric. The questions are followed by proposed metrics for 
each area. The metrics outlined are still under investigation as to their usefulness, 
practicality, and potential for automation: 

1. TECHNOLOGY 
What methods, process, equipment, products, etc., are used to address the technical 
problems associated with testing? 

METRICS 
A. Number and type of actual customer configurations (processors, applications, 
printers, networking, peripherals, upgrades, etc.) 

B. Ownership of technologically advanced equipment, software, operating systems, 
accessories, peripherals, etc. 

C. Presence of most current industry standard testing methodologies and practices. 

2. QUALITY 
What systems exist for achieving and maintaining desired standards in testing products 
and processes? 
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METRICS 
A. Documented process/tools for test session management, execution, and defect 
tracking. 

B. Requirements based testing. Ensure that the Test Plan evaluates each documented 
or undocumented (but known) product requirement. 

C. Test suite instrumentation (update test suites to eliminate tests not finding defects (if 
verification and validation tests, keep the tests but run them less often), new 
applications and technology, etc.). 

D. Code/Branch Coverage Analysis (tools/methodologies used, actual percent code 
covered tracked against estimated, etc.). 

3. RESPONSE 
How flexible is the organization when changes to testing schedule, product, and process 
occur? Is change planned? Are contingency plans identified? 

METRICS 
A. Change management process documented, followed, and understood (i.e. If there is a 
requirement deleted/changed/added to the system and that requirement needs to be 
tested, how is that change tracked, documented, and communicated?). 

B. Percent flexibility built into the testing size/scope/schedule (i.e. Historical time 
discrepancy between when a product is promised and when it is actually received.). 

4. DELIVERABLES 
Are work products delivered on time, complete, without surprises, and arranged in an 
orderly manner? Is testing progress communicated regularly in an understandable 
manner? What are the entry and exit criteria for testing? 

METRICS 
A. Test Readiness. When delivered for test, the product passes (i.e. percent/number of 
tests executed successfully) a preliminary test suite designed to determine whether it 
satisfies the agreed on test entry requirements. 

B. Test Phase Completeness. When exiting test, the product meets or exceeds agreed on 
criteria (i.e. defect density, percent code coverage, all items in the test plan completed, 
etc.). 

5. COST 
What equipment must be purchased to satisfy all testing configurations? What 
discrepancies are there between estimated and actual costs? Are testing costs 
communicated regularly in an understandable manner? 

METRIC 
A. Actual vs. Estimated testing costs in terms of equipment, labor, and time. This would 
include cost to test per unit sold/manufactured, and costs incurred due to changes in 
schedule/delivery. 
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6. ENVIRONMENT 
In what environment is the product required to function (country, governmental, 
industry, humidity, packaging, temperature, arrangement of equipment, etc.)? 

METRICS 
A. Tests exist to confirm translation to required languages. 

B. The product is tested to ensure it meets criteria outlined by governmental 
organizations. 

C. To compete with similar products, the product must comply to the following 
minimum industry standards. 

7. SECURITY 
What measures exist that are designed to prevent the theft, disclosure, or unauthorized 
use of proprietary information used in testing? 

METRICS 
A. All proprietary testing materials (equipment, applications, consumables, etc.) are 
tracked and returned to their owner, as soon as testing is complete. The means for 
tracking proprietary materials is well understood. The owner of proprietary materials 
is provided status pertaining to the disposition/location of their materials on a regular 
basis. 

B. Testing products (test suites, defect/test management systems, etc.) residing on 
computers are protected with passwords, firewalls, and flle/directory permissions. 

C. Access to the testing facility is protected through card access and other viable means. 

Conclusion 
The values of Software Testing Organizations have evolved over the last decade. In many 
circles, Software Testing is considered a science and, as such, should have quantifiable 
measures. Metrics help ensure that a testing organization has clearly defined values which 
are followed and are incorporated into the culture of the organization. The GQM process 
and the TQRDCES metric proposed in the workshop, and explored in this paper, provide a 
starting point to help a Software Testing Organization evaluate its internal direction and 
success. By focusing internally, and taking control of that which testing organizations have 
influence on, the values of a particular testing culture take shape. As Software Testing 
Organizations refine and establish their own culture, establish independent values, and 
generate artifacts (metrics) over time, they become better prepared to face change, the one 
constant factor that eventually confronts each of us involved in Software Testing. 
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High Level Goal 

Refined Goal 

Questions 

GQM Workshop 
Results 

Figure 1-1 

Become experts at: 
a)Finding defects that can't be found efficiently by 
development teams. 
b)Finding defects the customer would find if they had the 
oroduct todav. 

Determine whether or not the product meets its stated 
specifications and customer expectations. 

What sample size is How do we tie customer What are industry standard What do customers 
assumed to answer the expectations to measures of product expect? 
question? How often do specifications? completion, measures of 
we need to measure it? customer expectation? 

I I I 
Metrics 

I I 
Our customer Product meets 100% tracability FURPS++ Base set of Prevent customer 
profiles match 100% of base set of test Price requirements for dissatisfiers. 
customer market of requirements. specifications to Installation time all products. Customer profiles. 
segments. customer Warranty and Percent of "must 

requirements. support haves", "wants", 
and "wishes". 
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High Level Goal 

Refined Goal 

Questions 

Who are the decision 
makers at various points in 
time? Who do we 
communicate issues to? 
What level of confidence 
should we have before 
bringing issues to decision 
makers? 

GQM Workshop 
Results 

Figure 1-2 

Communicate timely product quality issues to the 
development managers with an associated impact 
dollar amount attached to each issue, based on 
current and predicted future customer usage information. 

Assign impact to quality issues and communicate to 
business decision makers. 

How do you quantify a 
quality issue? 

Who determines issues 
during product 
development? 
How do we assign impact 
to issues? 

Metrics 

Customer impact Customer Loyalty 
= 

Number of 
serious and 
critical defects: 
- at release 
- estimated 
residual 
- customer 
reported 

sum of (severity, 
exposure, 
likelihood) at 
various points in 
development. 

Internal impact = 
sum of (cost to 
find, cost to 
repair, cost to 
ship) 
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What measures of impact 
exist? 
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GQM Workshop 
Results 

Figure 1-3 

High Level Goal 

Be the highest quality, most comprehensive, timely, 
flexible, and cost effective testing choice available. 

Be the Test Center of choice. 

Refined Goal 

Questions 

Who is the competition? 

TQRDCES 
(Technology, 
Quality, 
Response, 
Delivery, Cost, 
Environment, 
Security) 

I 
% of testing 
dollars spent 
validating and 
verifying at each 
facility evaluated 
quarterly. 

What are the factors 
influencing choice? 

I 
Metrics 

I 
Dollar bid per test 
sequence to be 
executed. 

TQRDCES 
(Technology, 
Quality, 
Response, 
Delivery, Cost, 
Environment, 
Security) 
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What is our value 
proposition? 

Convenience 
Completeness 
Total Solution? 
Proprietary? 

I 
Measure: 
- Ability to consult 
with development 
in solving product 
problems. 
- Ability to set 
specifications for 
the product. 



High Level Goal 

Refined Goal 

Questions 

Do we get independent 
certification of our 
processes? 

Total testing 
hours/total 
working hours 

GQM Workshop 
Results 

Figure 1-4 

Develop the ability to measure the efficiency and 
effectiveness of each Test Center. 

For Each Test Center: 
1. Identify key performance factors and continuously 
measure against them. 
2. Establish set processes and document them. 

What are the key 
performance factors? 

What are the standards we 
measure against? 

Metrics 

Projected time to 
completion 
compared to 
actual time to 
completion. 
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Measure test 
centers against 
TQRDCES 
(Technology, 
Quality, 
Response, 
Delivery, Cost, 
Environment/ 
Security) 

How do performance 
factors get determined? 

Tum around time 
from date lab 
requested testing 
to actual start 
date. 
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Client Based Example - Pre-
system Test Phase Curve 

• Peak time of defect arrival predicted to be 
7 .33 weeks, total defects: 1,678 

• Gamma curve generated which showed the 
95% defect found point to be at week 22 
and the 99% point at week 23. 

• Development group needed 4 weeks for 
backlog reduction - so ship date was 
between week 26 and 27 

Client Based Example - Phase 0 

• First five weeks of testing showed rapid rise 
in defect arrival 

• Gamma based curve at week five was 
consistent with pre-system test estimate 

• Predicted values were: 1,692 defects and 
peak time of 6.6 weeks 

• The 95 % defect point was 23 weeks 
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Client Based Example - Phase 1 ]Ne. 

D 
• Weeks five to ten showed lower arrival rates D 

D 
D • At week ten the predicted total defects were D 
D 1,213 and peak time was 5 .6 weeks D 
D 
D • The 99% defect found point was week 23 D 
D 

• Predicted peak time had stabilized between D 
D 
D week five and ten in a range of 5.6 to 7.4 
D 
D • Total defects predicted had declined from D 
D week seven to ten D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
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P ARTNERS, Client Based Example - Phase 1 
] NC. 

D 
D • Weeks ten to fifteen showed increased D 
D arrival rates D 
D 
D • Peak time was 7 .3 weeks and total defects 
D 
D predicted was 1,830 
D 
D 

• The 99% defects found point was predicted D 
D 

to be at week 29, 95% at week 22 D 
D 
D • Both peak time and total defects were D 
D showing slow increase over this period D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
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Client Based Example - Phase 1 

• Weeks fifteen to twenty continued to show a 
rise in predicted time of peak defect arrival 
and in total defects 

• Peak time was 8.4 weeks and total defects 
2,218 

• Predicted 95% defects found point was 25 
weeks, 99% was 33 weeks 

Client Based Example - Phase 2 

-
0
------,---~ • At week twenty the project entered Phase 2 

8 and backlog management became the 
8 predominant focus 
D 
~ • At week twenty-five the peak time 
~ prediction was 7 .9 weeks and the total 
~ defects 2,087 
D 
o • The predicted 95% defect found point was 
D 
g 24 weeks ( already passed), the 99% point 
~ at 33 weeks 
D 
o • The decision was made to ship the product 
D 
o at week 27 despite a large backlog 
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PARTNERS, Client Based Example - Phase 2 
]NC. 

D 
D 
D 
o • The decision to ship proved premature as a 
D g "dot" release had to be created for shipment 
g three months after the initial release 
D 
o • The prediction curve was in fact quite 
D 
o correct 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 

E NSEMBLE 

PARTNERS, 

Summary f Nc. 

D • The technique illustrated can give accurate D 
D estimates of the length of the system test D 
D 

phase - within 15% of the phase length less D 
D 
D than half-way through it 
D 
D • No histor~cal data is required to apply the D 
D technique, however the pre-system test D 
D 

phase requires it D 
D 
D • Most likely to be useful in groups that D 
D follow a planned and well-staffed system D 
D 

test cycle D 
D 
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The Software End Game - Accurate Prediction of Time of Product Completion 

Jeff Singer and Cindy Friedman 

Ensemble Partners, Inc. 

Introduction 

A large majority of commercial software firms have difficulty in deciding when the quality 
level of a product is adequate for general distribution to the market This is due to a great 
extent to the lack of well constructed in-process quality measures in the development 
organization. As a result, the process of deciding whether or not to ship, is based on 
limited data that at best, gives only a very rough indication of the state of the product's 

reliability. 

Most organizations base their in-process quality measurements on a set of defect data 
generated from test activities. This data is used to track the arrival rate of newly discovered 
defects, the current backlog of open or unresolved defects, and the number of defects that 
have been resolved. The decision as to when the product can be shipped in this 
environment must usually be based on an intuitive guess rather than from any systematic 
analysis of the available data. Generally, this is done by looking at the number of "critical" 

defects that remain open, and the arrival rate of this category of defect. Since the nature of 

software testing is such that the defect discovery rate declines as a slow asymptote at the 
end of system test, and that testing often exhibits "bad weeks" when defect reports arrive 
in clumps, the intuitive guess process must cope with these factors and is frequently 
incorrect. 

The approach we have adopted for solving this problem is based on the collection of a 

relatively small amount of historical project data and the application of an exponential curve 
to predict the time of completion of system testing. These techniques are based on 
previously published work by Putnam [1] and Pillai and Nair [2] which has demonstrated 

their validity both analytically and empirically. 

In the sections below we first describe the modeling methodology we employ and illustrate 
how it can be applied. We then describe the use of this methodology in a client 
organization where a relatively small amount of historical data from two previous projects 
was used to predict the time of completion of a third, new project. We show that in this 
case the approach provided considerable help in creating and managing to an accurate 

schedule during system test. 



Estimation Models and Methodology 

Estimation Models 

The central concept of the methodology employed here is the use of an exponential curve as 

an approximation to the arrival rate of software defect reports during system test. This 
concept was first discussed by Norden [3] as a means of predicting staffing rates for 

hardware projects and later employed by Putnam [4] for predicting both staffing and 

defects in the SLIM software estimation model. Both Norden and Putnam used a Rayleigh 

distribution as the approximation function in their work and Putnam has demonstrated its 
validity in thousands of actual projects. Recent research by Pillai and Nair [2] has shown 

that an alternate function, a specific form of the Gamma distribution, provides more reliable 

estimates at the early stages of an estimation process. The work reported on here employs 

the techniques proposed in reference [2] (referred to by the authors of [2] as the Gamma 

Model) for fitting empirical project data to the Gamma distribution. 

The Gamma distribution as used here, has a characteristic left-biased bell shape with an 

asymptotic decline to zero as shown in Figure 1 below. 
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As is the case with the Rayleigh curve, the Gamma curve is controlled by two parameters, 
tpea1c which is the point on the X-axis where the curve reaches its maximum and K, which is 
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the area under the curve. Thus, the process of producing an estimation curve predicting 

defect arrival rate vs. time is one of first estimating ~ and K and then generating the 

curve. Once such a curve is available, it becomes easy to estimate by visual inspection 

when defect arrival rates will fall below a given level and to calculate (by summing the 

individual values from each week and comparing to K) when in time a given percentage of 

total defects have been found. 

Modeling Techniques 

There are two basic modeling techniques based on these curves which we use in our defect 

estimation methodology. First is the creation of a Gamma curve for a new project which 

has not yet entered system test, the second is the generation of Gamma curves for projects 

that have begun system testing and require defect projections based on actual data available 

to date. 

Pre-System Test Model 

For projects underway but which have not yet entered system test, we rely on historical 

data from previous projects to generate a projected defect report profile based on a Gamma 

curve. Data required are the total number of defects reported along with the time they were 

generated and the size of the delivered executable source set. Using this data, we fit (using 

the techniques described below) a Gamma based curve to the data in order to locate the time 

of peak defect arrival in each project. This time, along with the total defect count, is used 

to compute a quantity referred to as the "Difficulty Gradient" and defined originally by 

Putnam [1]. In the case of staffing rates for software development projects, this quantity 
has been shown by Putnam to be highly invariant from project to project in any given 
organization and we have found similar behavior with respect to defect reports during 

system test, although our data is based on a very small number of projects. The expression 

for this parameter is: 

(1) 

When multiple historical projects are available, we compute an aggregate D as an average of 

the individual values from these projects. 

The second historically based parameter that is required is the defect density, or defect 

reports per thousand lines of code (KLOC). This parameter typically shows more variation 

from project to project than the value of D. As a result, care must be exercised to exclude 

past projects which are not good representatives. An aggregate defect density can be 
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developed for use in a new project estimate by taking the ratio of total defects to code size 

for each selected past project and calculating an average value. 

Once values for D and average defect density have been established for a given 

environment and an estimate of the code size of a new project is developed, an initial 
Gamma curve can be generated as follows. 

• Total defects for the new project (K) are estimated by taking the product 

of defect density times the size (in KLOC) of the new project. 

• (K)i Using K, D and ( 1) above: t peak = D (2) 

• Using the values calculated for tpea1c and K, a Gamma based curve 
similar to Figure 1 above can be generated by applying the function: 

4K -21 

d 2 ,;; ----t e"' 
- (tpeakt 

(3) 

Where d is the number of defect reports arriving at time t. This function is taken directly 

from reference [2] and is a special case of the standard Gamma distribution. Typically, the 

values of d are calculated in a spreadsheet array where values oft can be chosen to 

correspond to the local reporting period, most often weeks. When this data is plotted, as in 
Figure 1, the key features of the predicted curve can be directly observed. This curve 
provides the primary source of data for schedule estimation prior to the start of system test 
and in the early stages of system test when actual data is minimal. 

Modeling During System Test 

Once system test has started and defect reports have begun arriving, prediction of future 
defect arrival patterns can be done. The technique we employ is that proposed in [2] and is 
accomplished as follows: 

• A log transform of the available defect report data points (d,t) is created 
using the equation: 

(4) 

• A line of regression is fit to the transformed data points yielding the 
equation: 
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d' = In(~ ) = r + µr (5) 

Where y and µ are the Y-axis intercept and slope of the line of regression. 

• Once y and µ are known, the corresponding values for ~ and K can be 

calculated as follows: 

(6) 

(7) 

Using these values for Kand tpea1c,, a Gamma curve can be generated which gives a 

projection of defect report arrival for the remainder of the test period. This curve then 

represents the best fit (in a least squares sense) to the available data. As is shown in 

reference [2] , this method stabilizes very quickly as the system test defect reports arrive and 

is often capable of generating useful estimates even after just a few weeks. It is also 

relatively stable in the presence of noisy data which is a common characteristic of defect 

report data. Finally, it should be noted that this technique requires no historical data in 

order to be applied to a project, thereby making it useful for newly established 

organizations undertaking their initial project. 

Field Application and Client Based Example 

Field Application 

The field application of the techniques discussed in the sections above and the interpretation 

of the estimates generated typically occurs in a sequence of phases. These start before the 

beginning of system test and end with customer field or acceptance tests. The main 

characteristics of these phases are: 

• Phase 0 
This phase occurs prior to the start of system test and ends when there is 

enough defect report data to provide an initial data based estimate. A 
comparison between the pre-system test Gamma curve and the data 

based curve will give some indication of the level of stability of the data 

based estimate. If there is reasonable confidence in the pre-test estimate, 

the data based estimate should be in agreement with it within 20% of the 

total time of system testing. During this period, the defect arrival rate 

can be monitored against the pre-test curve to note any gross 

discrepancies . If, for example, testing were to be delayed for a number 
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of weeks by major blocking bugs, the data based curve would continue 

to be highly unreliable. 

• Phase 1 
In this phase, the primary focus is on the rate of change of the key 

predicted parameters of the Gamma curve being fit to the arriving data. 

The values of tpea1c, and K are monitored both for stability and for drift 

along with locally defined criteria being used to determine the time of 

product ship. These are most commonly a percentage of total defects 

found or an average defect arrival rate below a pre-defined level. The 

examples of the Gamma curve estimates in [2] as well as our own 

limited field data, show a consistent pattern of slow increase of the tpea1c 

and K parameters from the time they stabilize until they approach their 

final values. Because of this effect, a major objective of this phase is to 

detect this slope and to observe when (if at all) it decreases to 0. 

• Phase 2 

In this phase, the primary objective is to decide when a prescribed 

reliability level of the product has in fact, been reached. Because the 
Gamma based estimation curve is a curve that only predicts the arrival 

rate of defect reports, the management emphasis must shift to an 

analysis of the open backlog of defects to gauge the quality of the 

product. At the same time, the defect report arrival rate needs to be 

monitored for assurance that it is reasonably stable. Even at this stage, 

which typically starts at a point in time 75% to 80% of the way through 

the total system test phase, there may be weeks where a relatively high 

number of defects are reported. However, the three or four week 

average should be below the predicted level of the Gamma based curve 
for reasonable assurance that the arrival rate is adequately stable. 

Client Based Example 

Background 

The example in this section is from a client building software products for the volume 
commercial marketplace. The projects undertaken typically range in size from 5 KLOC to 
50 KLOC and effort levels of 75 to 300 staff-months. The software process used was 

generally ad hoc (SEI Level 1) with projects estimated by experienced project leaders using 
intuitive guessing as the dominant technique. The system test phase of projects often 

approached 40% of the total project schedule and testing without exception took 

substantially longer than planned. System testing was performed by a separate test group 

in a test lab setting. Virtually all testing was black box in nature using a regression suite 
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developed over a number of years. New projects consisted mostly of efforts to add 

functionality to two large existing code bases and there were a significant number of side 

effect bugs caused by the new code being introduced. Other than a defect tracking system, 

no data collection systems were available for labor tracking, milestone tracking or code 

sizing. There were code sizing tools available as a part of the source code control system, 

however there were no rules for counting the source size of code. 

Historical Data 

Through a process of interviews and largely manual data collection, data was assembled 

from two previous client projects with the goal of using this data as a calibration base for a 

third project that was about to enter system test. The size and system test defect data from 

these projects is shown in Table 1 below. 

Project Size (KLOC) Total Defects 

A 4.27 499 

B 9.9 388 

Following the process described above for finding the best fit of the Gamma distribution to 
a set of defect report data, Gamma curves were generated for Projects A and B. The tpea1c 
values for each project were noted and were: Project A= 6.8 weeks, Project B=4.5 weeks. 
The calculation of the defect density for each of the projects was: Project A= 116.9 
defects/KLOC and Project B=39.2 defects/KLOC. Using (1) above, the value of "D" for 
each project was: Project A=l.59 and Project B=4.26 

The large discrepancy in the values of D and defect density between the two projects led the 
authors to examine both projects in greater detail. Additional interviews were conducted to 
discuss the process used in each project and to try and identify any unusual aspects of 
either one. We discovered that Project A had initially been done with a flawed conceptual 
design and after reaching the system test phase, it was decided to redesign and re
implement major portions of the code. As a result of this "project restart" the defect count 
was artificially high since defects had been repaired in two versions of the code. At the 

same time, the code count of 4.27 KLOC only included code developed in the second 
attempt at the project. Project B on the other hand, showed no unusual characteristics and 
had followed a project life cycle that was fairly typical for this client. At the conclusion of 
this project analysis, a decision was made to exclude the data from Project A since it was 
not representative. 
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System Test Phase Estimation 

Having made this decision, the estimates for the system test phase of the new project had to 
be generated from a single historical data point. While this meant that the estimates were at 

rather high risk of being incorrect, it was a situation that is typical of many commercial 

software product development environments in the experience of the authors. In these 

cases, it is often valuable to begin using even very limited amounts of data to manage 

projects simply to learn how to collect the data and how to analyze it. 

During the pre-system test phase, the new project was limited to using a Gamma based 

defect estimation curve based on a "D" value of 4.26 and a defect density of 39.2. The 
new project had an estimated code size of 42.8 KLOC based on completed code at the time 

of system test start. These values yield an estimate for K (total defect count) of: 
(39.2x42.8)=1 ,678 defects. With this value of Kand D=4.26 and using (2) above: 

tpeak.=7.33 weeks. These values were then be used to generate the Phase O Gamma based 

estimation curve shown below: 
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The curve shows that the point at which 95% of the total defects have been reported is 
week 22 (1 ,594 defects) and the point at which 99% of the defects have been found is 
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week 23 (1,601 defects). Notice that even at these points in time the defect arrival rate is 

still almost 20 per week. Since there is a delay between finding a defect and repairing and 

re-testing it, an additional time must be allowed in the schedule for these activities. The 

project personnel on the new client project estimated that four weeks was an adequate time 

to allow for a final cycle of defect repair and re-test. This put the predicted ship time at 

week 26 or 27 which was a month beyond the planned target date. 

During the first five weeks of system testing the defect arrival rate rose rapidly and the 

Gamma curve fit to this initial data was quite consistent with the Phase O pre-system test 

curve. The predicted value for K was 1,692 defects and for tpea1c, 6.6 weeks. This is 

illustrated in Figure 3 below where the actual data is plotted along with the Gamma curve. 

Figure 3 
Fitted Gamma Curve - Week 5 
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During the period from week 5 to week 10, defects continued to arrive but in lower 
numbers than predicted at week 5, reducing the estimated time to finish the project. At 
week 10 the Gamma curve fit to the data showed a predicted K of 1,213 and a tpea1c of 5.6 
weeks which is a significant drop from week five. Figure 4 below shows the actual data 

plotted with the associated Gamma curve. The time of 99% defect detection was now 23 

weeks instead of 27 at week 5. 
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Figure 4 
Fitted Gamma Curve - Week 10 
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At this point, the project was in Phase 1 of the system test process and it is useful to 

observe the stability level of the weekly predictions for K and tpcak. . These are shown in the 

two graphs below. 
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Total Defects Predicted 
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As can be seen from these graphs, both values have stabilized and appear to be declining 
slightly. This is due to the defect arrival rate being below the predicted values in weeks 8, 

9 and 10. 

During the period from week 10 to week 15, the defect arrival rate increased above the 

levels predicted at week 15 and the value of tpeak calculated from the week 15 Gamma curve 

increased to 7.3, while K increased to 1,830. The graph in Figure 5 below shows the 

week 15 predicted curve. 
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The time of 99% defect reporting was now 29 weeks, while the 95% point was 22 weeks. 

The two graphs below illustrate the week-to-week trends in the predicted values of~ and 

K. 
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During this period, these two parameters both show a positive slope and which suggests 
that the current prediction may be optimistic. At this point in the system test phase, which 

is more than halfway through it, the values of the key parameters have a strong tendency to 
"lock on" to a pattern or trend. As a result, confidence in the stability of the predictions 
can be raised. 

During the period from week 15 to week 20, the pattern of positive slope of the ~ and K 
parameters is more evident. The predicted Gamma curve is shown in Figure 6 below. The 
predicted value of tpea1c is 8.4 weeks and K is 2,218 defects in this curve. The 95% defect 
detection point is predicted at 25 weeks, while the 99% point is at 33 weeks. 
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Figure 6 
Fitted 
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Total Defects Predicted 
vs. Time 
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At this point in time, the project entered Phase 2 of the system test activity and the decision 
as to when to ship the product became the predominant management focus. In the case of 

the new project, the client organization was under extreme pressure to ship the product due 

to commitments made to customers. The open defect backlog was still large and contained 

a substantial number of high priority defects. Based on the data available, the client 

organization decided to set a target ship date of week 27 and to monitor the defect report 
data as it arrived between weeks 20 and 25. 

At the end of this period, the new defect report data was plotted. The Gamma based 
prediction curve based on this additional data is shown in Figure 7 below. 
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This curve shows a slightly more optimistic projection than that for week 20, with ~ 
estimated at 7.9 weeks and Kat 2,087 defects. The estimated 95% defect detection point 
was 24 weeks indicating that in fact, the project was already past that point. The 99% point 
was projected at 31 weeks, or six weeks into the future. The trend graphs for tpea1c and K 

are shown below. 
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Both of these graphs indicate that the parameters have stabilized as expected and in fact, 
may have peaked. 

At this point in the project, provided that the test suite has a good level of coverage, the 
controlling parameter is generally the open backlog of defects and the mix of priorities of 
these defects. In the case of the new project, the prediction model provided confidence that 
the defect arrival rate was declining as it should and attention was placed on the backlog. 
While this backlog was still substantial, the high priority defects were felt to be under 

control and a decision was made to ship the product in week 27 of the test period. This 

proved to be high risk decision as the backlog continued to be substantial in size. As a 
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consequence, a "dot" release was required a short time after the initial release to bring the 

quality of the product to an acceptable level. While this was obviously a higher cost route 
than delaying the initial release, the management felt that it was justified in tenps of the 

importance and value to the company of meeting commitments. 

Summary 

The client example discussed here shows that the technique proposed for estimating the 
length of the system test period can be helpful in managing a development project. The use 
of a relatively small amount of historical data can provide an initial estimate and the Gamma 

based model developed in [2] provides remarkably stable and reasonably accurate estimates 

quite early in the project. Figure 8 below shows the predicted week of 99% defect 
detection which is within a few weeks of the actual completion date at a point less than half 
-way through the system test period. 

Figure 8 
Predicted Week for 99% Defects Found 
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While the results presented here are based on only a single project, the authors believe that 
the methodology used will provide reliable results for many development environments. It 

will be most effective in development groups that follow planned and well staffed system 
test procedures that are based on test suites that provide good coverage. 
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The Software End Game -
Accurate Prediction of Time of 

Product Completion 

Quality Week 98 

Background 

• Typical Client Background - Commercial 
Development Environment: 
• Low to mid SEI level 1 organization 

• System testing estimates generated by intuitive 
guessmg 

+ Little or no data collected on project labor, code 
size, schedule 

• Predominant project tracking is of schedule 
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System Test Estimation 

• Generally done by looking at number of 
critical defects remaining open in backlog 

• Defect arrival rate is monitored with the 
hope that it will go down in time 

• Since defect arrival declines as a slow 
asymptote, and testing has "bad weeks" 
intuitive guessing is often wrong 

Most Critical Problem: 
Determining the Completion 

Point of Systems Testing 
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Approach Used in Estimating P ARTNERS, 

] NC Length of System Test Period 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D • Based on work by Putnam and Pillai and D 
D Nair D 
D 

• Uses exponential function as approximation D 
D 
D of defect arrival rate 
D 
D 

• Gamma based curve used as it gives faster D 
D 

stabilization D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 

E NSEMBLE 

Gamma Based Estimation P ARTNERS, 

f NC Curve 
D 
D 
D 

• Curve is controlled by two key parameters: D 
D 
D "time of peak defect arrival" and "total 
D 
D number of defects" D 
D 

• Characteristic left-biased bell shape curve D 
D 
D • Once a curve is developed for a project the D 
D time of system test completion can be D 
D determined by simple observation or D 
D 

calculation D 
D 
D 
D 
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Modeling Techniques 
• Pre-system test model 

• Use historical data on defect density and time of 
peak defect arrival 

• Calculate Putnam's "difficulty gradient"as an 
average of previous projects 

• Use difficulty gradient, estimated size and 
historical defect density to predict time of peak 
defect arrival for new project and total number 
of defects 

• Then generate initial Gamma based curve 

Modeling Techniques 

• Modeling during system test 
• Use least squares fit technique outlined by Pillai 

and Nair to the Gamma based curve 

• Observe the predicted times of peak arrival and 
total defects for stability and trends (slope) 

• Technique requires no historical data to apply 

• Stabilizes very quickly compared to Rayleigh 
curve models 
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. Field Application of P ARTNERS, 

I NC. Technique 
D 
D 
D 

• Three major phases: D 
D 
D • Phase O: Before system test start to point where D 
D predictive model is stable (use the pre-system 
D 
D test estimate) 
D 
D • Phase 1: Stable model until close-out period D 
D • Phase 2: Point where backlog management of D 
D defects is controlling factor in product ship D 
D decision D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
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P ARTNERS, 

Client Based Example INC. 

D 
D 
D 

• Commercial product development group D 
D 
D • Typical projects are 5 to 50 KLOC in size D 
D and 75 to 300 staff-months of effort D 
D 
D • Ad hoc software process with lots of D 
D "intuitive guessing" D 
D 

• System test phase often 40% of total elapsed D 
D 
D time of project 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
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Client Based Example
Historical Data 

• Project A - 4.27 KLOC, 499 Defects 

• Project B - 9.9 KLOC, 388 Defects 

• Project A time of peak defect arrival: 6.8 
weeks 

• Project B time of peak defect arrival: 4.5 
weeks 

• Defect density: Project A: 116.9, Project B: 
39.2 

Client Based Example 

• Large discrepancy in defect density raised 
flag 

• Project A reexamined and discovered to be 
non-representative 

• Project B used as the sole pre-system test 
historical data point for the new project 

• Difficulty gradient: 4.26 and Defect 
Density: 39.2, Size estimate: 42.8 KLOC 
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Client Based Example - Pre-P ARTNERS, 

] NC. 

system Test Phase Curve 
D 
D 
D 

• Peak time of defect arrival predicted to be D 
D 
D 7 .33 weeks, total defects: 1,678 
D 
D • Gamma curve generated which showed the D 
D 

95% defect found point to be at week 22 D 
D 
D and the 99% point at week 23. 
D 
D • Development group needed 4 weeks for D 
D backlog reduction - so ship date was D 
D 

between week 26 and 27 D 
D 
D 
D 

E NSEMBLE 

P ARTNERS, 

Client Based Example - Phase 0 I NC. 

D 
D 
D 

• First five weeks of testing showed rapid rise D 
D 
D in defect arrival 
D 
D • Gamma based curve at week five was D 
D 

consistent with pre-system test estimate D 
D 
D • Predicted values were: 1,692 defects and D 
D peak time of 6.6 weeks D 
D 
D • The 95 % defect point was 23 weeks 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
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PARTNERS. Client Based Example - Phase 2 
]NC. 

D 
D 
D 
o • The decision to ship proved premature as a 
D 
g "dot" release had to be created for shipment 
g three months after the initial release 
D 
o • The prediction curve was in fact quite 
D 
o correct 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 

ENSEMBLE 

PARTNERS, 

Summary ] Ne. 

D • The technique illustrated can give accurate D 
D estimates of the length of the system test D 
D 

phase - within 15% of the phase length less D 
D 
D than half-way through it 
D 
D • No histor~cal data is required to apply the D 
D 

technique, however the pre-system test D 
D 

phase requires it D 
D 
D • Most likely to be useful in groups that D 
D follow a planned and well-staffed system D 
D 

test cycle D 
D 
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At LA WST, we discussed test documentation (test planning 
strategics and materials). The agenda item was: 

» How do we know what test cases we have? 
How do we know which areas of the program 
are well covered and which are not? 

» How do we develop this documentation 
EFFICIENTLY? As many of you know, I 
despise thick test plans and I begrudge every 
millisecond that I spend on test case 
documentation. Unfortunately, some work is 
necessary. My question is, how little can we 
get away with, while still preserving the value 
of our asset? 

The following people attended LA WST 3: Chris Agruss, 
J ames Bach, Karla Fisher, David Gelperin, Kenneth Groder, 
Elisabeth Hendrickson, Doug Hoffman, III, Bob Johnson, 
Cem Kaner, Brian Lawrence, Brian Marick, Thanga 
Meenakshi, Noel Nyman, Jeffery E. Payne, Bret Pettichord, 
Johanna Rothman, Jane Stepak, Melora Svoboda, Jeremy 
White, and Rodney Wilson. 
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Test Documentation: 
Some Common Mistakes 

Let's not spend mucl, time on these-I'd rather focus 
011 what works. But keep these in mind: 
Death by Detail 
• Myth of perfectly reproducible test cases. 
· Brainless paperwork: reduced productivity and creativity. 
• Overemphasis on simple tests rather than harsh ones. 

No Detail 
• How do you tell that the program has failed a test case? 
• Unjustified comfort (what aren't you testing?). 

Ancestor Worship 
• There is value in inspecting ancestral test cases, in measuring 

their code coverage, and in using them as a mine for insights. 
• Beware of false positives and false negatives. 
• Beware of undocumented test cases. What do they test? 
• 10% rule. If you have to reverse engineer and rewrite more 

than 10% of the code, it might be faster/better to start over. 

No Source Control 

Mis-set Management Expectations 
• Managers think the documented tests are 100% of the tests. 
• Managers think all test cases will/should be documented. 
• Managers think every test case that appears on a test 

document should be run. 

Copyright (c) 1997-1998 Cem Kaner. All Rights Reserved. 

Overview 

Requirements for Test Plans 

• Resolving conflicting demands 

Nine Techniques 

• Scripting 

• Templates (such as IEEE 829) 

• Boundary & equivalence analysis (Myers) 

• Reusable test matrices (Nguyen, Kaner) 

• Relationship charts (Kaner) 

• Multi-variable test combination chart 
(Gelperin) 

• Combinatorial approach (Cohen, Dalal, et al.) 

• Tripos (Bach and ST Labs) 

Three Levels of Analysis to Think About 

I-variable 

• 2-variable exploration 

• multi-variable efficiency 
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Test Planning 
Documentation 

The test planning documents include: 

• The Testing Project Plan, which identifies 
classes of tasks and broadly allocates 
people and resources to them; 

• High-level designs for test cases 
(individual tests) and test suites 
( collections of related tests); 

• Detailed lists or descriptions of test cases; 

• Anything else that you would put in a 
hard copy or virtual binder that 
documents the collection of test cases that 
you will develop and run. 

This collection of materials is 
sometimes called the test plan and 
sometimes called the test documentation. 

Copyright (c) 1997-1998 Cem Kaner. All Rights Reserved. 

omssa 

Test Plan Requirements: 
Contrasting Objectives 

• Is test documentation a product or tool? 

• Is software quality driven by legal issues 
or by market forces? 

• Is testing approach oriented toward 
proving conformance to specs or 
nonconformance with customer 
expectations? 

• Does testing style rely on already
defined tests or exploration? 

• Should test docs focus on what to test 
(obiectives) or on how to test for it 
(procedures)? 

• Should control of the project by the test 
docs come early, late, or never? 

Copyright (c) 1997-1998 Cem Kaner. All Rights Reserved. 6 



· Test Plan Requirements: 
Additional Queries-1 

• Who are the primary readers of these 
test documents and how important 
are they? 

• How much traceability do you need? 
What docs are you tracing back to 
and who controls them? 

• To what extent should test docs 
support tracking and reporting of 
proiect status and testingprogress? 

• How well should docs support 
delegation of work to new testers? 

• What are your assumptions about the 
skills and knowledge of new testers? 

Copyright (c) 1997-1998 Cem Kaner. All Rights Reserved. 7 

Test Plan Requirements: 
Additional Queries-2 

• Is test doc set a process model, a product 
model, or a defect finder? 

• A test suite should provide prevention, 
detection, and prediction. Which is the 
most important/or this project? 

• How maintainable are the test docs (and 
their test cases)? And, how well do they 
ensure that test changes will follow code 
changes? 

• Will the test docs help us identify (and 
revise/restructure in face of) a 
permanent shift in the risk profile of the 
program? 

• Are (should) docs (be) automatically 
created as a byproduct of the test 
automation code? 

Copyright (c) 1997-1998 Cem Kaner. All Rights Reserved. 8 



Test Plan Requirements 

I focus on three tasks that 
interest me: 

• FINDBUGS, 

• DELEGATE WORK, and 

• TRACK STATUS. 

Copyright (c) 1997-1998 Gem Kaner. All Rights Reserved. 
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Test Planning Techniques 

Developing Scripts 

and 

Using Templates 
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Scripting 
An Industry Worst Practice: 

Comp!ete Scripting is favored by 
people who believe that repeatability 
is everything and who believe that 
with repeatable scripts, we can 
delegate to cheap labor. 

1 Pull down the Task menu 

2 Select First Number 

3 Enter 3 

4 Enter 2 

5 Press return 
6 The program displays 5 

(Just relax and 

"Leave the thinking to us.") 

Copyright (c) 1997-1998 Cem Kaner. All Rights Reserved. II 

Scripting: 
An Industry Worst Practice 

To the novice, the test script is the tour. The 
tester goes through the script, start to finish, 
and thinks he's seen what there is to see. 

To the experienced tester, the test script is a 
tour bus. When she sees something 
interesting, she stops the bus and takes a 
closer look. 

One problem with a bus trip. It's often pretty 
boring, and you might spend a lot of time 
sleeping. 

Worst of all worlds: 
» Not automated 
» Not maintainable 

» No communication of analysis 

» NOT REPEATABLE! 

Copyright (c) 1997-1998 Cem Kaner. All Rights Reserved. 12 



Scripting 

Should we create scripts as 
pseudocode, in preparation for 
test automation? 

» Suggestion made at ST AR 97 

» But most (88%) of bugs were 
found during creation of the 
scripts (my experience too). 

Maybe the benefit lies in 

structured exploration, 

rather than regression. 

Copyright (c) 1997-1998 Gem Kaner. All Rights Reserved. 13 
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Templates 
ANSI-IEEE 829 

IEEE Standard for Software Test 
Documentation 

• Test plan 

• Test-design specification 

• Test-case specification 

» Test-case specification identifier 

» Test items 

» Input specifications 

» Output specifications 

» Environmental needs 

» Special procedural requirements 

» Intercase dependencies 

• Test-procedure specification 

• Test-item transmittal report 

• Test-log 

We often see one or more pages per test 
case. 

Copyright (c) 1997-1998 Cem Kaner. All Rights Reserved. 14 



Templates 
ANSI-IEEE 829 

We often see one or more pages per test 
case. 
• Extremely expensive to create. 

• None of the details are things that we could 
easily say are completely irrelevant, so we can 
always justify spending all the money. 

But what is the bug count/or the buck? 

• Over the volumes and volumes of test plan 
documentation, what does this really 
communicate? 

• What are the maintenance costs? 

IEEE 829 is often seen as a useful shopping 
list, and therefore it is useful in consultation. 

IEEE 829 is the basis for many test planning 
templates in actual use. 

Copyright (c) 1997-1998 Cem Kaner. All Rights Reserved. 15 

Test Planning Techniques 

Equivalence Class & 
Boundary Analysis: 

Think of this as a sampling 
strategy. It provides you with a 
rationale for selecting a few test 
cases from a huge population. 

Copyright (c) 1997-1998 Cem Kaner. All Rights Reserved. 16 



The Underlying Problem: 
Complete Testing is Impossible 

I explore the impossibility of complete testing 
in detail in my article, The Impossibility of 
Complete Testing. Here is ONE of the issues: 

Variables interact. 
• For example, a program crashes when 

attempting to print preview a high resolution 
(say, 600x600 dpi) image on a high resolution 
screen. The option selections for printer 
resolution and screen resolution are interacting. 

• For example, a program fails when the sum of a 
series of variables is too large. 

Suppose there are N variables. Suppose the 
number of choices for the variables are V1, V2, 

through VN. The total number of possible 
combinations is V1 x V2 x ··· x VN. This is huge. 
Imagine adding two 2-digit numbers (-99 to 
99). There are 39,601 pairs of possible values. 
There are 318,979,564,000 possible 
combinations of the first four moves in chess. 

Copyright (c) 1997-1998 Cem Kaner. All Rights Reserved. 17 

Equivalence Classes and 
Boundaries 

Two tests belong to the same equivalence 
class if you expect the same result (pass I fail) 
of each. Testing multiple members of the 
same equivalence class is, by definition, 
redundant testing. 

Boundaries mark the point or zone of 
transition from one equivalence class to 
another. The program is more likely to fail at a 
boundary, so these are the best members of 
(simple, numeric) equivalence classes to use. 

Note how the boundary case has two ways to fail. It 
can fail because the program's treatment of the 
equivalence class is broken OR because the 
programmer's treatment of inequalities is broken. 

More generally, you look to subdivide a space' 
of possible tests into relatively few classes 
and to run a few cases of each. You'd like to 
pick the most powerful tests from each class. 
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Simple Equivalence Class 
& Boundary Analysis 

Traditional presentation (e.g. Myers) 
One input or output field 

, The "valid" values for the field fit within one (1) 
easily specified range. 
All numbers between -99 and 99. 

Valid values: -99 to 99 
Invalid values 
< -99 

> 99 

non-numeric 

expressions 

(what about long delays between digits?) 
___________ , _________ _ 

Note that we are analyzing this code from the 
point of view of the programmer and the 
specification. A subject matter expert might see 
different opportunities for failure, and different 
classes of cases that might reveal these failures. 
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Myers' Equivalence Class 
Table 

Variable Valid Case Invalid Case Notes 
. Equivalence Classes Equivalence Classes 

First -99 to 99 
nurrber 

Second same as first 
nurrber 

Sum -198 to 198 

>99 
<-99 
non-nurrber 

expressions 

same as first 

max bounds 
min bounds 

see ASCII bounds in 

the next sectioo 

same 

Other sources? 

To build an equivalence class analysis over 
time, put the information that you gather into a 
table. Start by listing variables. Fill in 
information about them as you obtain it. 

The table should eventually contain all 
variables. This means, all input variables, all 
output variables, and any intermediate variables 
that you can somehow observe. 
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Boundary Analysis Table 

Variable Equivalence Boundaries Notes 
Classes and Special 

Cases 

First -99 to 99 99, 100 max bounds 
number > 99 -99, -1 00 min bounds 

< -99 ASCII bounds, 

non-number next section 

expressions 0 0 always 

null entry 
interesting 

Second same as first same same 
number 

Sum -198 to 198 Are there other 
sources of data 
for this variable? 
Ways to feed it 
bad data? 

Note that we've dropped the issue of "valid" and 
"invalid." This lets us generalize to partitioning 
strategies that don't have the concept of "valid" -
for example, printer equivalence classes. 
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Boundary Table as a Test 
Plan Component 

• Makes the reasoning obvious. 

• Makes the relationships between test 
cases fairly obvious. 

• Expected results are pretty obvious. 

• Several tests on one page. 

• Can delegate it and have tester check off 
what was done. Provides some limited 
opportunity for tracking. 

• Not much room for status. 

Question, now that we have the table, 
do we have to do all the tests? What 
about doing them all each time (each 
cycle of testing)? 
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Equivalence Classes and 
Partitions are Subjective. 

Two test cases are equivalent if you 
expect the same result from each. 

This definition is fundamentally subjective. 
Two different testers will have different 
theories about how programs can fail, and 
therefore they will come up with different 
classes. 
For example, consider these cases. Are 
these paired tests equivalent? 
(55+56, 56+57) (57+58,58+59) 
(59+60,60+61) (61+62,62+63) 
(63+64, 64+65) (65+66, 66+67) 
(67+68,68+69) (69+70, 70+71) 

Two test cases can only be equivalent by 
reference to a specifiable risk. 
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One-Variable Tests 
Continued: Partitioning 

Rather than thinking about a single 
variable with a single range of values, 
a variable might have different ranges: 
Date: 

1-28 (set of months ) 
1-29 (with dates ) 
1-30 (in these ranges ) 
1-31 

Printer compatibility 
HP - Original 
HP - LJ II 

HP - LJ llp 
Epson 9-pin 
Epson 24-pin, etc. 
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Partitioning 

So, thinking of variable MONTH: 
We can partition this into different 
sets: 

{Jan, March, May, July, August, 
October, December} 

{February} 

{April, June, September, November} 

For testing, you want to pick one of 
each. There might or might not be a 
boundary. (Certainly, there are 
boundaries on the days, sometimes 1-
28, sometimes 1-29, etc.) 
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Partitioning 

In theory, the key to partitioning is 
dividing the space into mutually 
exclusive subsets. Each subset is an 
equivalence class. This is nice in 
theory, but let's look at those printers. 

LaserJet II compatible printers 

• Big class--There are many such printers. 

• HP II original was weak in graphic
complexity related error handling. 

• HP II original was strong in paper
handling. 

» Example: Think about special forms 

• same margins, offsets on new printer as 
on HP II original? 

• Same printable area? 

• Same handling of hairlines? (Postscript 
printers differ.) 
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Partitioning 

Device compatibility testing illustrates 
a multidimensional space with 
imperfect divisions between classes 
and with several different failure risks. 
The key to success is to remember 
that partitioning is merely a sampling 
strategy. The goal is to work from a 
rational basis in order to select a few 
valuable representatives from a much 
larger population of potential tests. 

If you can think of different ways that 
the program can fail in its interaction 
with a device (such as a printer}, then 
FOR EACH TYPE OF ERROR, you look 
for the specific device (model, version 
of printer) that is most likely to 
confound the program. 
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Partitioning 

From an equivalence class of 
"LaserJet II compatibles" you get 
several different, uniquely powerful, 
class representatives. 

A strong sampling strategy rests on 
our knowledge of the world, not just 
of the specification. 
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Examples from a Class Exercise: 
Equivalence Class and Boundary 

Brainstorm 

There are many types of variables, lnduding 
input variables, output variables, intemal 
variables, hardware and system software 
configurations, and equipment states. Any of 
these can be subject to equivalence dass 
analysis. Here are some common results from 
the class brainstorms: 

, ranges of numbers 

• character codes 

· how many times something is done 
• (e.g. shareware limits on the 

number of uses of the software) 
(e.g. how many times you can 
do it before you run out of 
memory) 

· how many records in a database, how 
many names in a mailing list, how many 
variables in a spreadsheet, how many 
bookmarks, how many abbreviations 

, size of the sum of variables, or the size of 
some other computed value (think binary 
and think digits) 

• size of a number that you enter (number of 
digits) or size of a character siring 

, size of a concatenated string 
• size of a path specification 
, size of a file name 
, size (in characters) of a document 

• size of a file (nole special values such as 
exactly 64K, exactly 512 bytes, etc.) 

• size of a document on a page, In terms of 
the memory requirements for the page. 
This might just be In terms of resolution x 
page size, but ii may be more complex if 
we have compression algorithms 

• size of the document on the page 
(compared to page margins) (across 
different page margins, page sizes) 

• equivalent output events (such as printing 
documents) 

, amount of available memory(> 128 meg, 
> 640K, etc.) 

• visual resolution, size of screen, number 
of colors 

• operating system version 
• variations within a group of •compatible• 

printers, sound cards, modems, etc. 
• equivalent event times (when something 

happens) 
, timing: how long between event A and 

event B (and In which order- races) 
, length of time after a timeout (from JUST 

before to way after) - what events are 
Important? 

, speed of data entry (time between 
keystrokes, menus, etc.) 

• speed of input·· handling of concurrent 
events 

, number of devices connected I active 
, system resources consumed/ available 

(also, handles. slack space, ale.) 
• dale (year 200().relaled boundaries) and 

time (23:59; end of week, and of month) 
, transitions between algorithms 

(optimizations) (different ways to compute 
a function) 

, most recent event, first event 

, Input or output intensity (voltage) 

• speed/ extant of voltage transition (e.g. 
t.n- ... ~ onff tn u•~ In,-' on, ~A\ 

Refer to Testing Computer Software. pages 7-11 . 128-133, 399-401 
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umssa 

Test Planning Techniques 

Reusable Test Matrices: 

Components for 
Standard Situations 

(Hung Nguyen, Cem Kaner) 
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Using Test Matrices/or 
Standardized Situations 

After testing a simple numeric input field a few 
times, you've learned the drill. The boundary 
chart is reasonably easy to fill out for this, but 
it wastes your time. 
Use a test matrix to show/track a series of test 
cases that are essentially the same. 
• For example, for most input fields, you'll do a 

series of the same tests, checking how the field 
handles boundaries, unexpected characters, 
function keys, etc. 

• As another example, for most files, you' II run 
essentially the same tests on file handling. 

The matrix is a concise way of showing the 
repeating tests. 
• Put the objects that you're testing on the rows. 

• Show the tests on the columns. 
• Check off the tests that you actually completed in 

the cells. 
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Reusable Test Matrix 

Numeric lncut Field 
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Matrices 

• You can often re-use a matrix like this 
across products and projects. 

• You can create matrices like this for a 
wide range of problems. Whenever you 
can specify multiple tests to be done on 
one class of object, and you expect to 
test several such objects, you can put 
the multiple tests on the matrix. 

• Mark a cell green if you ran the test 
and the program passed it. Mark the 
cell red if the program failed. 

• Write the bug number of the bug 
report for this bug. 

• Write (in the cell) the automation 
number or identifier if the test case has 
been automated. 
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UOISS.l 

Matrices 

Problems? 

• What if your thinking gets out of date? 
(What if this program poses new issues, 
not covered by the standard tests?) 

• Do you need to execute every test every 
time? (or ever?) 

• What if the automation ID number 
changes? -- We still have a maintenance 
problem but it is not as obscure. 
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Test Planning Techniques 

Automated Re-usable 
Test Matrix 

(Elizabeth Hendrickson) 
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Automated Reusable 
Test Matrices 

Walk back through the Numeric Input 
matrix, bu~ from the point of view of 
automating it. Depending on your 
automation tool, the following script 
should be reasonably easy: 
• Identify the variable 

• Input the range 

• Input the main out-of-range error message 

• Have the script walk the program against 
all of the tests for this variable, checking 
for valid results or out-of-range errors. 

In theory, you should be able to set 
this up as a real-time input tool. (Look 
at a variable, specify it, test it.) 
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Test Planning Techniques 

Tabular Format for 
Relationships Between 

Variables 

(Kaner) 
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6 UOJSSaS 

Tabular Format for 
Data Relationships 

Look at this record, from the Timeslips 
Deluxe time and billing database. In this dialog box, 
click the arrow next to the Consultant field to edit 
the Consultant record (my name, billing info, etc.) 
or enter a new one. 

If I edit it here, will the changes carry over 
to every other display of this Consultant record? 

Also, note that the End Date for this task 
is before the start Date. That's not possible. 
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Tabular Format/or 
Data Relationships 

The program checks the End Date against the 
start Date and rejects this pair as impossible 
because the task can't end before it starts. 

The value of End Date is constrained bv Start 
Date, because End Date ca11't be earlier titan 
Start Date. 

The value of Start Date constrains End Date, 
because End Date can't be earlier than Start 
Date. 
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Field 

Start Date 

End Date 

A Tabular Format/or 
Data Relationships 

Entry Display Print Related Relationship 
Source Variable 

End Date Constraint to a 
range 

Start Date Constraint to a 
range 

Once you identify two variables that are related, 
test them together using boundary values of each 
or pairs of values that will trigger some other 
boundary. 

This is not the most powerful process for looking at 
relationships. An approach like Cause-Effect Graphing 
is more powerful, if you have a perfect specification. 

I started using this chart as an exploratory tool for 
simplifying my look at relationships in 
overwhelmingly complex programs. (There doesn't 
have to be a lot of complexity to be "overwhelming.") 
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A Tabular Format for 
Data Relationships 

THE TABLE'S FIELDS 
Field: Create a row for each field (Consultant, End 

Date, a11d Start Date are examples of fields.) 

Entry Source: What dialog boxes can you use to ellfer 
data into this field? Ca11 you import data i11to this 
field? Ca11 data be calculated i11to this field? List every 
way to fill tl,e field -- every screen, etc. 

Display: List every dialog box, error message window, 
etc., that ca11 display the value oft/1isfield. Whe11you 
re-enter a value i11to this field, will the 11ew e11try show 
up i11 each scree11 that displays the field? (Not always -
- sometimes the program makes local copies of 
variables a11dfails to update them.) 

Print: List all the reports that print the value of this field 
(a11d any other fu11ctio11s that print the value). 

Related to:: List every variable that is related to this 
variable. (What if you enter a legal value illfo this 
variable, the11 change the value of a constraining 
variable to something that is i11compatible with this 
variable's value?) 

Relationship: Ide11tify the relatio11ship to the related 
variable. 
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A Tabular Format for 
Data Relationships 

Many relationships among data: 

• Independence 
» Varying one has no effect on the value or 

permissible values of the other. 

• Causal determination 
» By changing the value of one, we determine 

the value of the other. 

» For example, in MS Word, the extent of 
shading of an area depends on the object 
selected. The shading differs depending on 
Table vs. Paragraph. 

• Constrained to a range 
» For example, the width of a line has to be 

less than the width of the page. 
» In a date field, the permissible dates are 

determined by the month (and the year, if 
February). 

• Selection of rules 
» For example, hyphenation rules depend on 

the language you choose. 
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A Tabular Format/or 
Data Relationships 

Logical selection from a list 
» processes the value you entered and 

then figures out what value to use for 
the next variable. Example: timeouts in 
phone dialing: 
• 0 on complete call 555-1212 but 95551212? 

• JO 011 ambiguous completio11, 955-5121 

• 30 seco11ds i11complete 555-121 

Logical selection of a list: 
» For example, in printer setup, choose: 

OfficeJet, get Graphics Quality, Paper 
Type, and Color Options 

• LaserJet 4, get Eco11omode, Resolutio11, 
and Half-to11ing. 

• Look at Marick (Craft of Software 
Testing) for discussion of catalogs of 
tests for data relationships. 
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Complex Data Relationships 

ci Do full justlication fok.e WordPerfect 6.x for Wndows 
1J Don't add automatic tab stop for lwooinO Indent 
O Don't add extra space for raisednowered characters 
[i Don't add leading (extra space) between rows of text n Don't add space for underlines 
D Don't balance columns for Continuous section starts 
1J Don't balance SBCS characters and OBCS characters 
0 Don't blank the area behind metaflle pictures n Don't center "exact line he!Qht" lines 
n Don't convert backslash characters Into en sl s 
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Data Relationship Table 

Looking at the Word options, you see 
the real value of the data relationships 
table. Many of these options have a lot 
of repercussions. 
You might analyze all of the details of 
all of the relationships later, but for 
now, it is challenging just to find out 
what all the relationships ARE. 
The table guides exploration and will 
surface a lot of bugs. 

PROBLEM 
Works great for this release. Next 
release, what is your support for more 
exploration? 
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Test Planning Techniques 

Multi-variable test 
combination chart 

(David Gelperin) 
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Combination Chart 
(Gelperin) 

em~ Variable Variable Variable Testing Testing T~ting 
I 2 3 Issue I lssue2 /ssue3 

The Idea here is that there will be a few variables 
that you will test together In order to look at a 
joint effect. "Testing Issues" might Include an 
underlying variable that you want to test, or an 
output that you want to manipulate, or another 
event that Is determined by the combination of 
variables, not by any one of them alone. 
Each row is a test case. 
The variables' entries are typically actual values. 
The "testing Issues" entries are the values or 
events you are trying to manipulate or observe. 
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Test Planning Analysis 

Testing Variables in 
Combination 

Cohen, Dalal, Parelius, Patton,"The Combinatorial 
Design Approach to Automatic Test 
Generation",IEEE Software, Sept. 96 
http://computer.org:80/software/so1996/s5toc.htm 

Cohen, Dalal, Fredman, Patton, "The AETG 
System: An Approach to Testing Based on 
Combinatorial Design", IEEE Trans on SW Eng. Vol 
23#7, ~uly 97 
http://computer.org:80/tse/ts 1997 /e 7toc.htm 

Online requires IEEE membership for free access 
See http://www.computer.org/epub/ 

Also interesting: 
http://www.stsc.hill .af.mil/CrossTalk/1997/ 
ocUplanning.html 
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Testing Variables in 
Combination 

The Netscape Preferences dialog. 
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Testing Variables in 
Combination 

If we just look at the Appearance tab of the 
Netscape Preferences dialog, we see the following 
variables: 

Toolbars -- 3 choices (P, T, B) 

(pictures, text or both) 

On Startup Launch -- 3 choices (B, M, N) 

(browser, mail, news). Each of these is an independent 
binary choice. 

Start With -- 3 choices (B,V,E) 

(blank page, home page names a valid file, home page 
name has a syntax error) 

(Many more cases are possible, but let's keep this 
simple and ignore that for a few slides) 

Links -- 2 choices (D,U) 

(don't underline, underlined) 

Followed Links -- 2 choices (N,E) 

(never expire, expire after 30 days) (Many more cases 
are possible) 
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Testing Variables in 
Combination 

I simplified the combinations by simplifying the 
choices for two of the fields. 

In the Start With field, I used either a valid home 
page name or a blank name. Some other test cases 
that could go into this field are: 

file name (name.htm instead of using http:// to define a 
protocol) on the local drive~ the local network drive, or 
the remote drive 
maximum length file names, maximum length paths 

invalid file names and paths 

For combination testing, select a few of these that 
look like they might interact with other variables. 
Test the rest independently. 

Similarly for the Expire After field. This lets you 
enter the number of days to store links. If you use 
more than one value, use boundary cases, not all 
the numbers in the range. 

In multi-variable testing, use partition 
analysis or other special values instead of 
testing all values in combination with all 
other variables' all values. 
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Testing Variables in 
Combination 

We can create 3 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 3 x 2 x 2 = 288 different 
test cases by testing these variables In 
combination. Here are some examples, from a 
combination table. . ....... . ············ 

z 
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Here are all 288 of the test cases. Every 
value of every variable is combined with 
every combination of the other variables. 

1 PYYYBON PNYYBON TYYYBON TNYYBON BYYYBON BNYYBON 
2 PYYYVOE PNYWOE TYYY\lllE TNYYVDE BYYYIIDE BNYYIIDE 
3 PYYYEON PNYYEON TYYYEON TNYYEON BYYYEON BNYYEON 
4 PYYYBUE PNYYBUE TYYY8IJE TNYYl!UE BYYYBUE BNYYBUE 
5 PYYYWN PNYYWN TYYYWN TNYYIIUN BYYYVUN BNYY\IUN 
6 PYYYEUE PNYYEUE TYYYEUE TNYYEUE BYYYEUE BNYYEUE 
7 PYYN8DN PNYN80N TYYNBON TNYN80N BYYNBON BNYN80N 
8 pyyf,M)E PNYtMlE TYYNIIDE TNYNVDE BYYJ,MlE BNYtM)E 

9 PYYNEON PNYNEON TYYNEDN TNYNEllN BYYNEDN BNYNEON 
10 PYYNBUE PNYNl!lJE TYYNBUE TNYNBUE BYYNBUE BNYNBUE 
11 PYYNWN PNYIMJN TYYIMJN TNl'NWN BYYIMJN BNYIMJN 
12 PYYNEUE PNYNEUE TYYNEUE TNYNEUE BYYNEUE BNYNEUE 
13 PYYYBOE PNYYBOE TYYYBOE TNYYBOE BYYYBOE BNYYBOE 
14 PYYYVDN PNY'IVDN TYYYVON TIIYYVDN BYYYVDN BNYYVDN 
15 PYYYEOE PNYYEOE TYYYEDE TNYYEDE BYYYEDE BNYYEDE 
16 PYYYBUN PNYYBUN TYYYllU'l TNYYBUN BYYYBUN BNYYBUN 
17 PYYYWE PNYY\/IJE TYYYWE TNYYIAJE BYYYVIJE BNYYWE 
18 PYYYEUN PNYYEUN TYYYEUN TNYYEUN BYYYEUN BNYYEUN 
19 PYYNBOE PNYNBOE TYYNBOE TNYNBOE BYYNBDE BNYNBDE 
20 PYYNVDN PNYIMlN TYYIMlN TNYNVDN BYYNVDN BNYNVDN 
21 PYYNEDE PNYNEDE TYYNEDE TNYNEDE BYYNEDE BNYNEDE 
22 PYYNBUN PNYNBUN TYYNBUN TNYNBUN BYYN8UN BNYNBUN 
23 PYYIMJE PNYIM"' TYYNWE TNYNII\JE BYYIMJE BNYNVUE 
24 PYYNEUN PNYNEUN TYYNEUN lNYNEUN BYYNEUN BNYNEUN 
25 PYNYBOE PNNYBDE TYNYBOE TNNYBOE BYNYBOE BNNYBOE 
26 PYNYVON PNNYVDN TYN't\lDN TNNYVIJN BYNYVDN BNNYVllN 
27 PYNYEDE PNNYEDE TYNYEDE TNNYEDE BYNYEDE BNNYEDE 
28 PYNYBUN PNNYBUN TYNYBUN TNNYBUN BYNYBUN BNNYBUN 
29 PYNYVUE PNNYII\JE TYNY\I\JE TNNYWE BYNYWE BNNYVUE 
30 PYNYEUN PNNYEUN TYNYEUN TM'IYEUN BYNYEUN BNNYEUN 
31 PYNNBOE PNNN8DE TYNNBOE 1lfflBOE BYl'f-lBOE BNNNBOE 
32 PYNNIIDN PNNNVON TYNNVDN TNNW!JN BYNNVDN BNNN\ION 
33 PYNNEDE PNNNEDE TYNNEDE TNNNEDE BYNNEDE BNNNEDE 
34 PYNNBUN PNNNBUN TYNNBUN TNNN8UN BYNNBUN BNNNBUN 
35 PYNIMJE PNNNWE TY1'IMJE TNNtMJE BYNN\/UE 8NNIM.e 
36 PYNNEUN PNNNEUN TYNNEUN TNNNEUN BYNNEUN BNNNEUN 
37 PYNYBON PNNYBON TYNYBON TNNYBDN BYNYBON BNNYBON 
38 PYNYVOE PNNYllllE TYNYIIDE ThtlYVOE BYNYWE BNNYVOE 
39 PYNYEDN PNNYEON TYNYEDN TM'IYEON BYNYEDN BNNYEDN 
40 PYNYBUE PNNYBUE TYNYBUE TNNYBUE BYNYBUE BNNYBlJE 
41 PYNYWN PNNYVUN TYNY\IUN TNNYWN BYNV\NN BNNYIIUN 
42 PYNYEUE PNNYEUE TYNYEUE TNNY'EUE BYNYEUE BNNYEUE 
43 PYNNBON PNNNBON TYNNBON Tlff,,OON BYNNBON BNNNBDN 
44 PYNJ,MJE PNNMIDE TYNN'vtlE TNNtMlE BYNNWE BNNNVDE 
45 PYNNEON PNNNEDN TYNNEDN TNNNEON BYNNEIJN BNNNEllN 
46 PYNNBUE PNNNBUE TYM-18\JE TNNNBUE BYNNBUE BNNNBUE 
47 PYNNWN PNl'IMJN TYNtMJN TNNIMJN BYNMAJN BN1'l'MJN 
48 PYNNEUE PNNNEIJE TYNNEUE TNNNEUE BYNNEUE BNNNEIJE 
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Testing Variables in 
Combination 

To simplify this, many testers would 
test variables in pairs. 

That can be useful if you understand 
specific relationships between the 
variables, but if you are doing general 
combination testing, then restricting 
your attention to pairs is less efficient 
and less simple than you might 
expect. 

Look at all the pairs you'd have to test, 
if you tested them all, pair by pair --
109 of them. This is better than 288, 
but not much. 
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Test Planning Techniques: 
TRIPOS 

James Bach developed a strategy 
for quickly developing test cases, 
as part of an exploratory testing 
strategy. It's good stuff, but I don't 
have time for it in this talk. See: 

http:/lwww.stlabs.com/testnet.htm 

TRIPOS: A Model to Support 

Heuristic Software Testing 

This document contains a set of useful 
checklists and categories for 
developing test cases. 
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Here are all 288 of the test cases. Every 
value of every variable is combined with 
every combination of the other variables. 

1 PYYYBON PNYYBON lYYYBON TNYYBON BYYYBON BNYYIION 
2 PYYYVOE PN\"MlE TYY'IVDE TNY'MlE BYYYVDE BNYY\1lE 
3 PYYYEON PNYYEON lYYYEON TNYYEON BYYYEON BNYYEON 

• PYYYBUE PNYYBUE 1YYYBUE TNYYBUE BYYYBUE BNYYl!UE 
5 PYYYIAJN PNYYWN TYYY\IUN TNY\'VUN BYYWUN 8NYY\,UI 

6 PYYYEUE PNYYEUE lYYYEUE TNYYEUE BYYYEUE BNYYEUE 
7 PYYNllON PNYNBON TYYNBON TNYNBON BYYNOON BNYN80N 
8 PYYNl,l)E PNYNVDE TYYN\/DE TNYNIIDE BYYNl,l)E llNYN\OE 
9 PYYNEON PNYNEON TYYNEON TNYNEON BYYNEON BNYNEDN 
10 PYYNBUE PNYN8UE TYYN8UE TNYN8UE BYYNBUE BNYNBUE 
11 PYYIMJN PNYNVUN TYYtMJN TNYNWN BYYNWN BlfflMJN 
12 PYYNEUE PNYNEUE TYYNEUE TNYNEUE BYYNEUE BNYNEUE 
13 PYYYBDE PNYYBOE 1YYYBOE TNYYBOE BYYYBOE BNYYBOE 
u PYYYVDN PNYYVON TYYWDN TNYY\IDN BYYYVDN BNYYWN 
15 PYYYEOE PNYYEllE TYYYEOE TNYYEOE BYYYEOE BNYYEOE 
16 PYYYBUN PNYYBUN TYYYBUN TNYYBUN BYYYBUN BNYYllUN 
17 PYYYWE PNYYWE TYYYWE TNYYII\JE BYYYWE BNYVWE 
18 PYYYEUN PNYYEUN TYYYEUN TNYYEUN BYYYEUN BNYYEUN 
19 PYYNBOE PNYNBOE TYYNBOE TNYNBDE BYYNBOE BNYN80E 
20 PYYIMlN PNYIMlN TYYIMlN TNYNIIDN BYYIMlN BNYl'MJN 
21 PYYNEOE PNYNEDE TYYNEOE TNYNEDE BYYNEDE BNYNEDE 
22 PYYNSUN PNYNBUN TYYNBUN TNVNBUN BYYNBUN BNYNllUN 
23 PYYl'MJE PNYl'MJE TYYlMJE TNYNII\JE BYYNWE BNYN'v\JE 
2• PYYNEIJN PNYNEUN TYYNEUN TNYNEUN BYYNEUN BNYNEUN 
25 PYNYBOE PNNYBOE TYNYBOE TNNYBOE BYNYBOE BNNYBllE 
26 PYNYVON P1'l'IYVDN TYNYVDN TNNYIION BYNYVON BNN'MlN 
27 PYNYEDE l'tffiEDE TYNYEDE TNNYEOE BYNYEDE BNNYEDE 
28 PYNYBUN Pl-ffiBUN TYNYBUN TNNYBUN BYNYBUN BNNYllUN 
29 PYNYVUE P!ffMJE TYNYVUE TNNYWE BYNY\IUE BNNYWE 
30 PYNYEUN l'tffiEUN TYNYEIJN TNNYEUN BYNYEUN BNNYEUN 
31 PYNNBOE Plff.ooE TYNN80E T1'HIBOE BYNNBOE BNNl-.60E 
32 PYNl'MJN Pt,1,/NVON TYNNVON TNNNVDN e= BNNWON 
33 PYNNEDE Pl'l'lNEDE TYNNEllE TNNNEDE BY""'6JE BNI-MllE 
:H PYNNBUN PN'lNBIJN TYNNBUN TNNNBUN BYNNBUN BNINIIJN 
35 PYll'MJE PlffN\JE TYNNI/IJE TNtfMJE BYNtM.IE 8/ffMJE 
36 PYNNEUN f't,NNEUN TYNNEUN TNNNEUN BYN-IEUN 8NlffUN 
37 PYNYBON l'N'IYBON TYNYl!ON TNN'IBON BYNYBON BNNY80N 
38 PYNY'JOE PlffMlE TYNl'VOE TNNYllllE BYNY\IOE &IM'DE 
39 PYNYEON l'tffiEON TYNYEON TNNYEON BYNYEON BNNYEON 
.a PYNYBUE PlfffBUE TYNYBUE TNNYBUE BYNYBUE IHMIUE 
•1 PYNYv\JN PIWVUN TYNY\11.JN TNNYWN BYNYINN ~ 
•2 PYNYEUE l'tffiEUE TYNYEUE TNNYEUE BYNYEUE BNNYEUE 
0 PYNNBON PmNBON TYNNBON TNNNBON BYNNBON BNNl',IION 

•• PYNNl,OE Pt,l',IN\/DE TYNNI/DE TNNNVDE BYNNVDE BNMMlE 
•5 PYNNEON PmNEON TYNNEON TNNNEON BYt.NEON BNNNEON 
.8 PYl*IBUE PN<NBUE TYNNBUE TNNNBUE BYNNBUE BNNMlUE 
•1 PYNl'M,'N p~ TYNNWN TNNtMJN BYNMNN BtffMJN 
•s PYNNEUE PlfflEUE TYNNEUE TNNNEUE BYNNEUE Blff£lJE 
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Testing Variables in 
Combination 

To simplify this, many testers would 
test variables in pairs. 

That can be useful if you understand 
specific relationships between the 
variables, but if you are doing general 
combination testing, then restricting 
your attention to pairs is less efficient 
and less simple than you might 
expect. 

Look at all the pairs you'd have to test, 
if you tested them all, pair by pair --
109 of them. This is better than 288, 
but not much. 
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Toolllars 
3 choices 

Browser 
2 choices 

M3II 

2 choices 

News 
2 choices 

:.tart 
3 choices 

Links 
2 choices 

1-onowea 
2 choices 

Testing Variables in 
Combination 
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Testing Variables in 
Combination 

Instead look at the 
idea of testing 
every possible 
pair, but testing 
many pairs 
simultaneously. 

What we're doing 
here is creating 
test cases that 
combine all 
variables at once, 
and that assure 
that every value of 
every variable is 
paired with every 
other value of 
every other 
variable. 

Each of these 
test cases covers 
21 pairs. 
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Testing Variables in 
Combination 

This deceptively 
simple idea comes 
to us from Bellcore, 
and was recently 
lectured on by 
Siddhartha Dalal. 

Some people find it 
easier to see the 
pair-wise 
combinations if I 
show them with 
numbers. 
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Test Planning Techniques 

TRIPOS-based 
description 

of test objectives 

(James Bach) 
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Test Planning Techniques: 
TRIPOS 

James Bach developed a strategy 
for quickly developing test cases, 
as part of an exploratory testing 
strategy. It's good stuff, but I don't 
have time for it in this talk. See: 

http:/lwww .stlabs.com/testnet.htm 

TRIPOS: A Model to Support 

Heuristic Software Testing 

This document contains a set of useful 
checklists and categories for 
developing test cases. 
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Abstract 

Given the increasingly mission-critical, "bet-your-business" nature of software systems, it's only natural to 
expect software to become increasingly reliable. Yet, the opposite is true, often as a side-effect of dramatic 
increases in system complexity. As often as not, the lack of enough time for testing is cited as the reason that 
bugs occur with such frequency in the field (after all, software users seem to have no problems finding them). 
However, even with sufficient time to catch the most "important" bugs, they still surface with alarming 
frequency and ten-ible timing. This session will propose a design-for-test (DFf) paradigm. It will show that, 
in reality, system developers provide ample opportunities for bugs to hide. If we are to improve our ability to 
detect bugs during testing, then testers really ought to know where they hide. Furthermore, if we want to 
encourage developers to prevent bugs, then ought they to know how to avoid creating such nifty hideouts. 

Notice 

The views expressed here 
are my own, and not 
necessarily those of my 
employer. 
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Introduction 

As society has become increasingly dependent on 
reliable software systems, the systems themselves have 
become significantly more complex and difficult to 
test. Unreliable software is often one of the results. 

Even as the need for effective, efficient testing 
increases, there seems to be be less time available to 
accomplish the testing work. As often as not, the lack 
of enough time for testing is cited as reason that bugs 
occur with such frequency in the field (after all, the 
users seem to have no problems finding them). 

We can buy more testing time, as well as effectiveness, 
by performing "best practice" risk-focused testing 
tasks like requirements verification, "testability" 
reviews, and formal inspections, and doing them as 
early as possible in the software development process. 

However, even with sufficient time to catch the most 
"important" bugs, they still surface with alarming 
frequency and terrible timing. Tilis paper will propose 
a design-for-test (DFr) paradigm- an approach for 
increasing software testability. It will show that, in 
reality, system developers provide ample opportunities 
for bugs to hide. If we are to improve our ability to 
detect bugs during testing, then testers really ought to 
know where they hide. Furthermore, if we want to 
encourage developers to prevent bugs, then they ought 
to know how to avoid creating such nifty hideouts. 

The Notion of "Bug Size" (Fault Size) 

In this paper, "bug size," or more precisely, "fault 
size," refers to the number oftest cases (input 
combinations) that, if executed, will cause a particular 
bug or fault to reveal itself through test failure. 

In Figure I, the number of balls in each urn represents 
the total number of test cases that are required in order 
to guarantee that the software is fault-free. This could 
be a very large number, like infinity. 

0 = input on which program succeeds 

5 Bugs, Size = 1 

Each of five bugs is detectable 
by only one input. 

Worse 

1 Bug, Size = 5 

One bug is detectable by any of 
ff::!£.inputs. 

Better 
Figure J - Before Release, Bigger Bugs Are Better! 
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The white (or clear) balls represent test cases or inputs 
that do not cause failure during testing. The non-white 
balls represent those which do cause tests to fail. 

In the left-hand urn of Figure 1, all five non-white 
balls are independent (none is shown connected to any 
other). That is, they represent five different bugs, each 
of size one. In other words, each of the five bugs in 
the software can be found with exactly one input 
combination, and the tester's job is to find out what 
that combination is. 

In the right-hand um, all five of the non-white balls are 
connected, which is to say that they represent a single 
bug of size five. That is, there are five different input 
combinations, any one of which would cause the bug 
to reveal itself during testing. That's an improvement. 

It should be obvious that during testing it would be 
nice if all the bugs were "big," so that they could be 
easily caught Conversely, once the software is 
released, we want any remaining bugs to be very small, 
to reduce the likelihood of causing failure in the field. 

The Concept of Software Testability 

Software testability can be defined as a prediction of 
the probability that testing will reveal the existing 
faults, if any, in a particular software item. 

Conceptually, testability can be calculated as the 
smallest predicted bug size divided by the total number 
oftest cases (input combinations) required in order to 
guarantee that all the bugs are caught. Friedman and 
Voas' do a good job of describing the formidable basis 
and mechanics for such predictions. 

Fortunately, we can take advantage of testability 
concepts without ever having to actually calculate 
testability values. In the design-for-test paradigm, it is 
often only necessary to make simple choices between 
alternatives with clear testability implications. It's a 
lot like choosing between one raffle ticket or ten, for 
the same amount of money. If your primary objective 
is to win the raffle, it's a no-brainer. 

When it comes to real-world systems, you'd be hard
pressed to find a situation where choosing other 
general design objectives over testability is the right 
thing to do. High testability also directly or indirectly 
contributes to debuggability ·, reliability, reuse, and 
maintainability- so it's often a no-brainer, too. 

• Debuggability is the extent to which a failure and associated 
clues directly reveal where the fault is, within a close proximity. 

Pinpointing the fault in highly debuggable code is usually trivial. 
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The Concept of "Hidden Bugs" 

"Hidden bugs" are those which are effectively 
camout1aged, or too small to see with the current test 
2rid. That is , the bugs are not observable - they slip 
through the net, so to speak, as depicted in Figure 2. 
This scenario is typical of software with low testability 
and a "normal" test effort. In this figure, each square 
in the test grid represents an area where testing occurs. 
The more test cases there are, the finer the mesh, and 
the "smaller" the bugs that can be caught. 

D = Undetected Bug lllil!II = Detected Bug 

LI 

D 

r 

D 

Figure 2 - Low Testability, "Nonna[" Test Effon 

With the test granularity of Figure 2, the bugs happen 
not to show up. We could conclude (unwisely) that 
there are no bugs. The problem, however, is that the 
bug "size" is too small to be observable, relative to the 
granularity of the test grid. It's a lot like examining a 
single "zoomed out" frame in a video clip, where the 
objects of interest each happen to be smaller than a 
single pixel, and therefore cannot be seen. 

It seems obvious that if we can't find what we're 
looking for from a "zoomed out" perspective, perhaps 
we could just "zoom in" for a closer look. In the 
testing world, this is equivalent to focusing a test effort 
on a particular area, such as where higher risk is 
expected. Of course, you can also improve the picture 

by using a camera with better resolution (more pixel~), 
or in the testing world, by adding more test cases. 
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It seems reasonable to combine these ideas of 
increased focus and resolution. We can zoom in on 
high-risk areas while selectively adding more test 
cases. Given a modestly increased effort, one can 
achieve a broad sweep and still examine a smaller area 
in greater detail. 

Figure 3 depicts additional testing in areas suspected 
to be at higher risk for bugs, or where the 
consequences of failure are higher. In this scenario, 
the original course-grained tests are augmented with 
finer-grained tests in a portion of the conceptual test 
grid. This results in detection of two of the four bugs. 
Of course, two still go undetected. While this 
approach is a reasonable way to allocate limited testing 
resources, it doesn't fully solve the problem. It would 
be easy to achieve false confidence. 

D = Undetected Bug 1111111 = Detected Bug 

... 

D 

Figure 3 - Low Testability, "Focused" Test Effon 

Another approach is to mount what we'll call a 
"monumental" test effort - i.e., to increase the 
amount of testing significantly. Figure 4 depicts 
running finer-grained tests over the entire test grid. 
The granularity here is 25 times the original, which 
also implies 25 times the number of test cases (this 
apprMch could get rmher expensive). 
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D = Undetected Bug 11111 = Detected Bug 

I 

I ,- .. 
I 

... 
i 

I 

-
Figure 4 - Low Testability, "All-Out" Test Efjon 

It just so happens that these tests are sufficient to 
uncover the four bugs depicted in Figure 4, but this 
approach isn ' t foolproof, either. In fact, it raises a 
serious question. How do we know that there are not 
any more bugs - bugs that are even smaller and 
harder to find? 

The answer is, "we don' t." However, there is a way 
that we could become far more confident in our testing 
effectiveness, but it requires an intentional effort to 
design for test. We'll be getting to that shortly. 

Figure 5 depicts software that is of high testability, 
which implies that the size of each fault is "large" 
enough to be seen during testing. In essence, any 
faults that are present basically announce their 
whereabouts. 

In this scenario, the four bugs show up with fewer 
tests , and within the original test budget. Investment 
in designing for test is offset by more effective, more 
efficient testing. 
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D = Undetected Bug 111111 = Detected Bug 

Figure 5 - High Testability, "Normal" Test Efjon 

The Testability "Squeeze Play" 

It should be clear by now that if we want to catch 
small-sized bugs we're going to need a net with a fine 
mesh. If we only want to catch bigger bugs, then we 
can get by with a net that has a larger mesh. 

We can increase our testing effectiveness, efficiency, 
and confidence by executing a testability "squeeze 
play." The idea is to coalesce the two size concepts: 

1. Drive the test grid "mesh size" downward (more 
tests) to better match the likely size of the bugs. 

2. Drive the bug size upward (higher testability) to 
better match the likely size of the test grid "mesh." 

The first concept seems obvious. Few people would 
argue whether increasing the testing effort will find 
more bugs . Of course it will - won't it? The real 
answer is "not necessarily," but we're not ready to deal 
with that issue just yet. 

But the second concept seems to present its own 
problems. Testers cannot do anything at all to increase 
bug size - only the developers can do that. Also, it 
seems silly to even consider the notion of increasing 
bug size, when we should just focus on preventing or 
removing bugs. After all, why pay to put them in, and 
then have to pay to take them back out again? 
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The bottom line is that, despite our best preventive 
efforts (such as requirements verification, modeling, 
inspections, reviews, etc.), bugs will nonetheless be 
injected into the software. Given this, it makes sense 
that we adjust our design practices so that if (meaning 
"when") we do inject bugs, they're more likely to be 
discovered. It's not a lot different than making sure 
you have flares and life jackets before going on a 
marine outing. No one intends to have boating 
mishaps, but they happen anyway. 

It turns out, then, that executing a testability squeeze 
play requires diligence by both software developers 
and testers . If the software is sufficiently testable, then 
bugs are unlikely to remain hidden, given sufficient 
diligence in testing. 

It is fitting that developers and testers should actually 
have to cooperate, since one's dream is the other's 
nightmare, as depicted in Figure 6. In the tester's 
dream scenario below (the developer's nightmare), any 
input will cause the software to fail during testing. In 
the developer's dream scenario (the tester's 
nightmare), there aren't any inputs that will cause the 
software to fail (and the testers must test exhaustively 
in order to discover that) . 

Tester's Dream Developer's Dream 

• = input on which program fails 

0 = input on which program succeeds 

Developer's Nightmare: 
Program fails on every input 

P ,aual (failure)= 1 

Tester's Nightmare: 
Program succeeds on every input 

P ,aua1 (failure)= 0 

Figure 6 - Complementary Nighrmares 

We still haven 't talked about how developers can 
11de~i~n-t'or-te~t," and thereby increi)jc tcBtability, but 
we need a little more background first. 
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Design-for-Test: In Pursuit of Testability 

The hardest thing about the design-for-test concept is 
knowing what it is you're trying to achieve. In the urn 
at the left of Figure 7, the typical "good" software does 
not provide the tester with any special mechanisms for 
selecting and gaining access to the inputs that would 
cause the software to fail, and thereby reveal its bugs. 

In the "ideal" container at the right of Figure 7, the 
tester is guaranteed that, if any bugs exist, they will be 
revealed by the first few inputs selected. Furthermore, 
if the first few inputs do not cause any failures, then 
there are no bugs. This is the net effect of the 
testability squeeze play, taken to the extreme. 

e = input on which program fails 

0 = input on which program succeeds 

The Testability of Ideal Software Testability 
Typical "Good" Software (the goal of design-for-test) 

Figure 7 - Typical vs. Ideal Tesrabiliry 

We can never achieve "ideal" testability (that's why 
it's "ideal"). Still, its pursuit, through design-for-test, 
can yield great benefits. The key to building highly 
testable and debuggable software is found in the 
software fault/failure model, which originated in the 
literature with Moren2 and Richardson3

• 

The faulUfailure model has gotten much more attention 
lately with Friedman', Voas4

•
5 and related efforts. The 

model accounts for how a software fault (or bug) 
becomes a failure. If a software fault exists (after 
getting through desk-checking, inspection, and/or peer 
review), we actually want it to cause a failure, because 
that becomes our primary means of detecting and 

locating the fault. And the sooner, the better. 
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lt might seem counterintuitive to desire that software 
faults cause failures, since it seems like we'd want our 
source code to be fault-tolerant. Fault-tolerance 
would, in fact, be very nice. However, fault-tolerance 
is much more than just masking the faults - it 
includes the notions of recognizing faults , providing 
workarounds, and hiding the faults and workarounds 
from the rest of the system. 1n any case, during testing 
we're trying to discover faults on purpose, so we 
certainly don't want them to hide from us. 

In order for a software failure to take place, Voas4
•
5 

describes three conditions that must occur in sequence: 

1. Execution: Some input or combination of inputs 
must cause a fault to be executed. 

2. Infection: As a consequence of execution, one or 
more variables (the internal data state) must take 
on values which are incorrect for that point in the 
program. 

3. Propagation: As a consequence of infection, the 
data state error must be passed on and become 
detectable in an output or some combination of 
outputs. 

We can now define testability a bit more practically as 
the propensity for fault execution, infection, and 
propagation to occur, such that faults reveal 
themselves as failures during testing (that is , prior to 
release of the software). 

Roughly speaking, design1or-test strives to ensure that 
the software design does not preclude these three steps 
from occurring, in sequence, during testing. 

An Extended Design-for-Test Failure Model 

The Duchesneau Failure Model elaborates on the 
execution and propagation conditions in the Voas 
model , in order to provide a finer-grained alternative: 

I. Stimuli: Some combination of stimuli must be 
applied to the item containing a bug. 

2. Flow: As a result of the stimuli, a flow involving 
the bug must occur. 

3. Contamination: As a result of the flow, the state 
of the item containing the bug must take on an 
incorrect characteristic. 

4. Metastasis: Due to contamination, some effect 
(possibly the contamination itself) must escape. 

5. Manifestation: Evidence of the metastasis effect 
must be revealed so that it is readily perceived by 
the senses and recognized as a failure indication. 
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To achieve high testability we must construct our 
designs and source code so that they encourage this 
five-step sequence to occur during testing for any 
faults which may be present. However, not only do we 
need to do the right things, but we also need to avoid 
doing the wrong things. We want to find and remove 
software characteristics that might prevent the 
sequence from occurring, thereby inadvertently hiding 
bugs in our source code. 

Examples of How Bugs Hide 

Perhaps the easiest way to learn about design-for-test 
is to see, very specifically, how bugs hide in our 
designs. Using the Duchesneau Failure Model, we'll 
look at how a design can inadvertently hide bugs in 
each of the following cases: 

1. No stimulus 
2. No flow 
3. No contamination 
4. No metastasis 
5. No manifestation 

We' ll begin by defining a simple black-box function . 
(Figure 7) that we'll use for all five cases. This 
contrived function is embedded in a system where it 
rarely gets called, so it hasn't received much attention. 
Although this function passes all its tests, it contains a 
fault (bug) that has gone undetected. We'll examine a 
few of the test cases - at least those in Table 1. 

a 

b 

C 

MyCheck( a, b, c ) 

Expected inputs: 
3 numbers a, b, and c. 

Expected outputs: 
Result will be TRUE if 
the sum of the squares 
of a, b, and c is strictly 
less than 900,000. 

Otherwise, Result will 
be FALSE. 

Reality: FAUL TY 

Result 
~ 

Figure 7 - A Simple Black-Box Function 

Table 1 - Sample Test Cases 
==== ....... ......, ................... .,.,..,.,=,=.,, 

... , ..... , .......... ·. :111111J:1ll1ll11if f ~ll •!llllll!ll:l\l!!ll.i \lJ!ll!
1

i1i!i!I!!! 
NIA NIA 

2 0 0 49 TRUE TRUE 

3 0 5 so TRUE TRUE 

4 s so TRUE TRUE 

5 700 0 so TRUE FALSE 
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Case 1: No Stimulus, Bug Stays Hidden 

The most basic requirement is that some combination 
of stimuli must be applied to the item containing a bug. 
The function under consideration has a relatively low 
probability of use, as depicted in Figure 8. 

MyCheck() OtherCheck( ) 

Figure 8 - No Stimulus, So Bug Stays Hidden 

Since the function is hardly ever used, it doesn't get 
much attention during testing. If the function isn't 
used, there is no stimulus and the bug remains hidden. 

Note that rare conditions have been cited by Hecht6 as 
perhaps the dominant cause of safety and mission
critical failures. A lack of probable real-world use 
doesn't imply a lack of real-world consequences. 

Recommendations 

• Define quality clearly enough that failure is 
distinguishable from success. 

• Document critical states and scenarios, however 
improbable they are. Use simulation or other 
techniques to isolate rarely executed logic. 

• Make sure there is a clear path to each function, 
especially rarely executed logic. 

• Rarely executed logic is likely to be tested less, 
so it may need to be "extra testable." 

• Make sure that rare ly executed logic is 
encapsulated in a manner that allows ii to be 
tested as independently as possible. 

• Apply design-for-test practices to any modules 
that call or otherwise depend on rare logic, since 
they are the only possible source of stimuli. 

• Take advantage of all available design-for-test 
techniques described here and elsewhere. 

• Use code coverage analyzers to ensure that the 
rarely executed logic gets executed. 
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Case 2: No Flow Involving Bug, Bug Stays Hidden 

As a result of the stimuli, a flow involving the bug 
must occur. Looking at the source code snippet" in 
Figure 9, the actual bug occurs in the first assignment 
statement, where there is an extra multiplication in the 
assignment: d := a ,. a ,. a. 

return FALSE 

Figure 9 - No Flow Involving the Bug, Bug Stays Hidden 

In case 2, stimulus is provided by calling the function 
with a=O, b=O, c=49. However, as we can see from 
the source code snippet in Figure 9, there is no control 
or data flow involving the bug (the shaded area depicts 
the flow). The correct result (TRUE) is generated and 
the bug remains undetected. 

Recommendations 

• Let equivalence classes and boundary value 
analysis guide the creation of stimuli that will 
cause flow through the bug to occur. 

• Minimize complexity to increase the probability of 
flow through the bug. 

• Minimize control coupling. Use separate 
functions or methods for policy-oriented logic 
(control flow decisions) and actual algorithm 
implementation. 

• Use code coverage and/or data flow analyzers to 
ensure that control flows and data flows 
(define/use) are tested. 

• 5oun;c ~0'11. 1.llilmple wa~ pdapted from: 
Software Assessmenr: Safety, Reliability, Testability. 
Michael Friedman and Jeffrey Voas. 
Pub. by John Wiley & Sons, 1995. 
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Case 3: No Contamination, Bug Stays Hidden 

As a result of the flow involving a bug, the state of the 
item containing the bug must take on an incorrect 
characteristic (that is, become contaminated). 

In case 3, a stimulus is provided. The function is 
called with a=0, b=5, c=50. The flow involving the 
bug is exercised, as depicted in Figure 10, but no 
contamination occurs. 

return FALSE 

Figure JO - No Contamination, Bug Stays Hidden 

Because a=0, the bug does not cause the variable d to 
take on the wrong value. The extra multiplication has 
no impact when multiplying by zero - the fault is 
masked this time. 

As in case 2, the correct result (TRUE) is generated 
and the bug remains undetected. 1bis time, however, 
we got the right result for the wrong reason. 

Recommendations 

• Watch out for fault-masking. 

• Break up complex expressions to increase the 
number of internal (temporary) values, in order to 
increase the opportunities for contamination and 
subsequent detection (if the logic is wrong 
anyway, you need to be able to localize it). 

• Find boundary values or other irregularities, such 
as division or multiplication by zero. 

• Minimize or localize logic where the 
domain/range ratio (DRR) is greater than one. 
(DRR is the input cardinality divided by the 
output cardinality). 

• Inspect sections of designs and code that exhibit 
ORR > 1. When possible, rewrite those with 
high DRR (or at least isolate them). 
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Case 4: No Metastasis, Bug Stays Hidden 

Due to contamination, some effect (possibly the 
contamination itself) must escape the item and spread 
elsewhere in the system, or outside the system. 

Stimulus is provided in case 4 by calling the function 
with a=5, b=l, c=50. The flow involving the bug is 
exercised, as depicted in Figure 11, and the variable d 
becomes contaminated (d=125 instead of d=25). 

retum FALSE 

Figure 11 - No Metastasis, Bug Stays Hidden 

However, dis an internal value, so there is no 
metastasis because the predicate d + e + f < 900000 is 
true despite the fact that dis wrong. The fault is still 
masked, because the errant value in d never escapes 
from the predicate to the outside world. 

Remission occurs for now, because we again obtained 
the correct result (TRUE) for the wrong reason. 

Recommendations 

• Watch out for fault-masking. 

• Design in testpoints (such as assertions), in 
order to provide observability of contaminated 
internal values. This facilitates metastasis, 
which certainly includes the observation 
("escape") of contaminated values via detection 
at testpoints. 

• Systematically place assertions at high-risk 
areas first. Pay special attention to situations 
that must, or must not, occur. 

• Remember that assertions provide automatic 
detection {they keep on working, even when 
you're not looking). 
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Case S: No Manifestation, Bug Stays Hidden 

As a result of contamination and metastasis having 
occurred, evidence of its effect must be revealed so 
that it is readily perceived by the senses and 
recognized as a failure indication. 

Stimulus is provided in case 5 by calling the function 
with a=700, b=0, c=50. The flow involving the bug is 
exercised, as depicted in Figure 12, and d is 
contaminated (d=343,000,000 instead of d=490,000). 

Fi~ure 12 - No Manifestation, Bug Stays Hidden 

In this particular case, metastasis occurs only when the 
final result is returned. Metastasis occurs because the 
predicate d + e + f < 900000 is false, which is correct 
for the given d, but incorrect for the inputs a, b, and c. 

The wrong result is finally returned, but goes 
unchecked or undetected by the caller·. While this 
would be unusual during the formal execution of test 
cases, it is quite typical of ad hoc unit or integration 
testing by developers. It is also typical of most alpha 
and beta test efforts. 

Recommendations 

• Use exceptions, alerts, and triggers. 

• Provide mechanisms (such as assertions) that 
automatically call attention to otherwise 
overlooked problems . 

• Check return values explicitly in the course of 
normal programming, as well as in unit or 
component test scripts. 

• Note that. of the five cases examined here, this is the only one 

that returns a wrong value - Oil~ thril jg different than expected 
(see Table 1 ). Thus, this case is unique in that it is the only one 
of the five wi th sufficientfau/1-revealing power to detect the bug. 
It ' s a shame that no one was watching. 
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Design-for-Test (DFT) Techniques 

The section addresses three practical design-for-test 
techniquest that increase the probability of the five
step failure sequence occurring during testing, under 
controlled conditions, rather than in the field. In other 
words, these techniques increase software testability. 

I. Design single-minded routines. 
2. Prevent or reduce information loss. 
3. Strategically place assertions in designs and code. 

1. Design Single-Minded Routines 

It is intuitive that if a fault doesn't get executed it won't 
show up. It is less intuitive that infrequently executed 
paths tend to hide faults (there is no stimulus or flow) . 

In general, the fewer paths there are through a routine, 
the more likely it is that each path will be executed 
during testing, which is what we want. This isn't to 
say that a routine should have no decision paths, but 
rather, that routines should be as "single-minded" as 
possible. Ideally, every action in a routine should 
contribute directly to the routine's purpose. 

One of the easiest ways to minimize the number of 
paths (and to improve performance, too) is to avoid 
control coupling. Control coupling occurs as a result 
of having a single routine implement more than one 
conceptual activity. In such a routine, logical 
conditions control which activities are accomplished. 
In general, if the stated purpose of a routine requires 
compound sentences, commas, or multiple verbs 
(i.e., "It does this and that, or this_2 and that_2 ... "), 
then the routine is probably control-coupled. As the 
saying goes, "Inside every control-coupled routine 
there are smaller routines struggling to get out." 

Don't do this: 

procedure RedY ellow( boolean Red Flag ) 
if RedFlag 

<do red stuff> 
else 

<do yellow stuff> 
endif 
return 

Instead, do this: 

procedure Red( ) 
<do red smff> 
return 

procedure Yellow() 
<do yellow stuff> 
return 

t There are other DFf techniques that aren't covered here. 
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In general, you also can reduce or eliminate control 
coupling by separating policy from implementation. In 
other words, do not place decision-making logic that 
chooses which algorithm to use in the same routine 
with the actual implementation of the algorithm(s). 
Keep them in separate routines or methods. 

I like to think of each routine as either a manager or a 
worker. If I need a large multiway branch (i.e., DO 
CASE, etc.), then I isolate it to a routine which does 
little or nothing else·. The purpose of that routine, 
then, is to make a decision - thus, it is a manager 
routine. Lower-level work will be carried out by other 
routines (workers) with similarly simple purposes. Of 
course, complicated decisions which occur at a lower 
level can be handled by other manager routines. 

2. Prevent or Reduce Information Loss 

After a fault is executed during testing, we want it to 
contaminate the internal state of the program so that: 
1) it can subsequently metastasize to an output, and 
2) manifest itself as a failure (i.e., there will be 
evidence of the existence and location of the fault) . 

For contamination to occur, one or more variables 
(the internal data state) must take on values which are 
incorrect for that point in the program. For instance, if 
some subfunction (say, a source code line) contains an 
incorrect calculation, but some other part of the 
subfunction (possibly another fault) hides or masks the 
error, then it will not affect the result of the calculation 
and the fault will go undetected for the time being. 

We can improve testability during software design and 
coding by choosing coding styles that improve the 
chances of infection during testing. The key is to 
avoid the loss of evidence (typically interim results) 
which could indicate the presence of a fault. We must: 

• A void variable reuse involving "lossy" assignments. 

• Validate "lossy" operators and calls to "lossy" functions. 

• Isolate "lossy" code into separate routines . 

We use the term "lossy" to refer to any function or 
operation which has information in its internal 
computational states that is not communicated in its 
output (a phenomenon called internal state collapse). 

• Multiway branches are needed far less often these days, now that 
object-oriented programming dominates. However, this concept 
appl ies to any decision structure that is primarily choosing what 
will occur1 rather than the hqVy-{(I Qf 11,t\lillly milk.ill_!: it SO. 
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A lossy function or operation is one whose inverse 
does not always yield the original value, or for which 
no inverse is possible. These include many string 
translation, data type conversion, rounding, and 
modulus operations, as well as numerous mathematical 
functions (sine, cosine, etc.), among others. · 

Technically speaking, by "lossy," we mean any code 
with a domain/range ratio (DRR) that is greater than 
1: 1, which is the ideal value. DRR is the ratio of the 
number of possible input values (the cardinality of the 
input domain) to the number of possible result values 
(the cardinality of the output range). The higher the 
DRR, the greater the potential for hiding faults. 

Although an in-depth DRR discussion is beyond the 
scope of this article, in essence the idea is to be very 
careful about code (even a single line) which 
transforms a set of possible input values into a smaller 
set of possible result values. 

For example, the modulus (% and %= ) operators in C, 
C++, and most other languages, can transform a large 
set of possible inputs into a much smaller set of 
possible results. That means the modulus operator is 
lossy. Improperly used, it could force an invalid value 
into an apparently valid one. 

In the following example of what not to do, a contrived 
algorithm "assumes" that valid values are in the range 
0 to 4. On entry to the function at line 8 , the input 
argument nOffset could be any number. The modulus 
operation at line e forces numbers larger than 4 into 
the expected range O to 4, which lets the algorithm 
proceed (although the results are now in question), but 
makes subsequent fault detection impossible. 

0 static aTinyList := ( "A", "B", "C", "D", "E" ) 

6 function cGetGrade( nOffset ) 
@ nOffset %= 5 

0 return aTinyLlst[ I + nOffset ] 

If the nOffset argument is 6 (which is invalid according 
to our assumptions) on input, the modulus operator 
would force it to 1 (which is allowed) at line e , hiding 
the upstream fault which caused it. 

Without the lossy operation at line e , an array access 
error could occur at line O , revealing the presence of a 
fault. Information loss occurs at line @ because the 
nOffset argument is reused in a lossy assignment (the 
result of the modulus operation). Tilis information 
loss decreases the ability to reveal faults within this 
function, as well as in applications which call it. 
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Often, such transformations are haphazard and occur 
improperly under the guise of fault-tolerant or 
"defensive" programming. In most cases, however, 
they simply hide faults and keep them from revealing 
themselves as failures as early as they otherwise might 
have. 

We can improve testability just by avoiding such 
gyrations. Had the modulus operation truly been 
necessary, the modulus operation should have been 
preceded by code to validate nOffset (prior to the 
information Joss). 

Another High-DRR Scenario to A void 

Another example of a high-DRR scenario is a logical 
expression containing several subexpressions. Each 
subexpression also evaluates to a logical data type, but 
might involve other data types such as numbers (which 
have essentially an infinite domain). 

If the entire expression is evaluated as a unit and stored 
into a single logical variable (or worse yet, tested directly 
with an IF statement), then there is a significant loss of 
potentially valuable fault information, since the only 
possible result is TRUE or FALSE. Thus, a fault could 
easily be present in one of the subexpressions with no 
effect on the result. 

It might be wiser to keep some of the interim results from 
the subexpressions in separate local variables which are 
then named in the logical expression. There would then 
be a much greater chance of infecting a variable with an 
incorrect result if a fault exist~, which is just what we 
want. 

R e member, contamination is a prerequisite for metastasis 
and manifestation of fault.~ . 

An example of a legitimate high-DRR activity would 
be a function that looks up or calculates sales tax on a 
purchase amount. Multiple input values could 
legitimately yield the same result value. When source 
code must, by necessity, have a high DRR (remember, 
the ideal DRR is 1: 1 ), then that code should be isolated 
in a separate routine which can receive more extensive 
or specialized analysis and/or testing. 

3. Strategically Place Assertions in Designs & Code 

The final requirement for causing a failure is that the 
contamination (i.e., the data state error) must 
metastasize , or escape, to a place where it is 
observable , and then it must manifest itseU (i.e., 
actually be detected as a failure). And the sooner this 
occurs , the better. 

Note that both metastasis and manifestation depend on 
the observability of contaminated variables . 
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The contaminated variables can be of any storage class 
or scope. They are often passed parameters, or interim 
local variables , or even (shudder!) public variables and 
database fields. In an object-oriented system they 
would likely be instance variables or class variables. 

It is very likely that the contamination, if there is one, 
will be contained in one or more variables which are 
purely internal to the software and are not normally 
visible in any way to the end user or software tester. 
Of course, if we haven't made it easy for contamination 
to occur, then there might not be anything to observe. 

If a contamination metastasizes, or spreads internally 
without becoming discernible as a failure (for instance, 
when a database becomes corrupted with data which is 
invalid, or valid but incorrect), we say that surreptition 
has occurred. 

If the contamination doesn't become visible for a 
particular set of inputs, we say that remission• has 
occurred. In this case, there is no external clue that the 
contamination ever existed, and the fault remains 
hidden until some future input combination finally 
triggers a failure. 

Since faults must metastasize to observable outputs 
before they manifest themselves as failures , it is of 
tremendous benefit to make it easy for faults to surface 
as early as possible. The more opportunities there are 
for faults to surface, the more likely it is that they'll be 
caught (increased testability). Further, the earlier a 
fault can surface, the easier it will be to pinpoint its 
location (increased debuggability) . 

A powerful software engineering technique for causing 
controlled metastasis and manifestation is to document 
programming assumptions by embedding assertions at 
strategic locations in your designs (and subsequently 
in the associated source code). Be sure to include 
required preconditions, postconditions, and invariants. 
Pay special attention to mission-critical or safety
critical outputs. 

In many programming languages, assertions can be 
disabled at compile time without source code 
modification, and without any performance impact to 
production code. Software engineers use assertions as 
special outputs which are very useful for making 
contamination visible (the contamination metastasizes 
to the assertion, which announces it to the world). 

• Cancellation is another term for remission, but can be 
misleading . The fault hasn't gone away, only its symptoms, and 
only temporarily. 
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The IEEE standard7 defines an assertion as: 

"A logical expression specifying a program state 
that must exist or a set of conditions that program 
variables must satisfy at a particular point during 
program execution." 

Assertions make sense, of course, because we can't 
determine whether a contaminated variable is 
contaminated unless we know what values it can 
legitimately take on. 

Even if assertions were nothing more than passive, 
structured comments to document our programming 
assumptions, a major benefit would still be achieved 
just because of the thought process involved in 
creating them. Creating good assertions requires 
careful thought about our underlying programming 
assumptions, an activity which can clearly result in 
better code. Still more thought is required, however, 
to code programming assumptions into active 
assertions which are capable of verifying the specified 
conditions at runtime. 

Faults due to incorrect or mismatched programming 
assumptions are among the worst8. They can remain 
hidden easily, causing damage without being detected. 
In other words, your data can be silently corrupted 
without so much as a peep from your application, error 
handlers, or operating system - no runtime error, no 
failure , no crash·. You get no opportunity to debug 
until the data corruption causes another, usually more 
serious, problem to surface. Even if the fault does 
cause a runtime error, or failure, it frequently appears 
merely as a remote symptom of the original fault. 
That's because the original fault may have passed 
through several layers of function, procedure, or 
method calls before surfacing as a failure, which then 
leaves very few clues. 

1l1e proper use of assertions, in theory, at least, allows 
us to trade a small effort during design or coding for a 
large effort during testing and debugging. 1llis allows 
us to leverage our efforts most effectively. Properly 
placed assertions can even circumvent ORR problems 
by detecting anomalies before they become masked by 
subsequent "defensive" code. Also, the use of 
assertions effectively extends the output range, which 
lowers the ORR. 

The risk, however, is that the effort associated with 
creating and maintaining traditional assertions won't 
necessarily be small. 

• Torn: ilfe Cllm of mernsrnsis without rrnnifemtion. 
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How Low Testability Impacts the Enterprise 

The low testability often found in today's complex 
software systems contributes to the dramatic increase 
in costs incurred when attempting to assure high 
quality. The consequences can be seen in the classic9 

"cost of quality" curves shown in Figure 13. 

UtttaLO'# 
Assured Quality Lwel 

Figure I 3 - Classic Quality Cost Curves 

The actual cost of quality is the sum of the "directly 
measurable" costs of field problems, plus the as
delivered cost of achieving qualityt_ Indirect costs of 
field problems, like product liability insurance, 
litigation, and damaged reputation are difficult to 
obtain and thus are usually not charted. However, they 
should still be considered, at least subjectively, 
because they can significantly add to the real cost of 
quality, especially when quality is low. 

1n Figure 13, Zone 1 is where the quality level is 
normally considered commercially non-competitive 
due to excessive field costs. For software, however, 
this zone is somewhat of a phenomenon in its own 
right. Most software falls into this zone, but since that 
is the case, it is still pretty much a level playing field*. 

Zone 2 is the classic "saddle" that most software 
organizations have yet to achieve. It represents the 
optimum quality cost zone - the most aggressive 
competitive position on the classical quality cost 
curve. 

Zone 3 is where the quality level is so high that it can 
become commercially non-competitive due to 
excessive internal costs. There's very little risk of 
most software organizations having this problem 
anytime soon§. 

t The cost of achieving quality includes prevention, appraisals 
(e.g., reviews, inspections, testing). and internal failures . 

* Of course, this phenomenon also offers excellent opportunities 
for achieving strategic competitive advantage by dramatically 
reducing the cost of quality. 

1 Except, of course, for safety-critical systems, where cost is at best 
a secondary concern. For such systems, it ' s still a level playing 

ti~ld , more or less. 
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The Enterprise Benefit of Design-for-Test 

Design-for-test is a basic way of life in the digital 
hardware design world, which is perhaps 10 to 15 
years ahead of software in this respect. Without 
design-for-test practices, for instance, today's 
advanced microprocessors and memory systems would 
be impossible to test. Since software complexity can 
easily be on par with that of hardware, the benefits of 
design-for-test, in theory at least, should be similar. 

For some systems, design-for-test is what makes 
testing possible. For other systems, design-for-test is a 
key contributor to defect prevention and early 
detection. The very act of designing for test increases 
the power of one's mental "bug radar"- many defects 
can be anticipated and prevented simply through better 
thinking, and thus better designs. 

The increased testability that accompanies design-for
test not only allows defects to be found earlier (or in 
some cases, at all), but also serves to make systems 
more understandable and maintainable. The net 
effects of design-for-test can be seen in the modified 
quality cost curves depicted in Figure 14. 

Uttra High 
Assured Oualtty Level 

Figure 14 - The Influence of Design-for-Test 

The actual cost of quality is calculated as before. The 
curve for the cost of field problems is the same as in 
Figure 13, although one can make a case that the costs 
of field problems "ought" to be reduced (due to 
increased debuggability, maintainability, etc.). 
However, it is more conservative to leave the field 
problems curve alone, since a single litigation action 
involving product liability (win or lose) can swamp 
any potential debugging and maintenance benefits. 

The real differences between Figures 13 and 14 begin 
to be significant in Zone 2. The successful use of 
design-for-test practices is accompanied by a lower 
cost of achieving quality. This effectively shifts the 
"saddle" of the quality cost curve to the right. Thus, 
Zone 2 becomes the mainstream competitive position 

("good enough" quality at low cost), and Zone 3 
becomes the most aggressive competitive position 
(world-class quality at low cost). 
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If You Want To Promote Testable Software ... 

Make sure you establish: 

• An affordable, clear definition of what quality i§ 
and/or is not, so that failure is distinguishable from 
success, ideally with distinctions between 
intolerable vs. tolerable failures, and acceptable vs. 
delightful successes. 

• An intentional design-for-test effort to assure high 
testability from the very beginning (plan for it, 
design for it, review for it, etc.). 

• The ability to stimulate the software (or a model of 
it), and/or its environment, so that failures can be 
forced to occur repeatably in an affordable, 
controlled setting. 

• The ability to affordably observe and recmmize 
potential and/or actual failures so they can be 
analyzed, understood, and dealt with, according to 
the desired risk posture. 

• A problem and/or risk-tracking system that 
highlights where potentially scarce software 
assurance resources (including design-for-test and 
testing) should pay extra attention. 

• A quality assurance (QA) effort that seeks to 
continually improve your design-for-test processes 
and practices. 

Summary 

Intentionally designing for test can significantly 
increase overall software testability. It can also 
identify untestable areas that can be addressed through 
other means besides testing. The net result can be a 
decrease in the cost of quality - one that may be 
sufficiently formidable as to provide a strategic 
competive advantage. 

Some of the key design-for-test techniques include: 

• Design single-minded routines. 

• Prevent or reduce information loss. 

• Strategically place assertions in designs and code. 

There are many other design-for-test techniques, many 
of them inspired by similar efforts and successes in the 
hardware engineering field. Try them, you may like 
them. 
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Agenda: How Bugs Hide During Testing ... 
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• How Low Testability Impacts the Enterprise 
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The Context for Des,ign-for-Test Practices 

Influence of Risk 
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Basic Concepts of Software Testability 

• Definition of Design-for-Test: A paradigm in which software 
developers intentionally make design and coding decisions that 
increase software testability. 

• Definition of Testability: A prediction of the probability that 
testing will reveal the bugs, if any, in a particular software item. 

• Calculation of Testability: Conceptually, testability can be 
calculated as the smallest predicted bug size divided by the total 
number of test cases (input combinations) required in order to 
guarantee that all the bugs, if any, are caught. 

• Definition of Bug Size (or Fault Size): The number of test cases 
(input combinations) that, if executed, will cause a particular bug or 
fault to reveal itself through test failure . 

• Definition of Hidden Bugs: Bugs which are effectively 
camouflaged, or too small to see with the current test grid. 
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The Notion of "Bug Size" (Fault Size) 

0 = input on which program succeeds 

5 Bugs, Size= 1 

Each of five bugs is detectable 
by onlv one input. 

Worse 

1 Bug, Size= 5 

One bug Is detectable by anv of 
five inputs. 

Better 
Before Release - Bigger Bugs Are Better I 
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Scenario #1: Low Testability, "Normal" Test Effort 

Low Testability D = Undetected Bug 111111!11 = Detected Bug 
The "bugs" are effectively 
camouflaged, or too "small" 
to see with the current test 
"grid." That is, the bugs are 
not observable - they slip 
through the "net." 

Result: 
With only these tests, the 
bugs happen to not show 
up. We could conclude 
(unwisely) that there are no 
bugs. 

r 

IL..J 

D 

D 
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Assessing Relative Risk 
(Quick and Dirty, but Effective) 

Probability of Occurrence 
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Scenario #2: Low Testability, Focused Effort (5X Tests) 

Focused Test Effort 
Additional testing is done in 
areas suspected to be at 
higher risk for bugs, or 
where the consequences of 
failure are higher. In this 
scenario, 100 fine-grained 
tests were run in a portion 
of the conceptual test grid. 

Result: 
With these "extra" tests, 
two bugs are found, but the 
other two are undetected. 

D = Undetected Bug 111111 = Detected Bug 

-

D 
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Scenario #3 : Low Testability, All-Out Effort (25X Tests) 

Monumental Test Effort 
We can increase the amount 
of testing. Here we use a 
more fine-grained test grid 
(25 times the original 
number of tests). It just so 
happens that these tests are 
sufficient to uncover these 
four bugs. 

Question: 
How do we know that there 
are no more bugs - bugs 
that are even smaller and 
harder to find? 

D = Undetected Bug 1111 = Detected Bug 

.. 
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Scenario #4: High Testability, "Normal" Test Effort 

High Testability 
The software is of high 
testability, which implies 
that the size of each fault is 
"large" enough to be seen 
during testing. In essence, 
any faults that are present 
basically announce their 
whereabouts. 

Result: 
These four bugs show up 
with fewer tests (I.e., within 
the original test budget). 
Investment in designing for 
testability is offset by more 
effective testing. 

D = Undetected Bug 11111 = Detected Bug 
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The Testability "Squeeze Play" 

Goal: Match the size of our "net" with 
the size of the "fish" we're trying to catch. 

Approach: 

• Drive the test grid "mesh size" downward(more tests), 
to better match the likely size of the bugs. 

• Drive the-bug size upward(toward higher testability), 
to better match the like size of the test grid "mesh." 

Principle: 

Corollary: 
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The Testability Principle 

If the software is sufficiently testable, 
then bugs are unlikely to remain hidden, 
given sufficient diligence in testing. 

The higher the testability, 
the more likely it is that the software, 
if faulty, will fail quicklvunder test, 
and at lower cost. 
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How Testability Relates to Reliability 

Principles: 

• Assuring high reliability requires software that, 
if it is faulty, is likely to fail under test. 

• Assuring high reliability requires software that, 
even if it is faulty, is unlikelv to fail in the field. 

Implications of the Testability "Squeeze Play": 

• High testability supports high reliability because bugs, if any, are 
more likely to be large enough to be caught during test, given 
sufficient testing diligence. 

• High testability supports high reliability because any bugs that 
escape sufficiently diligent testing are more likely to be too small 
to be encountered during normal usage profiles. 
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Complementary Nightmares - Two Extreme Scenarios 

Tester's Dream Developer's Dream 

• = input on which program fails 

0 = input on which program succeeds 

Developer's Nightmare: 
Program fails on every input 

pactual (failure)= 1 

Source: Software Assessment Safety, Re5ability. Testability 
Michael Friedman and Jeffrey Voas 
Pub. by John Wiley & Sons 

Tester's Nightmare: 
Program succeeds on every input 

P actual (failure) = 0 
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Typical vs. Ideal Testability 

• = input on which program fails 

0 = input on which program succeeds 

The Testability of 
Typical "Good" Software 

Ideal Software Testability 
(the goal of design-for-test) 

Source: Software Assessment Safety, Reliability, Testability 
Michael Friedman and Jeffrey Voas 
Plb. by John Wiley & Sons c:\Duchnneau 98. 1 4121/98 Slide • 15 

An Extended Design-tor-Test Failure Model 

Design-for-test increases testability by striving to ensure that the 
software design does not preclude the following sequence from 
occurring during testing, but rather, encourages it: 

1. Stimuli: 

2. Flow: 

3. Contamination: 

4. Metastasis: 

5 . Manifestation: 

Some combination of stimuli must be applied to the 
item containing a bug. 

As a result of the stimuli, a flow involving the bug 
must occur. 

As a result of the flow, the state of the item containing the 
bug must take on an incorrect characteristic. 

Due to contamination, some effect (possibly the 
contamination itself) must escape the item. 

Evidence of the metastasis effect must be revealed so 
that it is readily perceived by the senses and recognized 
as a failure indication. 
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Five Examples: How Bugs Hide During Testing 

Given: A Black-Box Function 
This function is embedded in a system 
where it rarely gets called, so it hasn't 
received much attention. a 

Problem: Function is Faulty 
Although this function passes all its 
tests , it contains a fault (bug) that 
has gone undetected. 

b 

C 

MyCheck( a, b, c ) 

Expected inputs: 
3 numbers a, b, and c. 

Expected outputs: 
Result will be TRUE if 
the sum of the squares 
of a, b, and c is strictly 
less than 900,000. 

Otherwise, Result will 
be FALSE. 

Reality: FAULTY 

Result 
)I, 
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Case 1: No Stimulus, Bug Stays Hidden 

1. Stimuli Requirement 
Some combination of stimuli must be 
applied to the item containing a bug. 

MyCheck() OtherCheck( ) 

Situation 
Since the function is hardly ever used, 
it doesn't get much attention during 
testing. 

The bug remains hidden. 

How to Increase Testability 
Make sure component gets tested. 
A lack of probable real -world use doesn't 
imply a lack of real-world consequences. 
Document critical states and scenarios, 
however improbable they are. Make 
sure test cases address them. Use code 
coverage analyzers to ensure code 
execution. 
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a, b, and c. The wrong result is finally 
returned, but goes unchecked or 
undetected by the caller. II 



Case 2: No Flow Through Bug~ Bug Stays Hidden 

2. Flow Requirement 
As a result of the stimuli, a flow 
involving the bug must occur. 

Situation 
Stimulus is provided. The function is 
called with a=O, b=O, c=49. 
However, there is no control or data 
flow involving the bug. 

The bug remains hidden. 
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Given: A Black-Box Function 
This function is embedded in a system 
where it rarely gets called, so it hasn't 
received much attention. a 

Problem: Function is Faulty 
Although this function passes all its 
tests, it contains a fault (bug) that 
has gone undetected. 

b 

C 

MyCheck( a, b, c ) 

Expected inputs: 
3 numbers a, b, and c. 

Expected outputs: 
Result will be TRUE if 
the sum of the squares 
of a, b, and c is strictly 
less than 900,000. 

Otherwise, Result will 
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Case 1: No Stimulus, Bug Stays Hidden 

1. Stimuli Requirement 
Some combination of stimuli must be 
applied to the item containing a bug. 

MyCheck() OtherCheck( ) 

Situation 
Since the function is hardly ever used, 
it doesn't get much attention during 
testing. 

The bug remains hidden. 

How to Increase Testability 
Make sure component gets tested. 
A lack of probable real-world use doesn't 
imply a lack of real-world consequences. 
Document critical states and scenarios, 
however improbable they are. Make 
sure test cases address them. Use code 
coverage analyzers to ensure code 
execution. 
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Case 2: No Flow Through Bug, Bug Stays Hidden 

2. Flow Requirement · 
As a result of the stimuli, a flow 
involving the bug must occur. 

c=4 

return FALSE 

Result 

Situation 
Stimulus is provided. The function is 
called with a=O, b=O, c=49. 
However, there is no control or data 
flow involving the bug. 

The bug remains hidden. 

How to Increase Testability 
Match stimuli with code complexity. 
Let equivalence classes guide creation 
of stimuli. Minimize complexity to 
increase probability of flow through 
fault. Use code coverage or data flow 
analyzers to ensure that control flows 
and data flows (define/use) are tested. 

Exa"l'le source code adapted from: 
Software Assessment Safety. Reliability, Tes/ability 
Michael Friedman and Jeffrey Voas 
Pub. by John Wiley & Sons 
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Case 3: No Contamination, Bug Stays Hidden 

3. Contamination Requirement 
As a result of the flow, the state of 
the item containing the bug must 
take on an incorrect characteristic. 

Result 
endif 

return FALSE 

Situation 
Stimulus is provided. The function is 
called with a=O, b=S, c=SO. The flow 
involving the bug is exercised, but no 
contamination occurs. Because a=O, 
the bug does not caused to take on 
the wrong value. 

The bug remains hidden. 

How to Increase Testability 
Watch out for fault-masking. 
Find irregularities. Minimize or localize 
logic where ORR > 1 (ORR is the 
domain/range ratio, which is the input 
cardinality divided by the output 
cardinality). Inspect sections of designs 
and code that exhibit ORR> 1. 
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Case 4: No Metastasis, Bug Stays Hidden 

4. Metastasis Requirement 
Due to contamination, a negative 
impact must escape the item. 

a=S 

b:1 

c=S 

return FALSE 

Situation 
Stimulus is provided. The function is 
called with a=5, b=1, c:50. The flow 
involving the bug is exercised and d is 
contaminated (d=125 instead of d:25). 
However, d is an internal value, so 
there is no metastasis because the 
predicate d + e + f < 900000 is true 
despite d being wrong. Remission 
occurs for now, with the correct result 
for the wrong reason. 

The bug remains hidden. 

How to Increase Testability 
Provide testpoints (e.g., assertions). 
Ensure access to internal values so 
contamination can be detected. 
Assertions provide automatic detection. 
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Case 5: No Manifestation, Bug Stays Hidden 

5. Manifestation Requirement 
Evidence of the negative impact 
must be revealed so it is readily 
perceived by the senses and 
recognized as a failure indication. 

a=7 

c=S 

Situation 
Stimulus is provided. The function is 
called with a=700, b=0, c:=50. The 
flow involving the bug is exercised and 
dis contaminated (d=343,000,000 
instead of d:490,000). Metastasis 
occurs because the predicate d + e + f 
< 900000 is false, which is correct for 
the given d, but incorrect for the inputs 
a, b, and c. The wrong result is finally 
returned, but goes unchecked or 
undetected by the caller. 

The bug remains hidden. 

How to Increase Testability 

Result 

Use exceptions, alerts, and triggers. 
Provide mechanisms (such as assertions) 
that automatically call attention to 
otherwise overlooked problems. Check 
explicitly in unit or component test scripts. 
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Three Practical Design-For-Test (DFT} Techniques 

1. Design single-minded routines. 

2. Prevent or reduce information loss. 

3. Strategically place assertions in designs and code. 

Note: If your role is primarily quality assurance or testing (or even 
management), then get yourself invited to requirements reviews, 
design reviews, and other technical reviews where design-for-test 
and testability issues can be appropriately addressed. 
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1. Design Single-Minded Routines 

Don't Do This: 

procedure RedYellow ( boolean RedFlag ) 

if RedFi.ag 

<do red stuff> 

else 

<do yellow stuff> 

endif 

re/um 

Instead, Do This: 

procedure Red ( ) 

<do red stuff> 

retum 

procedure Yellow () 

<do yellow stuff> 

retum 
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2. Prevent Or Reduce Information Loss 

• Avoid variable reuse A TinvExample: 
involving "lossy" 
assignments. static aTinylist := { "A", "B", "C", "D", "E"} 

• Validate "lossy" function cGetGrade ( nOffset) 
operators and calls to 
"lossy" functions. nOffset ~o= 5 II Assume range o .. 4 

• Isolate "lossy" code into return aTinylist [ 1 + nOffset] 

separate routines. 

Note: By "lossy, " we mean any code with a domain/range ration (ORR) that is 
greater than 1: 1, which is ideal. DRR is the ratio of the number of 
possible input values (the cardinality of the input domain) to the number 
of possible output values (the cardinality of the output range). The 
higher the DRR, the greater the fault-hiding potential A lossy function 
or operation is one whose inverse does not always yield the original 
value, or for which no inverse is possible. 
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3. Strategically Place Assertions in Designs and Code 

• Assumptions A Tinv Example - Improved: 

• Preconditions static aTinylist := { "A", "B", "C", "D", "E"} 

• Postconditions function cGetGrade ( nOffset) 

• Invariants ASSERT( nOffset >= O .and. nOffset <= 4 ) 

nOffset %:5 II Rather useless ... 

return aTinylist [ 1 + nOffset] 

Note: In the previous example, the programmer assumed that the input would be 
between O and 4 and used the modulus operation to force that case, in the 
name of "defensive programming." The assertion makes this snippet more 
testable and debuggable tor two reasons: 1) fault-hiding is avoided, and 2) 
any assertion violation directly indicates that the problem lies with the 
argument passed by the caller. 
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How Testability Impacts the Enterprise 

1ii 
0 u 

Classic Quality Cost Curves 

••• 
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The Influence of Design-tor-Test 

Improved Quality Cost Curves 

Ultra Low Ultra High 
Assured Quality Level 
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What You Can Do To Promote Testable Software 

Make sure you establish: 
• An affordable, clear definition of what quality j§ and/or is not, so that failure 

is distinguishable from success, ideally with distinctions between 
intolerable vs. tolerable failures, and acceptable vs. delightful successes. 

• An intentional effort to assure high testability from the very beginning (plan 
for it, design for It, review for it, etc.). 

The ability to stimulate the software (or a model of It), and/or Its 
environment, so that failures can be forced to occur repeatably in an 
affordable, controlled setting. 

• The ability to affordably observe and recognize potential and/or actual 
failures so they can be analyzed, understood, and dealt with, according to 
the desired risk posture. 

• A problem- and/or risk-tracking system that highlights where potentially 
scarce software assurance resources (including design-for-test and testing) 
should pay extra attention. 

• A quality assurance (QA) effort that seeks to continually improve your 
design-for-test processes and practices. 

c:\Duchesneau 

Summary 

• Intentionally designing for test can significantly 
increase software testability. 
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• Design-tor-test can also identify untestable areas that 
can be addressed through other means besides testing. 

• Design-for-test can result in a decrease in the cost of 
quality that is sufficiently formidable so as to provide a 
strategic competitive advantage. 

• Some key design-tor-test techniques include: 

Design single-minded routines. 

Prevent or reduced information loss. 

Strategically place assertions in designs and code. 

• Other design-tor-test techniques exist, often inspired by 
similar efforts and successes by hardware designers. 
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• Six Key Factors 
... Best Practices 
... Challenges 

• Process Improvement 

•Q&A 

C 1998 RISC Corporation 

• Representation 

• Implementation 

• Built-in Test 

• Test Design 

• Test Automation 

• Process Integration 

Overview 
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6ix ~ey Factors 
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Representation 

Requirements Specification 

Objective Completeness 

Feasible 

IEEE 1016 

IEEE 830 

Representation 

SDD/SUT Colaboration Packaging 

Architectural Packaging 

Currency 

Traceability 
Separation of 
Concerns 

C 1998 RISC Corporation 

• Best Practices 
.,. l.Th1L/OCL 1.0 
.,. Syntropy, Design by Contract 
.,. Design Patterns 

• Challenges 
.,. Architecture 
.,. Limits of cartoons 
.,. Test design as software engineering 
.,. Testable representations: 

• Abstract/ concrete state 
• Combinational logic 
• Complex domains 

Representation 
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Structure 
Encapsulation Polymorphism 

Fault Sensitivity 

Input Distribution 

Implementation 

i/ 4./ QI ::J ~ ~ 

Com lexlty 

Perfonnance 
Tweaks 

'-'/ '-'/·!· 1E cf i E 
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Concurrency 

ExtemalAPI Multiprogramming 
Consistent Usage 

Control Flow 

nme Sensitivity Shared Resouces 
Restart, Recovery 

External Interface Detenninism Exception Handling 
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• Best Practices 
... Language/Platform specific 

• Challenges 
... 00 Testability an oxymoron? 
... Loss of intellectual control 
... Entropy horizon about 2 4 months 
... Frameworks and components 

Implementation 
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E:>uilt-in Test/Design for Testability 

Driver Set/Reset Safety 

Reusable 

State-based 

Trustworthy 

Class Invariants 

Reporter Assertions 

C 1998 RISC Corporation 

E:>uilt-in Test/Design for Testability 

• Best Practices 
~ Frameworks/libraries with assertions 
~ Lakos' levelizable architecture 
~ Percolation Pattern 

• Challenges 
~ Seamless language support 
~ Object-level BIT services 
~ Runtime spec-checking 
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Oracle 

Feasible 

Specification-based 

Reusability 

Tool Based 

Traceable 

Configuration 
Management 
Control 

Test Design 

Test Plan 
Test Result Schema 

Test Design Test Execution Log 

Test Cases 
Test Incident Report 

Test Summary 

Verified Documentation 

C 1998 RISC Corporcrtion 

• Best Practices 
.,. Class modality, define-use model 
.,. Cluster integration 
.,. Extended Use-cases 
.,. Test Patterns 

• Challenges 
.,. Intra-class coverage 
.,. Polymorphic paths 
.,. Testing for reuse (frameworks) 
.,. Validated failure metrics/ fault models 

Test Design 
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Conf19uration 
Management 

Test Suite 
Management 

Static 
Code AnalyZer 

lnstrumentor 

Runtime 
Trace 

Comparator 

Incident 
Tracker 

Test Automation 

Script Edit Code-based Test 
Generator 

Developer 
Definition Test Data 

Generator 

Test Bed Test Case 
Development 

C 1998 RBSC Corpon,tion 

• Best Practices 
... Parallel driver class patterns 
... Automatic driver generation 
... Simple coverage analyzers 

• Challenges 
... Intra-class coverage 
... Spec-based test generation 
... Testing for reuse 
... Web-centric apps 

Test Automation 

... Validated failure metrics/ fault models 
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• Best Practices 

Constancy of 
Purpose 

Process Integration 

Effectiveness 

Vertical lnlegt11tion ~raining 

Class Cluster Application Experience ·-~- \· .~-~ 
Capability 

Horizontal Integration 

Process Integration 

.,. Testing by scope (about 10%) 

.,. NeXT OpenStep (foundation classes) 

.,. Many embedded/realtime shops 

• Challenges 
.,. High-frequency/ short cycle development 
.,. Planning formal testing with iterative/incremental process 
.,. Attitudes about testing 
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Process Improvement 

• Testing by Poking Around 

• Testing by Use-Cases 

• Testing by Scope 
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Testing by Poking Around 

• About 2/3 of all organizations 

• Characteristics 
.,. Developer discretion 
.,. No test entry I exit criteria 
.,. High tolerance for low quality 

• Improvement Strategy 
.,. Assess limits of improvablity 
.,. Train developers in basic test design 
.,. Install basic tool set 

• Coverage analyzer 
• Memory leak detector 

• Test Harness generator 
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Testing by Use-Cases 

• About JA of all organizations 

• Characteristics 
... Assumes objects "just work" 
... System test from use-cases 
... Frustrated with chronic bugginess 

• Improvement Strategy 
... Improve class-level testing 
... Improve use-case testability 
... Focus on automation for regression testing 
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Testing by 6cope 

• About one in ten of all organizations 

• Characteristics 
... Test design corresponds to scope 
... Scope-specific test entry I exit criteria 
... Effective test automation 
... Has stable, repeatable process 

• Improvement Strategy 
... Design for testability 
... Advanced test automation 
... Built-in test 
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Abstract 

During the development of software, the activities of software defect detection play an 
important role. On the one hand they are essential for the examination and assertion of 
the required software quality, on the other hand they result in high costs. A meaningful 
selection and combination of the available defect detection methods can contribute to 
both quality increase and cost reduction. 
The methods involved in the software defect detection can be divided into dynamic and 
static techniques. This work presents some results of an experiment which was made 
in conjunction with the Software Laboratory at the University of Ulm. In this experi
ment , we compared test and review for the field of embedded systems. 13 students were 
involved in the execution of this experiment. Important results were that reviews let to 
the discovery of more errors than the white-box test or black-box test or even a com
bination of these two techniques. When taking the expended efforts into consideration; 
the static technique performed substantially better than the dynamic one. With respect 
to the different types of found errors, no significant differences could be observed. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Defect detection is an essential element both in devel
oping new software systems and in maintaining existing 
ones. In the development of large systems, 40 % or more 
of project time is spent on defect detection activities. 

Also in smaller, but safety-critical, systems such as ABS 
(anti skid system) or ESP (electronic stability program), 
high quality and, therefore efficient, defect detection 
techniques are important for business success. 

To be more efficient in this area, both optimization of 
the defect detection techniques themselves and a more 
effective combination of the existing techniques are nec
essary. Although research on this subject has been done, 
e. g. by G .J. Myers or Basili/ Selby, no general advice can 
be given on how to manage this. 

In our work at Daimler-Benz AG, we are concerned with 
the task of optimizing defect detection techniques in the 
area of embedded systems. Here, we intended to com
pare static and dynamic techniques first . Unfortunately, 
analyzing this question in depth while engaged in daily 
business i5 lc1fgely impractical. The main reasons there

fore are limited project resources. We cannot apply dl.f
ferent techniques in parallel and, in addition, it is too 

1 

dangerous to use a new technique in safety-critical en
vironments without knowing the effects. So we decided 
to explore this question in an experimental investigation 
at the University of Ulm. 

The techniques we compared were technical reviews and 
a combination of the white-box and black-box tests. 
Whereas testing techniques are well accepted in the field 
of embedded systems, there is skepticism about the ben
efits of static defect detection techniques due to the spe
cific aspects of the systems. In particular, concurrency 
and real-time constraints are considered as factors mak
ing static defect detection less effective. 

The goal of the investigation was to collect quantitative 
results on the effectiveness (number of defects found), 
spent effort (time needed for defect detection), efficiency 
(number of found defects per time) , types of errors, and 
influence of programmer 's skill. 

1.1 Related Work 

The field of software defect detection is already a con
stituent of a number of experimental investigations [18, 
5, 16, 17). The focus of these investigations was usually 
sitUA.ted in th@ cornpariBOil of i;losely related techniques 
(e. g. comparison of different ·reading techniques [2]) . 



The comparative view of static and dynamic software 
defect detection is the subject of a number of experi
ments which were developed at the University of Mary
land [3] and have been replicated at several locations 
[11] since then. The striking observation made during 
the series of experiments was that there is hardly any 
difference in the effectiveness and efficiency of the var
ious software defect detection methods, i.e. reading of 
the program code, white-box and black-box tests . 

Myers describes an experiment in which he compared 
static and dynamic software testing methods [14]. In 
this experiment, Myers also examined the distribution 
of the errors found and discovered that the errors which 
were detected with different methods were quite dis
joint. The consequence is that combining two different 
methods resulted in almost twice as many errors could 
be found . Since twice as much time is needed for detect
ing errors with this two-fold approach, the efficiency of 
this combined method remains approximately the same. 
We did not examine this interesting aspect in our inves
tigation. The remaining results from [14] correspond, 
to a large extent, with our observations. 

1.2 Structure of this work 

In section 2, we deal in greater detail with the used tech
niques for static and dynamic software defect detection. 
Section 3 contains the description of the experiment 
planning. In section 4, we describe our observations 
during the execution and the results of our analysis. A 
critical view of our investigation is contained in section 
5. Section 6 gives a short summary. 

2 SOFTWARE TESTING 

The methods for software validation can be divided into 
dynamic and static techniques, according to whether the 
program is executed during defect detection or not. The 
general agent for the static procedures is the technical 
review, while the test is the most well-known method 
for dynamic procedures. In the following section, we 
describe the two representatives of the software valida
tion methods which we regarded in the context of our 
investigation. There, we refer to the part of a software 
which is examined by review or test as Unit Under Test 
(short: UUT). 

2.1 Static defect detection 

For our experiment, we used technical reviews as the 
static defect detection technique. Our reviews were sim
ilar to the IEEE inspection [10] and focused strongly on 
error detect ion. Due to the environment, we did not 
cover all the aspects and phases. The following descrip
t ion shows object ives, procedures, roles , and error clas
sification of the review process used in t his experiment. 
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Objective 
The objective of the reviews was exactly the same as 
the objective of the assigned dynamic testing methods. 
Both were used to uncover errors in the programs to 
be tested in order to compare static and dynamic test
ing methods with regard to their suitability for finding 
errors in the program code of embedded systems. 

Procedure 
The applied review process consisted of five steps. These 
steps were planning, overview meeting, preparation, in
spection meeting, and analysis. 

In the following, we describe the particular implemen
tation of the review process in our investigation. 

Planning: The selection of documents, inspectors and 
the schedule were given automatically by the exper
imental design. The checklist and the review pro
cess itself remained unchanged during all inspec
tions. 

Overview: For initialization, a half-hour meeting was 
held in which the technical background of the UUT 
was described. 

Preparation: During this phase, each inspector individ
ually checked the UUT. A checklist with general 
programming guidelines was given as an aid to the 
inspectors. All errors were logged in a preparation 
sheet and were arranged on the basis of an error 
classification ( see below) . 

Meeting: In order to plan the execution of the session, 
the moderator asked the inspectors how many ques
tions they had, how many errors they had found 
during preparation, and how much time they had 
spent on preparation. First, the general questions 
were answered by the author. Then the modules 
were checked step by step function by function . 
The inspectors asked questions about the function 
under review and made their comments. Identified 
defects were logged in the review protocol. 

Analysis: A set of analyses were made. The results 
are described in the paragraph on the evaluation 
of the reviews (4.1). The subjects of the investi
gation were error classification, effectiveness, effi
ciency, error coverage, as well as the relation of the 
expenditure to the size of the UUT. 

Roles 
Between four to six persons participated in the reviews. 
Other than the moderator and the author , who also 
wrote the protocol, two to four inspectors participated. 
The role of the inspectors was played by students, and 
the role of the author and the moderator were played by 
us as the experiment supervisors. Here, we must note 
that the personal union of scribe and author is uncom
mon for both technical reviews and for inspections. 



Error classification 
The criterion use for the classification of errors was their 
criticality. 

Insignificant: Cosmetic errors which have no direct con
sequence for the user of the software were denoted 
as insignificant. 

Important: Errors which have effects on the functional 
behavior but do not impair the actual system op
eration noticeably were classified as important. 

Serious: Errors whose consequences caused whole func
tional units not to operate satisfactorily are serious 
errors. 

Critical: These errors impair the system performance so 
dramatically that a reasonable operation cannot be 
guaranteed under any possible circumstances. An 
endangerment of human life or material is possible. 

2.2 Dynamic defect detection 

In our investigation, we combined the black-box test 
with the white-box test for dynamic testing in order to 
reap the advantages of both strategies. 

Here , we describe this strategy by means of a list of 
activities which were performed by the participants and 
were documented in a test report. 

l. Build the classification t ree and create equivalence 
classes using a tool called Classification Tree Editor 
( CTE) [8, 9]). 

2. Describe the test cases together with their expected 
results. 

3. Execute the program with the derived test cases. 
4. Write a log of the test execution and compare the 

expected with the actual results . 
5. Analyze the output and list failures from the black

box test. 
6. Compute the coverage of the test cases. This can 

be done automatically with the aid of the Generic 
Coverage Tool (GCT) (13]. 

7. In order to achieve maximum coverage create addi
tional test cases. 

8. Compute the coverage of the expanded test cases. 
9. Repeat steps 7 and 8 until no further coverage can 

be achieved. 
10. Give reasons why you cannot achieve 100 % cover

age. 
1 l. Describe the failures which occur during execution 

of the additional test cases. 
12. Try to find the errors in the source code which 

caused the failures. 

Additionally, the Btudtmt~ g~ve us feedback about their 
efforts , experiences , and motivation. This information 
was collected by means of separate questionnaires. 
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3 STRUCTURE OF THE EXPERIMENT 

In this section, we describe how we transferred the goal 
- the comparison of static and dynamic software de
fect detection techniques - into an experimental setup. 
First, we explain our goal as well as our associated as
sumptions in paragraph 3.1. In paragraph 3.2, we de
scribe the concrete experiment design. 

3.1 Goals and hypotheses 

Our main interest was a quantitative comparison of stat
ic and dynamic defect detection techniques. In detail, 
we were interested in the following points, whereby the 
emphasis was on the effect of the defect detection activ
it ies with respect to embedded systems: 

• A quantitative comparison of review and test with 
respect to effectiveness and efficiency. 

• Working out the strengths and weaknesses of the 
individual techniques. Thereby, it was of main in
terest whether there are error classes which can be 
found more easily using one of the two techniques. 

• Identifying weak points of the corresponding defect 
detection activities in accordance with the specific 
aspects of embedded systems such as for example 
time conditions and concurrency. 

To investigate these goals, we derived a series of ques
tions which are presented below. 

(Ql) How many errors are found with test and review? 
This treatment has to focus on errors which are 
accessible to both techniques, i.e. the class of the 
errors which produce observable failures. 

(Q2) How much effort is spent for review and for test, 
and how is this effort distributed in the individual 
phases of each technique? 

(Q3) How efficient are the techniques? 

(Q4) Is there any relationship between code size and 
the effort spent for software defect detection? 

(Q5) Are there learning effects in the event of repeated 
application of the same technique, and how strong 
does the experience of the users correlate with the 
success of the technique? 

(Q6) Are there error classes, which can be found partic
ularly easily or difficultly in the individual defect 
detection activities? 

(Q7) Which proportion of the issuM found ig id@tifi@d 
during a common meeting? 



Prg A PrgB Prg C 

Team 1 

Team 2 

Team 3 

Prg D 

Time 

Technical Review with the 
Following Phases: 
planning, overview 
preparation, meeting 
and analysis 

Black-Box Testing 
Using Classification Trees 
Followed by White-Box 
Testing to Optimize 
Code Coverage 

Fig. 1: Experimental Design of the Investigation: To avoid the influence of the students' skill and the programs' 
characteristics, we used horizontal and vertical replications. Each team examined each program once; each 
program was examined four times - twice using technical reviews and twice using test. 

(Q8) What influence do education and motivation have 
on the effect of the technique? 

(Q9) Does the individual estimation of the users' per
formance correlate to their real performance? 

With regard to these questions, we had a set of hypothe
ses which we wish to sketch briefly now. In section 4.3, 
we will see that some of these hypotheses proved to be 
incorrect. 

Based on [11], we assumed the answers to (Ql) would 
provide almost equivalent effectiveness of the two tech
niques. Moreover, we assumed that the errors typical 
for embedded systems (e.g. concerning concurrency or 
hard time conditions) can be found more easily using 
with dynamic rather than static techniques. This hy
pothesis was not at all confirmed by the data we col
lected. 

About (Q2) and (Q3), we did not assume significant 
differences. Our data did not confirm this idea. 

With respect to (Q4), we assumed a virtual-linear rela
tionship between the code size and the effort spent for 
the static technique. We had no idea about this for the 
dynamic technique. This hypothesis seemed to be true. 

The answers to (Q5) we assumed would prove a sublin
ear relationship between experience and the percentage 
of errors found. While at the beginning, great progress 
in the effectiveness can be obtained, this progress de
creases after some first experience is gained. We found 
this to be true for the dynamic technique, but not for 
the static one. 

About (Q6), we assumed that errors on concurrency 
and time conditions could be less easily identified with 
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the static technique activities than other errors. This 
hypothesis proved to be wrong, as well. 

We felt review meetings would be useful , (Q7), however 
without being able to quantify the associated synergies. 
Our investigation confirmed this hypothesis strongly. 

We assumed the influence of education and motivation 
queried in (Q8) as well as estimation abilities , (Q9), to 
be low, which was also affirmed by the collected data. 

3.2 Experimental Design 

In the preceding paragraph, we described the goal of the 
investigation. Now, we draw attention to the concrete 
implementation of our experiment. 

Due to the fact that we executed the experimental in
vestigation in the context of a practical course for grad
uate students, we had to consider some restrictions for 
the implementation of the experiment: 

Time: An organized practical course should orient its 
run time on the lecture time and therefore last be
tween 12 to 15 weeks. 

Ejf ort: A practical course is indicated with an effort of 
four hours per week. Together with the homework, 
the weekly effort should not exceed 8 hours per stu
dent and week. 

Number of subjects: Since the faculty for computer sci
ence in Ulm is quite small, there are always few 
participants in such investigations. 

Since, as usual , the students had only little experience 
with tests and no experience whatsoever with reviews, 
it was necessary to have a longer learning phase before 



System 1 System 2 System 3 System 4 
Microwave Mixing Cartridge Robot Motor Control 

Lines of Code 308 322 448 485 
Comment Lines 41 47 58 92 
Header Lines 29 26 14 83 
Architecture state machine fuzzy-controller traditional state machine 

controller 
Number of Processes 1 3 1 2 
Number of CS Errors 7 4 5 6 
real Time Constraints hard soft hard soft 
Description controlling the oper- mixing two liquids controlling an controlling a 

ation of a microwave by acknowledging autonomous toy combustion engine 
the actual flow robot 

Fig. 2: Characteristics of the Systems. 

we could start a meaningful comparison. To do so, we 
used an experiment which was designed at the Univer
sity of Kaiserslautern [11]. In 1994 and 1995, they car
ried out a small experiment on different defect detection 
techniques. An advantage of replicating this particular 
experiment was that all the materials needed were sum
marized in the technical report (12). 

The next step was the application of the learned tech
niques to embedded systems. In this phase of the prac
tical course, we intended , in particular, to examine the 
questions presented in paragraph 3.1. 

In the third part of the practical course, we asked the 
participants to develop a small embedded system on 
their own . In addition to developing these systems, they 
also had to plan and carry out defect detection activi
ties. 

In this paper, we describe the results of the main part 
of the investigation only. In Figure 1, we have depicted 
a graphical outline of this part. We divided the 13 par
ticipants into four teams (team 1 to team 4). We asked 
them to examine four example programs (prg A to prg 
D ) in four sessions using the two different techniques. 
In one week we gave them one program. In the next 
week, we either held a review meeting or collected the 
prepared test protocols. 

3.2. 1 Systems used 

The systems used were all C-programs. As the target 
platform, we did not select microcontrollers but instead 
UNIX-computers, as the students were familiar with 
working with UNIX-computers. Furthermore, the tools 
used (GCT and CTE) are not available for microcon
trollers. 

We selected a uniform structure in all of the systems. 
The hardw!lr8 and external G0ffipQnents which were im
plemented as C-functions were hidden; only the com
mented C-header-files were visible to the students. The 
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input and output of the systems were controlled over 
event files and log files. So it was possible to make the 
program executions reproducible despite the interactive 
character of the systems. In Figure 3, we illustrate the 
structure of the examined systems graphically. 

Controller 
Software Simulation 

Output to 
Log Files 
(part. graphical) 

,_, 
t=lOO: 

' '"' t=lSO. 
o,... 

t=2SO: 
Stop 

ISO: -

90; -

100. St¥1 

110: -

Test Cases 
in 
Event File 

Fig. 3: Schematic Representation of the System Struc-
ture. 

In Figure 2 we briefly characterize the assigned systems. 
Apart from a short description of the functionality, we 
also provide a short description of the underlying soft
ware architectures and the number of critical errors in
corporated. 

To classify the errors, we used the four error classes 
insignificant, important, serious, and critical. Their 
definitions are found in paragraph 2.1 , page 3. In the 
following, we often refer to CS errors, which we define 
as the class of critical and serious errors, thus the type 
of errors which prevent the intended application of the 
systems. 

4 ANALYSIS 

In th\s paragraph WQ wigh to present the res1,1lts of the 
data analysis. The individual data were obtained from 
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Rl R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8 <l> 
Meeting 28% 40% 25% 43 % 51 % 50% 22% 15% 34.2% 
Individual 47% 24% 42% 21 % 4% 35% 12% 66% 31.4% 
Some 25% 36% 33% 36% 45% 15% 66% 19% 34.4% 

Meetjng: Percentage of issues discovered during the meeting. 
Individual: Percentage of issues discovered by one inspector. 
Some: Percentage of issues discovered by more than one inspector. 

Fig. 5: Sources of Issues Found. 

the forms filled out by the participants as well as from 
meeting protocols. 

Since the quantity of data - which is the basis for t his 
analysis - is very small ( eight data records each for 
test and review), we have left out sophisticated statisti
cal methods and instead used techniques for describing 
statistics. 

As we did not collect exactly the same kind of data for 
test and review, we would prefer not to compare indi
vidual results first, but to initially present the data for 
each technique separately. At the end of this paragraph , 
we make a cross-technical comparison. 

4.1 Review 

Effectiveness 

First , we wish to take a look at the effectiveness of the 
technique, i.e. the number of errors found. In Figure 
4(a), the number of all the issues that were raised in 
the eight review meetings, R l to R8, is depicted. The 
different shading indicates the criticality of the issues. 

The constantly high number of issues found is inter
esting. When analyzing these issues, we observed that 
many issues did not refer to real errors , but were sugges
t ions towards legibility, comprehensibility and mainte
nance. Many of these improvement issues resulted from 
the assigned checklist. 
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In Figure 4(b) , we compared the found CS errors with 
the number of the contained CS errors. The result is 
amazing: the detection rate of CS errors lay between 
80 % and 100 %. This is of special interest, since some 
errors are concerned with time conditions or concur
rency, and are, thus , types of errors of which we had 
assumed that they are difficult to discover by means of 
reviews. 

An analysis of the errors not discovered did not result 
in a systematic distribution over the possible types of 
error. Statements with common validity could not be 
derived. 

Synergy effects in review meetings 
A point of criticism at reviews is often the great effort 
which is tied to a complete review process. Often, the 
review meeting itself is claimed to be superfluous. To 
investigate this claim, we examined the sources of the 
particular issues found . In Figure 5, we illustrate the 
distribution found. 

The high proportion of issues (34 %) which were only 
found during the review meetings is remarkable here. 
Thus, the meetings served not only for gathering the 
individual issues, but were also a substantial element in 
defect detection. 

Analyzing the type of the issues which were additionally 
found in the review meetings, we observe that nearly 
no CS errors were detected. As a rule1 analogy issv.e~ 
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Fig. 6: Absolute Review Efforts (a) and Relative Effort Distribution on Preparation Time and Review Meeting 
Time (b) . 

are detected: an inspector reports an issue, and another 
inspector states that this situation can be found in other 
places in the code, too. 

One point which we did not continue to examine system
atically should also be mentioned here: the rejection of 
issues in the review meeting. In some cases, an inspector 
reported an issue which was then rejected (correctly) in 
the meeting. This aspect can also be taken into consid
eration for the justification of review meetings. 

Efforts 
The efforts involved in performing reviews are mainly re
curring activities such as preparation and meeting time. 
For this reason, we concentrated on these activities dur
ing cost consideration. In Figure 6(a), we have depicted 
the absolute efforts for preparation and meeting for each 
session in terms of person-hours. Due to the changing 
number of inspectors (between two and four) , these val
ues are hardly comparable. To abstract from this vari
ation, we have also depicted the standardized efforts 
based on three inspectors. 

Examining these isolated data provides almost no gain. 
However, they serve as the basis for two further inves
tigations: the relationship preparation/ session (1) and 
the relationship between of code size and review expen
diture (2). 

Ad (1): In Figure 6(b) we have depicted the distribution 
of efforts for preparation and session relative to each 
other. Remarkably, the relationship between prepara
tion and session in each review is approximately 60 % : 
40 %, independent of the size of program and the num
ber of persons involved. 

Ad (2): The relationship between code size and review 
expenditure is depicted in Figure 7. 

Now we examine our 1155Umption on a virtual-linear re
lationship between effort and code size (at least within 
the code size, which can be processed meaningfully in 
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Fig. 7: Relationship Between Effort and Code Size. 
Regression Line with (1) and Without (2) Zero
Adjustation. 

the context of a review meeting, i. e. approx. 100 to 1000 
lines). 

The empirical coefficient of correlation r = 0.42 nei
ther supports nor rejects our assumption. Using zero
adjustation, we receiver = 0.86. In Figure 7, we have 
depicted the regression lines with and without zero
adjustation. 

Furthermore, using zero-adjustation, we obtain the em
pirical relation 

Effort = 0.018 ph · LOC + 1.47 ph, 

where ph stands for person-hour and LOC for lines of 
code. 

Efficiency 
Due to the fact that the absolute valu~s of efficiency, 
i.e. number of issues per time, are of less interest , we 
postpone them until the comparison between review and 
testing on page 10 is discussed. 

Learning effects 
Horizontal l::'~plication, i.e. the repeated ilpplication of 
the same technique by the same team, enables us to 



Examination of Hypothesis I0 : 

n; % CS errors 
1st Appl. 4 100 100 80 
2nd Appl. 4 100 80 83 
Sum 8 

:z:2 
-'-'-
n · 

80 32400 
83 29929 

62329 

Vber = 67~~~/ 6 = 0.0089 

f ( l ,6)90 % = 3. 78 

=> Io no rejection 

Examination of Hypothesis J0 : 

n; % CS errors per hour 
1st Appl. 4 1.2 0.77 0.58 0.35 
2nd Appl. 4 0.43 0.36 0.42 0.62 
Sum 8 

:z:2 
-'-'-
n· 

1.67 
0.84 
2.51 

- 0.07/l - 0 59 
Vber - 0.86/6 - . 

f ( l ,6)90 % = 3.78 

=> Jo no rejection 

Fig. 8: Examination of Learning Effects. 

examine learning effects. We state the two following 
hypotheses: 

Io The percentage of the identified CS errors using 
reviews is independent of the times the tech
niques have been applied. 

Jo The efficiency w.r.t. the identified CS errors us
ing reviews is independent of the times the tech
niques have been applied. 

Applying the one-factorial analysis of variance (F-test, 
(4]) to the data, both hypotheses are not rejected. The 
corresponding significance probability values are 0.92 
and 0.47 for Io and J0 , respectively. Learning effects 
cannot be concluded from the data observed. The raw 
data for this analysis as well as some intermediate val
ues (see for instance (4, pp. 91]) are shown in Figure 
8. 

4.2 Test 

Effectiveness 
When analyzing the tests we only take CS errors into 
consideration. Other errors are usually not found by 
testing, since they often apply to the program structure 
rather than concrete failures. Cosmetic errors whose 
effects become visible for the user. e.g. in the form of 
ugly outputs, are an exception. 

Figure 9 shows the relative number of errors found in 
the individual tests. The different shading indicates in 
which test phase - black-box or white-box test - the 
errors were discovered. 

The relatively small number of CS errors is remarkable: 
25 % to 75 % of all errors remained undiscovered. 

The fact that only very few errors were found by white
box testing is hardly amazing since the white-box test 
was used as a supplement of the black-box test. 

Expenditure 
For examination of expenditure we divide the test meth
odology into three large paragraphs: (1) setting up the 
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test cases for the black-box test , (2) execution of the 
black-box test with analysis of the results , and (3) ex
tension of the coverage by the white-box test . 

Figure 10( a) shows the expenditure of the different tests. 

The reduced total expenditure at the second application 
of this test strategy is noteworthy. We will discuss this 
in greater detail in the paragraph on learning effects 
below. 

A correlation between expenditure and the size of pro
gram does not seem to exist as is illustrated in Fig
ure lO(b). Also, the empirical coefficient of correlation 
r = 0.165 supports this assumption. 

Another interesting point is the great effort spent in the 
execution phase. In discussions with the participants, 
we found that the reason was problems with the test en
vironment and the non-deterministic time performance 
of the systems. Here our decision for UNIX as the base 
platform was shown to have been inhappy. Depending 
upon the extent of utilization of the computer, the sys
tems ran noticeably differently and made a reliable and 
reproducible execution of the UUTs difficult. 
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Examination of Hypothesis 10: 
n; % CS errors 

1st Appl. 4 29 57 75 
2nd Appl. 4 60 40 33 
Sum 8 

:z:2 
-'-'-
n · 

75 13924 
50 5402.3 

19326.3 

- 990.13/1 - 1 24 
Vber - 4802 .8/6 - · 

f ( l ,6)90 % = 3. 78 

=} Ib no rejection 

n ; 

Examination of Hypothesis J0: 

% CS errors per hour - 0.0363/1 - 4 29 
Vbe r - 0 .0508/ 6 - · 

1st Appl. 
2nd Appl. 
Sum 

4 
4 
8 

0.08 0.22 0.17 0.14 
0.26 0.44 0.17 0.26 

0.088 
0.321 
0.409 

f c1,6)9o % = 3.78 

=} Jb rejection 

Fig. 11: Examination of Learning Effects. 

Efficiency 
Efficiency represents the quotient of detected errors and 
the time spent in detecting them. We do not discuss 
efficiency in detail here. We refer to the comparison of 
test and review on page 10. 

Leaming effects 
Similar to the investigation of the learning effects for 
reviews, we also wish to test two hypotheses here with 
one-factorial analysis of variance: 

10 the percentage of the identified CS errors in the 
test is independent of the frequency of the ap
plication of the technique 

J~ the efficiency with respect to the CS errors in 
the test is independent of the frequency of the 
application of the technique. 

Figure 11 shows the row data as well as some values of 
the analysis. 

Here, we also cannot reject the hypothesis with respect 
to the effectiveneBB, The si0nificance probability value 
for 10 is 0.31. With the respect to the efficiency, how
ever, we can reject hypothesis Jo to the level of signifi-
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cance of 10 %. With the second apJplication of the test 
technique, the students found approximately the same 
number of errors within a clearly shorter time. 

Estimation of own performance 
During testing, we asked the users to estimate their own 
performance with respect to the effectiveness. Figure 12 
shows the specification as well as the actually observed 
performance for each case. 

A relationship between the subjective estimate and the 
objective performance cannot be detected here. This 
observation supports other results ( e. g_ [3, p. 1288]) 
which suggest that self-evaluation is hardly applicable 
with the test. However , it is interesting to note that the 
users generally do not classify themselves as relatively 
successful. 

Influence of the number of test cases 
The test cases are an important item for testing. How
ever, it is extremely difficult to decide in advance wheth
er a record of test cases is good or bad. A simple mea
sure is the number of test cases. Therefore, we shall 

discuss our observations on the inRuenc~ C>f the number 
of test cases on the expenditure for test case generation. 
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Figure 14(a) shows the number of CS errors found and 
the number of test cases used. A (linear) relationship 
seems to exist; however, this is not very strong (r = 
0.35). One receives similar results for the related rela
tionships (see Figure 13). 

Relationship r 
Test cases for the black-box test and proportion 0.31 
of the errors found in the black-box test 
Test cases for the white-box test and proportion 0.33 
of the errors found in the white-box test 
Size of the classification tree and proportion of the 0.16 
errors found in the test 

Fig. 13: Examination Number of Test Cases +-+ Pro
portion of Errors Found. 

Apart from the influence of the number of test cases on 
the result , we wish to examine the effort involved in the 
generation of test cases. Figure 14(b) shows the expen
diture for generation of test case both for the black-box 
and white-box tests. 

4.3 Comparison of review and test 

We have already anticipated the probably most impor
tant result: the efficiency of the techniques. Using re
views, a detection rate of 80 % to 100 % was obtained, 
whereas in using tests, only between 25 % and 75 % CS 
errors were detected. Our assumptions on a similar ef
fectiveness of static and dynamic techniques have to be 
revised. 

Even in view of the effort spent the static technique was 
clearly better than the dynamic one (see Figure 6(a) for 
review and Figure lO(a) for test). 

The relationship between the effort spent and the ob
tained results (in terms of CS errors found) is depicted 
in Figure 15. On the average, 0.59 issues on CS errors 
per person-hour were reported using reviews compared 
with only 0.22 issues using test. Our assumptions as to 
(Q2) and (Q3) proved to be inapplicable. 
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The relationship between code size and effort, (Q4), pro
vides a heterogeneous picture: with static methods, a 
virtual-linear relationship is recognizable; yet not with 
dynamic methods. 

The learning effects, (Q5), also proved to be heteroge
neous: in applying reviews, the experience of the inspec
tor seems to have no great impact on the performance; 
in applying test , learning effects can be observed. 

With respect to the types of error which are found when 
each of the defect detection techniques were implemen
ted, we could not observe any significant differences. In 
particular, errors, which concern time conditions or con
currency were also discovered with static and dynamic 
techniques. Our assumption that detection of these er
rors is more difficult in reviews, (Q6), has no foundation 
in the collected data. 

The influences of motivation and experience on the re
sults were not recognizable w.r.t. both techniques. Our 
hypothesis about (Q8) proved to be applicable. 

5 EVALUATION OF THE EXPERIMENT 

Apart from theoretical knowledge, experimental obser
vations, in particular, are important in order that de
cisions can be made reasonably. In view of this a cer
tain responsibility also seems connected with the ex
perimental results. It is the circumstances under which 
the experimental observation are valid, thus essential to 
carefully examine. 

5 .1 Threats to internal validity 

As this experiment was performed with merely 13 stu
dents, only little reliability remains in the statistical 
sense. Further replications of the experiment are ab
solutely necessary. The assumption that the results of 
the individual users or teams are independent plays a 
large role here as well. We believe, however , - and dis
cussions with our students also showed this - that we 
succeeded in transferring the experimental spirit to the 
participants. There was nearly no interaction between 
the individuals or teams, as far as the handling of the 
experimental exercises was concerned. 

The data collection, especially the measurement of ef
forts, is afflicted with a certain degree of inaccuracy. 
Although the particular results must be regarded with 
a certain amount of objectivity, we believe that this in
accuracy has little influence on the actual results of the 
experiment. 

5.2 Threats to external validity 

In the following, we discuss the significant points which 
can cause doubt about the transmissibility of our re
sults. 
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• The software investigation was executed by stu
dents , and not by developers from industry. 

Of course, there is a difference when someone ap
plies a technique for only a short time or over many 
years . This effect is also acknowledged in our anal
ysis of learning effects within the area of testing. 
However , DeMarco and Lister report in [6] that 
these differences are often overestimated. The vari
ation of performance due to individual abilities is 
clearly stronger than the variation due to experi
ence. 

All of our participants were graduate students, who 
were, for the most parts in their final semesters and, 
thus , persons who were to begin their working life 
shortly. In areas , where young or inexperienced 
personnel, in particular, are deployed , the results 
are surely portable in a some way. 

• The sample programs do not originate from real 
development projects. 

Here, we Bee the greatest block to the transmissi
bility of our results . The software used in our ex
periment was commented well, the problem defini-
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tion was easy to understand, and the selected solu
tion was easily comprehensible. We note differences 
to many software projects applied in industry: the 
problems are substantially more complex and the 
problem domain is often less intuitive. These are 
characteristics which clearly make the reading of 
code more difficult. 

• Optimum conditions for the software defect detec
tion activities. 

Within our investigation, there were no external re
strictions such as time pressure. The participants 
could take as much time as they judged to be neces
sary. In many real projects, however, time pressure 
plays an important role, which often has effects on 
the preparation of a review meeting, for instance. 
It is completely unclear how the results would have 
looked under more restrictive conditions with re
spect to time pressure. 

Despite justified doubts about the transmissibility of the 
results in detail, we believe that the basic tendencies are 
portable to other areas in the field of embedded systems 



development. Observations within our daily work at 
Daimler-Benz confirm this estimation. 

6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

Software defect detection plays an essential role within 
the software development process. It serves to checls: the 
conformity of the software in relation to various specifi
cations. In addition, software defect detection involves 
great efforts. 

In order to cope with the demand on rising productiv
ity on the one hand and continuous or improved quality 
on the other hand, it is necessary to reduce the abso
lute efforts in this area without losing their effectiveness. 
This requires that the techniques available be optimally 
combined for software defect detection activities. This 
again presupposes knowledge on the effectiveness and 
efficiency of the available techniques, for example. To 
acquire this knowledge, experiments represent an im
portant issue. 

In this report , we have described such an empirical in
vestigation on techniques for software defect detection 
with special attention to embedded systems and their 
specific features. Within this investigation, each of four 
small systems was examined by four groups using static 
(i.e. technical reviews) and dynamic defect detection 
techniques (i. e. testing). The results of this investiga
tion can be summarized as follows: 

Effectiveness: Using reviews, between 80 % and 100 % 
of the contained critical or serious errors were dis
covered. In using testing, only between 25 % and 
75 % of the contained errors in this error class were 
found. 

Efficiency: With respect to the time for error identifica
tion, the technical reviews clearly performed better 
than test: 0.59 errors per person-hour were found 
using static techniques, whereas only 0.22 errors 
per person-hour were found using dynamic tech
niques. 

Error classes: We assumed that fewer errors which are 
in the field of concurrency or time conditions would 
be found using static techniques than when using 
dynamic ones. Our observations could not confirm 
this hypothesis at all. 

6.1 Future Work 

During of our investigation, we identified a set of ques
t ions which are worth being considered in future inves
tigations: 

• Which influence do the concrete software artifacts 
to be examined have on the results of the investi
gation? 
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Within our artifacts there were already certain vari
ations in effectiveness of the individual techniques. 
Nevertheless, despite a certain variance in archi
tecture, most aspects were similar ( e. g. type of the 
control structures used, commentating degree). It 
is of interest whether more variation in the arti
facts would result in more variation in efficiency or 
effectiveness. 

• Do limited resources have any effect? 

In testing and preparation of the reviews, it was 
left to the students how much time they wanted to 
spend on the individual steps. An alternative strat
egy would be to set certain times. With shorter 
times, fewer errors would be probably found, but 
it is unclear how the efficiency in this case would 
behaves, i.e. whether more or fewer errors per time 
would be found. 

• Does the concrete implementation of the defect de
tection method used have any influence? 

In the framework of the investigation we used tech
niques which reflect the state of the art evident in 
many enterprises. However, these techniques are 
different from the current state of the art. An in
teresting point would be to consider more sophisti
cated techniques, e. g. using better reading tech
niques such as the perspective-based reading [2] 
with perspectives adapted to the field of the em
bedded systems. 

In addition, apart from a variation in the parameters 
of the experiment and further investigations, replica
tion of this experiment plays an important role on the 
path to well-founded knowledge about defect detection 
techniques. All materials necessary to replicate this em
pirical study are documented in (7] . 
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1. Abstract 
Why can't Johnny read or write requirements? In 1955, Rudolf Flesch wrote, Why Johnny Can' t Read1 

which delivered a stingy indictment of using the wrong method to teach the principles of reading. 

Now, some forty plus years later, the same can be said ofreading and writing requirements and again 
the underlying principle is that we aren't teaching it correctly. More clearly stated, Johnny can' t read or 
write requirements because it isn't clear to him 

• What needs to be written 

• How requirements should be read 

• Why requirements are always obsolete 

Countless articles have appeared over the years citing various industry statistics strongly suggesting that 
the act of resolving software problems in the phase that they are created in is the key to producing high 
quality and affordable products. In particular, a large body of evidence exists indicating that 
requirement defects are by far the most expensive defects to correct once they have found their way into 
products.2 Additionally, a number of studies show software documentation products• and processes as 
the key components of software quality (see 3 4 and 5) . Lastly, a recent article by Brian Lawrence 
implicated requirements as easily consuming up to 50 percent of the total life cycle cost of a software 
system.6 

So why is it, some thirty plus years after the birth of the software industry, that Johnny still cannot read 
or write requirements? What are the fundamental flaws in the way that we teach requirements 
formation, management, and usage that lead to such an appalling state of affairs? 

This paper investigates these questions, proposing the use of a tool, ReqTrack, along with the adoption 
of a simple requirements process to overcome Johnny' s deficiencies. The areas addressed are the 
essential areas that have led to the malaise that we find ourselves in, namely the fact that 

1. Native languages, when used to express requirements, must be clarified 

• Most requirement specifications are written in native languages where ambiguities are 
ripe. All terms that may have ambiguous meanings must be defined. 

2. Requirements must be treated as living organisms 

• The process by which requirements are stated and coded must encourage and nurture their 
continued evolution, not force them to become static and stale. 

3 . Simple and clear processes must exist for requirements creation and management 

• All directed human activity requires process formation, follow-through, and compliance in 
order to be effective. Requirement creation and management isn't any different. The key to 
a successful requirements management system is a simple, clear, and interactive process 
that truly facilitates requirement management. 

4 . A requirements management tool must exist and be used in conjunction with a solid requirements 
management process 

• ReqTrack is a requirement management tool that this author uses successfully. It is quite 
simple, yet has the basic features needed to successfully management requirements. 

• The documentation products are primarily requirements and design documentation. 
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This author is at the center for the implementation of a formal requirement process and a requirement
tracking tool (ReqTrack). This effort has contributed to the success of a project that has now been 
marketed around the world. It is the author's belief that the application of these processes and techniques 
will allow all the "Johnny's of the world" to start writing and reading more useful requirements. 

2. Th_e Requirements Dilemma? 

As indicated in the abstract, Johnny can't read or write requirements because it isn't clear to him 

• what needs to be written 

• how requirements should be read 

• why requirements always appear obsolete 

Let us examine each of these statements briefly. 

2.1 What to Write 

Plenty has been written about the dos and don'ts of good requirement construction. Adjectives abound 
when describing good requirements such as 

• Verifiable 

• Complete 

• Consistent 

• Traceable 

• Explicit 

• Concise 

This is all well and good, but it doesn't say anything about the equally important but overlooked tradeoff 
between too much detail and not enough. Take a look at Figure lfor a pictorial view of this problem. 
The specification of requirement detail is a continuum that runs from requirements with too little detail 
to those with too much. When a small amount of detail is included, such as with high level or customer 
requirements, then the risk of those requirements becoming stale is greatly diminished. The problem 
with trying to design a product from high level requirements, however, is that there isn't enough detail. 

Looking at Figure 1 one can see that if you add too much detail the odds of keeping that detail up-to
date are greatly increased and thus the risk of stale requirements are great. So, what should Johnny 
write? 

In a nutshell, Johnny should write requirements that are verifiable, complete, etc., but just as 
importantly, Johnny should only add as much detail as is necessary to get the job done ... and no more! 
Requirement documents, design specifications, and test documents should all be tied into the 
requirement management process as described later. These documents should include enough detail that 
good people will be able to get the job done without overburdening the documentation workload. 
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Figure 1 - Requirements Definition Tradeoffs 
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2.2 How To Read 

Just as there are tradeoffs in how to write requirements, the same is true of how to read them. There are 
two significant problems associated with reading requirements 

1. Requirements are typically stored and read the old fashioned way, from a paper document that is 
static, stale and hopelessly outdated 

2. Once requirements have been finalized, the typical reader wants to find requirements with respect 
to a particular event, feature, component, etc. When reading requirements the old fashioned way, 
this is quite difficult to do 

To read requirements, the reader needs assistance ... assistance from tools that facilitate the processes 
that the reader must engage in. ReqTrackb can help Johnny read requirements again ... and allow Johnny 
to read them in whatever fashion makes sense to Johnny regardless of who authored the requirements. 
ReqTrack is a tool developed to aid the "Johnny's of the world" in organizing, managing, and making 
requirements useful again. The philosophy ofReqTrack is highlighted in Figure 2. Essentially, the 
requirement repository is the ReqTrack database, not a number of outdated and static documents. All 

b ReqTrack is currently implemented as a Microsoft Access database with a small amoun1 ofVBA code and some macro extensions in 
Microsoft Word. Requirements documents are written in Microsoft word and are tied to the requirements database via macros. 
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references to requirements in requirements documents are simply table lookups and displays of the 
requirement as it currently exists in the requirement database. This avoids problems associated with 
duplicate sources and greatly aids the desire to make requirements readable again. 

Requirements 
dB 

Figure 2 - ReqTrack Model 

Macro requests document update 

All requirements are retrieved from dB 8 •• • • ,.,.,,,,, 

and inserted into document. ----+ Workstation 

Laser printer 

Once requirements exist in a database, then the ability to examine requirements in the fashion that 
makes sense to each and every Johnny becomes possible as shown in Figure 3. This is possible because 
a relational database, if the schema is setup correctly, allows for many views of the same data. 

Consider the following, as a developer, Johnny would probably want to be able to quickly ascertain all 
the requirements that affect a particular component that he/she may be developing. At the same time and 
on the same project, as a project manager or a marketing representative of the product being developed, 
Johnny may want to view all the requirements related to a particular feature. With ReqTrack, the 
problem of reading is miuimi zed since the two of the three primary sources of frustration with 
requirement documents are how to read and write them. 

2.3 Coping with Obsolescence 

Requirements obsolescence is primarily the result of Johnny not having the 

1. Time to update documents as requirement change. The common problem for requirements updates 
is not what needs to be written the but the painstaking process of finding and updating the 
document(s ). 

2. Familiarity with what requirements exist and thus not being aware that they have become obsolete. 

3. Understanding of how requirements came about and thus is reluctant to change them in incorrectly. 
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Figure 3 - Requirements Views 
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Each of these problems is difficult but the difficulty i.c: diminished when a tool such as ReqTrack comes 
into use. For each of the above problems, ReqTrack enhances Johnny's abilities because 

1. Requirements can easily be searched, sorted, and viewed in multiplicity of ways. Once the 
requirement is located, ReqTrack automatically provides the linkage back to source documents for 
contextual update if required. 

2. The more frequent use of ReqTrack increases awareness of all requirements that concern Johnny 

3. A history ofreasoning and changes can be captured for future project maintenance needs 

The following section elaborates more on ReqTrack, shows some screen captures, and demonstrates 
how a simple tool can make a significant contribution to a project's requirement effort. 

3. ReqTrack and a Requirements Management Process 
No tool, no matter how elaborate and expensive can take the place of a well-planned and implemented 
process that all participants agree upon. The same is true of requirement management. ReqTrack is a 
simple and very inexpensive tool assembled from common and readily available commercial products. 
Its effectiveness is dependent upon how it is used, and that use is the essence of a requirement 
management process. To be successful, you must define and manage requirements. Management 
includes the creation, modification, replacement, and/or removal of requirements and proposed 
requirements. The bare essentials of a workable requirement management process follow: 

• Simple yet reasonably comprehensive 

• Includes a recording of definitions and terms 

• Has a requirements gatekeeper and champion of the process 
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• Includes a discussion mechanism for proposed requirements 

• An ability to maintain status of proposed requirements 

• Requirement proposals are handled in a timely manner 

• Clearly communicated vision of the process and having informed participants 

• Treats requirements as a living organism 

Additionally, additions can be made that enhance the process, such as: 

• The recording of discussions for historical purposes either audibly or written 

• The recognition and handling of two flavors of requirement proposals 

Let us examine each of the above in the context of the process while simultaneously examining that 
process with the benefit of using the ReqTrack tool as a process aid. 

3.1 Establishing a Formal Requirement Process 

Over the past four years, this author has been at the forefront of creating, modifying, synthesizing and 
deploying a requirement management system for internal projects at Aztek Engineering. The process 
and tools have evolved from the early implementation with shell scripts in an Informix database 7, to the 
present application that is based upon Microsoft's Access and Word. 

If one starts with the asS1DDption that product qualityc is desirable, then formal processes and tools must 
be developed or obtained. Contrary to popular belief, obtaining the latest gizmo from a tool vendor will 
not necessarily solve your problem d_ In fact, without forethought and the implementation of a formal 
requirement process, it most likely destined for failure irrespective of how expensive it is. The 
implementation of the tool and the process are the key ingredients to success. 

On the other hand, with a formal process in place, even the simplest of tools aid and abate the process of 
forming, refining, and managing requirements. That is the approach that this author has taken and is a 
preview of the next few paragraphs. 

3.1.1 Simple Yet Comprehensive 

Most things one undertakes in life are governed by the 80/20 rule. You try to resolve 80% of your 
problems with 20% of the effort. The same is true of a requirement management process. For most 
products, such a system is sufficient. One should try to create a reasonably comprehensive system with a 
minimum of resources. The typical mistake is to build a grandiose system that never can be deployed 
while your products suffer from having no formal process in place. Start small and add the increased 
comprehensiveness as you mature the product and processes. 

c Product quality where it is defined in broad terms such as low field defect numbers and a qualitative measure of high customer 

satisfaction. 

d At least to the popular belief that most tools vendors would state. 
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3.1.2 Recording of Definitions and Terms 

Most requirement specifications are written in native languages. A direct result of using native 
languages to specify requirements is the fact that they are inherently riddled with the problem of 
ambiguity. 

One alternative to the problem of ambiguity is to write requirements with mathematical rigor. 
Unfortunately, this alternative is neither palatable nor plausible for most systems and engineers. 
Another approach is to instill disciple in the requirement formulation process such that ambiguities are 
minimized. The simplest and most common method of doing this is to make liberal use of a requirement 
definitions table. Figure 4 shows a screen capture of the definition table within ReqTrack . This 
mechanism is used liberally by ReqTrack users to define ambiguous terms in an attempt to minimiz.e 
confusion with respect to requirements. 

3.1.2.1 Avoiding Ambiguous Requirements 

The source of ambiguities is not limited to misunderstandings about definitions but also includes general 
clarity issues. When trying to properly word a requirement, it is the author's responsibility to concisely 
express the essence of what is required of the system. Unfortunately, in most cases, the initially 
proposed requirement is not always correctly understood. To avoid this problem, a simple but formal 
process where requirements can be proposed, reviewed, and agreed to is critical. Additionally, 
employing a requirement gatekeeper who has responsibility for facilitating the process minimizes the 
acceptance of poorly worded requirements. 

3.1.3 Gatekeeper and Champion of the Process 

Every process, particularly when new, must have a champion. To prevent requirements creep\ a 
gatekeeper should scrutinize each and every requirement being proposed to decide if it is worthy and 
really required. The gatekeeper and champion of the process don't necessarily have to be the same 
person but there is enough overlap in the roles to support it. The following are the key responsibilities of 
this person: 

• Makes sure that proposals are properly aired, that the correct stakeholders are participants, and that 
things keep moving. In other words, they facilitator of the requirement process. 

• Encourages the user of the process and continues to improve upon it. In other words, they are the 
champions of the requirement process. 

• Examines all requirements for redundancy, conciseness, ambiguity, etc. 

• The undesirable phenomenon of requirements being slowly added to a product over time without conscious acceptance of the new 
requirements 
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Figure 4 - ReqTrack Definitions Screen 

3.1.4 Discussion Mechanism for Proposed Requirements 

It's quite natural to consider the process of proposing requirements and approving them as an initial 
state that occurs when a project is just beginning and it is true that this occurs. Unfortunately, some 
people think that this is where requirement management stops. Requirements are proposed, or at least 
should be easily proposed, though out the product life cycle. ReqTrack facilitates this process by 
allowing any participant to the project to propose requirements at any time during the project. 

As part of proposing requirements, ReqTrack cmrently supports a discussion fol1Dll of written 
discussionsf. An example of the written discussion process might be the following: 

Johnny is developing a feature and has a number of related requirements that support the 
development. The requirements are entered into ReqTrack and placed into a proposed state. 
Notifications are sent to concerned stakeholders based on the owners associated with each 
component affected. These stakeholders then utilize ReqTrack's comment forms to enter 

r Currently only Mitten discussions are supported although one could envision audible comments stored via analog to digital conversions. 
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comments either supporting, rewording, disagreeing, etc. with the proposed requirements. 
Queries and reports support the easy viewing of related requirements for the discussion 

process. 

The e~act nature of how the proposal process works is, to some degree irrelevant, since the essence of 
the process is that there is a process and a reasonably suitable tool to aid in the process. What's 
important is that there is a process and that it is used. 

Figure 5 shows an example of the comment form within ReqTrack while Figure 6 provides an example 
of a report where requirements were grouped on a filter and proposal status state. 

Figure 5 - Proposal Comments 

There are several advantages of having recorded discussions for proposed requirements with two of the 
more important being 

• Recorded histories of decisions made with respect to a product are important, particularly in the 

mamtenan~ ~hruie of a project. A ruClvllt wti~lv w. a papular trade magazine indicated that roughly 
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• 

20% of the software work force change jobs each year. Keeping a recorded history minimizes the 
impact of loosing this history when people leave the project. 

Pres~ the link between a customer's requirement definitions and the eventual requirements 
used to bwld the product provides the ability to ensure the quality of a software system beyond its 
first release 8. 

Figure 6 - Comments Report 
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3.1.5 Ability to Maintain Status of Proposed Requirements 

ReqTrack employs a status field that indicates the CWTent status of a requirement. The typical values are 

• Proposed - Requirements generally come in two flavors, a requirement that is reasonably self
contained and multiple related requirements that need to be reviewed as a group. ReqTrack supports 
both views by indicating the singleness or multiplicity of a proposed requirement as part of the 
status field for the proposed requirement. 
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• Rejected - Was proposed but not accepted. Kept arolllld for historical needs. 

• Approved - Has been approved as a requirement but has not been implemented yet. 

• Achieved - Has been approved and implemented. 

• Action needed - The requirement is still in the Proposal State, but needs action to be taken in order 
for it to progress further. 

3.1.6 Timeliness in Handling of Proposals 

The objective is to ratify or reject singular requirement proposals within a two-week period. Multiple 
related requirements tend to linger much longer while they are hashed arolllld. For a system to run 
smoothly, the project team has to decide what the reasonable gestation period is and then strive to keep 
things moving smoothly without great delays; otherwise, the process is subjected to a loss of faith by the 
participants. 

3.1.7 Clearly Communicated Vision of the Process and Having Informed Participants 

Informally or formally, all participants need to have a sense of belonging to the project. Without it, the 
effort required to make it work will be wasted by a few. On the same note, make certain to document a 
process8 and then stick to it. Tweaks can be made to smooth the process as you go but be certain to 
feedback the changes to all involved. 

3.1.8 Requirements as Living Organisms 

As mentioned previously, a common problem facing today's Johnny is that of the rapid pace that 
software projects evolve. By implication, this means that the requirements of the project evolve quite 
rapidly also. Combined with this rapid evolution ofrequirements is that software projects are 
perpetually caught in a crllllch mode. There simply isn't enough time to write and test the code, let alone 
to keep documentation up-to-date. Unfortunately, this quite often leads to an ablllldance of implicit 
requirements being introduced into the project.h Implicit requirements are a very bad project 
characteristic. Implicit requirements are, by their very nature, behaviors that developed systems exhibit 
yet no requirements exist documenting those behaviors. By their very existence, they add considerable 
hidden costs to the project, confusion to your customers and an endless source of frustration to your test 
effort. This author has examined this problem in detail and has proposed methods to deal with it (see 9 

and 1°). In general, implicit requirements come about as a by-product of incomplete requirements that 
the developer must ad lib for when they are in the heat of battle. The methods to prevent the introduction 
are 

• To provide complete requirements specifications prior to coding 

• To recognize that requirements are incomplete and to provide processes and tools to incorporate 
implicit requirements as explicit ones 

This author has argued strongly for the latter solution since the belief that one can ever provide 
comprehensive requirements prior to coding is just a pipe dream. All of the material presented in this 
paper addresses the problem of treating requirements as living organisms. This is quite indicative by the 
author's decision to place requirements in a database and creating documents from the database. 
Without mechanisms that allow and actually encourage living requirements, requirements will become 

1 Document rt as s~ly M ~ible. The more there i~ to r!MI, th~ more ix:oplo will not rood it 
h Implicit requirements are defined as requirements of the system that have never been documented. 
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stale and faith in the requirements will be greatly diminished, regardless of where and how they are 
kept. 

4. Conclusions 
It has been argued that Johnny can't read or write requirements because it isn't clear to him 

• What needs to be written 

• How requirements should be read 

• Why requirements are always obsolete 

The key to solving Johnny's dilemma is to institute a requirement process and to implement some simple 
tools to aid in that process. The key point is that implementing the process is the first big step while 
adding the tools is secondary. Tools without a process are doomed to fail whereas a process without 
tools could succeed. 
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Johnny Can't Read Req's 
because •... 

To difficult to find what he's looking for 

He doesn't know whether to trust what he 
finds when and if he finds it 

He views requirements as a task that 
happens once ... at the beginning of a 
project 

Johnny Can't Write Req's 
because ... 

It's not clear how much detail is enough 

Too 
Little 

Detail 

Reasonably Current and 
Accurate Requirements 

Out-of- Date Requirements 
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With a revised model and a 
simple tool Johnny ... 
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Will be able to easily read requirements 

Will be able to write good requirements 

Will begin treating requirements as living 
organisms 

this results in better req's 

more faith in the process 

all the "Johnny's of the project" to participate 
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Why not this Requirements 
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View of All Requirements for a 
given developer 

D 

View of all Requirements 
for next release of a 

product 

Reengineering the 
Requirements Process 
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Simple ... simple ... simpler 

Avoid ambiguity ... use definition tables 

Implement formal req's review/discussions 

Have a gatekeeper and process champion 

Insure timeliness for proposals 

Treat requirements as living organisms 

Develop simple tools to aid the process 
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With a revised model and a 
simple tool Johnny ... 
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Will be able to easily read requirements 
Will be able to write good requirements 
Will begin treating requirements as living 
organisms 

this results in better req's 

more faith in the process 

all the "Johnny's of the project" to participate 
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